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FOREWORD
 

And so in the military:

Knowing the other and knowing oneself, 

Not knowing the other and knowing oneself, 

VÜ®�ĐÂ¡ÿäóė�¸äó�äÜ®�Óä÷÷Ƚ�
Not knowing the other and not knowing oneself, 

In every battle certain defeat. 

— The Art of War1

Understanding people, whether “knowing the other” or “knowing one-

self,” is not the kind of straightforward task with which military trainers 

and leaders are familiar. In fact, we often attempt to avoid the problem 

all together and look for technological solutions to human problems. 

q¿Â÷� Â÷� ÂÜ�ï�óÿ���Ü�ÿąó�Ó�¡äÜ÷®òą®Ü¡®�ä¸�ÿ¿®�wȽiȽ�ÚÂÓÂÿ�óė�¿�ĐÂÜº�¿®Ó§�
��§®¡Â÷ÂĐ®�ÿ®¡¿ÜÂ¡�Ó��Ü§�ÂÜ§ą÷ÿóÂ�Ó��§Đ�Üÿ�º®�äÜ�ÿ¿®���ÿÿÓ®ĥ®Ó§�¸äó�ÿ¿®�
past century. Yet in this advantage lies a corresponding weakness when 

faced with problems that cannot be solved by technology. Although 

our theory of war emphasizes that the human dimension of war is the 

Úä÷ÿ�¡óÂÿÂ¡�Ó�®Ó®Ú®Üÿȷ�đ®�ä¸ÿ®Ü�¸�ÂÓ�ÿä�÷ąģ¡Â®ÜÿÓė��¡¡äąÜÿ�¸äó�Âÿ�ÂÜ�äąó�
training and planning. At the core of understanding people is culture, 

a concept that is both useful and ambiguous. In order to overcome our 

natural aversion to ambiguity and uncertainty, we must admit that a 

§®ÓÂ�®ó�ÿ®� �Ü§�ï®ó÷Â÷ÿ®Üÿ� ®Ģäóÿ� Â÷� ó®òąÂó®§� ÿä�§®Đ®Óäï� ¡äÚï®ÿ®Ü¡®� ÂÜ�
the art of understanding people through culture. 

This guidebook, an important step in adopting such a methodical 

approach to culture in operations, presents an evolutionary approach to 

understanding the human dimension. The concepts and skills presented 

here under the umbrella of Culture General provide leaders, trainers, 

and educators a pragmatic toolkit to prepare service members for global 

employment. The absolute diversity of spoken languages in the world, 

®÷ÿÂÚ�ÿ®§�ÿä��®��óäąÜ§�țȷȞȕȕ��ė�÷äÚ®�Ú®ÿ¿ä§÷ȷ��Ü§�¡ąÓÿąó®÷�ºą�ó�Ü-
tee that no nation’s military will ever be perfectly prepared to operate 

Ȗ� iąÜɏÿĜąȷ�The Art of War,�ÿó�Ü÷Ƚ�q¿®��®ÜÚ��qó�Ü÷Ó�ÿÂäÜ�-óäąï�ɋ�ä÷ÿäÜȶ�i¿�Ú�¿�Ó��aą�-
ÓÂ¡�ÿÂäÜ÷ȷ� ȗȕȕȖɌȽ��÷�ïó®÷®Üÿ®§� ÂÜ� ÿ¿®�äÜÓÂÜ®� ó®÷äąó¡®ȷ�ɖq¿®��óÿ� ä¸���óȷɗ�Bowdoin College, 
�¡¡®÷÷®§��®¡®Ú�®ó�ȖȞȷ�ȗȕȖȜȷ�¿ÿÿïȶɃɃÓ®�óÜȽ�äđ§äÂÜȽ®§ąɃ÷ąÜÿĜąɃȽ
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in foreign environments. Nonetheless, the deliberate application of  

�ąÓÿąó®�-®Ü®ó�Ó�ÐÜäđÓ®§º®��Ü§�÷ÐÂÓÓ÷� ÿä�÷ï®¡Âĥ¡�¡ąÓÿąó®÷��Ü§�ó®ºÂäÜ÷�
will produce forces as prepared as possible to deal with the complexities 

of the current operating environment both as individuals and as units. 

We should take satisfaction in the idea that this guidebook positions us 

well to extend the Culture General approach more broadly across the 

services. Based on a solid interdisciplinary foundation and grounded in 

accepted social science methods, this guidebook provides a bridge to 

Úäó®�®Ģ®¡ÿÂĐ®�äï®ó�ÿÂäÜ÷��¡óä÷÷�ÿ¿®�ó�Üº®�ä¸�ÚÂÓÂÿ�óė�äï®ó�ÿÂäÜ÷Ƚ�

      G.M. Dallas

� � � � � � �Âó®¡ÿäóȷ���V�D
� � � � � � �äÓäÜ®Óȷ�wiL��ɋe!qɌ

PREFACE
WHY FOCUS ON CULTURE GENERAL?

With the ongoing institutionalization of culture-related programs 

ÂÜ� ÚÂÓÂÿ�óė� ÷®óĐÂ¡®÷ȷ� ÿ¿®� �Đ�ÂÓ��ÂÓÂÿė� ä¸� ó®ºÂäÜ�Ó� �Ü§� ¡ąÓÿąó®ɏ÷ï®¡Âĥ¡� 
education and training, as well as opportunities for building language 

÷ÐÂÓÓ÷ȷ�¿�Đ®�ÂÚïóäĐ®§�§ó�Ú�ÿÂ¡�ÓÓė�÷ÂÜ¡®�ÿ¿®�®�óÓė�ȗȕȕȕ÷Ƚ�5ÿ�Â÷ȷ�ÿ¿®ó®¸äó®ȷ� 
natural to ask why we would create a guidebook focused on concepts 

and skills that can be used anywhere.

q¿®� �ïïóä�¡¿� ä¸� ®òąÂïïÂÜº� ÚÂÓÂÿ�óė� ï®ó÷äÜÜ®Ó� đÂÿ¿� ¡ąÓÿąó®� º®Ü®ó�Ó�
concepts and skills arose through ad hoc coordination among social 

÷¡Â®ÜÿÂ÷ÿ÷��Ü§�ÚÂÓÂÿ�óė�ï®ó÷äÜÜ®Ó�÷ÿ�óÿÂÜº��óäąÜ§�ȗȕȕțȽ�q¿®�ÂÜÿ®Üÿ�đ�÷�
ɍ��Ü§�Â÷�ɍ�ÿä�¡äÚïÓ®Ú®Üÿ�ÿ¿®�ó®ºÂäÜ�Óȷ�¡ąÓÿąó®ɏ÷ï®¡Âĥ¡ȷ��Ü§�Ó�Üºą�º®�
approaches already in place or being developed. Culture general con-

cepts and skills help make learning about a new area easier, enhance 

ï®ó÷äÜÜ®Óɚ÷� ��ÂÓÂÿė� ÿä� �ïïÓė� ó®ºÂäÜ�Ó� �Ü§� ¡ąÓÿąó®ɏ÷ï®¡Âĥ¡� ÐÜäđÓ®§º®ȷ�
�Ü§�ÂÚïóäĐ®�ÿ¿®Âó���ÂÓÂÿė�ÿä�ÂÜÿ®ó�¡ÿ��Ü§�äï®ó�ÿ®�®Ģ®¡ÿÂĐ®Óė�ÂÜ�¡ąÓÿąó�ÓÓė�
complex situations. 

�÷�ä¸�ȗȕȖȜȷ�ÿ¿®ó®��ó®�ÜąÚ®óäą÷�¡ąÓÿąó®�º®Ü®ó�Ó�¡äąó÷®÷�äĢ®ó®§��¡óä÷÷�
the services. While there is some reference material available, there 

was not a basic guide to relevant culture general concepts and skills. 

q¿Â÷� ºąÂ§®�ääÐ� ÷®óĐ®÷� ÿä� ĥÓÓ� ÿ¿�ÿ� º�ï� �Ü§� ÿä� ïóäĐÂ§®� �� ¸äąÜ§�ÿÂäÜ�Ó�
document upon which others may build to grow the culture general 

resources available to military personnel and those who support them. 

Perhaps less interesting to operators, culture general approaches 

�Ó÷ä�đ®ó®� ÷ï®¡Âĥ¡�ÓÓė� §®÷ÂºÜ®§� ÿä� ¿®Óï�ÚÂÿÂº�ÿ®� ÷®Đ®ó�Ó� ÂÜÿ®óɏó®Ó�ÿ®§� 
¡¿�ÓÓ®Üº®÷� ¸�¡ÂÜº� ÿ¿®� äóº�ÜÂĜ�ÿÂäÜ÷� ¡¿�óº®§� đÂÿ¿� ®òąÂïïÂÜº� ÚÂÓÂ-
tary personnel with culture-related capabilities. Although we will not 

�§§ó®÷÷�ÿ¿®Ú�ÂÜ�ÿ¿®�ºąÂ§®�ääÐȷ�ÿ¿®÷®�Â÷÷ą®÷�¿�Đ®�®Üäąº¿�÷ÂºÜÂĥ¡�Ü¡®�
historically and currently that they bear mentioning in this preface.

ȥɌ� �ĒÝČĒÿ·ɞÿ·Ý�Č·°� ûÿïÃÿ�äă� �ÿ·� °·ăÌÃæ·°� Čï� °ï� ä�æĥ� °Ìı·ÿ·æČ�
things. e®ºÂäÜ�Ó� ÐÜäđÓ®§º®� �Ü§� ¡ąÓÿąó®ɏ÷ï®¡Âĥ¡� ÐÜäđÓ®§º®� äĐ®óÓ�ï�
�ąÿ� �ó®� Üäÿ� Â§®ÜÿÂ¡�ÓȽ� DÂÐ®đÂ÷®ȷ� Ó�Üºą�º®� ÷ÐÂÓÓ÷� �Ü§� ¡ąÓÿąó®ɏ÷ï®¡Âĥ¡�
knowledge overlap but are not the same. Purely regional or language 

�ïïóä�¡¿®÷��ó®�÷ÿÂÓÓ�̧ �ÂóÓė�¡äÚÚäÜ�ÂÜ�ÿ¿®��®ï�óÿÚ®Üÿ�ä¸��®¸®Ü÷®�ɋ�ä�ɌȽ�
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While regional knowledge and language skills are critical parts of  

learning, programs focused exclusively on these topics are not designed 

ÿä�ÿ¿äóäąº¿Óė��§§ó®÷÷�§®ÿ�ÂÓ®§�¡ąÓÿąó®ɏ÷ï®¡Âĥ¡�ÂÜ¸äóÚ�ÿÂäÜȽ�q¿Â÷�Â÷�Üäÿ�
ÿä�÷ąºº®÷ÿ���Ħ�đ�ÂÜ�ó®ºÂäÜ�Ó�äó�Ó�Üºą�º®��ïïóä�¡¿®÷ȷ�äÜÓė�ÿä�ïäÂÜÿ�äąÿ�
that they are designed to provide particular capabilities and are not, 

ÂÜ� Â÷äÓ�ÿÂäÜȷ� ÷ąģ¡Â®Üÿ� ÿä� �§§ó®÷÷� ó®òąÂó®§� ¡ąÓÿąó�Ó� ¡�ï��ÂÓÂÿÂ®÷Ƚ� q¿Â÷�
Â÷�®÷ï®¡Â�ÓÓė�÷ÂºÜÂĥ¡�Üÿ�¸äó�ïóäºó�Ú÷�ïóäĐÂ§ÂÜº�¡�ï��ÂÓÂÿė�ÿä�ÿ¿®�ÿäÿ�Ó�
force rather than specialists. 

ȦɌ� �ĒÝČĒÿ·ɞăû·ªÌĴª� ÌæÁïÿä�ČÌïæ�ä�ĥ�æïČ� �Ýğ�ĥă� ¨·� �Ğ�ÌÝ�¨Ý·Ɍ There 

is no government system in place to gather and update detailed cul-

ÿąó®ɏ÷ï®¡Âĥ¡�ÂÜ¸äóÚ�ÿÂäÜ�äÜ�®Đ®óė�ïÓ�¡®ȷ�ºóäąïȷ��Ü§�¿ąÚ�Ü�Ü®ÿđäóÐȽ�
For a whole host of reasons beyond the scope of this text, it is unlikely 

any such system would be successful. Scholars, analysts, and instruc-

tors in a wide range of agencies work to maintain and apply knowledge 

within their areas of expertise, but there are limits to how accessible 

such knowledge can be across organizational lines and how thorough 

coverage can be.

ȧɌ��ĒÝČĒÿ·�ªÉ�æÃ·ăɆ�·ăû·ªÌ�ÝÝĥ�Ìæ�ČÌä·ă�ïÁ�°ÌăÿĒûČÌïæɌ Military person-

nel, especially those focused on expeditionary capabilities, sometimes 

§®ïÓäė�ÂÜÿä�÷Âÿą�ÿÂäÜ÷�đ¿®ó®�¡äÜĦÂ¡ÿȷ�¡�ÿ�÷ÿóäï¿®ȷ�äó�äÿ¿®ó�§Â÷óąïÿÂäÜ� 
lead people to change behavior, meaning that on-the-shelf culture-spe-

¡Âĥ¡� ÂÜ¸äóÚ�ÿÂäÜ�Ú�ė� �®� �Ü� ąÜó®ÓÂ��Ó®� ºąÂ§®Ƚ��¿®Ü� ¡ąóó®Üÿȷ� §®ÿ�ÂÓ®§�
¡ąÓÿąó®ɏ÷ï®¡Âĥ¡�ÂÜ¸äóÚ�ÿÂäÜ�Â÷��Đ�ÂÓ��Ó®��Ü§�¡�Ü��®�ïóäĐÂ§®§�ÿä�ï®ó÷äÜ-
nel in these situations, it is useful. However, when it is not possible to 

ïóäĐÂ§®�÷ą¡¿�ÂÜ¸äóÚ�ÿÂäÜ��÷�òąÂ¡ÐÓė�äó��÷�¸ó®òą®ÜÿÓė��÷�Ü®®§®§ȷ�¡ąÓÿąó®�
general concepts and skills provide a toolset that personnel can apply 

immediately. 

4. Learning time is limited. The education and training processes of the 

÷®óĐÂ¡®÷�§ä�Üäÿ��Óđ�ė÷��Ģäó§�÷ąģ¡Â®Üÿ�ÿÂÚ®�¸äó�ï®ó÷äÜÜ®Ó�ÿä��®¡äÚ®�
deeply familiar with the details of every possible place to which they 

may deploy and groups with whom they may interact. While each service  

does have some personnel who receive more in-depth professional 

development and can hire outside experts as advisors, the need for 

the capability far exceeds the capacity of such specialists. Most of the 

force needs at least a basic capability to operate in culturally complex  

situations. Ideally, this foundational knowledge involves all the learn-

ÂÜº�§äÚ�ÂÜ÷�§®÷¡óÂ�®§�ÂÜ��¿�ïÿ®ó�Ȗȷ�ÂÜ¡Óą§ÂÜº�¡ąÓÿąó®�º®Ü®ó�Ó�¡äÜ¡®ïÿ÷�
and skills.

5. DoD’s resources and attention are limited.��Óÿ¿äąº¿�ÿ¿Â÷� Â÷�§Âģ-

cult for those who know the operational value of cultural capabilities 

to accept, the historical pattern of DoD’s interest in “culture” strongly 

suggests that attention and resources may not be not sustained over 

time.ȗ Approaches focused solely on combinations of language skills, 

ó®ºÂäÜ�Ó� ÐÜäđÓ®§º®ȷ� �Ü§� ¡ąÓÿąó®ɏ÷ï®¡Âĥ¡� ÐÜäđÓ®§º®� �ó®� ®Ėï®Ü÷ÂĐ®ȷ�
ó®òąÂóÂÜº� ®Ėï®óÿ÷� �Ü§� ó®÷äąó¡®÷� ÿä� Ð®®ï� ÐÜäđÓ®§º®�ąïɏÿäɏ§�ÿ®ȷ� �Ü§ȷ�
historically, have been reduced or cut as money and interest waned. 

Culture general approaches, while imperfect, are less resource intensive 

and may be more feasible to sustain over time.

ȪɌ� gÿ�ªČÌª·� ÌäûÿïĞ·ă� û·ÿÁïÿä�æª·� �æ°� ÿ·Č·æČÌïæɌ Military person-

nel advising us on this approach report that education and training  

÷¡¿®§ąÓ®÷� ÷äÚ®ÿÂÚ®÷� Ó®�Đ®� �� ÷ÂºÜÂĥ¡�Üÿ� �ÚäąÜÿ� ä¸� ÿÂÚ®� �®ÿđ®®Ü� 
culture-related training and the mission in which it is to be used. 

Culture general concepts and skills can be practiced in any location, 

including at home, which we believe may make it easier for some  

personnel to retain.

ȫɌ� ~ɌoɌ� Áïÿ·ÌÃæ� ûïÝÌªĥ� °·ªÌăÌïæă� ª�ææïČ� �Ýğ�ĥă� ¨·� ûÿ·°ÌªČ·°Ɍ While 

some specialization and regionalization is possible, services have to 

�óó�Üº®� ÿ¿®Âó�Ú�ÂÜ�ɖÿó�ÂÜȷ�Ú�Üȷ� �Ü§� ®òąÂïɗ� ¸ąÜ¡ÿÂäÜ÷� ÂÜ� ÷ą¡¿���đ�ė�
that they produce a global capability.

These conditions underpin the organizational rationale for the including 

culture general concepts and skills in the development of the force as 

part of the overall cultural capability. However, we cannot overstate the 

¸�¡ÿ�ÿ¿�ÿ�ÚÂÓÂÿ�óė�ï®ó÷äÜÜ®Ó�đÂÓÓ��®�Úä÷ÿ�®Ģ®¡ÿÂĐ®�đ¿®Ü�®òąÂïï®§�đÂÿ¿�
knowledge and skills from across all the learning domains: regional, 

¡ąÓÿąó®ɏ÷ï®¡Âĥ¡ȷ�Ó�Üºą�º®ȷ��Ü§�¡ąÓÿąó®�º®Ü®ó�ÓȽ�

ȗ� +äó�äĐ®óĐÂ®đ÷�ä¸�ï�÷ÿ��Ü§�¡ąóó®Üÿ�¡ąÓÿąó®�®Ģäóÿ÷�ÂÜ��ä�ȷ�÷®®�ÿ¿®�ó®¡äÚÚ®Ü§®§�ó®�§ÂÜº÷�
provided in Appendix D. 
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CHAPTER 1: INTRODUCTION
For well over a decade, various members of the U.S. Department  

ä¸� �®¸®Ü÷®� ɋ�ä�Ɍ� ¿�Đ®� �®®Ü� §Â÷¡ą÷÷ÂÜº� §ÂĢ®óÂÜº� ï®ó÷ï®¡ÿÂĐ®÷� �Ü§� 
strategies for teaching culture to military personnel. It is very easy to 

º®ÿ�ÿ�ÜºÓ®§�ąï� ÂÜ�§ÂĢ®ó®Üÿ�ïäÓÂ¡Â®÷��Ü§�đ¿Âÿ®�ï�ï®ó÷�§®÷¡óÂ�ÂÜº�đ¿�ÿ�
�ä�ɚ÷� ɖ¡ąÓÿąó�Ó� ¡�ï��ÂÓÂÿėɗ� ÷¿äąÓ§� �®ȷ� ÿ¿®� óäÓ®÷� ä¸� §ÂĢ®ó®Üÿ� ÐÂÜ§÷�
of professional development, who needs what kinds and depths of  

learning, how individual and collective capability should be measured 

and tracked, along with a host of other issues. It also is easy to be over-

đ¿®ÓÚ®§��ė��ÓÓ�ÿ¿®�§ÂĢ®ó®Üÿ��Ü§�÷äÚ®ÿÂÚ®÷�¡äÜÿó�§Â¡ÿäóė��ïïóä�¡¿®÷ȷ�
¸ó�Ú®đäóÐ÷ȷ��Ü§�§®ĥÜÂÿÂäÜ÷�ÿ¿�ÿ��ó®�¡ä§Âĥ®§�ÂÜ�ïäÓÂ¡ėȷ�¡äÜ¡®ïÿ�ï�ï®ó÷ȷ�
doctrine, and program documentation throughout the department. 

q¿Â÷�ºąÂ§®�ääÐ�§ä®÷�Üäÿ�ÿ�Ð®��Ü�äģ¡Â�Ó�ïä÷ÂÿÂäÜ�äÜ��Üė�ä¸�ÿ¿®÷®�Â÷÷ą®÷Ƚ�
e�ÿ¿®óȷ� Âÿ� Â÷� ÂÜÿ®Ü§®§� ÿä� ïóäĐÂ§®� ÷¡Â®ÜÿÂĥ¡�ÓÓė� ÷äąÜ§ȷ� äï®ó�ÿÂäÜ�ÓÓė� 
relevant information that can be used within the context of many  

§ÂĢ®ó®Üÿ�ïóäºó�Ú÷ȷ�ïäÓÂ¡Â®÷ȷ��Ü§�¸ó�Ú®đäóÐ÷Ƚ��

In designing and writing the book, we were guided not only by our  

÷¡Â®ÜÿÂĥ¡� ��¡ÐºóäąÜ§÷� �Ü§� ®Ėï®óÂ®Ü¡®÷� đÂÿ¿� ÚÂÓÂÿ�óė� ®§ą¡�ÿÂäÜ� �Ü§�
training, but also by extensive interactions with military personnel 

from all the services. We are grateful to them for the time and good 

advice they provided. We also were guided by the knowledge that this 

Â÷�Üäÿ�ÿ¿®�ĥó÷ÿ�ÿÂÚ®�ÿ¿®�wȽiȽ�ÚÂÓÂÿ�óė�¿�÷�¸ä¡ą÷®§�äÜ�¿äđ�ÿä�ïó®ï�ó®�Âÿ÷� 
personnel for culturally complex operating environments, as publica-

tions such as the Marine Corps’ Small Wars ManualȘ demonstrate. We were 

��Ó®�ÿä�§ó�đ�äÜ��Ü§�Ó®�óÜ�¸óäÚ�ÿ¿�ÿ�¿Â÷ÿäóėȽ��¿ÂÓ®�Ú�Üė�ï�÷ÿ�®Ģäóÿ÷�
were laudable, not all were successful. For those who are interested, the 

references in Appendix D include several critical assessments of DoD’s 

®Ģäóÿ÷�ÿä�ÂÜÿ®ºó�ÿ®�÷ä¡Â�Ó�÷¡Â®Ü¡®��Ü§�¡ąÓÿąó�Ó�ÐÜäđÓ®§º®Ƚ�2äđ®Đ®óȷ��÷�
this is a guidebook rather than a scholarly book, we have focused the 

narrative on placing its contents within the contemporary context and 

presenting concepts and skills military personnel can use. 

Ș�� �®ï�óÿÚ®Üÿ�ä¸�ÿ¿®�N�Đėȷ�2®�§òą�óÿ®ó÷�wÜÂÿ®§�iÿ�ÿ®÷�L�óÂÜ®��äóï÷ȷ�FMFRP 12-15: Small 
Wars Manual ɋ��÷¿ÂÜºÿäÜ��Ƚ�Ƚȷ�ȖȞșȕȷ�ȖȞȞȕ�ó®ïóÂÜÿɌȽ
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The remainder of this chapter situates the guidebook contents in the 

contemporary DoD context, provides an overview of the concept of cul-

ÿąó®ȷ��Ü§�§Â÷¡ą÷÷®÷�§ÂĢ®ó®Üÿ�¸ó�Ú®đäóÐ÷Ƚ�5¸�ėäą�đ�Üÿ�ÿä�ÍąÚï�óÂº¿ÿ�ÂÜÿä�
ÿ¿®�¡äÜ¡®ïÿ÷��Ü§�÷ÐÂÓÓ÷ȷ�đ®�ó®¡äÚÚ®Ü§�÷ÐÂïïÂÜº�ÿä��¿�ïÿ®ó÷�ȗ��Ü§�ȘȽș 

***

Military personnel use cultural capabilities across the full range of  

military operations. The most obvious ways personnel use cultural 

capabilities is when engaging with foreign military partners or popu-

lations and in mission planning to anticipate and account for the way 

¡ąÓÿąó�Ó�ï�ÿÿ®óÜ÷�ɋä¸���Óä¡�Ó�ïäïąÓ�ÿÂäÜ�äó��Ü��§Đ®ó÷�óėɌ�đÂÓÓ�ÂÜÿ®ó÷®¡ÿ�
đÂÿ¿�äï®ó�ÿÂäÜ÷��Ü§�ÿ¿®�÷®¡äÜ§��Ü§�ÿ¿Âó§�äó§®ó�®Ģ®¡ÿ÷�ä¸�äï®ó�ÿÂäÜ÷Ƚ�
Less obvious is the value of these capabilities during every day inter-

actions with others, when navigating organizational culture patterns 

in joint operations, or in interactions with other government agencies 

and non-governmental organizations. In each type of activity, military 

personnel have to be mentally prepared to learn something about the 

äÿ¿®ó�ï®äïÓ®�ÂÜĐäÓĐ®§�ÂÜ�ɋäó��Ģ®¡ÿ®§��ėɌ�ÿ¿®��¡ÿÂĐÂÿėȽ�q¿Â÷�ïó®ï�ó�ÿÂäÜ�Â÷�
not only about making interactions go smoothly. It also helps military 

ï®ó÷äÜÜ®Ó�ąÜ§®ó÷ÿ�Ü§�¡äÜÿ®Ėÿą�Ó�¸�¡ÿäó÷�ÿ¿�ÿ�Ú�ė��Ģ®¡ÿ�ÿ¿®Âó�ÚÂ÷÷ÂäÜ�
�Ü§�ÿä��ÜÿÂ¡Âï�ÿ®�÷®¡äÜ§��Ü§�ÿ¿Âó§�äó§®ó�®Ģ®¡ÿ÷�ä¸�ÿ¿®Âó��¡ÿÂäÜ÷Ƚ�

It goes without saying that the wide range of missions across the U.S. 

military, the hierarchical rank structure, and the variety of military 

ä¡¡ąï�ÿÂäÜ� ÷ï®¡Â�ÓÿÂ®÷� ɋLVi÷Ɍ� ó®òąÂó®� �� �óä�§ȷ� ÚąÓÿÂɏ§ÂÚ®Ü÷ÂäÜ�Ó�
approach to culture training and education. Such an approach involves 

§ÂĐ®ó÷®� ïóäºó�ÚÚÂÜºȷ� §ÂĐ®ó÷Âĥ®§� ¡äÜÿ®Üÿȷ� �Ü§� �� ó�Üº®� ä¸� §®ÓÂĐ®óė�
methods. The content area that is the focus of this guidebook is the 

interplay of intercultural concepts and skills — the more generalizable 

thinking processes, concepts, and skills that will help you make sense 

ä¸��Ü§��¡ÿ�®Ģ®¡ÿÂĐ®Óė�ÂÜ��Üė�äï®ó�ÿÂÜº�®ÜĐÂóäÜÚ®ÜÿȽ��®�ó®¸®ó�ÿä�ÿ¿®÷®��÷�
culture general concepts and skills. The concepts, addressed in Chapter 

ȗ�ä¸�ÿ¿Â÷�ºąÂ§®�ääÐȷ�ïóäĐÂ§®�÷äÚ®�đ�ė÷�ä¸�ąÜ§®ó÷ÿ�Ü§ÂÜº��Ü§�Ú�Ü�ºÂÜº�
ÂÜ¸äóÚ�ÿÂäÜ��÷�đ®ÓÓ��÷�¡Óą®÷���äąÿ�đ¿�ÿ�ÿä�ÓääÐ�¸äóȽ��¿�ïÿ®ó�Ș�ïóäĐÂ§®÷�
skills you can use to recognize when information is available and how 

ș�� !Ė¡®ïÿ�đ¿®ó®�®ĖïÓÂ¡ÂÿÓė�¡Âÿ®§ȷ�ÿ¿®�§®÷¡óÂïÿÂäÜ÷�ä¸�¡äÜ¡®ïÿ÷��Ü§�÷ÐÂÓÓ÷�ÂÜ�ÿ¿Â÷�ºąÂ§®�ääÐ�
were developed based on the general educational, research, and experiential backgrounds of 

the authors and contributors. Whenever possible, military personnel were consulted during 

the selection of which concepts and skills to include and how to describe them.

to get it and improve your ability to accurately interpret it. Mastery of 

these concepts and skills is fundamental to developing cross-cultural 

competence. 

We do wish to stress that culture general concepts and skills are only 

some of the cultural capabilities relevant to military personnel. Although 

they are our focus for the purposes of this guide, they are at their most 

useful when combined with knowledge and skills from other learn-

ing domains. The most commonly referenced culture-related learning 

domains are described in the next section. 

We have written this guidebook for you, the military professional,5 to 

deepen your understanding of this content area. In it we capture and 

attempt to make accessible what contemporary social science says 

about culture, the experiences of our military colleagues, some of our 

own experiences, and those of civilian colleagues. As much as possible, 

we have written this guidebook so that you can look at sections inde-

pendently of one another rather than needing to move linearly from 

beginning to end. 

CULTURE GENERAL IN CONTEXT: THE LEARNING  
DOMAINS IN DOD’S “CULTURAL” CAPABILITY

The culture general concepts and skills we discuss in this text comprise 

part of DoD’s “cultural” capability. You will see references to “LRC” 

ɋD�Üºą�º®ȷ� e®ºÂäÜȷ� �ąÓÿąó®Ɍ� äó� ɖDe!�ɗ� ɋD�Üºą�º®ȷ� e®ºÂäÜ�Ó� !Ėï®ó-
ÿÂ÷®ȷ��ąÓÿąó®Ɍ�ÂÜ��äÿ¿�§®ï�óÿÚ®Üÿ�Ó��Ü§�÷®óĐÂ¡®�ïäÓÂ¡Â®÷��Ü§�ïóäºó�Ú÷Ƚ�
Individual organizations break up the associated knowledge and skills 

ÂÜ� §ÂĢ®ó®Üÿ�đ�ė÷� �¡¡äó§ÂÜº� ÿä� ÿ¿®Âó� §ÂĢ®ó®Üÿ� ¸ąÜ¡ÿÂäÜ÷� äó� ÿ¿®� ÿó�ÂÜ-
ing, education, and experience opportunities they can make available. 

Common among them are loosely categorized learning domains, such 

�÷� ó®ºÂäÜɏ÷ï®¡Âĥ¡ȷ� ¡ąÓÿąó®ɏ÷ï®¡Âĥ¡ȷ� �Ü§� ¡äÚÚąÜÂ¡�ÿÂäÜ�äó� Ó�Üºą�º®Ƚ�
The various learning domains provide you a sense of the scope of  

capabilities encompassed in DoD’s “cultural” capability and the  

learning areas involved in cultivating it. It is important to remember 

5  This guidebook serves to inform curriculum development as well. Curriculum develop-

®ó÷�̧ äó�ÚÂÓÂÿ�óė�ïó�¡ÿÂÿÂäÜ®ó÷�đÂÓÓ�ĥÜ§�ÿ¿Â÷�ºąÂ§®�ääÐ�ą÷®¸ąÓ�ÂÜ�®ĖïÓ�ÂÜÂÜº�ÿ¿®�¡ąÓÿąó®�º®Ü®ó�Ó�
concepts and skills military operators need to carry out their missions and can leverage its 

content in their curricula. 
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that these descriptions are not necessarily universally shared across the 

services or within the department. This lack of universality within DoD 

should not be a stumbling block for you. Instead, read the following 

with an emphasis on the content of each to gain insight into the types 

of knowledge and skills involved. This will help you locate “Cultural 

General” within DoD’s “cultural capability.” 

REGION-SPECIFIC KNOWLEDGE 

This learning domain includes information about a broad geographic 

area, such as transnational issues, nation-state interactions, trends, 

and cultural patterns that are common or prominent in groups of the 

ó®ºÂäÜȽ�e®ºÂäÜɏ÷ï®¡Âĥ¡� Ó®�óÜÂÜº� ¸ä¡ą÷®÷�äÜ�÷ÿó�ÿ®ºÂ¡� Ó®Đ®Ó�ÐÜäđÓ®§º®�
and trends that will improve your understanding of the global security 

®ÜĐÂóäÜÚ®ÜÿȽ� 2�ĐÂÜº� �Ü� ąÜ§®ó÷ÿ�Ü§ÂÜº� ä¸� ÿ¿®� ó®ºÂäÜɏ÷ï®¡Âĥ¡� ¡äÚ-

ponent is useful for you, as this can help locate your missions in the 

ºÓä��Ó�¡äÜÿ®Ėÿ��Ü§�ó®Đ®�Ó�ïäÿ®ÜÿÂ�Ó�¡äÜÜ®¡ÿÂäÜ÷�ÿ¿�ÿ�¡�Ü�ÂÜĦą®Ü¡®�ÿ¿®� 
outcomes of what you do. 

Regional designations are useful, but they do have a few limitations. The 

boundaries drawn around regions may not always be perceived as rele-

vant by governments or populations in those areas. People are unlikely 

ÿä�äóº�ÜÂĜ®�ÿ¿®Âó��¡ÿÂĐÂÿÂ®÷��Ü§�ó®Ó�ÿÂäÜ÷¿Âï÷�Ü®�ÿÓė�đÂÿ¿ÂÜ�÷ą¡¿�§®ĥÜ®§�
lines. It is important to remember that how regions are represented 

äó��óäÐ®Ü�§äđÜ�ó®Đ®�Ó÷�ÿ¿®�ÂÜÿ®ó®÷ÿ÷��Ü§�Ü®®§÷�ä¸�ÿ¿®�ºóäąï�§®ĥÜÂÜº�
ÿ¿®Úȷ�Üäÿ�Ü®¡®÷÷�óÂÓė�¿äđ�äÿ¿®ó� ºóäąï÷� äó� ÿ¿®� ºóäąï÷� �®ÂÜº�§®ĥÜ®§�
view the region. DoD commonly aligns regional knowledge with com-

��ÿ�Üÿ�¡äÚÚ�Ü§�ɋ�V�VLɌ��ó®�÷�ä¸�ó®÷ïäÜ÷Â�ÂÓÂÿė�ɋ�Ve÷ɌȽ�q¿Â÷�ó®ºÂäÜ�Ó�
¡äÜĥºąó�ÿÂäÜ� ó®ïó®÷®Üÿ÷� wȽiȽ� ÷®¡ąóÂÿė� ÂÜÿ®ó®÷ÿ÷ȷ� ó®÷äąó¡®� ¡äÜ÷Â§®ó-
ations, and, in some cases, political positions. You may encounter other 

approaches to regionalization that make more sense for other purposes. 

+äó�®Ė�ÚïÓ®ȷ�÷äÚ®�ó®ºÂäÜ�ÓÓėɏäóÂ®Üÿ®§�äģ¡®÷�äó�®§ą¡�ÿÂäÜ�ïóäºó�Ú÷�
may focus on a subset of a broader region, such as the Trans-Sahel 

rather than all of Africa. Likewise, there are some issues or threats 

where it may be more useful to consider a country or area in a context 

äÿ¿®ó�ÿ¿�Ü��V�VL��Ve÷Ƚ�+äó�®Ė�ÚïÓ®ȷ�Ú�Üė�Â÷÷ą®÷�ÂÜ��¸º¿�ÜÂ÷ÿ�Ü�Ü®®§�
to be considered in the contexts of Asia, Russia, and Europe rather than 

�!Nq�VLȽ��§§ÂÿÂäÜ�ÓÓėȷ�ÿ¿®�ºó®�ÿ®ó�ÿó�Ü÷ïäóÿ�ÿÂäÜ��Ü§�¡äÚÚąÜÂ¡�ÿÂäÜ�

�Ģäó§®§��ė�ºÓä��ÓÂĜ�ÿÂäÜ�Ú®�Ü�ÿ¿�ÿ�ó®ºÂäÜ�Ó�º®äºó�ï¿ė�Â÷�Üäÿ��Óđ�ė÷���
÷ąģ¡Â®Üÿ�Ó®Ü÷�¸äó�ąÜ§®ó÷ÿ�Ü§ÂÜº��Ü��ó®��ÿ¿�ÿ�Â÷�ÂÜĦą®Ü¡®§��ė�§Â÷ÿ�Üÿ�
economic and geopolitical trends, non-state actors, and transnational 

relationships. 

CULTURE-SPECIFIC KNOWLEDGE 

This learning domain includes detailed information about the cul-

tural patterns of a particular group or network. Sometimes groups and  

Ü®ÿđäóÐ÷� �ó®� º®äºó�ï¿Â¡�ÓÓė� §®ĥÜ®§ȷ� �Ü§� äÿ¿®ó� ÿÂÚ®÷� ÿ¿®ė� �ó®� ÜäÿȽ�
For example, through diaspora and migration, a group may become  

geographically dispersed but maintain network connections and  

continue to have some cultural patterns in common. There is usually 

�ÿ� Ó®�÷ÿ� �� ÓÂÿÿÓ®� äĐ®óÓ�ï� �®ÿđ®®Ü� ó®ºÂäÜɏ÷ï®¡Âĥ¡� �Ü§� ¡ąÓÿąó®ɏ÷ï®¡Âĥ¡�
knowledge. However, not all regional patterns hold true for every group 

in the area. For example, in a particular region, Catholicism might be 

ÿ¿®�ïó®§äÚÂÜ�Üÿ�ó®ÓÂºÂäÜȷ��ąÿ�ÿ¿®ó®��ó®�ÓÂÐ®Óė�ÿä��®�÷ï®¡Âĥ¡�ºóäąï÷�đ¿ä�
ïó�¡ÿÂ¡®�äÿ¿®ó�¸�Âÿ¿÷Ƚ��ąÓÿąó®ɏ÷ï®¡Âĥ¡�Ó®�óÜÂÜº�¸ä¡ą÷®÷�äÜ�ĥÜ®ɏºó�ÂÜ®§�
knowledge that will reveal this variation and help you plan and interact 

with distinct groups. 

5ÿ� Â÷�¡äÚÚäÜ�ÿä�ĥÜ§�ɖ¡ąÓÿąó�Óɗ�ïóä§ą¡ÿ÷�ÿ¿�ÿ�ïóäĐÂ§®��Ü�äĐ®óĐÂ®đ�ä¸�
culture across an entire country or large population — think travel 

�ääÐ÷� äó�ĥ®Ó§� ºąÂ§®÷� ¸äó��¸º¿�ÜÂ÷ÿ�Ü� �Ü§� 5ó�ò� ÂÜ��ä�Ƚ�q¿®÷®� ¡�Ü� �®� 
useful starting points to provide you context and some general  

information about potential cultural patterns within the group. It is 

important to keep the limitations of such texts in mind, as they often 

present generalizations about a group of people that are not universally 

shared by all members. This potential for generalization is similar to 

ÿ¿®� ÓÂÚÂÿ�ÿÂäÜ� ä¸� ó®ºÂäÜɏ÷ï®¡Âĥ¡� ÐÜäđÓ®§º®Ƚ� 5Ü� ÿ¿Â÷� ÿ®Ėÿ� �Ü§� ó®¡äÚ-

mended readings, you will learn that “culture” does not really mean 

a set of beliefs and behaviors that members of a neatly bounded group 

all follow in the same way. The anthropologist Tim Ingold wrote that 

it is “more realistic, then, to say that … people live culturally, rather 

than that they live in cultures.”ț What this means is that no one  

simple description of “a culture” is going to hold true for every subset 

ț� qÂÚ�5ÜºäÓ§ȷ�ɖ5Üÿóä§ą¡ÿÂäÜ�ÿä��ąÓÿąó®ȷɗ� ÂÜ�Companion Encyclopedia of Anthropology, ed. 

qÂÚ�5ÜºäÓ§�ɋN®đ��äóÐȶ�eäąÿÓ®§º®ȷ�ȗȕȕȗɌȷ�ȘȘȕȽ
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of a population or for every situation or for every individual. Although 

this may sound complicated, having a more accurate understanding of 

đ¿�ÿ�¡ąÓÿąó®�Â÷��¡ÿą�ÓÓė�÷ÂÚïÓÂĥ®÷�ÿ¿ÂÜº÷Ƚ�+äó�®Ė�ÚïÓ®ȷ�Â¸�ėäą�¿�Đ®��®®Ü�
reading about cultural patterns in Guatemala and are assigned to work 

with military partners there, keeping in mind the limitations of such 

ÂÜ¸äóÚ�ÿÂäÜ�đÂÓÓ�¿®Óï�ėäą��ÜÿÂ¡Âï�ÿ®�÷äÚ®�§ÂĢ®ó®Ü¡®÷��®ÿđ®®Ü��óä�§®ó�
cultural patterns and military culture. Anticipating this variation better 

®òąÂï÷�ėäą�ÿä�ÜäÿÂ¡®�ó®Ó®Đ�Üÿ�§ÂĢ®ó®Ü¡®÷��Ü§�äï®ó�ÿ®�Úäó®�®Ģ®¡ÿÂĐ®ÓėȽ�

LANGUAGE & COMMUNICATION

This learning domain contains two areas, both of which are useful for 

ÚÂÓÂÿ�óė�ïóä¸®÷÷ÂäÜ�Ó÷Ƚ�q¿®�ĥó÷ÿ�Â÷�ÿ¿®���ÂÓÂÿė�ÿä�÷ï®�Ð���Ó�Üºą�º®ȷ�ä¸ÿ®Ü�
referred to as linguistic competence. This ability facilitates rapport 

�ąÂÓ§ÂÜº� �Ü§� äï®ó�ÿÂäÜ�Ó� ®Ģ®¡ÿÂĐ®Ü®÷÷� äÜ� ÚąÓÿÂïÓ®� Ó®Đ®Ó÷Ƚ� q¿®� äÿ¿®ó�
�ó®��Â÷�ÿ¿®���ÂÓÂÿė�ÿä�ą÷®�Ó�Üºą�º®��ïïóäïóÂ�ÿ®Óė��Ü§�®Ģ®¡ÿÂĐ®Óė�ÂÜ�¡äÜ-
text, often referred to as communication competence. A key component 

of communication competence is intercultural communication. What 

does this mean? Intercultural communication looks at the transferrable 

concepts and skills associated with communication competence, such 

as identifying communication styles, decoding nonverbal cues, and 

Ú�Ü�ºÂÜº�ï�ó�ÓÂÜºąÂ÷ÿÂ¡� ɋ®ȽºȽȷ� ÿäÜ®ȷ�º®÷ÿąó®÷ȷ� ¸�¡Â�Ó� ®Ėïó®÷÷ÂäÜ÷ȷ� ®ÿ¡ȽɌ�
use and perception. It helps the military practitioner think through 

÷ą¡¿�òą®÷ÿÂäÜ÷��÷ȶ�2äđ�§ä®÷�ï�ó�Ó�Üºą�º®�ÂÜĦą®Ü¡®�ÿ¿®�đ�ė�5�ï®ó¡®ÂĐ®�
and am perceived by others? How can I manage my nonverbal com-

ÚąÜÂ¡�ÿÂäÜ�÷ä��÷�ÿä��®�Úäó®�®Ģ®¡ÿÂĐ®�ÂÜ�Úė�ÂÜÿ®ó¡ąÓÿąó�Ó�ÂÜÿ®ó�¡ÿÂäÜ÷Ⱦ�
2äđ�¡�Ü�§ÂĢ®ó®Ü¡®÷�ÂÜ�¡äÚÚąÜÂ¡�ÿÂäÜ�÷ÿėÓ®÷��Ģ®¡ÿ�ÿ¿®�ïóä§ą¡ÿÂäÜ��Ü§�
interpretation of messages? What are some common communication 

barriers that stand in the way of achieving intercultural competence?

The duality of this domain is often underemphasized in DoD with 

Ú�Üė�ä¸��ä��Ó�Üºą�º®�®Ģäóÿ÷�¸ä¡ą÷®§�äÜ�ÓÂÜºąÂ÷ÿÂ¡�¡äÚï®ÿ®Ü¡®Ƚ� 5ÿ� Â÷�
ÂÚïäóÿ�Üÿ�ÿä�Ð®®ï�ÂÜ�ÚÂÜ§�ÿ¿®�§ÂĢ®ó®Ü¡®��®ÿđ®®Ü�ÿ¿®���ÂÓÂÿė�ÿä�÷ï®�Ð��� 
Ó�Üºą�º®��Ü§�ÿ¿®���ÂÓÂÿė�ÿä�ą÷®�Ó�Üºą�º®��ïïóäïóÂ�ÿ®Óė��Ü§�®Ģ®¡ÿÂĐ®Óė�
in context. This distinction can be illustrated in a number of ways and 

is captured well by the attempt of television producers in Dubai to bring 

the series The Apprentice to Arabic-speaking viewers. The producers 

ɖÿó�Ü÷Ó�ÿ®§ɗ�ÿ¿®�÷¿äđɚ÷�÷ÂºÜ�ÿąó®�ï¿ó�÷®�ä¸�ɖ�äąɚó®�ĥó®§ȹɗ�đÂÿ¿�ɖL�ė�

God be kind to you7” — noting the importance of formal indirectness in 

the Arabic language. This interpretation highlights both the importance 

of understanding how cultural values manifest themselves in commu-

ÜÂ¡�ÿÂäÜ��®¿�ĐÂäó� �÷�đ®ÓÓ� �÷�¿äđ� Ó�Üºą�º®� Â÷� ¡�Ü��®�ą÷®§�§ÂĢ®ó®ÜÿÓė�
�ė�¡ąÓÿąó®�ºóäąï÷�ÂÜ�¡äÜĐ®ó÷�ÿÂäÜȽ��Óÿ¿äąº¿�ÿ¿®ó®�Â÷�Üä�òą®÷ÿÂäÜ�ÿ¿�ÿ�
linguistic competence is important and a great start, it is not enough to 

®Ü÷ąó®�®Ģ®¡ÿÂĐ®Ü®÷÷�ÂÜ��äÿ¿�ėäąó�ï®ó÷äÜ�Ó��Ü§�ÚÂÓÂÿ�óė�®Ü§®�Đäó÷Ƚ�q¿Â÷�
text focuses on intercultural communication skills as part of the culture 

º®Ü®ó�Ó�÷ÐÂÓÓ÷ɂ�ÿ¿®ė��ó®�§Â÷¡ą÷÷®§�ÂÜ�Úäó®�§®ÿ�ÂÓ�ÂÜ��¿�ïÿ®ó�ȘȽ

CULTURE GENERAL

The culture general learning domain is the focus of this book. It involves 

concepts and skills that will help you learn about, plan for, and interact 

ÂÜ�Ú�Üė�§ÂĢ®ó®Üÿ� ÐÂÜ§÷�ä¸� ÂÜÿ®ó¡ąÓÿąó�Ó� ÷Âÿą�ÿÂäÜ÷Ƚ�wȽiȽ�ÚÂÓÂÿ�óė�ï®ó-
sonnel come from many distinct cultural backgrounds, work with U.S. 

interagency partners and non-governmental organizations, partner 

with foreign military personnel, interact with local populations abroad, 

and try to understand and anticipate adversary intent. Each of these 

activities involves understanding interactions among cultural patterns 

ä¸�§ÂĢ®ó®Üÿ�ºóäąï÷ȷ�÷äÚ®ÿÂÚ®÷� ÂÜ�ÿÂÚ®÷�ä¸�÷ÂºÜÂĥ¡�Üÿ�¡¿�Üº®�äó�§Â÷-
ruption. Culture general concepts and skills are the underlying thinking 

concepts, content areas, and skills that help you be better consumers 

�Ü§� ą÷®ó÷� ä¸� �Đ�ÂÓ��Ó®� ÂÜ¸äóÚ�ÿÂäÜ� �Ü§� ĥÜ§� ėäąó� đ�ė� đ¿®Ü� ÷ï®¡Âĥ¡�
information is not available or is rapidly changing. 

Culture general knowledge is similar to how you learn broad principles 

about driving a vehicle. When you get into a new car, you know that you 

đÂÓÓ�ïóä���Óė�ĥÜ§�¡äÜÿóäÓ÷�̧ äó�ÿ¿ÂÜº÷�ÓÂÐ®�¿®�§ÓÂº¿ÿ÷ȷ�đÂÜ§÷¿Â®Ó§�đÂï®ó÷ȷ�
monitoring speed or fuel level, adjusting the seats, and shifting gears. 

They may not be in the same place or work the exact way as the last 

Đ®¿Â¡Ó®�ėäą�§óäĐ®ȷ��ąÿ�ėäą�¡�Ü�ÓääÐ��óäąÜ§ȷ�Â§®ÜÿÂ¸ė�ÿ¿®Úȷ��Ü§�ĥºąó®�
äąÿ�¿äđ�ÿä�ą÷®�ÿ¿®Ú�¸�ÂóÓė�òąÂ¡ÐÓėȽ��äą��Ó÷ä�ÐÜäđ�ÿ¿�ÿ�Üäÿ�®Đ®óė�Đ®¿Â¡Ó®�
has the same set of features. Your last vehicle may have had a gauge 

¸äó�eaL�ɋó®ĐäÓąÿÂäÜ÷�ï®ó�ÚÂÜąÿ®Ɍ��Ü§�����¡Ðąï�¡�Ú®ó�Ƚ�5¸�ėäą�ĥÜ§�ÿ¿�ÿ�
your new vehicle does not have these things, you will not assume it is 

7  Ian Parker, “The Mirage,” The New Yorker,�ȝȖȷ�ÜäȽ�Șȗ�ɋV¡ÿä�®ó�ȖȜȷ�ȗȕȕȚɌȷ�ȖȗȝȽ
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broken. You will know it is in the normal range of features and be able to 

adapt your driving accordingly. Culture general concepts and skills give 

you a range of things to look for and some general principles for how to 

�§�ïÿȽ��®¡�ą÷®�ÿ¿®ė��ó®���÷ÿó�¡ÿȷ�÷äÚ®�ï®äïÓ®�ĥÜ§�ÿ¿®÷®�¡äÜ¡®ïÿ÷��Ü§�
skills a little harder to learn, but the more you understand them, the 

broader the range of situations you will be able to navigate. 

CROSS-CULTURAL COMPETENCE

�óä÷÷ɏ¡ąÓÿąó�Ó� ¡äÚï®ÿ®Ü¡®� ɋȘ�Ɍ� Â÷� ÿ¿®� ¡�ï��ÂÓÂÿė� ¸äó� ÿ¿ÂÜÐÂÜº� �Ü§�
interacting that a person develops through combinations of experi-

ence, education, and training across all of the learning domains above: 

ó®ºÂäÜɏ÷ï®¡Âĥ¡ȷ�¡ąÓÿąó®ɏ÷ï®¡Âĥ¡ȷ�Ó�Üºą�º®Ƀ¡äÚÚąÜÂ¡�ÿÂäÜȷ��Ü§�¡ąÓÿąó®� 
general. It is a term you will see across DoD and service-level policies and 

programs and as an outcome of the services’ culture training and edu-

¡�ÿÂäÜ�ïóäºó�Ú÷Ƚ�Ș��Â÷�ä¸ÿ®Ü�§®÷¡óÂ�®§��÷���ÚąÓÿÂɏ§ÂÚ®Ü÷ÂäÜ�Ó�¡äÜ÷ÿóą¡ÿ�
that includes various knowledge components, skills, and characteristics. 

!�¡¿��ó�Ü¡¿ȷ�ä¸�¡äąó÷®ȷ��ïïóä�¡¿®÷�ÿ¿®�§®ĥÜÂÿÂäÜ�÷ÓÂº¿ÿÓė�§ÂĢ®ó®ÜÿÓėȽ�
Greene Sands & Greene-Sandsȝ�ó®ĐÂ®đ�®�¡¿�ÚÂÓÂÿ�óė��ó�Ü¡¿ɚ÷�§®ĥÜÂÿÂäÜ�
as well as the research, policy, learning, and application considerations 

¸äó�ÚÂÓÂÿ�óė� ¡äÜÿ®Ėÿ÷ȷ� ÿä� ÂÜ¡Óą§®� ÿ¿®� ¿Â÷ÿäóÂ¡�Ó� §®Đ®ÓäïÚ®Üÿ� ä¸� Ș�� ÂÜ�
professional military education and training. Also, a “living” annotated 

bibliography devoted to Cross-Cultural Competence in the Department 

of Defense9 surveys the hundreds of articles, reports, and book chapters 

that have emerged from a wide variety of academic disciplines and mil-

itary branches in the past decade. Throughout the department, you may 

®Ü¡äąÜÿ®ó�§ÂĢ®ó®Üÿ�ÿ®óÚ÷�ɋ÷ą¡¿��÷�ɖÂÜÿ®ó¡ąÓÿąó�Ó�¡äÚï®ÿ®Ü¡®ȷɗ�ɖ¡ąÓÿąó�Ó� 
¡äÚï®ÿ®Ü¡®÷ȷɗ� äó� ɖ¡ąÓÿąó�Ó� ¡�ï��ÂÓÂÿÂ®÷ɗɌ� ÿ¿�ÿ� ÷®®Ú� ÿä� ®ĖïÓ�ÂÜ� ÿ¿®�
÷�Ú®�äó�÷ÂÚÂÓ�ó�Â§®�÷Ƚ�q¿®ó®��ó®�Üą�Ü¡®§�§ÂĢ®ó®Ü¡®÷�đÂÿ¿�®�¡¿�ä¸�ÿ¿ä÷®�
ÿ®óÚ÷ȷ�÷äÚ®�ïäÓÂ¡ėɏó®Ó�ÿ®§ȷ�äÿ¿®ó÷�÷¡Â®ÜÿÂĥ¡ȷ�ÿ¿�ÿ��ó®��®ėäÜ§�ÿ¿®�÷¡äï®�
of this text. In this guidebook, we generally use cross-cultural compe-

ÿ®Ü¡®�äó�Ș�ȷ��÷�Âÿ�¿�÷��óä�§�ó®¡äºÜÂÿÂäÜ�ÂÜ��ä���Ü§�¡�ïÿąó®÷�ÿ¿®�ÿäÿ�ÓÂÿė�
ä¸�ÿ¿®�¡ąÓÿąó�Ó�¡�ï��ÂÓÂÿÂ®÷�ÿ¿�ÿ�ÚÂÓÂÿ�óė�ï®ó÷äÜÜ®Ó�Ü®®§�ÿä��®�®Ģ®¡ÿÂĐ®�

ȝ�� eä�®óÿ� -ó®®Ü®� i�Ü§÷� �Ü§� �ÓÓÂ÷äÜ� -ó®®Ü®ɏi�Ü§÷ȷ� Cross-Cultural Competence for a 21st 
Century Military: Culture, the Flipside of COIN�ɋD�Ü¿�Úȷ�L�ȶ�D®ĖÂÜºÿäÜ��ääÐ÷ȷ�ȗȕȖșɌȽ

9  Jessica A. Gallus et al., “cross-cultural competence in the Department of Defense: An 

�ÜÜäÿ�ÿ®§��Â�ÓÂäºó�ï¿ėɗ�ɋiï®¡Â�Ó�e®ïäóÿ�ȜȖȽ�wȽiȽ��óÚė�e®÷®�ó¡¿�5Ü÷ÿÂÿąÿ®�¸äó�ÿ¿®��®¿�ĐÂäó�Ó�
�Ü§� iä¡Â�Ó� i¡Â®Ü¡®÷ȷ� ȗȕȖțɌȷ� �¡¡®÷÷®§��®¡®Ú�®ó� Ȗȗȷ� ȗȕȖȜȷ� ¿ÿÿïȶɃɃđđđȽ§ÿÂ¡ȽÚÂÓɃº®ÿɏÿóɏ§ä¡Ƀ
ï§¸Ⱦ��ɷ���ȚȞȞȗțȕȽ

throughout their careers. The information presented here is designed 

to help you build a foundation for cross-cultural competence through 

deepening your understanding of culture general concepts and skills.

WHAT IS CULTURE?

Believing, with Max Weber, that man is an animal 

÷ą÷ï®Ü§®§� ÂÜ� đ®�÷� ä¸� ÷ÂºÜÂĥ¡�Ü¡®� ¿®� ¿ÂÚ÷®Ó¸� ¿�÷�
spun, I take culture to be those webs.

� ɍ��ÓÂĢäó§�-®®óÿĜȖȕ 

The emphasis on the term “culture” is an artifact of the historical gap 

ÂÜ�ó®Ó�ÿÂäÜ÷��®ÿđ®®Ü��ä���Ü§�¡®óÿ�ÂÜ�÷¡Â®ÜÿÂĥ¡�§Â÷¡ÂïÓÂÜ®÷Ƚ��ė�ÿ¿®�Ó�ÿ®�
ȖȞȞȕ÷�ĥ®Ó§÷�÷ą¡¿��÷�¡ąÓÿąó�Ó��Üÿ¿óäïäÓäºė�¿�§�÷ÿäïï®§�ą÷ÂÜº�ÿ¿®�ÿ®óÚ�
beyond introductory level classes or as a broad, umbrella term for more 

precise concepts. Unfortunately, the lack of communication between 

ĥ®Ó§� ÷ä¡Â�Ó� ÷¡Â®Ü¡®÷� �Ü§� �ä��Ú®�Üÿ� ÿ¿�ÿȷ� �¸ÿ®ó� ȗȕȕȘȷ� đ¿®Ü�ÚÂÓÂÿ�óė�
äóº�ÜÂĜ�ÿÂäÜ÷��®º�Ü�ÿä�ÂÜ¡ó®�÷®�®Ģäóÿ÷�ÿä�ïó®ï�ó®�ÿ¿®�ÚÂÓÂÿ�óė�ÿä�äï®ó-
�ÿ®� ®Ģ®¡ÿÂĐ®Óė� �ÚäÜº� �Ü§� ÂÜ� ï�óÿÜ®ó÷¿Âï�đÂÿ¿�§ÂĢ®ó®Üÿ� ºóäąï÷ȷ� ÿ¿®ė�
§Â§�Üäÿ�¿�Đ®�®�÷ė��¡¡®÷÷�ÿä�÷¡Â®ÜÿÂĥ¡�§®Đ®ÓäïÚ®Üÿ÷�ä¸�ÿ¿®�Ó�÷ÿ�șȕ�ė®�ó÷ȷ�
and most programs used the term “culture.” The term has little value 

in terms of explaining human behavior and tends to introduce confu-

sion, rather than clarity, into discussions. Still, given its continued use 

in DoD documents and programs, it is important to clarify how we are 

using the term here.

!÷ÿ��ÓÂ÷¿ÂÜº���ąÜÂĐ®ó÷�Ó�§®ĥÜÂÿÂäÜ�¸äó�¡ąÓÿąó®�Â÷���§Âģ¡ąÓÿ�Â¸�Üäÿ�ÂÚïä÷-
sible task. Both within and across disciplines, social scientists cannot 

�ºó®®�äÜ���÷®ÿ�§®ĥÜÂÿÂäÜ��Ü§�ó®÷äóÿ�ÿä��óä�§�÷ÿ�ÿ®Ú®Üÿ÷�ÿä�¡�ïÿąó®�¡äÚ-

plex processes that prove of little practical value. Is this just academic 

turf warfare? No, it reveals the complexity of the human experience and 

the messiness of people. 

�ąÓÿąó®�Â÷�¿äđ�đ®�º®ÿ�ÿ¿óäąº¿�ÿ¿®�§�ėȷ�Ú�Ð®�§®¡Â÷ÂäÜ÷ȷ�ĥºąó®�ÿ¿ÂÜº÷�
äąÿȷ�®ÿ¡Ƚ�5Ü�Úäó®�÷¡Â®ÜÿÂĥ¡�ÿ®óÚ÷ȷ�¡ąÓÿąó®�Â÷�ÿ¿®�¡ó®�ÿÂäÜȷ�Ú�ÂÜÿ®Ü�Ü¡®ȷ�
and transformation of semi-shared patterns of meaning, sense-mak-

ÂÜºȷ��ģÓÂ�ÿÂäÜȷ��¡ÿÂäÜȷ��Ü§�äóº�ÜÂĜ�ÿÂäÜ��ė�ºóäąï÷Ƚ�5Ü���ïó�¡ÿÂ¡�Ó�÷®Ü÷®ȷ�

Ȗȕ�� ��ÓÂĢäó§�-®®óÿĜȷ�The Interpretation of Cultures�ɋN®đ��äóÐȶ���÷Â¡��ääÐ÷ȷ�ȖȞȜȘɌȷ�ȚȽ
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this means that culture is not an unchanging set of rules and beliefs 

that controls every aspect of people’s behavior. People in a group have 

developed roughly shared patterns of understanding about how the 

world works, how to behave, how to interact with each other, and so 

¸äóÿ¿Ƚ�q¿®ó®�Â÷���ó®¡Âïóä¡�Ó�ɋ¸®®§��¡ÐɌ�ó®Ó�ÿÂäÜ÷¿Âï��®ÿđ®®Ü�ÂÜ§ÂĐÂ§ą�Ó�
ÿ¿äąº¿ÿ÷��Ü§��®¿�ĐÂäó÷��Ü§�ÿ¿®÷®�ï�ÿÿ®óÜ÷Ƚ�VÜ�ÿ¿®�äÜ®�¿�Ü§ȷ�ÂÜ§ÂĐÂ§-
uals perceive patterns and use them to understand what is going on 

�óäąÜ§�ÿ¿®Ú��Ü§�¿äđ�ÿä��®¿�Đ®Ƚ��äą�ÐÜäđ�¿äđ�ÿä��®¿�Đ®�§ÂĢ®ó®ÜÿÓė�
in a cafeteria and a fancy restaurant because you have learned patterns 

that clue you into the situation and expected behavior without anyone 

needing to give you a list of rules each time you go out to eat. You have a 

÷®Ü÷®�ä¸�đ¿�ÿ�ɖÿ¿®�óÂº¿ÿ�ÿ¿ÂÜºɗ�Â÷�ÂÜ�Ú�Üė�§ÂĢ®ó®Üÿ�÷Âÿą�ÿÂäÜ÷��®¡�ą÷®�
you have learned patterns of values that help you make choices. 

VÜ�ÿ¿®�äÿ¿®ó�¿�Ü§ȷ�ÿ¿®÷®�ï�ÿÿ®óÜ÷�ä¸�Ú®�ÜÂÜº��Ü§��®¿�ĐÂäó�§ä�Üäÿ��ïï®�ó�
out of thin air. It is common to hear people talk about “U.S. culture” or 

ɖ5ó�òÂ�¡ąÓÿąó®ɗ��÷�ÿ¿äąº¿�¡ąÓÿąó®�Â÷���ÿ¿ÂÜº�ÿ¿�ÿ�Ħä�ÿ÷��óäąÜ§��Ü§�Ú�º-
Â¡�ÓÓė�ÂÜĦą®Ü¡®÷�ï®äïÓ®ɚ÷��®¿�ĐÂäó÷Ƚ�V¸�¡äąó÷®ȷ�ėäą�ÐÜäđ�¸óäÚ�ėäąó�äđÜ�
experience that this cannot possibly be true. The reality is a little more 

complex. These patterns are created by people and are maintained or 

changed by people repeating them. Sometimes people deliberately try to 

change a pattern or keep it the same, but more often patterns emerge and 

evolve just by people going about their normal daily lives. In the United 

States it used to be very normal for sons to “follow in their fathers’ 

footsteps,” to take over a family business, or to go into a similar line of 

work. While there always were exceptions, that was a common pattern 

ÿ¿�ÿ�ï®äïÓ®�ąÜ§®ó÷ÿää§��÷�óÂº¿ÿ��Ü§�ïóäï®óȽ�VĐ®ó�ÿÂÚ®ȷ�ÂÜ§ÂĐÂ§ą�Ó÷�Ú�§®�
other choices, sometimes taking advantage of other changes in society, 

and this pattern has changed. Some children do still follow their parents’ 

occupational choices, but it is just as common for children to choose a 

¡äÚïÓ®ÿ®Óė� §ÂĢ®ó®Üÿ� ¡�ó®®óȽ� 5Ü� ÷äÚ®� ¡�÷®÷ȷ� ï®äïÓ®� đäóÐ� Đ®óė� ¿�ó§� ÿä�
maintain existing patterns. This can be seen in the military services where 

people spend a great deal of time talking about, enacting, and conducting 

ceremonies related to values such as honor, commitment, and courage. 

In short, the patterns exist and stay the same or change only through 

people making choices about how to think, behave, and interact. 

To help you understand the meaning of culture, you should keep in 

mind the following general principles about culture:

ȖȽ��ĒÝČĒÿ·�Ìă�ăïä·ČÉÌæÃ�û·ïûÝ·��ÿ·�°ïÌæÃɆ�æïČ�ăïä·ČÉÌæÃ�ČÉ·ĥ�ÝÌĞ·�ÌæɌ�
Culture is not a predetermined set of rules that drives behavior but 

rather semi-shared patterns of meaning and behavior that people 

§®Đ®Óäï��Ü§�ą÷®�ɋä¸ÿ®Ü�¡ó®�ÿÂĐ®ÓėɌ�ÿä�ąÜ§®ó÷ÿ�Ü§�ÿ¿®�đäóÓ§��Ü§�ÂÜÿ®ó�¡ÿ�
with one another. 

2. Culture is learned. People are born with the capacity to live cul-

turally and learn the patterns of people around them as they grow up. 

VĐ®ó�ÿÂÚ®ȷ�Â§®�÷��Ü§��®¿�ĐÂäó÷�Ú�ė��®�÷ä�ÿ¿äóäąº¿Óė�Ó®�óÜ®§�ÿ¿�ÿ�ÿ¿®ė�
seem instinctive. It is important to remember that they were learned. 

This aspect of culture is especially important to remember when you 

encounter ideas or behaviors that pose real challenges to your ideas of 

right and wrong.

3. Culture is shared, but not perfectly. You will encounter internal vari-

ation and should not expect individuals to behave in lock step with a 

broad description of their culture.

4. Culture changes all the time. Sometimes this is very slow. Some-

ÿÂÚ®÷�Âÿ�¿�ïï®Ü÷�òąÂ¡ÐÓėȽ�q¿®�Ð®ė�Â÷�ÿä�Üäÿ�¸�ÓÓ�ÂÜÿä�ÿ¿®�ÿó�ï�ä¸�®Ėï®¡ÿÂÜº�
that a broad description is going to hold true over time, especially in 

¡äÜĦÂ¡ÿ�äó�§Â÷�÷ÿ®óȽ�

A NOTE ON SERVICE FRAMEWORKS

5Ü� ®�¡¿� ÷®óĐÂ¡®ȷ� ėäą� đÂÓÓ� ®Ü¡äąÜÿ®ó� §ÂĢ®ó®Üÿ� đ�ė÷� ®�¡¿� �ïïóä�¡¿®÷�
äóº�ÜÂĜÂÜº�¡ąÓÿąó�Ó� ɋ®ȽºȽȷ� ó®ºÂäÜ�Óɏ��Ü§�¡ąÓÿąó®ɏ÷ï®¡Âĥ¡Ɍ� ÂÜ¸äóÚ�ÿÂäÜȽ�
Typically, they divide the information into domains, dimensions, or 

categories to facilitate management of such information at both the 

organizational and individual level. As of this writing, the Marine Corps 

ą÷®÷�ĥĐ®�§ÂÚ®Ü÷ÂäÜ÷�đ¿ÂÓ®�ÿ¿®��Âó�+äó¡®�ą÷®÷�ÿđ®ÓĐ®�§äÚ�ÂÜ÷ȷ��Ü§�ÿ¿®�
Army uses four. These organizational strategies, or frameworks, can be 

used to feed information into planning tools across the services, such 

�÷��i�Va!��Ü§�L!qqɏq�ȖȖ. 

Each framework draws attention to certain aspects of culture while 

minimizing attention to others. Each may be more useful in some  

applications than others. A framework with only a few categories can 

ȖȖ�� �i�Va!� Â÷� �Ü� �¡óäÜėÚ� ¸äó��ó®�ȷ� iÿóą¡ÿąó®÷ȷ� ��ï��ÂÓÂÿÂ®÷ȷ�Vóº�ÜÂĜ�ÿÂäÜ÷ȷ� a®äïÓ®ȷ� �Ü§�
Events. METT-TC is an acronym for Mission, Enemy, Terrain & Weather, Troops, Time 

Available, and Civilian Considerations.
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be easier to remember and to use for short reports or presentations. 

However, smaller frameworks also can mask details. For example, 

while a category called “social structure” can be used to include things 

ÓÂÐ®�º®Ü§®ó�óäÓ®÷��Ü§�Â§®ÜÿÂÿėȷ�Âÿ�§ä®÷�Üäÿ�÷ï®¡Âĥ¡�ÓÓė�¡�ÓÓ��ÿÿ®ÜÿÂäÜ�ÿä�
those considerations. A framework with more categories will remind 

you to look at more cultural considerations in greater detail but may be 

ąÜđÂ®Ó§ė�¸äó�ó®ïäóÿÂÜº�äó�ó®¡äó§ÂÜº�ä�÷®óĐ�ÿÂäÜ÷�ÂÜ�ÿ¿®�ĥ®Ó§Ƚ��Üäÿ¿®ó�
®Ė�ÚïÓ®�Â÷�ÿ¿�ÿ�ÿ¿®��Âó�+äó¡®�§äÚ�ÂÜ÷�ÂÜ¡Óą§®�äÜ®�ÿ¿�ÿ�÷ï®¡Âĥ¡�ÓÓė�¡�ÓÓ÷�
out health. There is no reason you could not look at health using the 

Marine Corps dimensions, but you would have to remember to do so on 

your own. There are some missions where health matters a great deal, 

such as those involving humanitarian assistance, and some where it 

Ú�ė��®�Ó®÷÷�ÂÚïäóÿ�Üÿȷ�÷ą¡¿��÷���Ó�óº®�÷¡�Ó®�®Ė®ó¡Â÷®�ä¸�Ú�Íäó�®òąÂï-
ment with foreign military partners. So, it is not necessary that you 

memorize any one set of domains as long as you are able to remember 

to pick a set that will help you focus your attention on what matters for 

a mission. 

Keep in mind these frameworks serve to familiarize you with a new 

operating environment on a basic level but are unlikely to prepare 

you to navigate the more unpredictable events that may occur when  

boundaries are blurred and you are faced with unexpected intercultural 

interactions. The value of culture general concepts and skills lies in the 

¸�¡ÿ�ÿ¿�ÿ�ÿ¿®ė��ó®�ÿó�Ü÷¸®óó��Ó®�ɋÂÜ�äÿ¿®ó�đäó§÷ȷ��ïïÓÂ¡��Ó®�ó®º�ó§Ó®÷÷�
ä¸�ÿ¿®�÷ï®¡Âĥ¡�¡ąÓÿąó®Ɍ��Ü§�¡�Ü��®�®Ó®Đ�ÿ®§�ÿä�¿Âº¿®ó�Ó®Đ®Ó÷�ä¸�Ó®�óÜÂÜºȽ

A culture-general foundation can help you identify and understand 

relevant information and, by employing these thinking concepts, 

� ¡äÜÿ®Üÿ� �ó®�÷ȷ� �Ü§� ÷ÐÂÓÓ÷ȷ� §®ÿ®óÚÂÜ®� ¡äÜÜ®¡ÿÂäÜ÷� �ÚäÜº� §ÂĢ®ó®Üÿ�
aspects of culture. For example, a general understanding of how peo-

ple think about and use kinship relationships might help you identify 

and understand the way kinship relationships are being used to move 

resources and information. Furthermore, it provides tools for taking 

¸ąÓÓ��§Đ�Üÿ�º®�ä¸�¡ąÓÿąó®ɏ÷ï®¡Âĥ¡�ÂÜ¸äóÚ�ÿÂäÜ�ą÷ÂÜº�§ÂĢ®ó®Üÿ�Ó®Ü÷®÷�÷ä�
that you are a better consumer and user of such information. For exam-

ïÓ®ȷ�đ¿®Ü�ėäą��ó®�ïóäĐÂ§®§���¡ąÓÿąó®ɏ÷ï®¡Âĥ¡�ïó®ɏ§®ïÓäėÚ®Üÿ��óÂ®ĥÜºȷ�
you are not just receiving basic facts about that culture group. Culture- 

÷ï®¡Âĥ¡�ÂÜ¸äóÚ�ÿÂäÜ�¸ä¡ą÷®÷�äÜ�ÿ¿®�ï�ÿÿ®óÜ÷�ä¸��®¿�ĐÂäó��Ü§�Ú®�ÜÂÜº�

ÿ¿�ÿ��ó®�÷ï®¡Âĥ¡�ÿä���ï�óÿÂ¡ąÓ�ó�ºóäąï�äó�Ü®ÿđäóÐ��ÿ���ï�óÿÂ¡ąÓ�ó�ÿÂÚ®Ƚ�
This information is sometimes relevant to more than one knowledge 

area and, if you are tuned into potential connections, can help you 

understand better both the “what” and the “why” of what is going on 

around you. The fact that older men make most of the decisions in a 

group is a piece of information that can add to your knowledge about 

÷ä¡Â�Ó�óäÓ®÷ȷ�đ¿ä�¿�÷��ąÿ¿äóÂÿė�ÿä� ÂÜĦą®Ü¡®�§®¡Â÷ÂäÜ÷ȷ��Ü§�ÿ¿®�Đ�Óą®÷�
of the group. Understanding the multiple layers of meaning beneath 

the surface of your observations can assist in mission planning, in your 

interactions with others, and in your ability to anticipate second and 

ÿ¿Âó§�äó§®ó�®Ģ®¡ÿ÷�ä¸�ėäąó�§®¡Â÷ÂäÜ÷Ƚ�

RULES OF THE ROAD

Before you start the next chapter, we think it is helpful to consider the 

following four basic rules of the road:

eąÓ®�ȼȖ�ɍ�The local people have not organized themselves, their beliefs, or 
their behavior patterns for your convenience. Figuring out what is going on 

can be complex. Accept it and move on. 

eąÓ®�ȼȗ�ɍ�Things you take for granted may not be true here. Basic concepts 

÷ą¡¿��÷�¿äÜ®÷ÿėȷ� ¸�ÂóÜ®÷÷ȷ�ó®÷ï®¡ÿȷ�đÂÜÜÂÜºȷ�ĥÜÂ÷¿®§ȷ�äđÜ®ó÷¿Âïȷ��Ü§�
�ºó®®Ú®Üÿ�Ú�ė�Ú®�Ü�̧ ąÜ§�Ú®Üÿ�ÓÓė�§ÂĢ®ó®Üÿ�ÿ¿ÂÜº÷�ÿä�Óä¡�Ó�ï®äïÓ®Ƚ��®�
prepared to cope with both your confusion and theirs. 

eąÓ®�ȼȘ�ɍ�You do not have to like it to understand it. Some things you 

Ó®�óÜ���äąÿ�ÿ¿®�Óä¡�Ó�ï®äïÓ®�Ú�ė��Üº®ó�äó�ïąĜĜÓ®�ėäąȽ�q¿�ÿ�Â÷�VBȽ��Â®đ�
ÿ¿®÷®�§ÂĢ®ó®Ü¡®÷��÷�÷ÂºÜÂĥ¡�Üÿ�̧ �¡ÿäó÷�ÿ¿�ÿ�÷¿�ï®�ÿ¿®��ó®��ä¸�äï®ó�ÿÂäÜ÷�
�Ü§��Ģ®¡ÿ���ąÜÂÿɚ÷���ÂÓÂÿė� ÿä�¡�óóė�äąÿ�ÚÂ÷÷ÂäÜ÷Ƚ�+ÂºąóÂÜº�äąÿ�đ¿�ÿ� Â÷�
ºäÂÜº�äÜ�ɋÿ¿�ÿ�Ú®�Ü÷�º®ÿÿÂÜº�ÂÜ÷Â§®�Óä¡�Ó�ï®äïÓ®÷ɚ�¿®�§÷Ɍ�Ú�ė�ó®òąÂó®�
temporarily suspending your own beliefs, assumptions, and expecta-

tions as much as possible to focus on learning over judging. This takes 

mental discipline. 

eąÓ®�ȼș�ɍ�Local people are not just reacting to you. They are reacting to 

ÿ¿®Âó�®ÜÿÂó®�ï®ó¡®ïÿÂäÜ�ä¸�wȽiȽ�ÂÜĦą®Ü¡®Ƚ��®¸äó®�ÿ¿®�ĥó÷ÿ�wȽiȽ�¸äó¡®÷�¿Âÿ�
the ground, local people have a perception of the United States based 
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äÜ� wȽiȽ� ïóä§ą¡ÿ÷ȷ�Ú®§Â�� ɋ÷ą¡¿� �÷� ĥÓÚ÷� �Ü§� ÿ®Ó®ĐÂ÷ÂäÜɌȷ� �Ü§� ï®ó¿�ï÷�
U.S. companies, non-governmental organizations, or charities. These  

previous experiences shape the way people will react to you.

These rules serve as overarching guidelines for navigating the complex 

cultural situations you will encounter in your military profession. Keep 

them in mind as you read through the next two chapters on culture 

general concepts and skills.
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CHAPTER 2: 
CULTURE GENERAL 

CONCEPTS
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CHAPTER 2: CULTURE GENERAL CONCEPTS
Culture general concepts are those underlying thinking processes, 

ideas, and knowledge areas that help you identify, understand, and 

ą÷®�ó®ºÂäÜɏ��Ü§�¡ąÓÿąó®ɏ÷ï®¡Âĥ¡�ÐÜäđÓ®§º®�Úäó®�®Ģ®¡ÿÂĐ®ÓėȽ��¿®ÿ¿®ó�
ĥó÷ÿ�äÜ�ÿ¿®�÷¡®Ü®�äó���Đ®ÿ®ó�Ü�ÂÜ�ÿ¿®�ÿ®óȷ�ÿ¿®÷®�¸äąÜ§�ÿÂäÜ�Ó�¡äÜ¡®ïÿ÷�
help you process the information you encounter, vet it against what 

you already know, and determine how best to incorporate it into your 

ÿ¿ÂÜÐÂÜºȷ� ïÓ�ÜÜÂÜºȷ� �Ü§� �¡ÿÂäÜ÷Ƚ� Nä� äÜ®� ¿�÷� Ȗȕȕʅ� ąÜ§®ó÷ÿ�Ü§ÂÜº� ä¸�
¡ąÓÿąó®��ÿ��Üė�ÿÂÚ®Ƚ�Nä�Ú�ÿÿ®ó�¿äđ�Úą¡¿�¡ąÓÿąó®ɏ÷ï®¡Âĥ¡�ïó®ï�ó�ÿÂäÜ�
you do, your knowledge will always be imperfect. Culture general con-

¡®ïÿ÷� ¿®Óï� ėäą� ó®ĥÜ®� ėäąó� ąÜ§®ó÷ÿ�Ü§ÂÜºȷ�Ú�Ð®� �§Íą÷ÿÚ®Üÿ÷� ¸äó� ÿ¿®�
misalignments between your preparation and reality on the ground, 

�Ü§�§®®ï®Ü�ėäąó�ÂÜ÷Âº¿ÿ÷�ÂÜÿä�ąÜ§®óÓėÂÜº�¡äÜÜ®¡ÿÂäÜ÷��ÚäÜº�§ÂĢ®ó®Üÿ�
�÷ï®¡ÿ÷�ä¸�ÓÂ¸®Ƚ�q¿®ė�¿®Óï�ėäą�ĥºąó®�äąÿ�ÿ¿®�đ�ė÷�ï®äïÓ®�äóº�ÜÂĜ®�ÿ¿®Ú-

selves, think about their worlds, or construct their identities. Using 

these culture general concepts will prepare you to identify relevant 

ÂÜ¸äóÚ�ÿÂäÜȷ��÷Ð�ÿ¿®�óÂº¿ÿ�òą®÷ÿÂäÜ÷ȷ��Ü§�Â§®ÜÿÂ¸ė�¡¿�Üº®ȷ�¡¿�ÓÓ®Üº®÷ȷ�
and opportunity more readily. 

 

You will see that we have broken down culture general concepts into a 

larger number of sections than you would commonly see in a planning 

framework or learning schema. This way of breaking up the subject 

matter is not intended as another framework. Instead, it is designed 

to convey as many useful concepts as possible in relatively short  

segments. The more concepts you understand, the more rapidly and 

easily you will gain the understanding you need to inform your think-

ing, planning, and interactions. First, we will describe some concepts for 

thinking systematically about culture — holism, variation, and change. 

Second, we will discuss some concepts for understanding behavior.

CONCEPTS FOR THINKING SYSTEMATICALLY ABOUT CULTURE

When learning about culture, you often will hear people say things 

about how culture is constantly changing and how everything is inter-

connected. That may sound complicated, but there are three concepts 

for thinking — holism, variation, and change — that can help you  

navigate through this complexity. 
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HOLISM — BUILDING SITUATIONAL AWARENESS WITH A  
HOLISTIC PERSPECTIVE 

The concept of holism is a thinking tool you can use to ensure you 

Ú�ÂÜÿ�ÂÜ� ÷ąģ¡Â®Üÿ� ÷Âÿą�ÿÂäÜ�Ó� �đ�ó®Ü®÷÷Ƚ� q¿®� ¸ó�Ú®đäóÐ÷� ÿ¿�ÿ� ÿ¿®�
military services use to help you systematize your thinking about  

culture place cultural information into discreet categories. Regardless 

of the framework you use, you need to remember that the real world 

đÂÓÓ�Üäÿ��óó�Üº®�Âÿ÷®Ó¸�ï®ó¸®¡ÿÓė�ÿä�ĥÿ�ÂÜÿä�ÂÿȽ��äą�Ü®®§�ÿä�ó®Ú�ÂÜ��ÿÿ®Ü-
tive to interactions and connections that cross-cut any set of categories 

you use. Likewise, you need to remember that these interactions and 

¡äÜÜ®¡ÿÂäÜ÷�Ú®�Ü�Âÿ�đÂÓÓ�ó�ó®Óė��®�®Ģ®¡ÿÂĐ®�ÿä�¸ä¡ą÷�®Ė¡Óą÷ÂĐ®Óė�äÜ�äÜ®�
aspect of culture. Whenever you hear anyone say, “It’s really all about 

ȽȽȽ�ɋÿóÂ�®÷ȷ�®¡äÜäÚÂ¡÷ȷ�ó®ÓÂºÂäÜȷ�ïäÓÂÿÂ¡÷ȷ�®ÿ¡ȽɌȷɗ�ėäą�÷¿äąÓ§�ÂÚÚ®§Â�ÿ®Óė�
�®�÷ą÷ïÂ¡Âäą÷Ƚ�q¿®ó®��ó®��ÓÚä÷ÿ�Üä�òą®÷ÿÂäÜ÷�ÿä�đ¿Â¡¿���ÚÂÓÂÿ�óė�ï®ó÷äÜ� 
Ü®®§÷��Ü÷đ®ó÷�ÿ¿�ÿ�¡�Ü��®�ĥĖ®§�đÂÿ¿��Ü��Ü÷đ®ó�ÿ¿�ÿ��®ºÂÜ÷�đÂÿ¿�ɖ5ÿɚ÷�
all about ….” It is inconvenient, but it is true. Holism is the idea that 
�ÝÝ� ăïªÌïɞªĒÝČĒÿ�Ý��ăû·ªČă�ïÁ�ÉĒä�æ� ÝÌÁ·��ÿ·� ÌæČ·ÿªïææ·ªČ·°� Ìæ�ğ�ĥă�
ČÉ�Č�Ğ�ÿĥ�Ãÿ·�ČÝĥ�Áÿïä�ªĒÝČĒÿ·�Čï�ªĒÝČĒÿ·Ɍ From your own experience, 

ėäą�ÐÜäđ�ÿ¿�ÿ�ïäÓÂÿÂ¡÷��Ģ®¡ÿ÷�®¡äÜäÚÂ¡÷Ƚ�+�ÚÂÓė�÷ÿóą¡ÿąó®��Ģ®¡ÿ÷�Íä��
¡¿äÂ¡®÷Ƚ�e®ÓÂºÂäÜ��Ģ®¡ÿ÷�ïäÓÂÿÂ¡÷Ƚ�!Đ®óė��÷ï®¡ÿ��Ģ®¡ÿ÷�®Đ®óė�äÿ¿®ó��÷ï®¡ÿ�
in some way, even if it is indirectly. 

As an example, in the United States family ties and economic choices 

are usually pretty loosely related. Children typically make their own 

¡¿äÂ¡®÷���äąÿ�đ¿�ÿ�Íä��ÿä�ÿ�Ð®ȷ�ÿ¿äąº¿�ÿ¿®Âó�¸�ÚÂÓė�Ú�ė�ÿóė�ÿä�ÂÜĦą-
ence them. However, family and occupation may be tightly related in 

other places. A young man might be allowed to take only certain kinds 

of jobs approved by his family, or he may be raised to expect that his 

family members will be instrumental in getting him a job. With your 

own culture, you have a somewhat easier time predicting how aspects 

ä¸� ¡ąÓÿąó®� �Ģ®¡ÿ� äÜ®� �Üäÿ¿®óȽ� �¿®Ü� äï®ó�ÿÂÜº� đÂÿ¿ÂÜ� äó� �Ü�ÓėĜÂÜº�
another culture, it can be harder. What we think of as “a culture” is 

something like a fabric that is constantly being woven and pulled apart 

by all the people in a group. The threads are things like social organiza-

tion, kinship patterns, symbols, political processes, systems for getting 

resources, beliefs, organized religion, identities, ideas about social sta-

tus, etc. While people around the world have similar materials to use, 

ÿ¿®ė�¡äÚ�ÂÜ®�ÿ¿®Ú�ÂÜÿä�§ÂĢ®ó®Üÿ�ï�ÿÿ®óÜ÷��Ü§�ą÷®�§ÂĢ®ó®Üÿ�÷ÿėÓ®÷�ä¸�
weaving. What is common across all cultures is that tugging on any one 

thread will tend to move other threads around.

If you tug on, for example, an economic thread, such as closing down 

a market temporarily for security purposes, you might think you 

understand what will happen. You could, therefore, end up surprised 

when the local reaction seems to be about religion or family instead of  

economics. This interconnectedness means that a cultural factor that 

appears to have little military relevance in many places may be highly 

÷ÂºÜÂĥ¡�Üÿ�®Ó÷®đ¿®ó®Ƚ��äÜ÷Â§®ó�đ®§§ÂÜº�óÂÿą�Ó÷Ƚ�q¿®ė�đäąÓ§�Üäÿ�÷®®Ú�
to be something worth learning about; however, once you learn that 

÷äÚ®�¡®ó®ÚäÜÂ®÷�¡äÚÚäÜÓė�ÂÜĐäÓĐ®�ĥó-
ing weapons or that weddings may lead to 

heightened sensitivities toward mounted 

or dismounted patrols in close vicinity, 

they take on a military relevance.

5¸� ėäą� §ä�Üäÿ� ÿóė� ÿä�ĥºąó®� äąÿ� ÿ¿®� Óä¡�Ó�
version of these interconnections, you 

will not understand how a local popula-

tion, the population you are analyzing, or your partner military will 

react to your plans, presence, and actions. A group’s response to your 

operations may be hard to anticipate or appear nonsensical, lead-

ÂÜº�ÿ¿®�¡äÚÚ�Ü§®ó��Ü§�÷ÿ�Ģ�ÿä�§ó�đ�®óóäÜ®äą÷�¡äÜ¡Óą÷ÂäÜ÷��÷�ÿä�ÿ¿®�
source of the reaction. Failure to understand a group’s reactions can 

÷ÂºÜÂĥ¡�ÜÿÓė� ąÜ§®óÚÂÜ®� ėäąó� ��ÂÓÂÿė� ÿä� ¡�óóė� äąÿ� ��ÚÂ÷÷ÂäÜȽ�L�Üė� ä¸�
you have probably thought about this when you have considered the  

ɖ÷®¡äÜ§��Ü§�ÿ¿Âó§�äó§®ó�®Ģ®¡ÿ÷ɗ�ä¸���§®¡Â÷ÂäÜȽ�

2äÓÂ÷Ú��Ó÷ä�®ĖïÓ�ÂÜ÷�đ¿ė�÷äÚ®�ÂÜ¸äóÚ�ÿÂäÜ�Ú�ė�÷®®Ú�ÿä�ĥÿ� ÂÜ�Úäó®�
than one place in a database, checklist, or framework. Human life has 

not organized itself into categories or checklists for our convenience. 

q¿®ó®�Â÷�Üä���÷äÓąÿ®�¸ó�Ú®đäóÐ�¸äó�ĥºąóÂÜº�äąÿ�đ¿�ÿ��÷ï®¡ÿ÷�ä¸�¡ąÓÿąó®�
are going to be relevant to a mission or a campaign in advance. How-

ever, learning to look for and trace the interconnections will help you 

make those assessments as you go. 

k·ä·ä¨·ÿ�kĒÝ·�ɋȥɅ

The local people have 
not organized them-
selves, their beliefs, or 
their behavior patterns 
for your convenience.
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So, what’s the right approach? Do not limit your thinking to the obvi-

ous, the simple, or the singular. Looking at culture holistically means  

ÿ¿ÂÜÐÂÜº���äąÿ�¿äđ�ėäąó�òą®÷ÿÂäÜ�äó��¡ÿÂäÜ�ÚÂº¿ÿ��Ģ®¡ÿ�äó��®��Ģ®¡ÿ®§�
�ė�Ú�Üė�§ÂĢ®ó®Üÿ� ÿ¿ÂÜº÷Ƚ�aÂ¡ÿąó®�ïąÿÿÂÜº�ėäąó�òą®÷ÿÂäÜɃ�¡ÿÂäÜ��ÿ� ÿ¿®�
¡®Üÿ®ó� ä¸� �� ¡Âó¡Ó®Ƚ� �óäąÜ§� ÿ¿®� ®§º®� ä¸� ÿ¿®� ¡Âó¡Ó®� �ó®� �ÓÓ� ÿ¿®� §ÂĢ®ó®Üÿ�
aspects of culture that you know about. If you are considering helping 

the community build a clinic, how might a clinic be connected to other 

aspects of culture? Would you be helping or hurting part of the eco-

nomic system, perhaps a taxi service that provides transport to a clinic 

further away? Is there some part of the belief system that is relevant, 

maybe ideas about what causes illness? How might social structure and 

social roles be involved? Are women, men, and children all allowed 

to seek health care in the same ways and from the same people? Are 

local political leaders likely to see the United States building a clinic as 

÷äÚ®ÿ¿ÂÜº� ÿ¿�ÿ� ÂÜ¡ó®�÷®÷� ÿ¿®Âó� ïäđ®ó� �Ü§� ÂÜĦą®Ü¡®� äó� �÷� ÷äÚ®ÿ¿ÂÜº�
that threatens it? Will clinic leadership selection ignite a local power 

÷ÿóąººÓ®Ⱦ��äą�¡�ÜÜäÿ�®Đ®ó��®�Ȗȕȕʅ�ïä÷ÂÿÂĐ®�ÿ¿�ÿ�ėäą�¿�Đ®�¡äÜ÷Â§®ó®§�
all possible connections. Still, going through the process of holistically 

assessing a situation greatly increases the likelihood that your actions 

đÂÓÓ�¿�Đ®�ÿ¿®�®Ģ®¡ÿ�ėäą�ÂÜÿ®Ü§Ƚ�5ÿ��Ó÷ä�¿®Óï÷�ėäą��ÜÿÂ¡Âï�ÿ®��Ü§�ÚÂÿÂº�ÿ®�
äó�Ó®Đ®ó�º®�ïäÿ®ÜÿÂ�Ó�÷®¡äÜ§��Ü§�ÿ¿Âó§�äó§®ó�®Ģ®¡ÿ÷Ƚ�

VARIATION AND CHANGE

Variation and change are critical concepts for military personnel to 

integrate into their thinking about culture. How many times have you 

Ó®�óÜ®§���äąÿ���ºóäąï�ä¸�ï®äïÓ®�äÜÓė�ÿä�ĥÜ§�ÿ¿�ÿ�đ¿�ÿ�ėäą�Ó®�óÜ®§�§Â§�
not hold true for a particular individual you met? It happens all the 

time. That is not to say there is no value in preparatory learning; there 

is. However, military personnel must always remember that people do 

not always the exact things in the exact way even if they belong to the 

same group. That is variation. And what was true yesterday or last year 

may not hold today. Cultures do change, and, at times, very rapidly. 

Unfortunately, it is still fairly common to hear people talking about a 

“culture that hasn’t changed in thousands of years.” There is no place 

in the world where such a statement is true. Even if not immediately 

apparent to outsiders, all groups are constantly making changes to their 

cultural patterns. If you allow yourself to believe that culture is static, 

you will set yourself up for surprise and missed opportunities. 

Variation12

Q�ĄÏêºĈ��Ąº��ėĈđóèº³�đó�ģóèºê�ĀĄÏè�ĄÏáĩ�«ºÏêÆ�óêĸêº³�đó�đÌº�ĀĄÏ-
Ģ�đº�ĈĀÌºĄº� Ïê��ÄÆÌ�êÏĈđ�êɊ���óêĹÏđ�įóêº� Ïê���ĀĄº³óèÏê�êđáĩ�QėĈáÏè�
country. It is easy to assume that the same case applies in a country like 
qóè�áÏ�Ɋ� �� ĀĄº³óèÏê�êđáĩ�QėĈáÏè� óėêđĄĩ� đÌ�đ� ÏĈ� �áĈó� �� óêĹÏđ� įóêºɐ�
While men remain in place as decision makers in Somalia, it varies from 
place to place — in refugee camps and in villages with a minority male 
population, women are more likely the decision makers. In some cases 
and because of Somalia’s intricate clan system, women have played a key 
role in mediation because of their role as wives and mothers — they are 
born in one clan and marry into another and are thus able to bridge clan 
divisions.  It is therefore essential to be aware of the informal structures 
in place and how to tactfully involve women in order to meet objectives. 
Non-governmental organizations in Somalia and in refugee camps out-
side of Somalia often reach out to women’s groups when they need to 
mobilize or to negotiate contentious issues. 

Ȗȗ� !Ė�ÚïÓ®���÷®§�äÜ�ó®÷®�ó¡¿Ƀ®Ėï®óÿÂ÷®�ïóäĐÂ§®§��ė���ÿ¿®óÂÜ®�BÂ¿�ó�ȷ�aóä¸®÷÷ÂäÜ�Ó�iäÓą-
ÿÂäÜ÷ȷ���¡äÜÿó�¡ÿ®§�ó®ºÂäÜ�Ó��Ü�Óė÷ÿ��ÿ���V�Dȷ�đ¿ä�¡äÜ÷ąÓÿ®§�ÿ¿®�¸äÓÓäđÂÜº�÷äąó¡®�§ąóÂÜº�
development: Faiza Jama, “Whose peace is it anyway? Connecting Somali and international 

peacemaking,” Accord,�ȗȖ�ɋȗȕȖȕɌȷ�țȗɏțȚȷ��¡¡®÷÷®§��®¡®Ú�®ó�Ȝȷ�ȗȕȖȜȷ�¿ÿÿïȶɃɃđđđȽ¡ɏóȽäóºɃ
�¡¡äó§Ƀ÷äÚ�ÓÂ�Ƀ÷äÚ�ÓÂɏđäÚ®Üɏ�Ü§ɏï®�¡®�ąÂÓ§ÂÜºȽ
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The thinking concepts — variation and change — help you understand 

and move beyond the inevitable disconnect between what you may have 

learned in advance and what you see on the ground. They also help you 

avoid stereotypical thinking that can leave you surprised or confused as 

well as make it easier to anticipate challenges and seek out opportunities. 

Variation

Variation is the idea that culture is imperfectly shared within a group. 

It is not realistic to assume that any particular individual will always 

behave in lockstep with a broad description of culture. People within a 

group do not all know and believe the exact things or to the same extent. 

They may not practice beliefs and express ideals in the same way or 

even think the same things are beautiful, right, or logical. Even though 

they may have a great deal in common, individuals within a group 

will put their own spin on things. The idea in intra-group variation  

is very familiar in U.S. culture. For example, in the United States most 

people would say they value the idea of individual rights, but there is 

a great deal of variation in how they think individual rights should be 

��Ó�Ü¡®§�đÂÿ¿�äÿ¿®ó�Đ�Óą®÷�÷ą¡¿��÷�®òą�ÓÂÿėȷ�§ąÿėȷ��Ü§�ïą�ÓÂ¡�÷�¸®ÿėȽ�

�äą� ®Ü¡äąÜÿ®ó� ÿ¿®÷®� ÐÂÜ§÷� ä¸� §ÂĢ®ó®Ü¡®÷� ÂÜ� ®Đ®óė� ºóäąïȷ� ®Đ®Ü� ÿ¿ä÷®�
considered particularly cohesive like the Marine Corps. Within the 

group, there is usually a range of acceptable thoughts and behaviors. 

There may be general agreement about an “ideal,” but usually there is 

tolerance for deviation up to a point. So, when observing a group, you 

÷¿äąÓ§�Üäÿ��®�÷ąóïóÂ÷®§�Â¸�ï®äïÓ®ɚ÷��¡ÿą�Ó��®¿�ĐÂäó�Â÷���ÓÂÿÿÓ®�§ÂĢ®ó®Üÿ�
from what you have learned about the values and beliefs of the group. 

Variation also is at play in cultural patterns that are shared across dif-

ferent groups. So, an aspect of culture may be shared across groups 

�ąÿ� �®� ą÷®§� §ÂĢ®ó®ÜÿÓėȽ� +äó� ®Ė�ÚïÓ®ȷ� Ó�óº®� ó®ÓÂºÂäÜ÷ȷ� ÷ą¡¿� �÷� 5÷Ó�Ú�
or Christianity, may be shared by groups across the globe. However, 

ÿ¿®ė��ó®�ąÜ§®ó÷ÿää§��Ü§�ïó�¡ÿÂ¡®§�Đ®óė�§ÂĢ®ó®ÜÿÓė�ÂÜ�§ÂĢ®ó®Üÿ�ïÓ�¡®÷Ƚ� 

Visiting the congregation of a Catholic church in rural Guatemala would 

ºÂĐ®�ėäą���Đ®óė�§ÂĢ®ó®Üÿ�ąÜ§®ó÷ÿ�Ü§ÂÜº�ä¸�¿äđ�Úą¡¿�ó®ÓÂºÂäÜ�ÂÜĦą®Ü¡®÷�
behavior than you would get from visiting a Catholic congregation in 

a major urban area of the United States. Even within a smaller area, 

it as an important part of their heritage but not something that guides 

day to day behavior. It is still important to understand the cultural pat-

ÿ®óÜ��ąÿ�®òą�ÓÓė�ÂÚïäóÿ�Üÿ�ÿä�ó®Ú®Ú�®ó�ÿ¿�ÿ�ÿ¿®ó®�đÂÓÓ��®�Đ�óÂ�ÿÂäÜ�ÂÜ�
how people use it.

Variation — the shared value of commitment13

Often, there is a tendency to use cross-cultural examples where two 
ÆĄóėĀĈ��Ąº�ĢºĄĩ�³ÏĵºĄºêđ�ÄĄóè�óêº��êóđÌºĄɐ�qóèºđÏèºĈɊ�Ïđ��ê�«º�đĄÏÞÏºĄ�
to navigate military partnerships when values and practices appear to 
overlap. For instance, many Marines who have advised Georgian troops 
have remarked favorably on their tendency to endure hardships and be 
Ąº�³ĩ�ÄóĄ� đÌº�ĸÆÌđɐ�z�ÞÏêÆ�đÌºĈº�ĄºĹºđÏóêĈ� Ïêđó��óėêđɊ� Ïđ� ÏĈ�ĀóĈĈÏ«áº�
to imagine how Marines and Georgians feel they have many shared val-
ėºĈɐ�,óĄ�ÏêĈđ�êºɊ���Q�ĄÏêº��ê³���.ºóĄÆÏ�ê�óĶºĄ�è�ĩ�ėĀÌóá³�đÌº�Ĉ�èº�
values of “honor, courage, and commitment.” However, how they live 
óėđ�đÌóĈº�Ģ�áėºĈ�è�ĩ�³ÏĵºĄ�óêĈÏ³ºĄ�«áĩɐ���.ºóĄÆÏ�ê�ĸºá³�óĶºĄ�óėá³�
display such values by patrolling on point with his men in territory where 
9"�Ĉ��ê³�ĸĄºĸÆÌđĈ��Ąº�óèèóêɐ�zó�Q�ĄÏêº�ĸºá³�óĶºĄĈɊ�đÌÏĈ�«ºÌ�ĢÏóĄ�
is understandable, but also risky. Their view of commitment could be to 
Ąºè�Ïê�Ìº�áđÌĩ�Ĉó�đÌ�đ�đÌºĩ��ê�Äėáĸáá�đÌºÏĄ�ĀĄÏè�Ąĩ�³ėđÏºĈ��Ĉ�áº�³ºĄĈ��ê³�
Ąºè�Ïê�Ïê�đÌº�ĸÆÌđ�ÄóĄ�đÌº�áóêÆ�đºĄèɐ��ėđ�đó���.ºóĄÆÏ�ê�óĶºĄɊ�ºĢºê�ÏÄ�Ìº�
is severely injured and has to leave his unit, he has demonstrated com-
mitment by accepting the same/similar risk as his soldiers.

No matter if the cultural pattern is shared across the globe or across the 

mountains, military personnel need to be cautious in drawing conclu-

sions about a group of people based on past experience with or learning 

about similar groups to avoid cultural blinders that do not account for 

variation. 

ȖȘ� Example from contributing author Kristin Post, based on conversations with an anon-

ymous Marine during research conducted in collaboration with the Marine Corps Security 

�ääï®ó�ÿÂäÜ�-óäąï�ąÜ§®ó�wiL��5e��aóäÿä¡äÓ�L����ȽȗȕȖȘȽȕȕȕȘȷ�DäÜºÂÿą§ÂÜ�Ó��÷÷®÷÷Ú®Üÿ�
ä¸�i®¡ąóÂÿė��ääï®ó�ÿÂäÜ�qó�ÂÜÂÜº�ɋi�qɌȷ��ąÓÿąó®�qó�ÂÜÂÜºȷ��Ü§�LÂ÷÷ÂäÜ�!Ģ®¡ÿÂĐ®Ü®÷÷Ƚ

ÿ¿®ó®�¡�Ü��®�äï®ó�ÿÂäÜ�ÓÓė�ó®Ó®Đ�Üÿ�§ÂĢ®ó®Ü¡®÷Ƚ�+äó�®Ė�ÚïÓ®ȷ�Ó®ÿ�ą÷�ÓääÐ�
at Pashtunwali, the Pashtun honor code. Within and among Pashtun 

groups, it is not understood or used in a uniform way. People in the var-

ious Pashtun groups may emphasize some aspects of Pashtunwali and 

deemphasize others. Some may see Pashtunwali as a very important set 

ä¸�Đ�Óą®÷��Ü§�äóº�ÜÂĜ®�Úą¡¿�ä¸�ÿ¿®Âó��®¿�ĐÂäó��óäąÜ§�ÂÿȽ�Vÿ¿®ó÷�Ú�ė�÷®®�
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Change

�¿�Üº®� Â÷� �� ÜäóÚ�Ó� ï�óÿ� ä¸� ¡ąÓÿąó®� �Ü§� ¡�Ü� �óÂ÷®� ¸äó�Ú�Üė� §ÂĢ®ó®Üÿ�
reasons, such as variation, innovation, and contact with other groups. 

iäÚ®ÿÂÚ®÷ȷ� ¡¿�Üº®� ¿�ïï®Ü÷� ¸�÷ÿ� �Ü§� Â÷� ®�÷ÂÓė� ÜäÿÂ¡®§Ƚ� Vÿ¿®ó� ÿÂÚ®÷ȷ�
there is slow, incremental change over time. Understanding how change 

happens can help you notice important changes that are relevant to 

ėäąó�ÚÂ÷÷ÂäÜ��Ü§�¿®Óï�ėäą��ÜÿÂ¡Âï�ÿ®�÷®¡äÜ§��Ü§�ÿ¿Âó§�äó§®ó�®Ģ®¡ÿ÷�ä¸�
your decisions.

Internal variation is a common source of change. In the United States, 

what is considered normal and appropriate is not the same as it was 

Ȗȕȕ�ė®�ó÷��ºäȽ�q¿ä÷®�¡¿�Üº®÷�§Â§�Üäÿ�¿�ïï®Ü�äĐ®óÜÂº¿ÿȽ�V¸ÿ®Üȷ�ÿ¿®ė�§Â§�
not happen as the result of some outside force. Many of the changes 

happened as the result of gradual shifts in the daily behavior, thoughts, 

and interactions of hundreds of thousands of people. An idea held by a 

small part of the group may grow in popularity, becoming the majority 

opinion, as was the case with abolitionist views on slavery. In contrast, 

part of a group might give up an idea or practice, resulting in its gradual 

disappearance from the culture. 

Changes resulting from innovation are more familiar. The introduction 

of the automobile contributed to change in many aspects of U.S. culture, 

e.g., the way we think about distances, our ideas about what it means 

to be independent, the kinds of relationships we are able to maintain, 

where and how we work or go to church, our economic and foreign pol-

icies, and the idea of a beautiful automobile and the open road as classic 

symbols of the United States. The automobile alone was not enough to 

§óÂĐ®��ÓÓ�ÿ¿®÷®�¡¿�Üº®÷Ƚ�Vÿ¿®ó�ÿ¿ÂÜº÷�¿�§�ÿä��®�ÂÜ�ĦąĖ�ÿääȷ��ąÿ�ÿ¿®�ÂÜÜä-
vation served as a catalyst for far more than just transportation.

Contact with other groups can be a major source of change. When 

groups come into contact, whether through trade, warfare, migration, 

or some other reason, they exchange ideas. In extreme cases, such as 

äÜ®�ºóäąï�¡äÜòą®óÂÜº��Üäÿ¿®óȷ�¡¿�Üº®�Ú�ė��®�ÂÚïä÷®§�äÜ�ÿ¿®�Óä÷ÂÜº�
group, although even in these cases, there is usually some change in 

both cultures. More often groups will adjust, sometimes exchanging 

ideas, sometimes coming up with entirely new ideas or practices as a 

result of interaction. 

Pink is a girl’s color — or is it?14

To those living in the United States today, pink might seem like a naturally 
feminine color, while blue seems inherently masculine. However, just the 
opposite was true prior to the mid-20th century, when pink — described 
as “a more decided and stronger color” — was typically a boy’s color, and 
blue — “more delicate and dainty” — was frequently a color for girls15. 
More often, all infants, regardless of sex, were dressed in gender-neutral 
clothing that appears frilly and girly to the modern eye. For example, there 
is a famous and startling picture of Franklin Delano Roosevelt at the age 
of two, wearing what now appears to be a frilly dress and girl’s hat, but 
are actually clothes considered appropriate for both boys and girls during 
that era. Families at that time could easily reuse infant clothing from one 
child to the next no matter the child’s sex. Many factors contributed to 
the pervasive “gendering” of children that we see today, as well as to the 
“re-gendering” of pink and blue in the mid-20th century; one of these 
factors was the rise of consumer culture. Clothing manufacturers saw 
�ê�óĀĀóĄđėêÏđĩ�đó�ÏêĄº�Ĉº�ĀĄóĸđ�ÏÄ�đÌºĩ�ĀĄó³ėº³�Æºê³ºĄɢĈĀºÏĸ�ÏêÄ�êđ�
clothing, which could not be as easily passed between brother and sister. 
Girls were to be dressed like tiny versions of their mothers, while boys had 
to look like their fathers, meaning that dresses were increasingly reserved 
for girls. And while pink ended up being the color more associated with the 
female sex, it could have just as easily remained blue, as neither color has 
an immutable and inherent association with either gender; these associa-
đÏóêĈ��Ąº�ÏêĈđº�³�ĹėÏ³��ê³�ĀĄó³ėº³�đÌĄóėÆÌ�ėáđėĄ�á�èºÌ�êÏĈèĈɐ�

There are a few additional aspects of change that are relevant to mili-

tary personnel.

1. Change does not always happen in a way that is pervasive or consistent.  
So, for example, in the United States we still “dial the phone” even 

ÿ¿äąº¿�ÿ®Ó®ï¿äÜ®÷�đÂÿ¿�§Â�Ó÷��ó®�®Ėÿó®Ú®Óė�ó�ó®�ÜäđȽ�a®äïÓ®�đ¿ä��ó®�Ȗȝ�
are allowed to vote and go to war but are not allowed to drink alcohol 

or gamble in most U.S. states. The United States has laws prohibiting  

Ȗș� !Ė�ÚïÓ®� ��÷®§� äÜ� ó®÷®�ó¡¿Ƀ®Ėï®óÿÂ÷®� ïóäĐÂ§®§� �ė� �óȽ� e®�®¡¡�� D�Ü®ȷ� ��ĐÂ÷� �®¸®Ü÷®�
-óäąïȷ���¡äÜÿó�¡ÿ®§�ó®÷®�ó¡¿®ó��ÿ���V�Dȷ�đ¿ä�¡äÜ÷ąÓÿ®§�ÿ¿®�¸äÓÓäđÂÜº�÷äąó¡®�§ąóÂÜº�§®Đ®Ó-
opment: Jo B. Paoletti, Pink and Blue: Telling the Boys from the Girls in America ɋ�ÓääÚÂÜºÿäÜȷ�
5Nȶ�5Ü§Â�Ü��wÜÂĐ®ó÷Âÿė�aó®÷÷ȷ�ȗȕȖȗɌȷ�ȝȞȷ�ȞȚȽ�Näÿ®�ɍ���Đ®ó÷ÂäÜ�ä¸�ÿ¿®�eää÷®Đ®Óÿ�ÂÚ�º®�¡�Ü�
�®� �¡¡®÷÷®§� äÜ��ÂÐÂÚ®§Â�� �äÚÚäÜ÷� �ÿ� ¿ÿÿï÷ȶɃɃ¡äÚÚäÜ÷ȽđÂÐÂÚ®§Â�ȽäóºɃđÂÐÂɃ+ÂÓ®ȶ+ó�ÜÐ-
ÓÂÜɏeää÷®Đ®ÓÿɏȖȝȝșȽÍïºȷ��¡¡®÷÷®§�L�ó¡¿�Ȝȷ�ȗȕȖȜȽ���

ȖȚ� ɖaÂÜÐ� äó� �Óą®Ⱦɗ� ɋEarnshaw’s Infants’ Department,� ȖȞȖȝɌȷ� òąäÿ®§� ÂÜ� a�äÓ®ÿÿÂȷ� aÂÜÐ� �Ü§�
�Óą®ȷ�ȝȚȽ�� �
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discrimination based on sex, but most women continue to earn  

÷ÂºÜÂĥ¡�ÜÿÓė�Ó®÷÷�ÿ¿�Ü�Ú®Ü�§äÂÜº�ÿ¿®�÷�Ú®�Íä�Ƚ��Âÿ¿ÂÜ�ėäąó�äđÜ�¡ąÓ-
ture, these internal mismatches and contradictions often are accepted 

without much comment. In a cross-cultural interaction, they can be 

jarring or confusing. Do not assume that an individual or group is 

illogical just because everything about their culture is not perfectly  

consistent. It is also not safe to assume that some aspects of culture 

ɖÍą÷ÿ� ¿�Đ®Üɚÿ� ¡�ąº¿ÿ� ąïȽɗ�q¿®ó®�Ú�ė� �®� äÿ¿®ó� ÂÜĦą®Ü¡®÷� �ÿ� ïÓ�ėȽ� qä�
take the example of age restrictions on drinking, it seems illogical that 

ï®äïÓ®�đ¿ä�¡�Ü�ĥº¿ÿ�¸äó�ÿ¿®Âó�¡äąÜÿóė��ó®�Üäÿ��ÓÓäđ®§�ÿä�¿�Đ®����®®ó�
afterward. Still, there is resistance to lowering the drinking age because 

of historical American attitudes toward alcohol and concern about  

alcohol related injury and death rates among teenagers.  

Ȟɀ��Æ�ãÁµ�ë¿ćµã�ë¨¨čúþ�®čúÉãÁ�ćÉáµþ�ë¿�¨ëãıÉ¨ć�ëú�®ÉþúčöćÉëãɀ
iÂÜ¡®�ÚÂÓÂÿ�óė�ï®ó÷äÜÜ®Ó��ó®�ä¸ÿ®Ü�®�óÓė�äÜ�ÿ¿®�÷¡®Ü®�đ¿®Ü���¡äÜĦÂ¡ÿ�
erupts or a disaster strikes, it is important to recognize the role these 

major disruptions can play in shaping the local culture. During times 

ä¸�¡äÜĦÂ¡ÿ�äó�ÂÜ���§Â÷�÷ÿ®óȷ�ÿ¿®�ą÷ą�Ó�Ú®ÿ¿ä§÷�¸äó�º®ÿÿÂÜº�ÿ¿óäąº¿�ÿ¿®�
day may stop working for the local population, and they may begin to 

tinker with cultural patterns. They may try adopting new ideas or ways 

of solving problems. They may also try to preserve what is familiar, 

¿Âº¿ÓÂº¿ÿÂÜº� ɖÿó�§ÂÿÂäÜ�Óɗ�đ�ė÷� ä¸� §äÂÜº� ÿ¿ÂÜº÷� �Ü§� ó®÷Â÷ÿÂÜº� ®Ģäóÿ÷� 
to introduce new ideas. They may switch rapidly among a range of  

possible behaviors. This is normal for people trying to cope with a new, 

confusing, or frightening situation. In these rapidly shifting, sometimes 

chaotic situations, older analyses of culture may become irrelevant 

and the predeployment cultural preparation outdated. Although it can 

be complex, tracking these small shifts can help you understand and  

ï®ó¿�ï÷�ÂÜĦą®Ü¡®�ÿ¿®�¡¿�Üº®÷�ÿ¿�ÿ��ó®�ä¡¡ąóóÂÜºȽ�

As with holism and variation, the important part of thinking about 

change is to keep your mind open to it. You will never be able to perfectly 

predict change, just as you will not be able to perfectly predict connec-

tions among aspects of culture or the way an individual will interpret 

a cultural pattern. However, if you remember the concepts of holism, 

variation, and change, you will be alert to connections, variations, and 

¡¿�Üº®÷�ÿ¿�ÿ�¡�Ü��Ģ®¡ÿ�ėäąó���ÂÓÂÿė�ÿä��¡¡äÚïÓÂ÷¿�ėäąó�ÚÂ÷÷ÂäÜȽ�

CULTURE GENERAL CONCEPTS  
FOR UNDERSTANDING BEHAVIOR

In this section we discuss concepts and knowledge areas that will help 

you understand human behavior. Although the importance of a concept 

may be greater or lesser depending on the area, most apply globally. 

They are underlying concepts about the way humans live — how people 

organize themselves, interact with and explain their world, conceptu-

alize self and other, etc. You can use these concepts to improve your 

ąÜ§®ó÷ÿ�Ü§ÂÜº� ä¸� �Đ�ÂÓ��Ó®� ó®ºÂäÜɏ� �Ü§� ¡ąÓÿąó®ɏ÷ï®¡Âĥ¡� ÂÜ¸äóÚ�ÿÂäÜ�
and analysis of it and to help in times when such information is absent 

or incorrect to make sense of what you are observing and experienc-

ing. For each knowledge area, we provide an overview section and then, 

for some areas, a “Digging Deeper” section to broaden or deepen your 

understanding. 

INTERACTION WITH THE ENVIRONMENT

\Ğ·ÿĞÌ·ğ
q¿Â÷�ÐÜäđÓ®§º®��ó®��¡äÚïóÂ÷®÷�ÿ¿®�§ÂĢ®ó®Üÿ�đ�ė÷�ï®äïÓ®�ÂÜÿ®ó�¡ÿ�đÂÿ¿�
and use their varying physical environments in order to live and the 

¡ąÓÿąó�Ó� Ó�Ü§÷¡�ï®÷� ÿ¿�ÿ� ó®÷ąÓÿȽ� �ÓÓ� ºóäąï÷� ¿�Đ®� �� ąÜÂòą®� �Ü§� ÂÜÿ®ó-
dependent connection with their physical surroundings. The physical 

environment, to include resources such as land, water, food, and mate-

óÂ�Ó÷�¸äó�÷¿®Óÿ®óȷ�ÿ®óó�ÂÜȷ�¡ÓÂÚ�ÿ®ȷ�®ÿ¡Ƚȷ�ÂÜĦą®Ü¡®÷�ÿ¿®�ï®äïÓ®�ÓÂĐÂÜº�ÂÜ�Âÿ�
by providing a range of possibilities within which they act. The physical 

environment may set certain limits on human actions. For example, 

ÂÜ�äó§®ó�ÿä� ÓÂĐ®ȷ�ï®äïÓ®�Ü®®§�ÿä��ąÂÓ§�§ÂĢ®ó®Üÿ�ÿėï®÷�ä¸�÷¿®Óÿ®ó� ÂÜ�¿äÿ�
versus cold climates. However, people have the ability to adjust to their 

physical environment and choose a course of action from many alter-

natives. These alternatives are cultural and vary from place to place. 

They are not predetermined by the environment. Consider the threat of 

óÂĐ®ó�Ħää§ÂÜºȽ�5Ü�äÜ®�Óä¡�ÿÂäÜ���ºóäąï�Ú�ė�¡¿ää÷®�ÿä�ó®÷ïäÜ§��ė��ąÂÓ§-
ÂÜº�¿äą÷®÷�äÜ�÷ÿÂÓÿ÷Ƚ�5Ü��Üäÿ¿®ó�Óä¡�ÿÂäÜ���§ÂĢ®ó®Üÿ�ºóäąï�Ú�ė�§®Đ®Óäï�
�� ï�óÐ� äÜ� ÿ¿®� Ħää§� ïÓ�ÂÜ� �Ü§� �ąÂÓ§� ÿ¿®Âó� ¿äą÷®÷� ¸�óÿ¿®ó� �đ�ė� ¸óäÚ�
the river. And in a third, the people may decide to ignore the threat of 

Ħää§ÂÜº�¡äÚïÓ®ÿ®Óė��Ü§ȷ�¸äó��®÷ÿ¿®ÿÂ¡��Ü§�®¡äÜäÚÂ¡�ó®�÷äÜ÷ȷ��ąÂÓ§�Óäđ�
ÓėÂÜº�¿äą÷®÷�äÜ�ÿ¿®�Ħää§�ïÓ�ÂÜ�äĐ®óÓääÐÂÜº�ÿ¿®�óÂĐ®óȽ��ÓÓ�ÿ¿ó®®�ºóäąï÷�
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live in similar environments and face a similar threat, but they choose 

ÿä� ÂÜÿ®ó�¡ÿ�đÂÿ¿� ÿ¿®Âó� ®ÜĐÂóäÜÚ®Üÿ� ÂÜ� §ÂĢ®ó®Üÿ�đ�ė÷Ƚ� 5ÿ� Â÷� ÂÚïäóÿ�Üÿ�
to remember that the human relationship with the environment is an 

interaction rather than thinking only that environment is a driver of 

human behavior.

In Afghanistan16Ɋ� đÌº�6ºáè�ê³�ĄÏĢºĄ�Ĺóó³Ĉ�óê��ĢºĄ�Æº�ºĢºĄĩ� đģóɢđÌĄºº�
ĩº�ĄĈɊ� ĹóģÏêÆ� óĢºĄ� ÏđĈ� «�êÞĈ� �ê³� ³ºĈđĄóĩÏêÆ� óĄ� ³�è�ÆÏêÆ� ĈÏÆêÏĸ�êđ�
numbers of homes along the river. U.S. forces stationed in Helmand have 
normally been tasked with humanitarian assistance/disaster relief when 
ĈėÌ��ê�ºĢºêđ�óėĄĈɐ�9đ�ÏĈ�³ÏĶėáđ�ÄóĄ��èºĄÏ�êĈ�³ºĀáóĩº³�đó��ÄÆÌ�êÏ-
Ĉđ�ê�đó�ºêĢÏĈÏóê�đÌ�đ� đÌº�Ĺóó³ÏêÆ�6ºáè�ê³�mÏĢºĄ� ÏĈ��đė�ááĩ�«ºêºĸÏ�áɊ�
as it drowns vermin and replenishes top soil even as it destroys the mud 
brick structures Helmanders live in. The local Afghans, far from view-
ing this as a disaster, simply take the few important items they own 
(pots, pans, clothing, maybe a Quran) and self-evacuate away from the 
river, generally supported by local fellow tribesmen as the stay is only  
đºèĀóĄ�Ąĩɐ��èºĄÏ�êĈ�đºê³�đó�ģ�êđ�đó�óĢºĄɢĄº�đɊ�đĄº�đÏêÆ�ºĢºĄĩ�Ĺóó³��Ĉ�
ĈóèºđÌÏêÆ��ÞÏê�đó���G�đĄÏê�ɢđĩĀº�ºĢºêđɐ�9đ�ÏĈ�³ÏĶėáđ�đó�³ó�êóđÌÏêÆɊ��Ĉ�
ĸđêºĈĈ�ĄºĀóĄđĈɊ�ėĀóê�ģÌÏÌ�ĀĄóèóđÏóê�ÏĈ�«�Ĉº³Ɋ��áèóĈđ�³ºè�ê³�ĀĄó�đÏĢº�
activities. Yet doing nothing except being prepared to assist may be the 
exact response required, maybe just a requisition of thousands of water 
bottles to be provided to Afghan security and relief personnel to hand out. 
The destroyed homes will be rebuilt (with mud bricks reinforced with 
opium poppy stalks or sometimes with straw), the farmland is renewed 
and the rat/mice problem is greatly diminished for months, saving 
óê� Äóó³� áóĈĈɐ� qđÏááɊ� Ïè�ÆÏêº� đÌÏĈ��ɐqɐ�Q�ĄÏêº�ĸđêºĈĈ� ĄºĀóĄđɊ�ɩ�Ï³�êóđÌ-
ÏêÆɊ�³ÏĈđĄÏ«ėđº³�êóđÌÏêÆɊ��ÄÆÌ�ê� áó�áĈ�«º�èº�ĈºáÄɢĈėĶÏºêđɊ�èÏĈĈÏóê�
accomplished.” While probably culturally appropriate for an Afghanistan 
scenario, is also likely very much against the pro-active U.S. military  
culture in which accomplishment is everything.

Military personnel need to understand the close relationship between a 

local community and its environment. Most importantly, when prepar-

ing an analysis or devising a plan, you need to determine what features 

of the local physical environment are used by people and how these 

features are used and understood. This is because your presence in any 

�ó®��ä¸�äï®ó�ÿÂäÜ�đÂÓÓ��Ģ®¡ÿ�Óä¡�Ó÷ɚ�ÂÜÿ®ó�¡ÿÂäÜ�đÂÿ¿�ÿ¿®Âó�®ÜĐÂóäÜÚ®Üÿ�

Ȗț� !Ė�ÚïÓ®���÷®§�äÜ�ï®ó÷äÜ�Ó�®Ėï®óÂ®Ü¡®�ïóäĐÂ§®§��ė��®óÜ�DÂ®�Óȷ�L�Íäóȷ�wiL��ɋe!qɌȽ� �

and, without careful planning, could jeopardize the locals’ ability to live 

and survive. For example, if your operations divert or impede access 

to resources such as food or water, they may inadvertently cause real 

shortages or upset the local balance of power by allowing greater access 

ÿä�äÜ®�ºóäąï�äĐ®ó��Üäÿ¿®óȽ�q¿Â÷ȷ�ÂÜ�ÿąóÜȷ�Ú�ė�Ó®�§�ÿä�ąÜđ�Üÿ®§�¡äÜĦÂ¡ÿȽ�
You need to incorporate such thinking into your plans and analysis. You 

also need to recognize that, since use of the environment is cultural, 

äï®ó�ÿÂäÜ�Ó� ÂÚï�¡ÿ÷�Ú�ė� ÷ÂºÜÂĥ¡�ÜÿÓė� §ÂĢ®ó� ¸óäÚ�đ¿�ÿ� đäąÓ§� �®� �Ü�
expected outcome in the United States. 

People’s interaction with the environment will also inform the range 

of options available to military forces entering an area. For example, 

understanding the choices people have made about transportation  

within the constraints of available resources, climate, and terrain in  

a local area can help military personnel make their own locally  

®Ģ®¡ÿÂĐ®�§®¡Â÷ÂäÜ÷�đÂÿ¿�ó®÷ï®¡ÿ�ÿä�ÿ¿®�Đ®¿Â¡Ó®÷�ÿ¿®ė�ą÷®��Ü§�ÿ¿®�®òąÂï-
ment they carry. 

The ways people change and shape their physical environment create  

¡ąÓÿąó�Ó� Ó�Ü§÷¡�ï®÷� ÿ¿�ÿ� ó®Ħ®¡ÿ� ÿ¿®Âó� ÷ä¡Â�Óȷ� ®¡äÜäÚÂ¡ȷ� �Ü§� ïäÓÂÿÂ-
cal attitudes as well as their beliefs and values. A careful reading, or 

interpretation, of a cultural landscape can provide useful information 

about the people who create it, use it, and live in it. Certain features 

ä¸�ÿ¿®�¡ąÓÿąó�Ó� Ó�Ü§÷¡�ï®�Ú�ė��®�ÂÚ�ą®§�đÂÿ¿���÷ÂºÜÂĥ¡�Ü¡®�äó�÷ėÚ-

bolic value that goes far beyond their mere physicality or utility. These 

items of cultural property, to include archeological, historic, and sacred 

sites, are extremely important as they represent a group’s identity and 

heritage. Damage or destruction by either U.S. or enemy forces can  

create great distress among local populations and prompt mobilization 

in opposition to a mission. In contrast, protection by U.S. forces can 

aid in mission success. Unfortunately, items of cultural property are 

often not immediately obvious or easy to spot. However, careful read-

ing of the cultural landscape using observation and interaction skills, 

§Â÷¡ą÷÷®§��ÿ�Ó®Üºÿ¿�ÂÜ��¿�ïÿ®ó�Șȷ�¡�Ü�¿®Óï�ąÜ¡äĐ®ó�đ¿�ÿ�Â÷�ÂÚïäóÿ�Üÿ�ÿä�
which groups and why.  

Finally, as military personnel learn to read cultural landscapes, it is 

common for them to begin to notice material culture. At its most basic, 
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the term material culture refers to things people make. It includes 

everything from symbolic objects, such as religious totems or ceremo-

nial swords, to the more mundane items that surround us in everyday 

life, such as furniture, tools, computers, and clothes, to the things we 

throw away, such as plastic wrappers and broken dishes. The value 

of particular items depends heavily on cultural context and personal 

meaning. For example, what might appear to be a worn, dull knife to 

an outside observer may be a valued family heirloom to its owner and, 

because of the object’s heirloom status and the importance placed on 

family history in his culture, he may be unwilling to sell it, even if he is 

ÂÜ�§Âó®�ĥÜ�Ü¡Â�Ó�÷ÿó�Âÿ÷Ƚ��¿�ÿ���ºóäąï�ÿ�Ð®÷�ÿÂÚ®��Ü§�ó®÷äąó¡®÷�ÿä�Ú�Ð®ȷ�
what they protect, and what they discard can provide insights that are 

useful in understanding interaction with the environment, but also 

other areas, such as exchange and beliefs. Also, the value of particular 

ä�Í®¡ÿ÷�Ú�ė�Üäÿ��®�ä�ĐÂäą÷��ÿ�ĥó÷ÿȽ�q¿®�÷�Ú®�ä�÷®óĐ�ÿÂäÜ��Ü§�ÂÜÿ®ó�¡-
tion skills can help military personnel successfully interpret material 

culture. 

GETTING, SHARING, AND SAVING RESOURCES:  
SUBSISTENCE AND EXCHANGE

\Ğ·ÿĞÌ·ğ
This knowledge area encompasses the concepts and information used to 

understand how people get, store, share, and exchange resources, com-

monly referred to here as subsistence patterns and exchange systems 

ɋäó�®¡äÜäÚÂ®÷ɌȽ�ią�÷Â÷ÿ®Ü¡®�ï�ÿÿ®óÜ÷�ó®¸®ó�ÿä�ÿ¿®�ïóÂÚ�óė�đ�ė÷���ºóäąï�
gets the resources it needs and wants. A group rarely relies on only 

one mode of subsistence. For example, one group may engage in agri-

culture and herding to feed themselves and also plant more of certain 

¡óäï÷ȷ�ÚÂÜ®�º®Ú÷ȷ��Ü§�ĥ÷¿�÷ï®¡Âĥ¡�ÓÓė�¸äó�ÿ¿®�ïąóïä÷®÷�ä¸��®ÂÜº���Ó®�
to trade with other groups. In the United States, most people engage in 

wage labor for subsistence, and it is also common for people to garden, 

hunt, and trade, sometimes as a means of supplementing their own 

ó®÷äąó¡®÷ȷ�¸äó�ÚäÜ®ÿ�óė�ÂÜ¡äÚ®ȷ��Ü§Ƀäó��®¡�ą÷®�ÿ¿®ė�®ÜÍäė�ÿ¿®÷®�äÿ¿®ó�
subsistence activities. 

Exchange refers to all the ways a group stores, distributes, and exchanges 

resources. Exchange includes practices that are formally recognized as 

ï�óÿ�ä¸�ÿ¿®�®¡äÜäÚė��÷�đ®ÓÓ��÷�ÿ¿ä÷®�ÿ¿�ÿ��ó®�Üäÿ�äģ¡Â�ÓÓė�ó®¡äºÜÂĜ®§ȷ�
such as gift giving, charity, barter, reciprocity, and remittances. 

It also includes practices that are considered improper or illegal in the 

group, such as bribery or the sale of prohibited items. With regard to 

this last category, it is important to remember that what is considered 

improper varies across and within groups. While some practices may be 

äģ¡Â�ÓÓė�ÂÓÓ®º�Óȷ�ÿ¿®ė�÷ÿÂÓÓ�¡�Ü��®�¡äÜ÷Â§®ó®§�ÜäóÚ�Ó��Ü§�ïóäï®ó��ė�Úä÷ÿ�
people, as is the case in areas where it is normal practice to tip or bribe 

ºäĐ®óÜÚ®Üÿ�äģ¡Â�Ó÷Ƚ�

\æ�.ÌÁČ�.ÌĞÌæÃ

It is important to note the dilemma gift giving can face military personnel 
as regulations forbid gift giving or receiving past certain monetary and 
annual amounts.  Being handed a gift with nothing to give in return may 
place the individual in an awkward and embarrassing position or, because 
of honor and/or pride. It might also leave the person feeling in “debt” to 
the other individual. Always be aware of the policies in place regarding 
the giving of gifts and work out in advance how you will handle such 
situations. See also the section below on reciprocity for information on 
how to understand the kinds of social relationships that may be created 
by engaging in gift exchange.

When you think about economics, you may tend to think about money, 

banks, stores, the stock market, farms, factories, jobs, and the market 

system. This pattern is widespread now but is not universal. Military 

personnel need to think beyond these to gain a full understanding of the 

exchange systems at play locally. Money, taxes, and market exchange 

systems are common parts of exchange but rarely the only means by 

đ¿Â¡¿�ó®÷äąó¡®÷��ó®�÷ÿäó®§ȷ�§Â÷ÿóÂ�ąÿ®§ȷ��Ü§�ÚäĐ®§Ƚ�VÓ§®óȷ�Úäó®�ï®ó-
sistent economic systems are often still at work. There is usually some 

degree of resource and labor sharing among family, friends, and social 

networks. Trading is still very common, even when money is supposedly 

available, as it may save time or provide access to a resource that can-

not readily be purchased with money. Trading also can increase where 

local currency is so unstable that people choose to avoid it. Whether 
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trading, sharing among friends, or something else, people are unlikely 

ÿä�®ÜÿÂó®Óė����Ü§äÜ�äÓ§®ó�®Ė¡¿�Üº®�÷ė÷ÿ®Ú÷�òąÂ¡ÐÓė�äó�®Đ®óȽ�5Ü���ÿÂÚ®�ä¸�
crisis, they may even rely on the old familiar ways more than a newer, 

market-based system. These other means of exchange may be less vis-

ible and harder to discover, yet they can still be critical parts of how 

resources are used and moved in a group or network. 

Also, other aspects of non-market economic systems can be a little 

harder to see and understand. Even something as seemingly simple 

�÷�ÿ¿®�÷ÿó�Âº¿ÿ¸äóđ�ó§�®Ė¡¿�Üº®�ä¸�ºää§÷�ä¸�®òą�Ó�Đ�Óą®�Ú�ė�Üäÿ�®ĖÂ÷ÿ�
in some regions. Instead, the exchange may be partially about what 

we expect — moving resources — and partly about building a work-

ÂÜº� ó®Ó�ÿÂäÜ÷¿Âï� ɋ÷®®� ÷®¡ÿÂäÜ� äÜ� ó®¡Âïóä¡Âÿė� �®ÓäđɌȽ� 5¸� ėäą� ¸�ÂÓ� ÿä� ÷®®�
what the local people expect from the exchange, it may be very hard to 

understand or anticipate people’s behavior. Remember, in our econ-

omy, we focus on the goods being transferred. In other groups, it is 

very common for economic activity to serve a critical role in building 

and maintaining social relationships. In turn, these social relationships, 

rather than faith in an abstract idea about economic forces, ensure the 

÷ÿ��ÂÓÂÿė� �Ü§� ó®ÓÂ��ÂÓÂÿė� ä¸� ÿ¿®� ®¡äÜäÚėȽ� �äÜ÷®òą®ÜÿÓėȷ� Â¸� �Ü� äąÿ÷Â§®ó�
attempts to avoid the relationship aspect of an exchange, he or she may 

be seen as behaving rudely or as untrustworthy. Seeing economic pat-

terns from the insiders’ perspective will help you understand, use, and 

ÂÜĦą®Ü¡®�ÿ¿®�÷ė÷ÿ®Ú�ó�ÿ¿®ó�ÿ¿�Ü��®ÂÜº�÷ąóïóÂ÷®§��Ü§�¸óą÷ÿó�ÿ®§��ė�ÂÿȽ�

Baksheesh

Baksheesh is a practice in parts of Asia and the Middle East that involves 
the gifting of sums of money for a range of reasons. Baksheesh can 
come in the form of alms given for charity or a tip given to a power-
ful or important individual as a form of respect. While some in the West 
interpret this as corruption, it can also be viewed as part of an elaborate 
system of interpersonal power relations.ȖȜ

ȖȜ This research-based example was provided by a contributor who wished to remain 

anonymous and who consulted the following source during development Frank J. Cavico and 

Bahaudin G. Mujtaba, Baksheesh or Bribe: Cultural Conventions and Legal Pitfalls ɋ��ĐÂ®ȷ�+Dȶ�
5D!����¡�§®Úėȷ�ȗȕȖȖɌȽ
   

Subsistence and exchange are tied to other aspects of culture. A group’s 

laws, beliefs, and values may limit how certain goods, such as family 

heirlooms, or kinds of labor, such as work by children, can be exchanged. 

oĒ¨ăÌăČ·æª·�ăČÿ�Č·ÃÌ·ă�ɜ�û�ăČ��æ°�ûÿ·ă·æČ�ä�ČČ·ÿ

Some common types of subsistence strategies include hunting and gath-
ering, agriculture, nomadic herding, and wage labor. Although many 
groups now use some mix of strategies, there may be important aspects 
of collective identity, narratives, ideals, and beliefs associated with the 
strategy that was most prevalent in the past. 

For example, many U.S. communities are proud of their agricultural or 
ranching heritage. Even in communities where few people still make their 
living by farming or ranging, their ideals, material culture, and rituals 
ĄºĹºđ�đÌÏĈ�ÌºĄÏđ�Æºɐ�zÌºĩ�è�ĩ�ÌóóĈº�đó�³ÏĈĀá�ĩ�Ï³ºêđÏđĩ�è�ĄÞºĄĈ��ĈĈó-
ciated with this past, such as clothing or manner of speech. They may 
have agriculture-themed parades and events and people may wear west-
ern-style clothing, even if most people in town now work behind a desk.  

People in communities with strong ties to past subsistence strategies may 
hold positions on political or social topics that are more aligned with this 
past than their current situation. This can be confusing for somebody 
who is new and sees only current economic activity. However, the visible 
indicators, such as rituals and identity markers, can be important clues to 
the history and values of a group. 

People with certain social roles may have limited access to some aspects of 

exchange. As mentioned above and below, certain types of exchange may 

be important in maintaining social relationships, as giving and receiv-

ing of resources reinforce the bonds among individuals. While not every 

aspect of exchange will be critical to military operations, it is import-

�Üÿ�ÿä��®��đ�ó®�ÿ¿�ÿ�ÿ¿®ó®��ó®�§ÂĢ®ó®Üÿ�ÐÂÜ§÷�ä¸�®Ė¡¿�Üº®�ÿ�ÐÂÜº�ïÓ�¡®�
and that people may interpret assistance from or to military personnel in 

terms of a kind of exchange other than a simple transaction or gift.
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Digging Deeper

Corruption
Across many types of missions and in all areas of the world, military per-

sonnel report seeing exchanges that, according to United States norms 

and departmental and service-level rules, constitute corruption. How-

ever, some exchanges that we categorize as corruption are perceived very 

§ÂĢ®ó®ÜÿÓė��Ü§��ó®��¡ÿą�ÓÓė�Íą÷ÿ�®ĐÂ§®Ü¡®�ä¸���§ÂĢ®ó®Üÿ�®¡äÜäÚÂ¡�÷ė÷ÿ®Ú�
at work. What we see as a bribe between villagers and the military may 

�®�ï®ó¡®ÂĐ®§��÷���ºÂ¸ÿ�äó�ÜäóÚ�Ó�ï�ėÚ®Üÿ��ė�Óä¡�Ó÷�ɍ�ÿ¿®�®òąÂĐ�Ó®Üÿ�ä¸�
bringing a bottle of wine to a dinner or tipping a waitress. 

Something that looks like nepotism to us may be seen by others as 

honorable attention to family needs. In short, some practices that 

seem illicit to us may be not only acceptable but expected in other 

places. So long as everyone understands the rules, the system works. 

This does not mean military personnel should ignore corruption. The  

¡®Üÿó�Ó�ó®òąÂó®Ú®Üÿ�Â÷�äï®ÜÂÜº�ėäąó�®ė®÷�ÿä�đ¿�ÿ�Â÷�really there and how  

people are really getting things done rather than how you expect things 

to work or think they should work. Suspending judgment and perspective  

ÿ�ÐÂÜºȷ�ÿđä�÷ÐÂÓÓ÷�§Â÷¡ą÷÷®§�ÂÜ��¿�ïÿ®ó�Șȷ�đÂÓÓ�¿®Óï�ėäą�§®ÿ®óÚÂÜ®�¿äđ�
the action is understood by the people involved. That additional moment 

of data gathering and thought can help you make a well-informed and 

®Ģ®¡ÿÂĐ®�§®¡Â÷ÂäÜ���äąÿ�¿äđ�ÿä�ó®÷ïäÜ§Ƚ

Reciprocity — connecting exchange and social relationships 

VÜ®�ï�óÿÂ¡ąÓ�ó��÷ï®¡ÿ�ä¸�®Ė¡¿�Üº®�đ�óó�Üÿ÷�÷ï®¡Â�Ó�Ú®ÜÿÂäÜȷ�ó®¡Âïóä¡ÂÿėȽ�
In the simplest terms, reciprocity is a series of exchanges over time that 

creates or reinforces a relationship — the sort of thing that is implied in 

our expressions “what goes around comes around,” “return the favor,” 

“pay it forward,” and “you scratch my back, and I’ll scratch yours.” 

�äą��ąė�÷äÚ®�ä§ė���¡äĢ®®��Ü§ȷ�ÂÜ�wȽiȽ�¡ąÓÿąó®ȷ�ÿ¿®ó®�Â÷��Ü�ÂÚïÓÂ®§�Ü®®§�
for that person to reciprocate — to return the favor — at some indeter-

minate point in the future. The fact that the exchange takes place over 

time creates or maintains some sort of relationship. The established 

relationship is not necessarily discussed openly, meaning you may be 

®÷ÿ��ÓÂ÷¿ÂÜº��Ü§Ƀäó�ó®ÂÜ¸äó¡ÂÜº�Âÿ�đÂÿ¿äąÿ�ó®�ÓÂĜÂÜº�ėäą��ó®�§äÂÜº�÷äȽ�

Reciprocity and holism

mºÏĀĄóÏđĩ�ÏĈ��ê�ºĨ�èĀáº�óÄ���óèèóê�ėáđėĄ�á�ĀĄóºĈĈ�đÌ�đ�³óºĈ�êóđ�ĸđ�
neatly into any one dimension or category in the service level frameworks. 
Reciprocity is about building and maintaining relationships, so it is part 
of social structure. It also involves exchange and may be an important 
part of an economic system. Since reciprocity is commonly linked to peo-
ple’s ideas about fairness, honor, and other values, there also is likely to 
«º���óêêºđÏóê�đó�«ºáÏºÄ�ĈĩĈđºèĈɐ�zÌº�èóĈđ�ºĵºđÏĢº�ģ�ĩ�đó�ėê³ºĄĈđ�ê³�
reciprocity in any cultural context will be to apply the concept of holism 
described above. 

This can cause issues in the long run for military personnel.

Perhaps someone you do not know well buys you a birthday present. It 

feels awkward because now you feel like you should reciprocate, and 

you may feel that the person is trying to build an unwelcome relation-

ship. In the United States, reciprocity now seems like it is mostly about 

gift giving and maintaining friendships and family relationships; most 

resources move around using a market exchange — what you would 

traditionally think of as economics. However, throughout history, reci-

procity has been a fundamental mechanism in building and maintaining 

social organization and moving resources around in the population. For 

many people, this is still a fundamental way to get through life. Reci-

procity is used to accomplish the following: 

ȵ� �ó®�ÿ®��Ü§�Ú�ÂÜÿ�ÂÜ�ó®Ó�ÿÂäÜ÷¿Âï÷�ɍ�ÿ¿®�÷ï®¡Âĥ¡÷�ä¸�Óä¡�Ó�¡ąÓÿąó®�
ÂÜĦą®Ü¡®�ÿ¿®�ÿėï®��Ü§�ÂÜÿ®Ü÷Âÿė�ä¸�ÿ¿®�ó®Ó�ÿÂäÜ÷¿Âï÷�ÿ¿�ÿ��ó®�ï�óÿ�ä¸���
particular kind of exchange. 

• Store resources — many cultures use reciprocity to build social 

networks that store wealth in the form of favors or resources that can 

be called upon in time of need. 

People can build relationships through reciprocity within a group and 

also across a social network or among groups. There are several types of 

reciprocity, but two matter most for military personnel.
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Generalized reciprocity (“what goes around comes around”) is when people 

help one another and share resources without calculating on an individual  

basis. It is assumed that things will even out eventually. This is the 

strongest form of reciprocity in terms of supporting group cohesion 

and ensuring everyone has enough resources. When military personnel 

become enmeshed in this sort of network, it can build tremendous trust 

with and among the local population but presents dangers in that it can 

�®�§Âģ¡ąÓÿ� ¸äó�ÿ¿®�ÚÂÓÂÿ�óė�ï®ó÷äÜÜ®Ó�ÿä�®Ėÿó�¡ÿ�ÿ¿®Ú÷®ÓĐ®÷�¸óäÚ�ÿ¿®�
Ü®ÿđäóÐ�đÂÿ¿äąÿ�¡�ą÷ÂÜº�¿�óÚ��Ü§�¡ó®�ÿÂÜº�ÿ¿®�ïäÿ®ÜÿÂ�Ó�¸äó�¡äÜĦÂ¡ÿȽ�

Balanced reciprocity (“you scratch my back, and I’ll scratch yours”) is when 

�äÿ¿�ï®äïÓ®�ÂÜĐäÓĐ®§�ÐÜäđ�ÿ¿�ÿ��Ü�®òą�Ó�®Ė¡¿�Üº®�Â÷�®Ėï®¡ÿ®§��ÿ�÷äÚ®�
ïäÂÜÿȽ���¸äó®ÂºÜ�¡äąÜÿ®óï�óÿȷ�ÂÜÿ®óïó®ÿ®óȷ�äó�Óä¡�Ó�Ú�ė�äĢ®ó���ºÂ¸ÿ�đÂÿ¿�
the full expectation that the service member will, at some point, return 

��ºÂ¸ÿ�ä¸�®òą�Ó�Đ�Óą®Ƚ�q¿Â÷�ÐÂÜ§�ä¸�ó®¡Âïóä¡Âÿė�¡�Ü��®�¿®Óï¸ąÓ�ÂÜ��ąÂÓ§ÂÜº�
trust with individuals and is somewhat less dangerous than generalized 

reciprocity. You have to learn how value is calculated with your coun-

terpart in the exchange to avoid inadvertently over- or under-giving. 

It also is critical to understand that, in most cultures, the return gift 

does not end the relationship. “Balancing the scales” does not neces-

sarily mean that you can leave the relationship gracefully. Instead, it 

may establish an expectation of future exchanges. 

Making “deposits” — a Marine Corps example18

Marines who have lived with or advised foreign forces have described 
balanced reciprocity as a “bank account.” They often make “deposits” 
into the bank account in the form of the extra time they spend having 
tea and talking about non-mission related topics. They “withdraw” from 
this account when they advise their counterpart to do something that is 
unpopular (e.g., not using cell phones on watch) or when they need to 
³ºêĩ���ĄºăėºĈđ�ɞºɐÆɐɊ�êóđ�ĸááÏêÆ�đÌºÏĄ�đĄėÞĈ�ģÏđÌ�Äėºáɟɐ�"Ģºê�đÌóėÆÌ�Æóó³Ĉ�
are not exchanged in this example, the elements of exchange and rela-
tionship building are present. It is important not to take metaphors like 
this too far. In a banking exchange, none of the people involved expect a 
personal relationship to develop, whereas in the situation these Marines 
describe, some form of relationship is expected.

Ȗȝ Example from contributing author Kristin Post, based upon multiple interviews with 

L�óÂÜ®÷�¡äÜ§ą¡ÿ®§�ąÜ§®ó�wiL��5e��aóäÿä¡äÓ�L����ȽȗȕȖȘȽȕȕȕȘȷ�DäÜºÂÿą§ÂÜ�Ó��÷÷®÷÷Ú®Üÿ�
ä¸�i®¡ąóÂÿė���ääï®ó�ÿÂäÜ�qó�ÂÜÂÜº�ɋi�qɌȷ��ąÓÿąó®�qó�ÂÜÂÜºȷ��Ü§�LÂ÷÷ÂäÜ�!Ģ®¡ÿÂĐ®Ü®÷÷Ƚ

There can be negative aspects of building a reciprocal relationship. A person  

from another culture may presume a continuing relationship based on 

ºÂ¸ÿ÷�ºÂĐ®Ü�äó��÷÷Â÷ÿ�Ü¡®�ó®Ü§®ó®§�ɋ®Âÿ¿®ó��ė�äó�ÿä�wȽiȽ�ï®ó÷äÜÜ®ÓɌȷ�Ó®�§-
ÂÜº�ÿä�ÚÂ÷ąÜ§®ó÷ÿ�Ü§ÂÜº÷��Ü§�ąÜÂÜÿ®Ü§®§�äĢ®Ü÷®÷Ƚ���ï®ó÷äÜ�Ú�ė��Ó÷ä�
deliberately try to use reciprocity to make U.S. personnel feel obligated 

to return favors. Not understanding the role reciprocity plays within 

and across cultures can lead to problems, as U.S. actions that disrupt or 

restrict normal social patterns may severely undermine the economic 

base and resource stability of an area by disrupting these seemingly 

ɖÂÜ¸äóÚ�Óɗ�Ħäđ÷�ä¸�ó®÷äąó¡®÷��Ü§�¸�Đäó÷ȷ�đ¿Â¡¿ȷ�ä¸�¡äąó÷®ȷ�¡�Ü�¿�Đ®�
unintended second or third order impacts on your mission.  

Division of Labor
In almost all groups, there is some form of division of labor — not 

everyone does every type of work that needs to be accomplished in a 

family or a group. Sometimes the division is formalized, but more often 

it is so deeply entangled in cultural patterns that it is seen as the normal 

and right way things work. 

Division of labor is most often found along age, sex or gender, and class 

or caste lines, although you may also see distinctions made based on 

racial categories, ethnicity, religion, or some other factor. In the United 

States with a few exceptions, children below a certain age are not 

expected or allowed to participate in wage labor. A small child may take 

on a paper route or do family chores, but most people would be shocked 

ÿä� ÷®®��� ¡¿ÂÓ§�ºäÂÜº� ÿä�đäóÐ� ÂÜ��� ¸�¡ÿäóė� ÂÜ� ÿ¿®� ÿđ®Üÿėɏĥó÷ÿ� ¡®ÜÿąóėȽ�
Likewise, we have a general expectation that very old people should not 

have to work. These patterns do not hold true across the globe. There 

are many places where the very young and the very old are expected to 

work, whether inside or outside the household. 

iÿó�ÿÂĥ¡�ÿÂäÜ��Ü§��®ÓÂ®¸÷���äąÿ�ÿ¿®�ÂÜ¿®óÂÿ®§�¡�ï��ÂÓÂÿÂ®÷�ä¸�ï®äïÓ®�đ¿ä�
belong to a particular segment of the population inform groups’ divi-

÷ÂäÜ�ä¸�Ó��äóȽ�iÿó�ÿÂĥ¡�ÿÂäÜ�÷ė÷ÿ®Ú÷ȷ�÷ą¡¿��÷�ÿ¿®�¿Â÷ÿäóÂ¡�Ó�¡�÷ÿ®�÷ė÷ÿ®Ú�
in India, limit the educational and employment opportunities of people 

based on the caste into which they were born. Similarly, many soci-

eties divide labor based on sex, with women doing work around the 

home or in limited sectors of the market economy and men being more 
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involved in economic activity outside the domestic sphere. In the mil-

itary and law enforcement, service in particular positions or levels can 

be restricted based on sex, race, class, or some other factor, such as 

ÿóÂ��Ó��ģÓÂ�ÿÂäÜȽ

The “Third Gender”

In some reference materials, you’ll see the term “third gender” used to 
refer to a way that outside women are sometimes categorized by a group 
that does not normally have women in whatever role the outside woman 
is performing. While the term is problematic for a number of reasons 
(and also does not apply only to women), the basic idea has relevance for 
military personnel. 

For groups that place restrictions on the roles females can hold in soci-
ety, encountering women serving in the military, as aid workers, or in 
other professions locally perceived as male-only roles, can be challeng-
ing. Rather than changing their beliefs or rejecting the presence of the 
new woman, they may choose to socially process her as a person who is 
neither male nor female. They may already have a category and associated 
words and expected behaviors for such encounters or they may simply try 
to avoid using gender-related language and behavior around the woman. 
While this arrangement can ease a potentially tense situation, it bears 
watching, as the novel categorization may not be accepted by all or seen 
as an acceptable excuse/explanation for all behaviors.

This pattern is not well studied with regard to female military personnel. 
Therefore, if you notice it happening, it is important to pay attention and 
êóđ�è�Þº���áóđ�óÄ��ĈĈėèĀđÏóêĈ��«óėđ�Ìóģ�Ïđ�ģÏáá��ĵºđ�ĀºóĀáºɭĈ��đđÏđė³ºĈ�
and behavior.  

Note that this use of the term “third gender” is complex. It does not 
necessarily indicate a formal social role or ascribed identity (as discussed 
later in the guidebook). Rather it is more a process people are using to 
address or manage an anomaly.

As with all aspects of culture, division of labor can change, even in very 

rigid systems. In our own history, we have seen changes in division of 

labor based on sex, with more women entering the wage labor market 

and more men taking on responsibilities for domestic work. Also, both 

men and women have access to a broader range of occupations than 

they did a century ago. Men now work as nurses, a historically female 

profession, and women work as engineers, a profession limited to men 

ÂÜ�ÿ¿®�ï�÷ÿȽ�Vÿ¿®ó�ºóäąï÷�¿�Đ®��Ü§��ó®�Ú�Ü�ºÂÜº�÷ÂÚÂÓ�ó�¡¿�Üº®÷Ƚ

Military personnel need to be aware of division of labor to ensure they 

understand the expectations of locals and military partners about who 

¡�Ü��Ü§�¡�ÜÜäÿ��®�ÂÜĐäÓĐ®§�ÂÜ�¡®óÿ�ÂÜ��¡ÿÂĐÂÿÂ®÷Ƚ�V�÷®óĐÂÜº�¿äđ�Ó��äó�Â÷�
divided also can provide clues about historical or current assumptions 

about sub-groups that may be important in understanding social struc-

ture, politics, or some other relevant aspect of culture.

Resources — distribution, access, and ownership
Certain aspects of exchange are often involved in cross-cultural misun-

derstandings. Thus, we want to reiterate the following about resources:

Distribution. Most groups now participate in some form of market 

exchange and a system of taxation, but some may continue to distrib-

ute resources in other ways, a few of which were addressed previously. 

Vÿ¿®ó�¸äóÚ÷�ä¸�§Â÷ÿóÂ�ąÿÂäÜ�¸ó®òą®ÜÿÓė�ó®ÂÜ¸äó¡®�÷äÚ®��÷ï®¡ÿ�ä¸�÷ä¡Â�Ó�
relations or beliefs. For example, charity redistributes wealth in a com-

munity and can simultaneously reinforce a belief that those who have 

been fortunate have a responsibility to share that fortune with oth-

®ó÷Ƚ�5Ü�¡äÜÿó�÷ÿȷ�ÂÜ�÷äÚ®�ºóäąï÷ȷ�¡¿�óÂÿė�ó®ÂÜ¸äó¡®÷�÷ä¡Â�Ó�÷ÿó�ÿÂĥ¡�ÿÂäÜȷ�
®Úï¿�÷ÂĜÂÜº�÷ä¡Âäɏ®¡äÜäÚÂ¡�§ÂĢ®ó®Ü¡®÷�ó�ÿ¿®ó�ÿ¿�Ü�ÚÂÿÂº�ÿÂÜº�ÿ¿®ÚȽ�
The important thing to remember is that all forms of distribution, 

including market and taxes, are connected to other beliefs, relation-

ships, and power dynamics. When getting involved in the distribution 

ä¸�ó®÷äąó¡®÷ȷ�Âÿ�Â÷��®÷ÿ�ÿä�ĥÜ§�äąÿ��÷�Úą¡¿��÷�ïä÷÷Â�Ó®���äąÿ�ÿ¿®÷®�äÿ¿®ó�
¡äÜÜ®¡ÿÂäÜ÷�ÂÜ�äó§®ó�ÿä��ÜÿÂ¡Âï�ÿ®�÷®¡äÜ§��Ü§�ÿ¿Âó§�äó§®ó�®Ģ®¡ÿ÷�ä¸�ėäąó�
proposed actions.

Access. It is important to remain mindful of the fact that parts of the 

ïäïąÓ�ÿÂäÜ�đÂÓÓ�¿�Đ®�§ÂĢ®ó®ÜÿÂ�Ó��¡¡®÷÷�ÿä�ó®÷äąó¡®÷��Ü§�ÿ¿®�Ú®�Ü÷�ä¸�
distributing resources. As with division of labor, access to resources can 

�®�ÓÂÚÂÿ®§��ė�÷ą¡¿�̧ �¡ÿäó÷��÷�÷®ĖɃº®Ü§®óȷ��º®ȷ�ó®ÓÂºÂäÜȷ�®ÿ¡Ƚ��äą�Ú�ė�ĥÜ§�
that one sex is not allowed to have money or that only some parts of a 

population have access to public utilities, such as water. People in lower 

classes or castes may not be allowed to open a business, or there may 
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�®�òąÂ®ÿ�§Â÷¡óÂÚÂÜ�ÿÂäÜ�ÿ¿�ÿ�Ú�Ð®÷�Âÿ�¿�ó§®ó�¸äó�ÿ¿®Ú�ÿä�º®ÿ��Ü�®§ą¡�-
tion, a loan, or some other resource that would allow them to improve 

ÿ¿®Âó� ÷ä¡Âä®¡äÜäÚÂ¡� ÷ÿ�ÿą÷Ƚ��¿ÂÓ®� §ÂĢ®ó®ÜÿÂ�Ó� �¡¡®÷÷� Â÷� �Ü� ÂÚïäóÿ�Üÿ�
aspect of exchange systems in all places, its relevance is highlighted in 

situations where military personnel are involved in the distribution of 

ó®÷äąó¡®÷Ƚ�5¸�ėäą�ïóäĐÂ§®�ó®÷äąó¡®÷�ÿä���ºäĐ®óÜÚ®Üÿ�äģ¡Â�Ó�¸äó�§Â÷ÿóÂ-
bution to people who have just experienced a natural disaster, it is good 

ÿä�ÐÜäđ�Â¸�ÿ¿�ÿ�äģ¡Â�Ó�đÂÓÓ�§Â÷ÿóÂ�ąÿ®�ÿ¿®Ú�®Đ®ÜÓė��¡óä÷÷�ÿ¿®�ïäïąÓ�ÿÂäÜ�
äó�đÂÓÓ��®�ą÷ÂÜº���÷ä¡Â�Ó�¡�Ó¡ąÓą÷�§ÂĢ®ó®Üÿ�¸óäÚ�ėäąó�äđÜȽ

Ownership. Although Western concepts of formal ownership are becom-

ing more pervasive, military personnel may still encounter alternative 

models from time to time. For example, grazing lands may not be 

owned by any one individual, but each family may have a right to use 

them, a factor that becomes relevant when thinking about whether or 

not to set up a facility on land “nobody owns.” The same may be true 

with resources such as wild game or plants. Additionally, some groups 

ó®ÿ�ÂÜ�÷äÚ®�÷®Ü÷®�ÿ¿�ÿ�äđÜ®ó÷¿Âï�Â÷��Ģ®¡ÿ®§��ė�Ü®®§ȷ�Üäÿ�äÜÓė��ė�ïąó-
chase or possession. This could lead to confusion about whether an act 

is theft, a misunderstanding of the concept of ownership, or somebody 

deliberately manipulating an older concept of ownership to get away 

with taking something. It is not always easy to identify these other con-

ceptions of ownership in advance; therefore, it is worth remembering 

that they may be a factor when interpreting behavior. 19 

ȖȞ� !Ė�ÚïÓ®� ��÷®§� äÜ� ó®÷®�ó¡¿Ƀ®Ėï®óÿÂ÷®� ïóäĐÂ§®§� �ė� 2�Ó�� ��§ąÓÓ�ȷ� aóä¸®÷÷ÂäÜ�Ó� 
iäÓąÿÂäÜ÷ȷ� �� ¡äÜÿó�¡ÿ®§� ó®ºÂäÜ�Ó� �Ü�Óė÷ÿ� �ÿ� ��V�Dȷ� đ¿ä� ¡äÜ÷ąÓÿ®§� ÿ¿®� ¸äÓ-
lowing sources in development: “Road to Inclusion Report Challenges 

Previously-Held Notions of the Unbanked and Underbanked in Egypt,” MasterCard 

!Üº�º®Ú®Üÿ� �ąó®�ąȷ� �¡¡®÷÷®§� �®¡®Ú�®ó� Ȝȷ� ȗȕȖȜȷ� ¿ÿÿï÷ȶɃɃÜ®đ÷óääÚȽÚ�÷ÿ®ó¡�ó§Ƚ¡äÚɃ
Ú®�Ƀïó®÷÷ɏó®Ó®�÷®÷Ƀóä�§ɏÿäɏÂÜ¡Óą÷ÂäÜɏó®ïäóÿɏ¡¿�ÓÓ®Üº®÷ɏïó®ĐÂäą÷Óėɏ¿®Ó§ɏÜäÿÂäÜ÷ɏä¸ɏ
ÿ¿®ɏąÜ��ÜÐ®§ɏ�Ü§ɏąÜ§®ó��ÜÐ®§ɏÂÜɏ®ºėïÿɃȷ� �Ü§�2ąÚ�ėäÜ���óȷ� ɖ�äÚÚäÜ�ïääÓ÷ȶ� �óäđ§�
Financing and ‘Committee’ System,” The Express Tribune,� V¡ÿä�®ó� ȗȕȷ� ȗȕȖȘȷ� �¡¡®÷÷®§� 
�®¡®Ú�®ó�Ȝȷ�ȗȕȖȜȷ�¿ÿÿï÷ȶɃɃÿóÂ�ąÜ®Ƚ¡äÚȽïÐɃ÷ÿäóėɃțȗȕȕȘȝɃ¡äÚÚäÜɏïääÓ÷ɏ¡óäđ§ɏĥÜ�Ü¡ÂÜºɏ 
�Ü§ɏ¡äÚÚÂÿÿ®®ɏ÷ė÷ÿ®ÚɃȽ

Jami’ya19

Jami’yaɯÏĈ��ê�ÏêÄóĄè�á�«�êÞÏêÆɖáó�êɢÆÏĢÏêÆ�ĈĩĈđºè�Ïê�"ÆĩĀđɐ�9đ�ÏĈ�ÏêđºĄ-
est-free and is based on an honor code where formal contracts are not 
involved and members join through referral after being vetted and then 
�ĀĀĄóĢº³�«ĩ�đÌº�ÆĄóėĀɐ�zÌº�ê�èºɯJami’yaɯÏê��Ą�«Ï�èº�êĈ�óĄÆ�êÏį�đÏóêɊ�
club, association, committee.

zÌÏĈ�ÏêÄóĄè�á�ºóêóèÏ�ĀĄ�đÏº��áĈó�đ�ÞºĈ�Āá�º�Ïê�³ÏĵºĄºêđ�óėêđĄÏºĈɊ�
è�Ïêáĩ�Ïê�đÌº�QÏ³³áº�"�ĈđɊ�qóėđÌ��ĈÏ���ê³��ÄĄÏ�ɐ�6óģºĢºĄɊ�Ïđ�Ì�Ĉ�³ÏĵºĄºêđ�
ê�èºĈ�Ïê�³ÏĵºĄºêđ�óėêđĄÏºĈɐ�9đ�ÏĈ��ááº³ɯSelfaɯɞáó�êɟ�Ïê�9Ą�ăɊɯSanduqɯɞ«óĨɟ�
Ïê� qė³�êɊɯ Cammittee� ɞóèèÏđđººɟ� Ïê� i�ÞÏĈđ�êɊ� �ê³ɯ Chamaɯ ɞÆĄóėĀɟ� Ïê�
Kenya and Tanzania. It is considered a vital lifeline for many middle class 
and below families, where the family’s future-plans revolves around 
đÌºĈº�³ÏĵºĄºêđ�ɞĈè�áá��ê³�«ÏÆɟɯJami’yas.�zÌºɯJami’yaɯ�ê�«º�óĄÆ�êÏįº³�ÄóĄ�
big project such as buying a car, house, wedding, religious pilgrimage, or 
³óģê�Ā�ĩèºêđ�ÄóĄ���Ĉđ�ĄđėĀ�«ėĈÏêºĈĈɊ�đó�Ĉè�ááɯJami’yaɯđó�Ā�ĩ�³º«đĈɊ��ê³�
óĢºĄ�èóêđÌáĩ�ÌóėĈºÌóá³�ºĨĀºêĈºĈɐɯ

zÌÏĈ�ÏêÄóĄè�á�áó�êɢÆÏĢÏêÆ�ÏĈ�è�Ïêáĩ���ģóèºêɭĈ��ĵ�ÏĄɐ���ÆĄóėĀ�óÄ�ģóèºê�
convene once a month to contribute with an equal amount of money, 
decided upon by the organizer and members of the group, on a rotational 
basis. The collected money is then given to a member of the group each 
month. The sequence of this informal loan-giving is based on a name 
drawing that takes place at the beginning of the establishment of this 
Jami’ya. There are often exceptions to this order, especially when a mem-
ber is in dire need. However, all members of the group must approve of 
an advance payment. Also, it is common for the organizer to demand that 
ĈÌº�«º�đÌº�ĸĄĈđ�ĀºĄĈóê�đó�ĄººÏĢº�đÌºɢE�åÍɟĤ�Ʉɯ

This informal loan-giving has evolved over time. It started among house-
wives of close-knit neighborhoods where members of the group have 
already established comradery and trust. As women entered the work-
ÄóĄºɊ� đÌº� ĀĄ�đÏº� �áĈó�èóĢº³� đó� đÌº�ģóĄÞ�ĸºá³�ģÌºĄº�èºê� Ĉđ�Ąđº³� đó�  
óêđĄÏ«ėđº� đó� đÌÏĈ� ÏêÄóĄè�á� ºĨÌ�êÆºɐ� zÌºɯ Jami’yaɯ ºĨÌ�êÆº� Ïê� đÌº�  
workplace usually takes place around salary payments. Trust is already 
established between members as they happen to work at the same place, 
Ģºđđº³� «ĩ� ºèĀáóĩºĄĈɊ� �ê³� èºè«ºĄĈ� óÄ� đÌºɯ Jami’yaɯ �Ąº� �ģ�Ąº� óÄ� º�Ì�  
other’s paydays.

Although this practice would be perfectly categorized under economy, 
đÌº�ºêđÏĄº�ĀĄóºĈĈ��áĈó�óĵºĄĈ�èºè«ºĄĈɊ�è�Ïêáĩ�ģóèºêɊ���ÄóĄè�óÄ�ĈóÏ�á�
bonding and support network.
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ORGANIZING AND INTERACTING:  
RELATIONSHIPS, ROLES, AND IDENTITY

\Ğ·ÿĞÌ·ğ�
This knowledge area encompasses the concepts and information needed 

to understand a group’s patterns of roles, relationships, and social 

organization as well as how people use those patterns to shape inter-

actions within the group and between the group and others. It includes 

ÿäïÂ¡÷�÷ą¡¿��÷�÷ä¡Â�Ó�÷ÿó�ÿÂĥ¡�ÿÂäÜȷ�÷ą�ɏºóäąï÷�äó�äÿ¿®ó�§ÂĐÂ÷ÂäÜ÷ȷ�ÐÂÜ-
ship, status, and identity. This is a particularly complex knowledge area 

�®¡�ą÷®�Ú�Üė�§ÂĢ®ó®Üÿ�ï�ÿÿ®óÜ÷��ó®�ÓÂÐ®Óė�ÿä�¡ä®ĖÂ÷ÿ�đÂÿ¿ÂÜ�äÜ®�ºóäąïȷ�
and there may be people both within and from outside the group trying 

to change the accepted patterns.

Every group has common social roles that involve expectations about 

behavior, status, and interaction, such as politician, brother, priest, 

wife, or community leader. Social roles often, but not exclusively, are 

ÓÂÜÐ®§�ÿä�ÐÂÜ÷¿Âï�äó�ä¡¡ąï�ÿÂäÜȽ���ï®ó÷äÜ�Ú�ė�ÿ�Ð®�äÜ���§ÂĢ®ó®Üÿ�÷ä¡Â�Ó�
óäÓ®�§®ï®Ü§ÂÜº�äÜ�¡äÜÿ®Ėÿ�äó��ÿ�§ÂĢ®ó®Üÿ� ÷ÿ�º®÷�ä¸� ÓÂ¸®Ƚ�q¿®ó®��Ó÷ä� Â÷�
Đ�óÂ�ÿÂäÜ�ÂÜ�ÿ¿®�Ħ®ĖÂ�ÂÓÂÿė�äó�ÂÜĦ®ĖÂ�ÂÓÂÿė�ä¸�÷ä¡Â�Ó�óäÓ®÷��äÿ¿�đÂÿ¿ÂÜ��Ü§�
across groups. For example, in some groups, there may be an absolute 

expectation that part of the social role of being an adult son or daugh-

ÿ®ó�Â÷�ÿä�ïóäĐÂ§®�¸äó�äÓ§®ó�ó®Ó�ÿÂĐ®÷ȷ��ąÿ���§ÂĢ®ó®Üÿ�ºóäąï�Ú�ė�÷®®�ÿ¿�ÿ�
responsibility as being balanced against the individual desires and aspi-

rations of the adult children. 

Social roles and identity patterns share a reciprocal relationship. When 

a person assumes a certain role, such as community leader, that role 

may become an important part of his personal identity. Also, some 

social roles may be restricted based on identity factors, as was the case 

historically in the United States when married women were not allowed 

ÿä��®� ÿ®�¡¿®ó÷� �Ü§�ï®äïÓ®� Â§®ÜÿÂĥ®§��÷� �� ó�¡®�äÿ¿®ó� ÿ¿�Ü�đ¿Âÿ®�đ®ó®�
not allowed to serve in political roles. Some social roles and aspects of 

identity are ascribed, meaning they are determined by the group and 

¡�ÜÜäÿ�®�÷ÂÓė��®�¡¿�Üº®§��ė�ÿ¿®�ÂÜ§ÂĐÂ§ą�ÓȽ�Vÿ¿®ó��÷ï®¡ÿ÷��ó®��¡¿Â®Đ®§�
or avowed, meaning the individual has some ability to choose them. 

Social roles play an important part in the way people structure their 

relationships and interactions. For example, when interacting with an 

®Ó®¡ÿ®§� äģ¡Â�Óȷ� ï®äïÓ®� ä¸ÿ®Ü� �®¿�Đ®� Úäó®� ¸äóÚ�ÓÓė� �Ü§� ó®÷ï®¡ÿ¸ąÓÓė�
ÿ¿�Ü�ÿ¿®ė�ÚÂº¿ÿ�Â¸� ÂÜÿ®ó�¡ÿÂÜº�đÂÿ¿�ÿ¿®�÷�Ú®�ÂÜ§ÂĐÂ§ą�Ó�ÂÜ���§ÂĢ®ó®Üÿ�
role, such as a child’s sporting coach. In such cases, people are shaping 

their interaction around the social role, rather than the individual occu-

pying it. Both social roles and identity are commonly linked to social 

status with some roles or identities being perceived as more or less 

Đ�Óą��Ó®ȷ�ÂÚïäóÿ�Üÿȷ�äó�ïóÂĐÂÓ®º®§Ƚ�5Ü�ÿąóÜȷ�÷ä¡Â�Ó�÷ÿ�ÿą÷�¡�Ü��Ģ®¡ÿ�¿äđ�
people interact. For example, a person who has a high social status may 

expect deferential behavior from people with lower status, and there 

Ú�ė��®�÷®óÂäą÷�¡äÜ÷®òą®Ü¡®÷�Â¸�ÿ¿Â÷�®Ėï®¡ÿ�ÿÂäÜ�Â÷�Üäÿ�Ú®ÿȽ

q¿®�¡äÜ¡®ïÿ�ä¸�÷ä¡Â�Ó�äóº�ÜÂĜ�ÿÂäÜ�ɋ�Ó÷ä�÷äÚ®ÿÂÚ®÷�ó®¸®óó®§�ÿä��÷�÷ä¡Â�Ó�
÷ÿóą¡ÿąó®Ɍ�ó®¸®ó÷�ÿä��óä�§ȷ�®Ü§ąóÂÜº�ï�ÿÿ®óÜ÷�ä¸�óäÓ®÷��Ü§�ó®Ó�ÿÂäÜ÷¿Âï÷Ƚ�
You can learn a lot about a group of people by the way that they orga-

ÜÂĜ®�ÿ¿®Ú÷®ÓĐ®÷Ƚ�VÜ®�ä¸�ÿ¿®�Úä÷ÿ���÷Â¡�¸äóÚ÷�ä¸�÷ä¡Â�Ó�äóº�ÜÂĜ�ÿÂäÜ�Â÷�
ÐÂÜ÷¿Âïȷ�đ¿Â¡¿� ÿ�Ð®÷�Ú�Üė�§ÂĢ®ó®Üÿ�÷¿�ï®÷��Ü§� Ó®Đ®Ó÷�ä¸� ÂÚïäóÿ�Ü¡®�
across groups. For example, family tends to be a very important theme 

throughout all cultures, but the exact meaning of the idea does vary 

from place to place and people to people. In the United States many 

ä¸�ą÷� ÷¿�ó®� ÿ¿®� Â§®��ä¸� ÿ¿®�Üą¡Ó®�ó� ¸�ÚÂÓė� ɋ¸�ÿ¿®óȷ�Úäÿ¿®óȷ� �Ü§�¡¿ÂÓ-
§ó®ÜɌ��÷�ÿ¿®���÷Â¡�ąÜÂÿ�ä¸�̧ �ÚÂÓėȽ�q¿�ÿ���÷Â¡�ąÜÂÿ�Ú�ė�ÂÜÿ®ó�¡ÿ�đÂÿ¿�äÿ¿®ó�
related family units, but it generally moves along its own course, mak-

ÂÜº�ĥÜ�Ü¡Â�Ó��Ü§�ÓÂ¸®÷ÿėÓ®�¡¿äÂ¡®÷�ÿ¿�ÿ�đÂÓÓ��®�ä¸�Úä÷ÿ�ïä÷ÂÿÂĐ®�ÂÚï�¡ÿ�
for that unit. However, the idea of a tightly bounded nuclear family 

as the norm is a fairly recent development in the United States and is 

Üäÿ�ï�óÿÂ¡ąÓ�óÓė�¡äÚÚäÜ�ºÓä��ÓÓėȽ�Vÿ¿®ó�ºóäąï÷�ïąÿ�§ÂĢ®ó®Üÿ�Ó®Đ®Ó÷�ä¸�
importance on the idea of family and may have much tighter connec-

tions to what we would think of as “extended” family members, both 

¿äóÂĜäÜÿ�ÓÓė�ɋ®ȽºȽȷ�¡äą÷ÂÜ÷Ɍ��Ü§�Đ®óÿÂ¡�ÓÓė�ɋ®ȽºȽȷ�ºó®�ÿ�ąÜ¡Ó®÷ɌȽ�+äó�®Ė�Ú-

ple, it is not unusual for cousins to be linked as tightly as siblings.

Two other variations in how people think about kinship are worth men-

ÿÂäÜÂÜº�¿®ó®�ɍ�§ÂĢ®ó®Ü¡®÷�ÂÜ�ÿ¿®�ÐÂÜ§÷�ä¸�ÿÂ®÷�đ®�ÿ¿ÂÜÐ�ä¸��÷�ÐÂÜ÷¿Âï�
�Ü§�§ÂĢ®ó®Ü¡®÷�ÂÜ�ÿ¿®�ÂÚïäóÿ�Ü¡®�ä¸�ÐÂÜ÷¿Âï�ÿÂ®÷�äĐ®ó�º®Ü®ó�ÿÂäÜ÷Ƚ�5Ü�
the United States we tend to think of the most important ties of kin-

÷¿Âï��®ÂÜº��ÂäÓäºÂ¡�Ó��Ü§�Ó®º�Ó�ɋÚ�óóÂ�º®�äó��§äïÿÂäÜɌ��Ü§��¡óä÷÷�äÜÓė�
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a few generations. Yet, people tend to use kinship categories cre-

atively as ways of indicating ties that extend beyond biology or legal  

documents. Many of us grew up in families with a friend of the family 

who was referred to and thought of as an “aunt” or “uncle,” suggest-

ing a kinship-like tie and mutual responsibilities. Similar practices are 

common throughout the world, and these ties may be seen as every  

bit as real and important as biological or legal ones. The number of  

generations deemed important also varies considerably cross-culturally.  

In the United States most people think of distant ancestors as of minimal  

importance in terms of kinship responsibilities. However, in many 

ïÓ�¡®÷ȷ�ÿ¿®÷®�¿Â÷ÿäóÂ¡�Ó�¡äÜÜ®¡ÿÂäÜ÷�Ú�ė�ÿ�Ð®�äÜ�Úäó®�÷ÂºÜÂĥ¡�Ü¡®Ƚ�q¿®�
fact that two people share an ancestor two hundred years ago may be 

seen as creating an important kinship relationship with an obligation to 

support or assist one another. 

Relatively few military personnel will be expected to fully understand 

complex kinship systems or the detailed family relationships in a  

÷ï®¡Âĥ¡�ºóäąïȽ�2äđ®Đ®óȷ�Âÿ�Â÷�ÂÚïäóÿ�Üÿ�ÿä�Ð®®ï�ÂÜ�ÚÂÜ§�ÿ¿�ÿ�ï®äïÓ®ɚ÷�
÷®Ü÷®�ä¸�đ¿ä�¡äąÜÿ÷��÷�¸�ÚÂÓė�Ú�ė�§ÂĢ®ó�¸óäÚ�ėäąó�äđÜ��Ü§�ÿ¿�ÿ�ÿ¿®÷®�
ó®Ó�ÿÂäÜ÷¿Âï÷�÷äÚ®ÿÂÚ®÷�¡äÚ®�đÂÿ¿���÷®Ü÷®�ä¸�ä�ÓÂº�ÿÂäÜȽ�ɋi®®��Ó÷ä�ÿ¿®�
§Â÷¡ą÷÷ÂäÜ�ä¸�÷ä¡Â�Ó�Ü®ÿđäóÐ÷��®ÓäđȽɌ

Another form of social organization is the formation of sub-groups or 

sectors within a larger group, based on things like ethnicity or race, occu-

pation, religious beliefs, or socio-economic status. These sub-groups  

may or may not be tightly organized and formally recognized. Such 

÷ą�ɏºóäąïÂÜº÷�¿�Đ®�÷ÂºÜÂĥ¡�Üÿ�ÂÜĦą®Ü¡®�äĐ®ó�ï®äïÓ®ɚ÷�ï®ó¡®ïÿÂäÜ÷�ä¸�
how they can interact with one another. Most groups also have some 

¸äóÚ�ä¸�÷ä¡Â�Ó�÷ÿó�ÿÂĥ¡�ÿÂäÜȷ�đ�ė÷�ÂÜ�đ¿Â¡¿�÷äÚ®�ï�óÿ÷�ä¸�ÿ¿®�ïäïąÓ�ÿÂäÜ�
have more privilege than others, such as socio-economic classes or a 

caste system. As is the case with individual social status, these broader 

÷ÿó�ÿÂĥ¡�ÿÂäÜ� ï�ÿÿ®óÜ÷� ¡�Ü� �®� ¡Óä÷®§� ɋ®ȽºȽȷ� ÿ¿®� 5Ü§Â�Ü� ¡�÷ÿ®� ÷ė÷ÿ®ÚɌȷ�
meaning the individual has no ability to change their position within 

ÿ¿®�¿Â®ó�ó¡¿ėȽ�Vÿ¿®ó÷�Ú�ė��®�Úäó®�Ħ®ĖÂ�Ó®ȷ�ºÂĐÂÜº�ÂÜ§ÂĐÂ§ą�Ó÷��ÿ�Ó®�÷ÿ 
some possibility of changing position, as is the case in some socio- 

economic class systems. 

 

Social organization also includes the institutions people create and use 

to organize their lives. These institutions may look familiar to people 

from the United States, such as churches, educational or legal systems, 

ºäĐ®óÜ�Ü¡®ȷ��Ü§�÷ä¡Â�Ó�÷®óĐÂ¡®÷Ƚ�Vÿ¿®ó�ÂÜ÷ÿÂÿąÿÂäÜ÷�Ú�ė��®�Ó®÷÷�®�÷ė�ÿä�
recognize, such as a system of apprenticeships that is handled sepa-

ó�ÿ®Óė� ¸óäÚ� ÿ¿®� ®§ą¡�ÿÂäÜ�Ó� ÷ė÷ÿ®ÚȽ� V¸ÿ®ÜÿÂÚ®÷ȷ� ÿ¿ä÷®� Ó®÷÷� ĐÂ÷Â�Ó®� äó�
understood receive less or no attention from those outside the group. 

That makes sense to an extent, as they are unfamiliar and may not be 

¡�ÓÓ®§�äąÿ�ÂÜ�äģ¡Â�Ó�§ä¡ąÚ®Üÿ÷Ƚ�2äđ®Đ®óȷ��ÓÓ� ÂÜ÷ÿÂÿąÿÂäÜ÷�ɍ�đ¿®ÿ¿®ó�
¸äóÚ�ÓÓė� �Ü§� äģ¡Â�ÓÓė� ÷ÿóą¡ÿąó®§� äó� Íą÷ÿ� ąÜ§®ó÷ÿää§� ÿ¿óäąº¿äąÿ� ÿ¿®�
group — are important and powerful social tools to the group and need 

to be accounted for when analyzing, planning, and engaging. 

VÜ®�ĥÜ�Ó��÷ï®¡ÿ�ä¸�÷ä¡Â�Ó�äóº�ÜÂĜ�ÿÂäÜ� Â÷�÷ä¡Â�Ó�Ü®ÿđäóÐ÷Ƚ�iä¡Â�Ó�Ü®ÿ-
works cross the more easily perceived social boundaries of groups, 

÷ą�ɏºóäąï÷ȷ��Ü§�÷ä¡Â�Ó�÷ÿó�ÿÂĥ¡�ÿÂäÜ��Ü§�ºÂĐ®�ï®äïÓ®���đÂ§®ó�ó�Üº®�ä¸�
possible interactions. For example, social networks based on school 

ÿÂ®÷ȷ� ó®ÓÂºÂäÜȷ� äó� ïäÓÂÿÂ¡�Ó� �ģÓÂ�ÿÂäÜ�Ú�ė�Ú�Ð®� Âÿ� ïä÷÷Â�Ó®� ¸äó� ÷äÚ®-
�ä§ė�ÿä�¿�Đ®�ÂÜÿ®ó�¡ÿÂäÜ÷�ÿ¿�ÿ�ÜäóÚ�ÓÓė�đäąÓ§��®�Ú�§®�§Âģ¡ąÓÿ��ė�ÿ¿®�
�äąÜ§�óÂ®÷�ä¸�÷ä¡Â�Ó�ºóäąï÷�äó�÷ÿó�ÿÂĥ¡�ÿÂäÜȽ�

Digging Deeper

Groups and networks 
It is common to hear groups and networks discussed interchangeably; 

however, they are not the same thing, and it is important to be intentional  

in how you think about and use these concepts of social organization. 

Simply put, groups are able to act as a unit; networks are not an entity 

and do not act as a unit. 

A group is a set of people who share some sense of collective identity 

and perceive boundaries around themselves. There are people who are 

in the group and people who are not, although members can be added 

or subtracted. There is at least the possibility of them acting as a unit. 

Vóº�ÜÂĜ�ÿÂäÜ÷ȷ��ą÷ÂÜ®÷÷®÷ȷ�ó®ÓÂºÂäą÷�ÂÜ÷ÿÂÿąÿÂäÜ÷ȷ�÷¡¿ääÓ�¡Ó�÷÷®÷ȷ�¿ä��ė�
clubs, political parties, tribes, military units, professional associations, 

etc., are all types of groups. All have the capacity to act as a unit. 
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Networks are ways of describing the relationships among individuals. 

��¡¿�óÿ�ä¸�äÜ®�ï®ó÷äÜɚ÷�Ü®ÿđäóÐ�đäąÓ§�ÓääÐ�÷äÚ®đ¿�ÿ�§ÂĢ®ó®Üÿ�¸óäÚ�
a chart of the network of a close friend of his. Network analysis is use-

ful for understanding the relationships among people and how those 

relationships might be used to move information, things, or assistance. 

It is erroneous to assume that everyone in a person’s social network is 

part of similar groups. For example, the fact that someone is in a social 

network with a person who is part of a violent political group does not 

Ü®¡®÷÷�óÂÓė�Ú®�Ü��Üėÿ¿ÂÜº���äąÿ�ÿ¿®�ĥó÷ÿ�ï®ó÷äÜɚ÷�ïäÓÂÿÂ¡÷Ƚ�2®�Ú�ė��®�
ÂÜ���ó®Ó�ÿÂäÜ÷¿Âï���÷®§�äÜ�÷¡¿ääÓ�ÿÂ®÷�äó�÷äÚ®�äÿ¿®ó��ģÓÂ�ÿÂäÜ�ÿ¿�ÿ�Â÷�
ÿää�đ®�Ð�¸äó�¿Â÷�äÓ§�÷¡¿ääÓÚ�ÿ®�ÿä�®Ģ®¡ÿÂĐ®Óė�Úä�ÂÓÂĜ®�¿ÂÚȽ�

Identity 
5§®ÜÿÂÿė�Â÷�ï®äïÓ®ɚ÷�Â§®��ä¸�đ¿ä�ÿ¿®ė��ó®��Ü§�¿äđ�ÿ¿®ė�ĥÿ�ÂÜÿä�ÿ¿®�đäóÓ§Ƚ�
5§®ÜÿÂÿė� Â÷� ¡äÚÚäÜÓė�§®ĥÜ®§��÷��� ÷®ÿ�ä¸� social expectations related to 

ourselves and others that is shaped by such factors as profession,  

gender, race, social class, ethnicity, family, sexual orientation, religion, 

and language. People’s sense of identity shapes how they behave, what 

options they believe are open to them, and how they are perceived by the 

ï®äïÓ®��óäąÜ§�ÿ¿®ÚȽ�5Ü�ÿÂÚ®÷�ä¸�¡äÜĦÂ¡ÿȷ�Âÿ�¡�Ü��®�ÿ¿®�÷ėÚ�äÓ�¸äó�đ¿Â¡¿�
ï®äïÓ®�ĥº¿ÿȽ�q¿®ó®� �ó®� ÷äÚ®��÷ï®¡ÿ÷�ä¸� Â§®ÜÿÂÿė� ÿ¿�ÿ� �ó®�ïóä§ą¡ÿ÷�ä¸�
choice and personality and others that are shaped more by contexts and 

ó®Ó�ÿÂäÜ÷¿Âï÷� ɋÂÜ¡Óą§ÂÜº� �÷¡óÂ�®§ɍÂÚïä÷®§ɍÂ§®ÜÿÂÿėɌȽ� �Ü� ÂÜ§ÂĐÂ§ą�Ó� 
Ú�ė�÷¿�ï®�¿Â÷�äó�¿®ó�÷®Ü÷®�ä¸�Â§®ÜÿÂÿė�ą÷ÂÜº�§ÂĢ®ó®Üÿ�¡äÚ�ÂÜ�ÿÂäÜ÷�ä¸�
elements, such as:

• Ethnicity 

• Corporate group membership — tribe, clan, military service, etc.

• -®Ü§®ó�ɋ÷®Ėȷ�÷®Ėą�Ó�ïó®¸®ó®Ü¡®÷ȷ�÷ä¡Â�Ó�óäÓ®÷Ɍ�
• BÂÜ÷¿Âï�óäÓ®÷�ɍ�÷äÜȷ�Úäÿ¿®óȷ�÷Â�ÓÂÜºȷ�ÜÂ®¡®ɃÜ®ï¿®đȷ�®ÿ¡Ƚ�
• N�ÿÂäÜ�ÓÂÿė��Ü§�÷ÿ�ÿ®��ģÓÂ�ÿÂäÜ�
• Race 

• Religion 

• e®÷äąó¡®�÷ÿ�ÿą÷�ɍ�đ®�Óÿ¿ɃïäĐ®óÿė�
• iä¡Â�Ó� ÷ÿ�ÿą÷� ɋïä÷÷Â�Óė� §®ĥÜ®§� �ė� ÷®Đ®ó�Ó� ä¸� ÿ¿®� äÿ¿®ó� Â§®ÜÿÂÿė�
�÷ï®¡ÿ÷Ɍ�

• V¡¡ąï�ÿÂäÜ÷�
• Vÿ¿®ó�ºóäąï�Ú®Ú�®ó÷¿Âï÷�
• aäÓÂÿÂ¡�Ó��ģÓÂ�ÿÂäÜ÷ɃÚ®Ú�®ó÷¿Âï÷�

The elements people choose to emphasize in an interaction will depend 

äÜ�ÿ¿®�÷Âÿą�ÿÂäÜ�ÂÜ�đ¿Â¡¿�ÿ¿®ė�ĥÜ§�ÿ¿®Ú÷®ÓĐ®÷Ƚ�+äó�®Ė�ÚïÓ®ȷ���÷äÓ§Â®ó�
may choose to introduce himself by his military occupational specialty 

in some situations and as “Jason’s Dad” in others. It depends on where 

he is and with whom he is interacting. Identity contributes to the many 

roles we play in our lives and is always changing and evolving. With 

these roles come role expectations. Role expectations are sets of behav-

ior and characteristics associated with particular situations. Meeting a 

person in his “dad” role at a soccer match sets up certain expectations 

about how he will behave and how the two of you can interact. However, 

if you meet the same individual a few weeks later in a work context and 

ĥÜ§�äąÿ�¿®�Â÷���º®Ü®ó�Ó�äģ¡®óȷ�ÿ¿ä÷®�®Ėï®¡ÿ�ÿÂäÜ÷�Ú�ė�¡¿�Üº®Ƚ�q¿®�Ð®ė�
to remember is that just because you meet a person in one context does 

Üäÿ�Ü®¡®÷÷�óÂÓė�Ú®�Ü�ÿ¿�ÿ�÷Ƀ¿®�đÂÓÓ�ïóÂĐÂÓ®º®�ɋäó�ÿ¿�ÿ�ėäą�đÂÓÓ�ä�÷®óĐ®Ɍ�
the same aspect of his identity the next time you interact. 

How we pick up on other people’s identities is somewhat culturally 

dependent, and the signals from one culture may mean something very 

§ÂĢ®ó®Üÿ�ÂÜ��Üäÿ¿®ó�¡ąÓÿąó®Ƚ�+äó�®Ė�ÚïÓ®ȷ�ÿ¿®�¡äÜ¡®ïÿ�ä¸�Ú®Ü�¿äÓ§ÂÜº�
hands is generally given sexual connotations in the United States. Yet, 

in Saudi Arabia, for example, male touching is not assumed to be sex-

ą�Óȷ��Ü§�Ú®Ü�ÚÂº¿ÿ��®�Đ®óė�äĢ®Ü§®§��ÿ�ÿ¿®�÷ąºº®÷ÿÂäÜȽ�5Ü�ÿ¿®�wÜÂÿ®§�
States, gender does not give as many clues about possible occupation as 

Âÿ�ÚÂº¿ÿ�®Ó÷®đ¿®ó®�ɋ�Óÿ¿äąº¿ȷ�÷ÿÂÓÓȷ���ɖÚ�Ó®�Üąó÷®ɗ�Ú�ė��®�ÿ®�÷®§�¸äó�
¡¿ää÷ÂÜº��Ü�ä¡¡ąï�ÿÂäÜ�¿Â÷ÿäóÂ¡�ÓÓė�¿®Ó§��ė�đäÚ®ÜɌȽ��Ó÷äȷ�Ú�Üė�ä¸�ą÷�ÂÜ�
the United States tend to be less attuned to picking up on kinship roles, 

which are somewhat less important to us than they are elsewhere. So, 

when conducting business, you may not care whether or not your busi-

ness partner has a lot of relatives in the area, but in a culture where he 

Â÷�ä�ÓÂº®§�ÿä�÷¿�ó®�ïóäĥÿ÷�đÂÿ¿��ÓÓ�ä¸�ÿ¿®Úȷ�Âÿ�ÚÂº¿ÿ��®�ºää§�ÿä�ÐÜäđ�
about his family. 

q¿®ó®��Ó÷ä� Â÷���ºó®�ÿ�§®�Ó�ä¸�Đ�óÂ�ÿÂäÜ��¡óä÷÷�¡ąÓÿąó®÷� ÂÜ�¿äđ�Ħ®ĖÂ�Ó®�
äó� ¡¿�Üº®��Ó®� §ÂĢ®ó®Üÿ� �÷ï®¡ÿ÷� ä¸� Â§®ÜÿÂÿė� �ó®� �Ü§� ¿äđ� ÿ¿®ė� ÂÜÿ®óɏ 
relate. In the United States, actively supporting political causes opposed 

�ė�ėäąó�¸�ÚÂÓė�äó�ÿä�¿�ĐÂÜº���§ÂĢ®ó®Üÿ�÷®ÿ�ä¸�ó®ÓÂºÂäą÷��®ÓÂ®¸÷�Ú�ė��®�
uncomfortable, but is often possible. In other places, a son or daughter 

ÚÂº¿ÿ�Üäÿ�¿�Đ®�ÿ¿Â÷�Ħ®ĖÂ�ÂÓÂÿėȽ��¿�ÿ�Â÷��Ü§�Â÷�Üäÿ�Ħ®ĖÂ�Ó®���äąÿ�Â§®ÜÿÂÿė�
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đÂÓÓ�Đ�óėȷ��ąÿ�ÚÂÓÂÿ�óė�ï®ó÷äÜÜ®Ó�¡�Ü��®��ÿÿąÜ®§�ÿä�ÜäÿÂ¡ÂÜº�ÿ¿®�§ÂĢ®ó-
ences. Just keeping in mind that what seems like “no big deal” to us 

may be a very big deal in other places is a good place to start.

In general, military personnel need to be attuned to identity indicators 

ÿ¿�ÿ�¿®Óï�ÿ¿®Ú�ĥºąó®�äąÿ�¿äđ�ÿä�ÂÜÿ®ó�¡ÿ��Ü§�đ¿�ÿ�ÿä�®Ėï®¡ÿ���äąÿȶ�
• danger or safety in a situation, 

• likely behavior of counterparts or locals,

• changes in the behavior of counterparts or locals,

• ÿó�¡ÿÂäÜ�ïäÂÜÿ÷�ɋ¡äÚÚäÜ�ÓÂÿÂ®÷Ƀ§ÂĢ®ó®Ü¡®÷Ɍȷ��Ü§�
• ¿äđ�ÿ¿®�ï®ó÷äÜ�§ä®÷Ƀ§ä®÷�Üäÿ�÷¿�ó®�ėäąó��ģÓÂ�ÿÂäÜ÷��Ü§�Óäė�ÓÿÂ®÷Ƚ

Figuring out how to navigate identity issues can seem very complex, so 

it is worth pointing out that you already have the understanding and 

skills to identify someone’s identity. It is something that you do every 

day. You may not be fully conscious that you are doing it, but you read 

clues, assess people, and make determinations about their identity all 

ÿ¿®�ÿÂÚ®Ƚ�q¿®�¡¿�ÓÓ®Üº®�Â÷�ÿä��®�§Â÷¡ÂïÓÂÜ®§�ÿä�ÓääÐ�¸äó�¡ąÓÿąó�Ó�§ÂĢ®ó-
ences in the signals you are reading when encountering an unfamiliar 

culture. 

Race and ethnicity 
�÷�Üäÿ®§���äĐ®ȷ�ó�¡®��Ü§�®ÿ¿ÜÂ¡Âÿė��ó®�®Ó®Ú®Üÿ÷�ÿ¿�ÿ�ĥºąó®�ÂÜÿä�Â§®ÜÿÂÿė�
formation. These concepts tend to be used very loosely much in the 

same way that people tend to use the word “tribe” to mean all kinds 

ä¸�ÿ¿ÂÜº÷Ƚ�5Ü�¸�¡ÿȷ�ÿ¿®ė�Ú®�Ü�§ÂĢ®ó®Üÿ�ÿ¿ÂÜº÷Ƚ�e�¡®�ó®¸®ó÷�ÿä�¡�ÿ®ºäóÂ®÷�
ÿ¿�ÿ�ºóäąï�ï®äïÓ®�ïóÂÚ�óÂÓė��¡¡äó§ÂÜº�ÿä�ï®ó¡®ÂĐ®§�§ÂĢ®ó®Ü¡®÷�ÂÜ�ï¿ė÷-
ical characteristics. Racial categories vary greatly across cultures with 

§Â÷ÿÂÜ¡ÿÂäÜ�Ú�§®�äÜ�§ÂĢ®ó®Üÿ�¡¿�ó�¡ÿ®óÂ÷ÿÂ¡÷�äó��ÿ�§ÂĢ®ó®Üÿ�ïÓ�¡®÷�äÜ���
÷ï®¡ÿóąÚ�ä¸�§ÂĢ®ó®Ü¡®Ƚ�+äó�®Ė�ÚïÓ®ȷ�Ú�Üė�iäąÿ¿��Ú®óÂ¡�Ü�¡äÜ¡®ïÿ÷�ä¸�
race, like those in the United States, are somewhat based on skin color 

but include more categories between black and white. In many Afri-

can countries, there are racial categories based on physical distinctions 

among people someone from the United States would categorize as all 

being “black.” Categories within one culture also change over time. In 

the United States, there used to be a racial category of “Irish” that was 

§ÂĢ®ó®Üÿ�¸óäÚ��®ÂÜº�ɖđ¿Âÿ®Ƚɗ��¿ÂÓ®�ÿ¿®ó®�Â÷�Üä�÷¡Â®ÜÿÂĥ¡���÷Â÷�¸äó��Üė�
¡ąÓÿąó®ɚ÷� ¡äÜ¡®ïÿ� ä¸� ó�¡®ȷ� ÿ¿®� ¡�ÿ®ºäóÂ®÷� �ó®� ÷ä¡Â�ÓÓė� ÷ÂºÜÂĥ¡�ÜÿȽ� �äą�

may see racial categories, and related power structures, in a foreign 

ÚÂÓÂÿ�óėȽ�q¿®�äģ¡®ó÷�Ú�ė��®�ïóÂÚ�óÂÓė�¸óäÚ���§äÚÂÜ�Üÿ�ó�¡Â�Ó�¡�ÿ®ºäóė�
or mixed race, while the enlisted are primarily from a race with lower 

÷ä¡Â�Ó�÷ÿ�Ü§ÂÜºȽ�D®�óÜÂÜº�ÿ¿®�Óä¡�Ó�§®ĥÜÂÿÂäÜ÷�ä¸�ó�¡®�¡�Ü�¿®Óï�ÂÜ�ĥº-
uring out how people align themselves and how outsiders — like U.S. 

forces — are perceived.

An ethnic group refers to a group that shares a sense of common history 

and culture and often geography. Ideas about race may form part of an 

ethnic identity, but not always. It is possible for two people to be socially 

ÿ¿®�÷�Ú®�ó�¡®��Ü§�¿�Đ®�§ÂĢ®ó®Üÿ�®ÿ¿ÜÂ¡�Â§®ÜÿÂÿÂ®÷�äó�ĐÂ¡®�Đ®ó÷�Ƚ�5Ü��Ü�
increasingly mobile world, ethnic identities often take on a trans-na-

tional aspect, with people maintaining family and cultural ties across 

great distances. Like racial categories, ethnic categories have no scien-

ÿÂĥ¡���÷Â÷Ƚ�q¿®ė��ó®�Â§®�÷�®ÜÿÂó®Óė�¡äÜ÷ÿóą¡ÿ®§��ė�ÿ¿®�ºóäąïȽ�q¿®�¡óÂÿ®óÂ��
used to include or exclude members may change over time for political 

or other reasons. In fact, entire ethnic identities may be constructed 

ó�ïÂ§Óė�đÂÿ¿�ïäÿ®ÜÿÂ�ÓÓė�§®Đ�÷ÿ�ÿÂÜº�¡äÜ÷®òą®Ü¡®÷Ƚ�+äó�®Ė�ÚïÓ®ȷ�¿Â÷-
torically, the “ethnic” identities of Hutu and Tutsi in Rwanda seem to 

¿�Đ®��®®Ü�¸�ÂóÓė�ĦąÂ§�÷ä¡Â�Ó�ºóäąïÂÜº÷���÷®§�äÜ���§Â÷ÿÂÜ¡ÿÂäÜ��®ÿđ®®Ü�
¸�óÚ®ó÷��Ü§�¿®ó§®ó÷Ƚ�q¿®÷®�Â§®ÜÿÂÿÂ®÷�đ®ó®�Ú�§®�Úäó®�÷ÂºÜÂĥ¡�Üÿ��Ü§�
®Ėï�Ü§®§�ÂÜÿä�òą�÷Âɏó�¡Â�Ó�Â§®ÜÿÂÿÂ®÷��ė�ÿ¿®��¡ÿÂäÜ÷�ä¸�!ąóäï®�Ü�¡äÓä-
nists who used them to categorize the local population. Those colonial 

distinctions became a useful way to mobilize the population during the 

º®Üä¡Â§®�ÂÜ�ÿ¿®�ȖȞȞȕ÷ȷ�đ¿®ó®�Ú�Üė�ä¸�ÿ¿®�qąÿ÷Â�óąÓÂÜº�ÚÂÜäóÂÿė�đ®ó®�
injured or killed by the majority Hutus.ȗȕ

�äÿ¿� ó�¡®� �Ü§� ®ÿ¿ÜÂ¡Âÿė� Đ�óė� ÂÜ� ÂÚïäóÿ�Ü¡®� �ÿ� §ÂĢ®ó®Üÿ� ÿÂÚ®÷� ÂÜ� ��
group’s history. While the sense of shared racial or ethnic identity may 

barely be mentioned during times of peace, in times of tension or con-

ĦÂ¡ÿȷ�ï®äïÓ®�Ú�ė�ɖó�ÓÓė��óäąÜ§ɗ��Ü�Â§®ÜÿÂÿėȷ�Ó®Ü§ÂÜº�Âÿ�Úäó®�ïäđ®ó�¸äó�
a time. This points to an important consideration when assessing a sit-

uation where a particular element of identity, such as race, ethnicity, 

religion, etc., seems to be at the core of the problem. Sometimes, peo-

ïÓ®�äąÿ÷Â§®�ä¸�ÿ¿®�¡ąÓÿąó®��Ü§�ÿ¿®�¡äÜĦÂ¡ÿ��÷÷ąÚ®�÷ą¡¿�¡äÜĦÂ¡ÿ÷�¿�Đ®�

ȗȕ Jack D. Eller, “Rwanda and Burundi: When Two Tribes Go to War?,” in From Culture to 
!ĉÆãÉ¨Éĉġ�ĉì��ìãĳÉ¨ĉȺ��ã��ãĉÆüìøìÚìÁÉ¨�Ú�fµüĀøµ¨ĉÉĚµ�ìã�!ĉÆãÉ¨��ìãĳÉ¨ĉ�ɋ�ÜÜ��ó�äóȶ�wÜÂĐ®ó÷Âÿė�ä¸�
LÂ¡¿Âº�Ü�aó®÷÷ȷ�ȖȞȞȞɌȷ�ȖȞȚɎȗșȖȽ
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been going on “for thousands of years” and are, therefore, unsolv-

able because they do not understand how elements of identity can be 

mobilized. Making observations about the role of race, ethnicity, and 

äÿ¿®ó�®Ó®Ú®Üÿ÷�ä¸� Â§®ÜÿÂÿė� ÂÜ���¡äÜĦÂ¡ÿ� Â÷� ÂÚïäóÿ�Üÿȷ��ąÿ� Âÿ� Â÷�®òą�ÓÓė�
important to determine why people are rallying around those particular  

identity elements and elicit examples of how the groups managed to get 

along in the past. Again, what is important is not our terms, “race” or 

“ethnicity” or something else, but recognizing the criteria local people 

ą÷®� ÿä� ¡�ÿ®ºäóÂĜ®� ®�¡¿�äÿ¿®ó� ɋ�Ü§�ą÷Ɍ� �Ü§�ąÜ§®ó÷ÿ�Ü§ÂÜº� ÿ¿®� ¡ąóó®Üÿ�
÷ÂºÜÂĥ¡�Ü¡®�ä¸�ÿ¿ä÷®�¡�ÿ®ºäóÂ®÷Ƚ�i®®��Ó÷ä�ÿ¿®�§Â÷¡ą÷÷ÂäÜ�ä¸�Úä�ÂÓÂĜ�ÿÂäÜ�
later in this section. 

Group membership 
Group memberships also inform identity formation. People belong 

ÿä� Ú�Üė� §ÂĢ®ó®Üÿ� ºóäąï÷� �ÿ� ÿ¿®� ÷�Ú®� ÿÂÚ®ȷ� ÷ą¡¿� �÷� ¿ä��ė� ºóäąï÷ȷ�
¡¿ąó¡¿®÷ȷ�ïäÓÂÿÂ¡�Ó�ï�óÿÂ®÷ȷ�äó�ÿ¿®�ÚÂÓÂÿ�óėȽ�!�¡¿�ºóäąï��ģÓÂ�ÿÂäÜ�ïóä-
vides each member something, a sense of belonging, security, purpose, 

opportunity, etc. At times, the various groups to which people belong 

¿äÓ§�¡äÜĦÂ¡ÿÂÜº��®ÓÂ®¸÷�äó�Â§®�Ó÷ȷ��Ü§�Ú®Ú�®ó÷�ó®¡äÜ¡ÂÓ®�ÿ¿Â÷�ÂÜ¡äÜºóą-
Âÿė�ÂÜ�§ÂĢ®ó®Üÿ�đ�ė÷Ƚ�+ąóÿ¿®óÚäó®ȷ�ÿ¿®�¸�¡ÿ�ÿ¿�ÿ���ï®ó÷äÜ��®ÓäÜº÷�ÿä���
particular group does not necessarily mean that he believes in every-

ÿ¿ÂÜº� ÿ¿®� ºóäąï� ®÷ïäą÷®÷� ɋó®Ú®Ú�®ó� Đ�óÂ�ÿÂäÜ� ��äĐ®ɌȽ� 5Ü� ÿ¿®�wÜÂÿ®§�
States many people are members of churches or political parties without 

fully sharing the ideals of those groups. Throughout the world people 

ÍäÂÜ�ºóäąï÷��®¡�ą÷®�ÿ¿®ė�ÿ¿ÂÜÐ�Âÿ�đÂÓÓ��§Đ�Ü¡®�ÿ¿®Âó�¡�ó®®ó÷ȷ�ĥÜ§�ÿ¿®Ú���
better spouse, make their parents happy, or just help them get through 

their days more easily. This may be particularly true in authoritarian 

ó®ºÂÚ®÷ȷ�÷ą¡¿��÷�ÂÜ�5ó�ò�ąÜ§®ó�i�§§�Ú�2ą÷÷®ÂÜȽ�a®äïÓ®�Ú�ė�¿�Đ®�ÍäÂÜ®§�
political parties or tried to marry into a tribe or clan, not because of any 

deeply held belief, but simply because they thought it would make life 

easier. 

This means that you should not assume that every member of a group is 

going to move in lockstep with its purposes. Even in places where reli-

gion or tribal identity or a political party is strong, there are members 

who pick and choose which parts of a group’s expectations to follow. 

a®äïÓ®� �Ó÷ä� Ú�ė� �®¿�Đ®� §ÂĢ®ó®ÜÿÓė� §®ï®Ü§ÂÜº� äÜ� ¡äÜÿ®Ėÿ� ɍ� ï®ó-
haps being more relaxed at home, but carefully following “the rules” 

in public. Understanding the importance of context and how people 

make decisions about their behavior can be key in avoiding accidentally 

embarrassing, alienating, or angering a potential ally. Additionally, in 

any group, there are almost always a few members who are open to 

§ÂĢ®ó®Üÿ�Â§®�÷Ƚ�5¸�ÿ¿®ė�¡�Ü��®�Â§®ÜÿÂĥ®§ȷ�ÿ¿®÷®�ï®äïÓ®�Ú�ė��®�¿®Óï¸ąÓ�ÂÜ�
÷¿Â¸ÿÂÜº�ÿ¿®�ºóäąïɚ÷�äïÂÜÂäÜ÷�äó�ąÜ§®ó÷ÿ�Ü§ÂÜº�ÿ¿®�ºóäąïȽ�VÜ�ÿ¿®�ĦÂï�
÷Â§®ȷ�§ä�Üäÿ�ąÜ§®ó®÷ÿÂÚ�ÿ®�ÿ¿®�ïäđ®ó�ä¸�ÿ¿®÷®��ģÓÂ�ÿÂäÜ÷Ƚ�q¿®ė�÷¿�ï®�
the way a person thinks about things, sometimes even when that per-

son is not fully invested in the group. For example, in the United States 

people tend to think in terms of a two-party political system, not even 

ÂÚ�ºÂÜÂÜº�đ¿�ÿ� Âÿ�đäąÓ§��®� ÓÂÐ®� ÿä�¿�Đ®��Ü�®òą�ÓÓė�ïäđ®ó¸ąÓ� ÿ¿Âó§�äó�
fourth party. It is not that they do not like the idea; it just does not really 

occur to them to think about it. Even for people who are not Democrats 

or Republicans, the traditional dominance of those groups tends to cre-

ate mental “blinders” that do not exist in countries with multi-party 

systems. 

Organizations
VÜ®� ÿėï®�ä¸� ºóäąï�Ü®®§÷� ÷ï®¡Âĥ¡� �ÿÿ®ÜÿÂäÜ�ɍ�äóº�ÜÂĜ�ÿÂäÜ÷ȷ� ÷ą¡¿��÷�
businesses, militaries, churches, non-governmental organizations. 

It is easy to start thinking about an organization as though it is one 

entity and forget that it is really just a group of people that has come 

ÿäº®ÿ¿®ó�¸äó���÷ï®¡Âĥ¡�ïąóïä÷®��Ü§ȷ�ÿ¿ą÷ȷ�¿�÷�¡ó®�ÿ®§�÷¿�ó®§�ï�ÿÿ®óÜ÷�ä¸�
meaning, behavior, and symbols just like other groups. People in orga-

nizations create some of these patterns deliberately as a way of creating 

cohesion among members, and some patterns emerge over time from 

the habits and ideas of members. Each organization develops particu-

lar decision-making processes and has preferences for how to interact 

with outsiders. For example, do they do business with outsiders only in 

Ú®®ÿÂÜº÷�äó�§ä�ÿ¿®ė�ïó®¸®ó�òą�÷Âɏ÷ä¡Â�Ó�÷®ÿÿÂÜº÷Ⱦ�q¿Â÷�¡äÜ÷Â§®ó�ÿÂäÜ�Â÷�
especially important if you are advising or training a military partner. 

+äó�ÂÜ÷ÿ�Ü¡®ȷ�ėäą�¡äąÓ§�¿�Đ®�÷®Đ®ó�Ó�Ú®®ÿÂÜº÷�ÂÜ�ÿ¿®�¡äÚÚ�Ü§ÂÜº�äģ-

¡®óɚ÷�®Ó��äó�ÿ®Óė�§®¡äó�ÿ®§�äģ¡®��Ü§�Ü®Đ®ó�º®ÿ��Üėđ¿®ó®Ƚ�5ÿ�Â÷�Üäÿ�ąÜÿÂÓ�
you happen to share a ride in a vehicle with him one day that you end 

up agreeing on a training schedule in less than a half an hour. Military 

personnel who have worked alongside military counterparts from dif-

¸®ó®Üÿ�¡äąÜÿóÂ®÷�ą÷ą�ÓÓė�ÜäÿÂ¡®�÷ÂÚÂÓ�óÂÿÂ®÷��Ü§�§ÂĢ®ó®Ü¡®÷��®ÿđ®®Ü�ÿ¿®�
military’s culture and the cultures from which military personnel are 
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drawn. When working with organizations, it is important to remember 

that those within the organization are shaped both by their organiza-

ÿÂäÜ�Ó��ģÓÂ�ÿÂäÜ��Ü§��ė�ÿ¿®Âó��ģÓÂ�ÿÂäÜ�đÂÿ¿�äÿ¿®ó�¡ąÓÿąó®�ºóäąï÷Ƚ��äą�
should approach trying to understand an organization and those within 

it just like you would any culture group and its members.

Military Culture and Organizational Culture

As you learn more about cultural concepts, you may come across discus-
sions of “organizational culture” and “military culture.” These terms can 
be useful in focusing your attention on a particular group or subgroup. 
However, as indicated in this chapter’s section on Organizations, there 
is usually no need for a separate set of concepts and skills for learning 
about and interacting with people in these types of groups. The ones in 
this guidebook will work.

Some military personnel have reported that the most important aspect of 
understanding the cultural patterns of militaries and other organizations 
has been managing their own expectations. When you’re busy or there is 
an ongoing crisis, it is easy to make the assumption that a partner’s cul-
đėĄ�á�Ā�đđºĄêɊ�ĈėÌ��Ĉ��ĀĀĄóĀĄÏ�đº�«ºÌ�ĢÏóĄ�«ºđģººê�óĶºĄĈ��ê³�ºêáÏĈđº³�
ĀºĄĈóêêºá�óĄ�Ìóģ�èÏĈĈÏóê�ĈėºĈĈ� ÏĈ�³ºĸêº³Ɋ�ģÏáá� «º� đÌº� Ĉ�èº��Ĉ� đÌºĩ�
are in your own military or organization. Keeping your own assumptions 
ÄĄóè�«áÏê³ÏêÆ�ĩóė�đó�ĄºáºĢ�êđ�³ÏĵºĄºêºĈ��ê�«º�ºĈĀºÏ�ááĩ�³ÏĶėáđ�ģÌºê�
working with partners who share some, but not quite all, of your patterns. 
Skills such as suspending judgment and perspective taking, described in 
đÌº�êºĨđ�ĈºđÏóêɊ��ê�ÌºáĀ�ĩóė�êóđÏº��ê³�è�ê�Æº�³ÏĵºĄºêºĈ�Ĉó�ĩóė��ê�
focus on the mission.

Tribes
Another type of group warrants particular attention — tribes. Within 

DoD, there has been a tendency to see any sub-state group as “a tribe.” 

5Ü�ó®�ÓÂÿėȷ�ÿ¿®ó®�đ®ó®��Ü§�¡äÜÿÂÜą®�ÿä��®�Ú�Üė�§ÂĢ®ó®Üÿ�ÿėï®÷�ä¸�÷ä¡Â�ÓɃ
political organizations other than nation-states.ȗȖ Then there is a  

ȗȖ�  In reality, the term “tribe” is so vague that it does not have much utility as a means of 

understanding social organization and political process. It is used to describe small groups 

of indigenous people attempting to keep themselves distinct from a larger nation-state, but 

also to attempt to explain the complex entanglement of kin-based relationships with the 

¸ąÜ¡ÿÂäÜÂÜº�ä¸���Ü�ÿÂäÜɏ÷ÿ�ÿ®�ÂÜ�5ó�òȽ�+äó�ÿ¿Â÷��Ü§�÷®Đ®ó�Ó�äÿ¿®ó�ó®�÷äÜ÷�ÿ¿®�ÿ®óÚ�Â÷�ó�ó®Óė�
ą÷®§�ÂÜ�÷¡Â®ÜÿÂĥ¡�§Â÷¡ą÷÷ÂäÜ÷�ä¸�¡ąÓÿąó®Ƚ�2äđ®Đ®óȷ�Âÿ�Â÷�ĥóÚÓė�óääÿ®§�ÂÜ�ÚÂÓÂÿ�óė�§ä¡ąÚ®Üÿ÷�
and, therefore, must be addressed. 

further assumption that all non-state groups are organized the same 

way and will operate and make decisions the same way. Historically, 

in the U.S. campaigns against Native Americans, this led to a number 

ä¸�§ÂĢ®ó®Üÿ�ïóä�Ó®Ú÷Ƚ�+Âó÷ÿȷ�¡äÚÚ�Ü§®ó÷�đ�Üÿ®§�ÿä�÷®®�®Đ®óė�ºóäąï��÷�
a tribe because it would mean that there would be a convenient leader 

with whom to negotiate. In reality, many Native American groups had 

§ÂĢ®ó®Üÿ� Ó®�§®ó÷� ¸äó�§ÂĢ®ó®Üÿ��÷ï®¡ÿ÷�ä¸� ÓÂ¸®Ƚ�L�Üė�ºóäąï÷�đÂÿ¿���Ü§�
÷ÿóą¡ÿąó®�ɋ��÷®§�äÜ�÷Ú�ÓÓ�ÐÂÜ�ºóäąï÷�đ¿ä�¡äÚ®�ÿäº®ÿ¿®ó�äÜÓė�¸äó�÷ï®-
¡Â�Ó�®Đ®Üÿ÷Ɍ�§Â§�Üäÿ�¿�Đ®��ÜėäÜ®�đ¿ä�đäąÓ§�¿�Đ®��®®Ü�ó®¡äºÜÂĜ��Ó®��÷�
a political leader to Western eyes. This led to negotiations being con-

ducted with the wrong people. A commander might make an agreement 

đÂÿ¿�äÜ®�¸�ÚÂÓė�®Ó§®óȷ�ÚÂ÷ÿ�Ð®Ü�¸äó���ÿóÂ��Ó�Ó®�§®óȷ�äÜÓė�ÿä�ĥÜ§�äąÿ�ÿää�
late that other families did not think the agreement applied to them. 

It is understandable that a commander with experience with tribes 

ÂÜ�äÜ®��ó®��ɋ5ó�òȷ� ¸äó�®Ė�ÚïÓ®Ɍ�ÚÂº¿ÿ� ÿóė� ÿä��ïïÓė� ÿ¿�ÿ�®Ėï®óÂ®Ü¡®� ÂÜ�
��Ü®đ�ïÓ�¡®� ɋ�¸º¿�ÜÂ÷ÿ�Ü�äó� ÿ¿®�a¿ÂÓÂïïÂÜ®÷ȷ� ¸äó� ®Ė�ÚïÓ®ɌȽ� q¿Â÷�Ú�ė�
work, so long as the commander realizes that tribes are organized and 

Ú�Ð®�§®¡Â÷ÂäÜ÷� ÂÜ� Đ®óė�§ÂĢ®ó®Üÿ�đ�ė÷Ƚ�!Đ®Ü� ÷äÚ®ÿ¿ÂÜº��÷� ÷®®ÚÂÜºÓė�
ąÜó®Ó�ÿ®§��÷���¡Ó�Ü�÷ÿóą¡ÿąó®� ÿ¿�ÿ�¡ąÿ÷��¡óä÷÷� ÿóÂ��Ó� ÓÂÜ®÷�äó�§ÂĢ®ó®Üÿ�
Ú�óóÂ�º®�ï�ÿÿ®óÜ÷�¡�Ü�Ú�Ð®���¿ąº®�§ÂĢ®ó®Ü¡®�ÂÜ�ÿ¿®�đ�ė�ÿóÂ��Ó�Ó®�§®ó÷�
determine courses of action. 

“Tribe” is just a convenient, catch-all word that we use instead of hav-

ÂÜº�ÿä� ÓÂ÷ÿ��ÓÓ� ÿ¿®�÷ï®¡Âĥ¡�¡¿�ó�¡ÿ®óÂ÷ÿÂ¡÷��Ü§�®Ėïó®÷÷ÂäÜ÷�ä¸� ÿ¿Â÷� ÿėï®�
of group. In social science terms, a tribe is simply a non-state corpo-

ó�ÿ®�ºóäąï�ɋ¡äóïäó�ÿ®�ºóäąï�Íą÷ÿ�Ú®�Ü÷�ÿ¿�ÿ�Âÿ�¿�÷�Ú®Ú�®ó÷¿Âï�óąÓ®÷Ɍ�
at a certain level of organizational complexity. There are many types 

of tribes. Most have somewhat more formal leadership than would 

be found in smaller units of social organization. Most are made up of 

smaller segments. Most tend to use kinship as an organizing principle, 

often with clans or lineages involved that may cross-cut tribal lines. 

Some organize themselves into confederacies but usually only for spe-

cial events or threats, preferring to maintain autonomy at other times. 

D®�§®ó÷¿Âï� ¡�Ü� �®� ÂÜ¿®óÂÿ®§ȷ� �ąÿ� ÿ¿®ó®� Â÷� ą÷ą�ÓÓė� ÷äÚ®� Ħ®ĖÂ�ÂÓÂÿė� ÿä�
allow leadership to pass to those who have achieved recognition for 

their actions. Leadership often is based on persuasion rather than the 

ability to exert force or withhold or provide resources. However, none of 

these things holds true for all tribes in all places. Just like with any other 
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group, military personnel must remain open to observe, be critical of 

what they see, and avoid being blinded by familiarity, as assuming 

familiarity can lead you to false conclusions and, thus, impact your 

®Ģ®¡ÿÂĐ®Ü®÷÷Ƚ

Cohesion — ritual, narrative, and symbol
Groups stay together over long periods of time, even through changes 

ÂÜ�¡ąÓÿąó�Ó�ï�ÿÿ®óÜ÷ȷ�¸äó�Ú�Üė�§ÂĢ®ó®Üÿ�ó®�÷äÜ÷�ɍ�÷¿�ó®§�ÂÜÿ®ó®÷ÿ÷�äó�
beliefs, habit, identity, etc. While these reasons for group cohesion may 

be discussed overtly, especially in times of change or stress, there are 

subtler ways that people reinforce the importance of the group and a 

collective sense of identity. 

Three of the most easily observed ways are ritual, narrative, and symbol. 

Celebrations, ceremonies, stories, myths, jokes, music, and symbolic 

ä�Í®¡ÿ÷�ɋĦ�º÷ȷ�®Ú�Ó®Ú÷ȷ�®ÿ¡ȽɌ�¡�Ü��®�ą÷®§�ÿä�ºÂĐ®�ÂÜ§ÂĐÂ§ą�Ó÷���÷¿�ó®§�
experience that reinforces their sense of belonging or the importance of 

group membership. For example, military life is full of these constel-

lations of symbols, stories, and activities that reinforce group identity. 

Unit insignia, service symbols, the stories units or services tell about 

ÿ¿®Ú÷®ÓĐ®÷ȷ��ÓÓ�ä¸�ÿ¿®÷®�¿®Óï�ï®äïÓ®�§®ĥÜ®�ÿ¿®�ºóäąï��Ü§�ÿ¿®Âó�Ú®Ú-

bership in it. In situations where a sense of collective purpose and 

identity has to be forged, such as in a complex multinational operation, 

people often will create symbols and rituals to help the emerging group 

cohere to accomplish its purpose. 

The ways rituals, narrative, and symbols are used can highlight import-

ant values of the group or can indicate when a group is being mobilized 

for a political purpose. These aspects of social organization are useful to 

remember for crafting working relationships and shared purpose when 

§ÂĢ®ó®Üÿ�ºóäąï÷�¿�Đ®�ÿä�đäóÐ�ÿäº®ÿ¿®óȽ��Ó÷äȷ�ÿ¿®ė�¡�Ü��®�Đ®óė�ÂÚïäóÿ�Üÿ�
ÿä���ºóäąï�đ¿®Ü�Âÿ�Â÷�ÿóėÂÜº�ÿä�ó®¡äĐ®ó�¸óäÚ�¡äÜĦÂ¡ÿ�äó�¡�ÿ�÷ÿóäï¿®Ƚ�+äó�
military personnel, it may be necessary to support people’s attempts to 

bring the group together via these means, even when it seems like time 

and resources are needed elsewhere. 

Mobilization
q¿®�¡äÜ¡®ïÿ�ä¸�Úä�ÂÓÂĜ�ÿÂäÜ�đ�óó�Üÿ÷�÷ï®¡Âĥ¡��ÿÿ®ÜÿÂäÜȷ��÷�Âÿ�¿�÷��®®Ü�
mentioned throughout this section on organizing and interacting and is 

ï�óÿÂ¡ąÓ�óÓė�÷ÂºÜÂĥ¡�Üÿ�ÿä�ÿ¿®�ÚÂÓÂÿ�óė�ïóä¸®÷÷ÂäÜ�¸äó�ÿ¿®�óäÓ®�Âÿ�¡�Ü�ïÓ�ė�
ÂÜ��äÿ¿�¸äÚ®ÜÿÂÜº��Ü§�òą®ÓÓÂÜº�¡äÜĦÂ¡ÿȽ��¿®Ü�đ®�ÿ�ÓÐ���äąÿ�÷äÚ®ÿ¿ÂÜº�
being “mobilized,” it means the process of how people’s attention, 

conversation, and behavior start to crystallize around some element or 

marker of identity. You might see more of a certain kind of poster or dis-

tinctive clothing. You might notice people talking about social problems 

in terms of ethnicity when you know that there are political, religious, 

and economic reasons for those problems. People might start empha-

÷ÂĜÂÜº� �� ó®ÓÂºÂäą÷� äó� ïäÓÂÿÂ¡�Ó� ɋäó� äÿ¿®óɌ� ï�óÿ� ä¸� ÿ¿®Âó� Â§®ÜÿÂÿė� ÂÜ�¿äđ�
they dress, how they talk, what they talk about, and how they choose 

to spend their time. Being able to recognize when people are mobilizing 

can help you anticipate reactions and perhaps shape behavior. 

Note: In other reference material, you may read discussions of super-
ordinate or group identity as distinct from individual identity. Concepts 
related to group identity can be useful in analysis and understanding 
group behavior over time. However, it is important to remember that any 
group identity is really only a collection of overlapping individual identi-
ties and can shift over time. Also, in the mobilization process, people are 
Ą�Ąºáĩ�óêĈÏóėĈáĩ�đÌÏêÞÏêÆ�óĄ�đ�áÞÏêÆ��«óėđ���áº�Ąáĩ�³ºĸêº³�ÆĄóėĀ�Ï³ºê-
tity of the sort that would be useful in analysis. Any description of group 
identity should be used as a general tool and not assumed to be a good 
ĀĄº³ÏđóĄ�óÄ�đÌº�đÌÏêÞÏêÆ�óĄ�«ºÌ�ĢÏóĄ�óÄ��êĩ�ĈĀºÏĸ�Ïê³ÏĢÏ³ė�áɐ

Many aspects of culture tend to stay in low gear or neutral until some-

ÿ¿ÂÜº� ¿�ïï®Ü÷� ÿä� ¸ä¡ą÷� ï®äïÓ®ɚ÷� �ÿÿ®ÜÿÂäÜȽ� �¸ÿ®ó� ȖȖ� i®ïÿ®Ú�®ó� ȗȕȕȖȷ�
ï®äïÓ®�ÂÜ�ÿ¿®�wÜÂÿ®§�iÿ�ÿ®÷�đ¿ä�¿�§�Ü®Đ®ó�ºÂĐ®Ü�ÿ¿®�Ħ�º�Úą¡¿�ÿ¿äąº¿ÿ�
÷ÿ�óÿ®§�ÿä�Ħė�Âÿȷ�đ®�ó�Ħ�º�ïÂÜ÷ȷ�äó�ïąÿ�Ħ�º�÷ÿÂ¡Ð®ó÷�äÜ�ÿ¿®Âó�¡�ó÷Ƚ��ąóÂÜº�
election years, people often think and speak more about their party 

�ģÓÂ�ÿÂäÜȽ�5Ü�ÿÂÚ®÷�ä¸�¡äÜĦÂ¡ÿȷ�÷äÚ®ÿÂÚ®÷�ï®äïÓ®�÷ÿ�óÿ�ÿä�Ú�Ð®�®ÿ¿ÜÂ¡�
or racial distinctions between themselves and their adversary in ways 

they rarely did before. During peacetime, these sorts of things can come 

and go without much cause for concern. During times when tensions 

�ó®� ¿Âº¿� �Ü§� ÿ¿®� ïäÿ®ÜÿÂ�Ó� ¸äó� ¡äÜĦÂ¡ÿ� Â÷� ºó®�ÿȷ� Úä�ÂÓÂĜ�ÿÂäÜ� ¡�Ü� �®�
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an indicator of danger. For example, if people start to talk about their 

ïóä�Ó®Ú÷� ÂÜ� ÿ®óÚ÷� ä¸� ®ÿ¿ÜÂ¡� §ÂĢ®ó®Ü¡®÷� �Ü§� ÿä� ®Úï¿�÷ÂĜ®� ÿ¿®Âó� äđÜ�
ethnic identity, it may lead to their simplifying a complex problem and 

�Ó�ÚÂÜº�Âÿ�äÜ��Üäÿ¿®ó�ºóäąïȽ�VĐ®ó�ÿÂÚ®ȷ��÷�ÿ¿Â÷�ÐÂÜ§�ä¸�ÿ�ÓÐ�º®ÿ÷�Úäó®�
common, it becomes easier and easier to simplify, to blame, and then 

to think about doing harm. 

Sometimes mobilization happens without manipulation as a result of a 

social or environmental change. However, sometimes the mobilization 

is orchestrated for political purposes. For example, a leader or group 

hoping to gain power might encourage people to identify with a partic-

ular political party by linking the party to important values in the group. 

5Ü�ÿÂÚ®÷�ä¸�÷ÿó®÷÷�ɋ®¡äÜäÚÂ¡�ïóä�Ó®Ú÷ȷ�ïäÓÂÿÂ¡�Ó�¡¿�Üº®�äó�§Â÷óąïÿÂäÜȷ�
ĐÂäÓ®Ü¡®ȷ� ®ÿ¡ȽɌȷ� ï®äïÓ®� ä¸ÿ®Ü� ó�ÓÓė� �óäąÜ§� �� ï�óÿÂ¡ąÓ�ó� ºóäąï� äó� Â§®Ü-
tity even if they were not particularly invested in it previously. Paying 

attention to how people talk about group membership and changes in 

the degree to which they seem to be “playing by the rules” of their 

groups can give you clues to how the operating environment is chang-

ing. Take note, as this can reshape the operating environment in a very 

short period of time.

While mobilization of aspects of identity can lead to tensions, it also can 

help resolve them. For example, a group that mobilizes around a com-

ÚäÜ�÷®Ü÷®�ä¸�¡äÚÚąÜÂÿė�Ú®Ú�®ó÷¿Âï�Ú�ė�ĥÜ§�Âÿ�®�÷Â®ó�ÿä�§äđÜïÓ�ė�
ó®ÓÂºÂäą÷� äó� ®ÿ¿ÜÂ¡� §ÂĢ®ó®Ü¡®÷Ƚ� D®Đ®ó�ºÂÜº� �� Óä¡�Ó� ¿Â÷ÿäóÂ¡�Ó� ¡äąÜÿ-
er-narrative to one causing disruption can help people reframe the 

situation using their own culture. It must be emphasized that mobiliza-

tion is not inherently good or bad. When people mobilize, the results can 

be positive, negative, or neutral in terms of U.S. interests. Mobilization 

is simply a process, a way to motivate people, albeit a very powerful 

one, and one that you need to be adept at identifying and using, if the 

need arises. 

ANSWERING QUESTIONS:  
BELIEFS, LOGIC, QUESTIONING, AND INVESTIGATION

\Ğ·ÿĞÌ·ğ�
This knowledge area encompasses the beliefs, logics, values, learn-

ÂÜºȷ�ÐÜäđÓ®§º®ȷ��Ü§�Úä§®÷�ä¸�òą®÷ÿÂäÜÂÜº��Ü§�ÂÜĐ®÷ÿÂº�ÿÂäÜ�ä¸���ºóäąï�
ɋ÷äÚ®ÿÂÚ®÷� ó®¸®óó®§� ÿä� �÷�đäóÓ§ĐÂ®đɌȽ� 5ÿ� ÂÜ¡Óą§®÷ȷ� �ąÿ� Â÷� Üäÿ� ÓÂÚÂÿ®§�
to, topics such as religion and other beliefs, what people perceive to be 

logical and rational ways of thinking, what people believe is right and 

important, how the group thinks about and accomplishes learning and 

teaching, and the myths, history, and narratives that are important to 

the group. As with other aspects of culture, it is very common for mul-

tiple patterns of belief to coexist, even when an outsider might see them 

�÷�¡äÜĦÂ¡ÿÂÜºȽ�a®äïÓ®�Ú�ė��®�Đ®óė�§®Đäąÿ�ÂÜ���ÚäÜäÿ¿®Â÷ÿÂ¡�ó®ÓÂºÂäÜ�ÿ¿�ÿ�
instructs people to believe that a god controls all activities in the world. 

2äđ®Đ®óȷ�ÿ¿®�÷�Ú®�ï®äïÓ®�Ú�ė�ïÓ�¡®�ºó®�ÿ�®Úï¿�÷Â÷�äÜ�÷¡Â®ÜÿÂĥ¡�ÓäºÂ¡�
and also have shrines to ancestral spirits. 

People use beliefs and knowledge to think about not only spiritual 

òą®÷ÿÂäÜ÷��ąÿ��Ó÷ä�Úäó®�ïó�¡ÿÂ¡�Ó�Ú�ÿÿ®ó÷�ä¸�¿äđ�ÿ¿®�đäóÓ§�đäóÐ÷ȷ�đ¿ė�
things happen, and what is right or wrong. Beliefs need not be explicitly 

ÓÂÜÐ®§�ÿä�ó®ÓÂºÂäÜ�ÿä�¿�Đ®�÷ÂºÜÂĥ¡�Üÿ�ÂÚï�¡ÿȽ�5Ü�ÿ¿®�wÜÂÿ®§�iÿ�ÿ®÷�Ú�Üė�
people place great value on individual rights and responsibilities. This 

value is reinforced by some religious traditions in the country but also 

is shared by many non-religious people. Myths, historical stories, and 

other narratives — all of which are vehicles for beliefs and values — 

also are important in how people interpret events and make decisions. 

For example, a group with many narratives or myths about past inva-

sions may be more inclined to be wary of U.S. military presence than a 

group without this sense of shared history.

Groups or sub-groups also form orientations toward developing knowl-

edge through learning that are shaped by beliefs. Some kinds of learning 

are perceived to be the responsibility of the family or community, oth-

ers are expected to be covered in more formal educational systems, and 

others are seen as things that will be handled during employment or 

apprenticeship. Access to learning can be linked to social roles, status, 

äó�÷ÿó�ÿÂĥ¡�ÿÂäÜȷ�đÂÿ¿�÷äÚ®�ï�óÿ÷�ä¸�ÿ¿®�ºóäąï�ó®÷ÿóÂ¡ÿ®§�ÂÜ�đ¿�ÿ�ÐÂÜ§÷�
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of learning opportunities they have. Some groups prevent female chil-

dren from attending formal school. Instead, these children are expected 

ÿä�Ó®�óÜ�¸óäÚ�ÿ¿®Âó�¸�ÚÂÓÂ®÷�®Đ®óėÿ¿ÂÜº�ÿ¿®ė�Ü®®§�ÿä�ÐÜäđ�ÿä�¸ąÓĥÓÓ�ÿ¿®�
restricted set of social roles available to them. It is important to remem-

�®ó�ÿ¿�ÿ�ï®äïÓ®ɚ÷��®ÓÂ®¸÷��ó®�Üäÿ��Óđ�ė÷�ó®Ħ®¡ÿ®§�ÂÜ�äģ¡Â�Ó�ïäÓÂ¡Â®÷Ƚ�+äó�
example, even in places where people place a high social value on edu-

¡�ÿÂäÜȷ� ÿ¿Â÷�Đ�Óą®�Ú�ė�Üäÿ��®�ó®Ħ®¡ÿ®§� ÂÜ�ºäĐ®óÜÚ®Üÿ�§Â÷ÿóÂ�ąÿÂäÜ�ä¸�
funds, and access to all or higher levels of education may be restricted 

to those who can pay.   

a®äïÓ®��Ó÷ä�ą÷®��®ÓÂ®¸÷���äąÿ�ÐÜäđÓ®§º®�ÿä�÷ÿóą¡ÿąó®�¿äđ�òą®÷ÿÂäÜ÷�º®ÿ�
�÷Ð®§��Ü§��ė�đ¿äÚȽ�5Ü���ºóäąï�đ¿®ó®�÷¡Â®ÜÿÂĥ¡�Â§®�÷���äąÿ�¡�ą÷�ÿÂäÜ�
�ó®��¡¡®ïÿ®§ȷ�òą®÷ÿÂäÜ÷���äąÿ�ÿ¿®�¡�ą÷®�ä¸���§Â÷®�÷®�đäąÓ§��®�ï®ó¡®ÂĐ®§�
�÷��®ÂÜº��®÷ÿ��Ü÷đ®ó®§��ė�Ú®§Â¡�Ó�äó�÷¡Â®ÜÿÂĥ¡�ïóä¸®÷÷ÂäÜ�Ó÷�ą÷ÂÜº���
÷ÿóą¡ÿąó®§�÷¡Â®ÜÿÂĥ¡�Ú®ÿ¿ä§Ƚ��®ÿȷ�ÂÜ���ºóäąï�ÿ¿�ÿ�÷®®÷�¡�ą÷®��Ü§�®Ģ®¡ÿ�
as driven by supernatural forces, people see it as more appropriate for 

a person connected to spiritual matters, such as a shaman or priest, to 

�Ü÷đ®ó�÷ą¡¿�òą®÷ÿÂäÜ÷Ƚ�

The core considerations for this knowledge area are that ideas about 

what is logical and rational are not universally shared and that beliefs, 

values, and systems of logic are entangled in all aspects of life. It is 

important to learn as much as possible about these aspects of culture 

�Ü§�ÿä�đ�ÿ¡¿�¸äó�ÿ¿®Âó�ÂÜĦą®Ü¡®��¡óä÷÷��ÓÓ�äÿ¿®ó��÷ï®¡ÿ÷Ƚ
  

Digging Deeper

Questioning and investigating
The processes of developing and challenging knowledge are heavily 

ÂÜĦą®Ü¡®§��ė�Ú�Üė��÷ï®¡ÿ÷�ä¸�¡ąÓÿąó®ȷ�÷ą¡¿��÷��®ÓÂ®¸÷ȷ�÷ä¡Â�Ó�óäÓ®÷ȷ�§ÂĐÂ-
sion of labor, and power. In the United States we have a division of labor 

that has created specialists, such as scientists and law enforcement 

äģ¡Â�Ó÷ȷ�đ¿ä��ó®�¡äÜ÷Â§®ó®§�ÿ¿®��ïïóäïóÂ�ÿ®�ï®äïÓ®�ÿä�ÂÜĐ®÷ÿÂº�ÿ®�¡®ó-
ÿ�ÂÜ�ÐÂÜ§÷�ä¸�òą®÷ÿÂäÜ÷Ƚ�5ÿ�đäąÓ§��®�¡äÜ÷Â§®ó®§�ąÜą÷ą�Óȷ�§�Üº®óäą÷ȷ��Ü§�
illegal for a regular citizen to attempt to conduct genetic experiments 

đÂÿ¿� ï�ÿ¿äº®Ü÷� äó� ÿä� ÂÜĐ®÷ÿÂº�ÿ®� ÷ą÷ï®¡ÿ®§� ¡óÂÚÂÜ�Ó� �¡ÿÂĐÂÿėȽ� Vÿ¿®ó�
ÐÂÜ§÷�ä¸�òą®÷ÿÂäÜÂÜºȷ�÷ą¡¿��÷�¡¿�ÓÓ®ÜºÂÜº�ïäÓÂÿÂ¡�Ó��Ü§�ó®ÓÂºÂäą÷�ïä÷Â-
ÿÂäÜ÷ȷ��ó®�ɋ�ÿ�Ó®�÷ÿ�Â§®�ÓÓėɌ�÷®®Ü��÷�ÿ¿®�óÂº¿ÿ�ä¸��ÓÓ�¡ÂÿÂĜ®Ü÷ȷ�ó®º�ó§Ó®÷÷�ä¸�

their position or status. There also is a fair amount of freedom of choice 

ÂÜ� ÿ¿®� ÿėï®÷�ä¸�®ĐÂ§®Ü¡®�äó�®Ėï®óÿÂ÷®�ï®äïÓ®�ą÷®� ÿä��Ü÷đ®ó�òą®÷ÿÂäÜ÷Ƚ�
�¿®Ü�¡äÜ¸óäÜÿÂÜº�òą®÷ÿÂäÜ÷���äąÿ�ÿ¿®�äóÂºÂÜ÷�ä¸�ÿ¿®�ąÜÂĐ®ó÷®ȷ�ï®äïÓ®�
are free to rely on explanations provided by scientists, philosophers, 

religious leaders, or some combination. 

This type of arrangement may seem natural and normal to people who 

have grown up in the United States, but it does not hold true in all places. 

Most military personnel who have travelled outside the United States 

¿�Đ®�®Ü¡äąÜÿ®ó®§�÷Âÿą�ÿÂäÜ÷�đ¿®ó®�ïäÓÂÿÂ¡�Ó��Ü§Ƀäó�ó®ÓÂºÂäą÷�§Â÷÷®Üÿ�đ�÷�
illegal or restricted only to some subsection of the population, based on 

wealth, kinship, age, or gender. It also is possible for academic or sci-

®ÜÿÂĥ¡� òą®÷ÿÂäÜÂÜº� �Ü§� ó®÷®�ó¡¿� ÿä� �®� ó®÷ÿóÂ¡ÿ®§� ÿä� ¡®óÿ�ÂÜ� ÿäïÂ¡÷Ƚ� +äó�
®Ė�ÚïÓ®ȷ���ºóäąï�ÚÂº¿ÿ�đ®Ó¡äÚ®�÷¡Â®ÜÿÂĥ¡�®ĖïÓ�Ü�ÿÂäÜ÷�ó®Ó�ÿ®§�ÿä�÷äÚ®�
aspects of biology but restrict scientists’ ability to publish on evolution.   

�� ºóäąïɚ÷� �óó�Üº®Ú®Üÿ÷� ¸äó� đ¿ä� ¡�Ü� òą®÷ÿÂäÜ� äó� ÂÜĐ®÷ÿÂº�ÿ®� ¡®óÿ�ÂÜ�
÷ą�Í®¡ÿ÷�¡�Ü��Ģ®¡ÿ�ÂÜÿ®ó�¡ÿÂäÜ÷�đÂÿ¿�wȽiȽ�ÚÂÓÂÿ�óė�ï®ó÷äÜÜ®Ó�ÂÜ���ÜąÚ�®ó�
ä¸�đ�ė÷�ÿ¿�ÿ�Ú�ė�Üäÿ��®�®�÷ė�ÿä�Â§®ÜÿÂ¸ė�ÂÜÂÿÂ�ÓÓėȽ�q¿®÷®�ï�ÿÿ®óÜ÷��Ģ®¡ÿ�
what topics are acceptable for conversation in certain contexts, who can 

�Ü÷đ®ó�òą®÷ÿÂäÜ÷�äó�Ú�Ð®�§®¡Â÷ÂäÜ÷�äÜ�¡®óÿ�ÂÜ�ÿäïÂ¡÷ȷ��Ü§�đ¿�ÿ�ÐÂÜ§÷�
ä¸��óºąÚ®Üÿ÷�äó�®ĐÂ§®Ü¡®�đÂÓÓ��®�ï®ó÷ą�÷ÂĐ®Ƚ�q¿®ė��Ó÷ä�¡�Ü��Ģ®¡ÿ�đäóÐ�
đÂÿ¿�ÚÂÓÂÿ�óė�ï�óÿÜ®ó÷ȷ��÷�ÿ¿®ó®�Ú�ė��®�§ÂĢ®ó®Üÿ�ï�ÿÿ®óÜ÷�ÂÜ�đ¿ä�¡�Ü�
òą®÷ÿÂäÜ�äó§®ó÷��Ü§�đ¿ä�Â÷��ÓÓäđ®§�ÿä�ó�Â÷®�§Âģ¡ąÓÿ�òą®÷ÿÂäÜ÷�ÿä�÷ąï®-
óÂäó÷��Ü§�¿äđȽ�iÂÜ¡®�Ú�Üė�ï�ÿÿ®óÜ÷���äąÿ�òą®÷ÿÂäÜÂÜº��Ü§�ÂÜĐ®÷ÿÂº�ÿÂäÜ�
are so deeply rooted that they are assumed to be natural, people may 

not think to tell you about them in advance. Using the skills in Chapter 

Ș�đÂÓÓ�¿®Óï�ėäą�Â§®ÜÿÂ¸ė��Ü§�Ü�ĐÂº�ÿ®�ÿ¿®÷®�§ÂĢ®ó®Üÿ�ï�ÿÿ®óÜ÷Ƚ�

How people use beliefs and logic
At its most fundamental level, the terms belief, belief system, and worl-

§ĐÂ®đ�ó®¸®ó�ÿä�ÿ¿®�đ�ė÷�ï®äïÓ®��Ü÷đ®ó���÷Â¡�òą®÷ÿÂäÜ÷�÷ą¡¿��÷ȶ��¿�ÿ�Â÷�
ÂÚïäóÿ�ÜÿȾ��¿�ÿ� Â÷�ºää§�äó���§Ⱦ��¿ė�§ä�ÿ¿ÂÜº÷�¿�ïï®Ü�ɋÂ§®�÷���äąÿ�
¡�ą÷®� �Ü§� ®Ģ®¡ÿɌȾ��¿�ÿ� ¡äąÜÿ÷� �÷� Ó®ºÂÿÂÚ�ÿ®� ®ĐÂ§®Ü¡®�đ¿®Ü� ėäą� �ó®�
ÿóėÂÜº�ÿä�ĥºąó®�÷äÚ®ÿ¿ÂÜº�äąÿȾ��¿ä��ó®�đ®��÷���ºóäąïȾ�q¿®�ÿ®óÚ÷��Ó÷ä�
ó®¸®ó�ÿä�ÿ¿®�÷ï®¡Âĥ¡�§®ÿ�ÂÓ÷�ä¸��®ÓÂ®¸÷��÷�đ®ÓÓ��÷�ÿ¿®�ïó�¡ÿÂ¡®÷ȷ�Ü�óó�ÿÂĐ®÷ȷ�
sayings, symbols, and material culture that are used to experience and 

reinforce beliefs.
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Connections: The use of the term “system” with regard to belief should 

not be taken to indicate that a group’s beliefs will form a consistent, 

predictable set of ideas and practices. It is very normal for a group to 

hold beliefs that, from an outside perspective, seem to contradict one 

another. It also is very normal for beliefs to appear to be a sort of patch-

work. Folklore and local myths continue to be an important part of life 

®Đ®Ü�đ¿®Ü�Ú�Üė�ï®äïÓ®��¡¡®ïÿ���Ü®đ�ó®ÓÂºÂäÜ�äó���Ü®đ�ɖäģ¡Â�Óɗ�¿Â÷ÿäóėȽ�
Rituals that were developed as part of one religion are co-opted by a 

new one, and new stories are told to explain the ritual’s purpose. People 

tinker with old ideas to accommodate new knowledge or opportunities. 

Despite the fact that beliefs may appear to be only loosely connected, it 

¡�Ü��®�§Âģ¡ąÓÿ�ÿä�ÂÜ÷®óÿ�Ü®đ�Â§®�÷�äó�¡¿�Üº®�äÓ§�äÜ®÷Ƚ�iäÚ®��÷ï®¡ÿ÷�ä¸�
�®ÓÂ®¸�§ä�ó®ÂÜ¸äó¡®�äÜ®��Üäÿ¿®ó��Ü§��Ó÷ä��ó®�ÂÜĦą®Ü¡®§��ė�äÿ¿®ó�¡ąÓÿąó�Ó�
factors. In a place with no microscopes, where people believe illness 

is caused by magic or divine judgment, your assertion that disease is 

actually caused by tiny, invisible creatures in the blood might make you 

seem a little crazy.  

�®ÓÂ®¸÷� ä¸ÿ®Ü� ¡äÜÜ®¡ÿ�Ú�Üė� §ÂĢ®ó®Üÿ� ®Ó®Ú®Üÿ÷� ä¸� ÓÂ¸®ȷ� ÷äÚ®ÿÂÚ®÷� ÂÜ�
unexpected ways. That is why you may take an action that seems very 

÷ÂÚïÓ®�ÿä�ėäąȷ�÷ą¡¿��÷��ąÂÓ§ÂÜº���¡ÓÂÜÂ¡ȷ�äÜÓė�ÿä�÷ą§§®ÜÓė�ĥÜ§�ï®äïÓ®�
outraged because this tugs on an important element of their beliefs, 

perhaps the idea that taking ill people out of their homes and away from 

the protection of their families makes them vulnerable to witchcraft. 

Explaining ordinary life: People use aspects of belief to explain ordinary 

things that happen in daily life, such as erratic behavior, illness, good 

fortune, the seasons, weather, why dropped objects fall rather than rise, 

�Ü§�÷ä�¸äóÿ¿Ƚ�q¿®ė��Ó÷ä�ą÷®��®ÓÂ®¸�ÿä�¿®Óï��Ü÷đ®ó�Úäó®���÷ÿó�¡ÿ�òą®÷-
tions such as what happens when people die, why some behaviors are 

acceptable and others are not, how the universe works and why it exists, 

or how their group came to be. Additionally, the practices, stories, and 

symbols that reinforce aspects of belief can be a very important means 

of maintaining group identity and cohesion. 

Supernatural explanations: When people in the United States think of 

belief, they tend to focus on ideas about the supernatural. For example, 

äóº�ÜÂĜ®§�ó®ÓÂºÂäÜ�¡�Ü��®�äÜ®�ÂÚïäóÿ�Üÿ�ï�óÿ�ä¸��®ÓÂ®¸Ƚ�Vÿ¿®ó�®ĖïÓ�Ü-
atory frameworks for the supernatural, such as animism, witchcraft, 

luck, and magic, may be present instead of religion or exist alongside it.

Using history and myth: Not all aspects of belief involve supernatural 

�Ü÷đ®ó÷�ÿä�òą®÷ÿÂäÜ÷Ƚ�-óäąï÷�ä¸ÿ®Ü�§®Đ®Óäï���÷®Ü÷®�ä¸�¿Â÷ÿäóė�ÿ¿�ÿ�Ú�ė�
be only loosely connected to what we might think of as the “real facts.” 

Sometimes, this history takes the form of myths, stories, or parables 

that only some in the group take to be the literal truth. Even supposedly 

true histories take liberties, emphasizing some events or people and 

neglecting others, casting rivals in a negative light and skimming past 

ÿ¿®�Ħ�đ÷�ä¸�¿®óä®÷Ƚ�

Choosing kinds of logic and evidence:�-óäąï÷�ą÷®�§ÂĢ®ó®Üÿ�ÿėï®÷�ä¸�ÓäºÂ¡�
�Ü§�Đ�Óą®�§ÂĢ®ó®Üÿ�÷äąó¡®÷��÷�®ĐÂ§®Ü¡®Ƚ�L�Üė�ï®äïÓ®�®Úï¿�÷ÂĜ®�ÿ¿®�÷¡Â-
®ÜÿÂĥ¡�Ú®ÿ¿ä§�äó���ï�óÿÂ¡ąÓ�ó�ÿėï®�ä¸�ÓäºÂ¡��÷�ä�Í®¡ÿÂĐ®�đ�ė÷�ÿä�®ĖïÓ�ÂÜ�
the world around them. These ideas are broadly accepted as useful, but 

it is important to realize that they, too, are rooted in certain beliefs 

��äąÿ�¡�ą÷®��Ü§�®Ģ®¡ÿȷ�đ¿�ÿ�¡äąÜÿ÷��÷�®ĐÂ§®Ü¡®ȷ��Ü§�đ¿Â¡¿�ÿäïÂ¡÷��Ü§�
ÐÂÜ§÷� ä¸� òą®÷ÿÂäÜ÷� �ó®� Úä÷ÿ� ÂÚïäóÿ�ÜÿȽ� +äó� ®Ė�ÚïÓ®ȷ� ¡äÜÿ®Úïäó�óė�
đ®÷ÿ®óÜ�Ú®§Â¡ÂÜ®�¿�÷�ÓäÜº�ó®ÓÂ®§�äÜ�ÿ¿®�÷¡Â®ÜÿÂĥ¡�Ú®ÿ¿ä§�¸äó�§Â�ºÜä-
sis and treatment. However, it took more than two centuries for the 

modern western medical profession to apply those same methods to 

mental illness rather than assuming the cause was personal weakness 

or something spiritual. In contrast, some cultures have always treated 

emotional and cognitive issues as important parts of health. 

�ÂĢ®ó®Üÿ�Â§®�÷���äąÿ�đ¿�ÿ�Â÷�ÓäºÂ¡�Ó�äó�ó�ÿÂäÜ�Ó�¡�Ü��®�®÷ï®¡Â�ÓÓė�§Âģ-

cult to discover and understand. In the United States we tend to think 

there is only one kind of logic and one kind of rationality, but our sys-

tems are based on certain assumptions that may not be shared in all 

cultures. We assume that to make a rational choice you have to strip 

out your emotional reactions and focus on “facts.” The exclusion of 

emotion is a choice. There is no absolute reason why emotion needs 

to be discounted from rational calculation, except that in our culture, 

emotion is seen as interfering with an idealized version of the kinds of 

evidence and thinking we prefer. 
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Perceptions of Causality and Evidence  
in the 2001 Hainan Island Incident22

\ê� ȩ� �ĀĄÏá� ȪȨȨȩ� �� �ÌÏêºĈº� ,ɢȰ�ĸÆÌđºĄ� Ûºđ� �ê³� ���ɐqɐ� "iɢȫ� ĈėĄĢºÏáá�êº�
aircraft collided over the South China Sea, resulting in the death of the 
�ÌÏêºĈº�ĸÆÌđºĄ�ĀÏáóđɊ�I��m���êÆ��ºÏɊ��ê³�ĈºĢºĄº�³�è�Æº�đó�đÌº��èºĄÏ-
�ê�"iɢȫɊ�ģÌÏÌ�ģ�Ĉ�ÄóĄº³�đó�è�Þº��ê�ºèºĄÆºêĩ�á�ê³ÏêÆ�óê�đÌº�êº�Ą«ĩ�
Chinese island of Hainan. What followed was a culturally grounded, 
intense dispute over the related issues of causality and evidence, as the 
U.S. sought the timely return of both its plane and aircrew, while the 
�ÌÏêºĈº�ĀėĄĈėº³���ÄóĄè�á��ĀóáóÆĩ�ÄóĄ�«óđÌ�đÌº�óááÏĈÏóê��ê³�đÌº�"iɢȫɭĈ�
unauthorized landing at a Chinese airbase.

The Americans, operating in a Western analytic framework that encour-
ages zeroing in on the single most important causal factor, noted that the 
ĀĄóĀºááºĄɢ³ĄÏĢºê�"iɢȫ�ģ�Ĉ�èėÌ�á�ĄÆºĄɊ�ĈáóģºĄɊ��ê³�Ä�Ą�áºĈĈ�è�êºėĢºĄ-
able than the nimble, jet-powered F-8. With its comparatively superior 
�ÆÏáÏđĩ��ê³�ĈĀºº³Ɋ�đÌº�,ɢȰ�èėĈđ�Ì�Ģº�Ą�ĈÌº³�Ïêđó�đÌº�"iɢȫɊ�Ą�đÌºĄ�đÌ�ê�
the other way around. 

Contrasting with the U.S.’s narrow examination of causality and evidence, 
the Chinese worked within an Eastern analytical framework that encour-
ages a holistic assessment. The Chinese, therefore, placed the collision 
within its larger political context, which included the 1999 American 
bombing of China’s Belgrade embassy, the George W. Bush adminis-
tration’s declaration that China was no longer a strategic partner, but a 
óèĀºđÏđóĄɊ���è�ĄÞº³�ÏêĄº�Ĉº�Ïê�đÌº�êėè«ºĄ�óÄ��ɐqɐ�"iɢȫ�ĹÏÆÌđĈ�êº�Ą�đÌº�
Chinese coast, and U.S. determination to build a missile defense shield 
that could potentially counter China’s nuclear weapons capability. The 
Chinese consequently argued that questions of airplane speed and agil-
Ïđĩ�ģºĄº�Ĉºóê³�Ąĩ�đó�đÌº�ÏĈĈėº�óÄ�ģÌĩ�đÌº�Ûºđ�ĸÆÌđºĄ�ģ�Ĉ�óèĀºááº³�đó�
ÏêđºĄºĀđ�đÌº��ɐqɐ�ĈĀĩ�Āá�êº�Ïê�đÌº�ĸĄĈđ�Āá�ºɐ�9ê�Ā�Ąđ�«º�ėĈº�óÄ�đÌº�ėá-
turally grounded disagreement about causality and evidence, the Hainan 
Island incident had to be resolved via diplomatic compromise, rather than 
agreement of fault. Eleven days after the collision, the American aircrew 
was repatriated following a U.S. statement of regret that the Chinese 
Āė«áÏáĩ�ºăė�đº³�ģÏđÌ��ê��ĀóáóÆĩɐ��zÌº�"iɢȫ�ģ�Ĉ��áĈó�Ĉºêđ�ÌóèºɊ��á«ºÏđ�

disassembled and in crates.

ȗȗ� !Ė�ÚïÓ®���÷®§�äÜ�ó®÷®�ó¡¿Ƀ®Ėï®óÿÂ÷®�ïóäĐÂ§®§��ė���¡äÜÿóÂ�ąÿäó�đ¿ä�đÂ÷¿®§�ÿä�ó®Ú�ÂÜ�
anonymous. The contributor based the example on information from the following refer-

ence: Peter Hays Gries and Kaiping Peng, “Culture Clash? Apologies East and West,” Journal 
of Contemporary China�ȖȖȷ�ÜäȽ�Șȕ�ɋȗȕȕȗɌȷ�ȖȜȘɏȖȜȝȽ� �

In contrast, if you are in a place where people think it is natural to 

include emotions in their decision-making, your attempts to exclude it 

may seem very strange. It might come across as excluding an important 

factor for an arbitrary reason, as if you were asked to determine the 

market value of a load of fruit and refused to count the bananas because 

you do not like the color yellow. It is easy to imagine a meeting of U.S. 

military personnel and people from such a group where both parties 

leave a negotiation frustrated. You might feel that they were unwill-

ing to have a rational conversation because they kept bringing feelings 

into the discussions. They might feel you were unwilling to be rational 

because you refused to address the emotional aspects of the problem or 

ïÓ�ė®ó÷Ƚ�5¸�Ü®Âÿ¿®ó�ä¸�ėäą�ó®�ÓÂĜ®÷�ÿ¿�ÿ�§ÂĢ®ó®Üÿ�¡äÜ¡®ïÿ÷�ä¸�ó�ÿÂäÜ�ÓÂÿė�
are at play, you could have a hard time reaching an agreement. 

Filtering experience:�a®äïÓ®�ą÷®��®ÓÂ®¸÷��÷�ĥÓÿ®ó÷Ƚ�q¿®÷®�ĥÓÿ®ó÷�¡�Ü�¿�Đ®���
ïóä¸äąÜ§�ÂÜĦą®Ü¡®�äÜ�¿äđ�ï®äïÓ®�®Ėï®óÂ®Ü¡®�ÿ¿®�đäóÓ§ȷ��Ģ®¡ÿÂÜº�đ¿�ÿ�
people notice and ignore, how they categorize things, what seems log-

ical, what feels right or upsetting. The resulting view of how the world 

đäóÐ÷� Â÷�ä¸ÿ®Ü�ÿ�Ð®Ü�ÿä��®���÷äÓąÿ®�ó®�ÓÂÿė�ó�ÿ¿®ó�ÿ¿�Ü���ó®Ħ®¡ÿÂäÜ�ä¸�
the belief. 

Change: Still, like all aspects of culture, beliefs change over time through 

all the same processes described in this document. Like all cultural 

change, it may happen in a way that appears disjointed with individ-

uals changing behavior but still professing beliefs that are out of sync 

with how they are acting. It is not enough to simply insert a new idea 

�Ü§�ĥÜ§�ÿ¿�ÿ�ï®äïÓ®�ÓÂÐ®�ÂÿȽ�!Đ®Ü��÷��®¿�ĐÂäó�¡¿�Üº®÷ȷ�Âÿ�¡�Ü�ÿ�Ð®���ÓäÜº�
time for other aspects of the belief system to shift so the new idea can 

be accommodated. It also can take a long time for the group to adjust or 

create associated practices, narratives, sayings, symbols, and material 

culture that are used to integrate the idea and to pass it on to subse-

òą®Üÿ�º®Ü®ó�ÿÂäÜ÷Ƚ�
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INFLUENCING: POWER AND MAKING DECISIONS

\Ğ·ÿĞÌ·ğ
q¿Â÷�ÐÜäđÓ®§º®��ó®��®Ü¡äÚï�÷÷®÷�ÿ¿®�äģ¡Â�ÓÓė�ó®¡äºÜÂĜ®§��Ü§�ąÜä¸-
ĥ¡Â�Ó�đ�ė÷� ÿ¿�ÿ� ïäđ®ó� �Ü§� ÂÜĦą®Ü¡®� �ó®� º�ÂÜ®§ȷ� Óä÷ÿȷ� �Ü§� ą÷®§� �ė� ��
ºóäąï�ɋ÷äÚ®ÿÂÚ®÷�ó®¸®óó®§�ÿä��÷�¸äóÚ�Ó��Ü§�ÂÜ¸äóÚ�Ó�ïäÓÂÿÂ¡�Ó�÷ė÷ÿ®Ú÷ɌȽ�
5ÿ��Ó÷ä�ÂÜ¡Óą§®÷�¿äđ�§ÂĢ®ó®Üÿ�ÐÂÜ§÷�ä¸�§®¡Â÷ÂäÜ÷��ó®�Ú�§®��Ü§�đ¿ä�º®ÿ÷�
to make them.

�óä�§Óė�÷ï®�ÐÂÜºȷ�ïäđ®ó��Ü§�¡äÜÿóäÓ��ó®���äąÿ�º®ÿÿÂÜº�ï®äïÓ®�ÿä�§ä�ɋäó�
Üäÿ�§äɌ�÷äÚ®ÿ¿ÂÜºȽ��ąÿ¿äóÂÿė�ó®¸®ó÷�ÿä�ÿ¿®�äģ¡Â�Ó�äó�ïäïąÓ�ó��¡ÐÜäđÓ-
edgement that a person has the right to exert power. These two things do 

not always come in the same package. It is possible for somebody to have 

power without authority, especially if he or she controls resources or has 

the means to use force, as is the case with drug cartels. It also is possible 

ÿä�¿�Đ®��ąÿ¿äóÂÿėȷ��ąÿ�Üä�ó®�Ó�ïäđ®óȷ�÷äÚ®ÿ¿ÂÜº�ÿ¿�ÿ�¡�Ü��®���÷ÂºÜÂĥ¡�Üÿ�
¡¿�ÓÓ®Üº®�¸äó�äģ¡Â�Ó÷�ÂÜ�Ü®đÓė�¸äóÚ®§�äó�ąÜ÷ÿ��Ó®�ºäĐ®óÜÚ®Üÿ÷Ƚ�

9ă�ČÉ·ÿ·�ăĒªÉ���ČÉÌæÃ��ă��æ�ĒæÃïĞ·ÿæ·°��ÿ·�ɍ�

Simply put, no, there is no such thing as an ungoverned area.  
Wherever there are people, there is some form of governance. It may not 
áóóÞ�áÏÞº�đÌº�ÞÏê³�óÄ�ÆóĢºĄêèºêđ�ĩóė�ģóėá³�ĄºóÆêÏįº�ɠ�ģÏđÌ�óĶÏ�áĈ�
and bureaucracy. Expecting to see that kind of government can create 
ėáđėĄ�á�«áÏê³ºĄĈ��ê³�è�Þº�Ïđ�³ÏĶėáđ�đó�Ĉºº�đÌº�áó�á�ĈĩĈđºè�đÌ�đ�Āºó-
ple are using to govern themselves. Watch for how decisions are made 
and who is consulted before action is taken. Look for patterns in the way 
resources and people move in the area. Listen to people’s stories for hints 
about where authority lies. Also, be aware that there may be more than 
one form of governance at work in a particular place. They may be in 
óêĹÏđɊ�óĄ�đÌºĩ�è�ĩ�ĈÏèĀáĩ��ĀĀáĩ�đó�³ÏĵºĄºêđ�ÆĄóėĀĈ�ģÌó�Ì�Ģº�ģóĄÞº³�
out how to coexist. 

A further consideration is legitimacy, which is the degree to which 

authority and the use of power are perceived as being correct and are 

�¡¡®ïÿ®§��ė����óä�§®ó�ïäïąÓ�ÿÂäÜȽ�5ÿ�Â÷�ïä÷÷Â�Ó®�̧ äó��Ü�äģ¡Â�Óȷ�÷ÿóą¡ÿąó®§�
authority to be acknowledged as powerful but perceived as illegitimate. 

This perception may undermine an individual’s or organization’s abil-

Âÿė�ÿä�®Ė®ó¡Â÷®�ïäđ®ó�®Ģ®¡ÿÂĐ®Óė��Ü§�¡ó®�ÿ®�ïóä�Ó®Ú÷�¸äó�ÿ¿®�ï®äïÓ®�ÂÜ�
ÿ¿®�¡äÚÚąÜÂÿėȷ��÷�ÿ¿®ė�Ü�ĐÂº�ÿ®�§ÂĢ®ó®Üÿ�ïäđ®ó�ïóä¡®÷÷®÷Ƚ�D®ºÂÿÂÚ�¡ė�

can be a particularly important concept for military personnel because 

ÿ¿®ó®� ¡�Ü� �®� ºó®�ÿ� §ÂĢ®ó®Ü¡®÷� ÂÜ� ï®ó¡®ïÿÂäÜ� đÂÿ¿ÂÜ� �� ¡äÚÚąÜÂÿė� äó�
between a community and outsiders. What is seen as legitimate author-

ity and use of power by U.S. military personnel may be understood very 

§ÂĢ®ó®ÜÿÓė��ė�ï®äïÓ®� ÂÜ�ÿ¿®�Óä¡�Ó��ó®��äó�ó®ºÂäÜȽ��¿®Ü�ÿ¿®÷®�ÐÂÜ§÷�ä¸�
§ÂĢ®ó®Ü¡®÷��óÂ÷®ȷ�Âÿ�Â÷�ÂÚïäóÿ�Üÿ�ÿä��ĐäÂ§�¸ä¡ą÷ÂÜº�®Ė¡Óą÷ÂĐ®Óė�äÜ�ÿóėÂÜº�
to create the perception of legitimacy. It is just as important to under-

stand why people are not accepting something and what alternatives 

they would propose. 

In the United States people tend to think about power and con-

trol in terms of formal political processes, government institutions, 

and nation-states, all arrangements that have the sort of structured 

authority described above. These are important aspects of how people 

organize power in many places, but they are not the only aspects of 

this knowledge area that matter for military personnel. The ability to 

wield power may be very direct in cases where people have structured 

authority or control something, such as resources, the use of force, or 

ÿ¿®� ��ÂÓÂÿė� ÿä� ºÂĐ®� §®ĥÜÂÿÂĐ®� ÂÜÿ®óïó®ÿ�ÿÂäÜ÷� ä¸� ÂÚïäóÿ�Üÿ� ºąÂ§®ÓÂÜ®÷ȷ�
such as laws, religious doctrine, regulations, or history. However, peo-

ple also wield power — and are perceived as legitimate — in more 

ÂÜ§Âó®¡ÿ�đ�ė÷ȷ�ÿ¿óäąº¿�ÂÜĦą®Ü¡ÂÜº�ÿ¿®��®ÓÂ®¸÷��Ü§�ïä÷ÂÿÂäÜ÷�ä¸�äÿ¿®ó÷�
or by more subtle control over any of the things listed above. It is very 

common in many groups for high status community members, such 

as elders, religious leaders and scholars, highly educated individuals, 

the wealthy, or people from families with a long history in the area 

ÿä�¿�Đ®�ºó®�ÿ�ÂÜĦą®Ü¡®��Ü§�Ó®ºÂÿÂÚ�¡ėȽ�5Ü§ÂĐÂ§ą�Ó÷�đÂÿ¿äąÿ�¿Âº¿�÷ÿ�ÿą÷�
may gain legitimacy through advocacy for a sector of the population 

that feels the formal political structures are not acting in its inter-

®÷ÿ÷Ƚ��Ó÷äȷ�ï®äïÓ®�đ¿ä�¡�Ü�®Ģ®¡ÿÂĐ®Óė�Ó®Đ®ó�º®�ÿ¿®Âó�÷ä¡Â�Ó�Ü®ÿđäóÐ÷�ÿä�
�¡¿Â®Đ®�ÿ¿®Âó�ä�Í®¡ÿÂĐ®÷�¡�Ü�¿�Đ®�÷ÂºÜÂĥ¡�Üÿ� ÂÜĦą®Ü¡®�đÂÿ¿ÂÜ���ºóäąï�
ɋ¡äÜ÷Â§®ó�¿äđ�ÿ¿®�ɖäÓ§��äė÷ɗ�Ü®ÿđäóÐ�ÂÜ�ÿ¿®�wÜÂÿ®§�iÿ�ÿ®÷�äó�wasta in 

�ó���÷ä¡Â®ÿÂ®÷�đäóÐɌȽ�!Đ®Ü�ÂÜ§ÂĐÂ§ą�Ó÷�đ¿ä÷®�÷ä¡Â�Ó�óäÓ®�äó�÷ÿ�ÿą÷�ïóä-
hibits them from formal participation in politics or decision-making 

¡�Ü�¿�Đ®���ºó®�ÿ�§®�Ó�ä¸�ÂÜ§Âó®¡ÿ�ÂÜĦą®Ü¡®Ƚ�q¿Â÷�¡�Ü��®�÷®®Ü�ÂÜ��Üė�ïÓ�¡®�
where women are not allowed a recognized political voice, but who — 

�÷� ÂÜ§ÂĐÂ§ą�Ó÷� äó� ¡äÓÓ��äó�ÿÂĐ®Óė�ɍ�đÂ®Ó§� ïäđ®ó� �Ü§� �Ģ®¡ÿ� §®¡Â÷ÂäÜ÷�
through male relatives. Keeping track of the social roles and individuals 
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đ¿ä�¿�Đ®�ÂÜĦą®Ü¡®�ÂÜ�ï�óÿÂ¡ąÓ�ó��÷ï®¡ÿ÷�ä¸�¡ąÓÿąó®�¡�Ü�÷®®Ú�§�ąÜÿÂÜºȷ�
but over time, patterns will emerge that make these aspects of culture 

easier to learn about and understand.  

Power and authority intersect with decision-making for groups in 

¡äÚïÓ®Ė�đ�ė÷Ƚ�Vģ¡Â�Ó� §®¡Â÷ÂäÜɏÚ�ÐÂÜº� ÷ÿóą¡ÿąó®÷� �Ü§�ïóä¡®÷÷®÷� �ó®�
often layered on top of other expectations about how decisions should 

�®�Ú�§®Ƚ�+äó�®Ė�ÚïÓ®ȷ���ºäĐ®óÜÚ®Üÿ�äģ¡Â�Ó�Ú�ė�¿�Đ®� ÿ¿®��ąÿ¿äóÂÿė�
and power to make decisions about resource distribution for educa-

ÿÂäÜȽ�2äđ®Đ®óȷ� ¿®�Ú�ė� ó®�ÓÂĜ®� ÿ¿�ÿ� ¿Â÷� ĥÜ�Ó� §®¡Â÷ÂäÜ�đÂÓÓ� �®� ÷®®Ü� �÷�
more legitimate, accepted, and acted on more readily if he consults with 

¡äÚÚąÜÂÿė� Ó®�§®ó÷ȷ� ÂÚïäóÿ�Üÿ�ó®ÓÂºÂäą÷�ĥºąó®÷ȷ��Ü§�äÿ¿®ó� ÂÜĦą®ÜÿÂ�Ó�
organizations or individuals. In many cases, this kind of consultation 

Â÷�Üäÿ�äģ¡Â�ÓÓė�ó®òąÂó®§��Ü§�Ú�ė�Üäÿ��®�ïäÂÜÿ®§�äąÿ��÷���¸äóÚ�Ó�ï�óÿ�ä¸�
the decision-making process, but it is still expected by all stakeholders. 

Also, sometimes the decision-making process can depend on context 

and topic. For one topic, one or a handful of individuals with authority 

may be expected to deliberate and make decisions for the group. For 

another topic, a process such as voting can enable the group to make 

decisions based on the will of the majority of those allowed a voice in 

the matter being debated. These kinds of practices should be famil-

iar to U.S. military personnel who have observed military and civilian 

authorities socializing ideas and building consensus prior to making 

and announcing a decision. It is as important to observe and understand 

the activities and narratives leading up to a decision and the processes 

expected for particular kinds of decisions, as it is to know who makes 

ÿ¿®�ĥÜ�Ó�¡�ÓÓȽ

VÜ®�ĥÜ�Ó�Üäÿ®�äÜ�ÿ¿®�ÂÜÿ®ó÷®¡ÿÂäÜ��®ÿđ®®Ü�ïäđ®ó��Ü§�§®¡Â÷ÂäÜɏÚ�ÐÂÜº�
involves implementation. Many of you will have encountered situa-

tions, at home or abroad, where a decision is made but not acted on in 

the expected way. People may creatively reinterpret a decision to suit 

ÿ¿®Âó� äđÜ� ïąóïä÷®÷� äó� ÷ÂÚïÓė� ĥÜ§�đ�ė÷� ÿä� ÂºÜäó®� ÂÿȽ� 5Ü� ÷äÚ®� ¡�÷®÷ȷ�
this kind of disconnect between decision and action results from lack 

of authority or legitimacy, as described above. It also can result from 

corruption, lack of trained personnel to do necessary work, or other 

problems. However, in places where part of the population does not 

have access to the formal political system and other decision-making 

processes, not acting on a decision or deliberately undermining the 

decision in small ways may be a form of resistance and protest. People 

Ú�ė��®ÓÂ®Đ®ȷ� ä¸ÿ®Ü� òąÂÿ®� ¡äóó®¡ÿÓėȷ� ÿ¿�ÿ� ÿ¿Â÷� ÿėï®� ä¸� ó®÷Â÷ÿ�Ü¡®� Â÷� ÿ¿®�
only political action available to them, a situation that can have a sig-

ÜÂĥ¡�Üÿ�®Ģ®¡ÿ�äÜ�ÚÂ÷÷ÂäÜ��¡¡äÚïÓÂ÷¿Ú®ÜÿȽ

As is always the case, this knowledge area is connected with all the 

others. Social roles, organizations, and status have a major impact on 

who can wield power and how. Religious convictions are often deeply 

entangled with political decision-making. Ideas about how knowledge 

is gained or what counts as a valid argument are very important in 

decision-making. Symbols and the built environment are often used to 

create or reinforce legitimacy. Recognizing these connections will make 

it easier for military personnel to understand and anticipate the use of 

power and decision-making processes.

Digging Deeper

Contract and personal trust
The mechanisms groups use to reach agreement warrant additional 

attention, as U.S. military personnel, at times, express frustration or 

¡äÜ¸ą÷ÂäÜ�äĐ®ó�ÿ¿®�§ÂĢ®ó®Üÿ�ïóä¡®÷÷®÷�ÿ¿®ė�®Ü¡äąÜÿ®óȽ�q¿óäąº¿�ó®¡®Üÿ�
operations, many military personnel have gained experience with the 

óäÓ®�ä¸�ï®ó÷äÜ�Ó�ÿóą÷ÿ�ÂÜ�ÿ¿®�§�ėɏÿäɏ§�ė��Ģ�Âó÷�ä¸�äÿ¿®ó�ºóäąï÷Ƚ�q¿®ė�
tell stories of long strings of meetings in which participants took a 

great deal of time to get to know one another on a personal level before 

making decisions or the importance of relationships developed over 

ÚąÓÿÂïÓ®�§®ïÓäėÚ®Üÿ÷Ƚ�iäÚ®�ï®äïÓ®�¿�Đ®�¿�§���§Âģ¡ąÓÿ�ÿÂÚ®��§Íą÷ÿÂÜº�
to the seeming intrusion of personal matters into what they perceived 

should have been a largely impersonal, professional process. Part of 

the reason for this adjustment period has to do with the way people in 

§ÂĢ®ó®Üÿ�ºóäąï÷�¡äÜ÷ÿóą¡ÿ�ÿóą÷ÿ�ɍ�ÿ¿óäąº¿�¸äóÚ�Óȷ�¡ä§Âĥ®§�ïó�¡ÿÂ¡®÷�
ɋ¡äÓÓ®¡ÿÂĐ®Óė�ó®¸®óó®§�ÿä�¿®ó®��÷�ɖ¡äÜÿó�¡ÿɗɌ�äó�ï®ó÷äÜ�Ó�ó®Ó�ÿÂäÜ÷¿Âï÷Ƚ�

In the United States, as in many other places, we place a great deal of 

emphasis on the formal mechanisms of decision-making, governance, 

social control, and agreements. People in the United States may shake 

hands on a deal, but most will also want a document that makes the 
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�ºó®®Ú®Üÿ�äģ¡Â�Ó�ÂÜ�÷äÚ®�đ�ėȽ��®�§ä�¿�Đ®�Ú�Üė�Â§®�Ó÷ȷ�÷ÿäóÂ®÷ȷ��Ü§�
aphorisms about the importance of personal responsibility and integrity 

ɋ®ȽºȽȷ�ɖ��Ú�Üɚ÷�đäó§�Â÷�¿Â÷��äÜ§ɗ�äó�ɖđÂÓÓ�ėäą�÷¿�Ð®�äÜ�ÂÿȾɗ�äó�ɖó®ï-
ąÿ�ÿÂäÜ� Â÷�®Đ®óėÿ¿ÂÜºȽɗɌ��Ü§�ä¸ÿ®Ü�ïó®¸®ó� ÿä�®Ó®¡ÿ�äó�§ä��ą÷ÂÜ®÷÷�đÂÿ¿�
people we trust. However, in practical terms, we tend to place our trust 

in contract — processes, structures, positions, and rules — rather than 

individual people. Given the choice between buying a car based on a 

handshake and personal assurance about the vehicle’s condition on the 

one hand and a written warranty on the other, many of us would take 

the warranty. When we buy groceries, we like to be able to rely on a sys-

ÿ®Ú�ä¸�ºäĐ®óÜ�Ü¡®�ÿ¿�ÿ�ó®òąÂó®÷�¡®óÿ�ÂÜ�Ó®Đ®Ó÷�ä¸�÷�ÜÂÿ�ÿÂäÜ��Ü§�÷�¸®ÿė�
rather than having to get to know each farmer and baker supplying the 

store. The use of contract rather than personal trust provides a short-

cut, a way around the complexities of assessing the personal integrity 

of every individual with whom, directly or indirectly, we interact.  

In contrast, many groups emphasize personal trust as a necessary 

precursor to other types of agreements. There is more to this than sim-

ply drinking tea and discussing family at the beginning of meetings. 

Entering into a trust relationship often carries with it the expectation 

of personal responsibility for ensuring that agreements are carried out. 

It may also carry an expectation that the relationship carries over into 

other issues and agreements. Cultural patterns that emphasize per-

÷äÜ�Ó�ÿóą÷ÿ��Ó÷ä�¿�Đ®��Ü�®Ģ®¡ÿ�äÜ�ÿ¿®�đ�ė�÷ä¡Â�Ó�Ü®ÿđäóÐ÷��ó®�ą÷®§�đÂÿ¿�
information, resources, and instructions moving across a network, per-

haps cross-cutting or avoiding formal channels, without the need for 

äģ¡Â�Ó��óó�Üº®Ú®Üÿ÷�äó�¿Â®ó�ó¡¿Â®÷Ƚ�Lä÷ÿ�ÂÚïäóÿ�ÜÿÓė�¸äó�wȽiȽ�ÚÂÓÂÿ�óė�
ï®ó÷äÜÜ®Óȷ�đ¿®Ü�ï®ó÷äÜ�Ó� ÿóą÷ÿ� ó�ÿ¿®ó� ÿ¿�Ü� Íą÷ÿ� ¡äÜÿó�¡ÿ� Â÷� ó®òąÂó®§ȷ�
we lose our familiar shortcuts. This has to be taken into account when 

planning, whether a meeting or a campaign. As Anna Simons pointed 

äąÿ�ÂÜ�¿®ó�ó®ïäóÿ�äÜ�¡¿�ÓÓ®Üº®÷�ÂÜ�§®Đ®ÓäïÂÜº�ÐÜäđÓ®§º®�¸äó�¡äÜĦÂ¡ÿ÷�
outside the cosmopolitan West, “What is much less well appreciated 

is how trust is routinely secured in the non-western world: never by 

money, always by time.”ȗȘ

ȗȘ Anna Simons, “Improving Human Intelligence in the War on Terrorism: The Need for 

�Ü�!ÿ¿Üäºó�ï¿Â¡���ï��ÂÓÂÿėɗ�ɋe®ïäóÿ�¸äó�ÿ¿®�Vģ¡®�ä¸�ÿ¿®�i®¡ó®ÿ�óė�ä¸��®¸®Ü÷®ȷ�Vģ¡®�ä¸�N®ÿ�
�÷÷®÷÷Ú®Üÿȷ�ȗȕȕșɌȷ�ȖȖȽ

SOCIAL CONTROL AND MANAGING CONFLICT

\Ğ·ÿĞÌ·ğ
This knowledge area encompasses ideas and practices people have devel-

oped to regulate social relations, individual behavior, and the rules of a 

group as well as establish patterns in how rules are used and what hap-

pens when people violate them. It also includes accepted processes for 

§Â÷ïąÿÂÜº��Ü§�̧ äó�Ú�Ü�ºÂÜº�äó�ó®÷äÓĐÂÜº�§Â÷ïąÿ®÷��Ü§�¡äÜĦÂ¡ÿ÷Ƚ��÷�÷ą¡¿ȷ�
it includes things familiar to U.S. military personnel like legal systems, 

÷ÿóą¡ÿąó®§�Ó�đ�®Ü¸äó¡®Ú®Üÿȷ��Ü§�äģ¡Â�Ó�ïąÜÂ÷¿Ú®Üÿ��Ü§�÷�Ü¡ÿÂäÜ÷��÷�
đ®ÓÓ��÷�§ÂĢ®ó®Üÿ�¡äÜ¡®ïÿ÷�ä¸�Íą÷ÿÂ¡®��Ü§�§ÂĢ®ó®Üÿ�Â§®�÷���äąÿ�¿äđ�§Â÷-
putes should be handled, which may be less familiar to you.

All groups develop rules to govern behavior and interactions. The term 

“norm” is generally used to refer to rules that are commonly under-

÷ÿää§�ɋ�Óÿ¿äąº¿�÷äÚ®ÿÂÚ®÷�¡äÜÿ®÷ÿ®§Ɍ��ąÿ�Üäÿ�¡ä§Âĥ®§�ÂÜ���ºóäąïȽ�q¿®�
ÿ®óÚ�ɖÓ�đɗ�ó®¸®ó÷�ÿä�óąÓ®÷�ÿ¿�ÿ�¿�Đ®��®®Ü�¡ä§Âĥ®§�ÂÜÿä���¸äóÚ�Ó�÷ė÷-
tem, which generally includes concepts and processes for enforcement, 

dispute resolution, punishment, restitution, and reconciliation. The 

degree of emphasis placed on aspects of a legal system can vary. For 

example, in the United States our concept of justice emphasizes pun-

Â÷¿Ú®Üÿ��Ü§�÷äÚ®ÿÂÚ®÷�ó®÷ÿÂÿąÿÂäÜȽ�5Ü�ïÓ�¡®÷�đÂÿ¿�§ÂĢ®ó®Üÿ�¡äÜ¡®ïÿ÷�ä¸�
justice, restitution and reconciliation may be seen as the more import-

ant outcomes. 

For military personnel learning about social control in a group, it is crit-

ical to recognize that, while laws may be easier to learn about, norms 

may have as much or more power in governing behavior. Norms are the 

expected and accepted range of variation in a behavior — what counts 

as the normal for a given situation. People learn group expectations 

and limits as they grow up or become members. Stories about what 

¿�ïï®Ü÷�ÿä�ï®äïÓ®�đ¿ä��ó®�Ð�ÿ¿®�óąÓ®÷�äó�§ä�Üäÿ�ĥÿ�ÂÜ��ó®�ą÷ą�ÓÓė�§®®ïÓė�
embedded in that learning. In our own cultural settings, we pick up on 

visual and verbal cues and use the knowledge gained over our lifetimes 

ÿä�ïÂ¡Ð�ąï�äÜ�ÿ¿®�ÜäóÚ÷�¸äó���ï�óÿÂ¡ąÓ�ó�÷®ÿÿÂÜºȽ��®��ó®���Ó®�ÿä�ĥºąó®�
out the applicable norms for a new situation without needing to spend 

a lot of time analyzing it. For example, in the United States nobody feels 

the need to formally teach children not to be cannibals. Children learn 
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it deeply from jokes, horror stories, and the reactions of adults to news 

stories about violations of this taboo. Also, we do relatively little explicit 

teaching about norms of career success, what relationships should be 

like, or how you should treat your family. Despite that, people feel a 

great deal of social pressure to conform to norms in all of these areas. 

The challenge in intercultural situations is that norms are not always 

called out explicitly in rule books or laws, and people may not be con-

scious enough of them to warn you about them. This is because, to the 

people who have lived with them all their lives, norms often seem like 

ÿ¿®�ä�ĐÂäą÷ȷ�¡äóó®¡ÿȷ�Ü�ÿąó�Ó�đ�ė�ä¸�§äÂÜº�ÿ¿ÂÜº÷Ƚ�V�ĐÂäą÷Óėȷ�ėäą�§ä�Üäÿ�
eat people, right? Norms usually go unmentioned and unnoticed until 

÷äÚ®�ä§ė�ĐÂäÓ�ÿ®÷�ÿ¿®ÚȽ��äÜ÷®òą®ÜÿÓėȷ�Âÿ�Â÷�ÂÚïäóÿ�Üÿ�ÿä�ÿóė�ÿä�Ó®�óÜ�
��äąÿ�ÜäóÚ÷� ÂÜ��§Đ�Ü¡®��Ü§�®òą�ÓÓė� ÂÚïäóÿ�Üÿ� ÿä��®���Ó®� ÿä�Ú�Ü�º®�
ėäąó�ÂÜÿ®óï®ó÷äÜ�Ó�ÂÜÿ®ó�¡ÿÂäÜ÷�ą÷ÂÜº�ÿ¿®�÷ÐÂÓÓ÷�ÂÜ��¿�ïÿ®ó�Ș�÷ä�ÿ¿�ÿ�ėäą�
can recover when one of you, inevitably, makes a mistake.

It is common to talk about rules as means to maintain social order, 

and this is true in the basic sense. However, it also is important to rec-

äºÜÂĜ®� ÿ¿�ÿ� óąÓ®÷ȷ� ÿ¿®�ºóäąïɚ÷�ÜäóÚ÷��Ü§� Ó�đ÷ȷ� �Ó÷ä� ¸ó®òą®ÜÿÓė� ÷®óĐ®�
ÿä�ó®ÂÜ¸äó¡®�÷ä¡Â�Ó�÷ÿó�ÿÂĥ¡�ÿÂäÜ��Ü§�ÂÜ®òą�ÓÂÿÂ®÷ȷ�ïóäĐÂ§ÂÜº��§Đ�Üÿ�º®÷�
to some parts of the group and disadvantages for others. This latter 

®Ģ®¡ÿ� Â÷�÷äÚ®ÿÂÚ®÷�äĐ®óÿ��Ü§��¡ÐÜäđÓ®§º®§ȷ�÷äÚ®ÿÂÚ®÷�Úäó®�÷ą�ÿÓ®Ƚ�
Likewise, rules do not always form a coherent system. Groups can have 

÷äÚ®�óąÓ®÷�ÿ¿�ÿ�÷®®Ú�¡äÜÿó�§Â¡ÿäóėȷ�®÷ï®¡Â�ÓÓė�§ąóÂÜº�ÿÂÚ®÷�ä¸�÷ÂºÜÂĥ-

cant change. For example, long after women in the United States were 

legally allowed to vote, there was still a strong norm of women being 

expected to vote as directed by a husband, father, or brother. 

When rules are broken, there are patterns in how the group responds. 

In the case of norms, all or part of the group is likely to respond to 

a rule breaker through social sanction. Social sanction can take many 

forms including, but not limited to, providing guidance, snubbing or 

shunning, gossip, shaming, or even violence. When a group believes 

somebody has behaved in a way that is beyond acceptable limits, mem-

bers may expend a lot of energy expressing their displeasure through 

obvious gossip, publicly humiliating the individual, or excluding him 

from activities and conversations. These activities demonstrate the 

group’s disapproval and warn the individual to change his ways. These 

Ú®¡¿�ÜÂ÷Ú÷� ¡�Ü� �®� ÂÜ¡ó®§Â�Óė� ïäđ®ó¸ąÓ� ÂÜĦą®Ü¡®÷� äÜ� �®¿�ĐÂäóȽ� q¿®�
social sanction employed by the group members can depend on the 

ÂÜ§ÂĐÂ§ą�Ó� �÷�Úą¡¿� �÷� ÿ¿®� äĢ®Ü÷®Ƚ� +äó� ®Ė�ÚïÓ®ȷ� Â¸� �� ¡¿ÂÓ§� ĐÂäÓ�ÿ®÷� ��
norm of deference to a person of high social status, she might be gen-

ÿÓė� ¡äóó®¡ÿ®§Ƚ��Ü�äÓ§®ó�ï®ó÷äÜ�ÚÂº¿ÿ��®� ¸äóºÂĐ®Ü� ÿ¿®�äĢ®Ü÷®�đÂÿ¿äąÿ�
÷�Ü¡ÿÂäÜȷ�đ¿ÂÓ®���ÚÂ§§Ó®ɏ�º®§�äĢ®Ü§®ó�ÚÂº¿ÿ��®�÷¿ąÜÜ®§�äó��®�ÿ®Ü�¸äó�
the same behavior. As many military personnel have experienced, most 

groups are willing to make allowances for outsiders not understand-

ÂÜº�ÜäóÚ÷Ƚ�VĢ®Ü÷®÷�Ú�ė��®�ÂºÜäó®§�äó�º®ÜÿÓė�¡äóó®¡ÿ®§Ƚ�2äđ®Đ®óȷ�Âÿ�Â÷�
important to understand that in almost all situations, the outsider is 

expected to learn “correct” behavior over time. 

o�ĞÌæÃ�,�ª·

9ê�è�êĩ�ĈóÏºđÏºĈɊ�ĀºĄĈóê�á�Ĉđ�đėĈ�óĄ�ĀĄºĈđÏÆº� ÏĈ���ĈÏÆêÏĸ�êđ��ĈĀºđ�óÄ�
�ê�Ïê³ÏĢÏ³ė�áɭĈ�Ï³ºêđÏđĩ��ê³�á�ĈĈÏĸ�đÏóê�ģÏđÌÏê�đÌº�ĈóÏ�á�ÌÏºĄ�ĄÌĩɐ��Ĉ�
ĈėÌɊ�Āė«áÏ�ĀĄ�ÏĈº�óĄ�óê³ºèê�đÏóê��ê�Ì�Ģº�ĈÏÆêÏĸ�êđ�óêĈºăėºêºĈ�
to an individual or even their entire family. Therefore, you need to take 
care in how you approach both. In some cases, you need to avoid per-
Ĉóê�á� Ï³ºêđÏĸ�đÏóê�ģÌºê��ĈĈÏÆêÏêÆ�«á�èº�óĄ�ĀóóĄ�³ºÏĈÏóêĈ�ɞºĈĀºÏ�ááĩ�
ÄóĄ� ĈºêÏóĄ� Ïê³ÏĢÏ³ė�áĈɟɯ êóđ� óêáĩ� «º�ėĈº� óÄ� đÌºɯ ÏêĈėáđ� đó� đÌº� Ïê³ÏĢÏ³ė�á�
«ėđ��áĈóɯ«º�ėĈº�óÄ�đÌº�Ąº�á�ĀóĈĈÏ«ÏáÏđĩ�óÄ�áóĈĈ�óÄ�đĄėĈđ�Ïê�ĩóė�«ĩ�đÌº�ºêđÏĄº�
ÆĄóėĀ�óĢºĄ�óêºĄê�đÌ�đ�đÌºĩ�óėá³��áĈó�ĈėĵºĄ�áóĈĈ�óÄ�ɩÄ�ºɐɪ�,óĄ�ºĨ�è-
ple, you may need to speak more indirectly, such as “Certain actions have 
led to unintended consequences that we need to work through.” vice “Bill 
didn’t listen to my advice, and now we all have extra work to do to clean 
up his mess.” Everyone will likely know that Bill is at fault. This allows 
recognition of the problem without creating unintended consequences of 
insult or broken trust, gives the other side the space to handle it as nec-
essary, and shows your counterparts that you act honorably.

When a law is broken, the situation is usually taken up by the formal-

ized system of justice. This system may look like a familiar arrangement 

of police, courts, jails, and so forth, or the system may consist of a 

group of elders convening to hear about the situation and making a 

decision about what should be done. The system may be multi-faceted, 

with some matters being handled by local mediators or judges and oth-

ers entering into a system of courts. No matter what the system looks 

like, underpinning it will be a set of assumptions about what should be 
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considered in decision-making and what constitutes a desirable, just 

outcome. In the United States our ideal is that individuals should be 

®òą�Ó��®¸äó®�ÿ¿®�Ó�đȷ�ÿ¿�ÿ���ï®ó÷äÜɚ÷�÷ä¡Â�Ó�÷ÿ�ÿą÷ȷ�ó�¡®ȷ�÷®Ėȷ��Ü§�äÿ¿®ó�
such factors should not be considered in the judgment, and that an 

individual is innocent until proven guilty. Also, while our judicial sys-

tem is expected to consider some aspects of context, such as killing in 

self-defense, others aspects are not allowed, or their consideration may 

�®�¡äÜÿ®÷ÿ®§Ƚ�q¿®�Â§®�Ó�ä¸�ɖ®òą�Ó��®¸äó®�ÿ¿®�Ó�đɗ�Â÷�Üäÿ���¡ąÓÿąó�Ó�ąÜÂ-
versal, and many groups consider it very appropriate to judge a person 

§ÂĢ®ó®ÜÿÓė���÷®§�äÜ�ï®ó÷äÜ�Ó�¡¿�ó�¡ÿ®óÂ÷ÿÂ¡÷�äó�ÿ¿®�ï�óÿÂ¡ąÓ�ó�÷Âÿą�ÿÂäÜȽ�
DÂÐ®đÂ÷®ȷ�ÿ¿®�ÐÂÜ§÷�ä¸�®ĐÂ§®Ü¡®�ÿ¿�ÿ�¡�Ü��®�¡äÜ÷Â§®ó®§��ó®�ÂÜĦą®Ü¡®§�
by other aspects of culture. So, in a place where many people believe 

sorcery can cause loss or death, evidence of a person practicing magic 

might be seen as a legitimate consideration.

Perhaps more importantly, there also is a great deal of variation in what 

people see as the desired outcome of a judicial process. In the United 

States people expect that a judgment will include the declaration of 

ºąÂÓÿɃ�Ó�Ú®�äó�ÂÜÜä¡®Ü¡®��Ü§���ïó®÷¡óÂïÿÂäÜ�¸äó�÷äÚ®�ÿėï®�ä¸�ïąÜÂ÷¿-
Ú®Üÿ� ¸äó� ÿ¿®�ĜäĢ®Ü§®ó� Â¸� ¸äąÜ§�ºąÂÓÿėȽ��º�ÂÜȷ� ÿ¿Â÷� ®Ėï®¡ÿ�ÿÂäÜ� Â÷�Üäÿ�
universal. In some places, the outcome of a judicial process is expected 

to be the restoration of social harmony through restitution and acts 

of reconciliation rather than blame and punishment. In fact, placing 

blame and imposing punishment may be seen as making things worse, 

as exacerbating tensions rather than reducing them. 

The preceding paragraphs focused mainly on violations of rules by indi-

viduals or small groups. All groups also have ways of handling broader 

§Â÷ïąÿ®÷��Ü§�¡äÜĦÂ¡ÿ÷�ÿ¿�ÿ�ä¡¡ąó�đÂÿ¿ÂÜ�ÿ¿®�ºóäąï�äó��®ÿđ®®Ü�ºóäąï÷Ƚ�
All groups have tensions of one sort or another with other groups, and 

these are generally managed rather than fully resolved. It is far more 

¡äÚÚäÜ� ¸äó� ÷ą¡¿� ÿ®Ü÷ÂäÜ÷ȷ� ®Đ®Ü� Đ®óė� §Âģ¡ąÓÿ� äÜ®÷ȷ� ÿä� �®�Ú�Ü�º®§�
rather than to erupt into violence. When a tension reaches a point where 

äÜ®� äó� �äÿ¿�ï�óÿÂ®÷� ¸®®Ó� ÷äÚ®� �¡ÿÂäÜ� Â÷� ó®òąÂó®§ȷ� ÿ¿®ó®� �ó®� ¡ąÓÿąó�ÓÓė�
accepted ways of disputing. For example, many forms of public protest, 

strikes, mediation, seeking greater political power, and legal action are 

all considered acceptable in the United States. In many places, these 

disputing practices are not allowed, but there may be others, such as 

gaining an audience with a ruler or religious leader and persuading him 

to intervene. 

�·æČĒÿÌ·ăɞïÝ°�ªïæĵÌªČ�

�ɐqɐ�èÏáÏđ�Ąĩ�ĀºĄĈóêêºá�óÄđºê�ĸê³�đÌºèĈºáĢºĈ�Ïê�đÌº�èÏ³Ĉđ�óÄ�ĈóèºđÌÏêÆ�
đÌ�đ�đÌº��ɐqɐ�Āė«áÏ�đÌÏêÞĈ�óÄ��Ĉ��ê�ÏêđĄ�đ�«áº�óêĹÏđ�đÌ�đ�Ì�Ĉ�«ººê�ÆóÏêÆ�
óê�ÄóĄ�ºêđėĄÏºĈɐ�9ê�Ąº�áÏđĩɊ�ĢÏóáºêđ�óêĹÏđ�ÏĈ�ėĈė�ááĩ�đÌº�ºĨºĀđÏóê�Ą�đÌºĄ�
đÌ�ê�đÌº�Ąėáºɐ�zÌº�Ą�ģ�è�đºĄÏ�áĈ�ÄóĄ�óêĹÏđ�ºĨÏĈđ�Ïê�ºĢºĄĩ�ÆĄóėĀ�Ïê�ºĢºĄĩ�
Āá�ºɐ� 6óģºĢºĄɊ� đºêĈÏóêĈ� «ºđģººê� ³ÏĵºĄºêđ� ĄºáÏÆÏóėĈɊ� ĀóáÏđÏ�áɊ� ºđÌêÏɊ�
tribal, or other groups are often managed without violence for hundreds 
of years. There may be jokes at each other’s expense, and there may be 
³ÏĈĄÏèÏê�đÏóêɊ� «ėđ�èóĄº� óÄđºê� đÌ�ê�êóđɊ� ĀºóĀáº�ĸÆėĄº� óėđ� Ìóģ� đó� Æºđ�
�áóêÆɐ�iºóĀáº�Ą�Ąºáĩ�ĸÆÌđ�óêº��êóđÌºĄ�ÛėĈđ�«º�ėĈº�đÌºĩ�«ºáÏºĢº�³ÏĵºĄºêđ�
đÌÏêÆĈ�óĄ��đ�³ÏĵºĄºêđáĩɐ�qó�đÌº�ăėºĈđÏóê�ÏĈ�ėĈė�ááĩ�êóđ�ģÌºđÌºĄ�ĩóė��ê�
ɩĸĨɪ�đÌº�ėê³ºĄáĩÏêÆ�đºêĈÏóêĈɐ�zÌºĩ�ėĈė�ááĩ�³ó�êóđ�êºº³�đó�«º�ĸĨº³Ɋ�«ėđ�
the population may need some help to get the situation back on a stable 
footing.

!Đ®Ü�đ¿®Ü���¡äÜĦÂ¡ÿ�ó®÷ąÓÿ÷�ÂÜ�¡äÓÓ®¡ÿÂĐ®�ĐÂäÓ®Ü¡®ȷ�ÿ¿®ó®�º®Ü®ó�ÓÓė��ó®�
forms of violence that are accepted and forms that are not. Historically, 

some groups have accepted raiding and feuding as legitimate means of 

addressing grievances. The international community continues to try to 

impose rules on large scale warfare, such as distinctions between com-

batants and non-combatants and treatment of prisoners of war. 

�¿®Ü�ĐÂäÓ®Ü¡®�§ä®÷�ä¡¡ąóȷ�ÿ¿®�óÂº¿ÿ�òą®÷ÿÂäÜ�ÿä��÷Ð�Â÷ȶ�đ¿�ÿ�¿�ïï®Ü®§�
ÿ¿�ÿ�Ó®§�ï®äïÓ®�ÿä�ÿ�Ð®�ĐÂäÓ®Üÿ��¡ÿÂäÜȾ��¿®Ü��Ü÷đ®óÂÜº�ÿ¿Â÷�òą®÷ÿÂäÜȷ�Âÿ�
is critical to remember three things:

1. There is rarely only one cause for social unrest or violence, although 

äÜ®� ÿ¿ÂÜº�Ú�ė� ÷®óĐ®� �÷� ÿ¿®�Ú�ÿ¡¿� ÿ¿�ÿ� ÷®ÿ÷� äĢ� �� ó®�§ė� ïÂÓ®� ä¸� ĥó®-
đää§Ƚ��äÚÚäÜ�¡�ą÷®÷�ä¸�¡äÜĦÂ¡ÿ�ÂÜ¡Óą§®�ó®÷äąó¡®�÷¿äóÿ�º®÷ȷ�¡¿�Üº®÷�
in land ownership rules or the ability to access resources on certain 

ïÂ®¡®÷� ä¸� Ó�Ü§ȷ� ïóäÓäÜº®§� §ÂĢ®ó®Ü¡®÷� ÂÜ� ®¡äÜäÚÂ¡� ó®÷äąó¡®÷� �ÚäÜº�
§ÂĢ®ó®Üÿ�ºóäąï÷�ÂÜ��Ü��ó®�ȷ�ó�ïÂ§�÷ä¡Â�Ó�¡¿�Üº®��÷���ó®÷ąÓÿ�ä¸�¡óä÷÷ɏ¡ąÓ-
ÿąó�Ó�¡äÜÿ�¡ÿ��Ü§Ƀäó�ÂÜ§ą÷ÿóÂ�Ó�§®Đ®ÓäïÚ®Üÿȷ�§Â÷¡óÂÚÂÜ�ÿÂäÜ�ɋ�¡ÿą�Ó�äó�
ï®ó¡®ÂĐ®§Ɍȷ� ïäÓÂÿÂ¡�Ó� ó®ïó®÷÷ÂäÜȷ� äąÿ÷Â§®� ¸äó¡®÷� Úä�ÂÓÂĜÂÜº� ÷äÚ®� ï�óÿ�
of the population, etc. Any combination of factors, in addition to the 
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perception that the normal means of managing tensions are not work-

ÂÜºȷ�¡�Ü�Ó®�§�ÿä�ĐÂäÓ®Ü¡®Ƚ�NäóÚ�ÓÓėȷ�Â¸�ėäą��ó®�ÿóėÂÜº�ÿä�ĥÜ§�ÿ¿®��Ü÷đ®ó�
ÿä� ÿ¿Â÷� òą®÷ÿÂäÜȷ� ėäą� đÂÓÓ� ¿®�ó� Ú�Üė� ®ĖïÓ�Ü�ÿÂäÜ÷� ¸äó� ÿ¿®� ĐÂäÓ®Ü¡®ȷ�
many of which are likely to be true. Because of cultural variation, not 

everyone in a group will be reacting to the same conditions.  

2. The reasons people give to explain violence may not always be accu-
rate. This does not mean they are lying. It simply means they may be 

thinking and talking in terms of politics or religion, for example, when 

ÿ¿®�ąÜ§®óÓėÂÜº�¡�ą÷®÷�Ú�ė��®�®¡äÜäÚÂ¡�äó�®ÿ¿ÜÂ¡�ɋäó��Üė�äÿ¿®ó�¡äÚ-

�ÂÜ�ÿÂäÜɌ� äó� đ¿®Ü� ÿ¿®ó®� �ó®� ÚąÓÿÂïÓ®� ó®�÷äÜ÷Ƚ� q¿Â÷� ÷®¡äÜ§� ¸�¡ÿäó� Â÷�
particularly true when local or regional leaders are trying to mobilize 

people to a cause. For example, they may feel that couching their goals 

in religious terms is more likely to get the response they want than if 

they talk about politics or history. 

3. It is not common for people to resort to group violence unless they feel 
all other options are gone or unless they are led to it. Sometimes, people 

are led to violence by a leader who mobilizes their feelings of patrio-

tism or faith or their sense of having been discriminated against. People 

are more easily manipulated by leaders if they feel they have no other 

options. If they cannot make things physically or economically secure 

for their families and believe that they do not have recourse to any cen-

ters of authority, they may become willing to believe violence will bring 

about the change they want.

The Rise of Fascism in Germany

.ºĄè�êĩ�ĈėĵºĄº³�ÆĄº�đáĩ�³ėĄÏêÆ�đÌº�.Ąº�đ��ºĀĄºĈĈÏóê��ÄđºĄ��óĄá³���Ą�
I. Pervasive economic and political instability contributed to feelings 
of hopelessness and powerlessness among the citizenry.24 Through his 
anti-Semitic movement of violence, intimidation, scapegoating, and 
nationalism, Adolf Hitler took advantage of the social instability25 and 
rallied many behind one of the largest systematic actions of group vio-
lence in human history — the holocaust.

ȗș Bernd Widdig, �µÉá�ü��ã®�QìěȺ�-µüá�ãġ��ďÚĉďü�Ú��üÉĉÉ¨ÉĀáȺ��ďÚĉďüµ��ã®�8ãĳ�ĉÉìã�Éã��µÉá�ü�
Germany�ɋ�®óÐ®Ó®ėȷ���ȶ�wÜÂĐ®ó÷Âÿė�ä¸���ÓÂ¸äóÜÂ��aó®÷÷ȷ�ȗȕȕȖɌȷ�ȗȗȘȽ

ȗȚ� 5�Â§ȷ�ȗȗșȽ�� �

�º�ÂÜȷ�ÿ¿®�ÿ®Ü÷ÂäÜ÷�ÿ¿�ÿ�ąÜ§®óÓÂ®�ÿ¿®�¡äÜĦÂ¡ÿ��ó®�Üäÿ�Ü®¡®÷÷�óÂÓė�ºäÂÜº�
to be resolved; they need to be returned to a state where they can be 

Ú�Ü�º®§Ƚ�q¿®�ºä�Ó�ä¸���Ú®§Â�ÿäó�ÂÜ��Üė�¡äÜĦÂ¡ÿ�Â÷�ÿä�¿®Óï�ÿ¿®�ï�óÿÂ®÷�
reach that state. For navigating daily operations, you have to develop 

information that will help you understand the range of reasons for the 

violence, how those reasons might be mobilized and by whom, and 

đ¿�ÿ�ÓÂÜ®÷�ä¸�ÂÜĦą®Ü¡®�¡�Ü��®�ą÷®§�ÿä�Ú�Ü�º®�ÿ¿®�÷Âÿą�ÿÂäÜ��Ü§�ïóä§ą¡®�
a greater sense of security for the population.

+ÂÜ�ÓÓėȷ��ÓÓ��óó�Üº®Ú®Üÿ÷�ä¸�÷ä¡Â�Ó�¡äÜÿóäÓȷ�§Â÷ïąÿÂÜºȷ��Ü§�¡äÜĦÂ¡ÿ�ó®÷-
olution rely on some mixture of perceived legitimacy and the threat of 

¸äó¡®�äó�÷�Ü¡ÿÂäÜ�ɋÂÜ� ÿ¿®� ¸äóÚ�ä¸�¡äÜĥÜ®Ú®Üÿȷ���ÜÂ÷¿Ú®Üÿȷ�ĐÂäÓ®Ü¡®ȷ�
äó� ÷äÚ®� äÿ¿®ó� ïąÜÂ÷¿Ú®ÜÿɌȽ� �¿®Ü� ÷äÚ®� ï�óÿ� ä¸� �� ïäïąÓ�ÿÂäÜ� äó� �Ü�
entire group does not have access to or does not accept the legitimacy 

ä¸�ÿ¿®�÷ä¡Â�Ó�¡äÜÿóäÓ÷��Ü§�ï�ÿÿ®óÜ÷�ä¸�§Â÷ïąÿ®Ƀ¡äÜĦÂ¡ÿ�ó®÷äÓąÿÂäÜ��®ÂÜº�
imposed, the members of that group or population may try to pursue 

ÿ¿®�¡äÜĦÂ¡ÿ�ÂÜ�đ�ė÷�ÿ¿�ÿ��ó®�ï®ó¡®ÂĐ®§��ė�äÿ¿®ó�÷ÿ�Ð®¿äÓ§®ó÷��÷�ÂÓÓ®º�Ó�
äó�ÂÚÚäó�ÓȽ�5Ü�ÿ¿®�¡äÜĦÂ¡ÿ÷�ÂÜ�5ó�ò��Ü§��¸º¿�ÜÂ÷ÿ�Ü��®ÿđ®®Ü�ȗȕȕȘ��Ü§�
ȗȕȖșȷ�®�¡¿�÷Â§®��¡¡ą÷®§�ÿ¿®�äÿ¿®ó�ä¸�ÂÓÓ®º�Ó��Ü§�ÂÚÚäó�Ó��¡ÿ÷ȷ� ÂÜ�ï�óÿ�
�®¡�ą÷®�ÿ¿®ó®�đ®ó®�§ÂĢ®ó®Üÿ�¡äÜ¡®ïÿ÷�ä¸�đ¿�ÿ��¡ÿÂäÜ÷�đ®ó®��¡¡®ïÿ��Ó®�
đÂÿ¿ÂÜ�ÿ¿®�¡äÜĦÂ¡ÿȽ��äÜĦÂ¡ÿ÷�ÂÜ�đ¿Â¡¿�ÿ¿®�óąÓ®÷�ä¸�§Â÷ïąÿÂÜº��ó®ȷ�ÿ¿®Ú-

selves, part of what is being disputed can be particularly complex to 

resolve, especially through non-violent means. 

COMMUNICATING:  
INFORMATION FLOW, SOURCES, AND TRUST

\Ğ·ÿĞÌ·ğ
This knowledge area focuses on very basic aspects of individual and 

group communication, including anticipating intercultural commu-

ÜÂ¡�ÿÂäÜ� ÚÂ÷¿�ï÷ȷ� ¡äÚÚąÜÂ¡�ÿÂäÜ� ï�ÿÿ®óÜ÷ȷ� �Ü§� §ÂĢ®ó®Üÿ� Úä§®÷� ä¸�
sharing information. For this knowledge area, the most important thing 

to remember is that almost all human behavior involves communication 

of some sort. All humans communicate, and symbolic communication is 

one of the few human universals. To do so, humans use verbal, nonver-

bal, and paralinguistic cues as well as objects, space, and various forms 

ä¸��®¿�ĐÂäóȽ��®�¡äÚÚąÜÂ¡�ÿ®�ÜäÜĐ®ó��ÓÓė� ɋĐÂ��¡ą®÷� ÓÂÐ®��ä§ė�÷ÿ�Ü¡®ȷ�
º®÷ÿąó®÷ȷ��Ü§�¸�¡Â�Ó�®Ėïó®÷÷ÂäÜ÷Ɍ���äąÿ�÷ą¡¿�ÿ¿ÂÜº÷��÷�äąó�ï®ó¡®ïÿÂäÜ÷�
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of the social roles and status of the people in the conversation, power 

dynamics, or willingness to compromise. We convey meaning with 

ÿäÜ®�äó�ïÂÿ¡¿�ä¸�ĐäÂ¡®�äó�đÂÿ¿�÷ï®®§�ä¸�÷ï®®¡¿�ɋï�ó�ÓÂÜºąÂ÷ÿÂ¡�¡ą®÷ɌȽ��ė�
accepting or rejecting hospitality or a gift, we communicate something 

about the kind of relationship we have with the person making the 

äĢ®óȽ��®��ąÂÓ§�÷ÿóą¡ÿąó®÷�ÿ¿�ÿ�¡äÚÚąÜÂ¡�ÿ®�÷ą�ÿÓ®�¡ąÓÿąó�Ó�¡ą®÷���äąÿ�
the purpose of the structure and expected behavior, such as the use of 

high arches, pillars, and large open spaces associated with public and 

religious buildings in the United States. Even very large scale, com-

plicated group behavior communicates a message, such as when the 

United States communicates the capacity for force by placing a carrier 

ºóäąï�äĢ���¡ä�÷ÿȽ�

The meanings associated with particular behaviors or symbolic objects 

and structures can vary a great deal, and misinterpretations of com-

munication are some of the most common intercultural errors. Getting 

very close, making large gestures, and speaking loudly may be inter-

preted by us in the United States as rudeness or aggressiveness when 

the speaker is intending to convey sincerity and engagement. You may 

see your foreign military partners’ showing up late for an exercise as 

lazy or disrespectful when the partners did not intend to communicate 

anything of the sort. Likewise, actions by you can be misinterpreted 

in intercultural contexts. For example, establishing a dumping area 

ÂÜ� ��ĥ®Ó§�ą÷®§� ¸äó� ºó�ĜÂÜº�ÚÂº¿ÿ�¿�Đ®��®®Ü� �� ÷ÂÚïÓ®�ÚÂ÷ÿ�Ð®��ąÿ� �®�
interpreted as your communicating absolute disregard or contempt for 

local farmers. In any intercultural interaction, the more stakeholders 

can learn about each other, the easier it is to avoid and recover from 

potential problems. 

Question-asking in Afghanistan26

In 2008, while employed in the Canadian Task Force Afghanistan, I and 
a small number of Canadian and Afghan soldiers deployed to Maywand 
�ÏĈđĄÏđɊ�G�ê³�Ì�Ą�iĄóĢÏêºɊ�Ïê�ģÌ�đ�ģ�Ĉ�đó�«º�đÌº�ĸĄĈđ�ĀºĄè�êºêđ��ó�-
lition presence in the area to date. After a couple months of operations, 
ģº�ģÏĈÌº³�đó�ÏèĀáºèºêđ�Ĉóèº�ɜèº�ĈėĄºĈ�óÄ�ºĵºđÏĢºêºĈĈɝ�đó�ÆÏĢº�ėĈ��ê�
azimuth check regarding our strategy. We canvassed the local population, 
asking such questions as: “Do you feel secure? Are you happy with the 
government? Do you trust the coalition and the Afghan security forces?” 
Inevitably, the responses were overwhelmingly positive; one would think 
that we were hugely successful—undoubtedly unrealistically so. 

What we did not understand was that there were social norms, part of the 
cultural dimension of belief systems, at play when the local population 
was answering our questions. It was eventually explained to us by our 
Afghan security force partners that, when locals are engaged in conver-
sation with people in positions of authority, the most likely responses 
are generally very positive in nature. Essentially, they were saying that 
most Afghans simply tell you what they think you want to hear. They 
do this primarily because they want to give the impression of being a 
“good” citizen and, secondly, because they do not want to cause trou-
ble for themselves by appearing to be critical of the authorities. From 
a Western perspective, our questions were designed to elicit direct and 
honest responses, regardless of whether these responses may have been 
�ê�Ïê³Ïđèºêđ�óÄ�óėĄ�ºĵóĄđĈɐ�\ėĄ�Ä�ÏáėĄº�đó�ėê³ºĄĈđ�ê³�đÌÏĈ�ĈóÏ�á�êóĄè�
(also, perhaps, the Afghans’ inability to understand our true motives in 
asking the questions) led to an inaccurate evaluation of the population’s 
true perception of their environment, something that eventually became 
clear to us through the actions of the population as well as the insurgents. 

Eventually, we learned that the problem was not the questions we were 
�ĈÞÏêÆ�«ėđ�Ą�đÌºĄ�đÌº�è�êêºĄ�Ïê�ģÌÏÌ�ģº��ĈÞº³�đÌºèɐ��ĩ�óĵºĄÏêÆ���áÏĈđ�
of issues and asking the local population to prioritize the most important 
concerns that the government should address, we were able to ascertain a 
more accurate picture of their perceptions. Instead of asking, “Do you feel 
secure?” or “Is the government doing a good job?” we said, “Please pri-
óĄÏđÏįº�ģÌºĄº�đÌº�ÆóĢºĄêèºêđ�ĈÌóėá³�ÄóėĈ�ÏđĈ�ºĵóĄđĈɉ�ĈºėĄÏđĩɊ�«ėÏá³ÏêÆ�
schools, the economy, or eliminating corruption.” By changing the struc-
ture of the question, we were able to get the answers we were looking for, 
while still respecting the social norms of the population.

ȗț Vignette taken from Corey Frederickson, “Culture & Evaluation of Methods and Assess-

ment,” in Case Studies in Operational Culture, eds. Paula Holmes-Eber and Marcus J. Mainz 

ɋdą�ÜÿÂ¡äȷ���ȶ�L�óÂÜ®��äóï÷�wÜÂĐ®ó÷Âÿė�aó®÷÷ȷ�ȗȕȖșɌȷ�ȚȖɎȚȗȽ� �
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D®�óÜÂÜº���äąÿ�¡äÚÚąÜÂ¡�ÿÂäÜ��Ó÷ä� ÂÜĐäÓĐ®÷�ąÜ§®ó÷ÿ�Ü§ÂÜº�§ÂĢ®ó®Üÿ�
communication patterns. It is a mistake to think about communication 

as purely transactional, a simple exchange of information. Communi-

¡�ÿÂäÜ�ÂÜĐäÓĐ®÷��®¿�ĐÂäó÷�ɋ÷ą¡¿��÷�ÿäÜ®ȷ�÷ÿėÓ®ȷ�ï¿ė÷Â¡�Ó�÷ÿ�Ü¡®ȷ�ïó®÷®Ü¡®�
äó���÷®Ü¡®�ä¸�¿äÜäóÂĥ¡÷ȷ� ÂÜ¡Óą÷ÂäÜ�äó�®Ė¡Óą÷ÂäÜ�ä¸�ï®ó÷äÜ�Ó� ÂÜ¸äóÚ�-
ÿÂäÜɌ� ÿ¿�ÿ� ï®äïÓ®� ą÷®� ÿä� ÷ÂºÜ�Ó� ÿ¿ÂÜº÷� ��äąÿ� ÷ä¡Â�Ó� ó®Ó�ÿÂäÜ÷¿Âï÷ȷ� ÿ¿®�
relative status of people involved, the stakes involved in a discussion, 

and so forth. Social roles, status, and situation can have a great deal of 

ÂÜĦą®Ü¡®�äÜ�đ¿ä�¡�Ü�¡äÚÚąÜÂ¡�ÿ®�đÂÿ¿�đ¿äÚ��Ü§�ÿ¿®�đ�ė�÷ą¡¿�§Â÷-
cussions play out. The following example relayed by a major from the 

Canadian Infantry illustrates this point: 

The more you learn about social organization, social norms, and 

other aspects of culture, the easier it will be to anticipate common 

patterns of communication. 

�äÚÚąÜÂ¡�ÿÂäÜ��Ó÷ä� ÂÜĐäÓĐ®÷�§ÂĢ®ó®Üÿ�Úä§®÷�ä¸�÷¿�óÂÜº� ÂÜ¸äóÚ�ÿÂäÜ�
and means to determine the legitimacy of information. All groups have 

Ú�Üė�§ÂĢ®ó®Üÿ�đ�ė÷�ä¸�÷¿�óÂÜº�ÂÜ¸äóÚ�ÿÂäÜȽ�q¿®ó®��ó®�ą÷ą�ÓÓė��ÿ�Ó®�÷ÿ�
÷äÚ®�÷ÿóą¡ÿąó®§�¡¿�ÜÜ®Ó÷�÷ą¡¿��÷�äģ¡Â�Ó��ÜÜäąÜ¡®Ú®Üÿ÷ȷ�®§ą¡�ÿÂäÜȷ�
town halls, sermons, public lectures, organized protests, scholarly 

publication, and news media. There also are always less structured ways 

information is passed, such as gossip, individual media broadcasts or 

publications, street corner sermons and talks, and ad hoc gatherings. 

The availability of internet access has made some of these less struc-

tured venues available to far broader audiences than in the past. Less 

÷ÿóą¡ÿąó®§�ÂÜ¸äóÚ�ÿÂäÜ�¡¿�ÜÜ®Ó÷�äĢ®ó�ºó®�ÿ�ÂÜ÷Âº¿ÿ÷�ÂÜÿä�ÿ¿®�Â§®�÷��Ü§�
concerns of the population. Understanding how information is passed 

and consumed is critical for military personnel in gaining a deeper 

ąÜ§®ó÷ÿ�Ü§ÂÜº�ä¸�ÿ¿®�Óä¡�Ó�®ÜĐÂóäÜÚ®Üÿ��Ü§�đ�ė÷�ÿä�ÂÜĦą®Ü¡®�ÂÿȽ��Ó÷äȷ�Â¸�
you need to control modes and content of communication, it is import-

ant to remember that these less structured modes are harder to gain 

control of, as they are not easily shut down, and if they are shut down, 

people simply create new ones. It may sometimes be possible to build 

ó®Ó�ÿÂäÜ÷¿Âï÷�đÂÿ¿�ÂÜĦą®ÜÿÂ�Ó�ĐäÂ¡®÷ȷ�ÿ¿®ó®�ė�Ú�ÐÂÜº�Âÿ�ïä÷÷Â�Ó®�ÿä�÷¿Â¸ÿ�
the content rather than trying to control the communication venue.

Groups determine legitimacy of information in various ways. Some-

ÿÂÚ®÷ȷ� Âÿ� Â÷� ÿ¿®� ÷äąó¡®� ÿ¿�ÿ� äĢ®ó÷� Ó®ºÂÿÂÚ�¡ėȽ� 5Ü� ÿ¿®� wÜÂÿ®§� iÿ�ÿ®÷�
people often perceive information from structured venues as more 

legitimate and place value on the perceived objectivity or “fairness” 

ä¸�÷ą¡¿���÷äąó¡®Ƚ�Vÿ¿®ó�ºóäąï÷ȷ�®÷ï®¡Â�ÓÓė�đÂÿ¿�ïäïąÓ�ÿÂäÜ÷�đÂÿ¿�¿Âº¿�
ÂÜ®òą�ÓÂÿė�äó�÷®ºó®º�ÿÂäÜ��Ü§�ÂÜ�ÿÂÚ®÷�ä¸�¡äÜĦÂ¡ÿ�äó�§Â÷�÷ÿ®óȷ�Ú�ė�ïÓ�¡®�
more emphasis on the social position of the source. They may trust 

�Ü��¡¡äąÜÿ�¸óäÚ���Ü®Âº¿�äó�äó�Óä¡�Ó�ó®ÓÂºÂäą÷�ĥºąó®�Úäó®�ÿ¿�Ü�äģ¡Â�Ó�
pronouncements or news accounts from people whose motivations and 

allegiances are unclear. Little or no value may be placed on the idea of 

ä�Í®¡ÿÂĐÂÿėȽ�iäÚ®ÿÂÚ®÷ȷ�Âÿ�Â÷�¿äđ�¡äÚ¸äóÿ��Óė�ÿ¿®�ÂÜ¸äóÚ�ÿÂäÜ�ĥÿ÷�đÂÿ¿�
what people already know or believe. People often place more legiti-

Ú�¡ė�äÜ�ÂÜ¸äóÚ�ÿÂäÜ�ÿ¿�ÿ�ĥÿ÷�đÂÿ¿�ÿ¿®Âó�®ĖÂ÷ÿÂÜº�Â§®�÷Ƚ�+äó�®Ė�ÚïÓ®ȷ�ÂÜ�
ïÓ�¡®÷�đ¿®ó®�¸äó®ÂºÜ®ó÷��ó®��®ÓÂ®Đ®§�ɋ÷äÚ®ÿÂÚ®÷�đÂÿ¿�ºää§�ó®�÷äÜɌ�ÿä�
have spread disease in the past, people may not immediately believe in 

the good intentions of foreigners responding to a medical crisis. They 

Ú�ė�§Â÷ÿóą÷ÿ�äģ¡Â�Ó�Ú®÷÷�º®÷���äąÿ�ÿ¿®�ó®÷ïäÜ÷®��Ü§��®�Úäó®�đÂÓÓÂÜº�
to believe a local leader or media personality spreading rumors about 

outsiders’ bringing disease to kill the people and take their land. 

STAYING WELL AND DEALING WITH ILLNESS:  
HEALTH, NUTRITION, AND WELLBEING

\Ğ·ÿĞÌ·ğ
This knowledge area encompasses the beliefs, social relationships, 

institutions, and other aspects of culture that intersect with the overall 

health and wellbeing of a group. It includes topics such as beliefs about 

ÿ¿®�¡�ą÷®÷��Ü§�ÿó®�ÿÚ®Üÿ÷�ä¸�§Â÷®�÷®ȷ�ïäđ®ó�§ėÜ�ÚÂ¡÷�ÿ¿�ÿ��Ģ®¡ÿ��¡¡®÷÷�
ÿä�÷ąģ¡Â®Üÿ�đ�ÿ®ó��Ü§�¸ää§ȷ�¿äđ��®ÓÂ®¸÷��Ü§�÷ä¡Â�Ó�ó®Ó�ÿÂäÜ÷��Ģ®¡ÿ�¿äđ�
care is provided, and how people are expected to behave when sick or 

injured. It involves not only what we would think of as physical health 

and nutrition but also cultural orientations toward mental health and 

whether health is an individual or social matter. It also includes the 

health and treatment of wild and domestic animals that may be import-

ant for subsistence, labor, exchange, or symbolic reasons. Cultural ideas 

about health matter not only for medical missions but also more broadly 

for any type of military operation. Because health and other aspects 

ä¸�¡ąÓÿąó®�ɋ�®ÓÂ®¸÷ȷ�÷ä¡Â�Ó� ó®Ó�ÿÂäÜ÷ȷ�®Ė¡¿�Üº®ȷ�®ÿ¡ȽɌ��ó®�¸ó®òą®ÜÿÓė�ÿÂ®§�
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together, a disease event or some U.S. action related to health may have a 

óÂïïÓ®�®Ģ®¡ÿ�ÿ¿óäąº¿äąÿ�ÿ¿®�ºóäąï�ÿ¿�ÿ�Ú�ė�ÂÚï�¡ÿ�ėäąó�äï®ó�ÿÂäÜ÷Ƚ�

Empacho27

Empacho is an illness in Latin America that is associated with indigestion, 
diarrhea, loss of appetite, and other minor symptoms. It is believed to be 
brought on by a mass of food becoming stuck within the digestive tract 
and is treated by some local healers — curanderos — with powdery sub-
stances known as azarcon and greta. 

During the 1980s, there were recorded instances of young children being 
brought into emergency rooms exhibiting signs of heavy metal poison-
ÏêÆɐ� i�ĄºêđĈ� đóá³�èº³Ï�á� �Ąº� ĀĄóĢÏ³ºĄĈ� đÌ�đ� đÌºÏĄ� ÌÏá³�ģ�Ĉ� ĈėĵºĄÏêÆ�
from empacho. Upon investigation, doctors found orange or pink powder 
inside the stomachs of the children brought in for the condition. Testing 
of the material revealed that the children had ingested azarcon and greta, 
which contain lead tetroxide and lead oxide respectively. The materials 
were responsible for the deaths of many children throughout the region.

How could this have happened? Why would the families not go to the 
ÌóĈĀÏđ�áĈ�Ïê�đÌº�ĸĄĈđ�Āá�ºɑ�9ê�đÌÏĈ��Ĉº�đÌº�Ä�èÏáÏºĈ�Ïê�đÌºĈº�ĈÏđė�đÏóêĈ�
are dealing with two separate medical systems at the same time. On one 
hand, they are dealing with western biomedicine when they bring the 
child to the hospital. Going to a curandero�óĄ�èº³ÏÏêº�è�ê�ÏĈ���³ÏĵºĄºêđ�
type of medical system. It is important to note that people rarely stick 
to one medical system, often seeking help from multiple sources. Even 
in the United States a person who contracts a type of cancer will go to 
a special doctor and begin radiation treatments. That same person may 
also go into church and ask that their congregation pray for them to be 
Ìº�áº³ɐ�\êº�óėĄĈº�óÄ��đÏóê�ÏĈ�ĀÌĩĈÏ�á��ê³�ĈÏºêđÏĸɊ�ģÌÏáº�đÌº�óđÌºĄ�ÏĈ�
metaphysical and faith-based.

As military personnel, it is important to understand the medical systems 
you may run into when deployed and how they interact. The medical assis-
đ�êº�óĵºĄº³�«ĩ�đÌº��êÏđº³�qđ�đºĈ�ÏĈ���ĢºĄĩ�ĈĀºÏĸ�ÞÏê³�óÄ�èº³ÏÏêº�«�Ĉº³� 
on our understanding of science and the physical world. Locals may have  
other medical systems you have not heard of that play an important role 
in their lives. Taking time to understand how locals conceive of disease 
and illness as well as how they treat it will help reduce the possibility of 
unwanted surprises when it comes to treating the population in question. 

ȗȜ�� � eä�®óÿ�qȽ�qóäÿÿ®ó�55ȷ�ɖ����÷®�ä¸�D®�§�aäÂ÷äÜÂÜº�¸óäÚ�+äÓÐ�e®Ú®§Â®÷�ÂÜ�L®ĖÂ¡�Ü��Ú®ó-
ican Communities,” in Understanding and Applying Medical Anthropology, ed. Peter J. Brown 

ɋLäąÜÿ�ÂÜ��Â®đȷ���ȶ�L�ėĥ®Ó§�aą�Ƚ��äȽȷ�ȖȞȞȝɌȷ�ȗȜȞ

2®�Óÿ¿� Â÷÷ą®÷� �Ģ®¡ÿ� äÿ¿®ó� �÷ï®¡ÿ÷� ä¸� ¡ąÓÿąó®� ÂÜ� �äÿ¿� ÷¿äóÿɏÿ®óÚ� �Ü§�
long-term ways. For example, in many countries, epidemics of AIDS 

occurred at times when there were weak public health and medical 

infrastructures, and aid from the international community was insuf-

ĥ¡Â®Üÿ�ÿä�ïóäĐÂ§®�ÿ¿®�Ó®Đ®Ó÷�ä¸�¡�ó®�¡äÚÚäÜ�ÂÜ�ÿ¿®��®÷ÿȽ�q¿®�äąÿ�ó®�Ð÷�
killed many young and middle-aged adults, leaving large numbers of 

¡¿ÂÓ§ó®Ü��Ü§�®Ó§®óÓė�ï®äïÓ®�äÜ�ÿ¿®Âó�äđÜȽ�VĐ®ó�ÓäÜº�ï®óÂä§÷�ä¸�ÿÂÚ®ȷ�ÿ¿Â÷�
ó®÷ąÓÿ®§�ÂÜ�÷ÂºÜÂĥ¡�Üÿ�¡¿�Üº®÷�ÂÜ�®¡äÜäÚÂ¡�ï�ÿÿ®óÜ÷��Ü§�¸�ÚÂÓė�÷ÿóą¡-
ture. It also altered social roles, with the elderly and children having 

to head households and support the family. As is often the case with 

lingering illnesses or debilitating injury, caring for the ill added addi-

tional time and resource burdens on families and communities. Disease 

burdens or health and nutrition insecurity can contribute to instability 

�÷�đ®ÓÓ��÷��Ģ®¡ÿ� ÿ¿®�÷ä¡Â�Óȷ�ïäÓÂÿÂ¡�Óȷ� �Ü§�®¡äÜäÚÂ¡�¡äÜÿ®Ėÿ÷�ėäą�đÂÓÓ�
encounter when carrying out your missions.

When assessing the health situation of a group, the physical, psycho-

logical, environmental, veterinary, agricultural, and infrastructure 

aspects of health matter. It is important to include both individual 

medical issues and broader public health challenges, such as those aris-

ÂÜº�¸óäÚ�ÂÜ÷ąģ¡Â®Üÿ�¡Ó®�Ü�đ�ÿ®óȷ�ÜąÿóÂÿÂäÜ�Ó�ïóä�Ó®Ú÷ȷ�äó�ÿ¿®�ïó®÷®Ü¡®�
of environmental toxins, in your assessments. It also is necessary to 

assess less visible aspects of health, such as beliefs about what causes 

disease and how it should be treated or how social divisions, roles, and 

÷ÿ�ÿą÷�Ú�ė��Ģ®¡ÿ�ï®äïÓ®ɚ÷�đ�ė÷�ä¸�÷®®ÐÂÜº�¡�ó®Ƚ� 5Ü�Ú�Üė�ïÓ�¡®÷ȷ�ėäą�
Ü®®§�ÿä��®��đ�ó®�ä¸�ÿ¿®�ÂÜĐäÓĐ®Ú®Üÿ�ä¸�§ÂĢ®ó®Üÿ�ÐÂÜ§÷�ä¸�ïó�¡ÿÂÿÂäÜ®ó÷ȷ�
÷ą¡¿��÷�ÚÂ§đÂĐ®÷ȷ�ó®ÓÂºÂäą÷�ĥºąó®÷ȷ�¿®ó��ÓÂ÷ÿ÷ȷ��Ü§�¡äÚÚąÜÂÿė�Ó®�§®ó÷�
in parts of care that may seem unusual to you, as in the case of empacho 

äÜ�ÿ¿®�ïó®¡®®§ÂÜº�ï�º®Ƚ�VĐ®ó�ÓÓȷ�ÿ¿®�ºä�Ó�Â÷�ÿä���Ó�Ü¡®�Ó®�óÜÂÜº���äąÿ�
the community’s health from the standpoint of U.S. ideas about health 

with learning how the community thinks about health and what is nec-

essary to maintain it or solve problems.

In the case of health and wellbeing, many common assumptions in the 

United States are decidedly uncommon elsewhere. Consider what aspects 

of U.S. beliefs and norms about health may be considered unusual by 

the local population. Many military personnel are familiar enough with 

other cultures to recognize that certain normal U.S. practices, such as 
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a male physician treating a female patient, may be seen as unaccept-

able among certain groups. However, in some places, even more basic 

assumptions may not be shared. For example, most people in the United 

States believe that many diseases are caused by tiny organisms, invis-

ible to the naked eye, that travel in people’s blood and other bodily 

ĦąÂ§÷Ƚ�qä�÷äÚ®�ï®äïÓ®ȷ�ÿ¿Â÷�Ú�ė�÷®®Ú�÷ÿó�Üº®ó�ÿ¿�Ü��®ÓÂ®ĐÂÜº�§Â÷®�÷®�
is caused by witchcraft. The idea that teeth and eyes are not part of rou-

tine medical care in the U.S. system seems illogical to people in many 

other areas, as does the idea that mental illness is something separate 

from physical illness. Even the idea that a patient might be divided from 

his family or social network during treatment, something we take for 

granted, could be perceived as strange or dangerous to other people. 

This last assumption caused problems in some past responses to the 

Ebola virus when people became afraid, sometimes even hostile, as rel-

atives disappeared into isolation and treatment centers. In some areas 

responders were able to remove tarps around treatment units so that 

families could monitor how patients were treated and communicate 

with them, greatly reducing tension.ȗȝ�wÜ§®ó÷ÿ�Ü§ÂÜº�÷ą¡¿�§ÂĢ®ó®Ü¡®÷�
in fundamental beliefs and values can help you understand reactions 

�Ü§�ïÓ�Ü�Úäó®�®Ģ®¡ÿÂĐ®ÓėȽ

At the most basic level, having an understanding of the health situa-

tions and practices of a group will help military personnel understand 

đ¿�ÿ�ÿ¿®�¡äÚÚąÜÂÿė�Â÷�¡äÜÿ®Ü§ÂÜº�đÂÿ¿�ÿ¿�ÿ�¡�Ü��Ģ®¡ÿ�ÿ¿®�ÚÂ÷÷ÂäÜȽ�+äó�
example, if you know your local partners are coping with exhaustion 

from malarial parasites or worried about malnourished children, you 

can make more realistic plans for how much can be accomplished in 

a day. At a more complex level, understanding the cultural aspects of 

health can provide insights into many other aspects of culture as well as 

help anticipate the second and third order impacts of and on operations. 

ȗȝ For an overview of cultural considerations in Ebola outbreaks, see Barry S. Hewlett and 

Bonnie L. Hewlett, Ebola, Culture and Politics: The Anthropology of an Emerging Disease ɋ�®Ó-
ÚäÜÿȷ���ȶ�q¿äÚ÷äÜȷ�ȗȕȕȝɌȽ

LEARNING AND TEACHING

\Ğ·ÿĞÌ·ğ
VÜ®�ä¸�ÿ¿®�Úä÷ÿ�ÂÚïäóÿ�Üÿ�ÿ¿ÂÜº÷�ºóäąï÷�§ä�Â÷�÷¿�ó®�ÐÜäđÓ®§º®��¡óä÷÷�
the group and to new generations as they grow up. While there is great 

variety in the details of learning and teaching, most groups have broad-

based processes for helping new members learn the cultural patterns 

ä¸�ÿ¿®�ºóäąï�ɋ÷ä¡Â�ÓÂĜ�ÿÂäÜɌ��Ü§�Úäó®�÷ÿóą¡ÿąó®§�ïóä¡®÷÷®÷�¸äó�Ó®�óÜÂÜº�
÷ï®¡Âĥ¡�ÐÜäđÓ®§º®��Ü§�÷ÐÂÓÓ÷�äó�¸äó�®ĖïÓÂ¡ÂÿÓė�ï�÷÷ÂÜº��ÓäÜº���ï�óÿÂ¡ąÓ�ó�
Â§®äÓäºė�ɋ®§ą¡�ÿÂäÜ�Ó�ÂÜ÷ÿÂÿąÿÂäÜ÷ɌȽ

All groups pass on cultural patterns to new members — children, immi-

grants, etc. — through both overt and subtle means that are collectively 

ó®¸®óó®§�ÿä��÷�÷ä¡Â�ÓÂĜ�ÿÂäÜ�ɋäó�÷äÚ®ÿÂÚ®÷��¡¡ąÓÿąó�ÿÂäÜɌȽ��¿ÂÓ§ó®Ü��Ü§�
other new group members pick up their sense of right and wrong, 

beliefs, understanding of social roles and behavioral expectations, and 

a host of other knowledge through observing and interacting. Some 

aspects of socialization are more formalized with specialized learning 

¸äó���ïäïąÓ�ÿÂäÜ�÷®ºÚ®Üÿ�ɋ��÷®Ė�äó��Ü��º®�ºóäąïɌ�äó�¸äó�ï�óÿÂ¡ąÓ�ó�ÿäïÂ¡÷�
ɋ÷ą¡¿��÷�ó®ÓÂºÂäÜȷ�Ð®®ïÂÜº�¿äą÷®ȷ�¿ąÜÿÂÜºȷ�®ÿ¡ȽɌȽ�

U.S. military personnel all experience socialization processes as adults 

when they go through basic training and as they move through ranks. 

As recruits and at each promotion, military personnel experience some 

learning that is explicit and organized, and they also learn a great deal 

simply through observing or doing, through the subtle cues given by 

peers, superiors, and subordinates and through stories and images. As 

is the case with socialization into a military group, group members may 

not always be able to explain all the details of how socialization works, 

but they can usually provide examples of how members set good or bad 

examples or tell stories about awkward or funny moments in a new 

member’s learning. These stories can help you learn about how social-

ization occurs. 

Why might understanding socialization matter? If you are trying to 

introduce something new, perhaps a new kind of training for mili-

tary partners, simply saying “do it this way” may not be enough. To 

stay with the example of military partners, you might be working in a 
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situation where there is no explicit prohibition on enlisted personnel 

taking initiative, but personnel have been strongly socialized against 

ÂÿȽ� 5¸�đ¿�ÿ� ėäą� �ó®� ÿóėÂÜº� ÿä� �¡¡äÚïÓÂ÷¿� ó®òąÂó®÷� ÂÜÂÿÂ�ÿÂĐ®ȷ� ėäą�Ü®®§�
to understand what might be causing personnel to resist or not act on 

đ¿�ÿ�ėäą��ó®�ÿ®�¡¿ÂÜºȽ�VÜ¡®�ėäą�ąÜ§®ó÷ÿ�Ü§�ÿ¿®���¡ÐºóäąÜ§ȷ�ėäą�¡�Ü�
ĥºąó®�äąÿ�đ¿®ÿ¿®ó�Âÿ�Â÷�ïä÷÷Â�Ó®��Ü§�§®÷Âó��Ó®�ÿä�äĐ®ó¡äÚ®�ÿ¿®�÷ä¡Â�Ó-
ization or if you need to adjust your approach to accomplish the goal. 

Groups generally also have a more structured process for ensuring 

that new group members are able to gain the knowledge and skills that 

�ó®�ÿ¿äąº¿ÿ�ÿä��®�ą÷®¸ąÓ�¸äó�ÿ¿®�ïäïąÓ�ÿÂäÜ��÷���đ¿äÓ®��Ü§Ƀäó�ÿä�¸äó-
malize transmission of ideology. These more structured processes are 

ó®¸®óó®§� ÿä� �÷� ®§ą¡�ÿÂäÜ�Ó� ÂÜ÷ÿÂÿąÿÂäÜ÷Ƚ� V¸ÿ®Ü� ®§ą¡�ÿÂäÜ�Ó� ÂÜ÷ÿÂÿąÿÂäÜ÷�
now look like the types of schools familiar in the United States with 

¡Ó�÷÷óääÚ÷ȷ�ïóä¸®÷÷ÂäÜ�Ó�ÿ®�¡¿®ó÷ȷ��Ü§�¡Ó®�óÓė�§®ĥÜ®§�÷ą�Í®¡ÿ�Ú�ÿÿ®óȽ�
However, other educational institutions may be present or emerging, 

and it is important that the familiarity of the other type not blind you 

ÿä�ÿ¿®Âó�ïó®÷®Ü¡®��Ü§�ÂÜĦą®Ü¡®Ƚ�+äó�®Ė�ÚïÓ®ȷ��ïïó®ÜÿÂ¡®÷¿Âï÷�Ú�ė��®�
the only route to a particular occupation. Also, the role and status of 

educators within these institutions vary considerably across groups. In 

some places, anyone can set up a class or school. This is increasingly 

true online in places where internet access is broadly available. In other 

ïÓ�¡®÷� ®§ą¡�ÿäó÷� Úą÷ÿ� ¿�Đ®� ÷äÚ®� ÿėï®� ä¸� äģ¡Â�Ó� ÷�Ü¡ÿÂäÜȷ� đ¿®ÿ¿®ó�
religious or governmental. Standards for educators also vary a great 

deal and may be lower or higher than those found in the United States. 

Additionally, within some groups, educators are highly respected and 

ÂÜĦą®ÜÿÂ�Ó� ¡äÚÚąÜÂÿė�Ú®Ú�®ó÷ȷ� ®Đ®Ü� ÿ¿äąº¿� ÿ¿®ė�Ú�ė�Üäÿ�¿�Đ®� �Ü�
äģ¡Â�Ó�óäÓ®�ÂÜ�ïäÓÂÿÂ¡�Ó�äó�Ó®º�Ó�÷ÿóą¡ÿąó®÷Ƚ��¿®ÿ¿®ó�¸äóÚ�ÓÓė�äó�ÂÜ¸äó-
mally, they may be involved in decision-making on a broad range of 

community issues, not only those involving schools. 

Each group establishes policies and practices that regulate access to 

educational institutions. In some places even primary school must be 

ï�Â§� ¸äó��Ü§� Â÷�Üäÿ��Óđ�ė÷�đÂÿ¿ÂÜ�ĥÜ�Ü¡Â�Ó� ó®�¡¿�ä¸� ÿ¿®�đ¿äÓ®�ïäïą-
lation. In the United States wealth makes it possible to have greater 

choice in the kind of education your children receive. Segregation by 

sex, race, or other factors is also still in place in many areas, sometimes 

�ė�äģ¡Â�Ó�ïäÓÂ¡ė��Ü§�÷äÚ®ÿÂÚ®÷��÷���ó®÷ąÓÿ�ä¸�¡ą÷ÿäÚ�äó�ÿ¿®�º®äºó�ï¿Â¡�

÷®ï�ó�ÿÂäÜ� ä¸� §ÂĢ®ó®Üÿ� ÷ą�ɏºóäąï÷� ÂÜ� �� ïäïąÓ�ÿÂäÜȽ� wÜ§®ó÷ÿ�Ü§ÂÜº�
who has access to which types of institutions and the types of learn-

ing is helpful in understanding the levels and types of capabilities of 

your counterparts, which helps you shape your actions and interactions 

accordingly.

EXPRESSING IDEAS AND IDENTITY: 
ARTS, LITERATURE, MEDIA, AND PERFORMANCE

\Ğ·ÿĞÌ·ğ
q¿Â÷�ÐÜäđÓ®§º®��ó®��®Ü¡äÚï�÷÷®÷�ÿ¿®�§ÂĢ®ó®Üÿ�đ�ė÷���ºóäąï�®Üº�º®÷�
ÂÜ� ®Ėïó®÷÷ÂäÜ� ä¸� Â§®�÷� �Ü§� ÿ¿®� ą÷®� ä¸� §ÂĢ®ó®Üÿ� ®Ėïó®÷÷ÂĐ®� ¸äóÚ÷� ÿä�
reinforce, challenge, or change aspects of culture. It includes history, 

myth, stories, oratory, the arts, and literature as well as venues, such 

as various kinds of media, public performance, museums, and archives. 

The military relevance of this knowledge area may not be immediately 

apparent. However, the concepts and information included in this area 

can provide critical insights into every other aspect of culture — val-

ues, beliefs, rules, identity, etc. — as well as into how people in the 

group may interpret current events and how they think about their own 

history. Just as importantly, creative expression often is a means of 

challenging old ideas or trying out new ones. This can help you assess 

when and how ideas are evolving in the local environment. 

Forms of creative expression, such as art, music, literature, and per-

formance are found in every group. These kinds of expressions convey 

a great deal about both group identity and aspects of culture that are 

�®ÂÜº�¡äÜÿ®÷ÿ®§ȷ��÷�¡�Ü��®�÷®®Ü�đ¿®Ü���ï�ÂÜÿÂÜº�äó�ĥÓÚ�¡ó®�ÿ®÷�¡äÜ-
troversy. Artistic forms sometimes enable people to convey feelings 

or ideas that have few other social outlets. For example, the fact that 

young Bedouin men in Egypt write poetry was surprising to many of 

ÿ¿®�wȽiȽ�ï®ó÷äÜÜ®Ó�đ¿ä�ĥó÷ÿ�®Ü¡äąÜÿ®ó®§�Âÿȷ��ąÿ�ó®�ÓÓė�ÿ¿Â÷�Â÷�Üä�Úäó®�
unusual than the fact that male country music performers in the United 

States can sing about feelings that many men would feel uncomfortable 

bringing up in normal conversation. While creative expression can be 

an important part of individual and family life — the private sphere, 

ÚÂÓÂÿ�óė�ï®ó÷äÜÜ®Ó��ó®�Úä÷ÿ�ÓÂÐ®Óė�ÿä�®Ü¡äąÜÿ®ó�Âÿ�ĥó÷ÿ�ÂÜ�Úäó®�ïą�ÓÂ¡�
forms. Many groups expect that almost every individual will be involved 
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in some form of public creative expression, even if only through partic-

ipation in group events involving dance and music or by incorporating 

¡ó®�ÿÂĐÂÿė��Ü§��®�ąÿė�ÂÜÿä�§�ÂÓė�đäóÐȽ�5Ü�÷ą¡¿�ïÓ�¡®÷�®Ģäóÿ÷�ÿä�§Â÷ÚÂ÷÷�
creativity as unimportant or impractical may be met with confusion or 

be rejected. 

Every group constructs stories about its past and present that contrib-

ute to people’s sense of shared identity and help them interpret new 

events. When narratives, whether about history or current events, are 

constructed, certain aspects are included and emphasized; others are 

not included or are de-emphasized. In some cases this is deliberate, 

such as when a political party wants to emphasize particular values or 

de-emphasize the contributions of a sub-group. In extreme cases, a 

government or powerful sub-group may seek to insert deliberate dis-

tortions into narrative to shape public perceptions. However, in many 

cases the selection of information is less deliberate, following pat-

terns in people’s expectations about what stories and histories should 

include. For example, in the past, U.S. history textbooks rarely included 

information on the roles of minorities or women and focused on major 

ïäÓÂÿÂ¡�Ó�ĥºąó®÷��Ü§�®Đ®Üÿ÷�ó�ÿ¿®ó�ÿ¿�Ü�ÿ¿®�§�ÂÓė�ÓÂĐ®÷�ä¸�ï®äïÓ®Ƚ�q¿Â÷�
was not so much a deliberate choice on the part of the scholars as it was 

��ó®Ħ®¡ÿÂäÜ�ä¸� ÿ¿®��÷÷ąÚïÿÂäÜ÷��Ü§�Đ�Óą®÷�ä¸� ÿ¿®� ÿÂÚ®� ÂÜ�đ¿Â¡¿�ÿ¿®ė�
were writing. 

Lėÿ¿÷ȷ� ï�ó��Ó®÷ȷ� �Ü§� ¸äÓÐÿ�Ó®÷� �ó®� Üä� Ó®÷÷� ÂÚïäóÿ�Üÿ� ÿ¿�Ü� ®Ģäóÿ÷� ÿä�
report factual accounts of past events. These kinds of stories often pro-

vide important insights into the beliefs and social relations of a group. 

In some groups telling such stories can be an important social event, 

which can be important for building rapport. Additionally, telling a story 

can be used as a way of conveying information about a current event or 

expected behavior if the speaker feels it could be dangerous or rude to 

speak more directly. Children in the United States often heard stories 

about Davy Crockett or Paul Bunyan and the frontier of the American 

�®÷ÿȽ�q¿®÷®�ÿ�Ó®÷�¡äÜÿ�ÂÜ®§�÷äÚ®�¸�¡ÿ÷ȷ�÷äÚ®�§Â÷ÿäóÿÂäÜȷ�÷äÚ®�ĥ¡ÿÂäÜȽ�
They are not useful as historical accounts of the formation of the United 

States, but they do communicate a great deal about group values such 

as “rugged individualism” and the importance of the ideas of frontiers, 

exploration, and wilderness in the formation of early collective identity. 

DÂÐ®đÂ÷®ȷ�ĥ¡ÿÂäÜȷ�ïä®ÿóėȷ�ÚäĐÂ®÷ȷ�ÿ®Ó®ĐÂ÷ÂäÜȷ��Ü§�äÿ¿®ó�Ú®�Ü÷�ä¸�ÿ®ÓÓ-
ing stories can be important for understanding values, changing or 

controversial ideas, and deep patterns in how people expect events to 

unfold. In the United States stories have a fairly straightforward pro-

gression of characters and events, heroes and villains, clear resolutions, 

and happy endings, a particular kind of narrative optimism. Therefore, 

ï®äïÓ®�¸óäÚ�ÿ¿®�wÜÂÿ®§�iÿ�ÿ®÷�Ú�ė�÷äÚ®ÿÂÚ®÷�¿�Đ®�§Âģ¡ąÓÿė�¸äÓÓäđÂÜº�
ÿ¿®�ÿ¿ó®�§�ä¸�÷ÿäóÂ®÷�¡äÜ÷ÿóą¡ÿ®§�ÂÜ�§ÂĢ®ó®Üÿ�ï�ÿÿ®óÜ÷�äó�Â§®ÜÿÂ¸ėÂÜº�ÿ¿®�
intended message. As with many other aspects of culture, being able to 

ąÜ§®ó÷ÿ�Ü§�ÿ¿®÷®�ÐÂÜ§÷�ä¸�®Ėïó®÷÷ÂäÜ÷�¡�Ü��®�§Âģ¡ąÓÿ��ÿ�ĥó÷ÿȷ��ąÿ�ï�ÿ-
terns will emerge over time. 

Art or smear campaign?

In March 2016, the German Satirist, Jan Böhmermann, used his television 
ĈÌóģ�đó�Ąº�³���Āóºè��«óėđ�đÌº�zėĄÞÏĈÌ�iĄºĈÏ³ºêđɊ�mººĀ�z�ĩĩÏĀ�"Ą³óÇ�êɊ�
èÏĨÏêÆ� ÌÏÆÌáĩ� ÏêĹ�èè�đóĄĩ� áºģ³� óèèºêđĈ� ģÏđÌ� ĄÏđÏÏĈè� óÄ� Ą�Þɢ
³óģêĈ�óê�đÌº�èº³Ï���ê³�ÏĢÏá�áÏ«ºĄđÏºĈɐ��Ìºê�"Ą³óÇ�ê�Ìº�Ą³�đÌº�ĀóºèɊ�Ìº�
requested the German judiciary permit the prosecution of Böhmermann 
for violating an obscure exception to German freedom of speech laws that 
forbids abusive criticism of foreign heads of state. If Germany did not 
ÏêĢºĈđÏÆ�đº��øÌèºĄè�êêɊ�"Ą³óÇ�ê� đÌĄº�đºêº³� đó�Āėáá� óėđ� óÄ� �� Ąººêđáĩ�
established, highly politicized refugee deal.29 The German government 
�ăėÏºĈº³�đó�"Ą³óÇ�êɭĈ�ĄºăėºĈđ��ê³�Ĉ�êđÏóêº³�đÌº�ĀĄóĈºėđÏóêɊ�«ėđ��áĈó�
expressed the intention to remove the abusive criticism exception from 
the law.ȫȨ

Böhmermann and his supporters argued that the Turkish President was 
�«ėĈÏêÆ� ÌÏĈ� óĶÏ�á� ĀóĈÏđÏóê� đó� ĀĄºĈĈėĄº� đÌº� .ºĄè�ê� ÆóĢºĄêèºêđ� Ïêđó�
restricting legitimate artistic expression, highlighting civil liberties con-
cerns. Critics argued that the poem crossed the line from a satire piece to 
an insulting smear poem bordering on racism. At its core this is a dis-
cussion about what constitutes critical artistic expression and where that 
line stops.

ȗȞ Editorial Board, “Will Ms. Merkel Defend Free Expression?” The Washington 
Post,� �ïóÂÓ� ȖȘȷ� ȗȕȖțȷ� �¡¡®÷÷®§� �®¡®Ú�®ó� Ȗȗȷ� ȗȕȖȜȷ� ¿ÿÿï÷ȶɃɃđđđȽđ�÷¿ÂÜºÿäÜïä÷ÿȽ¡äÚɃ
äïÂÜÂäÜ÷ɃđÂÓÓɏÚ÷ɏÚ®óÐ®Óɏ§®¸®Ü§ɏ¸ó®®ɏ®Ėïó®÷÷ÂäÜɃȗȕȖțɃȕșɃȖȘɃȜ¸ș��Ȝ§ȝɏȕȖȞȞɏȖȖ®țɏ
�ȝȗȘɏȜȕȜ¡ȜȞ¡®ȘȚȕșɄ÷ÿäóėȽ¿ÿÚÓȾąÿÚɄÿ®óÚɷȽȗȘ�ȕȕ§ȜȚ¡ȕȜȘȽ

Șȕ “German Chancellor Merkel Allows Investigation of Satirist Böhmermann,” Deut-
sche Welle,� �ïóÂÓ� ȖȚȷ� ȗȕȖțȷ� �¡¡®÷÷®§� �®¡®Ú�®ó� Ȗȗȷ� ȗȕȖȜȷ� ¿ÿÿïȶɃɃđđđȽ§đȽ¡äÚɃ®ÜɃ
º®óÚ�Üɏ¡¿�Ü¡®ÓÓäóɏÚ®óÐ®Óɏ�ÓÓäđ÷ɏÂÜĐ®÷ÿÂº�ÿÂäÜɏä¸ɏ÷�ÿÂóÂ÷ÿɏ�è¿Ú®óÚ�ÜÜɃ�ɏȖȞȖȞȕțȝșȽ�� �
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V¸ÿ®Üȷ�Úäó®�ïäđ®ó¸ąÓ�ï�óÿ÷�ä¸���ºóäąï�ÿóė�ÿä�ÂÚïä÷®�ó®÷ÿóÂ¡ÿÂäÜ÷�äÜ�¡ó®-
ative expression intended for the public to control what “counts” as 

artistic, whether through overt political pressure or more subtle social 

pressures. Restriction of public creative expression also can happen 

more subtly as a few individuals become professional artists, writers, 

äó�ï®ó¸äóÚ®ó÷�ÿ¿óäąº¿�ĥÜ§ÂÜº���ï�ÿóäÜ�äó��®ÂÜº���Ó®�ÿä�®Ė¡¿�Üº®�ÿ¿®Âó�
đäóÐ�¸äó�ºää§÷��Ü§�¡ąóó®Ü¡ėȽ�q¿®÷®�ó®÷ÿóÂ¡ÿÂäÜ÷�¡�Ü�¿�Đ®�ÿ¿®�®Ģ®¡ÿ�ä¸�
ó®ÂÜ¸äó¡ÂÜº� ÷ä¡Â�Ó� ÷ÿó�ÿÂĥ¡�ÿÂäÜ� äó� äÿ¿®ó� ÷ä¡Â�Ó� §Â÷ÿÂÜ¡ÿÂäÜ÷Ƚ� 5Ü� ÷äÚ®�
cases as part of an overt political strategy to promote a particular ide-

ology, political leaders use or impose restriction on the arts, literature, 

and music. Under these circumstances creative expression by people 

or in forms that challenge these controls can be an important part of 

protest and mobilization.  

As open access to the internet has become more common across the 

globe, more individuals have the ability to contribute publically to sto-

ries, historical narratives, and forms of creative expression as well as 

use creative expression for political purposes. Involvement of many 

individuals is not necessarily new, but the medium of the internet does 

ÂÜÿóä§ą¡®� ÷äÚ®�§ÂĢ®ó®Ü¡®÷� ÂÜ� ÿ®óÚ÷� ä¸� �¡¡®÷÷ȷ� ïóä¡®÷÷®÷ȷ� �Ü§� ÷¡äï®Ƚ�
q¿®�ÓäÜºɏÿ®óÚ�ÂÚïÓÂ¡�ÿÂäÜ÷�ä¸�¿äđ�ï®äïÓ®�¡¿ää÷®�ÿä�ą÷®��Ü§Ƀäó�ó®÷ÿóÂ¡ÿ�
the internet are not yet known. However, it is important to pay attention 

to how people use various internet venues, including but not limited to 

social media, to construct and contest identities and narratives, sup-

port and challenge values, norms, and ideologies, and engage in various 

forms of creative expression. 

HAVING FUN: LEISURE, PLAY, AND HUMOR

\Ğ·ÿĞÌ·ğ
This knowledge area encompasses activities that people in the United 

States would typically consider distinct from work, done for enjoyment, 

or as personal pursuits. It includes things like sports, social gather-

ÂÜº÷ȷ�¿ä��Â®÷ȷ�÷ïäóÿ�¿ąÜÿÂÜº��Ü§�ĥ÷¿ÂÜºȷ�ą÷ÂÜº�Ú®§Â��ɋĥÓÚ÷ȷ�ÿ®Ó®ĐÂ÷ÂäÜȷ�
đ®�÷Âÿ®÷ȷ�®ÿ¡ȽɌ�äó�ó®�§ÂÜº�¸äó�ïÓ®�÷ąó®ȷ�ó®Ó�ĖÂÜº��ÿ�¿äÚ®ȷ��Ü§�äąÿÂÜº÷�äó�
vacations. It also includes the special rules and expectations that apply 

to these activities.

Leisure activities can give important insights into a group’s culture. At 

the most basic level, things people choose to do with free time can show 

what they think is important or provide windows into other values. 

Some groups spend a lot of leisure time in sports or other activities that 

provide opportunities for individual or team competition. However, 

competition is not universally valued, and people from other groups 

may choose to spend their leisure time on activities that focus on artis-

tic expression or more directly building social bonds. Additionally, 

some groups do not have clear distinctions between work and leisure 

�¡ÿÂĐÂÿÂ®÷��Ü§�ÿÂÚ®÷Ƚ�Lä÷ÿ�¸ó®òą®ÜÿÓėȷ�ÚÂÓÂÿ�óė�ï®ó÷äÜÜ®Ó�đÂÓÓ�®Ü¡äąÜÿ®ó�
groups where there is a broad range of available leisure activities.

All groups have ideas about and activities they consider to be fun. 

Talking about and participating in leisure activities are well-estab-

lished ways of building rapport. Many military personnel have reported 

that discussions of sports, hunting, or movies are the initial ice-break-

ers in discussions with partner forces and local populations. What 

groups consider fun is not necessarily shared across groups, as there 

�ó®�¡ąÓÿąó�Ó�§ÂĢ®ó®Ü¡®÷�ÂÜ�đ¿�ÿ�¡äąÜÿ÷��÷�¸ąÜȽ�+äó�®Ė�ÚïÓ®ȷ�Óä¡�Ó�ï®ä-
ple may enjoy a goat roast and spend as much time discussing all the 

details of killing and preparing the goat as you might spend discuss-

ing the nuances of a football game. The global entertainment industry 

and increasing internet access mean that it is now sometimes easier for 

ÚÂÓÂÿ�óė�ï®ó÷äÜÜ®Ó�ÿä�®Ü¡äąÜÿ®ó�ï®äïÓ®�đ¿ä�¿�Đ®�÷®®Ü�ÿ¿®�÷�Ú®�ĥÓÚ÷ȷ�
websites, and television shows. These commonalities can be useful 

for rapport building, but interactions should not be limited to what is 

familiar and comfortable. If facing an unknown leisure activity, observe 

and ask about any special expectations for behavior. For example, when 

an individual is invited to a dinner party at a family home, some groups 

expect the guest to bring a small gift. However, in other places, such 

a gift may be perceived as rude because it suggests the host cannot 

provide for the guest. There is no universal pattern. It is necessary to 

ä�÷®óĐ®��Ü§��÷Ð�òą®÷ÿÂäÜ÷Ƚ�

iä¡Â�Ó�÷ÿó�ÿÂĥ¡�ÿÂäÜȷ�óäÓ®÷ȷ��Ü§�÷ÿ�ÿą÷�Ú�ė��®�ó®Ħ®¡ÿ®§�ÂÜ�đ¿ä�¡¿ää÷®÷�
ɋäó� Â÷� �ÓÓäđ®§Ɍ� ÿä� ï�óÿÂ¡Âï�ÿ®� ÂÜ� ¡®óÿ�ÂÜ� �¡ÿÂĐÂÿÂ®÷Ƚ� 5Ü� ÿ¿®� wÜÂÿ®§�
States attending the opera tends to be associated with the upper 
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socio-economic classes, although the only formal barrier to other peo-

ple’s attending is cost. Participation in sports is still segregated by sex 

�Ü§Ƀäó�ó�¡®�ÂÜ�Ú�Üė�ïÓ�¡®÷ȷ��Ü§�ÿ¿®�óąÓ®÷���äąÿ�÷®ºó®º�ÿÂäÜ�¡�Ü��®�Đ®óė�
strict. There also is cross-cultural variation in assumptions about who 

should have leisure time and why. People in the United States often 

assume that children and the elderly should have more leisure time 

than young and middle-aged adults, in particular that they should not 

have to be involved in wage labor. In other groups, this may not be 

perceived as desirable or may be impractical. This does not necessarily 

mean that children and the elderly are unhappy. They may value the 

chance to be make a contribution to the family or community. 

As is the case with artistic expression, leisure activities are sometimes a 

context in which broader issues are challenged. For example, watching 

sports matches and sport hunting were traditionally male-only activ-

ÂÿÂ®÷�ÂÜ�ÿ¿®�wÜÂÿ®§�iÿ�ÿ®÷�ąÜÿÂÓ�ó®¡®ÜÿÓėȽ�VĐ®ó�ÿÂÚ®ȷ�Úäó®�đäÚ®Ü�¿�Đ®�
chosen to challenge traditional gender stereotypes by openly display-

ing their interest in these activities or trying to participate. In cases 

where one part of a group is disadvantaged in ways that are not openly 

acknowledged, it can sometimes be safer for people to highlight the 

issue in leisure activities rather than openly challenge the more power-

ful group. So, it might be easier for people to try out the idea of ethnic 

integration in a series of soccer games than in the political process. 

This is not to suggest that people perceive leisure activities as unim-

portant. After all, Jackie Robinson and Larry Doby received threats after 

�ó®�ÐÂÜº� ��÷®��ÓÓɚ÷� ¡äÓäó� ��óóÂ®ó� ÂÜ� ȖȞșȚȽ�2äđ®Đ®óȷ� �÷�đÂÿ¿� ÿ¿®� �óÿ÷ȷ�
sometimes people are more willing to allow challenges and exploration 

in these kinds of activities. 

zÊ¸�Â�©Þ¸�ïÂ�ČÊ¸�©�çÛ¸ÿ��ç±�ČÊ¸�ĵăÊ¸ÿå�ç

(NOTE: This vignette is a fable rather than a factual account of an intercultural 
«ïçĝ¸ÿă�ČÍïçɄ�Q�çĤ�±Íı¸ÿ¸çČ�ĝ¸ÿăÍïçă�ïÂ�ÍČȾ�ïÂČ¸ç�ÍçĝïÞĝÍçÄ�±Íı¸ÿ¸çČ�ç�ČÍïç�ÞÍ-
ties, can be found online.)

An American investment banker was vacationing in Africa. While visiting 
��ó�Ĉđ�á�ĸĈÌÏêÆ�ĢÏáá�ÆºɊ���áóêº�è�ê�Ïê���Ĉè�áá�ĸĈÌÏêÆ�«ó�đ�Āėááº³�ėĀ�đó�
the pier. The American walked over to the boat to see three large tuna 
ÏêĈÏ³ºɐ�zÌº��èºĄÏ�ê�óèĀáÏèºêđº³�đÌº�ĸĈÌºĄè�ê�óê�đÌº�ăė�áÏđĩ�óÄ�ÌÏĈ�
�đÌ��ê³��ĈÞº³�Ìóģ�áóêÆ�Ïđ�đóóÞɐ�ɩ\êáĩ���óėĀáº�ÌóėĄĈɊɪ�đÌº�ĸĈÌºĄè�ê�
replied. The American pointed out the nice weather and how early it still 
was in the day. “Why don’t you stay out and catch some more?” he asks. 
zÌº�ĸĈÌºĄè�ê�Ĉ�Ï³�đÌ�đ�Ìº�Ì�³�ºêóėÆÌ�ÄóĄ�ÌÏĈ�Ä�èÏáĩɭĈ�ėĄĄºêđ�êºº³Ĉɐ�ɩ�ėđ�
what will you do with all the rest of your time?” the American asked again. 

“Well, this morning I slept in a bit then walked with my kids to school. 
I’m about to take a nap, then will go get my kids from school. I’ll play 
with them and the dog on the way home, where I’ll meet my wife. We’ll 
go to the market and see some of our friends, try some new wine that 
somebody’s selling down there. After that we’ll have a nice big dinner and 
relax, maybe play some guitar.” The American’s eyes light up enthusi-
astically. “Aha!” he exclaimed. “I can help you out! What you need to do 
is start working longer days. Catch two, three, even four times as many 
ĸĈÌɌ�qºáá�đÌº�ĸĈÌ�ĩóė�³óêɭđ�êºº³��đ�đÌº�è�ĄÞºđ��ê³�ÞººĀ�đÌº�èóêºĩɐ�q�Ģº�
up and buy a bigger boat and hire a crew too! That way you can catch even 
èóĄº�ĸĈÌɐ�"Ģºêđė�ááĩɊ�ĩóėɭáá�Ì�Ģº�ºêóėÆÌ�èóêºĩ�đó�«ėĩ�èóĄº�«ó�đĈɌ�,Ąóè�
there you can move into a bigger city and look into ways to process and 
³ÏĈđĄÏ«ėđº�đÌº�ĸĈÌ��Ĉ�ģºááɌ��óėɭáá�óģê�ĩóėĄ�óģê�óèĀ�êĩɌɪ

zÌº�ĸĈÌºĄè�ê�Ą�ÏĈº³��ê�ºĩº«Ąóģ��đ�đÌº��èºĄÏ�êɊ���ăėÏįįÏ�á�áóóÞ�óê�ÌÏĈ�
Ä�ºɐ�ɩ6óģ�áóêÆ�ģÏáá�đÌ�đ�đ�Þºɑɪ�zÌº��èºĄÏ�ê�ĄºĈĀóê³º³Ɋ�ɩiĄó«�«áĩ�ĸÄ-
teen or twenty years, but you’ll be rich! And then you can retire!” 

ɩ�ėđ�ģÌ�đ�ģóėá³�9�³ó�đÌºêɑɪ��ĈÞº³�đÌº�ĸĈÌºĄè�êɐ�zÌº��èºĄÏ�ê�ĄºĀáÏº³Ɋ�
ɩ�óė�óėá³�èóĢº�đó���Ĉè�áá�ĸĈÌÏêÆ�ĢÏáá�ÆºɊ�ĈáººĀ� ÏêɊ�ģ�áÞ�ĩóėĄ�ÞÏ³Ĉ� đó�
and from school, take naps, spend time with your wife, drink wine, spend 
time with friends and play guitar!”

As illustrated by this tale, groups of people conceive of leisure time dif-
ferently. The basic western idea surrounding work and leisure is that you 
³ó�ĩóėĄ�Ûó«�ĸĄĈđɊ�ģóĄÞ�Ì�Ą³��ê³�ºĢºêđė�ááĩ�«º�Ąºģ�Ą³º³ɐ�\đÌºĄ�ÆĄóėĀĈ�³ó�
not always draw such hard boundaries around what is or is not considered 

work, nor is there a universal emphasis placed upon ‘a hard day’s work.’
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Digging Deeper

HµÉþčúµ��ã®��ëú×�Ɏ��úµ�ćÆµğ�ćęë�®ÉĬµúµãć�ćÆÉãÁþɁ�
The idea of leisure and work as separate activities is not universally 

shared. In the United States people often compartmentalize the times 

and spaces where leisure activity is to take place. These kinds of sepa-

rations are not followed in many places military personnel may operate. 

The concept of leisure itself, in the way it is commonly understood in 

the United States, seems to be a fairly recent development in human 

history. This is not because people in the past never had time to relax or 

pursue activities purely for enjoyment. It is just that the perception of a 

need to make a distinction between work and leisure does not seem to 

have been widespread. Blurred lines between work activities and non-

work activities have sometimes created friction for military personnel. 

A typical example is when a meeting includes time spent socializing, 

gossiping, making and eating food, and other activities military person-

nel think of as not work-related. U.S. personnel may become frustrated, 

wanting to “get down to business” and stop “wasting time,” or become 

ąÜ¡äÚ¸äóÿ��Ó®��®¡�ą÷®� ÿ¿®ė� ¸®®Ó� ÿ¿Â÷� Â÷�Üäÿ��¡¡®ïÿ��Ó®ɃÓ®º�Ó��®¿�ĐÂäó�
¸äó� ÿ¿®Ú�đ¿®Ü�äÜ�äģ¡Â�Ó� �ą÷ÂÜ®÷÷Ƚ�q¿®�äÿ¿®ó�ï®äïÓ®� �ÿ� ÿ¿®�Ú®®ÿÂÜº�
may see no reason that a business meeting should not also be enjoy-

able. They may see the maintenance of relationships and exchange of 

ÂÜ¸äóÚ�ÿÂäÜ��Ü§�¿ä÷ïÂÿ�ÓÂÿė��÷��®ÂÜº�®òą�ÓÓė�ÂÚïäóÿ�Üÿ�ÿä�ÿ¿®�÷ï®¡Âĥ¡�
topic of the meeting. In fact, the lines between leisure and work are also 

blurred in the United States. Most military personnel have had to par-

ticipate in “mandatory fun” where something cast as leisure was really 

just an extension of work. Most people in the United States also have 

had experiences where an activity that we might normally characterize 

as work, like helping somebody move, took on some characteristics of 

a social gathering. 

It is not critical to determine what “counts” as leisure and what 

“counts” as work in the group being studied. Just keep in mind that the 

separation between work and leisure activities is not universally shared. 

For interaction, what matters is being able to identify opportunities for 

ï�óÿÂ¡Âï�ÿÂäÜ� �Ü§� ÿ¿®� §ÂĢ®ó®Üÿ� �÷÷ąÚïÿÂäÜ÷� ÿ¿�ÿ� Ú�ė� ¡�ą÷®� ¸óÂ¡ÿÂäÜ�
if not addressed and being able to understand what leisure activities 

mean to partners or local people and what clues they provide to other 

aspects of culture.

CONCLUSION

The culture general concepts presented in this part of the guidebook 

serve to help military professionals improve their understanding of 

¿ąÚ�Ü��®¿�ĐÂäó��Ü§�ÿ¿®�¡äÜÜ®¡ÿÂäÜ÷��ÚäÜº�§ÂĢ®ó®Üÿ��÷ï®¡ÿ÷�ä¸�¡ąÓÿąó®�
they may observe. The concepts describe the underlying thinking pro-

cesses and knowledge areas that are relevant no matter your counterpart 

or operating environment. As indicated in many of the examples, the 

concepts describe aspects of culture you already know and have experi-

enced in your own life, but need to learn how to “see” in other places, 

with other people.  In short, the concepts just give you the words to help 

make familiar ideas more transparent and transportable. For example, 

you have probably engaged in reciprocity many times, but knowing the 

concept helps you notice reciprocity at work, even if people are not act-

ing or talking about it in familiar ways. 

As you read through the text, you probably were eliciting examples in 

your mind for each of the areas discussed, drawing from your personal 

�Ü§� ïóä¸®÷÷ÂäÜ�Ó� ®Ėï®óÂ®Ü¡®÷� �Ü§� ïó®ĐÂäą÷� Ó®�óÜÂÜºȽ� 2�ĐÂÜº� �� ĥóÚ�
understanding of these concepts will serve you well as a military pro-

¸®÷÷ÂäÜ�Ó��Ü§�¿®Óï�ėäą��®�Úäó®�®Ģ®¡ÿÂĐ®�đÂÿ¿�ėäąó��Ü�Óė÷Â÷�ä¸��Ü§�ÂÜ�
your encounters with people, both those within your groups and those 

without. Now that you have a solid understanding of the underlying 

factors shaping behavior, let us move to the next chapter where we 

discuss the culture general skills that you can use to shape your own 

�®¿�ĐÂäó�ÿä�ÂÚïóäĐ®�ėäąó�®Ģ®¡ÿÂĐ®Ü®÷÷�ÂÜ�ėäąó�ÚÂÓÂÿ�óė�¡�ó®®óȽ
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CHAPTER 3: CULTURE GENERAL SKILLS 
In this chapter, we discuss various culture general skills that you can 

employ to shape your thinking and improve your intercultural inter-

actions. You use culture general skills every day as you interpret your 

environment and interact within it. You may not realize you are using 

these skills, or you may need to be more aware of how to adapt them 

ÿä�§ÂĢ®ó®Üÿ�¡ąÓÿąó�Ó�¡äÜÿ®Ėÿ÷ɂ�¿äđ®Đ®óȷ�ÿ¿®ė��ó®��ïïÓÂ¡��Ó®�ÿä��ÓÓ�®ÜĐÂ-
ronments at home and abroad, just like the concepts for understanding 

human behavior from the previous chapter. 

The chapter begins with a review of skills for thinking, to include: obser-

vation, suspending judgment, self-regulation, and perspective-taking. 

The focus then shifts to the intercultural communication skills for 

interacting, to include: leveraging communication styles, employing 

®Ģ®¡ÿÂĐ®�ÂÜÿ®ó�¡ÿÂäÜ�÷ÐÂÓÓ÷ȷ��¡ÿÂĐ®��Ü§��ïïó®¡Â�ÿÂĐ®�ÓÂ÷ÿ®ÜÂÜºȷ�Ú�Ü�ºÂÜº�
paralanguage use and perception, and decoding nonverbal messages. 

The chapter concludes with applications: building rapport, identify-

ing and managing culture shock, and working with an interpreter. The 

intent here is to make these skills more transparent and accessible so 

�÷�ÿä�®Ü÷ąó®�ėäą�¿�Đ®�ÿ¿®�ó®òąÂ÷Âÿ®�ąÜ§®ó÷ÿ�Ü§ÂÜº�ä¸�¿äđ�ÿ¿®ė�¡�Ü�¿®Óï�
ėäą�§ä�ėäąó�Íä��Úäó®�®Ģ®¡ÿÂĐ®ÓėȽȘȖ 

OBSERVATION

DISCUSSION
As a military professional, you have been taught the skill of observa-

tion, e.g., how to identify communication infrastructure, transportation 

arteries, enemy positions, etc. in your operating environments, to gain 

situational awareness and plan your missions. Additionally, in your 

everyday life, you also routinely observe others’ behaviors to adapt 

yours to the situation. You gain insights about your surroundings based 

ȘȖ It is not our goal to capture every cultural skill, as there are too many. We have selected 

ÿ¿ä÷®�ÿ¿�ÿ�ÚÂÓÂÿ�óė�ï®ó÷äÜÜ®Ó�¿�Đ®�̧ äąÜ§�ÿä��®�ÿ¿®�Úä÷ÿ�¿®Óï¸ąÓ��Ü§�ó®Ó®Đ�ÜÿȽ�Vÿ¿®ó÷ȷ�÷ą¡¿��÷�
negotiating space and identity and managing ambiguity, are important, as are the individual 

¡¿�ó�¡ÿ®óÂ÷ÿÂ¡÷�ÿ¿�ÿ�¡äÜÿóÂ�ąÿ®�ÿä�¡óä÷÷ɏ¡ąÓÿąó�Ó�¡äÚï®ÿ®Ü¡®ȷ�®ȽºȽȷ�Ħ®ĖÂ�ÂÓÂÿėȷ��§�ïÿ��ÂÓÂÿėȷ�
openness, curiosity, intrinsic motivation, etc.; however, they will not be covered here due 

to resource and space constraints. We welcome follow-on work to broaden the materials 

presented here.
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on your observations of the activities, people, and places around you. 

You make decisions and take actions everyday based on your interpre-

tation of all this information. 

V¸ÿ®ÜÿÂÚ®÷ȷ�ėäą�§ä�Üäÿ�ó®�ÓÂĜ®�ėäą��ó®�§äÂÜº�ÿ¿Â÷ȷ��÷�ÿ¿®�ïóä¡®÷÷�Â÷�÷ä�
routine. When facing the unknown, however, we must employ the same 

÷ÐÂÓÓ÷��Ü§�ÿ®¡¿ÜÂòą®÷�ÿä�Ú�Ð®�÷®Ü÷®�äąÿ�ä¸�đ¿�ÿ�đ®��ó®�®Ėï®óÂ®Ü¡ÂÜºȽ�
V�÷®óĐ�ÿÂäÜ� Â÷� �� ¡äÜ÷¡Âäą÷� �¡ÿÂĐÂÿė� ÿ¿�ÿ� ó®òąÂó®÷� ėäą� ÿä� ÷Óäđ� §äđÜȷ�
ÓääÐ�¡Óä÷®Óėȷ��Ü§�òą®÷ÿÂäÜ�®�¡¿�®Ó®Ú®Üÿ�ä¸���÷¡®Ü®Ƚ�5ÿ�Â÷��Ü�ÂÜÿ®ÜÿÂäÜ�Ó�
process. Knowing what to look for and how to interpret what you are 

looking at are key components to observation, which are challeng-

ing when in a new or evolving situation. As culture groups shape their 

ï¿ė÷Â¡�Ó�÷ï�¡®ȷ�®�¡¿�äï®ó�ÿÂÜº�®ÜĐÂóäÜÚ®Üÿ�äó�÷Âÿą�ÿÂäÜ�Â÷��÷�ąÜÂòą®��÷�
the groups present. Being able to discern the components of a cultural 

Ó�Ü§÷¡�ï®��Ü§�ąÜ§®ó÷ÿ�Ü§�ÿ¿®��®¿�ĐÂäó�ä¸�ÿ¿ä÷®�đÂÿ¿ÂÜ�Âÿ�ó®òąÂó®÷�đ®ÓÓɏ
honed observation skills.

As military personnel, you are routinely sent into unfamiliar situa-

tions with unfamiliar landscapes and people and asked to make sense 

of what is going on. When in such a situation, remember the following 

¸äąó�òą®÷ÿÂäÜ÷�ÿä�¿®Óï�ėäą�º�ÂÜ���Úäó®��¡¡ąó�ÿ®��÷÷®÷÷Ú®Üÿ�ä¸�đ¿�ÿ�Â÷�
happening around you. 

ȖȽ��¿�ÿ� ¡�Ü� 5� ÷®®Ƀ¿®�óɃ÷Ú®ÓÓɃÿäą¡¿Ⱦ� qä� �Ü÷đ®ó� ÿ¿Â÷� òą®÷ÿÂäÜȷ� ėäą�
are directly observing your environment using all your senses. Look 

systematically at what is going on around you and consciously take 

in the details. Think about the various sounds and smells that are 

present. Consider what is not present. For example, you might notice 

that no one wears watches, that you can hear yelling, or that certain 

men are dressed all in black. These observations might turn out to 

be meaningful when combined with other information. But if you do 

not deliberately notice and remember it, the information will simply 

be lost. 

� ȗȽ��¿�ÿ�Â÷�ÿ¿®�đÂ§®ó�¡äÜÿ®Ėÿ�ɉïÓ�¡®��Ü§�ÿÂÚ®ɊȾ�
� �Ƚ� �¿®ó®� �ó®� ėäą� ɏ� aÓ�¡®Ⱦ� ɉ5ÚÚ®§Â�ÿ®� ĐÂ¡ÂÜÂÿėȷ� ®ȽºȽȷ� äÜ� ÿ¿®�
÷ÿó®®ÿ�äó�ÂÜ���Ú�óÐ®ÿȷ�÷ï®¡Âĥ¡�ÿäđÜȷ�ó®ºÂäÜȷ�¡äąÜÿóėȷ�ó®ºÂäÜ�ä¸�ÿ¿®�
đäóÓ§ȷ�®ÿ¡ȽɊ

�Ƚ��¿�ÿ�ÿÂÚ®�Â÷�ÂÿȾ�ɉqÂÚ®�ä¸�§�ėȷ�§�ė�ä¸�đ®®Ðȷ�ÚäÜÿ¿ȷ�÷®�÷äÜȷ�¡ąÓ-
ÿąó�ÓÓė�÷ÂºÜÂĥ¡�Üÿ�ÿÂÚ®ȷ�®ȽºȽȷ�ó®ÓÂºÂäą÷�¿äÓÂ§�ėȷ�®ÿ¡ȽɊ

ȘȽ��¿�ÿ�§ä�Úė�ä�÷®óĐ�ÿÂäÜ÷�ÂÜ�¡äÜÿ®Ėÿ�ÿ®ÓÓ�Ú®Ⱦ��¿�ÿ�¡�Ü�ėäą�ÂÜ¸®ó�
from the information you have? Given that you are in a particular 

ïÓ�¡®� �ÿ� �� ï�óÿÂ¡ąÓ�ó� ÿÂÚ®� ä�÷®óĐÂÜº� Đ®óė� ÷ï®¡Âĥ¡� §®ÿ�ÂÓ÷ȷ� ¡�Ü� ėäą�
make sense of what you are seeing?

șȽ�2äđ�¡�Ü�5��®�÷ąó®Ⱦ��äą�Ü®®§�ÿä�Đ�ÓÂ§�ÿ®�ėäąó�ÂÜÿ®óïó®ÿ�ÿÂäÜȽ��äÜ-
ĥóÚ�ėäąó�ąÜ§®ó÷ÿ�Ü§ÂÜº�ä¸�đ¿�ÿ�ėäą��ó®�®Ėï®óÂ®Ü¡ÂÜºȽ�2�Đ®�ėäą�÷®®Ü�
the same thing in a similar context several times? Can you identify a 

pattern? Does what you are experiencing seem to be ‘normal’ for the 

area or not? If necessary, ask someone to help you interpret what you 

think you are experiencing.

These observation skills can be used in a wide variety of intercultural 

contexts. They can be tested anywhere from the commissary to an over-

seas assignment. When in an area where you are unfamiliar with the 

people, their language, the way they live, or what they believe, you can 

still establish a solid understanding of your area and the people within 

it to inform your plans and actions through observation. For example, 

observation can teach you something about appropriate greetings and 

gestures, who to talk to, and perhaps who to avoid as well as what kinds 

of information you might be able to obtain from someone. If you stop 

for a few minutes and actively observe what is going on around you, 

ėäą�đÂÓÓ��®�÷ąóïóÂ÷®§��ė�¿äđ�Úą¡¿�ėäą�ÜäÿÂ¡®��Ü§�¡�Ü�ĥºąó®�äąÿȽ�w÷®�
ÿ¿®� ÷ÿ®ï÷�§®÷¡óÂ�®§� ��äĐ®� ÿä� �Ü÷đ®ó� ÿ¿®� ¸äÓÓäđÂÜº�òą®÷ÿÂäÜ÷ȶ��¿ä� Â÷�
ÿ¿®ó®Ⱦ��ó®�ÿ¿®ó®�§ÂĢ®ó®Üÿ�¡ąÓÿąó®�ºóäąï÷�äó�ï®äïÓ®�¸óäÚ�§ÂĢ®ó®Üÿ�÷®¡-
ÿäó÷�ä¸�ÿ¿®�ïäïąÓ�ÿÂäÜȾ��ä�ÿ¿®ė�§ó®÷÷�äó��®¿�Đ®�§ÂĢ®ó®ÜÿÓėȾ��¿�ÿ��ó®�
they doing and with whom? Are they in a hurry? Are they actually shop-

ping or just hanging out, walking, or browsing? Who is not there? What 

is not there? Why? 

When in a new or evolving environment, you are likely to go through 

ÿ¿Â÷�÷äóÿ�ä¸�ä�÷®óĐ�ÿÂäÜ�ïóä¡®÷÷�÷®Đ®ó�Ó�ÿÂÚ®÷���§�ėȽ�VĐ®ó�ÿÂÚ®ȷ�ėäą�Ú�ė�
�®���Ó®�ÿä�§Â÷ÿÂÜºąÂ÷¿��®ÿđ®®Ü�đ¿�ÿ�Â÷�ÜäóÚ�Ó�äó�ą÷ą�Ó�ɋÿ¿®���÷®ÓÂÜ®Ɍ�
for an area or group of people and what is out of the ordinary and then 
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incorporate this into your planning. In certain military communities, 

you may hear people refer to this baseline as “pattern of life.”

KEY POINTS

Interpreting the cultural landscape
V�÷®óĐ�ÿÂäÜ�Â÷���Ð®ė�¡äÚïäÜ®Üÿ�ÿä�ÂÜÿ®óïó®ÿÂÜº�ÿ¿®�¡ąÓÿąó�Ó�Ó�Ü§÷¡�ï®ȷ�
which is vital to gaining situational awareness in an unfamiliar envi-

óäÜÚ®Üÿ�äó�äÜ®�ÂÜ�đ¿Â¡¿�ÿ¿®�÷Âÿą�ÿÂäÜ�Â÷�ĦąÂ§ȷ�ó®Ü§®óÂÜº�ÿ¿®��Đ�ÂÓ��Ó®�
information outdated or inaccurate. The cultural landscape is the orig-

inal physical environment of an area as adapted and interpreted by the 

people who live there. It is human-made and dynamic, created by the 

constant shaping of the physical environment by humans. Everything 

created by humans is part of the cultural landscape, such as buildings, 

roads, farms, dams, etc., as are natural features that have special mean-

ing to people, like a sacred mountain or a river that forms a boundary. 

a®äïÓ®��ó®�ó®Ħ®¡ÿ®§�ɍ�ä¸ÿ®Ü�ąÜÂÜÿ®ÜÿÂäÜ�ÓÓė�ɍ�ÂÜ�ÿ¿®Âó�äó§ÂÜ�óėȷ�§�ÂÓė�
Ó�Ü§÷¡�ï®÷Ƚ� D�Ü§÷¡�ï®� ÂÜÿ®óïó®ÿ�ÿÂäÜ� ¡�Ü� ó®Đ®�Ó� ÷ÂºÜÂĥ¡�Üÿ� ÂÜ÷Âº¿ÿ÷�
ÂÜÿä�¿äđ�÷ï®¡Âĥ¡�¡ąÓÿąó®�ºóäąï÷�§Â÷ïÓ�ė� ÿ¿®�¡ąÓÿąó®�º®Ü®ó�Ó�¡äÜ¡®ïÿ÷�
discussed in the previous chapter and, thus, help you better understand 

their behavior. 

!Đ®óė�®Ó®Ú®Üÿ�ÂÜ���¡ąÓÿąó�Ó�Ó�Ü§÷¡�ï®�äĢ®ó÷�¡Óą®÷���äąÿ�ÿ¿®�ï®äïÓ®�ÂÜ�
it; however, these elements cannot be looked at in isolation but rather 

need to be interpreted holistically within their wider spatial, temporal, 

¡ąÓÿąó�Óȷ� �Ü§� ®ÜĐÂóäÜÚ®Üÿ�Ó� ¡äÜÿ®Ėÿ÷Ƚ� D�Ü§÷¡�ï®÷� ó®ïó®÷®Üÿ� ÷ÂºÜÂĥ-

cant investments of money, time, and emotions and oftentimes carry 

symbolic or sacred value. The mundane often is more revealing than 

the spectacular, especially when it comes to identifying culture groups, 

localized economies, social networks, and impacts of local security and 

§®Đ®ÓäïÚ®Üÿ�®Ģäóÿ÷Ƚ�a®äïÓ®�đÂÓÓ�Üäÿ�¡¿�Üº®�ÿ¿®Âó� Ó�Ü§÷¡�ï®÷�đÂÿ¿äąÿ�
good reasons. Therefore, changes in ordinary features of a cultural 

landscape can signal important shifts that need to be recognized and 

ąÜ§®ó÷ÿää§Ƚ� �Ó÷äȷ� §ÂĢ®ó®Ü¡®÷� ÂÜ� ÿ¿®� Ó�Ü§÷¡�ï®� ą÷ą�ÓÓė� ®òą�ÿ®� đÂÿ¿�
§ÂĢ®ó®Ü¡®÷� ÂÜ� Đ�óÂäą÷� ¡ąÓÿąó�Ó� �÷ï®¡ÿ÷� �®ÿđ®®Ü� äó�đÂÿ¿ÂÜ� ÿ¿®� ¡ąÓÿąó®�
groups present. With this understanding and using keen observation 

skills, you can more accurately interpret the unknown cultural land-

scapes you encounter. 

�ïääïæ�ûÌČÁ�ÝÝă
There are three common pitfalls that people fall victim to when using 

ÿ¿®� ÷ÐÂÓÓ� ä¸� ä�÷®óĐ�ÿÂäÜȽ� q¿®� ĥó÷ÿ� Â÷� ÚÂóóäóɏÂÚ�ºÂÜºȽ� LÂóóäóɏÂÚ�º-
ing is interpreting what you see through the lens of your own cultural 

background and experience. While natural 

and very common, this, obviously, can lead 

you to make inaccurate assumptions about 

what you are experiencing. Instead, put your 

observations into the context of the place you 

are in and the people you are with. For exam-

ple, do not automatically assume that a common gesture in the United 

States such as a nod means yes everywhere else. In some places, such as 

Bulgaria, a similar gesture actually means no. Before jumping to con-

¡Óą÷ÂäÜ÷���äąÿ�÷ÂºÜÂĥ¡�Ü¡®ȷ�ä�÷®óĐ®�ÿ¿®�÷¡®Ü®��÷���đ¿äÓ®ȷ�ºä�ÿ¿óäąº¿�
ÿ¿®�¸äąó�òą®÷ÿÂäÜ÷���äĐ®ȷ��Ü§�¡äÜ÷Â§®ó�đ¿�ÿ�ÿ¿®�º®÷ÿąó®÷�ėäą�ä�÷®óĐ®�
seem to be achieving or leading to. As another example, in the Middle 

East, it is very common to see men holdings hands. Mirror-imaging 

might lead you to assume that these men are romantically involved. 

5Ü�¡äÜÿó�÷ÿȷ��¡ÿÂĐ®�ä�÷®óĐ�ÿÂäÜ�÷¿äąÓ§�Ú�Ð®�ėäą�òą®÷ÿÂäÜ�đ¿®ÿ¿®ó�ÿ¿Â÷�
Â÷�ó®�ÓÓė�ÿ¿®�¡�÷®�ɍ�ºÂĐ®Ü�ÿ¿®�¸ó®òą®Ü¡ė�đÂÿ¿�đ¿Â¡¿�ėäą�÷®®�Âÿ��Ü§�ÿ¿®�
cultural environment — and then encourage you to go and gather more 

information before choosing a course of action. This holds true for 

physical structures and natural objects as well. For example, a fence or 

��đ�ÓÓ�¡�Ü�Ú®�Ü�§ÂĢ®ó®Üÿ�ÿ¿ÂÜº÷�§®ï®Ü§ÂÜº�äÜ�¿äđ�ÿ¿®�¡ąÓÿąó®�ºóäąï�
interacts with it, as can a mountain or a pile of rocks.   

The second pitfall is what can be referred to as looking without seeing. 

Military personnel on deployment can be especially busy and focused 

on their mission. In such circumstances, you might “look” right at a 

landscape without “seeing” important aspects of the scene. You would 

likely notice the spectacular or dramatic, but you might miss the ordi-

nary everyday aspects of the landscape. Beyond missing out on that 

knowledge, you also may miss out on noticing revealing local changes. 

k·ä·ä¨·ÿ�kĒÝ·�ɋȦɅ�
Things you take for 
granted may not be 
true here.
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Foot Patrols in New Environments32

Foot patrols are a good opportunity for military personnel to practice 
observation skills. When new to an area, there is a lot to observe, and 
Ïđ�è�ĩ�«º�³ÏĶėáđ�đó�Þêóģ�ģÌ�đ�ÏêÄóĄè�đÏóê�đó�ĀĄÏóĄÏđÏįºɐ�zÌÏĈ�ģ�Ĉ�đĄėº�
ÄóĄ���Q�ĄÏêº�ĈºĄÆº�êđ�³ėĄÏêÆ���ĸºá³�đĄ�ÏêÏêÆ�ºĨºĄÏĈºɐ�zÌº�Ā�đĄóá�Ìº�ģ�Ĉ�
leading had completed their objective, and they were headed back to base 
as the sun was setting. Just then, a lance corporal at the end of the for-
mation spotted an arrangement of stones and sticks that seemed out of 
place. He called this out to his sergeant, but they pressed on. During the 
debrief session, the Marine evaluator explained that the sticks and rocks 
were a terrain model left by the enemy, and so it would have been better if 
the sergeant had paused the patrol long enough to capture or investigate 
what the lance corporal had observed.  
      
zÌº� óėđóèº� ģ�Ĉ� ³ÏĵºĄºêđ� ÄóĄ� �� êºģáĩ� �ĄĄÏĢº³� Āá�đóóê� Ïê� 6ºáè�ê³Ɋ�
�ÄÆÌ�êÏĈđ�êɐ�\ê� đÌºÏĄ�ĸĄĈđ�Ā�đĄóáɊ���óĄĀóĄ�á�êóđÏº³� đÌ�đ���ģÌÏđº�Ĉė«-
stance occasionally appeared on the ground. It was not frost or easily 
recognizable to the corporal, so he stopped the patrol. Everyone waited as 
the message was sent forward to the interpreter at the front of the forma-
tion and as he doubled back to talk to the corporal. The Afghan interpreter 
and security forces on patrol all agreed that this substance was common. 
In fact, the white substance was salt, which sometimes accumulates when 
crops are poorly irrigated. The corporal learned something new about 
his terrain. As was stated earlier, observation is a conscious activity that 
requires you to slow down, look closely, and question each element of a 
Ĉºêºɐ�qóèºđÏèºĈɊ�Ïđ�ÏĈ�³ÏĶėáđ�đó�«�á�êº�đÌº�êºº³Ĉ�óÄ�đÌº�èÏĈĈÏóê�ģÏđÌ�
the time it takes to observe and investigate. However, the investment of 
time on the front end can make the mission easier to accomplish in the 
long run, especially in intercultural contexts.

Șȗ� �ÂºÜ®ÿÿ®�§ó�đÜ�¸óäÚ�ï®ó÷äÜ�Ó�®Ėï®óÂ®Ü¡®�ä¸�¡äÜÿóÂ�ąÿÂÜº��ąÿ¿äó�BóÂ÷ÿÂÜ�aä÷ÿ�ÂÜ�ȗȕȖȕȽ�
qó�ÂÜÂÜº�®Ė®ó¡Â÷®�ä�÷®óĐ®§���ä�ó§���Úï�a®Ü§Ó®ÿäÜ�ÂÜ��ąºą÷ÿ�ȗȕȖȖȷ��÷�ï�óÿ�ä¸�ÿ¿®��®Üÿ®ó�¸äó�
�§Đ�Ü¡®§�Vï®ó�ÿÂäÜ�Ó��ąÓÿąó®�D®�óÜÂÜºɚ÷�DäÜºÂÿą§ÂÜ�Ó�iÿą§ė�ä¸� 5Úï�¡ÿ�ä¸��ąÓÿąó®�qó�ÂÜ-
ing Products, deemed to be not human subjects research by an Institutional Review Board 

�ïïÓÂ¡��ÂÓÂÿė�e®ĐÂ®đȷ�§�ÿ®§�ȘȖ�L�ó¡¿�ȗȕȖȖȽ

The third pitfall actually occurs in familiar environments and is referred 

to as adaptation. How many times have you said, “I have been through 

¿®ó®�Ȗȕȕ�ÿÂÚ®÷��Ü§�Ü®Đ®ó�ÜäÿÂ¡®§�ÿ¿�ÿ�÷ÂºÜȽɗȾ��¿®Ü�ÂÜ�¸�ÚÂÓÂ�ó�ÿ®óóÂ-
ÿäóėȷ�ï®äïÓ®�ÿ®Ü§�ÿä�ÂºÜäó®�ĐÂ÷ą�Ó�ÂÜ¸äóÚ�ÿÂäÜ�ÿ¿�ÿ�ÿ¿®ė�÷®®�¸ó®òą®ÜÿÓė�
�®¡�ą÷®�ÿ¿®ė��ó®�ą÷®§�ÿä�÷®®ÂÜº�Âÿ��Ü§�¿�Đ®�ÓäÜº��ºä�ĥºąó®§�äąÿ��Ü§�
ĥÓ®§� �đ�ė� ɋÂÜÿ®óÜ�ÓÂĜ®§Ɍ� �� ¡ąÓÿąó�Ó� ąÜ§®ó÷ÿ�Ü§ÂÜº� ä¸� Âÿ÷�Ú®�ÜÂÜºɋ÷ɌȽ�
They tend to overlook common details and not think about things that 

are in clear sight. If you have adapted to your environment, one of these 

details could change in important ways, and you would not notice. 

When moving through a very familiar landscape, you should make a 

÷ï®¡Â�Ó�®Ģäóÿ�ÿä��¡ÿÂĐ®Óė�ä�÷®óĐ®��Ü§�ÓääÐ�¸äó��Üėÿ¿ÂÜº�ÿ¿�ÿ�Â÷�Ü®đ�äó�
unexpected. It could hold a clue to some important local change. Both 

looking without seeing and adaptation involve being blind to what is 

�¡ÿą�ÓÓė�ïó®÷®ÜÿȽ�V�÷®óĐ�ÿÂäÜ�ó®òąÂó®÷���¸ąÓÓė�ïó®÷®Üÿ�ÚÂÜ§��Ü§�ÂÜÿ®Ü-
tional focus when approaching your environment. 
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SUSPENDING JUDGMENT

DISCUSSION
V¸ÿ®ÜÿÂÚ®÷ȷ�đ®��÷�¿ąÚ�Ü÷�óą÷¿�ÿä� Íą§ºÚ®Üÿ�đ¿®Ü�¡äÜ¸óäÜÿ®§�đÂÿ¿���
situation or a behavior that confuses us or challenges our sense of right 

and wrong. This can happen, for example, when we read a news story, 

meet someone new, or travel to an unfamiliar place. We rely on our 

own understanding, cultural background, and experiences to interpret 

the experiences and actions of others. In other words, we fall victim to 

ÚÂóóäóɏÂÚ�ºÂÜºȽ�VÜ®�÷ÐÂÓÓ�ÿä�¿®Óï�ÚÂÿÂº�ÿ®�ÿ¿�ÿ�ÿ®Ü§®Ü¡ė�Â÷�ÿä�÷ą÷ï®Ü§�
judgment. Suspending judgment is taking a step back and temporarily 
suspending your own beliefs, assumptions, and expectations to assess 

the situation neutrally and try to understand what is going on. 

Too Much Training33

�Ìºê�Ïđ�óèºĈ�đó�Ģ�áėºĈ�áÏÞº�ÌóêºĈđĩɊ�Ïđ�ÏĈ�³ÏĶėáđ�đó�ĈėĈĀºê³�Ûė³Æèºêđɐ�
But if you feel someone is being dishonest, that is an ideal time to step 
«�Þ��ê³��ĈĈºĈĈ�đÌº�ĈÏđė�đÏóêɐ�\êº�Q�ĄÏêº�Äóėê³�óėđ�Ìóģ�«ºêºĸÏ�á�đÌÏĈ�
was when he conducted a security forces training mission in a Middle 
Eastern country. He was eager to help them learn land navigation and 
set up the practical application to test their knowledge. He soon realized 
some of the partner nation soldiers were copying other people’s answers. 
He was frustrated and was tempted to think these soldiers were both lazy 
and dishonest. When he talked to his interpreter about it, he realized that 
they had been doing the same things for 18 months. His team was just 
óêº�óÄ�è�êĩ�đÌ�đ�ÛėèĀº³�Ïêđó�đÌº�èÏĈĈÏóê�ģÏđÌóėđ�ĸĄĈđ�³ÏĈóĢºĄÏêÆ�ģÌ�đ�
the partner nation forces knew or what they wanted to learn. When he 
thought about this from their perspective, he knew he would be bored too, 
if he had been in School of Infantry for one and a half years. He reported 
the incorrect answers and possibility of cheating to the partner nation 
platoon commander, but because he understood their actions in context, 
he was no longer frustrated. 

ȘȘ� �ÂºÜ®ÿÿ®���÷®§�äÜ�Üäÿ®÷�̧ óäÚ��Ü�ÂÜÿ®óĐÂ®đ�đÂÿ¿���÷®óº®�Üÿ�äÜ�ȕȖ�V¡ÿä�®ó�ȗȕȖțȽ�5Üÿ®óĐÂ®đ�
¡äÜ§ą¡ÿ®§��÷�ï�óÿ�ä¸�ÿ¿®��®Üÿ®ó�¸äó��§Đ�Ü¡®§�Vï®ó�ÿÂäÜ�Ó��ąÓÿąó®�D®�óÜÂÜºɚ÷�DäÜºÂÿą§ÂÜ�Ó�
�÷÷®÷÷Ú®Üÿ�aóäÍ®¡ÿȷ�ąÜ§®ó�wiL��5e��aóäÿä¡äÓ�wiL�ȽȗȕȖțȽȕȕȕȚȽ� �

The purpose of suspending judgment is to ensure that your personal 

likes and dislikes, your sense of right and wrong, and your idea of what 

is logical or illogical do not get in the way of understanding what is 

happening and why. Without being clouded by your preconceptions, 

you are more able to integrate your understanding of the cultural con-

text at play into your thinking and arrive at a more accurate assessment 

of the situation. 

For example, in conducting a theater security cooperation exercise, you 

Ú�ė�đÂÿÜ®÷÷�̧ äó®ÂºÜ�ÚÂÓÂÿ�óė�äģ¡®ó÷�ÿó®�ÿÂÜº�ÿ¿®Âó�®ÜÓÂ÷ÿ®§�Ú®Ú�®ó÷�ÂÜ�
ways you deem completely inappropriate, e.g., more like servants than 

colleagues. However, to react and express disapproval based on your 

own military norms may invite resentment and be counterproductive to 

¡äÚïÓ®ÿÂÜº�ÿ¿®�ÚÂ÷÷ÂäÜȽ��ÂĢ®ó®Üÿ�ÚÂÓÂÿ�óÂ®÷�¿�Đ®�§ÂĢ®ó®Üÿ�¡ąÓÿąó®÷ȷ��Ü§�
what is acceptable and normal to one may be unacceptable to another. 

Keeping in mind that they are doing what makes sense to them, it is 

better to step back and think about why they behave this way and how 

you can work within this framework to best complete the mission, pro-

vided that you can do so within your unit’s legal constraints. 

�÷��Üäÿ¿®ó�®Ė�ÚïÓ®ȷ�ėäą�Ú�ė�ĥÜ§�ÿ¿�ÿ�ėäąó�¡äąÜÿ®óï�óÿɚ÷��ïïóä�¡¿®÷�
ÿä� ÿó�ÂÜÂÜº� �ó®� Đ®óė� §ÂĢ®ó®Üÿ� ¸óäÚ�đ¿�ÿ� ėäą� ¿�Đ®� ºóäđÜ� ąï�đÂÿ¿� ÂÜ�
your military training. For instance, in your eyes they may place undue 

emphasis on sporting activities such as soccer at the expense of weap-

ons or skills training. However, if, instead of reacting to this seeming 

waste of time, you step back for a moment and think about the purpose 

of your mission, is there really a problem? Ultimately, you are not just 

trying to build skills; you are also trying to build lasting relationships 

with foreign partners. Therefore, even if you feel that playing soccer 

will slow down the mission, it might help build connections that will be 

�®Ü®ĥ¡Â�Ó�ÂÜ�ÿ¿®�ÓäÜº�ÿ®óÚȽ

Suspending judgment is a useful tool in a multitude of situations, such 

�÷�ÂÜ�ÿ¿®�ĥ®Ó§ȷ��ÿ���§®÷Ð�§ó�¸ÿÂÜº��Ü�ÂÜÿ®ÓÓÂº®Ü¡®�ó®ïäóÿ���÷®§�ä¸�Đ�óÂ®§�
sources, or at an interagency planning session. It is an internal check to 

ensure you do not jump to conclusions before objective consideration of 

the situation at hand. 
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SELF-REGULATION

DISCUSSION
The following description of self-regulation underscores the impor-

tance of this fundamental life skill:

Self-regulation is the ability to monitor and control our own 

behavior, emotions, or thoughts, altering them in accordance 

with the demands of the situation. It includes the abilities to 

ÂÜ¿Â�Âÿ� ĥó÷ÿ� ó®÷ïäÜ÷®÷ȷ� ÿä� ó®÷Â÷ÿ� ÂÜÿ®ó¸®ó®Ü¡®� ¸óäÚ� Âóó®Ó®Đ�Üÿ�
stimulation, and to persist on relevant tasks even when we 

don’t enjoy them.Șș

Self-regulation is a skill that humans develop in early childhood to 

varying degrees. In the military, we refer to this as maintaining tact and 
bearing. This is something that you do many times throughout the day. 

Most often, we are not even aware that we are doing this, as it has been 

integrated into our daily living. However, it 

is a critical skill for military personnel across 

ÿ¿®�ó�Üº®�ä¸�ÚÂÓÂÿ�óė�ä¡¡ąï�ÿÂäÜ�Ó�ĥ®Ó§÷Ƚ��÷�
�Ü� ®Ė�ÚïÓ®ȷ� �� ȗȕȕȞ� �óÚė� e®÷®�ó¡¿� 5Ü÷ÿÂ-
tute studyȘȚ�÷ąóĐ®ėÂÜº�ȚțȚ��óÚė��Ü§�L�óÂÜ®�

�§ĐÂ÷äó÷�ó®ÿąóÜÂÜº�¸óäÚ�5ó�ò��Ü§��¸º¿�ÜÂ÷ÿ�Ü�ó®ïäóÿ®§�ÿ¿�ÿȷ�ä¸��ÓÓ�ÿ¿®�
skills the advisors noted as being most critical to their cross-cultural 

®Ģ®¡ÿÂĐ®Ü®÷÷ȷ� ÂÚïó®÷÷ÂäÜ�Ú�Ü�º®Ú®Üÿ� ó�ÿ®§� ¿Âº¿®÷ÿȷ� �Ü§� �®ÂÜº� ��Ó®�
ÿä�§ä�ÿ¿Â÷�ó®òąÂó®÷�ėäą�ÿä��®���Ó®�ÿä�¡äÜÿóäÓ��Ü§��§Íą÷ÿ�ėäąó�ÿ¿äąº¿ÿ÷ȷ�
�®¿�ĐÂäóȷ� �Ü§� ®ÚäÿÂäÜ÷� ®Ģ®¡ÿÂĐ®ÓėȽ� 5ÿ� Â÷� �� ÷ÐÂÓÓ� ėäą� ¡�Ü� ÷¿�óï®Ü� �ė�
ó®¡äºÜÂĜÂÜº�ėäą�§ä�ÿ¿Â÷�ɋÚ�ÐÂÜº�ÿ¿®�÷ÐÂÓÓ�®ĖïÓÂ¡ÂÿɌ��Ü§�ÿ¿óäąº¿�ąÜ§®ó-
÷ÿ�Ü§ÂÜº�đ¿�ÿ�Âÿ�ÂÜĐäÓĐ®÷��Ü§�ÂÜÿ®ÜÿÂäÜ�Ó�ïó�¡ÿÂ¡®Ƚ�5ÿ�ó®òąÂó®÷�ėäą�ÿä��®�
constantly aware of how you are feeling, pause before acting, maintain 

focus on the task, and adapt your response as necessary to advance your 

ÚÂ÷÷ÂäÜɃºä�ÓȽ

Șș Joan L. Cook and Greg Cook, Child Development: Principles and Perspectives,�ȗÜ§�®§Ƚ�ɋ�ä÷-
ÿäÜȷ�L�ȶ�a®�ó÷äÜȷ�ȗȕȕȞɌȷ�ȘȚȗɏȘȚȚȽ

ȘȚ Michelle R. Zbylut et al., “The Human Dimension of Advising: An Analysis of Interper-

÷äÜ�Óȷ�DÂÜºąÂ÷ÿÂ¡ȷ��ąÓÿąó�Óȷ��Ü§��§ĐÂ÷äóė��÷ï®¡ÿ÷�ä¸�ÿ¿®��§ĐÂ÷äó�eäÓ®ɗ�ɋ+äóÿ�D®�Đ®Üđäóÿ¿ȷ�
Biȶ�wȽiȽ��óÚė�e®÷®�ó¡¿�5Ü÷ÿÂÿąÿ®�¸äó�ÿ¿®��®¿�ĐÂäó�Ó��Ü§�iä¡Â�Ó�i¡Â®Ü¡®÷ȷ�ȗȕȕȞɌȷ�ȘȞȷ�ȝȞɏȞȘȷ�
�¡¡®÷÷®§��®¡®Ú�®ó�Ȗȗȷ�ȗȕȖȜȷ�¿ÿÿïȶɃɃđđđȽ§ÿÂ¡ȽÚÂÓɃ¡ºÂɏ�ÂÜɃ-®ÿqe�ä¡Ⱦ��ɷ���ȚȕȜȜȖȘȽ

k·ä·ä¨·ÿ�kĒÝ·�ɋȧɅ
You don’t have to like 
it to understand it.

Let us look at an example to see how this plays out. While training a 

ï�óÿÜ®ó� ¸äó¡®ȷ� ėäą� ó®¡äºÜÂĜ®� ɋÚäÜÂÿäóɌ� ÿ¿�ÿ� ėäą� �ó®� ¸®®ÓÂÜº� �Üºóė� ÂÜ�
response to what you are seeing, as how the members of the part-

Ü®ó�¸äó¡®��®¿�Đ®�Â÷�Đ®óė�§ÂĢ®ó®Üÿ�¸óäÚ�đ¿�ÿ�ėäą��ó®�ą÷®§�ÿä��Ü§�ºä®÷�
�º�ÂÜ÷ÿ�ėäąó�÷®Ü÷®�ä¸�óÂº¿ÿ��Ü§�đóäÜºȽ��äąó�ĥó÷ÿ�ó®÷ïäÜ÷®�Ú�ė��®�ÿä�
become angry or yell at them. However, if the people you are training 

see you visibly upset, angry, or even surprised, it may challenge your 

ability to interact, build rapport, and ultimately complete your mis-

÷ÂäÜȽ�5Ü÷ÿ®�§ȷ�Âÿ�Ú�ė�ïóäĐ®�Úäó®�®Ģ®¡ÿÂĐ®�ÿä�ÂÜ¿Â�Âÿ�ėäąó�ĥó÷ÿ�ó®÷ïäÜ÷®�
ɋ�Üº®óɌȷ�ó®Ú�ÂÜ�¸ä¡ą÷®§�äÜ�ėäąó�ÿ�÷Ð�ɋï®ó÷Â÷ÿɌȷ��Ü§��§�ïÿ�ėäąó�ó®÷ïäÜ÷®�
ɋ¡äÜÿóäÓɌ�ÿä��®���Ó®�ÿä�Ð®®ï�ÿó�ÂÜÂÜº�ºäÂÜº��Ü§�Ú�ÂÜÿ�ÂÜ�ó�ïïäóÿȽ��¿�ÿ�
this means in practice is that you should pay close attention to what you 

say and how you say it as well as to your body language — remaining 

aware of the ways in which your behavior might be interpreted. Be aware 

of other people’s body language and how they respond to you as well 

and adapt as necessary. You can integrate the two skills previously dis-

cussed, observation and suspending judgment, into this process as well. 

Your goal is for the intention of your behavior to align with its inter-

ïó®ÿ�ÿÂäÜȽ�V¸�¡äąó÷®ȷ�ÿ¿®ó®�đÂÓÓ��®�ÿÂÚ®÷�đ¿®Ü��Ü�®ÚäÿÂäÜ�Ó�ó®÷ïäÜ÷®�
is the appropriate one. What you choose to display will depend on the 

÷ï®¡Âĥ¡�÷Âÿą�ÿÂäÜȽ��ė�ąÜ§®ó÷ÿ�Ü§ÂÜº�đ¿®Ü�ėäą��ó®��¡ÿą�ÓÓė�®ÚïÓäėÂÜº�
ÿ¿Â÷�÷ÐÂÓÓ��Ü§�Ú�ÐÂÜº�ėäąó�ó®÷ïäÜ÷®��Ü�®ĖïÓÂ¡Âÿ�ɋĐ®ó÷ą÷�ÂÚïÓÂ¡ÂÿɌ�ïóä¡®÷÷�
of discernment, you are better able to control the outcome by adapting 

yourself to the needs of the situation. As a military professional, the 

goal is not to be transparent; it is to present an appropriate image of 

yourself for the situation at hand in order to advance your mission.   

�ĒÝČĒÿ�Ý���ÿÌ�ČÌïæ�Ìæ�ČÉ·��ÌăûÝ�ĥ�ïÁ�"äïČÌïæ�

How groups talk about emotion as well as express it varies. We learn from 
a young age what kinds of nonverbal actions to display for the range of 
emotions humans experience and who should display them (e.g., do you 
laugh when you are embarrassed, when you are nervous, when you are 
happy, none of the above, or all of the above?). Understanding that there 
�Ąº� ėáđėĄ�á� ³ÏĵºĄºêºĈ� Ïê� ºĨĀºđ�đÏóêĈ� ĈėĄĄóėê³ÏêÆ� đÌº� ºĨĀĄºĈĈÏóê� óÄ�
emotion helps you avoid mirror-imaging and prompts you to solicit that 
kind of information before you engage with others. Such information also 
helps you collect clues about underlying attitudes and values. 
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PERSPECTIVE-TAKING 

DISCUSSION
a®ó÷ï®¡ÿÂĐ®ɏÿ�ÐÂÜº�Â÷ȷ�òąÂÿ®�÷ÂÚïÓėȷ�ÿ¿®���ÂÓÂÿė�ÿä�÷®®�ÿ¿ÂÜº÷�̧ óäÚ��Üäÿ¿®ó�
point of view. It is common to hear it described as putting yourself in 

the shoes of someone else or walking a mile in them. Perspective-tak-

ing is often referred to as a foundational cultural skill simply because it 

begins the process of recognizing and articulating how a situation could 

appear from someone else’s standpoint. This recognition, in turn, sets 

the stage for a conversation that is open to alternative perspectives and 

ĥÜ§ÂÜº�¡äÚÚäÜ�ºóäąÜ§�đ¿®ó®�Âÿ�Ú�ė�Üäÿ�¿�Đ®��®®Ü�ÂÚÚ®§Â�ÿ®Óė�ä�ĐÂ-
ous. Perspective-taking is viewed in contrast to ethnocentrism, in which 

a person is often locked into a single viewpoint and is unaware of asso-

ciated limitations or that other viable views may exist.

Chinese Footbinding

Consider the creative way in which the skill of perspective-taking was 
used to challenge the practice of foot-binding. The practice involved 
binding young girls’ feet tightly, deforming them in an attempt to create 
the impression of “golden lilies” that were four inches in length. After 
enduring for nearly one hundred years, the practice was ended because, 
it is believed, of a letter written by the Confucian scholar, Kang You-
wei, asking the Emperor to consider how other nations perceived the way 
China treated its women. Tradition holds that his letter convinced the 
Emperor that nothing caused others to ridicule and look down upon the 
�ÌÏêºĈº�èóĄº� đÌ�ê� Äóóđ«Ïê³ÏêÆɐ�zÌÏĈ�ºĵºđÏĢº��ê³�Ąº�đÏĢº�ėĈº�óÄ�ĀºĄ-
spective-taking brought about change for millions of women.ȫȮ

This skill is useful when confronted with confusing or troubling 

information about a group or behavior. It is also useful when you are 

discerning how to shape your thinking, emotions, and behavior in 

response to the presented situation. Have you ever read an article that 

explains a troubling practice and thought, why would they do that? 

To be able to understand the why behind others’ thinking, emotions, 

and behavior, you cannot rely solely on your own understanding of 

Șț Vignette drawn from Kwame A. Appiah, The Honor Code: How Moral Revolutions Happen 

ɋN®đ��äóÐȶ��Ƚ�Ƚ�NäóÿäÜȷ�ȗȕȖȕɌȽ

the world, as your cultural blinders could lead you to an inaccurate 

interpretation or design an ill-fated mission. Employing the skills of 

suspending judgment and maintaining tact and bearing provide you the 

cognitive and emotional space to incorporate the perspective of others 

into the interpretation of the presented situation. What this means in 

practice is that once you have resolved not to rush to judgment, and 

you have your emotions and body language in check, put yourself in the 

other person’s or group’s shoes and think about how they see the sit-

uation and what their priorities and constraints are. This will help you 

gain a fuller understanding of the situation and design more appropri-

ate responses and actions.

For example, imagine that the temperature is over one hundred degrees 

�Ü§�ÿ¿�ÿ�ėäą��Ü§�ėäąó�¸äó®ÂºÜ�¡äąÜÿ®óï�óÿ÷��ó®�ĥÓÓÂÜº�÷�Ü§��º÷�ÿä�ą÷®�
äÜ�ÿ¿®�ĥóÂÜº�ó�Üº®Ƚ��¿ÂÓ®�ėäąó�÷ą�äó§ÂÜ�ÿ®÷��ó®�ÿäąº¿ÂÜº�Âÿ�äąÿȷ�ėäąó�
counterparts are complaining that they are being worked too hard and 

not getting enough rest breaks. From a U.S. military perspective, your 

initial response is to think they are weak and tell them so; their apparent 

ɘÓ�ĜÂÜ®÷÷ɚ�Ú�Ð®÷�ėäą��ÜÜäė®§ȷ��Ü§�Âÿ�Â÷�§Âģ¡ąÓÿ�¸äó�ėäą�ÿä�Ú�ÂÜÿ�ÂÜ�ÿ�¡ÿ�
�Ü§��®�óÂÜºȽ�2äđ®Đ®óȷ�đ¿®Ü�ėäą�ÿ�Ð®���ÚäÚ®Üÿ�ÿä�÷ÿ®ï���¡Ð�ɋÚ�ÂÜÿ�ÂÜ�
ÿ�¡ÿ��Ü§��®�óÂÜº��Ü§�÷ą÷ï®Ü§� Íą§ºÚ®ÜÿɌ��Ü§�ÿ¿ÂÜÐ�ɋ¡äºÜÂÿÂĐ®�÷ï�¡®Ɍȷ�
ėäą�ó®�ÓÂĜ®�ėäąó�¡äąÜÿ®óï�óÿ÷�¿�Đ®�ºóäđÜ�ąï�ÂÜ���§ÂĢ®ó®Üÿ�ÚÂÓÂÿ�óė�¡ąÓ-
ÿąó®�ÿ¿�Ü�ėäąó�äđÜ�ɋ¡äÜ÷Â§®ó��Üäÿ¿®ó�ï®ó÷ï®¡ÿÂĐ®ɌȽ�q¿®ė��ó®�¡äÜ÷¡óÂïÿ÷�
and not part of a professional military group, and they may not be used 

to this sort of intense work. Incorporating that knowledge into your 

ÿ¿ÂÜÐÂÜº��Ü§�ïÓ�ÜÜÂÜº�ąï¸óäÜÿ�¡äąÓ§��¡¡äÚÚä§�ÿ®�ÿ¿®÷®�§ÂĢ®ó®Ü¡®÷�ÿä�
minimize impact on mission. If discovered in process, by considering 

their perspective and the mission at hand, you are in a better position 

ÿä�ĥÜ§���ĐÂ��Ó®�÷äÓąÿÂäÜ�ÿä�®Ü÷ąó®�ÚÂ÷÷ÂäÜ��¡¡äÚïÓÂ÷¿Ú®ÜÿȽ�

INTERCULTURAL COMMUNICATION SKILLS

DISCUSSION
The focus up to this point has been primarily devoted to culture general 

skills for thinking. This section discusses skills for interacting. Inter-
cultural communication is a foundational culture general skill that helps 

you manage your interactions, anticipate misunderstanding in your 

interactions, and increase the likelihood of achieving your mission in 
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culturally diverse environments. Communication is important because, 

as psychologists have been saying for years, if you have a good relation-
ship�đÂÿ¿���ï®ó÷äÜ��Ü§�÷äÚ®ÿ¿ÂÜº�ºä®÷�đóäÜº�ɋėäą�ÚÂ÷÷®§���§®�§ÓÂÜ®ȹɌȷ�
ÿ¿�ÿ�ï®ó÷äÜ�ÿ®Ü§÷�ÿä��Ó�Ú®�®Ėÿ®óÜ�Ó�¸äó¡®÷�ɋL�Íäó�@äÜ®÷�¿�÷���Óäÿ�äÜ�¿Â÷�
ïÓ�ÿ®�óÂº¿ÿ�ÜäđɌȽ��¿®ó®�÷�Â¸�ėäą�do not have a good relationship with 

ÿ¿�ÿ�ï®ó÷äÜ��Ü§�÷äÚ®ÿ¿ÂÜº�ºä®÷�đóäÜº�ɋėäą�ÚÂ÷÷®§���§®�§ÓÂÜ®ȹɌȷ�ÿ¿®ė�
đÂÓÓ��Ó�Ú®�ėäą�ɋL�Íäó�@äÜ®÷�Â÷�¡äÚïÓ®ÿ®Óė�§Â÷äóº�ÜÂĜ®§ɌȽ��®�ÐÜäđ�ÿ¿�ÿ�
ÿ¿®�òą�ÓÂÿė�ä¸�äąó�ó®Ó�ÿÂäÜ÷¿Âï÷�Â÷�¡äÜÜ®¡ÿ®§�ÿä�ÿ¿®�òą�ÓÂÿė�ä¸�äąó�¡äÚ-

munication. As our partnerships expand along with our mission sets, 

military professionals will be planning, partnering, and operating with 

�Ü§��ÚäÜº�ï®äïÓ®�¸óäÚ��ÓÓ�äĐ®ó�ÿ¿®�đäóÓ§��Ü§�Ü®®§�ÿä�¿�Đ®�®Ģ®¡ÿÂĐ®�
ÂÜÿ®ó¡ąÓÿąó�Ó� ¡äÚÚąÜÂ¡�ÿÂäÜ� ɋ5��Ɍ� ÷ÐÂÓÓ÷ȷ� ÂÜ� º®Ü®ó�Óȷ� �Ü§� ÂÜÿ®ó�¡ÿÂäÜ�
Ú�Ü�º®Ú®Üÿ�÷ÐÂÓÓ÷ȷ�ÂÜ�ï�óÿÂ¡ąÓ�óȽ�q¿®÷®�5���÷ÐÂÓÓ÷��ó®�§®ĥÜ®§��÷�actions 

and behaviors that:

• Use appropriate and µĮµ¨ĉÉĚµ�communication processes to success-

fully navigate an intercultural encounter and

• Are intentionally repeatable and goal-directed during interaction.

In other words, for communication to be competent, it must be both 

·ı·ªČÌĞ·�ÂÜ�Âÿ÷��¡¿Â®Đ®Ú®Üÿ�ä¸�§®÷Âó®§�äąÿ¡äÚ®÷�ɋ÷¿�ó®§�Ú®�ÜÂÜºɌ��Ü§�
appropriate by meeting the expectations of the receiver and the sit-

uation. Why is this important? Consider the message the U.S. military 
sent with the following action: use of military working dogs in Iraq. Using 

military working dogs makes perfect sense to the U.S. military. Dogs 

are able to detect explosives and narcotics where humans cannot and 

potentially keep their human handlers from harm. Unfortunately, dogs 

�ó®�¡äÜ÷Â§®ó®§�ąÜ¡Ó®�Ü�ÿä�5ó�òÂ÷ȷ��Ü§�ą÷ÂÜº�ÿ¿®Ú�ÿä�÷®�ó¡¿�¿äÚ®÷�÷®Üÿ�
a message of disrespect. This had a negative impact on the mission. As 

always, context matters, and cultures vary. Aligning our communica-

tion through words, actions, and behaviors to account for the potential 

¡ąÓÿąó�Ó�ÿóÂºº®ó÷�ÿ¿�ÿ�Ú�ė�§Â÷óąïÿ�äąó�ÚÂ÷÷ÂäÜ�¿®Óï÷�ą÷�Úäó®�®Ģ®¡ÿÂĐ®Óė�
manage the interaction.

The other key words associated with ICC skills are: intentional, repeat-
�¨Ý·Ɇ and goal-directed. This means, like our other intentional and 

goal-directed human behavior, we should have a plan or script. Similar 

ÿä���ĥÓÚ�÷¡óÂïÿȷ�ÿ¿Â÷�ºÂĐ®÷�ą÷��÷��¡ÿäó÷��Ü�Â§®��ä¸�đ¿�ÿ�ÿä�®Ėï®¡ÿ��÷�đ®ÓÓ��÷�

some suggested lines and movements. Preparation for communication 

is essential, and just as in Hollywood, ad-libbing and improvisation are 

integral parts of the production process. Through our own cultures, we 

learn common scripts for interaction that provide us with if-then guides 

for our own communication. An obvious military example is that, when 

a salute is rendered, there is an if-then script followed to return the 

salute. When greeting someone, if they extend their right hand to us, 

then�đ®�ÿėïÂ¡�ÓÓė�äĢ®ó�äąó�¿�Ü§�ÂÜ�ó®ÿąóÜ�¸äó���¿�Ü§÷¿�Ð®Ƚ�q¿Â÷�÷®®Ú÷�
simple. However, culture throws a wrench in these plans and presents 

ąÜÂòą®� ¡¿�ÓÓ®Üº®÷Ƚ� 5Ü÷ÿ®�§� ä¸� ¡äɏ¡äÚÚąÜÂ¡�ÿäó÷� ¸äÓÓäđÂÜº� ÿ¿®� ÷�Ú®�
¡ąÓÿąó�Ó�÷¡óÂïÿ�¸äó�ÂÜÿ®ó�¡ÿÂäÜȷ�Âÿ�Â÷�ä¸ÿ®Ü��÷�Â¸�ÿ¿®ė��ó®�ÂÜ�ÿđä�§ÂĢ®ó®Üÿ�
ĥÓÚ÷Ƚ��¿�ÿ�÷¿äąÓ§�ėäą�§ä�Â¸�ėäą�®Ėÿ®Ü§�ėäąó�¿�Ü§�¸äó���¿�Ü§÷¿�Ð®��Ü§�
your colleague responds with a bow? This is where ICC skills come into 

play, allowing you to modify your communication to be more compe-

tent across a variety of cultures.

The following intercultural communication skills will enable you to 

better make sense of and prepare for both anticipated and unanticipated 
intercultural encounters: 

� ȖȽ�D®Đ®ó�ºÂÜº�¡äÚÚąÜÂ¡�ÿÂäÜ�÷ÿėÓ®÷
� ȗȽ�!ÚïÓäėÂÜº�®Ģ®¡ÿÂĐ®�ÂÜÿ®ó�¡ÿÂäÜ�Ú�Ü�º®Ú®Üÿ�÷ÐÂÓÓ÷
� ȘȽ�aó�¡ÿÂ¡ÂÜº��¡ÿÂĐ®�ÓÂ÷ÿ®ÜÂÜº
� șȽ�L�Ü�ºÂÜº�ï�ó�Ó�Üºą�º®�ą÷®��Ü§�ï®ó¡®ïÿÂäÜ
 5. Decoding nonverbal messages

This section will look closely at a variety of intercultural interactions 

that have caused misunderstanding and provide suggestions for using 

these skills to manage interaction outcomes. Employing such skills leads 

to greater communication resourcefulness�ÿ¿�ÿ�¡�Ü��®Ü®ĥÿ��ÓÓ�ÂÜÿ®óï®ó-
sonal exchanges. The pages that follow provide brief introductions and 
illustrations ä¸� ÿ¿®÷®� ÷ÐÂÓÓ÷� �Ü§� ¡ąÓÿąó®ɏ÷ï®¡Âĥ¡�®Ė�ÚïÓ®÷� ÂÜÿ®Ü§®§� ÿä�
demonstrate the complex relationship between culture and communi-

cation in a particular military-relevant context. 
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KEY POINTS

oÚÌÝÝ�ȥɅ�I·Ğ·ÿ�ÃÌæÃ��ïääĒæÌª�ČÌïæ�oČĥÝ·ă

Sometimes “no” means “yes” and “yes” means “maybe.”
   

“Can you complete this by tomorrow?” Although it seems like a 

÷ÿó�Âº¿ÿ¸äóđ�ó§� òą®÷ÿÂäÜȷ� ÿ¿®�đ�ė� Âÿ� Â÷� �Ü÷đ®ó®§�đÂÓÓ� §®ï®Ü§� Ó�óº®Óė�
on where in the world it is asked. Culturally variant approaches to giv-

ing a negative answer are good examples 

ä¸� ¿äđ� §ÂĢ®ó®Üÿ� ¡äÚÚąÜÂ¡�ÿÂäÜ� ÷ÿėÓ®÷�
manifest in our everyday interactions with 

others and how these styles frame how we 

interpret others’ messages and how oth-

ers interpret ours. In high-context cultures 

with a preference for indirect messaging, 

Ħ®ĖÂ�Ó®�đäó§÷�ÓÂÐ®�ɖÂÜ÷¿�ÓÓ�¿ɗ�ɋ�ó��Â¡�¸äó�
ɖÂ¸�-ä§�đÂÓÓ÷ɗɌ�äó�ɖ���Üė®ÿɗ�ɋɖė®÷ɏÜäɗ�ÂÜ�eą÷÷Â�ÜɌ�¡�Ü�Ú®�Ü�®Đ®óė-
ÿ¿ÂÜº�̧ óäÚ���÷äÓÂ§�ė®÷�ÿä���ĥóÚ�Ü®º�ÿÂĐ®ȷ�ó®òąÂóÂÜº�ÚÂÓÂÿ�óė�ï®ó÷äÜÜ®Ó�ÿä�
read between the lines and seek out other clues as to meaning. 

Military members working with a variety of cultures have encountered 

ÜąÚ®óäą÷�đ�ė÷� ä¸� ÷�ėÂÜº� ɖė®÷ɗ� �Ü§� ɖÜäɗ� �÷�đ®ÓÓ� �÷� ¡äÜĦÂ¡ÿ� §ą®� ÿä�
instances of perceived deception. To individuals from cultures that value 

directness, the communication of well-meaning individuals from indi-

rect cultures can seem like outright lies. In “What happens after the third 

cup of tea?”ȘȜȷ���÷¡®Ü�óÂä�ïÓ�ė÷�äąÿ�ÂÜ�đ¿Â¡¿���wȽiȽ�äģ¡®ó��ïïóä�¡¿®÷��Ü�
Afghan commander to plan troop movements. This interaction sounds 

typical until we discuss communication style. The U.S. captain asks the 

�¸º¿�Ü�äģ¡®ó�ÿä�Ó®�§�ÿ¿®�ÿóääï÷�ÂÜ�¸óäÜÿ�ä¸�¿Â÷�Ú®ÜȽ��ą®�ÿä�ÿ¿®�§óÂĐ®�
to preserve his face and safeguard the respect of his men, the Afghan 

commander cannot say no or intimate lack of readiness or willingness 

ÂÜ�¸óäÜÿ�ä¸�¿Â÷�Ú®Ü��Ü§��ºó®®÷�ÿä�Ó®�§�ÿ¿®�¡äÜĐäė��÷�ó®òą®÷ÿ®§��ė�ÿ¿®�
wȽiȽ�äģ¡®óɂ�¿®�ÿ¿®Ü���¡Ð÷�äąÿ�Íą÷ÿ��®¸äó®�ÿóääï�ÚäĐ®Ú®Üÿ÷ȷ�ó®òąÂóÂÜº���
last-minute mission reorganization. In cultures where reputations and 

respect are paramount, people structure their responses to avoid public 

ȘȜ Louise J. Rasmussen and Winston R. Sieck, What happens after the 3rd cup of tea? A Cultural 
Sensemaking Guide to Afghanistan ɋ��÷¿ÂÜºÿäÜȷ���ȶ�-aVȷ�ȗȕȖȕɌȷ�ȖȜȽ

k·ä·ä¨·ÿ�kĒÝ·�ɋȥɅ�
The local people have 
not organized them-
selves, their beliefs, or 
their behavior patterns 
for your convenience.

disagreement or outcomes where face will be lost. This is an understood 

¡äÚÚąÜÂ¡�ÿÂäÜ�÷ÿėÓ®�ÂÜ�¡®óÿ�ÂÜ�¡ąÓÿąó®÷Ƚ�2äđ®Đ®óȷ�Âÿ�Â÷�Đ®óė�§Âģ¡ąÓÿ�ÿä�
ąÜ§®ó÷ÿ�Ü§�đ¿®Ü�ėäą�¿�Đ®���§ÂĢ®ó®Üÿ�¡äÚÚąÜÂ¡�ÿÂäÜ�÷ÿėÓ®Ƚ

V¸�¡äąó÷®ȷ�¡äÚÚąÜÂ¡�ÿÂäÜ�÷ÿėÓ®��Ģ®¡ÿ÷�Úą¡¿�Úäó®�ÿ¿�Ü�Íą÷ÿ�¿äđ�ÿä�÷�ė�
“yes” and “no” in a particular culture and shapes such things as how 

ÿä�Ú�Ð®���ó®òą®÷ÿȷ�®Ėÿ®Ü§��Ü��ïäÓäºėȷ�ºÂĐ®���¡äÚïÓÂÚ®Üÿȷ��Ü§�®Đ®Ü�ÿ®ÓÓ�
��ÍäÐ®Ƚ��äÚÚąÜÂ¡�ÿÂäÜ�÷ÿėÓ®�¡�Ü��®�§®ĥÜ®§��÷�ɖ��ï�ÿÿ®óÜ�ä¸�Đ®ó��Ó��Ü§�
nonverbal behaviors that comprises our preferred ways of giving and 

ó®¡®ÂĐÂÜº�ÂÜ¸äóÚ�ÿÂäÜ�ÂÜ���÷ï®¡Âĥ¡�÷Âÿą�ÿÂäÜȽɗȘȝ�VÜ®�®÷÷®ÜÿÂ�Ó�¡óä÷÷ɏ¡ąÓ-
tural dimension of communication style is understanding the emphasis 

placed by those involved in the interaction on the actual words being 

said and the cultural context in which those words are used. Edward 

Hall, in his original work, described cultures as on a continuum from 

high- to low-context based on the amount of information that is typi-

cally conveyed explicitly in verbal speech.ȘȞ 

High-context communicators privilege the cultural context in which 

words are spoken over the actual words and rely on indirect communica-

tion to convey meaning. There tends to be a lot of information essential 

to understanding the interaction that is conveyed indirectly whether 

nonverbally or through culturally shared knowledge. Cultures in Asia, 

Africa, and South America employ high-context communication pat-

ÿ®óÜ÷Ƚ� �¿�ó�¡ÿ®óÂ÷ÿÂ¡÷� ÂÜ¡Óą§®� ¡äÓÓ®¡ÿÂĐÂ÷ÿ� Đ�Óą®÷� ÓÂÐ®� ÷®Ó¸ɏ®Ģ�¡®Ú®Üÿȷ�
preference for silence, use of spiral or circular arguments, and the use 

of communication as a social lubricant to help relationships run more 

smoothly. With high-context communication, the listener is responsi-

ble for appropriately interpreting the message.

Low-context communicators do the opposite, placing more empha-

sis on the actual words than on the cultural context and prefer direct 

¡äÚÚąÜÂ¡�ÿÂäÜ� ɋ®ĖïÓÂ¡Âÿ� đäó§÷Ɍ� ÿä� ÂÚï�óÿ� Ú®�ÜÂÜºȽ� Däđɏ¡äÜÿ®Ėÿ�
communication patterns can be found throughout Europe, North 

America, and Australia. Characteristics include individualist values like 

Șȝ Dianne H. Saphiere, Barbara K. Mikk, and Basma I. Devries, Communication Highwire: 
Leveraging the Power of Diverse Communication Styles� ɋaäóÿÓ�Ü§ȷ� L!ȶ� 5Üÿ®ó¡ąÓÿąó�Ó� aó®÷÷ȷ�
ȗȕȕȚɌȷ�ȚȽ

ȘȞ Edward T. Hall, Beyond Culture�ɋN®đ��äóÐȶ��äą�Ó®§�ėȷ�ȖȞȜțɌȷ�ȞȖȽ
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self-enhancement, preference for talk over silence, use of linear or 

direct argumentation, and an understanding that the primary function 

of communication is information. With low-context communication, 

the speaker is responsible for clearly communicating the message.

The concept of face, discussed earlier, is germane to the discussion 

of communication styles. It goes without saying that no one likes to 

be shamed or embarrassed. When communicating with others who 

employ the same or a similar communication style, it is relatively easy 

to avoid unnecessary or unintended loss of face, as you tend to know 

where to look for intended meaning. However, when low-context and 

high-context communicators interact, there is increased potential for 

ÚÂ÷ÂÜÿ®óïó®ÿ�ÿÂäÜ� ä¸� Ú®�ÜÂÜº� äÜ� �äÿ¿� ÷Â§®÷� �÷� ÿ¿®ė� Đ�Óą®� §ÂĢ®ó®Üÿ�
sources of information during the interaction. This can lead to embar-

ó�÷÷ÂÜº�äóȷ�đäó÷®ȷ�Ü®º�ÿÂĐ®�äąÿ¡äÚ®÷Ƚ��®ÂÜº�ÚÂÜ§¸ąÓ�ä¸�÷ÿėÓ®�§ÂĢ®ó®Ü¡®÷�
¡�Ü�¿®Óï�ėäą�ÂÜÿ®ó�¡ÿ�Úäó®�®Ģ®¡ÿÂĐ®Óė��Ü§��÷÷Â÷ÿ�ėäą�ÂÜ��äÿ¿�ÿ¿®�ÂÜÿ®ó-
pretation of others’ messages and the creation of your own. 

oÚÌÝÝ�ȦɅ�"äûÝïĥÌæÃ�"ı·ªČÌĞ·�9æČ·ÿ�ªČÌïæ�Q�æ�Ã·ä·æČ�oÚÌÝÝă

In January 1994, a simple handshake was the subject of great delib-
eration and discussion between two world leaders and U.S. President 
Bill Clinton. The occasion was the history-making accord between 
Palestinian leader Yasir Arafat and Israeli Prime Minister Yitzak 
Rabin. According to news reports, considerable discussion occurred 
over if, when, and how the two leaders should shake hands at the 
press announcement. Rabin was reticent, but Arafat was eager. 
Rabin reportedly agreed when Arafat assured him there would be no 
kissing of cheeks. Even then, via international television, the world 
ěÉĉãµĀĀµ®��Ā��ü�¿�ĉ�á�®µ�ĉÆµ�ĲüĀĉ�áìĚµ�ěÉĉÆ�ÆÉĀ�ìďĉĀĉüµĉ¨Æµ®�Æ�ã®�
and Rabin exhibited momentary hesitation.40

Interaction management skills are the goal-oriented behaviors enacted 

while communicating. The above excerpt is a reminder of how even 

÷äÚ®ÿ¿ÂÜº��÷�òąÂ¡Ð��Ü§�äó§ÂÜ�óė��÷���ºó®®ÿÂÜº�¿�÷�ÿ¿®�ïäÿ®ÜÿÂ�Ó�ÿä��ąÂÓ§�
up or break down a relationship. No matter where you are in the world, 

șȕ Roger E. Axtell, Gestures: The Do’s and Taboos of Body Language Around the World,�Șó§�®§Ƚ�
ɋN®đ��äóÐȶ��ÂÓ®ė�ʖ�iäÜ÷ȷ�5Ü¡Ƚȷ�ȖȞȞȝɌȷ�ȖȜȽ

the greeting process entails a variety of interaction skills. It is well 

đäóÿ¿�ÿ¿®�®Ģäóÿ�ÿä�Ó®�óÜ�Úäó®���äąÿ�ÿ¿®�ÂÜÿ®ó�¡ÿÂäÜ�Ú�Ü�º®Ú®Üÿ�÷ÐÂÓÓ÷�
that promote competent intercultural communication. Whether these 

÷ÐÂÓÓ÷��ó®�®Ü�¡ÿ®§�®Ģ®¡ÿÂĐ®Óė��Ü§��ïïóäïóÂ�ÿ®Óė�Â÷���Ú�ÿÿ®ó�ä¸�¡äÚï®-
ÿ®Ü¡®Ƚ�q¿®�đ�ė÷�ÂÜ�đ¿Â¡¿�ï®äïÓ®�¡äÚÚąÜÂ¡�ÿ®��ó®�÷ÿóäÜºÓė��Ģ®¡ÿ®§��ė�
cultural preferences for direct or indirect messaging as well as an ori-

entation toward task or relational outcomes. Such skills as recognizing 

the cultural barriers to interaction and perception-checking help make 

¡äÜĐ®ó÷�ÿÂäÜ÷�ɋ�Ü§�ó®Ó�ÿÂäÜ÷¿Âï÷Ɍ�óąÜ�Úäó®�÷Úääÿ¿ÓėȽ�

Some of the cultural barriers to interaction involve the variety of cul-

ÿąó�Ó�§ÂĢ®ó®Ü¡®÷��÷÷ä¡Â�ÿ®§�đÂÿ¿�¡äÜĐ®ó÷�ÿÂäÜ�Ó�ÿäïÂ¡�Ú�Ü�º®Ú®Üÿ��Ü§�
information-gaining strategies. How do violations of communication 

�®¿�ĐÂäó�®Ėï®¡ÿ�ÿÂäÜ÷��Ģ®¡ÿ�ÿ¿®�äąÿ¡äÚ®�ä¸��Ü�ÂÜÿ®ó�¡ÿÂäÜȾ�q¿®ó®��ó®�
culturally diverse ways of managing conversation topics and gaining 

ÂÜ¸äóÚ�ÿÂäÜ�ÿ¿�ÿ�¡�Ü��Ü÷đ®ó�ÿ¿Â÷�òą®÷ÿÂäÜȽ��÷�Üäÿ®§���äĐ®ȷ�ÿ¿®�¡äÚ-

munication patterns associated with individualist cultures tend to 

focus on the content�ɋ®ȽºȽȷ�đ¿�ÿ�®Ė�¡ÿÓė�Â÷��®ÂÜº�÷�Â§Ɍ�ä¸���Ú®÷÷�º®�ÂÜ���
conversation, whereas many communicators from collectivist cultures 

tend to focus more on the context�ɋ®ȽºȽȷ�đ¿ä�Â÷�÷�ėÂÜº�Âÿȷ�đ¿®ó®�ÿ¿®ė��ó®�
÷�ėÂÜº�Âÿȷ�®ÿ¡ȽɌ�ä¸���Ú®÷÷�º®Ƚ�5Ü�¡óä÷÷ɏ¡ąÓÿąó�Ó�ÂÜÿ®ó�¡ÿÂäÜȷ�ÿ¿®�ÂÜ§ÂĐÂ§ą-
�ÓÂ÷ÚɃ¡äÓÓ®¡ÿÂĐÂ÷Ú�§ÂÚ®Ü÷ÂäÜ÷�ÂÜĦą®Ü¡®�¿äđ�ï®äïÓ®��ïïóä�¡¿�ÿäïÂ¡÷�ÂÜ�
conversation. Here are some examples of the way conversational topic 

Ú�Ü�º®Ú®Üÿ�¡�Ü�§ÂĢ®ó��¡óä÷÷�¡ąÓÿąó®÷ȶșȖ

Collectively-oriented culture groups:

• Vóº�ÜÂĜ®� ÿäïÂ¡÷� ÂÜ� �Ü� ÂÜÿ®ó§®ï®Ü§®Üÿ� ¸�÷¿ÂäÜȷ� Ð®®ïÂÜº�
“like” topics close together.

• w÷®���÷ÂºÜÂĥ¡�Üÿ��ÚäąÜÿ�ä¸�ó®ï®ÿÂÿÂäÜȽ
• Complement verbal interaction with supporting nonverbal 

behaviors to further support a message.

• Consider the interaction implications for the relationship 

as more important than the actual topic.

• !ÚïÓäė�¿�óÚäÜÂäą÷ȷ�÷ÂÚąÓÿ�Ü®äą÷�ÿ�ÓÐ�ÂÜ��Ü�®Ģäóÿ�ÿä�ïóä-
mote high connectivity.

șȖ William B. Gudykunst, �üÉ®ÁÉãÁ� �ÉĮµüµã¨µĀ� ɋq¿äą÷�Ü§� V�Ð÷ȷ� ��ȶ� i�º®� aą�ÓÂ¡�ÿÂäÜ÷ȷ�
ȗȕȕșɌȷ�ȗȕȚȽ
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Individually-oriented culture groups:

• Vóº�ÜÂĜ®�ÿäïÂ¡÷�ÂÜ§®ï®Ü§®Üÿ�¸óäÚ�äÜ®��Üäÿ¿®óȽ
• i¿äđ� ÂÜÿ®ó®÷ÿ� ÂÜ� ÿ¿®� ¡äÜĐ®ó÷�ÿÂäÜ� ÿ¿óäąº¿� �÷ÐÂÜº� òą®÷-
ÿÂäÜ÷��Ü§�Ú�ÐÂÜº�¡äÚÚ®Üÿ÷Ƚɜ

• VóÂ®Üÿ�ÿ¿®Âó��ÿÿ®ÜÿÂäÜ�ÿä�ÿ¿®�®ĖïÓÂ¡Âÿ�ÿäïÂ¡�¡äÜÿ®ÜÿȽ
• Perceive simultaneous talk as jarring and often leading to 

¡äÜĦÂ¡ÿȽ

�¿ÂÓ®�ÿ¿®÷®��ó®�º®Ü®ó�ÓÂĜ�ÿÂäÜ÷ȷ�ÿ¿®ė�äĢ®ó�ėäą�ÂÜ÷Âº¿ÿ÷�ÂÜÿä�đ¿ė�Âÿ�¡�Ü�
�®�§Âģ¡ąÓÿ�ÿä�¿äÓ§���¡äÜĐ®ó÷�ÿÂäÜ�đÂÿ¿���ï®ó÷äÜ�¸óäÚ���§ÂĢ®ó®Üÿ�¡ąÓ-
ture. Recognizing cultural barriers helps you overcome them. Instead 

of jumping to the conclusion that your counterpart is a bad conversa-

tionalist, you can seek alternative means to facilitate the interaction to 

achieve your desired outcome.

�ÓäÜº�đÂÿ¿�§ÂĢ®ó®Ü¡®÷�ÂÜ�Ú�Ü�ºÂÜº�ÿäïÂ¡÷�ÂÜ�¡äÜĐ®ó÷�ÿÂäÜ÷ȷ�informa-
tion-gathering strategies can also vary across cultures and present a 

possible cultural barrier. Gaining information allows us to reduce the 

amount of uncertainty we have in an interaction. When we initiate 

an interaction with an unfamiliar person, we strategically plan our 

communication behaviors to reduce the level of uncertainty we have 

about communicating with them. The uncertainty reduction process 

certainly happens in interaction with strangers, but it can also hap-

pen in any interaction, regardless of how well we know someone or 

how often we interact with them. There are three main strategies for 

information-gathering:

• g�ăăÌĞ·� ăČÿ�Č·ÃÌ·ă involve observation and taking men-

ÿ�Ó�Üäÿ®÷Ƚɜa�÷÷ÂĐ®�÷ÿó�ÿ®ºÂ®÷��ÓÓäđ�ą÷�ÿä�ó®§ą¡®�ÿ¿®��ÚäąÜÿ�ä¸�
uncertainty we have in an interaction, but they do not involve 

any direct communication behaviors.

• �ªČÌĞ·�ăČÿ�Č·ÃÌ·ă�ÂÜĐäÓĐ®��¡ÿą�ÓÓė��÷ÐÂÜº�òą®÷ÿÂäÜ÷�ä¸�÷®¡äÜ§-
ary sources like people intimately familiar with a culture or a 

particular person. Looking for other sources of information like 

in a library or documentary is also an active strategy.

• 9æČ·ÿ�ªČÌĞ·� ăČÿ�Č·ÃÌ·ă are those that directly involve 

ÂÜÿ®ó�¡ÿÂäÜȽɜ qđä� Ú�ÂÜ� ÷ÿó�ÿ®ºÂ®÷� �ó®� §Âó®¡ÿ� òą®÷ÿÂäÜ÷� �Ü§�
÷®Ó¸ɏ§Â÷¡Óä÷ąó®Ƚɜq¿®÷®�÷ÿó�ÿ®ºÂ®÷�ó®òąÂó®�¡�ąÿÂäÜ�ó®º�ó§ÂÜº�ÿ¿®�

context of the interaction as well as how comfortable the per-

÷äÜ�ÚÂº¿ÿ��®�đÂÿ¿�§Âó®¡ÿ�òą®÷ÿÂäÜÂÜºȽ

Cultural considerations infuse the information gathering process, no 

matter the strategy employed, and can present barriers. Methods and 

subject matter that are appropriate in some cultures may not be in oth-

ers. For example, it is inappropriate for an unrelated man to address 

��§Âó®¡ÿ�òą®÷ÿÂäÜ�ÿä���Lą÷ÓÂÚ�đäÚ�Ü�ÂÜ�¡®óÿ�ÂÜ�¡äÜÿ®Ėÿ÷Ƚ�5ÿ�Ú�ė�÷®®Ú�
as though this is always the case, but what if that Muslim woman is a 

colleague at work at the Pentagon? Being able to recognize potential 

barriers and also keeping in mind, for example, variation and suspend-

ing judgment will help you to structure your actions appropriately for 

ÿ¿®�¡äÜÿ®Ėÿ�ÂÜ�đ¿Â¡¿�ėäą�ĥÜ§�ėäąó÷®Ó¸Ƚ�

“Perception-checking” is a useful skill that can help you address the 

ïäÿ®ÜÿÂ�Ó�¡äÚïÓÂ¡�ÿÂäÜ÷�ÿ¿�ÿ�¡äÚ®�đÂÿ¿�¡ąÓÿąó�Ó�§ÂĢ®ó®Ü¡®÷�ÂÜ�¡äÚÚą-
nication preferences and clarify and align intentions with interpretations 

§ąóÂÜº� ÿ¿®�¡äÚÚąÜÂ¡�ÿÂäÜ�ïóä¡®÷÷Ƚ� 5ÿ� ÂÚïÓÂ®÷�ɖ5�ÐÜäđ�5ɚÚ�Üäÿ�òą�Ó-
Âĥ®§�ÿä� Íą§º®�ėäą�đÂÿ¿äąÿ�÷äÚ®�¿®ÓïȽɗșȗ How you employ the skill is 

§®ï®Ü§®Üÿ�äÜ�ėäąó�÷ï®¡Âĥ¡�÷Âÿą�ÿÂäÜȽ��¿®Ü�ÂÜÿ®ó�¡ÿÂÜº�đÂÿ¿�ÿ¿ä÷®�đ¿ä�
ïó®¸®ó� §Âó®¡ÿ� ¡äÚÚąÜÂ¡�ÿÂäÜ� ɋ®ȽºȽȷ� ÂÜ§ÂĐÂ§ą�ÓÂ÷ÿÂ¡ȷ� Óäđɏ¡äÜÿ®Ėÿ� ¡äÚ-

ÚąÜÂ¡�ÿäó÷Ɍȷ�ėäą�Ú�ė�đ�Üÿ�ÿä�ÿ�Ð®���Úäó®�§Âó®¡ÿ��ïïóä�¡¿ȷ��ė��÷ÐÂÜº�
¸äó� ¡Ó�óÂĥ¡�ÿÂäÜ� ¸óäÚ� ėäąó� ¡äąÜÿ®óï�óÿȽ� �Âó®¡ÿ� ï®ó¡®ïÿÂäÜɏ¡¿®¡ÐÂÜº�
involves three parts:

• A description of the behavior you noticed

• A statement about how you interpreted the behavior 

• ��ó®òą®÷ÿ�¸äó�¡Ó�óÂĥ¡�ÿÂäÜ���äąÿ�¿äđ�ÿä�ÂÜÿ®óïó®ÿ�ÿ¿®��®¿�ĐÂäó�
It would look something like this: after a discussion with an Indian col-

league, you might say, “When you bobbed your head back and forth 

đ¿ÂÓ®� 5�đ�÷� ÿ�ÓÐÂÜº� ɋ°·ăªÿÌ¨·°�¨·É�ĞÌïÿɌȷ� 5�đ�÷Üɚÿ� ÷ąó®�đ¿®ÿ¿®ó�ėäą�
đ®ó®� �ºó®®ÂÜº� đÂÿ¿� Ú®� ɋĴÿăČ� ÌæČ·ÿûÿ·Č�ČÌïæɌȷ� §Â÷�ºó®®ÂÜº� đÂÿ¿� Ú®�
(second interpretationɌȷ�äó�Íą÷ÿ�¡äÜ¸ą÷®§�ɋthird interpretationɌȽ���Ü�
ėäą�®ĖïÓ�ÂÜ�đ¿�ÿ�ÿ¿®�¿®�§��ä��Ú®�Ü÷Ⱦɗ�ɋÿ·þĒ·ăČ�Áïÿ�ªÝ�ÿÌĴª�ČÌïæɌȽ�

șȗ J. Dan Rothwell, In the Company of Others: An Introduction to Communication�ɋN®đ��äóÐȶ�
VĖ¸äó§ȷ�ȗȕȖȕɌȷ�țȕȽ
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In most cultures, nodding the head means “yes,” while shaking the head 
means “no.” In India, however, there is another gesture, often referred to 
as the Indian head wobble, which consists of bobbing the head from side 
to side. This gesture can mean yes or no, and is intentionally ambiguous, 
often meant solely as an acknowledgement of what is being said, or its 
interpretation being left up to the other party to oblige them or to avoid 
coming across as impolite. As a guest, one does not want to be an impo-
ĈÏđÏóê�óê�đÌºÏĄ�ÌóĈđ�«ĩ�ÆÏĢÏêÆ���³ºĸêÏđÏĢº�ĩºĈ�Ïê�ĄºĈĀóêĈº�đó��ê�óĵºĄ�đÌ�đ�
è�ĩ�Ì�Ģº�ÛėĈđ�«ººê���óėĄđºĈĩɐ�6óģºĢºĄɊ�ÆÏĢÏêÆ���³ºĸêÏđÏĢº�êó�è�ĩ�óèº�
across as rude or ungrateful of the hospitality extended to you as a guest. 
Thus, the purpose of the head wobble is to oblige the host by leaving the 
interpretation open to meaning “yes, I am happy to do this” but also “no, 
it’s okay if we don’t.”Ȭȫ

+äó�ÿ¿ä÷®�đ¿ä�®ÚïÓäė�Úäó®�ÂÜ§Âó®¡ÿ�¡äÚÚąÜÂ¡�ÿÂäÜȷ�÷ą¡¿�§Âó®¡ÿ�òą®÷-
ÿÂäÜÂÜº�ä¸�ÿ¿®Ú�Ú�ė�Üäÿ�ïóäĐÂ§®�ėäą�ÿ¿®�¡Ó�óÂĥ¡�ÿÂäÜ�ėäą�÷®®ÐȽ�q¿®ó®�
are other perception-checking methods you can employ like practicing 

culture-sensitive paraphrasing skills. The paraphrasing skill has two 

Ú�Íäó�¡¿�ó�¡ÿ®óÂ÷ÿÂ¡÷ȶ�ɋ�Ɍ�Đ®ó��ÓÓė�ó®÷ÿ�ÿÂÜº�ÿ¿®�¡äÜÿ®Üÿ�Ú®�ÜÂÜº�ä¸�ÿ¿®�
÷ï®�Ð®óɚ÷�Ú®÷÷�º®�ÂÜ�ėäąó�äđÜ�đäó§÷��Ü§�ɋ�Ɍ�ÜäÜĐ®ó��ÓÓė�®¡¿äÂÜº���¡Ð�
your interpretation of the emotional meaning of the speaker’s message. 

q¿®� Đ®ó��Ó� ó®÷ÿ�ÿ®Ú®Üÿ� ÷¿äąÓ§� ó®Ħ®¡ÿ� ėäąó� ÿ®Üÿ�ÿÂĐ®� ąÜ§®ó÷ÿ�Ü§ÂÜº�
of the speaker’s meaning behind the content message, using phrases 

such as “It sounds to me that …” and “In other words, you’re saying 

that …” Nonverbally, you should pay attention to the attitudinal tone 

ÿ¿�ÿ� ąÜ§®óÓÂ®÷� ėäąó� Đ®ó��Ó� ó®÷ÿ�ÿ®Ú®Üÿ� ɋÂȽ®Ƚȷ� Âÿ� Â÷� ¡óÂÿÂ¡�Ó� ÿä� §Â÷ïÓ�ė� ��
º®ÜąÂÜ®�ÿäÜ®�ä¸�ÿ¿®�§®÷Âó®�ÿä�ąÜ§®ó÷ÿ�Ü§ɌȽ��äą�đÂÓÓ�đ�Üÿ�ÿä�÷ÿóą¡ÿąó®�
ėäąó�÷ÿ�ÿ®Ú®Üÿ÷��¡¡äó§ÂÜº�ÿä�ėäąó�÷ï®¡Âĥ¡�÷Âÿą�ÿÂäÜȽ�iäÚ®�ºąÂ§®ÓÂÜ®÷ȶ�
¿Âº¿ɏ¡äÜÿ®Ėÿ�¡äÚÚąÜÂ¡�ÿäó÷�Ú�ė�ó®÷ïäÜ§��®ÿÿ®ó�ÿä�§®¸®ó®ÜÿÂ�Óȷ�òą�ÓÂ-
fying phrases such as “I may be wrong, but what I’m hearing is that…” 

or “Please correct me if I misinterpret what you’ve said.” For low-con-

text communicators, your paraphrasing statements can be more direct 

and to the point. Again, what method you choose is up to you and the 

÷ï®¡Âĥ¡�÷Âÿą�ÿÂäÜ��Ü§�¡äąÜÿ®óï�óÿȽ�

șȘ�� � !Ė�ÚïÓ®� ïóäĐÂ§®§� �ė� +�¿�§� L�ÓÂÐȷ� �äóï÷� iäÓąÿÂäÜ÷ȷ� �� ¡äÜÿó�¡ÿ®§� ó®ºÂäÜ�Ó� �Ü�-
Óė÷ÿ��ÿ���V�D�đ¿ä�¡äÜ÷ąÓÿ®§� ÿ¿®� ¸äÓÓäđÂÜº�÷äąó¡®�§ąóÂÜº�§®Đ®ÓäïÚ®Üÿȶ�aó®÷¿�q�Óđ�ÓÐ®óȷ�
“The Indian head wobble as strategic move,” Mind Your Decisions� ɋ�ÓäºɌȷ� i®ïÿ®Ú�®ó� ȗȖȷ�
ȗȕȖȕȷ� �¡¡®÷÷®§� �®¡®Ú�®ó� Ȗȗȷ� ȗȕȖȜȷ� ¿ÿÿï÷ȶɃɃÚÂÜ§ėäąó§®¡Â÷ÂäÜ÷Ƚ¡äÚɃ�ÓäºɃȗȕȖȕɃȕȞɃȗȖɃ
ÿ¿®ɏÂÜ§Â�Üɏ¿®�§ɏđä��Ó®ɏ�÷ɏ÷ÿó�ÿ®ºÂ¡ɏÚäĐ®ɃȽ

oÚÌÝÝ�ȧɅ�gÿ�ªČÌªÌæÃ��ªČÌĞ·�IÌăČ·æÌæÃ

ɘwÆµ��Ěµü�Áµ�øµüĀìã�ĀďĮµüĀ�¿üìá�ȡ�®µÚďĀÉìãĀȺ
That he is a good driver
That he has a good sense of humor
That he is a good listener”44

People in all cultures use a variety of methods to indicate to a speaker 

ÿ¿�ÿ�ÿ¿®ė��ó®�ÓÂ÷ÿ®ÜÂÜºȷ�ÂÜ¡Óą§ÂÜº�ÜäÜĐ®ó��Ó��®¿�ĐÂäó÷�ɋ®ȽºȽȷ�®ė®�¡äÜÿ�¡ÿɌȷ�
ï�ó�Ó�Üºą�º®�ɋ®ȽºȽȷ�÷ÂÓ®Ü¡®Ɍȷ�äó�Đ®ó��ÓÂĜ�ÿÂäÜ÷�ɋ®ȽºȽȷ�ɖą¿ɏ¿ą¿ɗɌȽ�5ÿ�ºä®÷�
without saying that listener behavior and feedback styles vary widely 

across cultures. For example, while it is common to hear a mother in 

the United States saying to her child, “Show me some respect, and look 

�ÿ�Ú®�đ¿®Ü�5ɚÚ�ÿ�ÓÐÂÜº�ÿä�ėäąȹɗȷ���Bäó®�Ü�ï�ó®Üÿ�Â÷�Úäó®�ÓÂÐ®Óė�ÿä�÷�ėȷ�
“Show me some respect, and don’t look at me when I’m talking to you.” 

In some southern European cultures, if you were nodding your head to 

indicate that you were following along, you would actually be telling 

ÿ¿®Ú�Üäȹ�DÂ÷ÿ®ÜÂÜº�¸®®Ó÷� ÓÂÐ®���ɖÜäɏ�ó�ÂÜ®óɗ��¡ÿÂĐÂÿėɂ�¿äđ®Đ®óȷ� ÿ¿®÷®�
cues and signs are not universal, and we must be mindful of cultural as 

đ®ÓÓ��÷�ÂÜ§ÂĐÂ§ą�Ó�§ÂĢ®ó®Ü¡®÷Ƚ�

Military personnel encounter a broad range of situations in which 

ÓÂ÷ÿ®ÜÂÜº�÷ÐÂÓÓ÷��ó®�Ð®ė�ɍ��Ü§�§ÂĢ®ó®Üÿ�÷Âÿą�ÿÂäÜ÷�¡�ÓÓ�¸äó�§ÂĢ®ó®Üÿ�ÓÂ÷-
ÿ®ÜÂÜº��®¿�ĐÂäó÷Ƚ��äąó�đäóÐ�ÓÂ¸®ȷ�¿äÚ®�ÓÂ¸®ȷ�÷ä¡Â�Ó�ÓÂ¸®ȷ�®ÿ¡Ƚ��ÓÓ�ó®òąÂó®�
§ÂĢ®ó®Üÿ� ÐÂÜ§÷� ä¸� ÓÂ÷ÿ®ÜÂÜº� �®¿�ĐÂäó÷Ƚ� e®¡�ÓÓ� ÿ¿�ÿ� ɖ¡äÚÚąÜÂ¡�ÿÂäÜ�
competence happens in context” — this includes listening. What makes 

ėäą���¡äÚï®ÿ®Üÿ�ÓÂ÷ÿ®Ü®ó�ÂÜ�äÜ®�÷Âÿą�ÿÂäÜ�ɋ®ȽºȽȷ�ÿ¿®�Ó®¡ÿąó®�¿�ÓÓɌ�đÂÓÓ�Üäÿ�
Ü®¡®÷÷�óÂÓė�Ú�Ð®�ėäą���¡äÚï®ÿ®Üÿ�ÓÂ÷ÿ®Ü®ó�ÂÜ��Üäÿ¿®ó�ɋ®ȽºȽȷ�ÿ�ÓÐÂÜº�đÂÿ¿�
ėäąó�÷ïäą÷®Ɍ�ɍ�¿®Ü¡®�ÿ¿®�ÂÚïäóÿ�Ü¡®�ä¸�Ð®®ïÂÜº�ÿ¿®�¡äÜÿ®Ėÿ�ÂÜ�ÚÂÜ§��÷�
you prepare for the listening situation.

iä�đ¿�ÿ� Â÷� ®Ģ®¡ÿÂĐ®� ÓÂ÷ÿ®ÜÂÜºȾ� !Ė�ÚÂÜÂÜº� ¿äđ� ÿ¿®� �¿ÂÜ®÷®� �ïïóä�¡¿�
ÓÂ÷ÿ®ÜÂÜº�¡�Ü�ïóäĐÂ§®�ºó®�ÿ�ÂÜ÷Âº¿ÿ�ÂÜÿä�ÿ¿®�ÂÜÿóÂ¡�¡Â®÷�ä¸�®Ģ®¡ÿÂĐ®�ÓÂ÷-
ÿ®ÜÂÜºȽ�q¿®��¿ÂÜ®÷®�đäó§�¸äó�ÓÂ÷ÿ®ÜÂÜºȷ�ɖÿÂÜºȷɗ�Â÷�§®ĥÜ®§��÷�ɖ�ÿÿ®Ü§ÂÜº�

șș Steven B. Sample, The Contrarian’s Guide to Leadership� ɋi�Ü� +ó�Ü¡Â÷¡äȶ� @ä÷÷®ėɏ��÷÷ȷ�
ȗȕȕȗɌȷ�ȗȖȽ
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closely with our ‘ears, eyes, and a focused heart.’”șȚ It means paying 

attention to all the sources of information the speaker is giving us. The 

word “ting” reminds us that people communicate not only with words 

but also with their facial expressions, tone of voice, body language, 

and shared cultural knowledge. To understand someone fully, we must  

listen to the spoken — and to the unspoken.

VÜ®�ÿ®¡¿ÜÂòą®�Â÷�ÿä�ïó�¡ÿÂ¡®��¡ÿÂĐ®�ÓÂ÷ÿ®ÜÂÜºȽ��¡ÿÂĐ®�ÓÂ÷ÿ®ÜÂÜº�Â÷���÷ÿóą¡-
ÿąó®§�¡äÚÚąÜÂ¡�ÿÂäÜ�ÿ®¡¿ÜÂòą®�ÿ¿�ÿ�¿®Óï÷�ÂÚïóäĐ®�ÿ¿®�đ�ė�đ®�ÓÂ÷ÿ®Ü�
and respond to others. As opposed to simply hearing, active listening 

ÂÚïÓÂ®÷�ÿ¿�ÿ�đ®��ó®�Ú�ÐÂÜº���¡äÜ÷¡Âäą÷�®Ģäóÿ�ÿä�ąÜ§®ó÷ÿ�Ü§ȷ�ÂÜÿ®óïó®ÿȷ�
�Ü§�®Đ�Óą�ÿ®�đ¿�ÿ�đ®�¿®�óȽ��¡ÿÂĐ®�ÓÂ÷ÿ®ÜÂÜº�®Üÿ�ÂÓ÷�ȖɌ�̧ ä¡ą÷ÂÜº��ÓÓ��ÿÿ®Ü-
ÿÂäÜ� äÜ� ÿ¿®� ÷ï®�Ð®óȷ� ȗɌ� ÷ą÷ï®Ü§ÂÜº� Íą§ºÚ®Üÿȷ� �Ü§� ȘɌ� ÷ąÚÚ�óÂĜÂÜºɃ
clarifying what the speaker says. 

Employing these four behaviors can help you to become an active listener:

• Prepare to listen. Have you ever noticed that you tend to lose 

focus more when people are talking about something you are 

unfamiliar with, using words you do not know, possibly in a 

§Âģ¡ąÓÿ��¡¡®ÜÿȾ��¡ÿÂĐ®�ÓÂ÷ÿ®ÜÂÜº�ÿ�Ð®÷�®Ü®óºė��Ü§�ÂÜĐäÓĐ®Ú®ÜÿȽ�
Preparing yourself by researching and building vocabulary and 

knowledge of relevant acronyms, pronunciation, or communi-

cation styles will help you tune in.

• Adjust to the situation. �ÓÓ�ÓÂ÷ÿ®ÜÂÜº�÷Âÿą�ÿÂäÜ÷��ó®�§ÂĢ®ó®Üÿȷ�÷ä�
�®�ÚÂÜ§¸ąÓ�ä¸�ÿ¿®�Đ�óÂ��Ó®÷�ÿ¿�ÿ��Ģ®¡ÿ�ÓÂ÷ÿ®ÜÂÜºȷ�÷ą¡¿��÷�ó®÷ÿȷ�
hunger, comfort, location, etc.

• Accept responsibility for understanding. People become good 

listeners by accepting responsibility to understand the message 

and taking an active approach to ensure understanding. Recall 

ÿ¿®� ÿ®¡¿ÜÂòą®÷�§®÷¡óÂ�®§� ÂÜ�iÐÂÓÓ�ȗȶ� 5Üÿ®ó�¡ÿÂäÜ�L�Ü�º®Ú®ÜÿȽ�
These will help you ensure that you understand the message as 

the sender intends it.

• Avoid listening barriers.� i®Đ®ó�Ó� �®¿�ĐÂäó÷� ÂÚï®§®� ®Ģ®¡ÿÂĐ®�
listening and impair dialogue, and the majority involve think-

ÂÜº�ɋäó�Đä¡�ÓÂĜÂÜº�đ¿�ÿ�ėäą��ó®�ÿ¿ÂÜÐÂÜºɌ�đ¿ÂÓ®�÷äÚ®äÜ®�®Ó÷®�

șȚ Stella Ting-Toomey, Communicating Across Cultures� ɋN®đ� �äóÐȶ� q¿®� -ąÂÓ¸äó§� aó®÷÷ȷ�
ȖȞȞȞɌȷ�ȗȗȕȽ

is talking. Whether spoken or internal, dreaming, judging, 

playing “devil’s advocate,” or advising someone, instead of 

listening to them while they are speaking, all block your ability 

ÿä�ó®¡®ÂĐ®�ÿ¿®Âó�Ú®÷÷�º®�äó�ó®÷ïäÜ§�®Ģ®¡ÿÂĐ®ÓėȽ

�Üäÿ¿®ó� ÿ®¡¿ÜÂòą®� Â÷��®ÂÜº��đ�ó®�ä¸� ÿ¿®�§ÂĐ®ó÷Âÿė� ÂÜ� ¸®®§��¡Ð�Ú®¡¿-
anisms people use to demonstrate they are listening. Feedback styles 

�ó®�¡ąÓÿąó®ɏ÷ï®¡Âĥ¡��Ü§�¡�Ü��®�Đ®óė�§Â÷óąïÿÂĐ®�äó�¡äÜ¸ą÷ÂÜº�¸äó�ÿ¿ä÷®�
ąÜ¸�ÚÂÓÂ�ó�đÂÿ¿�ÿ¿®�¡ąÓÿąó®Ƚ�V¸ÿ®ÜÿÂÚ®÷ȷ�ÿ¿®ė��ó®�ÚÂ÷ÂÜÿ®óïó®ÿ®§��÷�§Â÷-
respectful instead of as a demonstration of attentive listening. How do 

you show your speaker you are listening? Do you vocalize? Nod your 

head? Lean in? Touch the speaker? Look at the speaker, look away? Each 

participant in the interaction will have a preference based on cultural 

�Ü§� ÷Âÿą�ÿÂäÜ�Ó� ÂÜĦą®Ü¡®÷Ƚ� �äÜ÷Â§®ó� ÿ¿®� @�ï�Ü®÷®� ÓÂ÷ÿ®ÜÂÜº� ¸®®§��¡Ð�
style, aizuchi. 

Aizuchi� ÂÜĐäÓĐ®÷�ÿ¿®� ÓÂ÷ÿ®Ü®ó�ą÷ÂÜº�¸ó®òą®Üÿ�Đ®ó��Ó��¡ÐÜäđÓ®§º®Ú®Üÿ÷�
to let the speaker know the listener is involved in the conversation. 

Aizuchi is often perceived as a constant stream of words and sounds 

with a variety of meanings all meant to signal to speakers that they 

have the listener’s attention. In Japan, this type of listener feedback is 

customary, even necessary, to show the appropriate amount of involve-

ment in a conversation. For those unaccustomed to this, it can be a 

very surprising, confusing behavior. Without an understanding of this 

Japanese cultural feedback preference, it would be easy to assume a 

Japanese counterpart is being rude or even disrespectful.

Skill 4: Managing Paralanguage Use and Perception

If you have ever listened to a conversation between people speaking 

a foreign language and had no idea what they were saying but had a 

good sense of whether they were happy, upset, or shocked, then you 

already understand the importance of paralanguage. Paralanguage is 

everything you do with your voice when communicating, aside from 

using words. Paralanguage focuses not on what you say but on how 

you say it. No matter where you are in the world and no matter which 

language you speak, it is impossible to communicate verbally without 

using paralanguage. 
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Looking at it through a cross-cultural lens, we know that paralanguage 

ÂÜĦą®Ü¡®÷�ÿ¿®�đ�ė�đ®�ï®ó¡®ÂĐ®�äÿ¿®ó÷��Ü§��ó®�ï®ó¡®ÂĐ®§��ė�ÿ¿®ÚȽ�5Ü���
study of impressions based on voices of people from the United States 

�Ü§�Bäó®�ȷ�ó®÷®�ó¡¿®ó÷�¸äąÜ§�ÿ¿�ÿ�÷ï®�ÐÂÜº�òąÂ¡ÐÓė�¡äÜĐ®ė÷�ïäđ®ó��Ü§�
competence to people in the United States but not to Koreans, who 

believe that faster speech conveys youthfulness and immaturity.șț This 

illustrates the point that, when it comes to paralanguage, what works 

in one culture will not necessarily work in another.

q¿®ó®� Â÷���ºó®�ÿ�§®�Ó�ä¸� ¡óä÷÷ɏ¡ąÓÿąó�Ó�Đ�óÂ�ÿÂäÜ� ÂÜ�Đä¡�Ó�òą�ÓÂÿÂ®÷ȷ�
such as:

• Volume — loud to soft

• Pitch — high to low

• Pitch intensity — emotional or unemotional

• Rate of speech — fast to slow

• Articulation — precise to imprecise

Sarcasm, for instance, is conveyed entirely through tone of voice, and 

¡äÚ®§Â�Ü÷�ä¸ÿ®Ü�ĥÜ§�ÿ¿�ÿ�÷�ó¡�÷Ú�§ä®÷�Üäÿ�¡óä÷÷�¡ąÓÿąó®÷�đ®ÓÓ��®¡�ą÷®�
ä¸�ÿ¿®�¡ąÓÿąó�Ó�Đ�óÂ��ÂÓÂÿė�ä¸�ï�ó�Ó�Üºą�º®Ƚ��®��Ó÷ä�ÐÜäđ�ÿ¿�ÿ�§ÂĢ®ó®Üÿ�
aspects of paralanguage can alter and even contradict the meaning of 

a message. Consider the role of the voice in lie detection. Studies rou-

tinely acknowledge the importance of volume, intonation, pitch, and 

tempo in distinguishing truth from deception.șȜ Research connecting 

tone of voice with medical malpractice suits indicates that “the manner 

or tone in which a physician communicates might be as important to 

malpractice as what is said.”șȝ�iï®¡Âĥ¡�ÓÓėȷ�ó®÷®�ó¡¿®ó÷�¿�Đ®�¸äąÜ§�ÿ¿�ÿ�
surgeons who were perceived to have a “dominant tone” were more 

likely to be sued than those who sounded less dominant. The study’s 

ĥÜ§ÂÜº÷� ó®ÚÂÜ§� ą÷� ä¸� ÿ¿®� đ�ė÷� ÂÜ� đ¿Â¡¿� ó®÷ï®¡ÿ� Â÷� ¡äÚÚąÜÂ¡�ÿ®§�
through tone of voice. 

șț Ying Peng, Leslie A. Zebrowitz, and Hoon Koo Lee, “The Impact of Cultural Background 

and Cross-Cultural Experience on Impressions of American and Korean Male Speakers,” 
Journal of Cross-Cultural Psychology�ȗș�ɋȖȞȞȘɌȷ�ȗȖșɏȖȚȽ

șȜ Judee K. Burgoon et al., “Detecting Deception in the Military Infosphere: Improving and 

5Üÿ®ºó�ÿÂÜº�2ąÚ�Ü��®ÿ®¡ÿÂäÜ���ï��ÂÓÂÿÂ®÷�đÂÿ¿��ąÿäÚ�ÿ®§�qääÓ÷ɗ�ɋ�óÓÂÜºÿäÜȷ���ȶ��Âó�+äó¡®�
Vģ¡®�ä¸�iÿó�ÿ®ºÂ¡�e®÷®�ó¡¿ȷ�ȗȕȕȜɌȽ

șȝ Nalini Ambady et al., “Surgeons’ Tone of Voice: A Clue to Malpractice History,” Surgery 

ȖȘȗ�ɋȗȕȕȗɌȷ�ȚɏțȽ

V�ĐÂäą÷Óėȷ�ÿ¿®�ïä÷÷Â�ÂÓÂÿė�®ĖÂ÷ÿ÷�¸äó�¡ąÓÿąó�Ó�§ÂĢ®ó®Ü¡®÷�ÂÜ�ï�ó�ÓÂÜºąÂ÷-
tic cues to cause misunderstanding. For example, when native speakers 

ä¸��ó��Â¡��ó®��÷ÐÂÜº�òą®÷ÿÂäÜ÷ȷ�ÿ¿®ė�¡�Ü�÷äąÜ§��ººó®÷÷ÂĐ®��Ü§�ïä÷÷Â�Óė�
threatening to native English speakers’ ears simply due to the fact that 

Arabic speakers use a higher pitch range.șȞ Everyone perceives and eval-

uates paralanguage based on their own cultural background. According 

to “Communication Accommodation Theory,” we tend to view people 

who sound like us as more friendly and attractive and people who sound 

§ÂĢ®ó®Üÿ��÷�÷ÿó�Üº®��Ü§Ƀäó�§Â÷ÿ�ÜÿȽ�q¿Â÷�Â÷�®Ė®ÚïÓÂĥ®§�ÂÜ�ÿ¿®�¸äÓÓäđÂÜº�
situation that occurred at a British airport:

Newly hired Indian and Pakistani cafeteria employees were viewed 

as surly and uncooperative by both customers and their supervi-

sors. The reason was due to intonation used when asking customers 

if they wanted gravy on their meals. While the employees said 

“gravy” using falling intonation, the British customers expected 

rising intonation. The British customers interpreted the employees 

“gravy” as — “this is gravy ... take it or leave it” — not as a polite 

ó®òą®÷ÿȷ�đ¿Â¡¿�Â÷�đ¿�ÿ�ÿ¿®�®ÚïÓäė®®÷�ÂÜÿ®Ü§®§Ƚ��äÿ¿�÷Â§®÷�Ó®¸ÿ�ÿ¿Â÷�
®Ü¡äąÜÿ®ó�¸®®ÓÂÜº�¸óą÷ÿó�ÿ®§��®¡�ą÷®�ä¸�ÿ¿®�§ÂĢ®ó®Üÿ�¡ąÓÿąó�Ó���¡Ð-
ºóäąÜ§÷� ÿ¿�ÿ� �óÂÜº� ®ÜÿÂó®Óė� §ÂĢ®ó®Üÿ� ÷®ÿ÷� ä¸� �÷÷ąÚïÿÂäÜ÷� ÿä� ÿ¿®�
same communicative event.Țȕ

In this situation, the new cafeteria employees could have lost their 

Íä�÷�÷ÂÚïÓė���÷®§�äÜ�ÿ¿®�¸�¡ÿ�ÿ¿�ÿ�ÿ¿®�đ�ė�ÿ¿®ė��÷Ð���òą®÷ÿÂäÜ�§ÂĢ®ó®§�
from what the customers expected to hear. If you think about it, how 

§ä�ėäą�ÐÜäđ�÷äÚ®äÜ®�Â÷��÷ÐÂÜº���òą®÷ÿÂäÜ�ɋĐ®ó��ÓÓėɌ�Â¸�ėäą�¡�ÜÜäÿ�÷®®�
ÿ¿®�òą®÷ÿÂäÜ�Ú�óÐ��ÿ�ÿ¿®�®Ü§�ä¸�ÂÿȾ�+äó�ÿ¿®�Úä÷ÿ�ï�óÿȷ�đ®�ó®Óė�äÜ�ÂÜÿä-
Ü�ÿÂäÜ�ɋóÂ÷ÂÜºȷ�¸äó�®Ė�ÚïÓ®Ɍ�ÿä�Ó®ÿ�ą÷�ÐÜäđ�ÿ¿�ÿ�đ®��ó®��®ÂÜº��÷Ð®§���
òą®÷ÿÂäÜȽ��÷�ÿ¿®�÷ÿäóė���äĐ®�ó®ÚÂÜ§÷�ą÷ȷ�¿äđ®Đ®óȷ�ÿ¿®�đ�ė�ÿ¿Â÷�Â÷�§äÜ®�
in conversation will vary across cultures. Communicators, armed with 

the knowledge that paralanguage can have varying meanings, are able 

to thoughtfully evaluate cross-cultural messages and seek additional 

ÂÜ¸äóÚ�ÿÂäÜ��®¸äó®�ÍąÚïÂÜº�ÿä�¡äÜ¡Óą÷ÂäÜ÷���äąÿ�ÂÜÿ®Ü§®§�Ú®�ÜÂÜº÷Ƚɜ

șȞ Ellen Feghali, “Arab Cultural Communication Patterns,” International Journal of Intercul-
tural Relations ȗȖȷ�ÜäȽ�Ș�ɋȖȞȞȜɌȷ�ȘțȝɏȘțȞȽ

Țȕ John Gumperz, Discourse Strategies� ɋ��Ú�óÂ§º®ȶ� ��Ú�óÂ§º®� wÜÂĐ®ó÷Âÿė� aó®÷÷ȷ� ȖȞȝȗɌȷ�
ȖȜȘɏȖȜșȽ
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oÚÌÝÝ�ȩɅ��·ªï°ÌæÃ�SïæĞ·ÿ¨�Ý�Q·ăă�Ã·ă

The car rapidly approached the checkpoint. The Soldier signaled 
the driver to slow down by pumping his hands palms down, arms 
outstretched toward the ground, but the driver failed to respond. 
The Soldier then signaled the driver to stop by holding his arms 
out and his palms up towards the driver; again there was no 
üµĀøìãĀµɁ� wÆµ� nìÚ®Éµü� ĉÆµã� Ĳüµ®� ě�üãÉãÁ� ĀÆìĉĀ� Éã� ¿üìãĉ� ì¿� ĉÆµ�
oncoming car, but the driver merely swerved away from where 
the bullets impacted and sped up. Interpreting this action as hos-
ĉÉÚµȻ� ĉÆµ� nìÚ®Éµü� ĉÆµã� Ĳüµ®� �ĉ� ĉÆµ� ®üÉĚµüȻ� ×ÉÚÚÉãÁ� ÆÉáɁ� nďüĚÉĚÉãÁ�
occupants of the car said they were only trying to get away from a 
hazardous area. When questioned on why they did not slow down 
or stop, they said that they did not know what the hand signals 
áµ�ãĉ��ã®�ĉÆ�ĉ�ĉÆµġ�ĉÆìďÁÆĉ�ĉÆµ�ĲüĀĉ�ĀÆìĉĀ�Ĳüµ®�ěµüµ�Éãĉµã®µ®�ĉì�
hit them but missed. To an Iraqi, the hand signal for “slow down” 
ÉĀ� ĉì� ¨Ú�Āø� �ÚÚ� ¿ìďü� ĲãÁµüĀ� ĉìÁµĉÆµü�ěÉĉÆ� ĉÆµ� ĉÆďá¦� ìĚµü� ĉÆµáȻ�
palm up and extend your arm with the back of the hand toward 
the driver.51

Although not all nonverbal communication misunderstandings have 

÷ą¡¿� ÿó�ºÂ¡� ¡äÜ÷®òą®Ü¡®÷ȷ� ÿ¿Â÷� ®Ė�ÚïÓ®� ó®ÚÂÜ§÷� ą÷� Ü®Đ®ó� ÿä� �÷÷ąÚ®�
we can predict the message intended by cross-cultural nonverbal 

communication. Nonverbal communication, compared with verbal 

communication, often has a greater impact on receivers,Țȗ and yet, it 

is a subject on which very few of us have received much training or 

education. The interpretation of nonverbal messages varies from cul-

ture to culture. Unlike the rules for verbal communication, the rules 

for nonverbal communication are generally unwritten, making accurate 

ÂÜÿ®óïó®ÿ�ÿÂäÜ�Đ®óė�§Âģ¡ąÓÿȽ�iï®¡Âĥ¡�÷ÿą§ė�ä¸�ÜäÜĐ®ó��Ó�¡äÚÚąÜÂ¡�ÿÂäÜ�
makes us more aware of the ways we communicate very loud messages 

without even opening our mouths. 

An interesting research example is a study where prison inmates 

ȚȖ Edwin B. Nelson, “Cultural Awareness: Resources Can Help Prepare Soldiers Before 

Deployments,” Infantry Magazine�@�ÜɃ+®��ɋȗȕȕȜɌȷ�țȽ

Țȗ� 2äđ�ó§�-ÂÓ®÷��Ü§��®ÿ¿�D®�aäÂó®ȷ�ɖ5Üÿóä§ą¡ÿÂäÜȶ�q¿®�w�ÂòąÂÿė��Ü§�iä¡Â�Ó�L®�ÜÂÜº¸ąÓÜ®÷÷�
of Nonverbal Communication,” in The SAGE Handbook of Nonverbal Communication, eds. Val-

®óÂ®�L�Üą÷äĐ��Ü§�LÂÓ®÷�DȽ�a�ÿÿ®ó÷äÜ�ɋq¿äą÷�Ü§�V�Ð÷ȷ���ȶ�i�º®ȷ�ȗȕȕțɌȷ�ĖĐɏĖĖĐÂÂȽ

provide “muggability” ratings for videotaped pedestrians and identify 

which pedestrians have “the look of a victim.” The researchers found 

that those with the “look” were communicating similar messages 

nonverbally. 

Their strides were either very long or very short; they moved 

�đÐđ�ó§Óėȷ�ó�Â÷ÂÜº�ÿ¿®Âó� Ó®¸ÿ� Ó®º÷�đÂÿ¿�ÿ¿®Âó� Ó®¸ÿ��óÚ÷�ɋÂÜ÷ÿ®�§�ä¸�
�Óÿ®óÜ�ÿÂÜº� ÿ¿®ÚɌɂ� äÜ� ®�¡¿� ÷ÿ®ï� ÿ¿®ė� ÿ®Ü§®§� ÿä� ÓÂ¸ÿ� ÿ¿®Âó� đ¿äÓ®�
¸ääÿ�ąï��Ü§�ÿ¿®Ü�ïÓ�¡®�Âÿ�§äđÜ�ɋÓ®÷÷�Úąºº��Ó®�ï®äïÓ®�ÿääÐ�÷ÿ®ï÷�ÂÜ�
đ¿Â¡¿�ÿ¿®Âó�¸®®ÿ�óä¡Ð®§�¸óäÚ�¿®®Ó�ÿä�ÿä®ɌȽ�VĐ®ó�ÓÓȷ�ÿ¿®�ï®äïÓ®�ó�ÿ®§�
Úä÷ÿ�Úąºº��Ó®�đ�ÓÐ®§��÷�Â¸�ÿ¿®ė�đ®ó®�ÂÜ�¡äÜĦÂ¡ÿ�đÂÿ¿�ÿ¿®Ú÷®ÓĐ®÷ɂ�
ÿ¿®ė�÷®®Ú®§�ÿä�Ú�Ð®�®�¡¿�ÚäĐ®�ÂÜ�ÿ¿®�Úä÷ÿ�§Âģ¡ąÓÿ�đ�ė�ïä÷÷Â�Ó®ȽȚȘ

In short, these inmates indicated that they chose who to mug on the 

street just by observing a person’s nonverbal behavior.

zėĄÞÏĈÌ�êóĄèĈ�óÄ�ĀºĄĈóê�á�ĈĀ�º��Ąº�êóđ�ĢºĄĩ�³ÏĵºĄºêđ�ÄĄóè�đÌº�óêºĈ�Ïê�
the U.S. However, Turkish sellers in small shops, stores, and restaurants 
tend to invade personal space, aggressively advertising their products and 
services, including physically directing potential clients to their place of 
business. Local residents, who know how to avoid this experience, and 
tourists who seem amused by this practice, do not seem to mind these 
sale tactics. For those unfamiliar with the practice, however, those tactics 
can seem intrusive and aggressive. In June 2017, Tokyo police detained 
đģó� zėĄÞÏĈÌ� ºèĀáóĩººĈ� óÄ� �� Þº«�«� ĈÌóĀ� �ÄđºĄ� áó�áĈ� ĸáº³� �� đóđ�á� óÄ� Ȫȯ�
complaints over their alleged aggressive approach to passersby in front 
of their kebab shop. According to complaints, they “grabbed the arms of 
potential customers and blocked their paths while boasting of the deli-
ciousness of their kebabs.” The Turkish employees responded “that they 
were not ill-willed and approached potential customers with courtesy.”54 

Although it is often used interchangeably in popular culture with 

“body language,” nonverbal communication is much more than that. 

It also includes the ways in which people use space, time, dress, 

smell, and touch to communicate. There are many types of nonverbal 

ȚȘ Loretta Malandro and Larry Barker, Introduction to Nonverbal Communication� ɋ�ÜÜ�
�ó�äóȶ��§§Â÷äÜɏ�®÷Ó®ė�DäÜºÚ�Üȷ�ȖȞȝȗɌȷ�ȖȖȗɏȖȖȘȽ

Țș Hurriyet Daily News, “Tokyo police detain two Turkish kebab shop employees over aggres-

÷ÂĐ®� ÿäąÿÂÜºȷɗ� @ąÜ®� ȗțȷ� ȗȕȖȜȷ� �¡¡®÷÷®§� �®¡®Ú�®ó� Ȝȷ� ȗȕȖȜȷ� ¿ÿÿïȶɃɃđđđȽ¿ąóóÂė®ÿ§�ÂÓėÜ®đ÷Ƚ
¡äÚɃÿäÐėäɏïäÓÂ¡®ɏ§®ÿ�ÂÜɏÿđäɏÿąóÐÂ÷¿ɏÐ®���ɏ÷¿äïɏ®ÚïÓäė®®÷ɏäĐ®óɏ�ººó®÷÷ÂĐ®ɏÿäąÿ-
ÂÜºɏȖȖșȜȚȜȽ
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communication. We are going to discuss four: 

 1. Haptics�ɋ¿äđ�ÿäą¡¿�Â÷�ą÷®§�ÿä�¡äÚÚąÜÂ¡�ÿ®Ɍ�
 2. Proxemics�ɋ¿äđ�÷ï�¡®�Â÷�ą÷®§�ÿä�¡äÚÚąÜÂ¡�ÿ®Ɍ�
 3. Chronemics�ɋ¿äđ�ÿÂÚ®�Â÷�ą÷®§�ÿä�¡äÚÚąÜÂ¡�ÿ®Ɍ�
 4. Kinesics�ɋ¿äđ��ä§Â®÷��ó®�ą÷®§�ÿä�¡äÚÚąÜÂ¡�ÿ®Ɍ�

People use touch to communicate feelings and emotions, both posi-

tive and negative. It can convey physical intimacy or absolute rejection. 

What constitutes acceptable ways to communicate through touch and 

the interpretation of meaning are both determined culturally and vary 

across and within cultures. For example, displays of physical intimacy, 

such as kissing, in some cultures are reserved for the private sphere, as 

such behavior in public conveys certain messages about the character 

of those involved, especially the women. Columbia Pictures learned this 

Ó®÷÷äÜ�ÿ¿®�¿�ó§�đ�ė� ÂÜ�!ºėïÿȽ� 5ÿ÷�ȖȞȝȘ�ïóä§ą¡ÿÂäÜȷ�Sadat, showed the 

Egyptian president publicly kissing his wife. Such touching is an unac-

ceptable public act in Egypt. This demonstrated a lack of understanding 

of how and when Egyptians use touch to convey physical intimacy. This 

ÂÜ�¡äÚ�ÂÜ�ÿÂäÜ�đÂÿ¿�ïäÓÂÿÂ¡÷��Ü§�÷®Đ®ó�Ó�äÿ¿®ó�¡äÜÿóäĐ®ó÷Â®÷�ÂÜ�ÿ¿®�ĥÓÚ�
led the Egyptian government to ban Columbia Pictures from Egypt.55 

2�ïÿÂ¡÷�ɋÿ¿®�ą÷®�ä¸�ÿäą¡¿Ɍ�Â÷�¡Óä÷®Óė��÷÷ä¡Â�ÿ®§�đÂÿ¿�ïóäĖ®ÚÂ¡÷�ɋÿ¿®�đ�ė�
đ®�ą÷®�÷ï�¡®Ɍ��Ü§�¡�ÜÜäÿ��®�¸ąÓÓė�ąÜ§®ó÷ÿää§�đÂÿ¿äąÿ�ÿ�ÐÂÜº�ïóäĖ®ÚÂ¡÷�
ÂÜÿä�¡äÜ÷Â§®ó�ÿÂäÜȽ��®¡�ą÷®�đ®��ÓÓ�¿�Đ®�Ü®®§÷�̧ äó��äÿ¿�ïóÂĐ�¡ė�ɋ§Â÷ÿ�Ü¡®Ɍ�
�Ü§�ÂÜÿ®ó§®ï®Ü§®Ü¡®�ɋÜ®�óÜ®÷÷Ɍȷ�äÜ®�đ�ė�đ®�Ú�Ü�º®�ÿ¿Â÷�ÿ®Ü÷ÂäÜ�Â÷��ė�
§®ĥÜÂÜº��Ü§�§®¸®Ü§ÂÜº��� ÿ®óóÂÿäóėȽ��®¡�§®÷�ä¸�đäóÐ�§®Đäÿ®§� ÿä�ÜäÜ-
verbal communication by Edward Hall revealed four kinds of distance 

ä�÷®óĐ®§��ÚäÜº�wȽiȽ��§ąÓÿ÷ȶ� ÂÜÿÂÚ�ÿ®�§Â÷ÿ�Ü¡®�ɋ¡äÜÿ�¡ÿ� ÿä�Ȗȝ� ÂÜ¡¿®÷Ɍȷ�
ï®ó÷äÜ�Ó�§Â÷ÿ�Ü¡®�ɋȖȽȚ�ÿä�ș�¸®®ÿɌȷ�÷ä¡Â�Ó�§Â÷ÿ�Ü¡®�ɋș�ÿä�Ȗȗ�¸®®ÿɌȷ��Ü§�ïą�ÓÂ¡�
§Â÷ÿ�Ü¡®� ɋȖȗ� ÿä� ȗȚ� ¸®®ÿɌȽȚț Although the limits of each zone are cer-

ÿ�ÂÜÓė� Đ�óÂ®§ȷ� ÷ą¡¿�§Â÷ÿ�Ü¡®÷� ®ĖÂ÷ÿ� ÂÜ�Ú�Üė� ¡ąÓÿąó®÷Ƚ�V¸� ¡äąó÷®ȷ�đ¿�ÿ�
you consider to be an appropriate amount of space between you and a 

÷ÿó�Üº®ó�äÜ��Ü�®Úïÿė��®�¡¿�ɋėäą�ïóä���Óė�§ä�Üäÿ�đ�Üÿ�ÿ¿�ÿ�÷ÿó�Üº®ó�
óÂº¿ÿ�Ü®Ėÿ� ÿä�ėäąɌ�ÚÂº¿ÿ��®�¡äÚïÓ®ÿ®Óė�§ÂĢ®ó®Üÿ� ¸äó�÷äÚ®äÜ®�¸óäÚ���

55 Judith Miller, “Upset by ‘Sadat,’ Egypt Bars Columbia Films,” The New York Times, Feb-

óą�óė�ȗȷ�ȖȞȝșȷ��ȖȜȽ

Țț Edward T. Hall, The Hidden Dimension�ɋN®đ��äóÐȶ��äą�Ó®§�ėȷ�ȖȞțțɌȷ�ȖȖțɏȗȚȽ

§ÂĢ®ó®Üÿ�¡ąÓÿąó®Ƚ�DÂÐ®đÂ÷®ȷ�ÿ¿®ó®�Â÷�¡ąÓÿąó�Ó�Đ�óÂ�ÿÂäÜ�ÂÜ�đ¿ä�Â÷��ÓÓäđ®§�
äó�®Ėï®¡ÿ®§� ÂÜ�ÿ¿®�Đ�óÂäą÷�ĜäÜ®÷Ƚ� 5Ü�5ó�òȷ� ¸äó� ÂÜ÷ÿ�Ü¡®ȷ�¡äÜÿ�¡ÿ� ÂÜ÷Â§®�
äÜ®ɚ÷� ÂÜÿÂÚ�ÿ®�ĜäÜ®�ɋ¡äÜÿ�¡ÿ� ÿä�Ȗȝ� ÂÜ¡¿®÷Ɍ� Â÷�¡äÚÚäÜ��ÚäÜº�¸óÂ®Ü§÷�
and associates. Being within this zone with someone of the same gender 

is a sign of admiration, not homosexuality, and is expected once rap-

port is established between two people.

 

�®ėäÜ§�ÿäą¡¿��Ü§�÷ï�¡®ȷ�ÿ¿®�ą÷®�ä¸�¡¿óäÜ®ÚÂ¡÷�ɋ¿äđ�ï®äïÓ®�ï®ó¡®ÂĐ®�
ÿ¿®�ą÷®�ä¸�ÿÂÚ®��Ü§�¿äđ�ÿ¿®ė�÷ÿóą¡ÿąó®�ÿÂÚ®�ÂÜ�ÿ¿®Âó�ó®Ó�ÿÂäÜ÷¿Âï÷Ɍ�Â÷�
�Üäÿ¿®ó�ÂÚïäóÿ�Üÿ�¸äóÚ�ä¸�ÜäÜĐ®ó��Ó�¡äÚÚąÜÂ¡�ÿÂäÜ�ÿ¿�ÿ�§ÂĢ®ó÷�÷ą�-
÷ÿ�ÜÿÂ�ÓÓė� �¡óä÷÷� ¡ąÓÿąó®÷Ƚ� �®÷ïÂÿ®� ÿ¿®� ÷ÂºÜÂĥ¡�Üÿ� §ÂĢ®ó®Ü¡®÷� ÂÜ� ÿ¿®�
way people around the world look at time, there is one thing to keep 

ÂÜ�ÚÂÜ§ȶ�ÿÂÚ®�Â÷�ÿ¿®�äÜÓė�ó®÷äąó¡®�§Â÷ÿóÂ�ąÿ®§�®òą�ÓÓė�ÿä�®Đ®óėäÜ®ȹ��®�
�ÓÓ�§ä�Üäÿ�¿�Đ®�¡Ó®�Ü��Âó�äó��§®òą�ÿ®�§óÂÜÐÂÜº�đ�ÿ®óȷ��ąÿ�®Đ®óė�ï®ó÷äÜ�
äÜ� ÿ¿Â÷� ®�óÿ¿� Â÷� ºÂĐ®Ü�ȗș�¿äąó÷� ��§�ėȽ�q¿®ó®� �ó®�§äĜ®Ü÷�ä¸� ®Ė�ÚïÓ®÷�
đ¿Â¡¿�ÂÓÓą÷ÿó�ÿ®�¿äđ�§ÂĢ®ó®Üÿ�¡ąÓÿąó®÷�ą÷®�ÿ¿ä÷®�ȗș�¿äąó÷Ƚ�+äó�®Ė�ÚïÓ®ȷ�
some cultures view time, but not the clock, as important. As a result, 

÷¡¿®§ąÓ®÷��ó®�Ħ®ĖÂ�Ó®��Ü§��ó®�÷®¡äÜ§�óė�ÿä�ó®Ó�ÿÂäÜ÷¿Âï÷Ƚ�q¿®�¸äÓÓäđÂÜº�
®Ė�ÚïÓ®�ä¸�§ÂĢ®ó®Ü¡®÷�ÂÜ�ÿÂÚ®�äóÂ®Üÿ�ÿÂäÜ�Â÷�ÿ�Ð®Ü�¸óäÚ��Ü��óÿÂ¡Ó®��ė�
the psychologist, Dr. Helen Klein, who studied the impact of intercul-

tural interactions on civil aviation:

For American aviation personnel, keeping aircraft safely in the air 

and on schedule is a high priority. For them, maintenance per-

sonnel must be ready to support this goal. In China, workmen will 

stop to socialize or have lunch instead of doing a needed repair. 

�Ü��Ú®óÂ¡�Ü�ĥ®Ó§�÷®óĐÂ¡®�ó®ïó®÷®Üÿ�ÿÂĐ®�ÂÜÿ®óïó®ÿ®§�ÿ¿Â÷��®¿�ĐÂäó�
as showing that the workers do not understand the big picture of 

what the task implies. For those workers, maintenance can wait, 

but relationships with people cannot be postponed.57

The fourth category of nonverbal communication is kinesics. The tech-

nical term for the study of movement and gesture, kinesics comes from 

the Greek word “motion” and includes gestures, body movements, 

facial expressions, and eye behavior. Even for one of the most common 

57 Helen A. Klein, Gary Klein, and R.J. Mumaw, “Culture-Sensitive Aviation Demands: 

DÂÜÐ÷�ÿä��ąÓÿąó�Ó��ÂÚ®Ü÷ÂäÜ÷ȷɗ�ɋq®¡¿ÜÂ¡�Ó�e®ïäóÿȷ�q¿®��ä®ÂÜº��äÚï�Üė�ąÜ§®ó�º®Ü®ó�Ó�¡äÜ-
÷ąÓÿ�Üÿ��ºó®®Ú®Üÿ�țɏȖȖȖȖɏȖȕ�ɏȕȖȖȗȷ�+�Âó�äóÜȷ�V2ȶ��óÂº¿ÿ�iÿ�ÿ®�wÜÂĐ®ó÷Âÿėȷ�ȗȕȕȖɌȷ�ȖȚȽ
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¿ąÚ�Ü� ®Ėïó®÷÷ÂäÜ÷� ÷ą¡¿� �÷� �ģóÚ�ÿÂäÜ� ɋ®ȽºȽȷ� ÷�ėÂÜº� ɖė®÷ɗɌȷ� ÿ¿®ó®� Â÷�
cross-cultural variety in the ways in which it is expressed nonverbally:

• In the United States, it is nodding.

• In Ethiopia, it is throwing one’s head back.

• In Malaysia, it is thrusting the head sharply forward.

• For a Borneo tribe, it is simply raising an eyebrow.Țȝ

5ÿ��®�ó÷�ó®ï®�ÿÂÜº�ÿ¿�ÿ�ėäą�¡�Ü�Ü®Đ®ó��÷÷ąÚ®�ÿ¿�ÿ���§ÂĢ®ó®Üÿ�¡ąÓÿąó®�đÂÓÓ�
associate the same meaning you do to any particular gesture. Under-

standing variation in nonverbal communication is an important step 

in the development of cross-cultural competence. First impressions 

can set the tone for the entire duration of a relationship, so becom-

ing familiar with greeting rituals across cultures is a good start. As you 

become more skilled in decoding nonverbal cues, you will become more 

Ð®®ÜÓė��đ�ó®�ä¸�ÿ¿®�đ�ė÷�ÂÜ�đ¿Â¡¿�ÜäÜĐ®ó��Ó�¡äÚÚąÜÂ¡�ÿÂäÜ�¡�Ü�§®ĥÜ®�
a message, regulate a message, or be the message itself.59 Remember: 

all nonverbal behavior communicates a message. Although you can never 
truly control how others interpret your actions, learning about cross-cul-
tural variability in nonverbal communication familiarizes you with the 
patterns that have the potential to build up a relationship or break it down.

gÿ·û�ÿÌæÃ�Áïÿ�ÌæČ·ÿ�ªČÌïæ
q¿®� ĥĐ®� ÂÜÿ®ó¡ąÓÿąó�Ó� ¡äÚÚąÜÂ¡�ÿÂäÜ� ÷ÐÂÓÓ÷� §Â÷¡ą÷÷®§� ��äĐ®� ¡�Ü�
serve as a toolkit designed to help you prepare for and behave during 

ÂÜÿ®ó¡ąÓÿąó�Ó� ÂÜÿ®ó�¡ÿÂäÜ÷Ƚ� q¿®ė� ¿�Đ®� ®òąÂïï®§� ėäą� đÂÿ¿� �� Đ�óÂ®ÿė� ä¸�
explanations for the causes of misunderstanding during interactions 

and strategies to work through them, thereby increasing your com-

munication resourcefulness. Such resourcefulness becomes very useful 

when trying to make sense of unexpected or confusing behavior. As you 

prepare for an interaction, it is important to take a moment to consider 

ÿ¿®�¸äÓÓäđÂÜº�òą®÷ÿÂäÜ÷ȶ�

ȖȽ��ó®�Úė�ÂÜÿ®ó�¡ÿÂäÜ�÷ÐÂÓÓ÷�ó®�§ėȾ�2�Đ®�5�ÿ¿äąº¿ÿ���äąÿ�¿äđ�5�
will reduce uncertainty in the conversation and get more infor-

mation if I need it?

Țȝ Larry A. Samovar, Richard E. Porter, and Edwin R. McDaniel, Communication Between 
Cultures,�Ȝÿ¿�®§Ƚ�ɋ�ä÷ÿäÜȶ���§÷đäóÿ¿ȷ�ȗȕȖȕɌȷ�ȗșȝȽ

59 David Matsumoto, Mark G. Frank, and Hyi Sung Hwang, eds., Nonverbal Communication: 
Science and Applications�ɋDä÷��Üº®Ó®÷ȶ�i�º®ȷ�ȗȕȖȘɌȽ�

ȗȽ� 2äđ� ÚÂº¿ÿ� ï�ó�Ó�Üºą�º®� ¡äÚ®� ÂÜÿä� ïÓ�ėȾ� �äąÓ§� ĐäÓąÚ®ȷ�
tone of voice, or rate of speech impact the way I perceive this 

person or the way they perceive me?

ȘȽ��¿�ÿ�ÐÂÜ§�ä¸�ÜäÜĐ®ó��Ó�Ú®÷÷�º®÷�ÚÂº¿ÿ��®�ïóä�Ó®Ú�ÿÂ¡Ⱦ��ä�
we use touch, space, time, and body movements to communi-

cate in the same way?

șȽ� �¿�ÿ� Â÷� Úė� äđÜ� ¡äÚÚąÜÂ¡�ÿÂäÜ� ÷ÿėÓ®Ⱦ� 5¸� Âÿ� Â÷� §Âó®¡ÿ�
and task-oriented, how might that shape the course of a 

conversation?

5. How will I show my counterparts that I am listening? Can I 

®Ėï®¡ÿ�ÿ¿�ÿ�ÿ¿®ė�ÚÂº¿ÿ�ą÷®�§ÂĢ®ó®Üÿ��¡ÿÂĐ®�ÓÂ÷ÿ®ÜÂÜº�ÿ®¡¿ÜÂòą®÷Ⱦ�
 

Cultural Repair: It Takes Time

Addressing mistakes immediately when they happen helps inform those 
�ĵºđº³� đÌ�đ� ĩóė� �Ąº� �ģ�Ąº� óÄ�ģÌ�đ� ĩóė� Ì�Ģº� ³óêºɐ� 9đ� ÏĈ� ÏèĀóĄđ�êđ� đó�
êóđºɊ�ÌóģºĢºĄɊ�đÌ�đ�ĄºĀ�ÏĄÏêÆ�đÌº�Ąºá�đÏóêĈÌÏĀ�ÏĈ�èóĄº�đÌ�ê�ÛėĈđ�óĵºĄÏêÆ�
an apology; it involves rebuilding the trust lost and time. Harsh words 
are like nails in a board; when removed, holes still remain. This alle-
gory shows that through this experience the board has changed, as do 
relationships when impacted by misunderstanding, carelessness, or frus-
tration. Note the experience recounted by a Marine gunnery sergeant on a 
training mission in the United Arab Emirates, 

ĞÊ¸ç�Ğ¸�Ê�±���ûÿï©Þ¸å�ɔ�Ğ¸�ïı¸ç±¸±�ïç¸�ïÂ�ČÊ¸å�ïç«¸�ĤïĒ�ÛçïĞȾ�Ɏïç¸�ïÂ�
ïĒÿ� ÄĒĤăɏ�ĞÊ¸ç� Ê¸� ă�Í±�ȿ� ɛɎ¸ģûÞ¸ČÍĝ¸� ÿ¸åïĝ¸±ɏ� inshallah”… how do you 
ÿ¸û�Íÿ�ČÊ�Č�ÿÍÄÊČ�Íç�ÂÿïçČ�ïÂ��ÞÞ�ČÊ¸�ăïÞ±Í¸ÿă��ç±�ÍČ�Ğ�ă�ɎïĒÿ�Q�ÿÍç¸ɏ�ÞÍČ¸ÿ�ÞÞĤ�
going up there and eating his ego, and saying, “I’m sorry, I’m sorry, I apol-
ogize.” And he would apologize, and we were really good friends with that 
soldier, so he knew he didn’t really mean it, and they are all American culture 
©�ă¸±Ⱦ�ăï�ČÊ¸Ĥ�Ēç±¸ÿăČïï±Ʉ�qï�Ğ¸�ĵģ¸±�ÍČȾ�©ĒČ�Ĥ¸ČȾ�¸ĝ¸ç��ÂČ¸ÿ�ČÊ�Č�ÍČ�Ğ�ă���Ğ�ÞÞ�
for a little bit. They didn’t really want to hang out with us for a while, the 
ăïÞ±Í¸ÿă�ØĒăČ�ÛÍç±�ïÂ�©�«Û¸±�ïı�Âïÿ���ĞÊÍÞ¸Ʉ60 

q¿®÷®�òą®÷ÿÂäÜ÷�¡�Ü��ąÂÓ§�äÜ�äÜ®��Üäÿ¿®ó�ÿä�ÂÜ¡ó®�÷®�ÿ¿®�¡¿�Ü¡®÷�ÿ¿�ÿ�
ėäąó�ÂÜÿ®ó�¡ÿÂäÜ�đÂÓÓ�¿�Đ®���§®÷Âó��Ó®�äąÿ¡äÚ®�ɋ®Ģ®¡ÿÂĐ®Ü®÷÷Ɍ��Ü§�Üäÿ�
äĢ®Ü§��ÜėäÜ®�äó�§�Ú�º®�ÿ¿®�ó®Ó�ÿÂäÜ÷¿Âï�ɋ�ïïóäïóÂ�ÿ®Ü®÷÷ɌȽ�!ÚïÓäėÂÜº�

țȕ� +óäÚ� ÿ¿®� ÂÜÿ®óĐÂ®đ�đÂÿ¿� -ąÜÜ®óė� i®óº®�Üÿ� ȼȖȚȷ� ȗȖ� i®ïÿ®Ú�®ó� ȗȕȖțȽ� q¿Â÷� ÿó�Ü÷¡óÂïÿ�
Â÷� ï�óÿ� ä¸� ÿ¿®��®Üÿ®ó� ¸äó��§Đ�Ü¡®§�Vï®ó�ÿÂäÜ�Ó� �ąÓÿąó®� D®�óÜÂÜºɚ÷� DäÜºÂÿą§ÂÜ�Ó� aóäºó�Ú�
�÷÷®÷÷Ú®Üÿ�aóäÍ®¡ÿȷ�ąÜ§®ó�wiL��5e��aóäÿä¡äÓ�wiL�ȽȗȕȖțȽȕȕȕȚȽ
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these skills during the interaction reduces the likelihood of the kinds of 

Ü®º�ÿÂĐ®�ó®�¡ÿÂäÜ÷�ÿ¿�ÿ�ä¸ÿ®Ü�Ó®�§�ÿä�ąÜÜ®¡®÷÷�óė�¡äÜĦÂ¡ÿ��Ü§�ąÜ§®ó-
mine mission accomplishment.

When things go south — trouble recovery
�¿®Ü�ÚÂ÷ÿ�Ð®÷��ó®�Ú�§®�ɍ��Ü§�ÿ¿®ė�đÂÓÓ��®ȷ�Âÿ�Â÷�Đ®óė�ÂÚïäóÿ�Üÿ�ĥó÷ÿ�
to recognize what has happened and then address the issue right away. 

This is referred to as trouble recovery. Problems may arise from minor 

issues with speaking, hearing, or understanding, using an incorrect 

gesture, getting someone’s name wrong, or trying to take notes and 

maintain eye contact at the same time. They may also arise from more 

major issues such as entering someone’s home without permission or 

ą÷ÂÜº� ®Ė¡®÷÷ÂĐ®� ¸äó¡®Ƚ��¿�ÿ®Đ®ó� ÿ¿®� ¡�÷®ȷ� Âÿ� Â÷� ą÷ą�ÓÓė�Úäó®� ®Ģ®¡ÿÂĐ®�
if the person who is responsible for the trouble addresses it explicitly 

and as soon as possible. For example, during an interaction you might 

�®¡äÚ®� §Â÷ÿó�¡ÿ®§� �ė� ¿�ĐÂÜº� ÿä� ÿ�Ð®� Üäÿ®÷� �Ü§� �÷Ð� òą®÷ÿÂäÜ÷� �ÿ� ÿ¿®�
÷�Ú®�ÿÂÚ®ȷ��Ü§�÷ä�ĥÜ§�Âÿ�¿�ó§�ÿä�Ú�ÂÜÿ�ÂÜ�®ė®�¡äÜÿ�¡ÿȽ�

If this happens, apologize. Then either explain why you have to take 

Üäÿ®÷�§ąóÂÜº�ÿ¿®�ÂÜÿ®ó�¡ÿÂäÜ�äó�ĥÜ§���÷¡óÂ�®�ÿä�ÿ�Ð®�Üäÿ®÷Ƚ��¿�ÿ®Đ®ó�ėäą�
do, it is generally best not to try to minimize or avoid the situation. If 

you want to build rapport and achieve your goals in the interaction, it is 

important to show respect for your counterparts, to look at things from 

ÿ¿®Âó�ï®ó÷ï®¡ÿÂĐ®ȷ��Ü§�ÿä�Ú�Ð®�ÿ¿®�÷Âÿą�ÿÂäÜ�óÂº¿ÿȽ�V¸�¡äąó÷®ȷ�§®ï®Ü§ÂÜº�
on the cultural context, your counterparts may not share your approach 

to trouble recovery. They may prefer to save face by pretending a prob-

lem did not happen or address issues later in another setting, especially 

Â¸�ÿ¿®ė�¿�Đ®�¡�ą÷®§�ÿ¿®�Â÷÷ą®Ƚ�q¿�ÿ�Â÷�äÐ�ėȷ�ÿääȽ�5ÿ�ó®òąÂó®÷�Ħ®ĖÂ�ÂÓÂÿė��Ü§�
adaptability on your part.

POCESADțȖ

q¿®� �®¸®Ü÷®� �§Đ�Ü¡®§� e®÷®�ó¡¿� aóäÍ®¡ÿ÷� �º®Ü¡ė� ɋ��ea�Ɍ� ÷®ÿ� ąï� ��
research program to determine how to improve military personnel’s 

interaction skills, especially in situations with little or evolving local 

ÂÜ¸äóÚ�ÿÂäÜȽ�VÜ®�ä¸�ÿ¿®�äąÿ¡äÚ®÷�ä¸�ÿ¿�ÿ�ó®÷®�ó¡¿�đ�÷���¡¿®¡Ð�ÓÂ÷ÿ�ä¸�
sorts that details seven steps of the interaction process. We include it 

here as it may help you visualize how the concepts and skills we have 

discussed up until this point in this guidebook intersect with and sup-

port intercultural interactions. Also, as it was designed for military 

audiences, you may encounter it in future training. The seven steps 

�ó®ȶ�aÓ�Üȷ�V�÷®óĐ®ȷ��äÜÿ�¡ÿȷ�!Üº�º®ȷ�Ú�ÂÜÿ�ÂÜ�i®Ó¸ɏ¡äÜÿóäÓȷ��§�ïÿȷ��Ü§�
Disengage. 

Step 1: Plan 
@ą÷ÿ��÷�Â¸�ėäą�đ®ó®�ºäÂÜº�ÂÜ�¸óäÜÿ�ä¸���Ú®óÂÿäóÂäą÷��ä�ó§�äó�äÜ���ĥó÷ÿ�
date, plan out the interaction ahead of time. Even if you only have a few 

minutes, think about who you expect to talk to, anything you already 

ÐÜäđ���äąÿ�ÿ¿®Ú�ɋ¡ąÓÿąó�Ó�¡äÜ¡®ïÿ÷Ɍȷ�¿äđ�ėäą�đÂ÷¿�ÿä�ïó®÷®Üÿ�ėäąó-
÷®Ó¸�ɋÚ�ÂÜÿ�ÂÜÂÜº�ÿ�¡ÿ��Ü§��®�óÂÜºɌȷ�đ¿�ÿ�ėäą�¿äï®�ÿä��¡¿Â®Đ®ȷ�¿äđ�ėäą�
ÿ¿ÂÜÐ�ÿ¿®ė�đÂÓÓ�ó®÷ïäÜ§�ÿä�ėäą�ɋï®ó÷ï®¡ÿÂĐ®ɏÿ�ÐÂÜºɌȷ��Ü§��Üė�ä�÷ÿ�¡Ó®÷�
ėäą�ÚÂº¿ÿ�®Ü¡äąÜÿ®óȽ�5Ü¡Óą§®�ÿ¿®�òą®÷ÿÂäÜ÷�¸óäÚ�ÿ¿®�÷®¡ÿÂäÜ���äĐ®�äÜ�
preparing for an interaction. If possible, come up with a plan that has 

several alternatives depending on what actually ensues. And even if the 

ÂÜÿ®ó�¡ÿÂäÜ�ąÜ¸äÓ§÷�§ÂĢ®ó®ÜÿÓė�ÿ¿�Ü�ėäą�®Ėï®¡ÿȷ�Íą÷ÿ�¿�ĐÂÜº�ÿ¿äąº¿ÿ�Âÿ�
through should put you one step ahead of the game.

Step 2: Observe 
Use the active observation skills described earlier to look closely at the 

÷Âÿą�ÿÂäÜ��Ü§ȷ�Â¸�ïä÷÷Â�Ó®ȷ�ÿ¿®�ï®ó÷äÜɃï®äïÓ®�đÂÿ¿�đ¿äÚ�ėäą�ÂÜÿ®Ü§�ÿä�
ÂÜÿ®ó�¡ÿȽ�V�÷®óĐ®��ä§ė�Ó�Üºą�º®ȷ�¿äđ�ï®äïÓ®�ą÷®�º®÷ÿąó®÷ȷ�®ė®�¡äÜÿ�¡ÿȷ�
and body positioning, and the other nonverbal messages they may be 

conveying through positioning, clothing, use of touch and time, etc. 

Think about whether it would be appropriate to mirror this. Assess the 

mood. If necessary, make adjustments to your plan.

țȖ� �®óÂĐ®§�¸óäÚ�ä�÷®óĐ�ÿÂäÜ�Ó�Üäÿ®÷�Ú�§®��ė�����V�D�ó®÷®�ó¡¿®ó�ä�÷®óĐÂÜº�q�¡ÿÂ¡�Ó�iä¡Â�Ó�
5Üÿ®ó�¡ÿÂäÜ�ɋqi5Ɍ�ÿó�ÂÜÂÜºȷ�iV5��®÷ÿȷ�@�Üą�óė�ȖȘɏȖȜȷ�ȗȕȖșȷ�÷ïäÜ÷äó®§��ė�ÿ¿®���÷¿ÂÜºÿäÜ�iÿ�ÿ®�
�óÂÚÂÜ�Ó�@ą÷ÿÂ¡®�qó�ÂÜÂÜº��äÚÚÂ÷÷ÂäÜ�ɋ�i�@q�Ɍ��÷�ï�óÿ�ä¸�ÿ¿®��®¸®Ü÷®��§Đ�Ü¡®§�e®÷®�ó¡¿�
aóäÍ®¡ÿ÷��º®Ü¡ė�ɋ��ea�Ɍ�¸ąÜ§®§�iÿó�ÿ®ºÂ¡�iä¡Â�Ó�5Üÿ®ó�¡ÿÂäÜ�Lä§ąÓ®÷�ɋii5LɌ�aóäºó�ÚȽ
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Step 3: Contact 
q¿Â÷�Â÷�đ¿®ó®�ėäą�ĥó÷ÿ�Ú�Ð®�¡äÜÿ�¡ÿ�đÂÿ¿�ÿ¿®�ÂÜ§ÂĐÂ§ą�Ó�äó�ºóäąï��Ü§�
begin your actual interaction. Having done your prep work, you should 

be well positioned culturally to greet your counterparts and adjust as 

Ü®¡®÷÷�óė�ÿä�÷®ÿ�ÿ¿®�ÂÜÿ®ó�¡ÿÂäÜ�äĢ�äÜ�ÿ¿®�óÂº¿ÿ�̧ ääÿȽ�e®Ú®Ú�®ó�¡ąÓÿąó�Ó�
Đ�óÂ��ÂÓÂÿė�Ú�ė� ó®òąÂó®� ėäą� ÿä� �§Íą÷ÿ� ėäąó� ÷ÿó�ÿ®ºÂ®÷Ƚ� �Ü§� ä¸� ¡äąó÷®ȷ�
ÂÜ�÷äÚ®�¡�÷®÷ȷ�ėäą�đÂÓÓ��®�äï®ó�ÿÂÜº���÷®Üÿ��Üė�÷ï®¡Âĥ¡�ÂÜ¸äóÚ�ÿÂäÜȷ�
which is okay, because you understand the fundamentals of human 

behavior and have the skills to navigate such culturally complex situa-

tions. It is in this initial stage where, when appropriate, you explain the 

purpose of the interaction. 

Step 4: Engage 
Remember at the end of your interaction you want not only to have 

achieved your goal but also to have built enough rapport so that you 

or the next person in your billet can come back another time. There-

fore, think carefully before jumping into the primary reason for your 

interaction. Leverage your understanding of human behavior and the 

ÿ®¡¿ÜÂòą®÷� ÿä� �ąÂÓ§� ó�ïïäóÿ� �Ü§� ¡äÚÚąÜÂ¡�ÿ®� ÂÜÿ®ó¡ąÓÿąó�ÓÓėȽ� q¿®�
®Ėï®¡ÿ®§�ï�ÿÿ®óÜ�ä¸�¡äÜĐ®ó÷�ÿÂäÜ�Ú�ė��®�÷äÚ®ÿ¿ÂÜº�ėäą�¡�Ü�ĥÜ§�äąÿ�
ahead of time through research or observation, or you may just have to 

feel your way through. Either way, it is better to err on the side of cau-

tion and move more slowly rather than jump right in. It is also helpful 

to try to frame your interaction appropriately and intentionally. What 

this means is you need to be aware of what you are trying to achieve 

and how you are going about doing it. For example, are you using the 

Ó�Üºą�º®��Ü§�ÿäÜ®�ɋï�ó�ÓÂÜºąÂ÷ÿÂ¡÷Ɍ�ä¸��÷ÐÂÜº�äó�äĢ®óÂÜº�¿®Óï�äó��ó®�ėäą�
actually giving a lecture or making a joke? It is important to be self-

aware and to assess continually how you are coming across, whether 

you are making progress, and whether you need to shift your approach 

to move the interaction along in a positive way.

Step 5: Maintain Self-Control 
Suspend judgment and maintain tact and bearing. Try hard to control 

your emotions. Pay attention to your body language and how you are 

presenting yourself. Notice how you are being read by your counter-

ï�óÿɋ÷Ɍ��Ü§��§�ïÿ��÷�Ü®¡®÷÷�óėȽ���äĐ®��ÓÓȷ�ó®Ú®Ú�®ó�ÿ¿�ÿ�ėäąó�®Ü§�ºä�Ó�

is to achieve the overarching purpose of your interaction. Regardless of 

how frustrating the interaction may become, do not compromise your 

self-control.

Step 6: Adapt
All interactions are dynamic. Therefore, you will have most success if 

you adapt as you go along. Employing the myriad skills discussed above 

will help you determine how best to act. When mistakes are made, 

acknowledge them and enter into trouble recovery mode. If your coun-

terparts do not share your suggested method, adapt and move forward 

to your goal. 

Step 7: Disengage
This is one of the more important stages and one often overlooked or 

minimized. How you part sets the tone for the next encounter. At the 

end of the interaction, try to use appropriate expressions of gratitude or 

farewell and do not make any promises you cannot keep. Regardless of 

whether you have met your overarching goals, a positive departure will 

improve your chances in the next round of interactions.

DARPA has developed this relatively easy process to help you think 

intentionally through the steps of an interaction. Will each interac-

tion follow these steps linearly? No, of course not. The steps serve as a 

guide, a tool that you can use to practice, so that eventually this type of 

thinking and behavior is routine for you.

BUILDING RAPPORT

Discussion
VÜ®�ä¸�ÿ¿®�Ð®ė�äąÿ¡äÚ®÷�§®÷Âó®§��÷���ó®÷ąÓÿ�ä¸�ÿ¿®��ïïóäïóÂ�ÿ®��Ü§�®Ģ®¡-
tive application of intercultural communication skills is the ability to 

�ąÂÓ§�ó�ïïäóÿȽ�e�ïïäóÿ�Â÷�§®ĥÜ®§�º®Ü®ó�ÓÓė��÷�ÿ¿®�ó®Ó�ÿÂĐ®�¿�óÚäÜė��Ü§�
smoothness of relations between people and is often mentioned as a crit-

ical step in gaining trust and cooperation in intercultural interactions. 

Researchers who conducted extensive interviews with four dozen senior 

ÚÂÓÂÿ�óė�äģ¡®ó÷�ó�ÜºÂÜº�¸óäÚ�¡äÓäÜ®Ó÷�ÿä�¸äąóɏ÷ÿ�ó�º®Ü®ó�Ó÷�§®Đäÿ®§�ÿä�
the characteristics of strategic leadership found “the ability to communicate 
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across cultural divides”țȗ to be critical for mission and career success. 

+ąóÿ¿®óȷ�÷®Đ®ó�Ó�÷®ÜÂäó�äģ¡®ó÷�đ®ó®�òąäÿ®§�ÂÜ�ÿ¿®�÷ÿą§ė��÷�÷�ėÂÜºȷ�ɖq¿Â÷�
is a people business. Success comes from relationships.” But how is this 

done? Building rapport goes beyond being friendly and does not emerge 

automatically from two people talking. It is a culture general skill that 

you can sharpen by attending to certain considerations, such as face con-

cerns, nonverbal expressions of rapport, and managing identity threats.

Key Points

Face
The term face is an identity resource that is manifested and co-man-

aged in our communication with others.țȘ Face is, simply speaking, your 

image in the eyes of others — or others’ credibility in your eyes. There 

are two aspects of face:

• Self-face means your honor or respect in the eyes of someone else.

• Other-face means honor or respect toward someone else as 

judged by you.

Think of one of the most embarrassing moments of your life. Was it so 

embarrassing because of what you did or because of who was there to 
witness it? If the latter was your answer, you understand why saving 

¸�¡®�Â÷�÷ä�ÂÚïäóÿ�ÜÿȽ��®¡�ą÷®�¸�¡®�Â÷�ïą�ÓÂ¡ȷ�Âÿ�Â÷�§®ĥÜ®§��ė�äąó�÷ä¡Â�Ó�
interaction. Where does face come from? It is based on others’ percep-

ÿÂäÜ÷��Ü§�Íą§ºÚ®Üÿ÷�ä¸���ï®ó÷äÜɚ÷�Úäó�Ó�¡äÜ§ą¡ÿȷ�ïä÷ÂÿÂäÜȷ�÷ÿ�ÿą÷ȷ��Ü§Ƀ
äó�ó®ïąÿ�ÿÂäÜȽɜ5¸�đ®�Ü®®§�ÿä��äÂÓ�§äđÜ�¸�¡®�ÿä���÷ÂÜºÓ®�đäó§ȷ�Âÿ�Ú®�Ü÷�
ɖ¿äÜäóȽɗɜq¿®�äïïä÷Âÿ®�ä¸�¸�¡®�Â÷�¿ąÚÂÓÂ�ÿÂäÜ�äó�÷¿�Ú®Ƚ�5¸���ï®ó÷äÜ�Óä÷®÷�
face, he or she feels humiliated or ashamed because of the judgments of 

others. If an entire group loses face, group humiliation or group shame 

occurs. Face is dynamic. You can gain it or lose it. You can help someone 

®Ó÷®�º�ÂÜ�Âÿ�äó�Óä÷®�ÂÿȽɜ

There is considerable variation across cultures regarding what constitutes 

face and what will cause one to lose it. Losing face, or causing someone 

țȗ� ��ó�Ð��Ƚ� i�ÓÚäÜÂ� ®ÿ� �ÓȽȷ� ɖ-óäđÂÜº�iÿó�ÿ®ºÂ¡�D®�§®ó÷� ¸äó�+ąÿąó®��äÜĦÂ¡ÿȷɗ�Parameters 
iïóÂÜº�ɋȗȕȖȕɌȷ�ȜșȽ

țȘ Stella Ting-Toomey, Communicating Across Cultures� ɋN®đ� �äóÐȶ� q¿®� -ąÂÓ¸äó§� aó®÷÷ȷ�
ȖȞȞȞɌȷ�ȘȝȽ

else to, is one of the biggest obstacles standing in the way of positive 

cross-cultural relations around the world. In cultures where honor and 

others’ perceptions of you are fundamental to life, such as in collectivist, 

high-context cultures, losing face can carry a much higher social cost 

than in individualist, low-context cultures, such as many cultures within 

the United States and across Europe. Therefore, it is important to con-

÷Â§®óȷ�¸äó�®Ė�ÚïÓ®ȷ�đ¿®Ü�đäóÐÂÜº�ÿ¿óäąº¿���¡äÜĦÂ¡ÿ�äó�Ü®ºäÿÂ�ÿÂÜº�đÂÿ¿�
someone from a culture where face does play a large role in social inter-

action, how you can shape your behavior and communications so that 

you do not compromise the face of your counterpart unintentionally and 

you ensure you get the outcome you need.

Saving face64

"ĄĢÏêÆ�.óĵè�ê�ÏêĢóÞºĈ�đÌÏĈ�èºđ�ĀÌóĄ�ÄóĄ�đÌº�Ĉđė³ĩ�óÄ�Ä�º�Ĉ�ĢÏêÆɊ�ɩɜÏđɝ�ÏĈ�
đó�Ĉđė³ĩ�đÌº�đĄ�Ķ�ĄėáºĈ�óÄ���ĈóÏ�á�ÏêđºĄ�đÏóêɕ�óêº�áº�ĄêĈ��«óėđ�đÌº�ó³º�
the person adheres to in his movement across the paths and designs of 
others, but not where he is going, or why he wants to get there.”65 A U.S. 
ÆóĢºĄêèºêđ�ģóĄÞºĄ�Ïê��ÄÆÌ�êÏĈđ�ê�ģ�Ĉ�ĈėĄĀĄÏĈº³�«ĩ�đÌº�ɩđĄ�Ķ�ĄėáºĈ�óÄ�
interaction” when he had to decide how to navigate a delicate situation 
«ºđģººê�ÌÏĈ�ÏêđºĄĀĄºđºĄ��ê³�đÌº�óèè�ê³ÏêÆ�óĶºĄ�óÄ�đÌº��ÄÆÌ�ê�ĀóáÏºɐ�
The situation started with a miscommunication between the U.S. worker 
and the interpreter. The U.S. worker purchased some Korans as gifts in 
Egypt to bring to some important Afghans. The interpreter, a Muslim, car-
ried the Korans and handed them to the Afghan recipient when cued to do 
so by the U.S. worker. There was one Koran left. The U.S. worker intended 
to give it to an Afghan friend, but the interpreter thought it was meant for 
đÌº�óèè�ê³ÏêÆ�óĶºĄ��ê³�Æ�Ģº�Ïđ�đó�ÌÏè�ģÌÏáº�đÌº��ɐqɐ�ģóĄÞºĄ�ģ�Ĉ�«ėĈĩɐ�
�Ìºê�đÌº��ɐqɐ�ģóĄÞºĄ�ĸÆėĄº³�óėđ�đÌº�èÏĈóèèėêÏ�đÏóêɊ�Ìº�Äºáđ�Ïđ�ģóėá³�«º�
possible to explain the mix-up. But the interpreter was emphatic; one can-
not “ungive” a gift, especially a Koran. The U.S. worker had a few options. 
One was to let the Koran stay where it was, which would save the face of the 
ÏêđºĄĀĄºđºĄ��ê³�đÌº�óèè�ê³ÏêÆ�óĶºĄɐ�zÌº�óđÌºĄ�óĀđÏóê�ģ�Ĉ�đóɊ�Ïê�ºĵºđɊ�
save his own face because it was his intention to deliver the Koran to a very 
ĄºĈĀºđº³��ÄÆÌ�ê�è�êɊ�ģÌóè�đÌº�óèè�ê³ÏêÆ�óĶºĄ��áĈó�Þêºģɐ�9đ�ģ�Ĉ� 
³ÏĶėáđ�ÄóĄ�đÌº��ɐqɐ�ģóĄÞºĄ�đó��ºĀđ�đÌ�đ�đÌÏĈ�èÏĈđ�Þº�óėá³�êóđ�«º�óĄĄºđº³ɐ� 
On the other hand, “face” is such that, once it is lost, that is even more 
³ÏĶėáđ�đó�ɩóĄĄºđɐɪ��Ì�đ�³ºÏĈÏóê�ģóėá³�ĩóė�è�Þº�Ïê�đÌÏĈ�ĈÏđė�đÏóêɑ

țș� �ÂºÜ®ÿÿ®�§ó�đÜ�¸óäÚ�ï®ó÷äÜ�Ó�®Ėï®óÂ®Ü¡®�ÂÜ�ȗȕȖȕ�ä¸���¡äÜÿóÂ�ąÿÂÜº��ąÿ¿äó�đ¿ä�đÂ÷¿®§�
to remain anonymous.

țȚ� !óĐÂÜº�-äĢÚ�Üȷ�ɖVÜ�+�¡®ɏ�äóÐȶ��Ü��Ü�Óė÷Â÷�ä¸�eÂÿą�Ó�!Ó®Ú®Üÿ÷�ÂÜ�iä¡Â�Ó�5Üÿ®ó�¡ÿÂäÜȷɗ�
Psychiatry Ȗȝȷ�ÜäȽ�Ș�ɋȖȞȚȚɌȷ�ȗȖțȽ
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Revisiting perspective-taking, suspending judgment, and self-regulation
Fundamental to rapport-building are three skills discussed above: 

perspective-taking, suspending judgment, and self-regulation. These 

skills help you avoid stereotyping, particularly when your initial inter-

ïó®ÿ�ÿÂäÜ�ïóäĐ®÷� ÂÜ�¡¡ąó�ÿ®ȷ��Ü§�ÚäĐ®��®ėäÜ§�ėäąó�ĥó÷ÿ� ÂÚïó®÷÷ÂäÜ÷�
or prejudgments to take a fresh approach. For example, suppose that 

in the United States we believe that fatalism is an unrealistic, coun-

terproductive superstition that impedes prosperity and modernization. 

V¸�¡äąó÷®ȷ�ÿ¿Â÷��ÿÿÂÿą§®�¡äąÓ§�ïóäĐ®�ïóä�Ó®Ú�ÿÂ¡�đ¿®Ü�ÂÜÿ®ó�¡ÿÂÜº�đÂÿ¿�
people from a society that tends toward fatalism. By suspending your 

preconceived bias and controlling your response, you have the cognitive 

and emotional space to consider their perspective and seek to under-

stand why�¡®óÿ�ÂÜ�ï®äïÓ®�¡äÜ÷Â§®ó�̧ �ÿ�ÓÂ÷Ú���ó®�ÓÂ÷ÿÂ¡��ïïóä�¡¿Ƚɜa®ó¿�ï÷�
ÿ¿®Âó� �®ÓÂ®¸÷� ¿�Đ®� �®®Ü� ÂÜĦą®Ü¡®§� ¸óäÚ� �� ¿Â÷ÿäóė� ä¸� ÷ąĢ®óÂÜº� ®¡ä-
nomic and political hardships such as civil wars, genocide, lack of 

industrialization, and slavery, which have over time imbedded fatal-

istic religious roots into their society. Maintaining an open-minded 

approach unclouded by your own interpretations of the world can help 

ėäą�ĥó÷ÿ�ĥÜ§�ąÜ§®ó÷ÿ�Ü§ÂÜº��Ü§� ÿ¿®Ü�®Ü¡äąó�º®�ėäą� ÿä�Úä§Â¸ė�ėäąó�
behavior and communication style during an intercultural interaction.

aóä¡®÷÷ÂÜº� �Ü� ÂÜÿ®ó¡ąÓÿąó�Ó� ÂÜÿ®ó�¡ÿÂäÜ� ¡�Ü� �®� §Âģ¡ąÓÿ� �Ü§� ¡äÜ¸ą÷-
ÂÜºȽɜ�¿®Ü�đ®�®Ü¡äąÜÿ®ó�ÿ¿ÂÜÐÂÜº��Ü§��®¿�ĐÂäó÷�ÿ¿�ÿ��ó®�§ÂĢ®ó®Üÿ�¸óäÚ�
our own, it is natural for us to judge those according to our own stan-

§�ó§÷Ƚɜ2äđ®Đ®óȷ�ï�÷÷ÂÜº�Íą§ºÚ®Üÿ�§ä®÷�Üäÿ�¿®Óï�ÿ¿®�ïóä¡®÷÷�ä¸��ąÂÓ§ÂÜº�
rapport; changing how we think about and approach intercultural rela-

ÿÂäÜ÷�¡�ÜȽɜw÷ÂÜº� ÿ¿®÷®� ÿ¿ó®®� ÷ÐÂÓÓ÷� ¡�Ü�¿®Óïȷ��÷� ¡�Ü� ÂÜ¡äóïäó�ÿÂÜº� ÿ¿®�
following four tenets into our interactions:țț

Teachable attitude: Having a teachable attitude means we have a “will-

ingness to learn from others.” When we are willing to learn from 

others, it does not imply that we are going to permanently change our 

behaviors to match someone else’s. It does mean keeping an open mind 

and not immediately discounting something or passing judgment just 

because it does not match our own ideas or beliefs.

țț Bradford J. Hall, Among Cultures: The Challenge of Communication� ɋ�®ÓÚäÜÿȷ���ȶ���§-
÷đäóÿ¿ȷ�ȗȕȕȚɌȷ�ȘșȝɏȞȽ

Mutual Legitimacy: Believing in mutual legitimacy means believing that 

there can be more than one possible right way to do things or more than 

äÜ®�óÂº¿ÿ��Ü÷đ®óȽɜq¿®� óÂº¿ÿ�đ�ė�§®ï®Ü§÷�äÜ�đ¿äÚ�ėäą��÷ÐȽ��� ÓÂº¿ÿ-
hearted example is the process of mowing a lawn. Is it better to mow 

horizontally or diagonally? In both cases the grass gets cut, but there 

are personal or even cultural preferences involved when deciding just 

how to get it done.

Dialogue: Dialogue is the process by which we interact with people and 

ÿ¿óäąº¿�đ¿Â¡¿�đ®�Ó®�óÜ���äąÿ�®�¡¿�äÿ¿®óȽɜqä�¿�Đ®�÷ą¡¡®÷÷¸ąÓ�§Â�Óäºą®ȷ�
we must be genuine, include the perspective of others, recognize the 

worth of other people, prioritize the interaction, view the co-commu-

ÜÂ¡�ÿäó��÷�®òą�Óȷ� �Ü§�®Ü¡äąó�º®���ïä÷ÂÿÂĐ®�®ÜĐÂóäÜÚ®Üÿ�¡äÜ§ą¡ÂĐ®� ÿä�
communication. 

Considering Context: Just as with anything else, context matters. It is an 

ÂÚïäóÿ�Üÿ�¸�¡ÿäó�ÿä��ÿÿ®Ü§�ÿä�§ąóÂÜº�ÂÜÿ®ó¡ąÓÿąó�Ó�ÂÜÿ®ó�¡ÿÂäÜȽɜLÂ÷ï®ó-
ceptions and disagreements can often be avoided if the context of the 

situation and the larger cultural context are taken into account.

Nonverbal expression of rapport
You might have heard that when it comes to real estate, the key focus 

is “location, location, location.” In dealing with other cultures, the 

focus becomes “relationships, relationships, relationships.”țȜ  Rapport 

not only is the built through words but also is expressed and recog-

nized nonverbally. Rapport has been described as a socially “optimal 

experience” characterized by smooth, harmonious, and enjoyable 

interaction.țȝ Decades of research devoted to rapport-building in the 

U.S. assert that rapport develops when mutual attentiveness, positiv-

ity, and coordination occur and are reciprocated in interaction.țȞ Mutual 

attentiveness involves “the feeling of mutual interest and focus during 

interaction,” positivity is associated with feelings of “friendliness and 

țȜ Richard A. McConnell, Christopher L. Matson, and Brent A. Clemmer, “The MiTT and Its 

ɘ2ąÚ�Ü�q®óó�ÂÜɚȶ�qó�Ü÷ÂÿÂäÜÂÜº�ÿ¿®�5ó�òÂ��óÚė�ÂÜÿä�ÿ¿®�D®�§ȷɗ�Infantry�NäĐɃ�®¡�ɋȗȕȕȜɌȽ

țȝ Linda Tickle-Degnen, “Nonverbal Behavior and Its Functions in the Ecosystem of Rap-

port,” in The Sage Handbook of Nonverbal Communication, eds. Valerie Manusov and Miles 

a�ÿÿ®ó÷äÜ�ɋq¿äą÷�Ü§�V�Ð÷ȷ���ȶ�i�º®ȷ�ȗȕȕțɌȷ�ȘȞȗȽ

țȞ Linda Tickle-Degnen and Robert Rosenthal, “The Nature of Rapport and its Nonverbal 

Correlates,” Psychological Inquiry�Ȗ�ɋȖȞȞȕɌȷ�ȗȝȚɎȞȘȽ
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warmth,” and coordination involves the “feeling of balance and har-

mony.”Ȝȕ But what does that look like?

Chances are, even without being able to hear or understand the words 

being said in a conversation, you could detect the establishment of 

ó�ïïäóÿ� �ė� ä�÷®óĐÂÜº� ÜäÜĐ®ó��Ó� �®¿�ĐÂäóȽ� V�÷®óĐÂÜº� ÜäÜĐ®ó��Ó� ¡äÚ-

munication exchanged between a couple at a restaurant or individuals 

during a greeting can tell you a great deal if you know what to look 

for. Even though you most likely did not use words like “positivity” 

and “coordination” as you were noticing what was happening nonver-

bally during these interactions, you were still able to make sense of the 

behavior if you were in tune with the facial expressions, eye behavior, 

body language, and spatial distance between the people interacting. You 

were likely “framing” these behaviors and using them as a map to pro-

vide cues about how to interpret the communication acts within this 

context. When you are familiar with the cultural context, it is easier 

to accurately interpret these acts. It becomes more complicated when 

ÂÜÿ®ó�¡ÿÂÜº�đÂÿ¿�ï®äïÓ®�đÂÿ¿�§ÂĢ®ó®Üÿ�¡ąÓÿąó�Ó���¡ÐºóäąÜ§÷Ƚ�

It is important to keep in mind that the way in which rapport is expressed 

nonverbally is not universal. Each culture has a range of social norms 

and behaviors governing each of these three components. For example, 

mutual attentiveness includes mutual gaze, closer distance, and more 

direct body orientation. The appropriate use of space and eye contact 

đÂÓÓ�§ÂĢ®ó��¡¡äó§ÂÜº�ÿä��Ü�ÂÜ§ÂĐÂ§ą�Óɚ÷�¡ąÓÿąó�Ó���¡ÐºóäąÜ§Ƚ�q¿®�÷�Ú®�
behaviors that might work for you in the United States to build rapport, 

such as sustaining eye contact, can be perceived as threatening by oth-

ers. Likewise, you can feel threatened or uncomfortable when someone 

stands too close to you when interacting. Such feelings can inhibit feel-

ings of positivity, which impedes the development of rapport between 

counterparts. Similarly, positivity is characterized in conversation by 

÷ÚÂÓÂÜºȷ�ÿäą¡¿ȷ��Ü§�Úąÿą�Ó�º�Ĝ®�ɋ�Ü§�ėäą�¡�Ü�ïóä���Óė�ºą®÷÷�¿äđ�Đ�óÂ-
ation in what is considered appropriate would come into play with this 

äÜ®ɌȽ� D®Đ®Ó÷� ä¸� ¡äÚ¸äóÿ� �Ü§��ïïóäïóÂ�ÿ®Ü®÷÷� �ó®�§Â¡ÿ�ÿ®§��ė� ÿ¿®� ¡ąÓ-
tural norms of the groups present in the interaction, and oftentimes, 

ÿ¿®ė�§ÂĢ®óȽ�e®�¡¿ÂÜº�ÿ¿®�Ó®Đ®Ó�ä¸�¡ääó§ÂÜ�ÿÂäÜ�ɍ�ÿ¿®��®¿�ĐÂäó�Ó���Ó�Ü¡®�

Ȝȕ� 5�Â§Ƚȷ�ȗȝțȽ

of smooth responsiveness between conversational partners, which 

involves matching postures and gestures, mimicked expressions, and 

ĥÜ®Óė� ÿÂÚ®§�¡äÜĐ®ó÷�ÿÂäÜ�Ó� ÿąóÜɏÿ�ÐÂÜº�ɍ�ÿ�Ð®÷� ÿÂÚ®��Ü§���đÂÓÓÂÜº-
ness to understand the cultural dynamics at play. Perspective-taking 

can facilitate this. Additionally, employing the skill of observation can 

help you obtain clues as to what is appropriate, and then, you can adjust 

your behavior as needed to achieve your goals. 

Revisiting the concept of identity
A key consideration in the process of building rapport is the concept 

of identity. We covered identity earlier in the culture general concepts 

¡¿�ïÿ®óȽ�2®ó®ȷ�đ®�đäąÓ§�ÓÂÐ®�ÿä�§Â÷¡ą÷÷�ÿ¿®�óäÓ®�ä¸�Â§®ÜÿÂÿėȷ�÷ï®¡Âĥ¡�ÓÓė�
the interplay between avowed and ascribed identity, in building rapport. 

As you recall, there are two identity categories: avowed and ascribed. 

Avowed identity is how we choose to identify ourselves. An avowed 

identity is one which we envision for ourselves both consciously and 

÷ą�¡äÜ÷¡Âäą÷ÓėȽ�Vąó��¡ÿÂäÜ÷��Ü§��®¿�ĐÂäó÷�§®ĥÜ®�đ¿ä�đ®��ó®��Ü§�ÿ¿®Ü�
communicate that identity to people with whom we are interacting. 

Sometimes, we choose deliberately to do certain things to create a par-

ticular identity for ourselves like choosing to be a member of the U.S. 

military. An ascribed identity is an identity assigned to us by others. This 

¡äąÓ§�ÂÜ¡Óą§®ȷ�¸äó�®Ė�ÚïÓ®ȷ�÷äÚ®�ä¸�ÿ¿®�º®Ü®ó�Ó�òą�ÓÂÿÂ®÷��÷÷ä¡Â�ÿ®§�đÂÿ¿�
being a Republican or a Democrat or with professions such as nursing or 

elementary education. Whether we agree with them or not, many people 

identify individuals aligned with these political parties or professions as 

¿�ĐÂÜº�÷ï®¡Âĥ¡�òą�ÓÂÿÂ®÷��Ü§�®Đ®Ü�ä¸��®ÂÜº���÷ï®¡Âĥ¡�º®Ü§®óȽ

Because expectations vary so widely between individuals as well as  

§ÂĢ®ó®Üÿ� ºóäąï÷� �Ü§� ¡ąÓÿąó®÷ȷ� ï®äïÓ®� ä¸ÿ®Ü� ®Ėï®óÂ®Ü¡®� ¿�ĐÂÜº� �Ü�
�÷¡óÂ�®§� Â§®ÜÿÂÿė� ÿ¿�ÿ�§ä®÷�Üäÿ�ĥÿ� ÿ¿®Âó� �Đäđ®§� Â§®ÜÿÂÿėȽ�q¿Â÷� Ó�¡Ð�ä¸�
congruence often depends on with whom we are communicating. For 

example, some veterans may have similar ideas of what it means to have 

÷®óĐ®§��Ü§��÷¡óÂ�®��Ü� Â§®ÜÿÂÿė� ÿä�äÿ¿®ó�Đ®ÿ®ó�Ü÷�ÿ¿�ÿ��ÓÂºÜ÷�đÂÿ¿�¿Â÷Ƀ
her avowed identity. A conscientious objector, on the other hand, may 

�÷¡óÂ�®��Ü�®ÜÿÂó®Óė�§ÂĢ®ó®Üÿ�Â§®ÜÿÂÿė��Ü§�Ú®�ÜÂÜº�ÿä��®¿�ĐÂäó÷��÷÷ä¡Â-
ated with military service. The process of rapport-building can begin 

when the identities that are ascribed to an individual “appropriately 
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�Ü§�®Ģ®¡ÿÂĐ®Óėɗ�Ú�ÿ¡¿�ÿ¿ä÷®�ÿ¿�ÿ��ó®��Đäđ®§��ė�ÿ¿�ÿ�ï®ó÷äÜȽȜȖ As it may 

�®�§Âģ¡ąÓÿ�ÿä�ĥÜ§�ÿ¿�ÿ���Ó�Ü¡®ȷ�Âÿ�Â÷�ÂÚïäóÿ�Üÿ�ÿä�ïąÿ�÷äÚ®�ÿ¿äąº¿ÿ�ÂÜÿä�
this when trying to build rapport with your counterparts. By emphasiz-

ÂÜº�đ¿�ÿ�ėäą�ɋ�÷�ÂÜ§ÂĐÂ§ą�Ó÷Ɍ�¿�Đ®�ÂÜ�¡äÚÚäÜ�ɍ�đ¿®ÿ¿®ó�Âÿ�Â÷�§®÷Âó®÷�
such as family security or shared identity as military profession-

als — and remembering collectively that identity is multifaceted and 

complex, you can work to lessen the feelings of mistrust and prejudice 

ɋ÷®®�ó®÷®�ó¡¿�äÜ�ɖÚ�Ü�ºÂÜº�Â§®ÜÿÂÿė�ÿ¿ó®�ÿ÷ɗȜȗɌ��Ü§�đäóÐ�ÿäđ�ó§�ĥÜ§-
ÂÜº� ¡äÚÚäÜ�ÓÂÿė� �®ÿđ®®Ü�ėäąȽ��Üäÿ¿®ó�đ�ė� ÿä�ĥÜ§� ¡äÚÚäÜ�ºóäąÜ§�
Â÷� ÿä� �÷Ð� òą®÷ÿÂäÜ÷� ��äąÿ� ¡ääÐÂÜºȷ� ÷ïäóÿ÷ȷ� äó� ¸�ÚÂÓė� äó� ÂÜòąÂó®� �÷� ÿä�
the “why” behind a ritual you have observed, noting its similarity to 

something in your personal experience. This helps to lessen the divide 

between self and other, demonstrates attentiveness to other, and can 

lead to a growth in positivity between self and other — all of which are 

fundamental to rapport building. 

IDENTIFYING AND MANAGING CULTURE SHOCK

Discussion
As military professionals you face a lot of stressors in your job. There 

is, of course, the stress of combat and trauma and the stress of often 

ĥÜ§ÂÜº� ėäąó÷®ÓĐ®÷� äï®ó�ÿÂÜº� ¸óäÚ� óäąº¿� ¸�¡ÂÓÂÿÂ®÷� đ¿ÂÓ®� ąÜ§®ó� ÷Âº-
ÜÂĥ¡�Üÿ� ÓäºÂ÷ÿÂ¡�Ó�¡äÜ÷ÿó�ÂÜÿ÷Ƚ�q¿®ó®� Â÷� ÿ¿®�÷ÿó®÷÷� ¸óäÚ�÷ï®Ü§ÂÜº� ÓäÜº�
ï®óÂä§÷��đ�ė�¸óäÚ�¿äÚ®��Ü§�ėäąó�¸�ÚÂÓÂ®÷Ƚ�VÜ®�¸äóÚ�ä¸�÷ÿó®÷÷�ÿ¿�ÿ�ėäą�
®Ü¡äąÜÿ®ó�¸ó®òą®ÜÿÓėȷ��ąÿ�Ú�ė�Üäÿ�ó®¡äºÜÂĜ®ȷ�Â÷�ÿ¿®�÷ÿó®÷÷�ÿ¿�ÿ�¡äÚ®÷�
from encountering people whose values and ways of doing things are 

§ÂĢ®ó®Üÿ�̧ óäÚ�ėäąó�äđÜȽ�a÷ė¡¿äÓäºÂ÷ÿ÷��Ü§�÷ä¡ÂäÓäºÂ÷ÿ÷�̧ ó®òą®ÜÿÓė�ó®¸®ó�
to this stress as “culture shock.” Severe culture shock can result in lack 

of sleep, irritability, depression, a sense of helplessness, and a fear of 

losing control. Almost everyone will experience some form of culture 

÷¿ä¡Ð�đ¿®Ü�ÂÜÿ®ó�¡ÿÂÜº�đÂÿ¿�§ÂĢ®ó®Üÿ�¡ąÓÿąó®÷ȷ�Üä�Ú�ÿÿ®ó�Â¸�ėäą��ó®���
military professional, diplomat, humanitarian aid worker, or business-

person. If you are able to recognize and mitigate culture shock, you will 

ȜȖ Mary J. Collier and Milt Thomas, “Cultural Identity: An Interpretive Perspective,” Inter-
national and Intercultural Communication Annual�Ȗȗ�ɋȖȞȝȝɌȷ�ȞȞɏȖȗȘȷ�ȖȕȖȽ

Ȝȗ� ��Óÿ®ó�-Ƚ�iÿ®ï¿�Ü��Ü§��ääÐÂ®��Ƚ�iÿ®ï¿�Üȷ�ɖ�äºÜÂÿÂäÜ��Ü§��Ģ®¡ÿ�ÂÜ��óä÷÷ɏ�ąÓÿąó�Ó�e®Ó�-
tion,” in Cross-Cultural and Intercultural Communication, ®§Ƚ��ÂÓÓÂ�Ú�-Ƚ�-ą§ėÐąÜ÷ÿ�ɋq¿äą÷�Ü§�
V�Ð÷ȷ���ȶ�i�º®ȷ�ȗȕȕȘɌȷ�ȖȖȖɏȗțȽ

be less likely to experience it in its most severe forms.

5Ü� �äÿ¿� ÿ¿®�ÚÂÓÂÿ�óė� �Ü§� ÷¡Â®ÜÿÂĥ¡� ÓÂÿ®ó�ÿąó®ȷ� ėäą�Ú�ė� ĥÜ§�Ú®ÜÿÂäÜ�
of either culture stress or culture shock. Most of the time, both terms 

mean the same thing: a person’s emotional reaction to the ambiguities 

ä¸�ÂÜÿ®ó�¡ÿÂÜº�đÂÿ¿�ï®äïÓ®��Ü§�ÓÂĐÂÜº�ÂÜ�®ÜĐÂóäÜÚ®Üÿ÷�ÿ¿�ÿ��ó®�§ÂĢ®ó®Üÿ�
¸óäÚ�đ¿�ÿ�¿®Ƀ÷¿®� Â÷�ą÷®§�ÿäȽ��®�ą÷®�ÿ¿®�ÿ®óÚ�¡ąÓÿąó®�÷¿ä¡Ð�ÿä��ĐäÂ§�
¡äÜ¸ą÷ÂäÜ�đÂÿ¿�ɖïä÷ÿɏÿó�ąÚ�ÿÂ¡�÷ÿó®÷÷ȷɗ��÷�ÿ¿®÷®��ó®�ÿđä�Đ®óė�§ÂĢ®ó®Üÿ�
types of stress. 

Key Points

Causes of culture shockȜȘ

We are just going to say this up front: culture shock is not a sign of 

mental weakness. It is a real, normal stress that all people encounter. 

Treating it as anything but that is counterproductive and actually per-

petuates the negative impact it can have on the individual, the unit, and 

the larger community. Culture shock tends to result from three sorts of 

÷Âÿą�ÿÂäÜ÷ȶ�Đ�Óą®�¡äÜĦÂ¡ÿ÷ȷ�ąÜ¡®óÿ�ÂÜÿėȷ��Ü§�¸�ÂÓąó®�ä¸�äÿ¿®ó�¡ąÓÿąó®÷�ÿä�
live up to your expectations. In all three situations, culture shock occurs 

đ¿®Ü�ï®äïÓ®�¸óäÚ���¡ąÓÿąó®�§ÂĢ®ó®Üÿ�¸óäÚ�ėäąó�äđÜ�§ä�ÿ¿ÂÜº÷�§ÂĢ®ó-
®ÜÿÓė�¸óäÚ�¿äđ�ėäą�đäąÓ§Ƚ��äó®§äÚ��Ü§�òą®÷ÿÂäÜ÷���äąÿ�đ¿®ÿ¿®ó�ėäąó�
actions are producing results that match the intentions of you or your 

¡äÚÚ�Ü§�¡�Ü�Ú�Ð®�ÿ¿®÷®�÷ÿó®÷÷äó÷�Úäó®�§Âģ¡ąÓÿ�ÿä�Ú�Ü�º®Ƚ�B®®ï�ÂÜ�
mind that you can experience culture shock — or reverse culture shock 

— upon returning home as well as things may have changed or you may 

¿�Đ®�ºóäđÜ��¡¡ą÷ÿäÚ®§�ÿä�§ÂĢ®ó®Üÿ�Đ�Óą®÷��Ü§�óäąÿÂÜ®÷Ƚ

��ÞĒ¸��ïçĶÍ«Čă
��Óą®� ¡äÜĦÂ¡ÿ÷� ïóäĐÂ§®� ÿ¿®� ĥó÷ÿ� ÷äąó¡®� ä¸� ¡ąÓÿąó®� ÷¿ä¡ÐȽ� !Ü®ÚÂ®÷� äó�
foreign military partners might not play by the same rules of warfare 

that you do. For example, they might place little value on the rights 

of civilians or life itself, using disproportionate force, showing a reck-

less disregard for collateral damage, or even causing civilian casualties 

intentionally. Also, local soldiers and civilians may engage in drug use, 

ȜȘ For a more comprehensive overview and additional sources related to culture shock, see 

Kristin Post, “Making the Case for a Renewed Focus on Culture Shock for the U.S. Military,” 

The Journal of Culture, Language, and International Security Ȗȷ�ÜäȽ�ȗ�ɋ�ÂÜÿ®ó�ȗȕȖȚɌȷ�ȘȚɏșșȽ
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practices that you regard as corrupt, such as bribery and nepotism, or 

äÿ¿®ó��®¿�ĐÂäó÷� ÿ¿�ÿ� ¡äÜĦÂ¡ÿ�đÂÿ¿�ėäąó� ¡ąÓÿąó�Ó�ÜäóÚ÷Ƚ�q¿®÷®��ÓÓ� ¡�Ü�
and do cause an understandable amount of stress.

Uncertainty
Uncertainty provides a second source of culture shock, especially when 

it is related to the need to make high-stakes decisions. When you are 

�Óó®�§ė�ï®ó¸äóÚÂÜº���§Âģ¡ąÓÿ��Ü§�÷ÿó®÷÷¸ąÓ�ÚÂ÷÷ÂäÜȷ�ïä÷÷Â�Óė�đÂÿ¿�®Ü®-
mies shooting at you, it can be nerve-wracking not to know what the 

people around you are doing, or why, because they do not behave like 

you. For example, if people do not smile when meeting you, you may 

Üäÿ��®�÷ąó®�đ¿®ÿ¿®ó�ÿ¿®Âó�¡ąÓÿąó�Ó�óąÓ®÷���äąÿ�÷ÚÂÓÂÜº��ó®�§ÂĢ®ó®Üÿ�äó�
whether they have hostile feelings toward you. Also, unfamiliar eat-

ing or communication habits can cause stress, as you may be uncertain 

��äąÿ�¿äđ�ÿä��®¿�Đ®�÷ä��÷�Üäÿ�ÿä�äĢ®Ü§Ƚ

Unmet Expectations
Culture shock can also occur when people in other cultures do not live 

up to your expectations. It is important to remember that your expec-

tations are shaped by what you think is right and appropriate and that 

others have expectations as well, shaped by their own sense of right 

and appropriateness. Military personnel often experience culture shock 

when working with foreign military partners. Foreign soldiers may 

¿�Đ®� §ÂĢ®ó®Üÿ� ÷ÿ�Ü§�ó§÷� ¸äó�đ®�ïäÜ÷� ¿�Ü§ÓÂÜº� �Ü§� ÷®¡ąóÂÿėȷ� äó� ÿ¿®ė�
may show up late, display minimal marksmanship skills, or do things 

that you might regard as unprofessional. Local civilians too may act in 

÷ąóïóÂ÷ÂÜº�đ�ė÷Ƚ�+äó�®Ė�ÚïÓ®ȷ�ÿ¿®ė�Ú�ė�¿�Đ®�§ÂĢ®ó®Üÿ�¿ėºÂ®Ü®�÷ÿ�Ü-
§�ó§÷�ɋ®ȽºȽȷ�®Ėï®¡ÿ�ÿÂäÜ÷�ä¸�¿äđ�¸ää§�Â÷�ÿä��®�ïó®ï�ó®§Ɍ�äó�§Â÷ïÓ�ė÷�ä¸�
ó®÷ï®¡ÿ� ɋ®ȽºȽȷ� ºó®®ÿÂÜº� ®Ėï®¡ÿ�ÿÂäÜ÷� �ÿ�Ú®�Ó÷ɌȽ� �÷� �Üäÿ¿®ó� ®Ė�ÚïÓ®ȷ� ��
local contractor may do work that does not match the standards you 

would expect from a contractor in the United States.

Recognizing culture shock
Before you can deal with culture shock, you have to be able to recog-

nize it. Look for signs that something is bothering you. You may not be 

aware of what it is, or you may not even be thinking consciously about 

it at the moment. The following are signs that you may be experiencing 

some form of stress, possibly culture shock:

• Fatigue or insomnia

• Anger, disgust, frustration, or other uncontrollable emotions

• Fear and anxiety

• Confusion or disorientation

• Excessive worry or a sense of helplessness

• Changes in your routine, including what and how much you eat 

and how much and how fast you talk

• Vÿ¿®ó÷ɚ�ó®�¡ÿÂÜº�ÿä�ėäą�§ÂĢ®ó®ÜÿÓė
• Changes in relationships

Bottom line is you need to know yourself. Reactions to culture shock 

can occur in the presence of the people who and in the situations that 

are causing the stress, e.g., a foreign military partner. However, culture 

shock can also manifest itself once you are away from the source of 

stress, such as when you get angry at a subordinate for no real reason. 

�äą�Ú�ė�Üäÿ�®Đ®Ü�ó®�ÓÂĜ®�ÿ¿�ÿ�ėäą��ó®��¡ÿÂÜº�§ÂĢ®ó®ÜÿÓėȽ��äąȷ�ÿ¿®ó®¸äó®ȷ�
need to get regular feedback from other colleagues or your family or 

friends. Talk to people you can trust to tell you if there is a problem. Get 

¸®®§��¡Ð�¸óäÚ���¸®đ�§ÂĢ®ó®Üÿ�ï®äïÓ®��®¡�ą÷®�®Đ®óėäÜ®�Ú�ė�Üäÿ�÷®®�ÿ¿®�
same things or agree on whether you have changed. 

Also, be aware of how your unit members are responding to the same or 

similar situations. Are they experiencing some of the symptoms above? 

They, too, can be experiencing culture shock and need to recognize it in 

ÿ¿®Ú÷®ÓĐ®÷Ƚ��®ÂÜº���Ó®�ÿä�ó®¡äºÜÂĜ®�ÿ¿®�÷äąó¡®�ä¸�ÿ¿®�÷ÿó®÷÷�Â÷�ÿ¿®�ĥó÷ÿ�
step to managing its impact on the individual, the unit, and the larger 

community. 

Dealing with culture shock
VÜ¡®� ėäą� ó®¡äºÜÂĜ®� ¡ąÓÿąó®� ÷¿ä¡Ð� ÂÜ� ėäąó÷®Ó¸ȷ� ėäą� ¡�Ü� ÿ�Ð®� ÷ÿ®ï÷� ÿä�
§®�Ó�đÂÿ¿�ÂÿȽ�@ą÷ÿ��÷�ėäą�¿�Đ®�ÿ®¡¿ÜÂòą®÷�¸äó�§®�ÓÂÜº�đÂÿ¿�¡äÚ��ÿ��Ü§�
äï®ó�ÿÂäÜ�Ó�÷ÿó®÷÷ȷ�ÿ¿®ó®��ó®�ÿ®¡¿ÜÂòą®÷�ÿä�¿�Ü§Ó®�¡ąÓÿąó®�÷¿ä¡ÐȽ�q¿®÷®� 
ÿ®¡¿ÜÂòą®÷�đÂÓÓ�¿®Óï�ėäą�äï®ó�ÿ®�đÂÿ¿� Âÿ�ɖÂÜ�ÿ¿®�ÚäÚ®Üÿɗ��Ü§�ÂÜ�ÿ¿®�
long term. There is no one formula for managing stress, but it is some-

thing you can do — “I can’t help getting angry” simply is not true.

Even the most trivial kinds of events can cause culture shock when they 

¡�ą÷®�ėäą�ÿä�òą®÷ÿÂäÜ�ėäąó��÷÷ąÚïÿÂäÜ÷��Ü§�Đ�Óą®÷Ƚ�q¿®ó®��ó®�÷®Đ®ó�Ó�
things you can do that can help you face the challenges that culture 
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shock poses to mission accomplishment. These recommendations are 

very similar to the Rules of the Road provided at the beginning of this 

text and involve many of the skills we have just discussed.

Accept things you do not like
You may see things that you do not like. You do not have to accept 

that the beliefs and practices of a foreign culture are “right,” but you 

do have to accept that they exist. They may violate your values, and 

you may feel that that they violate universal human values. You are 

allowed to feel this way, and feeling this way shows that you have a 

moral compass. In the short time that you will spend operating in a 

foreign culture, you will not be able to change the things that bother 

you. In these situations, getting angry at “them” for “making you” feel 

bad or frustrated will not achieve anything. You will have to put these 

issues aside to accomplish the mission. Practice letting go of things you 

cannot change.

Suspend judgment, maintain tact and bearing, take alternative perspectives
qä��¡¡®ïÿ�ÿ¿ÂÜº÷�ėäą�§ä�Üäÿ�ÓÂÐ®��Ü§�ÚäĐ®�äÜ�ó®òąÂó®÷�ėäą�ÿä�÷ą÷ï®Ü§�
Íą§ºÚ®Üÿȷ�÷®Ó¸ɏó®ºąÓ�ÿ®ȷ��Ü§�ÓääÐ��ÿ�ÿ¿ÂÜº÷�¸óäÚ�§ÂĢ®ó®Üÿ�ï®ó÷ï®¡ÿÂĐ®÷Ƚ�
Many times frustration mounts because of a failure to suspend judg-

ment. We jump to conclusions, based on our own cultural background, 

about people’s values and behaviors that inform our thoughts and 

¸®®ÓÂÜº÷Ƚ�ią÷ï®Ü§ÂÜº�Íą§ºÚ®Üÿ�Â÷�ÿ¿®�ĥó÷ÿ�÷ÿ®ï�ÿä�¡¿�ÜºÂÜº�ÿ¿�ÿ�ÂÜÿ®ó-
nal dialogue. Through self-regulation, you create the space to explore 

alternative explanations. Take the time to try to understand why the 

people in a foreign culture do what they do — that is, take their per-

spective. While there will be some things you do not agree with, if you 

ąÜ§®ó÷ÿ�Ü§�ï®äïÓ®ɚ÷�ÚäÿÂĐ®÷ȷ�ėäą�đÂÓÓ�ÓÂÐ®Óė�ĥÜ§�Âÿ�®�÷Â®ó�ÿä��¡¡®ïÿ�ÿ¿ä÷®�
things. The locals were not brought up the same way as you, but most 

of them are not bad people. As discussed earlier, honing these skills 

đ¿®Ü�đäóÐÂÜº�đÂÿ¿�¡ąÓÿąó®÷�§ÂĢ®ó®Üÿ�¸óäÚ�ėäąó�äđÜ�đÂÓÓ�ÂÚïóäĐ®�ėäąó�
��ÂÓÂÿė�ÿä�Ú�Ü�º®�ÿ¿®�ɋ÷äÚ®ÿÂÚ®÷�§Âģ¡ąÓÿɌ�÷Âÿą�ÿÂäÜ÷��÷÷ä¡Â�ÿ®§�đÂÿ¿�
mission accomplishment. They will also help you manage your internal 

ó®÷ïäÜ÷®÷�ÿä��Ü§�ÿ¿ÂÜÐ�§ÂĢ®ó®ÜÿÓė���äąÿȷ�äó�ó®¸ó�Ú®ȷ�ÿ¿®�÷ÿó®÷÷¸ąÓ�÷Âÿą-
ations you may encounter. 

Reframe your problems
e®¸ó�ÚÂÜº�ėäąó�ïóä�Ó®Ú÷�ïó®÷®Üÿ÷���§ÂĢ®ó®Üÿ�đ�ė�ä¸�ÿ¿ÂÜÐÂÜº���äąÿ�ÿ¿®�
situation at hand. Instead of seeing aspects of another culture as obsta-

cles to your mission, see them as challenges that you must overcome. 

Change the internal conversation you are having with yourself about 

ÿ¿®�÷Âÿą�ÿÂäÜȽ��äą�¡�Ü�ÓääÐ��ÿ�ÿ¿®�ï®äïÓ®�¸óäÚ���§ÂĢ®ó®Üÿ�¡ąÓÿąó®��÷�ÿ¿®�
pieces of a puzzle, a puzzle that moves as people change and make new 

decisions. Challenge yourself to solve the puzzle rather than let it worry 

or frustrate you. 

Take Control
While you may have to accept some things in the culture that you do 

not like, you choose how you respond to them. By using the concepts 

and skills discussed in this guidebook, you can explore creative ways 

to respond to get the job done. These concepts and skills will help you 

identify the things you can change and control. Focus on those rather 

than worrying about the things you cannot change. When you concen-

ÿó�ÿ®�äÜ�ÿ¿®�ÿ¿ÂÜº÷�ėäą�¡�Ü�¡äÜÿóäÓȷ�ėäą��ó®�Úäó®�ÓÂÐ®Óė�ÿä�¸®®Ó�¡äÜĥ§®Üÿ�
than helpless.

Relax
�¿®Ü�ÿ¿ÂÜº÷��ó®��äÿ¿®óÂÜº�ėäąȷ�ĥÜ§��¡ÿÂĐÂÿÂ®÷�ÿ¿�ÿ�¿®Óï�ėäą�ó®Ó�Ė�ÓÂÐ®�
PT, sports, reading, a movie, or a conversation with a friend. Seek posi-

tive activities, not those that have a negative impact on your health and 

ability to accomplish the mission, e.g., junk food, alcohol, and drugs. 

When possible, consider including those from the other cultures, e.g., 

non-governmental agency workers, the local population, or partner 

forces, in these activities. Periodic “U.S. military personnel only” activ-

ities are acceptable, but keep in mind that groups who fully remove 

themselves from other cultures tend to experience even worse culture 

shock when they, once again, interact with them. 
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Culture Shock and Partnering with Foreign Security Forces74

Any combined partner exercise will likely involve co-habitation, possibly 
with partners who are armed. In Afghanistan and Iraq, there have been 
cases of insider attacks, causing U.S. military personnel to feel constantly 
vigilant around local security forces who, through ill will or accident, may 
hurt or kill U.S. forces. Take one Marine lieutenant, who was in charge of 
a quick reaction force (QRF) on a patrol base in Afghanistan. He was called 
to a scene on his patrol base (PB) late one night that appeared to cause 
him culture shock, even though he was not directly involved.

That night, a Marine on the PB was taking his “wag bag” (system of 
disposing of human waste) to the burn pit near the watch tower, which 
was located close to an entry control point. The Marine heard a noise in 
đÌº�«ĄėĈÌ�êº�Ą�đÌº�«ėĄê�ĀÏđ��ê³�ĈÌóêº�ÌÏĈ�Ĺ�ĈÌáÏÆÌđ�óê���è�êɐ�6º��ĈÞº³�
in Dari what the man was doing. It turns out the person was an Afghan 
policeman who lives on the same PB. The policeman racked his weapon 
in the Marine’s face. The lieutenant’s QRF quickly arrived, and the situ-
ation was de-escalated. No one was hurt. Afterward, the Afghan said he 
thought he was racking his weapon in a fellow Afghan’s face as a joke. 
And though it was the Afghan who put the Marine in danger, it was the 
Marine who was reprimanded by his chain of command for his involve-
èºêđɊ� �óĄ³ÏêÆ� đó� đÌº�lm,� áÏºėđºê�êđɐ� zÌÏĈ� ÏááėĈđĄ�đºĈ� �� áº�Ą� óêĹÏđ�
of values between the Marines, who constantly emphasize safe weapons 
handling, with the other forces who see poor muzzle discipline as funny 
and who might rack their weapon as a joke. 

Furthermore, this story seems to be about a miscarriage of justice, where 
the Marine gets punished and the Afghan does not. Without knowing 
èóĄº��«óėđ�đÌº��ÄÆÌ�ê�S�đÏóê�á�ióáÏºɊ�Ïđ�ÏĈ�³ÏĶėáđ�đó�Þêóģ�ģÌ�đ�ÞÏê³Ĉ�
of actions are punishable in what way. By comparison, the Marines have 
an extremely rigorous system of discipline and punishment that is likely 
unrivalled by most foreign militaries and U.S. civilian organizations. 

In this example, we do not know if the Marine who was threatened by 
the Afghan policemen ever had feelings of culture shock. We know the 
QRF lieutenant had ongoing feelings of outrage, even after returning to 
the United States. Interestingly, culture shock is not only due to direct 
experience. It can also result from minor incidents, rumors, stories, and 
cumulative events. 

Ȝș� ��÷®§�ąïäÜ�ÂÜÿ®óĐÂ®đ�Üäÿ®÷�đÂÿ¿���ÓÂ®ąÿ®Ü�Üÿȷ�¡äÜ§ą¡ÿ®§�ȕș�@�Üą�óė�ȗȕȖȗȽ�q¿Â÷�ÂÜÿ®ó-
ĐÂ®đ�đ�÷�ï�óÿ�ä¸�ÿ¿®��®Üÿ®ó�¸äó��§Đ�Ü¡®§�Vï®ó�ÿÂäÜ�Ó��ąÓÿąó®�D®�óÜÂÜºɚ÷�DäÜºÂÿą§ÂÜ�Ó�iÿą§ė�
of Impact of Culture Training Products, deemed to be not human subjects research by an 

5Ü÷ÿÂÿąÿÂäÜ�Ó�e®ĐÂ®đ��ä�ó§��ïïÓÂ¡��ÂÓÂÿė�e®ĐÂ®đȷ�§�ÿ®§�ȘȖ�L�ó¡¿�ȗȕȖȖȽ

Talk
Talking out your responses to such stressors with trusted agents is 

helpful when dealing with culture shock. These conversations can help 

you to understand the other culture better and also why aspects of it 

bother you. They can also reassure you that you are not crazy because 

you think something is disturbing. During a mission, you may want to 

ÿ�ÓÐ� ÿ¿ÂÜº÷�äąÿ�đÂÿ¿�ąÜÂÿ�Ú®Ú�®ó÷�äó�äÜ®�ä¸�ėäąó� Ó®�§®ó÷Ƚ�Vąÿ÷Â§®�ä¸�
the mission, you may want to reach out to friends or to someone who 

can give you an objective perspective, such as a combat psychologist or 

someone else trained in counseling. 

WORKING WITH AN INTERPRETER

Discussion
We have yet to discuss the added complexity of the presence of an inter-

preter in interactions with foreign populations. More often than not, 

your interactions as military professionals with foreign populations will 

involve the need for an interpreter. An interpreter is someone who takes 

oral messages in one language and transforms them into another lan-

guage, maintaining the cultural nuances, tone, and intent of the original 

meaning. Note: a translator does this with written text. While the pres-

ence of interpreters in an interaction typically is value-added, there is 

the potential for increased uncertainty, conversational strain, and mis-

understanding during the interaction without intentional planning and 

management of the interaction. In addition to the variation in values, 

languages, communication styles, and nonverbal preferences between 

you and your counterparts, you now have a third party in the mix with 

distinct values, views, and behaviors. Furthermore, you have to keep a 

variety of goals in mind, those that deal with the outcome of the inter-

action as well as those that support the interaction process. Thus, using 

�Ü�ÂÜÿ®óïó®ÿ®ó�ó®òąÂó®÷�÷äÚ®��§§ÂÿÂäÜ�Ó�ÿ¿ÂÜÐÂÜº��Ü§�ïó®ï�ó�ÿäóė�đäóÐ�
to maximize the potential for a positive interaction outcome.

Before you start working with an interpreter, it is critical to know who 

ėäąó� ÂÜÿ®óïó®ÿ®ó� Â÷Ƚ�2®ó®� �ó®� Íą÷ÿ� �� ¸®đ� ¡äÜ÷Â§®ó�ÿÂäÜ÷� �Ü§� òą®÷ÿÂäÜ÷�
you should consider: Is this interpreter ... a native speaker? Fluent in 

!ÜºÓÂ÷¿Ⱦ� +�ÚÂÓÂ�ó� đÂÿ¿� ÿ¿®� ÚÂÓÂÿ�óė� ɋwȽiȽ� äó� äÿ¿®óɌȾ� e®ÓÂ��Ó®Ⱦ� Däė�Ó�
ɋ�Ü§�ÿä�đ¿äÚɌȾ�V¸���¿Âº¿�äó�Óäđ�÷ä¡Â�Ó�÷ÿ�ÿą÷Ⱦ�iÐÂÓÓ®§�ÂÜ��ó®�÷�äąÿ÷Â§®�
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ä¸� ÂÜÿ®óïó®ÿÂÜº� ɋ®ȽºȽȷ� �� ¸äóÚ®ó� ïóä¸®÷÷äóɃ§ä¡ÿäóɃÚ®ó¡¿�ÜÿɌȾ� +�ÚÂÓÂ�ó�
đÂÿ¿�ėäąó�äï®ó�ÿÂäÜ�Ó�®ÜĐÂóäÜÚ®Üÿ�ɋó®¸ąº®®�¸óäÚ�ÿ¿®�Óä¡�Ó��ó®�ɂ�Â¸�÷äȷ�
¸óäÚ�¿äđ�ÓäÜº��ºäɌȾ��äÚï�ÿÂ�Ó®�ɋđÂÿ¿�ėäą��Ü§�đÂÿ¿�ÿ¿®�ïäïąÓ�ÿÂäÜ�äó�
¡äąÜÿ®óï�óÿ÷ɌȾ��¿®ó®� Â÷� ÿ¿Â÷� ÂÜÿ®óïó®ÿ®ó� ¸óäÚȾ� 5Üÿ®óïó®ÿ®ó÷ɚ� ¡ąÓÿąó�Óȷ�
personal, and professional backgrounds will shape their perceptions, 

ÿ¿®Âó�Ó�Üºą�º®�ïóäĥ¡Â®Ü¡Â®÷ȷ��Ü§�ïä÷÷Â�Óė�ÿ¿®Âó�ÂÜÿ®óïó®ÿ�ÿÂäÜ÷Ƚ�5Üÿ®ó-
ïó®ÿ®ó÷� Ú�ė� �®� ĥÓÓÂÜº� �� ÷ÿ�Ü§�ó§ÂĜ®§� Íä�� §®÷¡óÂïÿÂäÜȷ� �ąÿ� ®�¡¿� äÜ®�
¡äÚ®÷�ÿä�ÿ¿®�ïä÷ÂÿÂäÜ�đÂÿ¿�§ÂĢ®ó®Üÿ�¡�ï��ÂÓÂÿÂ®÷ȷ�ÚäÿÂĐ�ÿÂäÜ÷�¸äó�ÿ�ÐÂÜº�
the job, commitment to the mission, expectations about treatment and 

safety, and concerns about doing the work. The more you know about 

ėäąó�ÂÜÿ®óïó®ÿ®óȷ�ÿ¿®�Úäó®�®Ģ®¡ÿÂĐ®Óė�ėäą�đÂÓÓ��®���Ó®�ÿä�đäóÐ�ÿäº®ÿ¿®ó�
and the more likely it is that you will be able to anticipate problems and 

opportunities and obtain the interaction outcome you are seeking.

�¿®Ü� ėäą� ĥó÷ÿ�Ú®®ÿ� ėäąó� ÂÜÿ®óïó®ÿ®óȷ� �÷�đÂÿ¿�Úä÷ÿ� ÂÜÂÿÂ�Ó�Ú®®ÿÂÜº÷�
with someone you do not know and with whom you are going to work, 

you will want to take some time to build rapport and get to know each 

other. Asking about professional background and familiarity with your 

area of operations are good places to start. Depending on where you 

�ó®ȷ�¸�ÚÂÓė�ɋÐ®®ïÂÜº�ÂÜ�ÚÂÜ§�¡ąÓÿąó�Ó�ÿ��ää÷�ÿ¿�ÿ�Ú�ė��®�ó®Ó®Đ�ÜÿɌ��Ü§�
non-mission related topics, such as sports preferences or travel, also 

can be good to bring up.

To be a successful team, there needs to be a sense of mutual trust 

between the two of you. Continuing to build rapport through meal shar-

ing and informal conversations and demonstrating willingness to take 

care of the interpreter with necessary food, sleeping arrangements, 

®òąÂïÚ®Üÿȷ��Ü§�§äđÜ�ÿÂÚ®�äó�ÿÂÚ®�äĢ��÷�ÿ¿®�ÚÂ÷÷ÂäÜ��ÓÓäđ÷��äÿ¿�ºä�
a long way in establishing that trust. As with any relationship, trust 

often comes with genuine caring and interest in one another. You need 

to get to a level of trust where you both feel like you can come to the 

other when there is confusion or lack of understanding, even if that 

is during an interaction. Minimizing the potential for misunderstand-

ings through planning and rehearsing prior to interactions helps. For 

ÂÜ÷ÿ�Ü¡®ȷ� Â¸� ėäą� �ó®� ÿ®�¡¿ÂÜº� �� óÂĦ®� ó�Üº®� ¡Ó�÷÷� �Ü§� ėäąó� ÂÜÿ®óïó®ÿ®ó�
§ä®÷�Üäÿ�ąÜ§®ó÷ÿ�Ü§�ÿ¿®�ÿ®óÚ�ɖÚ�óÐ÷Ú�Ü÷¿Âïȷɗ�ėäą�đÂÓÓ�đ�Üÿ�ÿä�ĥºąó®�
this out before you and the interpreter are standing in front of a hun-

dred foreign soldiers, where saving face for both of you is now at risk. 

Good interpreters are extremely valuable; most of them know this and 

take pride in their work. By showing your appreciation through your 

actions, your time, and your respect for their work, you are validating 

how valuable interpreters are. You are also building rapport and trust. 

All of this will enable a better relationship, which is likely to have a 

positive impact on your mission.

Key Points

Unique considerations when involving an interpreter in your interactions
!�óÓÂ®óȷ� ėäą� Ó®�óÜ®§� ��äąÿ� ÿ¿®� aV�!i��� ïóä¡®÷÷Ƚ� �¿®Ü� ą÷ÂÜº� �Ü�
interpreter, many of the same procedures apply. With or without an 

interpreter, the pre-planning, planning, and disengaging steps are 

critical as are your observational skills, your ability to suspend judg-

ment, and your ability to maintain tact and bearing. With interpreters, 

additional considerations apply and will be discussed here. 

Planning
If you have ever launched an exercise, patrol, or training and suddenly 

ó®�ÓÂĜ®§�ÿ¿�ÿ�ÿ¿ó®®�ï®äïÓ®�Ü®®§®§��Ü�ÂÜÿ®óïó®ÿ®ó�¸äó�ÿ¿ó®®�§ÂĢ®ó®Üÿ�ó®�-
÷äÜ÷ȷ�ėäą�đäąÓ§�Üäÿ��®�ÿ¿®�ĥó÷ÿ�äÜ®�ÿä�§ä�÷äȽ��÷�ėäą�ÐÜäđȷ�ïÓ�ÜÜÂÜº�
does not take care of every contingency, but it is useful in anticipating 

friction. As you start your planning process, think about what is going 

on and who needs interpreters. In many situations, enlisted personnel 

�Ü§�äģ¡®ó÷�Ú�ė��®�§äÂÜº�§ÂĢ®ó®Üÿ��¡ÿÂĐÂÿÂ®÷ȷ��Ü§��äÿ¿�ºóäąï÷�Ú�ė�Ü®®§�
interpreters. Also, think about who or what the priority is. If you are 

¿ä÷ÿÂÜº���º�ÿ¿®óÂÜº�ä¸�äģ¡Â�Ó÷ȷ�ėäą�Ú�ė�ÿ¿ÂÜÐ�Âÿ�Â÷�ÂÚïäóÿ�Üÿ�ÿä�ïÓ�¡®�
ėäąó�äÜÓė� ÂÜÿ®óïó®ÿ®ó�÷Â§®ɏ�ėɏ÷Â§®�đÂÿ¿�ÿ¿®�äģ¡®ó÷Ƚ��ąÿ�ï®ó¿�ï÷�ėäą�
�ó®��®ÿÿ®ó�äĢ�ïąÿÿÂÜº�ÿ¿®�ÂÜÿ®óïó®ÿ®ó��ÿ�ÿ¿®�÷®¡ąóÂÿė�¡¿®¡ÐïäÂÜÿ�đÂÿ¿�ÿ¿®�
lance corporal, at least at the beginning, because the arriving dignitaries 

are not used to being frisked nor being done so by a younger man, and 

�÷���ó®÷ąÓÿȷ�ÿ¿®÷®�§ÂºÜÂÿ�óÂ®÷�Ú�ė��®�äĢ®Ü§®§ȷ�Ú�ė�¿äÓ§�ąï�ÿ¿®�÷®¡ąóÂÿė�
line, could delay the start of the meeting, or even derail the whole thing 

�®¡�ą÷®�ä¸� ��ï®ó¡®ÂĐ®§��ĢóäÜÿȽ�q¿®÷®�ÐÂÜ§÷�ä¸� ¡äÜ÷Â§®ó�ÿÂäÜ÷� ó®òąÂó®�
an understanding of the culture of your area of operations. Interpret-

®ó÷� ä¸ÿ®ÜÿÂÚ®÷� ¡�Ü� ¿®Óï�đÂÿ¿� ÿ¿Â÷� Â¸� ÿ¿®ė� �ó®� �Óó®�§ė� �Đ�ÂÓ��Ó®Ƚ� VÜ¡®�
ėäą�¿�Đ®�®÷ÿ��ÓÂ÷¿®§�ïä÷ÂÿÂäÜ��Ü§�òą�ÜÿÂÿėȷ�ėäą�¡�Ü�÷ÿ�óÿ�ïÓ�ÜÜÂÜº�¸äó� 
the interaction.
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Planning Questions
w÷ÂÜº�ÿ¿®�ɖ¸äąó��÷��Ü§�¿äđȷɗ�¿®ó®��ó®�÷äÚ®���÷Â¡�òą®÷ÿÂäÜ÷�ÿ¿�ÿ�¡�Ü�
help you and your interpreter prepare for the interaction.

� ȖȽ��¿ä
  a. Who are you going to speak with? How many people?

  b. Are there any obvious areas of concern with regard to your  

� � ÂÜÿ®óïó®ÿ®ó� �Ü§� ÿ¿®� ï®ó÷äÜɃ� ï®äïÓ®� ėäą� �ó®� ®Üº�ºÂÜº� 
� � ɋ§ÂĢ®ó®Ü¡®÷Ƀ÷ÂÚÂÓ�óÂÿÂ®÷� ÂÜ� �º®ȷ� º®Ü§®óȷ� ®ÿ¿ÜÂ¡Âÿėȷ� ¿Â÷ÿäóÂ¡�Ó� 
� � ï®ó÷ï®¡ÿÂĐ®ȷ�ó�ÜÐȷ�®ÿ¡ȽɌȾ
� ȗȽ��¿®ó®
  a. Are you going to be outside or inside?

  b. Does your interpreter have any suggestions for how to create  

  a safe and comfortable atmosphere?

� ȘȽ��¿®Ü
  a. What time of the day is your engagement?

  b. Are there any daily routines or religious activities to  

  consider?

� șȽ��¿�ÿ
  a. What are you going to discuss?

� � �Ƚ��ÂÓÓ�ÿ¿Â÷�ÿäïÂ¡��®�§Âģ¡ąÓÿ�¸äó��Üė�ó®�÷äÜȾ��ó®�ÿ¿®ó®�÷®Ü÷ÂÿÂĐ®� 
  areas to be aware of or to avoid?

  c. Does your interpreter understand the words that are  

� � �÷÷ä¡Â�ÿ®§� đÂÿ¿� ÿ¿Â÷� ÿäïÂ¡� ɋ�¡óäÜėÚ÷ȷ� ï¿ó�÷®÷ȷ� ÂÚïäóÿ�Üÿ� 
� � ¡äÜ¡®ïÿ÷ȷ�®ÿ¡ȽɌȾ
 5. How

  a. What type of engagement is this? Is this a meeting?  

  A negotiation? Are you stopping him or her on the street?

  b. Are there appropriate greetings and rituals to know given  

  your anticipated approach? 

oï�ĥïĒɩÿ·�EïÉæ�oäÌČÉɌ�9ă�ĥïĒÿ�Á�ČÉ·ÿ�"°�oäÌČÉ�ïÁ��·ª�ČĒÿɍ

Foreign names can be particularly hard to hear, remember, spell, and 
pronounce. If you know who you are meeting, ask your interpreter to 
help you properly pronounce your counterparts’ name. If you do not 
know their names prior to the meeting, ask your interpreter to bring 
some paper and a pen to write down names when introductions are made. 
This avoids back-and-forth transliteration, it should help your meeting 
start more smoothly, and it can be especially helpful if the language does 
not use Latin alphabet (e.g. Russian, Georgian, Arabic, etc.). Your inter-
preter may not always know how to read and write, so ask. Also, keep in 
èÏê³�ĀºóĀáº�³ó�êóđ��áģ�ĩĈ� ÏêđĄó³ėº�đÌºèĈºáĢºĈ�ĸĄĈđ�ê�èºɖá�Ĉđ�ê�èºɐ�
,óĄ�ÏêĈđ�êºɊ�Ïê��ÌÏêºĈº��ê³�GóĄº�êɊ�đÌº�á�Ĉđ�ê�èº�ÏĈ�ėĈė�ááĩ�Ĉ�Ï³�ĸĄĈđɐ�
\đÌºĄĈ�è�ĩ�ÏêđĄó³ėº�đÌºèĈºáĢºĈ�ģÏđÌ��ê�ÌóêóĄÏĸ�ɞºɐÆɐɊ�iĄóÄºĈĈóĄ��ó«Ɋ�
Governor Jones). Make sure you clarify with your interpreter, especially if 
you are still fairly new to an area.

Finally, in some places and in some religious and ethnic groups, cer-
tain names are very common, so you may end up meeting many “John 
Smiths.” Just as the “Global Address List” uses middle initials to dis-
đÏêÆėÏĈÌ� «ºđģººê� óèèóê� ĸĄĈđɖá�Ĉđ� ê�èº� óè«Ïê�đÏóêĈ� Ïê� ³ÏĵºĄºêđ�
«Ą�êÌºĈ� óÄ� đÌº�èÏáÏđ�ĄĩɊ� ĀºóĀáº� Ì�Ģº� ³ÏĵºĄºêđ�ģ�ĩĈ� óÄ� ³ÏĈđÏêÆėÏĈÌÏêÆ�
between common names in their communities. Ask your interpreter what 
question to ask. It may be that a location, ethnic group, or mother’s or 
father’s name will be useful in distinguishing this person from others in 
the area with the same name. Getting a person’s name accurately is not 
only polite, it may be also important for security purposes. 

Rehearsing
Rehearsing lessens the opportunities for unnecessary mistakes and 

cultural missteps and heightens the opportunity for a smooth start to 

the interaction. Work with your interpreter to ensure that you have the 

ïóäï®ó� ïóäÜąÜ¡Â�ÿÂäÜ� �Ü§� ÿ¿®� ïóäï®ó� ÿ®óÚ÷� ä¸� �§§ó®÷÷� ɋ¸äó� ®Ė�ÚïÓ®ȷ�
ą÷ÂÜº�ɖą÷ÿ®§ɗȷ�ÿ¿®�¸äóÚ�Ó�ɖėäąɗ�ÂÜ�iï�ÜÂ÷¿Ɍ�¸äó� ÂÜÂÿÂ�Ó�ºó®®ÿÂÜº÷��Ü§�
introductory remarks. Also, ask the interpreter to help you practice 

physical greetings. If individuals in this culture expect you to kiss both 

cheeks as a respectful greeting, they may approach you in this way, and 

you should be prepared. If this gesture makes you uncomfortable, you 

might need to get over your discomfort prior to the engagement. Also, 

review any possible confusing or unknown “terms of art” or acronyms 
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that may arise during the course of the interaction. You will want to make 

sure that your interpreter is familiar with military concepts enough to 

be able to explain them to your counterparts if necessary. While it is 

best to avoid acronyms, you will want to introduce your interpreter 

to those that may surface to avoid confusion during the interaction. 

Depending on the type of engagement and level of formality, you may 

need to also rehearse where you will enter and leave a room, who enters 

the room in what order, seating arrangements, presentation of food 

or drink, and other protocol, as each of these sends messages to those 

involved in the interaction. In addition to greetings, it helps if you know 

enough of the foreign language to know when certain points are being 

¡äÜĐ®ė®§Ƚ� 5¸�ėäąó��äÿÿäÚ� ÓÂÜ®� ÂÜ���¡äÜÿó�¡ÿ�Ü®ºäÿÂ�ÿÂäÜ� Â÷�ɡȚȕȕȕ��Ü§�
you know how to say that in Tagalog, then you will know when your 

interpreter is faithfully interpreting that part of the conversation to the 

Philippine contractor. 

Contact and Engage
The key to execution is making sure you are perceived as the person 

giving and receiving the message despite the fact that the interpreter 

is the main conduit of the information. You need to manage the inter-

action. The culture general concepts and skills covered in this chapter 

¡�Ü�¿®Óï�ėäąȽ�iï®¡Âĥ¡�ÓÓė�ÂÜ�ó®Ó�ÿÂäÜ�ÿä�ą÷ÂÜº��Ü�ÂÜÿ®óïó®ÿ®óȷ�ėäą�Ü®®§�
to be mindful of positioning, pacing and phrasing of your speech, and 

the nonverbal messages being sent from you, your interpreter, and your 

counterparts.

You need to be positioned in the role of the authority. Therefore, you 

need to consider how to place yourself and your interpreter in relation 

ÿä�ėäąó�¡äąÜÿ®óï�óÿ� ɋđ¿®ÿ¿®ó��Ü� ÂÜ§ÂĐÂ§ą�Óȷ��Ü� ÂÚïäóÿ�Üÿ� ÂÜ§ÂĐÂ§ą�Ó� ÂÜ�
��ºóäąïȷ�äó���ºóäąï�ä¸�®òą�Ó÷Ɍ�ÿä�¡ó®�ÿ®�ÿ¿�ÿ�Ú®÷÷�º®�ɋó®Ú®Ú�®ó�ïóäĖ-
®ÚÂ¡÷ɌȽ�L�Ð®�÷ąó®�ėäąó�ÂÜÿ®óïó®ÿ®ó�¡�Ü�÷ÿÂÓÓ��®�¿®�ó§Ƚ��Âó¡ąÚ÷ÿ�Ü¡®÷��Ü§�
your own preference will determine how this looks. For beginners, try 

putting the interpreter to your right and slightly behind you, so you do not 

make the mistake of talking to the interpreter instead of the person you 

are engaging. Ensure you address your counterpart directly. If culturally 

appropriate, maintain eye contact with your audience. It may be useful to 

glance at your interpreter every once in a while, but you do not want to 

appear as if you are having the conversation with your interpreter. 

To help your interpreter, establish a steady pace and use simple words 

and short phrases. Break what you want to say into short phrases with 

pauses in between; however, do not pause so much that the interpreter 

does not understand the meaning of what you are saying. Remember 

sentence construct varies among languages, and your interpreter may 

need the complete sentence or your complete thought to be able to con-

vey your meaning.

During your interaction, you need to listen both with your ears and eyes 

to the verbal and nonverbal messages being sent by both your inter-

preter and your counterparts. Watch for cues from your interpreter, 

such as the following:

• Is your interpreter showing you signs to slow down or speed 

up?

• �ó®�ėäąó�¡äąÜÿ®óï�óÿ÷�÷ï®�ÐÂÜº�ÿää�òąÂ¡ÐÓė�äó�ÿää�ÓäÜº�¸äó�ÿ¿®�
interpreter? 

• Is your interpreter showing discomfort over something that 

you have just said?

• Is your interpreter showing signs of not hearing or under-

standing what you have said?

• Is your interpreter showing signs that you are being insulted?

Also, be mindful of the messages you are sending to ensure you are 

conveying what you intend. This will help you steer the conversation 

appropriately. You can use strategic pauses in the conversation to con-

fer with your interpreter. Do this when you need to clarify, when you 

sense a loss of rapport, or when you need to plan your next step. Brief 

�Ü§�ÂÜ¸ó®òą®Üÿ�ÂÜÿ®óóąïÿÂäÜ÷�đÂÓÓ�º®Ü®ó�ÓÓė�Üäÿ��®�ï®ó¡®ÂĐ®§��÷�äĐ®óÓė�
rude. All of this is a lot to do while you are also thinking of what to say 

and listening to what your counterpart is saying. It will take practice.

Debrief and check for understanding
It is always important to have a conversation with your interpreter 

�¸ÿ®ó�ÿ¿®�®Üº�º®Ú®Üÿ�Â÷�ĥÜÂ÷¿®§Ƚ�iäÚ®ÿÂÚ®÷ȷ�ÿ¿Â÷�đÂÓÓ��®���÷ÂÚïÓ®�¡äÜ-
versation, checking for your understanding and assessing the general 

demeanor of those involved in the interaction. If you were instruct-

ing, ask your interpreter how much the students seemed to understand 

what you were teaching. If you were talking to a civilian in a combat 

environment, you may want to check whether or not the interpreter 
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¸®Óÿ� ÿ¿®�ó®÷ïäÜ÷®÷�ÿä�ėäąó�òą®÷ÿÂäÜ÷�đ®ó®�ó®ÓÂ��Ó®Ƚ��¿®Ü�ÿ¿®�®Üº�º®-
ment was confusing or went poorly, explain to your interpreter what 

you think went wrong, identify the confusing responses or reactions, 

and get the interpreter’s opinion about why the response was not as 

®Ėï®¡ÿ®§Ƚ�a®ó¿�ï÷�ÿ¿®�ó®�÷äÜ� Â÷�¡ąÓÿąó�Ó� ɋï®äïÓ®�¿®ó®� ÿ®ÓÓ�÷ÿäóÂ®÷� ÿ¿�ÿ�
ÂÜ§Âó®¡ÿÓė��Ü÷đ®ó�òą®÷ÿÂäÜ÷Ɍ�äó�ï®ó¿�ï÷�ėäą��ó®�÷ÿąÚ�ÓÂÜº�äĐ®ó�§ÂĢ®ó-
ent meanings for the same word. There also may be power dynamics 

that your interpreter was not able to explain during your engagement.

The debrief is a good time to reinforce what you like about the inter-

preter’s style and identify ways he or she could do better. Make sure 

you also ask the interpreter to let you know how you can improve. If 

Ü®¡®÷÷�óėȷ�ÿ�Ð®�Üäÿ®÷ȷ�÷ä�ÿ¿�ÿ�ėäą�¡�Ü��®Ü®ĥÿ�¸óäÚ�Ó®÷÷äÜ÷�Ó®�óÜ®§��Ü§�
have more successful future interactions.

Common mistakes

Common mistakes  
military personnel make 

1) Looking at the interpreter and 
saying “tell him ...” 
 
2) Speaking too long before 
breaking 
 
ȫɟ��ĈÏêÆ��ĄóêĩèĈ��ê³�èÏáÏđ�Ąĩ�
terms 
 
4) Not remembering how much 
time it takes to interpret and 
planning for too much during 
the meeting/training period/etc. 
 
5) Not planning and rehearsing 
the engagement with the inter-
preter  

6) Treating the interpreter like a 
military person  

Common mistakes  
interpreters make 

1) Looking at the person next 
to you and saying “he said ...” 

2) Not admitting when they 
do not know a word or phrase 

ȫɟ� \ĢºĄɢ� óĄ� ėê³ºĄɢÏêđºĄĀĄºđÏêÆ�
or inserting their own thoughts 

4) Being helpful by having a  
side conversation to explain 
something but not explain-
ing the conversation to you 
 
 
 
 
 
 

CONCLUSION

The skills presented in this chapter of the guidebook serve to help you 

÷ÿóą¡ÿąó®�ėäąó� ÿ¿ÂÜÐÂÜº��Ü§��®¿�ĐÂäó� ÿä�Ú�ĖÂÚÂĜ®�ėäąó� ®Ģ®¡ÿÂĐ®Ü®÷÷�
throughout your military career no matter your mission or operating 

environment. They are the fundamental skills that you use every day 

ÿä�Ü�ĐÂº�ÿ®��Ü§�ÂÜĦą®Ü¡®�ÿ¿®�đäóÓ§��óäąÜ§�ėäąȷ��Ó�®Âÿ�Úä÷ÿÓė�÷ą�¡äÜ-
sciously as they are so integrated into your thinking and behavior. This 

text aims to help you understand how you can consciously employ them 

ÿä��Ģ®¡ÿ�ó®Ó�ÿÂäÜ�Ó��Ü§�ÚÂ÷÷ÂäÜ�äąÿ¡äÚ®÷Ƚ��¿®ÿ¿®ó�ėäą��ó®��Ü�ÂÜÿ®ÓÓÂ-
gence analyst, a foreign military advisor, and a small unit patrol leader, 

these skills help you build awareness of and shape your response to the 

information, people, and situations you encounter to obtain the out-

come you need. 

The culture general concepts and skills we have covered in these two 

chapters of the guidebook are tools, not silver bullets. You can still 

misinterpret or draw inaccurate conclusions about the information, 

behavior, and situations you encounter. In almost all intercultural 

interactions, inevitably somebody makes a mistake or unknowingly 

does something that upsets or angers the other people involved. In such 

cases, your understanding of human behavior, mastery of the skills 

here, and the relationships you have developed may not prevent the 

incident, but they can help you work through it. Also, there will be times 

đ¿®Ü�ėäą��ó®�Üäÿ���Ó®�ÿä�ĥÜ§���đ�ė�ÿä��¡¡äÚïÓÂ÷¿�ÿ¿®�ÚÂ÷÷ÂäÜ�đÂÿ¿-
out some disruption to local patterns. However, your ability to observe, 

accurately assess a situation, and build relationships makes it more 

likely that you will be able to: 

• ¡�óóė�äąÿ�®Ģ®¡ÿÂĐ®��Ü�Óė÷Â÷�ÿ¿�ÿ�đÂÓÓ�¿�Đ®�ïä÷ÂÿÂĐ®�ÂÚï�¡ÿ÷�äÜ�
mission planning and execution,

• design policies, plans, and programs that will have the impact 

you need,

• �®� ��Úäó®� ®Ģ®¡ÿÂĐ®� Ó®�§®óȷ� �äÿ¿� ä¸� ėäąó� ąÜÂÿ� �Ü§� äąÿ� ÂÜ� ÿ¿®�
ĥ®Ó§ȷ

• accurately assess when you are truly at an impasse rather than 

experiencing a cross-cultural challenge that can be worked 

through,
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• preserve the good will and rapport you have established for 

when you really need it, in operations or to make essential 

changes, rather than depleting it by pushing for unnecessary 

changes,

• design and implement changes in partnership with the peo-

ple you encounter rather than imposing the changes yourself, 

which makes it more likely the changes will stay in place with-

out your active involvement, and 

• makes accurate assessments of the obstacles and opportunities 

ÂÜ�ÿ¿®�÷Âÿą�ÿÂäÜ��Ü§�¡¿ää÷®�ÿ¿®�Úä÷ÿ�®Ģ®¡ÿÂĐ®�¡äąó÷®�ä¸��¡ÿÂäÜȽ
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đđđȽ�ąȽ�¸ȽÚÂÓɃ�ąɃ�đ¡Ƀ�đ¡º�ÿ®ɃÍ÷äąɃđ¿ėɄ÷ä¸Ʉ�ó®Ʉÿ¿®Ʉđ�ėɄ
÷ä¸Ʉ�ó®ɄÿąóÜÓ®ėɄÚ�óȗȕȖȖȽï§¸Ƚ

ȘȗȽ���ó¿äÓ�ȷ� �¿óÂ÷ÿäï¿®ó� 2Ƚ� ɖ�äđ÷ȷ� Bäó�Ü÷ȷ� �Ü§� B�Ó�÷¿ÜÂÐäĐ÷ȶ� q¿®�
LąÓÿÂïÓ®��ÂÚ®Ü÷ÂäÜ÷�ä¸��äÜĦÂ¡ÿ�ÂÜ�ÿ¿®�Ną���LäąÜÿ�ÂÜ÷�ä¸��®Üÿó�Ó�
Sudan.” Military Review ȝȜȷ�ÜäȽ�Ș�ɋL�ėɃ@ąÜ�ȗȕȕȜɌȶ�șțɎȚȚȽ

ANNOTATIONS

GUIDEBOOK PREFACE

�ÿ·�Ʌ��Éĥ�ÁïªĒă�ïæ�ªĒÝČĒÿ·�Ã·æ·ÿ�Ýɍ

Eriksen, Thomas. What Is Anthropology? Ann Arbor, MI: Pluto Press, 
2004.

�5i�wii5VNȽ�What is Anthropology is a well-written and easy to under-

stand introductory text for non-anthropologists to get a good overview 

of anthropology and fore-grounding culture in general. This text will 

likely contribute to enticing the reader to think about culture by pro-

viding concise and interesting examples throughout the history of the 

anthropology to illustrate the foundational theories that have contrib-

ąÿ®§�ÿä�ÿ¿®�ĥ®Ó§�ä¸��Üÿ¿óäïäÓäºėȽ

-VV-D!��VVBi�iwLL�e�Ƚ�Leading anthropologist Thomas Hylland Erik-
sen shows how anthropology is a revolutionary way of thinking about the 
human world. Perfect for students, but also for those who have never encoun-
tered anthropology before, this book explores the key issues in an exciting and 
innovative way. Eriksen explains how to see the world from below and from 
within - emphasising the importance of adopting an insider’s perspective. 
5µ� üµĚµ�ÚĀ� Æìě� ĀµµáÉãÁÚġ� µãìüáìďĀ� ¨ďÚĉďü�Ú� ®ÉĮµüµã¨µĀ� �¨ĉď�ÚÚġ� ¨ìã¨µ�Ú�
the deep unity of humanity. Lucid and accessible, What is Anthropology? 
®ü�ěĀ�µĠ�áøÚµĀ�¿üìá�¨ďüüµãĉ��Į�ÉüĀ��Ā�ěµÚÚ��Ā��ãĉÆüìøìÚìÁÉ¨�Ú�Āĉď®ÉµĀɁ�wÆµ�
ĲüĀĉ�Āµ¨ĉÉìã�øüµĀµãĉĀ�ĉÆµ�ÆÉĀĉìüġ�ì¿��ãĉÆüìøìÚìÁġȻ�ÉĉĀ�ďãÉûďµ�üµĀµ�ü¨Æ�áµĉÆ-
ods and some of its central concepts, such as society, culture and translation. 
Eriksen shows how anthropology helps to shape contemporary thinking and 
why it is inherently radical. In the second section he discusses core issues in 
greater detail. Reciprocity, or exchange, or gift-giving, is shown to be the 
basis of every society. Eriksen examines kinship in traditional societies, and 
shows why it remains important in complex ones. He argues nature is partly 
cultural, and explores anthropological views on human nature as well as 
ecology. He delves into cultural relativism and the problem of understanding 
others. Finally, he describes the paradoxes of identity - ethnic, national, reli-
gious or postmodern, as the case may be.
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Fadiman, Anne. The Spirit Catches You and You Fall down: A Hmong Child, 
Her American Doctors, and the Collision of Two Cultures. New York: 
Farrar, Straus and Giroux, 2012.

�5i�wii5VNȽ� q¿Â÷� ÿ®Ėÿ� §®ÚäÜ÷ÿó�ÿ®÷� đ¿ė� ¡ąÓÿąó�Ó� ąÜ§®ó÷ÿ�Ü§ÂÜº� Â÷�
¡óÂÿÂ¡�Ó� �Ü§� ¿äđ� §Âģ¡ąÓÿ� ÂÜÿ®ó¡ąÓÿąó�Ó� ÂÜÿ®ó�¡ÿÂäÜ� ¡�Ü� �®� §®÷ïÂÿ®� ÿ¿®�
best of intentions. In this case, the outcome of cultural misunder-

÷ÿ�Ü§ÂÜº�Â÷�ÿó�ºÂ¡ɍ��ėäąÜº�ºÂóÓ�÷ąĢ®ó÷�Âóó®ï�ó��Ó®��ó�ÂÜ�§�Ú�º®Ƚ�+äó�
military professionals, the cost can be as high and at times at a grander 

scale. When involved in the human endeavor, things get messy. This 

ÿ®Ėÿ�®Ė®ÚïÓÂĥ®÷�ÿ¿�ÿ��Ü§�÷¿äđ÷�ÿ¿®�§®ïÿ¿÷�ä¸�ÿ¿®�§ÂĐÂ§®÷�ÿ¿�ÿ��ó®�ïä÷-
sible between peoples. It also describes in human story the concepts 

and skills detailed in the guidebook. 

�L��VN� �!i�e5aq5VNȽ The Spirit Catches You and You Fall Downɞ  
explores the clash between a small county hospital in California and a refu-
gee family from Laos over the care of Lia Lee, a Hmong child diagnosed with 
severe epilepsy. Lia’s parents and her doctors both wanted what was best for 
Lia, but the lack of understanding between them led to tragedy. Winner of 
ĉÆµ�Q�ĉÉìã�Ú��ìì×��üÉĉÉ¨Ā��Éü¨Úµ��ě�ü®�¿ìü�QìãĲ¨ĉÉìãȻ�ĉÆµ�GìĀ��ãÁµÚµĀ�wÉáµĀ�
Book Prize for Current Interest, and the Salon Book Award, Anne Fadiman’s 
compassionate account of this cultural impasse is literary journalism at its 
ĲãµĀĉɁ� wÆµ� ¨ďüüµãĉ� µ®ÉĉÉìãȻ� øď¦ÚÉĀÆµ®� ¿ìü� ĉÆµ� ¦ìì×ɜĀ� Ĳ¿ĉµµãĉÆ� �ããÉĚµüĀ�üġȻ�
includes a new afterword by the author that provides updates on the major 
¨Æ�ü�¨ĉµüĀ��ÚìãÁ�ěÉĉÆ�üµĳµ¨ĉÉìãĀ�ìã�Æìě�ĉÆµġ�Æ�Ěµ�¨Æ�ãÁµ®�+�®Éá�ãɜĀ�ÚÉ¿µ�
and attitudes.

GUIDEBOOK CHAPTER 1: INTRODUCTION

Area: Cross-Cultural Competence

Bennett, Janet. “Cultivating Intercultural Competence.” In Sage Hand-
book of Intercultural Competence. "³Ïđº³�«ĩ���Ąá���º�Ą³óĄĵɊ�ȩȪȩɢȩȬȨɐ�
Thousand Oaks: Sage, 2009.

�5i�wii5VNȽ� �®ÜÜ®ÿÿɚ÷� ¡¿�ïÿ®ó� ¸ó�Ú®÷� �� §Â÷¡ą÷÷ÂäÜ� ä¸� ÂÜÿ®ó¡ąÓÿąó�Ó�
competence in terms of knowledge, motivation, and skills that enable 

ą÷�ÿä�ÂÜÿ®ó�¡ÿ�®Ģ®¡ÿÂĐ®Óė��Ü§��ïïóäïóÂ�ÿ®ÓėȽ�q¿®�®Ė�ÚïÓ®÷�÷¿®�ïóäĐÂ§®÷�
to illustrate cultural humility, perspective-taking, and curiosity as 

enablers of intercultural competence are applicable in a wide variety of 

contexts. 

Additionally, Bennett’s explanation of cultural variability with regard 

to cognitive styles should resonate well with military audiences. She 

draws from Nisbett’s The Geography of Thought in her explanation of a 

¡ąÓÿąó®�Ú�ï�ɋïȽ�ȖȗȞɌ��ė�ó®¸®óóÂÜº�ÿä�ÿ¿®�¸äÓÓäđÂÜº�§ÂĢ®ó®Ü¡®÷�ÂÜ�ÿ¿ÂÜÐ-
ing styles: “patterns of attention and perception…preferred patterns of 

explanation for events…habits of organizing the world…use of formal 

logic rules…application of dialectal approaches.” Although the chapter 

appears cluttered with parenthetical citations, the content provides a 

÷ÿóäÜº� ÍąÚïÂÜºɏäĢ�ïäÂÜÿ� ¸äó� ÿ¿ä÷®�đÂ÷¿ÂÜº� ÿä��®¡äÚ®�Úäó®� ¸�ÚÂÓÂ�ó�
with intercultural competence as a multi-dimensional construct.

EXCERPT. This chapter will establish a shared terminology, review relevant 
contexts for intercultural competence, and explore an approach to cultivat-
ing intercultural competence, either individually or in a team, a classroom, 
or an organization. We will examine an intercultural positioning system as 
a key part of this process and illustrate a series of steps for developing inter-
cultural competence based on attitudes, knowledge, and skills.  … When we 
use the intercultural positioning tool, we are looking at the interface between 
ĉěì�ìü�áìüµ�Éã®ÉĚÉ®ď�ÚĀ�ěÉĉÆ�®ÉĮµüÉãÁ�¨ďÚĉďü�Ú�á�øĀ��ã®��ĉĉµáøĉĀ�ĉì�®µĚµÚìø�
a strategy for integrating their values, beliefs, and behaviors in order to 
µãÆ�ã¨µ�ĉÆµ�µĮµ¨ĉÉĚµãµĀĀ�ì¿�ĉÆµÉü�Éãĉµü�¨ĉÉìãɁ�ɍøøɁ�ȟȠȠȻ�ȟȠȤɎ
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Turnley, Jessica G. “Cross-Cultural Competence and Small Groups: 
Why SOF are the way SOF are.” JSOU. MacDill AFB: Joint Spe-
cial Operations University, 2011. Accessed December 11, 2017.  
http://www.au.af.mil/au/awc/awcgate/jsou/why_sof_are_the_
way_sof_are_turnley_mar2011.pdf.

�5i�wii5VNȽ� q¿Â÷� ÚäÜäºó�ï¿� �§§ó®÷÷®÷� �� ¸®đ� òą®÷ÿÂäÜ÷� ÷ï®¡Âĥ¡� ÿä�
÷ï®¡Â�Ó�äï®ó�ÿÂÜº�¸äó¡®÷�ɋiV+Ɍ��ė�ĥó÷ÿ�ÿ�ÐÂÜº���÷ÿ®ï���¡Ð��Ü§�®ĖïÓäóÂÜº�
the concept of the “warrior diplomat.” This concept merges kinetic and 

non-kinetic roles. Turnley writes that to achieve this combination, a 

training curriculum needs to include cultural concepts, culture general 

�Ü§� ¡ąÓÿąó®� ÷ï®¡Âĥ¡� ÐÜäđÓ®§º®ȷ� �Ü§� ¡óä÷÷ɏ¡ąÓÿąó�Ó� ÷ÐÂÓÓ÷Ƚ� 5Ü� �¿�ï-
ÿ®ó� Șȷ� ÷¿®� ®ĖïÓ�ÂÜ÷� ¡óä÷÷ɏ¡ąÓÿąó�Ó� ¡äÚï®ÿ®Ü¡®� ÷ÂÚïÓė� �Ü§� ®Ó®º�ÜÿÓė�
ą÷ÂÜº�ºó�ï¿Â¡÷��Ü§�ÿ®ĖÿȽ�q¿®�ó®÷ÿ�ä¸�ÿ¿®�ÚäÜäºó�ï¿�§®�Ó÷�đÂÿ¿�òą®÷-
ÿÂäÜ÷�÷ï®¡Âĥ¡�ÿä�iV+ȷ�ÂÜ¡Óą§ÂÜº�¿äđ�ÿ¿®�¸äąó��ó�Ü¡¿®÷�ä¸�÷®óĐÂ¡®�¿�Đ®�
incorporated cross-cultural competence into special forces training 

�Ü§�ÿ¿®��®Ü®ĥÿ÷�ä¸���÷Ú�ÓÓ�ÿ®�Ú�÷ÂĜ®�ÂÜ�ó®º�ó§�ÿä�Ħ®ĖÂ�ÂÓÂÿėȷ�¡ó®�ÿÂĐÂÿėȷ�
and cohesion. This text is a well-written illustration of how cross-cul-

ÿąó�Ó� ¡äÚï®ÿ®Ü¡®� ĥÿ÷� ÂÜÿä� ÿ¿®� �óä�§®ó� ¡äÜ¡®ïÿ÷� ä¸� đ�ó� �Ü§�ÚÂ÷÷ÂäÜ�
accomplishment.

EXCERPT. There is evidence that culture-general knowledge alone is more 
Ě�Úď�¦Úµ� ¿ìü� µĮµ¨ĉÉĚµ� ¨üìĀĀɑ¨ďÚĉďü�Ú� Éãĉµü�¨ĉÉìã� ɍÉɁµɁȻ� áìĚµáµãĉ� �áìãÁ�
¨ďÚĉďüµĀɎ� ĉÆ�ã� üµÁÉìã�Ú� ɍ¨ďÚĉďüµɑĀøµ¨ÉĲ¨Ɏ� ×ãìěÚµ®Áµ� �Úìãµ� ìü� ÚÉãÁďÉĀĉÉ¨�
×ãìěÚµ®Áµ��Úìãµ�ɍ�ĀĀďáÉãÁ�ĉÆ�ĉ�ĉÆµ�üµÁÉìã�Ú�ìü�ÚÉãÁďÉĀĉÉ¨�×ãìěÚµ®Áµ�ÉĀ�ãìĉ�
ì¿�ĉÆµ�ĉ�üÁµĉ��üµ�ɎɁ�wÆ�ĉ�Ā�É®Ȼ�ĉÆµ�ħìãµ�ì¿�Áüµ�ĉµĀĉ�µĮµ¨ĉÉĚµãµĀĀ�ÉĀ�¨Úµ�üÚġ��ĉ�
the intersection of the three where the operator has culture-general knowl-
µ®ÁµȻ�Éã¿ìüá�ĉÉìã��¦ìďĉ���ø�üĉÉ¨ďÚ�ü�üµÁÉìãȻ��ã®�ÚÉãÁďÉĀĉÉ¨�øüìĲ¨Éµã¨ġ�Éã�ĉÆµ�
ĉ�üÁµĉ�Ú�ãÁď�ÁµɁ�ɍøɁ�ȠȤɎ

Area: What is Culture?

Ingold, Tim. Companion Encyclopedia of Anthropology. 2nd ed. New York: 
Routledge, 2002.

�5i�wii5VNȽ� �¿ÂÓ®� ®Ü¡ė¡Óäï®§Â¡� ÂÜ� Ü�Ú®ȷ� ÿ¿®� ®§Âÿäó� ä¸� ÿ¿®� ĐäÓąÚ®�
designed this text to serve beyond the bounds of a reference book. Its 

purpose: “namely to lay the foundations for an integrated and synoptic 

perspective on the conditions of human life that is appropriate to the 

¡¿�ÓÓ®Üº®÷�ä¸�ÿ¿®�Ü®Ėÿ�¡®Üÿąóėɗ�ɋïȽ�ĖĖÂɌȽ����Âÿ�¿®�§ėȷ�ė®÷ȷ��ąÿ�ÿ¿®�ÿ®Ėÿ�Â÷�
written to be readable, accessible to the serious student as well as the 

curious-minded peruser. It provides under one cover a good compen-

dium of knowledge to provide military professionals a solid foundation 

for understanding human thinking and behavior upon which to place 

their experiences and interactions. Each of the three sections opens 

with an introduction by the editor, who is cited within the guidebook’s 

introductory section, What is Culture? Each chapter discusses a partic-

ular theme, the heading of which could serve as a “look here if you 

¿�Đ®�òą®÷ÿÂäÜ÷���äąÿ�ȸɗ�Ħ�ºȷ�ï®ó�÷®Ƚ��+äó�ÚÂÓÂÿ�óė�ïóä¸®÷÷ÂäÜ�Ó÷ȷ�đ¿ä÷®�
profession is ultimately a human endeavor, understanding what makes 

people tick, how they think, and the diverse range of lived experiences 

Â÷� ¸ąÜ§�Ú®Üÿ�Ó� ÿä� �®ÂÜº� ®Ģ®¡ÿÂĐ®� �¡óä÷÷� ÿ¿®� ó�Üº®� ä¸� ÿ¿®Âó� ÚÂÓÂÿ�óė�
operations and throughout their military careers.

EXCERPT. This is an encyclopedia of anthropology, it is not an encyclope-
dia about anthropology. The distinction is critical, and underwrites both the 
content of the articles that follow and the structure of the volume as a whole. 
… This volume, then, is about human life in all its aspects, and each article, 
¿ì¨ďĀÉãÁ�ìã�Āìáµ�Āøµ¨ÉĲ¨��Āøµ¨ĉȻ�ĀµĉĀ�ìďĉ�ěÆ�ĉ�¨ďüüµãĉ�Āĉď®ÉµĀ�Éã��ãĉÆüìøìÚ-
ìÁġ�ɍ�ã®�Éã�ĀµĚµü�Ú�¨�ĀµĀȻ�Éã�¨ìãĉÉãÁµãĉ�®ÉĀ¨ÉøÚÉãµĀɎ�Æ�Ěµ�ĉì�Ā�ġ��¦ìďĉ�ÉĉɁ
The same principle informs the division of the volume into its three parts, 
respectively entitled ‘humanity’, ‘culture’ and ‘social life’. The emphasis, in 
ĉÆµ�ĲüĀĉȻ� ÉĀ�ìã�Æďá�ã�¦µÉãÁĀ��Ā�áµá¦µüĀ�ì¿���Āøµ¨ÉµĀȻ�ìã�Æìě�ĉÆ�ĉ�Āøµ¨ÉµĀ�
®ÉĮµüĀ�¿üìá�ìĉÆµüĀȻ�ìã�Æìě�Éĉ�Æ�Ā�µĚìÚĚµ®Ȼ��ã®�ìã�Æìě�Æďá�ã�øìøďÚ�ĉÉìãĀ�
have adapted to - and in turn transformed - their environments. The second 
part focuses on the origination, structure, transmission and material expres-
sion of the symbolically constituted forms of human culture, and on the role 
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of culture in action, perception and cognition. The third part examines the 
various facets - familial, economic, political, and so on - of the relationships 
and processes that are carried on by persons and groups, through the medium 
of cultural forms, in the historical process of social life. Each part begins with 
an introductory article that sets out the substantive areas to be covered in 
greater depth, and places the articles that follow in their wider anthropolog-
É¨�Ú�¨ìãĉµĠĉɁ�ɍøøɁ�ĠĚÉÉÉɑĠÉĠɎ

D’Andrade, Roy G. “Schemas and Cultural Models.” In Human Motives 
and Cultural Models, edited by Roy G. D’Andrade and Claudia 
qđĄ�ėĈĈɊ�ȪȫɡȬȬɐ�Sºģ��óĄÞɉ���è«ĄÏ³Æº��êÏĢºĄĈÏđĩ�iĄºĈĈɊ�ȩȱȱȪɐ�

�5i�wii5VNȽ� q¿®� ¡¿�ïÿ®óȷ� ɖi¡¿®Ú�÷� �Ü§� �ąÓÿąó�Ó� Lä§®Ó÷ȷɗ� đ¿ÂÓ®�
somewhat academic in tone, is a reasonable short overview of an 

important line of thinking in connecting culture and individual 

human action. In DoD, it is fairly common to hear culture discussed 

as a “driver” of human behavior. However, on a practical level, we all 

know that there is no external cloud of culture surrounding people and 

forcing them to do things. So, what is really happening. The patterned 

thought and behavior we think of as culture arises from the actions 

of thinking and behavior of individual people. In turn, those people 

�ó®�ÂÜĦą®Ü¡®§��ė�ÿ¿®Âó�ï®ó¡®ïÿÂäÜ�ä¸�ÿ¿®�ï�ÿÿ®óÜ÷Ƚ�q¿®ó®�Â÷ȷ�ÂÜ�÷¿äóÿȷ���
reciprocal or feedback relationship. This chapter focuses on the rela-

ÿÂäÜ÷¿Âï��®ÿđ®®Ü� ÂÜ§ÂĐÂ§ą�Ó÷��Ü§�¡ąÓÿąó®�đÂÿ¿���÷ï®¡Âĥ¡�®Úï¿�÷Â÷�äÜ�
motivation. For military personnel who want to understand how culture 

shapes behavior and how individual behavior can change culture over 

time, this chapter provides one avenue into the way social scientists 

think about these issues. 

PUBLISHER’S ABSTRACT. A full understanding of human action requires 
an understanding of what motivates people to do what they do. For too many 
ġµ�üĀ�Āĉď®ÉµĀ�ì¿�áìĉÉĚ�ĉÉìã��ã®�ì¿�̈ ďÚĉďüµ�Æ�Ěµ�®ü�ěã�¿üìá�®ÉĮµüµãĉ�ĉÆµìüµĉ-
ical paradigms. Typically, human motivation has been modelled on animal 
behaviour, while culture has been described as pure knowledge or symbol. 
wÆµ�üµĀďÚĉ�Æ�Ā�¦µµã�ÉãĀďį¨Éµãĉ��øøüµ¨É�ĉÉìã�ì¿�ĉÆµ�üìÚµ�ì¿�¨ďÚĉďüµ�Éã�Æďá�ã�
motivation and a truncated view of culture as disembodied knowledge. In 
ĉÆÉĀ�ĚìÚďáµȻ��ãĉÆüìøìÚìÁÉĀĉĀ�Æ�Ěµ��ĉĉµáøĉµ®���®ÉĮµüµãĉ��øøüì�¨ÆȻ�Āµµ×ÉãÁ�ĉì�
integrate knowledge, desire, and action in a single explanatory framework. 

This research builds upon recent work in cognitive anthropology on cultural 
models, that is, shared cognitive schemas through which human realities are 
constructed and interpreted, while also drawing upon insights from devel-
opmental psychology, psychoanalytic theory, and social theory. Most of the 
research described here was conducted in the United States and deals with 
some of the pressing concerns - romance, marriage, parenthood, and success 
ɑ�ì¿�ěìáµã��ã®�áµã�¿üìá�®ÉĮµüµãĉ�¨Ú�ĀĀ��ã®�µĉÆãÉ¨�¦�¨×Áüìďã®ĀɁ���Āĉď®ġ�ì¿�
gender roles in Mexico provides comparative cross-cultural data. Several of 
the chapters deal with oppressive social ideologies, exploring cultural mod-
els of gender and class. The careful, in-depth case studies and innovative 
áµĉÆì®Ā�ì¿�®ÉĀ¨ìďüĀµ��ã�ÚġĀÉĀ�ďĀµ®�Æµüµ�ĉďüã�ďø�Ĳã®ÉãÁĀ��¦ìďĉ�ĉÆµ�üµÚ�ĉÉìã�
of ideology to people’s thought and action that challenge any kind of simple 
social determinism.

�ÿ·�Ʌ���SïČ·�ïæ�o·ÿĞÌª·�,ÿ�ä·ğïÿÚă

Salmoni, Barak A., and Paula Holmes-Eber. Operational Culture for the 
��ÿĵÄÊČ¸ÿȽ�iÿÍç«ÍûÞ¸ă��ç±��ûûÞÍ«�ČÍïçăɄ 2nd ed. Quantico, VA: Marine 
Corps University Press, 2011.

�5i�wii5VNȽ�q¿Â÷� Â÷��Ü�®Ė�ÚïÓ®�ä¸� ÿ¿®�÷®óĐÂ¡®�¸ó�Ú®đäóÐ÷Ƚ��÷�Üäÿ®§�
in the guidebook, each service has its own framework to systemati-

cally organize cultural information. As the reference for the Marine 

�äóï÷ɚ� +ÂĐ®� �ÂÚ®Ü÷ÂäÜ÷� ä¸� Vï®ó�ÿÂäÜ�Ó� �ąÓÿąó®� ¸ó�Ú®đäóÐȷ� ÿ¿Â÷� ÿ®Ėÿ�
has been integrated throughout Marine Corps culture-related training 

and education curricula to facilitate Marine understanding of how to 

ɖÿ¿ÂÜÐ�÷ė÷ÿ®Ú�ÿÂ¡�ÓÓė���äąÿ�¡ąÓÿąó®��Ü§��ïïÓė�ÿ¿�ÿ�ÿ¿ÂÜÐÂÜºɗ�ɋïȽ�ȗɌ�ÿä�
ÿ¿®Âó�ïÓ�ÜÜÂÜº�ïóä¡®÷÷®÷��Ü§�ÚÂ÷÷ÂäÜ�®Ė®¡ąÿÂäÜȽ�q¿®�ĥĐ®�§ÂÚ®Ü÷ÂäÜ÷�ɍ�
environment, economy, social structure, political structure, and belief 

systems — are portrayed as interwoven features of a culture group, 

Üäÿ��÷� ÷ÂÓä÷�ä¸� ÂÜ¸äóÚ�ÿÂäÜȽ�q¿®� ÿ®Ėÿ�đ�÷�äóÂºÂÜ�ÓÓė�§®÷ÂºÜ®§� ÿä�ĥÓÓ� ��
noted gap in Marine preparation and planning processes — that of 

incorporating the local population and its culture and considerations 

ÂÜÿä�ÚÂ÷÷ÂäÜ�ïÓ�ÜÜÂÜº��Ü§�®Ė®¡ąÿÂäÜȽ�q¿®�¡ąÓÿąó®�äï®ó�ÿäóɚ÷�òą®÷ÿÂäÜ÷�
in Appendix B are useful tools to get interested practitioners started on 

thinking about culture and how it could impact mission outcomes.  
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+eVL� ���B� �V�!eȽ� Vï®ó�ÿÂäÜ�Ó� �ąÓÿąó®� ¸äó� ÿ¿®� ��óĥº¿ÿ®óȶ� aóÂÜ¡Â-
ples and Applications is a comprehensive planning tool and reference. It 
addresses the critical need of the Marine Corps to provide operationally rel-
evant cultural teaching, training, and analysis. This book links social science 
paradigms to the needs of Marines using an applied anthropology approach. 
wÆµ�ĉµĠĉ�µĠøÚ�ÉãĀ�Æìě�¿ďã®�áµãĉ�Ú�¿µ�ĉďüµĀ�ì¿�¨ďÚĉďüµ�ɍµãĚÉüìãáµãĉȻ�µ¨ìã-
ìáġȻ� Āì¨É�Ú� Āĉüď¨ĉďüµȻ� øìÚÉĉÉ¨�Ú� Āĉüď¨ĉďüµȻ� �ã®� ¦µÚÉµ¿� ĀġĀĉµáĀɎ� ¨�ã� øüµĀµãĉ�
¨Æ�ÚÚµãÁµĀ� ¿ìü� áÉÚÉĉ�üġ� ìøµü�ĉÉìãĀ� Éã� ®ÉĮµüµãĉ� ¨ďÚĉďüµĀ� �üìďã®� ĉÆµ� ÁÚì¦µɁ�
�ü�ěÉãÁ�ìã�ĉÆµ�üµĀµ�ü¨Æ��ã®�ĲµÚ®�µĠøµüÉµã¨µĀ�ì¿�O�üÉãµĀ�ĉÆµáĀµÚĚµĀȻ�Zøµü-
�ĉÉìã�Ú� �ďÚĉďüµ� ¿ìü� ĉÆµ���üĲÁÆĉµü� ďĀµĀ� ¨�Āµ� Āĉď®ÉµĀ� ¿üìá�ø�Āĉ� �ã®� øüµĀµãĉ�
cross-cultural problems to illustrate the application of cultural principles to 
the broad expeditionary spectrum of today’s and tomorrow’s Marine Corps. 

This new and expanded second edition of Operational Culture for the War-
ĲÁÆĉµü� µĠĉµã®Ā� ĉÆµ� ¨ìã¨µøĉĀ� ì¿� ĉÆµ� ìüÉÁÉã�Ú� µ®ÉĉÉìã� ĉì� ĉÆµ� O�üÉãµ� �ìüøĀ�
Planning Process. New sections on transportation and communication, law 
and ethics, and culture and planning will assist both military planners and 
operators with the practical aspects of incorporating culture into military 
decision-making. This book is intended for use by Marine leaders at all levels 
of professional military education, planning, and operating.

GUIDEBOOK CHAPTER 2: CULTURE GENERAL CONCEPTS

Thinking Process: Holism

Varhola, Christopher H. “Cows, Korans, and Kalashnikovs: The Mul-
đÏĀáº� �ÏèºêĈÏóêĈ� óÄ� �óêĹÏđ� Ïê� đÌº� Sė«��Qóėêđ�ÏêĈ� óÄ� �ºêđĄ�á�
Sudan.” Military Review�ȰȯɊ�êóɐ�ȫ�ɞQ�ĩɖEėê�ȪȨȨȯɟɉ�ȬȮɡȭȭɐ

�5i�wii5VNȽ�q¿®��ąÿ¿äó��÷��äÿ¿��Ü��óÚė�ó®÷®óĐÂ÷ÿ��Ü§���¡ąÓÿąó�Ó��Üÿ¿óä-
ïäÓäºÂ÷ÿ� äĢ®ó÷� ąÜÂòą®� ÂÜ÷Âº¿ÿ� ÂÜÿä� ÿ¿®� ¡ąÓÿąó�ÓÓė� ¡äÚïÓ®Ė� ¡¿�ÓÓ®Üº®÷�
facing military professionals. In this case, he was part of an interna-

ÿÂäÜ�Ó� ÿ®�Ú� ÚäÜÂÿäóÂÜº� ÿ¿®� ȗȕȕȗ� ¡®�÷®ĥó®� �ºó®®Ú®Üÿ� ÂÜ� ÿ¿®� ią§�Ü�
ɋïó®ɏ÷ïÓÂÿɌȽ�2®�§®÷¡óÂ�®÷�ÿ¿®�¡äÚï®ÿÂÜºȷ�¡äÜÿó�§Â¡ÿäóė�ÚäÿÂĐ�ÿÂäÜ÷�ä¸�
the various players on the ground, ranging from the international team 

Ú®Ú�®ó÷��Ü§�ºäĐ®óÜÚ®Üÿ�ï®ó÷äÜÜ®Ó� ÿä�N-V÷��Ü§� ÂÜÿ®óïó®ÿ®ó÷� ÿä�ÿ¿®�
ó®�®Ó�ĥº¿ÿ®ó÷ȷ�¿äđ�ÿ¿�ÿ�÷¿�ï®§��¡ÿÂäÜ÷��Ü§��®¿�ĐÂäó÷ȷ��Ü§�¿äđ�¿®�Ü�ĐÂ-
gated this through “constant analysis of the social, economic, religious, 

�Ü§�¡ąÓÿąó�Ó�¸�¡ÿäó÷�ÿ¿�ÿ�ÂÜĦą®Ü¡®§�ÿ¿®�¡äÜĦÂ¡ÿȽɗ�2Â÷��¡¡äąÜÿ�§®ïÂ¡ÿ÷�
holistic thinking in action and reinforces the necessity of approaching 

any mission, partnership, and interaction with the understanding that 

there is never a single cause for or explanation of human behavior and 

that it takes diligence, observation, and analysis of the interwoven cul-

ÿąó�Ó�¸�¡ÿäó÷�ÿä�Ú�Ð®�÷äąÜ§�§®¡Â÷ÂäÜ÷�ÿä�ÂÜĦą®Ü¡®�ÚÂ÷÷ÂäÜ�äąÿ¡äÚ®Ƚ�

�wq2Veɚi�NVq!Ƚ��ÉĉÆ�¨ìãĉÉãďµ®�á�ĀĀÉĚµ�Æďá�ã�ĀďĮµüÉãÁ��ã®�ĚÉìÚµã¨µ�Éã�
Darfur, there is discussion about increasing U.S. and international military 
involvement in the Sudan. With that in mind, this article provides an over-
ĚÉµě�ì¿� ĉÆµ�ȠȞȞȠ�¨µ�ĀµɑĲüµ�áìãÉĉìüÉãÁ�áÉĀĀÉìã� Éã� ĉÆµ�Qď¦��Oìďãĉ�ÉãĀ�ì¿�
central Sudan. Singular, bounded, and often inchoate causes-”It is a religious 
¨ìãĳÉ¨ĉ�ɘɆ�ɘ8ĉ�ÉĀ���¨ìáøµĉÉĉÉìã�¿ìü�®ÉáÉãÉĀÆÉãÁ�üµĀìďü¨µĀ�ɘɑ�üµ�ì¿ĉµã�ÁÉĚµã��Ā�
µĠøÚ�ã�ĉÉìãĀ�¿ìü�ĉÆµ�¨ìãĳÉ¨ĉ�ĉÆµüµ��ã®�Éã���ü¿ďüɁ�wÆµĀµ�µĠøÚ�ã�ĉÉìãĀ��üµ�ãìĉ�
wrong in themselves, but they are inaccurate and misleading, if one examines 
them in isolation. The discord in the Nuba Mountains, for example, predates 
ĉÆµ��¨ĉď�Ú�ĲÁÆĉÉãÁ�ĉÆ�ĉ�¦µÁ�ã�Éã�ĉÆµ�ȟȧȦȞĀ��ã®�Æ�Ā�üììĉĀ�áìüµ�¨ìáøÚµĠ�ĉÆ�ã�
µĉÆãÉ¨�ìü� ü�¨É�Ú�®ÉĮµüµã¨µ�¦µĉěµµã� ĉÆµ��ü�¦�ɍøüÉá�üÉÚġ� 8ĀÚ�áÉ¨Ɏ�QìüĉÆ��ã®�
�¿üÉ¨�ã�ɍá�ÉãÚġ��ÆüÉĀĉÉ�ãɎ�nìďĉÆɁ�wÆµ�̈ ďüüµãĉ�̈ ìãĳÉ¨ĉ�ÉĀ�ĉÆµ�áìĀĉ�üµ¨µãĉ�øüì®-
uct of historical enmities and clashes that coalesce along socioeconomic lines.
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Rubinstein, Robert A. “Intervention and Culture: An Anthropological 
Approach to Peace Operations.” Security Dialog� ȫȮɊ�êóɐ�Ȭ� ɞȪȨȨȭɟɉ�
ȭȪȯɡȬȬɐ

�5i�wii5VNȽ�q¿Â÷��óÿÂ¡Ó®�ÿ�ÓÐ÷���äąÿ�ÿ¿®�óäÓ®�ä¸�¡ąÓÿąó®�ÂÜ�ï®�¡®Ð®®ï-
ing missions. First, it discusses how peacekeeping interventions are not 

necessarily objectively good endeavors and can run up against compli-

cations if the cultural context is not taken into account. Additionally, 

the author discusses how peacekeeping interventions are surrounded 

by rituals that legitimize the intervention. For peacekeeping, the legit-

imization is based in a “cultural inversion” that makes actions that 

would seem weak on geopolitical and economic world stages seem 

just and appropriate. With the UN as its main legitimizing organiza-

tion, peacekeeping is validated at the global scale. The author refers to 

this as the “root metaphor.” However, the author asserts that in more 

recent years, the cultural inversions that support the root metaphor 

are disappearing, and as a result peacekeeping missions are begin-

ning to look more like economic competition or even warfare. This is 

important to military professionals because it details not only why cul-

ture is important in any intervention, peaceful or otherwise, but also 

how intervention is legitimized through certain organizations and their 

attendant ideologies. 

�wq2Veɚi���iqe��qȽ�Culture is increasingly an important consideration 
Éã�øµ�¨µ�ìøµü�ĉÉìãĀɁ�!ĮìüĉĀ�ĉì��áµÚÉìü�ĉµ�¨ďÚĉďüµɑ¦�Āµ®�®Éį¨ďÚĉÉµĀ�¦µĉěµµã�
organizations participating in missions and between mission elements and 
local populations are proliferating. These focus on providing guidance about 
what to expect and how to act toward individuals from other cultural groups. 
wÆÉĀ� �üĉÉ¨Úµ� ĀÆìěĀ� ĉÆ�ĉ� Āď¨Æ� �®ĚÉ¨µ� ÉĀ� ÉãĀďį¨Éµãĉ� ¿ìü� ďã®µüĀĉ�ã®ÉãÁ� Æìě�
¨ďÚĉďüµ� �Įµ¨ĉĀ� øµ�¨µ×µµøÉãÁɁ��� Áµãµü�Ú� ¿ü�áµěìü×� ÉĀ� øüµĀµãĉµ®� ¿ìü� ÚÉã×ÉãÁ�
cultural elements to a deeper symbolic level from which peacekeeping derives 
its legitimacy, standing, and authority. The importance of the root metaphor 
of the United Nations as an institution for creating a world in which national 
interests and cut-throat geopolitical power relations are trumped by col-
lective action is explicated. Peacekeeping is shown to be linked to this root 
metaphor through a number of behavioral inversions. When those inversions 
are not part of a peacekeeping mission, the entire instrument of peacekeeping 
is destabilized.

Thinking Process: Holism 
GæïğÝ·°Ã·��ÿ·�Ʌ�oČ�ĥÌæÃ��·ÝÝ��æ°��·�ÝÌæÃ�ğÌČÉ�9ÝÝæ·ăă

�ĒÝČĒÿ·�.·æ·ÿ�Ý�oÚÌÝÝăɅ�g·ÿăû·ªČÌĞ·�x�ÚÌæÃ

Abramowitz, Sharon, and Catherine Panter-Brick, eds. Medical Human-
itarianism: Ethnographies of Practice. Philadelphia: University of 
Pennsylvania Press, 2015.

�5i�wii5VNȽ�q¿Â÷��ääÐ�ą÷®÷�ÿđ®ÓĐ®�§ÂĢ®ó®Üÿ�®ÿ¿Üäºó�ï¿Â®÷�ÿä�®Ė�ÚÂÜ®�
the practice and predicaments of medical humanitarianism, which is 

§®ĥÜ®§��÷�ɖÿ¿®�ĥ®Ó§�ä¸��ÂäÚ®§Â¡�Óȷ�ïą�ÓÂ¡�¿®�Óÿ¿ȷ��Ü§�®ïÂ§®ÚÂäÓäºÂ¡�Ó�
ÂÜÂÿÂ�ÿÂĐ®÷� ąÜ§®óÿ�Ð®Ü� ÿä� ÷�Đ®� ÓÂĐ®÷� �Ü§� �ÓÓ®ĐÂ�ÿ®� ÷ąĢ®óÂÜº� ÂÜ� ¡äÜ§Â-
ÿÂäÜ÷�ä¸�¡óÂ÷®÷��äóÜ�ä¸�¡äÜĦÂ¡ÿȷ�Ü®ºÓ®¡ÿȷ�äó�§Â÷�÷ÿ®óɗ�ɋïȽ�ȖɌȽ�q¿®��ąÿ¿äó÷�
stress that it is important to look at medical intervention through a 

critical lens, noting that not everything done under the banner of med-

ical humanitarianism yields positive results. For example, executing an 

intervention based on the ethical belief that all humans should have 

access to clean water might have unintended negative political con-

÷®òą®Ü¡®÷Ƚ�5Ü�ą÷ÂÜº�¡�÷®�÷ÿą§Â®÷ȷ�ÿ¿Â÷��ääÐ�§®ÚäÜ÷ÿó�ÿ®÷�ÿ¿�ÿ�¡ąÓÿąó�Ó�
¡äÜÿ®Ėÿ�Â÷�ÂÚïäóÿ�Üÿ��Ü§�ÿ¿�ÿ�®�¡¿�ÂÜÿ®óĐ®ÜÿÂäÜ�Â÷�ąÜÂòą®ȷ�Ú®�ÜÂÜº�ÿ¿�ÿ�
Ú®§Â¡�Ó�¿ąÚ�ÜÂÿ�óÂ�ÜÂ÷Ú� Â÷�Üäÿ���äÜ®ɏ÷ÂĜ®ɏĥÿ÷ɏ�ÓÓ� ®Ü§®�ĐäóȽ�q¿Â÷� Â÷�
important for military professionals because it highlights the impera-

tive to take a holistic approach to any intervention, both in its execution 

and in evaluating its aftermath. 

EXCERPT. Since the nineteenth century, when humanitarian aid emerged 
as an important moral force in the modern era, medical humanitarian inter-
ĚµãĉÉìãĀ�Æ�Ěµ�¦µµã�øüµĀµãĉ��ĉ�¦�ĉĉÚµĲµÚ®Ā�ĉì�øüìĚÉ®µ�¨�üµȻ�ĉüÉ�ÁµȻ��ã®�¨ìá¿ìüĉ�
to the dying and have delivered material goods such as bandages and pros-
theses to the survivors of war and disaster. Throughout the twentieth century, 
and especially after the end of the Cold War, medical humanitarianism grew 
in scale and complexity, moving far beyond its early goal of direct physical 
and spiritual support to the creation of clinics, hospitals, and camps where 
refugees can seek services ranging from surgery to mental health counseling 
and HIV/AIDS treatment. Today medical humanitarianism holds a prominent 
presence in international development, global health, human rights advo-
¨�¨ġȻ��ã®�Éãĉµüã�ĉÉìã�Ú�øµ�¨µ×µµøÉãÁ��ã®�®ÉøÚìá�¨ġɁ�ɍøɁ�ȢɎ�
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Thinking Process: Holism 
GæïğÝ·°Ã·��ÿ·�Ʌ�9æČ·ÿ�ªČÌïæ�ğÌČÉ�ČÉ·�"æĞÌÿïæä·æČ�
�ĒÝČĒÿ·�.·æ·ÿ�Ý�oÚÌÝÝɅ�g·ÿăû·ªČÌĞ·�x�ÚÌæÃ

Oliver-Smith, Anthony. Defying Displacement: Grassroots Resistance and 
the Critique of Development. Austin: University of Texas Press, 2010.

�5i�wii5VNȽ�q¿Â÷� �ääÐ��®ºÂÜ÷��ė� ®ĖïÓÂ¡�ÿÂÜº�ɖ§®Đ®ÓäïÚ®Üÿɗ��÷� Âÿ� Â÷�
commonly conceived, noting how the predominant notion of devel-

opment is concerned mostly with economics over, for example, 

biodiversity and cultural connections to land. Because of its inherent 

power hierarchy in which economic development supersedes most other 

variables, the predominant notion of development has directly and 

indirectly caused the displacement of millions of people. Grassroots and 

non-traditional concepts of development counter this through placing 

emphasis on concertedly applying an ethical and holistic approach to 

development. This book is important for military professionals because 

it challenges the reader to think about the often taken-for-granted 

subject of development in a new light, much like a Marine, soldier, air-

Ú�Üȷ�äó�÷�ÂÓäó�¿�÷�ÿä�ó®Ú®Ú�®ó�Üäÿ�ÿä��÷÷ąÚ®�ÿ¿�ÿ��ÓÓ�ÿ¿®�¡äÜ¡®ïÿ÷�÷Ƀ
¿®�ÐÜäđ÷�đÂÓÓ��®�÷®�ÚÓ®÷÷Óė��¡¡®ïÿ®§��Ü§�®òą�ÓÓė�Đ�Óą®§�ÂÜ�ÿ¿®�¡ąÓÿąó®�
ÂÜ�đ¿Â¡¿�÷Ƀ¿®�Â÷�đäóÐÂÜºȽ�

EXCERPT. When people are displaced by development projects of whatever 
ĀĉüÉøµ�ìü�ìü®µüȻ�ĉÆµ�®ÉĀüďøĉÉìã��ã®�ĉü�ďá��ĉÆ�ĉ��üµ��ıÉ¨ĉµ®�á�ġ�¦µ�øüì¿ìďã®Ȼ�
an unintentional result perhaps, but one that has been considered by deci-
ĀÉìãɑá�×µüĀ�ĉì�¦µ��ã��¨¨µøĉ�¦Úµ�üÉĀ×�ìü�¨ìĀĉȻ�ěÆµĉÆµü�ìü�ãìĉ�µĮìüĉĀ��üµ�á�®µ�
to mitigate it. People displaced by development, now many millions a year, 
face enormous material losses, as well as the radical necessity of reinvention 
of self and community. Resettlement imposes forces and conditions on people 
that may completely transform their lives, evoking profound changes in the 
environment, in productive activities, in social organization and interaction, 
in leadership and political structure, and in world view and ideology. Reset-
tlement means uprooting people from their environments in which the vast 
majority of their meaningful activities have taken place and on which much 
ì¿�ĉÆµÉü�ďã®µüĀĉ�ã®ÉãÁ�ì¿�ÚÉ¿µ�ÉĀ�¦�Āµ®Ɂ�ɍøøɁ�ȟȞɑȟȟɎ

Thinking Process: Variation
GæïğÝ·°Ã·��ÿ·�ăɅ�\ÿÃ�æÌīÌæÃ��æ°�9æČ·ÿ�ªČÌæÃɆ� 

Expressing Ideas and Identity

Abu-Lughod, Lila. Veiled Sentiments: Honor and Poetry in a Bedouin Soci-
ety. Berkeley: University of California Press, 1986.

�5i�wii5VNȽ�q¿Â÷��ääÐ� Â÷� ��ĥó÷ÿ¿�Ü§��¡¡äąÜÿ�ä¸� �Ü��Üÿ¿óäïäÓäºÂ÷ÿɚ÷�
time living with a Bedouin community in Egypt for nearly two years. 

The central focus of the book is the oral poetry used by young men and 

women in the community and the personal and interpersonal purposes 

that it serves. According to the anthropologist, poetry is used to express 

experiences and desires that are outside of the norms of society, such 

as immodesty and lust. The book’s take-home message of the “peace-

ful” coexistence of cultural norms and taboos is relevant to military 

professionals because it deftly illustrates that cultures are more com-

ïÓ®Ė�ÿ¿�Ü�ÿ¿®ė�ÚÂº¿ÿ��ÿ�ĥó÷ÿ��ïï®�ó��Ü§�ÿ¿�ÿ�¡ąÓÿąó®÷��Óđ�ė÷�¡äÜÿ�ÂÜ�
contradictions between ideology and experience. Just think of all the 

contradictions between US cultural values and the US citizens that you 

ÐÜäđȹ

EXCERPT. What are individuals symbolizing about themselves through 
expression of these non-virtuous sentiments? What is it about poetry that 
allows it to be used to express sentiments contrary to those appropriate to 
the ideals of honor without jeopardizing the reputations of those who recite 
it? What are individuals communicating about themselves and the society 
ĉÆµġ� ÚÉĚµ� Éã� ĉÆüìďÁÆ�øìµáĀ� ĉÆ�ĉ� µĠøüµĀĀ� ĀµãĉÉáµãĉĀ� ĀďÁÁµĀĉÉãÁ� ®µĲ�ã¨µ� ì¿�
the moral system? Recognizing that both sets of responses are conventional, 
ěÆ�ĉ�ÉĀ�ĉÆµ�ĀÉÁãÉĲ¨�ã¨µ�ì¿�Æ�ĚÉãÁ�ĉěì�¨ďÚĉďü�Ú�®ÉĀ¨ìďüĀµĀ�¿ìü�ĉÆµ��üĉÉ¨ďÚ�ĉÉìã�
of individual sentiments? To the extent that what people say, within in ordi-
nary discourse or in the conventional and stylized discourse of poetry, can 
serve as a window into their experience, what does the discrepancy between 
the two modes of discourse tell us about the power of the ideology of honor 
�ã®�áì®µĀĉġ�ĉì�ĀÆ�øµ�µĠøµüÉµã¨µɂ�ɍøɁ�ȡȣɎ
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Thinking Process: Change
GæïğÝ·°Ã·��ÿ·�Ʌ�\ÿÃ�æÌīÌæÃ��æ°�9æČ·ÿ�ªČÌæÃ

Lubkemann, Stephen C. Culture in Chaos: An Anthropology of the Social 
Condition in War. Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 2008.

�5i�wii5VNȽ�q¿Â÷�ïÂ®¡®�Â÷��Ü�ÂÜɏ§®ïÿ¿��Üÿ¿óäïäÓäºÂ¡�Ó�®Ė�ÚÂÜ�ÿÂäÜ�ä¸�
the many social struggles and complications brought about by violent 

¡äÜĦÂ¡ÿ�ÂÜ���ó®ºÂäÜȽ��ÿ�șȕȕ�ï�º®÷ȷ�Âÿ�Â÷�Üäÿ���÷¿äóÿ�ó®�§ȷ��ąÿ�Âÿ�§ä®÷�ïóä-
ĐÂ§®���Đ®óė�÷ï®¡Âĥ¡�ÓääÐ��ÿ�¿äđ�¡äÜĦÂ¡ÿ�÷¿�ï®÷�ÿ¿®�ÓÂĐ®÷�ä¸�ÿ¿ä÷®�ÓÂĐÂÜº�
in regions where a continuous state of warfare has become the norm. 

Dą�Ð®Ú�ÜÜɚ÷�đäóÐ�ºÂĐ®÷�ÿ¿®�ó®�§®ó���ąÜÂòą®�ÓääÐ��ÿ�ÿ¿®�ä¸ÿ®Ü�ąÜ÷®®Üȷ�
ÓäÜº�ÿ®óÚ�¡äÜ÷®òą®Ü¡®÷�ä¸�đ�ó¸�ó®�¸äó�ÿ¿ä÷®�đ¿ä��ó®�¸äó¡®§�ÿä�ÓÂĐ®�ÂÜ�
��ÿÿÓ®÷ï�¡®÷� �Ü§� ïÓ�¡®÷� ä¸� ÓäÜºɏÿ®óÚ� ¿Â÷ÿäóÂ¡� ¡äÜĦÂ¡ÿ� �Ü§� ÿ¿®� ÷ä¡Â�Ó�
changes that come with this adaptation.

aw�D5i2!eɚi� �!i�e5aq5VNȽ� Fought in the wake of a decade of armed 
struggle against colonialism, the Mozambican civil war lasted from 1977 to 
1992, claiming hundreds of thousands of lives while displacing millions more. 
�Ā�¨ìãĳÉ¨ĉĀ��¨üìĀĀ�ĉÆµ�ÁÚì¦µ�Āø�ã�®µ¨�®µĀ��ã®�Áµãµü�ĉÉìãĀȻ�nĉµøÆµã��Ɂ�Gď¦-
kemann suggests that we need a fresh perspective on war when it becomes 
the context for normal life rather than an exceptional event that disrupts it. 
Culture in Chaos calls for a new point of departure in the ethnography of 
war that investigates how the inhabitants of war zones live under trying new 
conditions and how culture and social relations are transformed as a result.

Lubkemann focuses on how Ndau social networks were fragmented by war-
ĉÉáµ� ®ÉĀøÚ�¨µáµãĉ� �ã®� ĉÆµ� øüì¿ìďã®� µĮµ¨ĉ� ĉÆÉĀ� Æ�®� ìã� Áµã®µü� üµÚ�ĉÉìãĀɁ�
�µáìãĀĉü�ĉÉãÁ�Æìě�ě�üĉÉáµ�áÉÁü�ĉÉìã��ã®�øìĀĉɑ¨ìãĳÉ¨ĉ�üµĉďüã�ěµüµ�ĀÆ�øµ®�
by social struggles and interests that had little to do with the larger politi-
cal reasons for the war, Lubkemann contests the assumption that wartime 
migration is always involuntary. His critical reexamination of displacement 
and his engagement with broader theories of agency and social change will 
be of interest to anthropologists, political scientists, historians, and demogra-
phers, and to anyone who works in a war zone or with refugees and migrants.

GæïğÝ·°Ã·��ÿ·�Ʌ�.·ČČÌæÃɆ�oÉ�ÿÌæÃɆ��æ°�o�ĞÌæÃ�k·ăïĒÿª·ă

Stack, Carol. “Swapping: ‘What Goes Round Comes Round.’” In All 
Our Kin: Strategies for Surviving in a Black Community.�Ȫê³�º³ɐ�ȫȪɡȬȬɐ�
New York: Basic Books, 1975.

�5i�wii5VNȽ���ï®ó÷äÜ�Ó��Ü§�ÂÜÿÂÚ�ÿ®�ÓääÐ��ÿ�ąó��Üȷ�Úä÷ÿÓė�§äÚ®÷ÿÂ¡ȷ�
ÓÂ¸®�ÂÜ�ɖq¿®�+Ó�ÿ÷ȷɗ���ĥ¡ÿÂäÜ�Ó�Ü�Ú®�¸äó���ó®�Ó�ąó��Ü��ó®��÷äÚ®đ¿®ó®�
outside of Chicago where blacks have migrated from the South over prior 

decades. This fundamental ethnographic text explains concepts like 

social networks, exchange, reciprocity, kinship, ethnicity, and identity 

äÜ��Ü�ÂÜ§ÂĐÂ§ą�Ó��Ü§�ºóäąï�Ó®Đ®ÓȽ�+äó�®Ė�ÚïÓ®ȷ��¿�ïÿ®ó�Ș�®ĖïÓ�ÂÜ÷�ó®¡-
iprocity and exchange through the words of Ruby Banks, “Sometimes I 

don’t have a damn dime in my pocket, not a crying penny to get a box 

of paper diapers, milk, a loaf of bread. But you have to have help from 

everybody and anybody, so don’t turn no one down when they come 

óäąÜ§�̧ äó�¿®Óïɗ�ɋïȽ�ȘȗɌȽ��÷�đÂÿ¿�äÿ¿®ó�®ÿ¿Üäºó�ï¿Â®÷ȷ�ÿ¿Â÷�§®ïÿ¿�ä¸�§®ÿ�ÂÓ�
is possible because the author formed intimate relationships with these 

individuals by witnessing and hearing about their lives over a sustained 

ÿÂÚ®�ï®óÂä§�ÂÜ�ÿ¿®�ȖȞȜȕ÷ȷ��Ü§�¿®ó�ä�÷®óĐ�ÿÂäÜ÷��ó®�÷ÿÂÓÓ�ó®Ó®Đ�Üÿ�ÿä§�ėȽ

EXERPT. Black families living in The Flats need a steady source of coopera-
tive support to survive. They share with one another because of the urgency 
of their needs. Alliances between individuals are created around the clock as 
kin and friends exchange and give and obligate one another. They trade food 
stamps, rent money, a TV, hats, dice, a car, a nickel here, a cigarette there, 
food, milk, grits, and children. …

ɘwü�®ÉãÁə�Éã�wÆµ�+Ú�ĉĀ�Áµãµü�ÚÚġ�üµ¿µüĀ�ĉì��ãġ�ì¦Ôµ¨ĉ�ìü�ĀµüĚÉ¨µ�ìĮµüµ®�ěÉĉÆ�
the intent of obligating. An object given or traded represents a possession, a 
pledge, a loan, a trust, a bank account—given on the condition that some-
thing will be returned, that the giver can draw on the account, and that the 
initiator of the trade gains prerogatives in taking what he or she needs from 
the receiver.

… A person who gives something which the receiver needs or desires, gives 
ďã®µü���ĚìÚďãĉ�üġ�ÁďÉĀµɁ��ďĉ�ĉÆµ�ìĮµüÉãÁ�ÉĀ�µĀĀµãĉÉ�ÚÚġ�ì¦ÚÉÁ�ĉìüġȻ��ã®�Éã�wÆµ�
Flats, the obligation to repay carries kin and community sanctions.
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An Individual’s reputation as a potential partner in exchange is created by the 
ìøÉãÉìãĀ�ìĉÆµüĀ�Æ�Ěµ��¦ìďĉ�ÆÉá�ɍ��ÉÚµü�ȟȧȥȟɎɁ�8ã®ÉĚÉ®ď�ÚĀ�ěÆì�¿�ÉÚ�ĉì�üµ¨Éøüì-
cate in swapping relationships are judged harshly. …

Degrees of entanglement among kinsmen and friends involved in networks 
ì¿�µĠ¨Æ�ãÁµ�®ÉĮµü� Éã�×Éã®� ¿üìá�¨�Āď�Ú�Āě�øøÉãÁɁ�wÆìĀµ��¨ĉÉĚµÚġ� ÉãĚìÚĚµ®� Éã�
domestic networks swap goods and services on a daily, practically an hourly, 
basis. Ruby Banks, Magnolia Waters’ twenty-three-year-old daughter, por-
trays her powerful sense of obligation to her mother in her words, “She’s my 
áìĉÆµü��ã®�8�®ìãɜĉ�ě�ãĉ�ĉì�ĉďüã�Æµü�®ìěãɁə�jď¦ġ�Æ�Ā���¨ìãĳÉ¨ĉÉãÁ�ĀµãĀµ�ì¿�
ì¦ÚÉÁ�ĉÉìã��ã®�ì¿�Ā�¨üÉĲ¨µ�ĉìě�ü®�Æµü�áìĉÆµü��ã®�Æµü�×ÉãĀáµãɁ�ɍøøɁ�ȡȠȻ�ȡȢȻ�ȡȣɎ

GæïğÝ·°Ã·��ÿ·�Ʌ�\ÿÃ�æÌīÌæÃ��æ°�9æČ·ÿ�ªČÌæÃ

Eller, Jack D. ,ÿïå��ĒÞČĒÿ¸�Čï�"ČÊçÍ«ÍČĤ�Čï��ïçĶÍ«ČȽ��ç��çČÊÿïûïÞïÄÍ«�Þ�i¸ÿăû¸«ČÍĝ¸ 
ïç�"ČÊçÍ«��ïçĶÍ«ČɄ�Ann Arbor: University of Michigan Press, 1999.

�5i�wii5VNȽ� q¿Â÷� �ääÐȷ� ï�óÿÂ¡ąÓ�óÓė� ÿ¿®� ¡¿�ïÿ®ó� äÜ� eđ�Ü§�� �Ü§�
Burundi, is a good case study of how our conceptions of ideas like race, 

ethnicity, tribe, etc. can blind us, leading to operationally damaging 

÷ąóïóÂ÷®÷ȷ�äó�¡�ą÷®�ą÷�ÿä�ÚÂ÷ąÜ§®ó÷ÿ�Ü§�ÿ¿®�¡�ą÷®÷�ä¸�¡äÜĦÂ¡ÿȽ��5Ü�ÿ¿®�
case of Rwanda, our incorrect assumptions about “centuries old ani-

Úä÷ÂÿÂ®÷ɗ��®ÿđ®®Ü�ɖÿóÂ�®÷ɗ�ɋđ¿Â¡¿�÷äÚ®¿äđ�ºäÿ�¸ąóÿ¿®ó�¡äÜĦ�ÿ®§�đÂÿ¿�
ɖ®ÿ¿ÜÂ¡� ºóäąï÷ɗɌ� Ó®§� ą÷� ÿä�ÚÂ÷ąÜ§®ó÷ÿ�Ü§�đ¿�ÿ�đ�÷� ¿�ïï®ÜÂÜºȽ� q¿®�
chapter also examines how and why, despite a similar “tribal” or “eth-

nic” composition, the situation in Burundi did not evolve in the same 

way. The book as a whole provides numerous examples of how peo-

ïÓ®ɜą÷®ɜ¡ąÓÿąó®�ɋ®÷ï®¡Â�ÓÓė�Â§®ÜÿÂÿė�¸�¡ÿäó÷ȷ�Ü�óó�ÿÂĐ®÷ȷ��Ü§�÷ėÚ�äÓ÷Ɍ�ÂÜ�
¡äÜĦÂ¡ÿ÷��÷�Úą¡¿��÷ȷ�Â¸�Üäÿ�Úäó®�ÿ¿�Üȷ�ÿ¿®ė��ó®�¡äÜ÷ÿó�ÂÜ®§��ė�ÂÿȽ�

aw�D5i2!eɚi��!i�e5aq5VNȽ�In the post-Cold War era, the most common 
�ã®�ì¿ĉµã�ĉÆµ�áìĀĉ�ĚÉìÚµãĉ�¨ìãĳÉ¨ĉĀ��üµ�µĉÆãÉ¨�¨ìãĳÉ¨ĉĀɁ�O�ãġ�øµìøÚµȻ�Éã¨Úď®-
ÉãÁ�á�ãġ� Ā¨ÆìÚ�üĀȻ� Āµµ� µĉÆãÉ¨� ¨ìãĳÉ¨ĉĀ� �Ā� �� üµĉďüã� ĉì� ĉÆµ� ø�ĀĉȻ� �Ā� ¨ìãĉµĀĉĀ�
¦µĉěµµã� �ã¨Éµãĉ� �ã®� ěµÚÚɑ®µĲãµ®� ÁüìďøĀ� ěÉĉÆ� ÚìãÁɑĀĉ�ã®ÉãÁ� ÁüÉµĚ�ã¨µĀ�
�ã®� �ãÉáìĀÉĉÉµĀɁ� C�¨×� ��ĚÉ®� !ÚÚµü� �üÁďµĀ� ÉãĀĉµ�®� ĉÆ�ĉ� ĉÆµĀµ� ¨ìãĳÉ¨ĉĀ� �üµ� ��
®µĲãÉãÁ� øÆµãìáµãìã� ì¿� ĉÆµ� ɘãµě�ěìüÚ®� ìü®µüəɑɑĉÆ�ĉ� ĉÆµġ� �üµȻ� Éã�á�ãġ�
ways, modern-day inventions based only loosely on “traditional” cultures 
and hostilities.

+óäÚ��ąÓÿąó®� ÿä� !ÿ¿ÜÂ¡Âÿė� ÿä� �äÜĦÂ¡ÿ presents in-depth case studies on 
Sri Lanka, the Kurds, Rwanda and Burundi, Bosnia, and Quebec, along with 
ĉěì�ĉÆµìüµĉÉ¨�Ú�Éãĉüì®ď¨ĉìüġ�¨Æ�øĉµüĀ�ĉÆ�ĉ�ìĮµü�ĉÆµ�üµ�®µü�ĉÆµ�ĉììÚĀ�ĉì�ďã®µü-
stand the relationship between “culture” or “tradition” and contemporary 
µĉÆãÉ¨�¨ìãĳÉ¨ĉĀɁ�!ÚÚµü�Ĳã®Ā�ĉÆ�ĉ�µĉÆãÉ¨Éĉġ�ÉĀ�ãìĉ���ĀÉáøÚµ�ÉãĀĉ�ãĉÉ�ĉÉìã�ì¿�ɘĉü�-
®ÉĉÉìã�Úə� ¨ďÚĉďüµȻ� ãìü� ÉĀ� ¨ìãĳÉ¨ĉ� �� ĀÉáøÚµ� ¨ìãĀµûďµã¨µ� ì¿� µĉÆãÉ¨ÉĉġɁ� j�ĉÆµüȻ�
each is constructed out of certain raw cultural materials, through a process 
of remembering, forgetting, interpreting, and inventing. Ultimately, Eller 
®µáìãĀĉü�ĉµĀȻ�ĉÆµĀµ�ÁüìďøĀ��üµ�ĲÁÆĉÉãÁ�ãìĉ��¦ìďĉ�¨ďÚĉďüµȻ�¦ďĉ�ěÉĉÆ�¨ďÚĉďüµɁ

Qì�ìĉÆµü�¦ìì×�¨ìá¦ÉãµĀ�ĉÆµ�ÚµĚµÚ�ì¿��ã�ÚġĀÉĀ�ìĮµüµ®�Æµüµ�ěÉĉÆ�Éãɑ®µøĉÆ�¨�Āµ�
studies of several important examples. It will appeal to anyone with an inter-
µĀĉ�Éã�ďã®µüĀĉ�ã®ÉãÁ�ĉÆµĀµ�¨ìãĳÉ¨ĉĀɁ�8ĉ�ěÉÚÚ�¦µ��ĀĀÉÁãµ®�üµ�®ÉãÁ�¿ìü�Āĉď®µãĉĀ�
�ã®�Ā¨ÆìÚ�üĀ�ì¿�¨ďÚĉďü�Ú�®ÉĚµüĀÉĉġ��ã®�µĉÆãÉ¨�¨ìãĳÉ¨ĉ�Éã��ãĉÆüìøìÚìÁġȻ�ÆÉĀĉìüġȻ�
øìÚÉĉÉ¨�Ú�Ā¨Éµã¨µȻ��ã®�øµ�¨µ��ã®�¨ìãĳÉ¨ĉ�Āĉď®ÉµĀɁ

6óĵè�êɊ� ��êêĩɐ� The War Machines: Young Men and Violence in Sierra 
Leone and Liberia. Durham: Duke University Press Books, 2011.

�5i�wii5VNȽ�q¿®� ¡ÂĐÂÓ�đ�ó÷� ÂÜ�iÂ®óó��D®äÜ®��Ü§�DÂ�®óÂ�� ɋ�Ü§�ï®óÂä§Â¡�
ĐÂäÓ®Ü¡®�ÂÜ�-ąÂÜ®�Ɍ�ÿ¿�ÿ�¡äÓÓ®¡ÿÂĐ®Óė�÷ï�ÜÜ®§�ÿ¿®�§®¡�§®÷��®ÿđ®®Ü�ȖȞȝȞɏ
ȗȕȕȘ��ó®�ä¸ÿ®Ü�ÿó®�ÿ®§��÷�÷®ï�ó�ÿ®�¡äÜĦÂ¡ÿ÷Ƚ�5Ü�¿Â÷��ääÐȷ�2äĢÚ�Ü�ÿó®�ÿ÷�
these violent events as one war conducted along the Mano River, which 

óąÜ÷��®ÿđ®®Ü�ÿ¿®�ÿđä�¡äąÜÿóÂ®÷Ƚ��ė��Ü�ÓėĜÂÜº�ÿ¿®÷®�¡äÜĦÂ¡ÿ÷�ÿäº®ÿ¿®óȷ�
2äĢÚ�Ü� Â÷���Ó®� ÿä�¡äÜ÷Â§®ó� ÿ¿®� Ó�óº®ó� ÂÚïÓÂ¡�ÿÂäÜ÷�ä¸� ¸ąÿąó®�đ�ó÷ȷ��÷�
well as the processes through which young West African men have con-

tributed to the labor of violence, just as they have contributed to the 

global capital landscape. A reader who is interested in a theoretically 

based, anthropologically dense examination of war will enjoy this book.

 

aw�D5i2!eɚi� �!i�e5aq5VNȽ� In The War Machines,� ��ããġ� 5ìĮá�ã�
considers how young men are made available for violent labor both on the 
¦�ĉĉÚµĲµÚ®Ā��ã®�Éã�ĉÆµ�®É�áìã®�áÉãµĀȻ�üď¦¦µü�øÚ�ãĉ�ĉÉìãĀȻ��ã®�ìĉÆµü�ďãüµÁ-
ulated industries of West Africa. Based on his ethnographic research with 
militia groups in Sierra Leone and Liberia during those countries’ recent civil 
ě�üĀȻ�5ìĮá�ã�ĉü�¨µĀ�ĉÆµ�ø�ĉÆ�ì¿�ġìďãÁ�ĲÁÆĉµüĀ�ěÆì�áìĚµ®�¿üìá�Áü�ĀĀüììĉĀ�
community-defense organizations in Sierra Leone during the mid-1990s 
into a large pool of mercenary labor.
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5ìĮá�ã��üÁďµĀ�ĉÆ�ĉ� Éã�¨ìãĉµáøìü�üġ��µĀĉ��¿üÉ¨�Ȼ�Āø�¨µȻ�Āì¨É�ÚÉĉġȻ��ã®�ÚÉ¿µ�
itself are organized around making young men available for all manner of 
dangerous work. Drawing on his ethnographic research over the past nine 
years, as well as the anthropology of violence, interdisciplinary security stud-
ies, and contemporary critical theory, he maintains that the mobilization of 
�µĀĉ��¿üÉ¨�ã�áµã�µĠµáøÚÉĲµĀ���ÁÚì¦�Ú� ĉüµã®� Éã� ĉÆµ�ìďĉĀìďü¨ÉãÁ�ì¿�ě�ü¿�üµ�
and security operations. A similar dynamic underlies the political economy of 
violence in Iraq, Afghanistan, and a growing number of postcolonial spaces. 
�ã� µĠøµüÉµã¨µ®� øÆìĉìÔìďüã�ÚÉĀĉȻ� 5ìĮá�ã� ÉãĉµÁü�ĉµĀ�áìüµ� ĉÆ�ã�Ĳ¿ĉġ� ì¿� ÆÉĀ�
photographs of young West Africans into The War Machines.

Rubinstein, Robert A., and Sandra D. Lane. “Population, Identity and 
Political Violence.” Social Justice: Anthropology, Peace, and Human 
Rights�ȫɊ�êóɐ�ȫɖȬ�ɞȪȨȨȪɟɉ�ȩȫȱɡȭȪɐ

�5i�wii5VNȽ�aąÓÓÂÜº�̧ óäÚ�ó®¡®Üÿ�¿Â÷ÿäóÂ¡�®Ė�ÚïÓ®÷ȷ�ÿ¿Â÷��óÿÂ¡Ó®�ïóäĐÂ§®÷�
����÷Â¡�äĐ®óĐÂ®đ�ä¸�®ÿ¿ÜÂ¡�¡äÜĦÂ¡ÿ�¸óäÚ��Ü��Üÿ¿óäïäÓäºÂ¡�Ó�ï®ó÷ï®¡ÿÂĐ®Ƚ�
This paper examines how ethnic violence is political violence carried 

out in order to shape, reform, or eliminate entire populations, as well 

�÷� Đ�óÂäą÷�đ�ė÷� ÂÜ� đ¿Â¡¿� ÿ¿Â÷� Â÷� §äÜ®Ƚ� iï®¡Âĥ¡�ÓÓėȷ� Âÿ� Â÷� ïäÂÜÿ®§� äąÿ�
ÿ¿�ÿ�đ¿ÂÓ®�Ú®Ü�ä¸ÿ®Ü�ĥº¿ÿ�äÜ�ÿ¿®�¸óäÜÿÓÂÜ®÷�ä¸�ÿ¿®÷®�¡äÜĦÂ¡ÿ÷ȷ�Âÿ�Â÷�ÿ¿®�
women back home who bear the outsized burden of both being respon-

sible for the upkeep of family needs on a day to day basis as well as 

being cultural symbols themselves. This places women in the precar-

ious position of being both essential to maintaining their group’s way 

of life and also a target for those who might want to eliminate that way 

of living entirely.

EXCERPT. During the past decade there has been a sharp rise in the promi-
ãµã¨µ�ì¿�µĉÆãÉ¨�¨ìãĳÉ¨ĉ��ã®�¨ìÚÚµ¨ĉÉĚµ�ĚÉìÚµã¨µ�ĉÆüìďÁÆìďĉ�ĉÆµ�ěìüÚ®Ɂ�wÆÉĀ�Æ�Ā�
been expressed through dramatic and horrifying ethnically-based violence, 
such as that in the former Yugoslavia and Rwanda. As analysts have struggled 
ĉì�ďã®µüĀĉ�ã®��ã®�ÉãĉµüĚµãµ�Éã�ĉÆµĀµ�¨ìãĳÉ¨ĉĀ�ĉÆµġ�Æ�Ěµ�ĀìďÁÆĉ�ãµě�áì®µÚĀ�
for the international stem. In this paper we have discussed a number of ways 
Éã�ěÆÉ¨Æ�µĉÆãÉ¨�¨ìãĳÉ¨ĉ�Æ�Ā�¦µµã�ďĀµ®�ĉì�á�ãÉøďÚ�ĉµ�ĉÆµ�®µáìÁü�øÆÉ¨�¨Æ�ü-
�¨ĉµü�ì¿�üµÁÉìãĀ�ĉÆüìďÁÆìďĉ�ĉÆµ�ěìüÚ®Ɂ�ɍøɁ�ȟȢȥɎ

GæïğÝ·°Ã·��ÿ·�Ʌ��æăğ·ÿÌæÃ�jĒ·ăČÌïæă

Button, Gregory. Disaster Culture: Knowledge and Uncertainty in the Wake 
of Human and Environmental Catastrophe. Walnut Creek, CA: Left 
Coast Press, 2010.

�5i�wii5VNȽ�LÂÓÂÿ�óė� ïóä¸®÷÷ÂäÜ�Ó÷� �ó®� ä¸ÿ®Ü� ¡�ÓÓ®§� ÂÜ� �÷� ï�óÿ� ä¸� �Ü�
international response to disaster. It is a time of chaos and uncer-

tainty with varied players working their particular agendas. The author 

gives voice to this complexity and dissects through case studies how 

individuals, governments, and organizations use and create and are 

impacted by uncertainty during crises. He notes, “Uncertainty does not 

÷ÂÚïÓė�®ĖÂ÷ÿ�ɍ�Âÿ� Â÷�ïóä§ą¡®§ɗ�ɋïȽ�ȖȖɌ�đÂÿ¿�ó®÷ąÓÿÂÜº�ÂÚï�¡ÿ�äÜ�÷ä¡Â�Ó�
relationships, power arrangements, and economic processes. Military 

professionals, when entering into such a situation, need to be aware of 

how uncertainty is being manufactured, by whom, and for what pur-

ïä÷®�ɍ�ä¸ÿ®Ü�ÚąÓÿÂïÓ®�ïÓ�ė®ó÷ɃÚąÓÿÂïÓ®�Ú®÷÷�º®÷�ɍ��Ü§�ÿ¿®�ïäÿ®ÜÿÂ�Ó�
®Ģ®¡ÿ÷� ÿ¿®� ó®÷ąÓÿÂÜº�ąÜ¡®óÿ�ÂÜÿė�¡�Ü�¿�Đ®�äÜ� ÿ¿®�ÚėóÂ�§�ïÓ�ė®ó÷��Ü§�
outcomes on the ground, recognizing all the while their institutional 

contribution to and motivations for uncertainty management. Addi-

tionally, the author’s discussion on science and how US citizens and 

institutions routinely turn to science for answers may not hold true in all 

culture groups and in all disaster settings. Recognizing that and under-

÷ÿ�Ü§ÂÜº�¿äđ�ÿä�Â§®ÜÿÂ¸ė�÷äąó¡®÷�ä¸�Ó®ºÂÿÂÚ�ÿ®�ÂÜòąÂóė��Ü§�¿äđ�ÿ¿ä÷®��ó®�
being leveraged in crisis will help clarify the situation on the ground. 

PUBLISHER’S SUMMARY. �Æµã� ®ÉĀ�Āĉµü� ĀĉüÉ×µĀȻ� �� üÉĉď�Ú� ďã¿ìÚ®ĀȺ� �� ĳìì®� ì¿�
experts, bureaucrats, and analysts rush to the scene; personal tragedies are played 
out in a barrage of media coverage; on the ground, confusion and uncertainty 
reign. In this major comparative study, Gregory Button draws on three decades 
of research on the most infamous human and environmental calamities to break 
new ground in our understanding of these moments of chaos. He explains how 
corporations, state agencies, social advocacy organizations, and other actors 
attempt to control disaster narratives, adopting public relations strategies that 
may either downplay or amplify a sense of uncertainty in order to advance polit-
ical and policy goals. Importantly, he shows that disasters are not isolated events, 
ìĮµüÉãÁ� �� ÆìÚÉĀĉÉ¨� �¨¨ìďãĉ� ì¿� ĉÆµ� øìÚÉĉÉ¨�Ú� ®ġã�áÉ¨Ā� ì¿� ďã¨µüĉ�Éãĉġ� Éã� ĉÉáµĀ� ì¿�
calamity.
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GæïğÝ·°Ã·��ÿ·�Ʌ�9æĵĒ·æªÌæÃ
Thinking Process: Holism

Farmer, Paul. Pathologies of Power: Health, Human Rights, and the New War 
on the Poor. 2005 ed. Berkeley: University of California Press, 2005.

�5i�wii5VNȽ�q¿Â÷��ääÐ�äĢ®ó÷���§ÂĢ®ó®Üÿ�§Â÷¡ą÷÷ÂäÜ���äąÿ�ïäđ®ó�ÿ¿�Ü�ïó®÷-
ent in the guidebook. The guidebook focuses on how to discern who has 

power and authority in a given group and how that shapes the decision-mak-

ing process. In this book, the author details through case study how power in 

the form of social and economic systems, structures, and processes denies 

the basic right to survive to the poor throughout the world and calls for a 

revitalized strategy to address this most fundamental of human rights. His 

¡�ą÷®�Â÷�ÿä�Ú�Ð®�ėäą�ąÜ¡äÚ¸äóÿ��Ó®�ÂÜ�ėäąó�ïóÂĐÂÓ®º®��Ü§�ÿä�ÿ¿ÂÜÐ�§ÂĢ®ó®ÜÿÓė�
��äąÿ� ÿ¿®�÷ąĢ®óÂÜº�÷®®Ü��Ü§�÷ÂÓ®Ü¡®§��óäąÜ§�ėäąȽ�2®� Â÷�Đ®óė�¡äÚï®ÓÓÂÜºȽ�
His accounts challenge those who consider the ails of poverty the fault of 

ÿ¿®�ÂÚïäĐ®óÂ÷¿®§��Ü§�ó®Đ®�Ó�ÿ¿®�ÂÜÿ®ÜÿÂäÜ�ÓÂÿė�ä¸�ÿ¿®�÷ąĢ®óÂÜº�ÿ¿óäąº¿�ÿ¿®�
actions or inactions of those with power to shape the economic and social 

forces that perpetuate the structural violence on the poor. His case studies 

depict how interwoven the various facets of the human condition are and 

how separating them out to accommodate disciplinary division or narrowly 

§®ĥÜ®§�äóº�ÜÂĜ�ÿÂäÜ�Ó�ÚÂ÷÷ÂäÜ÷�¡�Ü�®Ė�¡®ó��ÿ®�®ĖÂ÷ÿÂÜº�äó�ą÷¿®ó�ÂÜ�ºó®�ÿ®ó�
problems, even despite the best of intentions. For military professionals, 

approaching each situation, each mission, holistically and understand-

ing how to discern how those invisible power structures are impacting the 

÷Âÿą�ÿÂäÜ��ÿ�¿�Ü§��ó®�¡óÂÿÂ¡�Ó� ÿä�§®÷ÂºÜÂÜº�®Ģ®¡ÿÂĐ®�ïÓ�Ü÷��Ü§�ÚÂÜÂÚÂĜÂÜº�
ąÜÂÜÿ®ÜÿÂäÜ�Ó�÷®¡äÜ§��Ü§�ÿ¿Âó§�äó§®ó�®Ģ®¡ÿ÷Ƚ� 

EXCERPT. wÆÉĀ�¦ìì×�ÉĀ���øÆġĀÉ¨É�ãɑ�ãĉÆüìøìÚìÁÉĀĉɜĀ�µĮìüĉ�ĉì�üµĚµ�Ú�ĉÆµ�ě�ġĀ�
in which the most basic right — the right to survive — is trampled in an age of 
Áüµ�ĉ��ıďµã¨µȻ��ã®�Éĉ��üÁďµĀ�ĉÆ�ĉ�ĉÆµ�á�ĉĉµü�ĀÆìďÚ®�¦µ�¨ìãĀÉ®µüµ®�ĉÆµ�áìĀĉ�
pressing one of our times. The drama, the tragedy, of the destitute sick con-
cerns not only physicians and scholars who work among the poor but all who 
profess even a passing interest in human rights. … Human rights violations 
�üµ�ãìĉ��¨¨É®µãĉĀɆ�ĉÆµġ��üµ�ãìĉ�ü�ã®ìá�Éã�®ÉĀĉüÉ¦ďĉÉìã�ìü�µĮµ¨ĉɁ�jÉÁÆĉĀ�ĚÉì-
lations are, rather, symptoms of deeper pathologies of power and are linked 
ÉãĉÉá�ĉµÚġ� ĉì� ĉÆµ� Āì¨É�Ú� ¨ìã®ÉĉÉìãĀ� ĉÆ�ĉ� Āì� ì¿ĉµã�®µĉµüáÉãµ�ěÆì�ěÉÚÚ� ĀďĮµü�
�¦ďĀµ��ã®�ěÆì�ěÉÚÚ�¦µ�ĀÆÉµÚ®µ®�¿üìá�Æ�üáɁ�ɍøøɁ�ȤȻ�ȥɎ

GæïğÝ·°Ã·��ÿ·�Ʌ�oČ�ĥÌæÃ��·ÝÝ��æ°��·�ÝÌæÃ�ğÌČÉ�9ÝÝæ·ăă

Hewlett, B. S., A. Epelboin, B. L. Hewlett, and P. Formenty. “Medical 
Anthropology and Ebola in Congo: Cultural Models and Human-
istic Care.” Bulletin de La Société de Pathologie Exotique 98 (2005): 
ȪȫȨɡȫȯɐ

�5i�wii5VNȽ�L®§Â¡�Ó��Üÿ¿óäïäÓäºė�Â÷���÷ą�÷®ÿ�ä¸�ÿ¿®�ĥ®Ó§�ä¸��Üÿ¿óä-
pology, and one of its focuses is the control of infectious and parasitic 

§Â÷®�÷®÷� �ė� ®ÚïÓäėÂÜº�ɖ¿ąÚ�ÜÂ÷ÿÂ¡� ¡�ó®� �Ü§� ÂÜÿ®óĐ®ÜÿÂäÜ÷ɗ� ɋïȽ� ȗȘȕɌȽ�
q¿Â÷��óÿÂ¡Ó®�§®÷¡óÂ�®÷�¿äđ�ÿđä�§ÂĢ®ó®Üÿ�ÿ®�Ú÷�ä¸�Ú®§Â¡�Ó��Üÿ¿óäïäÓ-
äºÂ÷ÿ÷�ÿó�Đ®Ó®§�ÿä�ÿđä�§ÂĢ®ó®Üÿ�ĐÂÓÓ�º®÷�Óä¡�ÿ®§�ÂÜ�ÿóäïÂ¡�Ó�ó�ÂÜ¸äó®÷ÿ÷�
in the Republic of Congo during an Ebola outbreak and the two meth-

ä§÷� ÿ¿®ė� ®ÚïÓäė®§� ÿä� ÂÜ¸äóÚ� �®ÿÿ®ó� !�äÓ�� ó®÷ïäÜ÷®� ïóä¡®§ąó®÷Ƚ� VÜ®�
group focused on “understanding local cultural models of Ebola and 

identifying beliefs and practices that may amplify or help control the 

äąÿ�ó®�Ðɗ�ɋïȽ�ȗȘȗɌȽ�q¿Â÷�ÿ®�Ú��÷Ð®§�®ĖïÓäó�ÿäóė�òą®÷ÿÂäÜ÷�÷ą¡¿��÷�ɖ¿äđ�
§ä�ÂÜ§ÂĐÂ§ą�Ó÷�ó®¸®ó�ÿä�ÿ¿®�ÂÓÓÜ®÷÷Ⱦ�2äđ�§ä�ÿ¿®ė�®ĖïÓ�ÂÜ�Âÿ�ɋ®ȽºȽȷ�¡�ą÷®ɌɗȾ�
What they discovered was that biomedical explanations existed along-

side local understandings of disease, such as sorcery. The second group 

ÂÜÿóä§ą¡®§��¡ÿą�Ó�ïó�¡ÿÂ¡®÷�ɋ÷ą¡¿��÷�ÿ¿®�ą÷®�ä¸�§Â÷ÂÜ¸®¡ÿ�ÜÿɌ��ąÿ�đÂÿ¿ÂÜ�
ÿ¿®� ¡äÜÿ®Ėÿ�ä¸� äÜºäÂÜº� ÷ė÷ÿ®Ú÷�ä¸� �®ÓÂ®¸� �Ü§�ïó�¡ÿÂ¡®� ɋ÷ą¡¿��÷� ¡äÚ-

ÚąÜ�Ó�¿�Ü§đ�÷¿ÂÜº�¡®ó®ÚäÜÂ®÷��ÿ��ąóÂ�Ó÷ɌȽ�q¿®÷®�ÿ®�Ú÷ȷ�§®ïÓäė®§�ÿä�
remote areas with few resources, had to establish trust and rapport to 

accomplish their intended task of mitigating the spread of Ebola. Mili-

ÿ�óė�ïó�¡ÿÂÿÂäÜ®ó÷�Ú�ė�ĥÜ§�ą÷®¸ąÓ��®÷ÿ�ïó�¡ÿÂ¡®÷�ÂÜ�ÿ¿Â÷��óÿÂ¡Ó®�ÿ¿�ÿ�ÿ¿®ė�
can adapt to their deployments and related humanitarian missions.

aw�D5��q5VN� iwLL�e�Ƚ� Seldom have medical anthropologists been 
ÉãĚìÚĚµ®� Éã� µĮìüĉĀ� ĉì� ¨ìãĉüìÚ� ÆÉÁÆ�áìüĉ�ÚÉĉġ� ®ÉĀµ�ĀµĀ� Āď¨Æ� �Ā� !¦ìÚ�� Æµá-
ìüüÆ�ÁÉ¨� ¿µĚµü� ɍ!5+Ɏ� wÆÉĀ� ø�øµü� ®µĀ¨üÉ¦µĀ� ĉÆµ� üµĀďÚĉĀ� ì¿� ĉěì� ®ÉĀĉÉã¨ĉ� ¦ďĉ�
¨ìáøÚµáµãĉ�üġ� ÉãĉµüĚµãĉÉìãĀ�®ďüÉãÁ� ĉÆµ�ĲüĀĉ�øÆ�ĀµĀ�ì¿��ã�ìďĉ¦üµ�×� Éã� ĉÆµ�
jµøď¦ÚÉ¨� ì¿� �ìãÁì� Éã� ȠȞȞȡɁ� wÆµ� ĲüĀĉ� �øøüì�¨Æ� µáøÆ�ĀÉħµ®� ďã®µüĀĉ�ã®ÉãÁ�
local peoples’ cultural models and political-economic explanations for the 
disease while the second approach focused on providing more humanitarian 
care of patients by identifying and incorporating local beliefs and practices 
Éãĉì�ø�ĉÉµãĉ�¨�üµ��ã®�üµĀøìãĀµ�µĮìüĉĀɁ
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oÚÌÝÝăɅ�\¨ă·ÿĞ�ČÌïæɆ�oĒăû·æ°ÌæÃ�EĒ°Ãä·æČɆ�g·ÿăû·ªČÌĞ·�x�ÚÌæÃɆ� 
and Building Rapport

Rubinstein, Robert A., Diana M. Keller, and Michael E. Sherger. “Cul-
ture and Interoperability in Integrated Missions.” International 
Peacekeeping�ȩȭɊ�êóɐ�Ȭ�ɞȪȨȨȰɟɉ�ȭȬȨɡȭȭɐ��ºĈĈº³�\đó«ºĄ�ȫȨɊ�ȪȨȩȯɐ�
³óÏɉȩȨɐȩȨȰȨɖȩȫȭȫȫȫȩȨȰȨȪȪȫȱȰȭȯɐ

�5i�wii5VNȽ��¡¡äó§ÂÜº�ÿä�ÿ¿®��ąÿ¿äó÷ȷ�ÿ¿®�Ú�ÂÜ�ïąóïä÷®�ä¸�ÿ¿Â÷��óÿÂ¡Ó®�
“is to suggest a framework for approaching issues of vertical interop-

®ó��ÂÓÂÿė� ÂÜ� ÂÜÿ®ºó�ÿ®§�ÚÂ÷÷ÂäÜ÷ȸȽ� ɉÂÜ� äÿ¿®ó� đäó§÷Ɋ� ¿äđ� ÿä� ÿ�Ð®� ÂÜÿä�
�¡¡äąÜÿ�Óä¡�Ó�¡ąÓÿąó�Ó�¸�¡ÿäó÷�ÿ¿�ÿ��Ģ®¡ÿ�¡ääó§ÂÜ�ÿÂäÜ��Ü§�¡ääï®ó�ÿÂäÜ�
�ÚäÜº��Ü§��®ÿđ®®Ü�ÂÜÿ®ºó�ÿ®§�ÚÂ÷÷ÂäÜ÷��Ü§�Óä¡�Ó�ïäïąÓ�ÿÂäÜ÷ɗ�ɋïȽ�ȚșȖɌȽ�
q¿®��ąÿ¿äó÷�§®ĥÜÂÿÂäÜ�ä¸�ÂÜÿ®ºó�ÿ®§�ÚÂ÷÷ÂäÜ÷ȷ�ÂÜ�º®Ü®ó�Óȷ�ɖ®Ü÷¿óÂÜ®÷�ÂÜ�
doctrine the conception that all ‘stakeholders’ at all levels of a mission 

đÂÓÓ�đäóÐ�ÿäº®ÿ¿®ó��÷�®òą�Ó÷�¸óäÚ�®�óÓÂ®÷ÿ�ïÓ�ÜÜÂÜº�ÿ¿óäąº¿�ÿä�ÂÚïÓ®-
Ú®Üÿ�ÿÂäÜ� ɉÿėïÂ¡�ÓÓė� ÂÜ� ÚąÓÿÂÜ�ÿÂäÜ�Ó� äóº�ÜÂĜ�ÿÂäÜ÷Ɋɗ� ɋïȽ� ȚșȘɌȽ� q¿®�
main point the authors assert about culture when dealing with local 

ïäïąÓ�ÿÂäÜ÷�ɋĐ®óÿÂ¡�Ó�ÂÜÿ®óäï®ó��ÂÓÂÿėɌ�Â÷�ÿä�®Üº�º®�ÿ¿®�Óä¡�Ó�¡äÚÚąÜÂÿė�
ÂÜ���Ú�ÜÜ®ó�ÂÜ�đ¿Â¡¿�Âÿ÷�Ú®Ú�®ó÷�¸®®Ó�ó®÷ï®¡ÿ®§��Ü§�ÿó®�ÿ®§��÷�®òą�Ó�
partners in the rebuilding process. Written primarily as guidance for 

international peacekeepers, the authors conclude by presenting the fol-

lowing seven principles to help peacekeepers understand local culture 

and use that understanding to improve the success of their missions:

� ȖȽ��®��đ�ó®�ä¸�Ú®�ÜÂÜº
� ȗȽ�a�ė��ÿÿ®ÜÿÂäÜ�ÿä�÷ėÚ�äÓ÷
� ȘȽ��ĐäÂ§��ÿÿóÂ�ąÿÂÜº�ÚäÿÂĐ®
� șȽ��®��đ�ó®�ÿ¿�ÿ�¡äÜĦÂ¡ÿ�Ú�Ü�º®Ú®Üÿ��Ü§�¡ąÓÿąó®�đÂÓÓ��®�§ÂĢ®ó®Üÿ� 
 than your own

 5. Ensure cultural expectations are explicit

� țȽ��ĐäÂ§�¡ó®�ÿÂÜº�5Üɏ-óäąïɃVąÿɏ-óäąï�¸äóÚ�ÿÂäÜ÷
� ȜȽ�iÿ�ė��ïïóÂ÷®§�ä¸�ïäđ®ó�§ÂĢ®ó®Ü¡®÷

�wq2Veiɚ� ��iqe��qȽ� Integrated missions require people from diverse 
backgrounds to work together and to work with local populations with whom 
ĉÆµġ�á�ġ�¦µ�ďã¿�áÉÚÉ�üɁ� 8ã�¦ìĉÆ� ÉãĀĉ�ã¨µĀȻ� ¨ďÚĉďü�Ú�®ÉĮµüµã¨µĀ� ¨�ã�øüµĀµãĉ�

¨Æ�ÚÚµãÁµĀ�ìü�ìøøìüĉďãÉĉÉµĀɁ�wÆÉĀ��üĉÉ¨Úµ�µĠĉµã®Ā���áì®µÚ�ì¿�Æìě�̈ ďÚĉďüµ��Įµ¨ĉĀ�
interoperability among members of an integrated mission — horizontal 
Éãĉµüìøµü�¦ÉÚÉĉġ�ɏ�ĉì�ĉÆµ�ďã®µüĀĉ�ã®ÉãÁ�ì¿�Æìě�¨ďÚĉďüµ��Įµ¨ĉĀ��ã�ÉãĉµÁü�ĉµ®�
mission’s work with local populations — vertical interoperability. The article 
É®µãĉÉĲµĀ�ĀµĚµã�øüÉã¨ÉøÚµĀ�ì¿��¨ĉÉìã�ěÆÉ¨Æ��ÚÚìě�ÉãĉµÁü�ĉµ®�áÉĀĀÉìãĀ�ĉì�ĉ�×µ�
account of culture in engaging local populations.

Characteristic: Openness

Roberts, Peter. “Openness as an Educational Virtue.” Geopolitics, His-
tory, and International Relations�ȫɊ�êóɐ�ȩ�ɞȪȨȩȩɟɉ�ȱɡȪȬɐ

�5i�wii5VNȽ�Vï®ÜÜ®÷÷�Â÷�äÜ®�ä¸�ÿ¿®�¡¿�ó�¡ÿ®óÂ÷ÿÂ¡÷�ÿ¿�ÿ�¡äÜÿóÂ�ąÿ®÷�ÿä�
cross cultural competence. As it is not covered in the guidebook due 

to time and space constraints, openness is discussed in this resource 

to inform military professionals of its importance not only to enhanc-

ing their cross-cultural competence but also to their overall success 

in life-long learning and individual development. In this article, the 

author discusses, among many other things, how openness is a nec-

essary disposition for perspective-taking and managing ambiguity and 

Â÷��÷÷ä¡Â�ÿ®§�đÂÿ¿�¿ąÚ�Ü�¡ó®�ÿÂĐÂÿėȽ�q¿®��ąÿ¿äó�Üäÿ®÷�äÜ�ï�º®÷�ȖțɏȖȜȷ�
�Ü��ÿÿÂÿą§®�ä¸�äï®ÜÜ®÷÷�Â÷���ï®óÚ�Ü®Üÿ�äóÂ®Üÿ�ÿÂäÜȶ��÷�ąÜĥÜÂ÷¿®§�
beings, we should, Freire believed, always be open to new ways of 

understanding the world, new approaches to addressing old prob-

lems, new forms of learning, and new modes of communication. … 

To be open in our orientation to education, and to human life more 

º®Ü®ó�ÓÓėȷ�Â÷�ÿä��¡¡®ïÿ�ÿ¿�ÿ�ÿ¿®�đäóÓ§�ɋÂÜ¡Óą§ÂÜº�ÿ¿®�ÂÜÜ®ó�đäóÓ§�ä¸�
ÿ¿äąº¿ÿ÷��Ü§� ¸®®ÓÂÜº÷Ɍ� Â÷�ąÜ§®óºäÂÜº�¡äÜ÷ÿ�Üÿ�¡¿�Üº®Ƚ�qó�Ü÷¸äó-
Ú�ÿÂäÜ�ÿ¿ą÷��®¡äÚ®÷�Üäÿ�Ú®ó®Óė�ïä÷÷Â�Ó®��ąÿ�äÜ®�ä¸�ÿ¿®�§®ĥÜÂÜº�
features of our existence. A commitment to openness, for Freire, 

also implies a willingness to not only live with but actively embrace 

ąÜ¡®óÿ�ÂÜÿė�ɋ+ó®Âó®ȷ�ȖȞȞȜ�ȷ�ȖȞȞȝ�ȷ�ȗȕȕȜɌȽ
He also discusses how education is fundamental to helping humans 

overcome their cultural conditioning that can serve as blinders, inhib-

iting deeper understanding and continued individual enlightenment. 

This philosophical discussion of openness serves as a concise resource 

for military professionals to reference to deepen their understanding of 

this critical disposition.
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�wq2Veɚi���iqe��qȽ�This paper undertakes a detailed conceptual analysis 
of openness as an educational virtue. It begins with Aristotle’s classic account 
ì¿� ÉãĉµÚÚµ¨ĉď�Ú��ã®�áìü�Ú� ĚÉüĉďµĀ� Éã� ĉÆµ�QÉ¨Æìá�¨Æµ�ã�!ĉÆÉ¨ĀȻ� ĉďüãĀ�¦üÉµĳġ�
to the broader intellectual currents that might be said to have contributed to 
an emerging philosophy of openness, and then pays detailed attention to the 
work of the Brazilian educationist, Paulo Freire. I argue that, from a Freirean 
perspective, openness is inclusive of, but not limited to, open-mindedness. 
Openness, I suggest, has ontological, epistemological and ethical dimensions, 
and can be understood as a principle for both lifelong learning and social 
organisation. I contrast openness with various forms of closure and discuss its 
links with other virtues in Freirean education. I conclude by discussing limits 
and possibilities in both Freire’s work and the idea of openness.

Skill: Anxiety/Uncertainty Management

.ĄÏĶêɊ� "èɐ� ɩ�êĨÏºđĩɖ�êºĄđ�Ïêđĩ� Q�ê�Æºèºêđ� zÌºóĄĩ� óÄ� �ÏááÏ�è�
Gudykunst.” In A First Look at Communication Theory, 6th ed., 
ȬȪȮɡȫȰɐ��óĈđóêɉ�Q.Ą�ģɢ6ÏááɊ�ȪȨȨȮɐ��ºĈĈº³��ººè«ºĄ�ȩȩɊ�ȪȨȩȯɐ�
ÌđđĀɉɖɖģģģɐ�ĸĄĈđáóóÞɐóèɖ³óĈɖ�êĨÏºđĩėêºĄđ�ÏêđĩɐĀ³Äɐ

�5i�wii5VNȽ�q¿Â÷��óÿÂ¡Ó®�§Â÷¡ą÷÷®÷��ÂÓÓ�-ą§ėÐąÜ÷ÿɚ÷��ÜĖÂ®ÿėɃąÜ¡®óÿ�ÂÜÿė�
Ú�Ü�º®Ú®Üÿ�ɋ�wLɌ�ÿ¿®äóė�ÿ¿óäąº¿�ÿ¿®�®Ėï®óÂ®Ü¡®�ä¸�ÿ¿®��ąÿ¿äó� ÂÜ�ÿ¿®�
Philippines. The text is written is a very accessible narrative style and pro-

vides examples of the concepts — or axioms — that comprise the theory, 

making it easily digestible. It complements the guidebook’s discussion on 

intercultural communication, broadening the discussion of many of the 

Â§®�÷� ïó®÷®Üÿ®§� ÿ¿®ó®� �Ü§� äĢ®óÂÜº� ®Ė�ÚïÓ®÷� ä¸� ÿ¿®� ¡äÜ¡®ïÿ÷� ÂÜ� �¡ÿÂäÜȽ�
-ą§ėÐąÜ÷ÿɚ÷��wL�ÿ¿®äóė�ó®÷ÿ÷�äÜ�ÿ¿®�Â§®��ÿ¿�ÿ�®Ģ®¡ÿÂĐ®�¡äÚÚąÜÂ¡�ÿÂäÜ�
ó®òąÂó®÷� ó®§ą¡ÂÜº� ÿ¿®�ïäÿ®ÜÿÂ�Ó� ¸äó�ÚÂ÷ąÜ§®ó÷ÿ�Ü§ÂÜºȽ�q¿®��ąÿ¿äó�Üäÿ®÷�
that Gudykunst “believed that uncertainty and anxiety are the twin threats 

ÿ¿�ÿ�Úą÷ÿ��®�Ú�Ü�º®§�ÿä��¡¿Â®Đ®�®Ģ®¡ÿÂĐ®�¡äÚÚąÜÂ¡�ÿÂäÜȽ�q¿®ė��ó®�ÿ¿®�
basic cause of intercultural misunderstanding.” Gudykunst, while devel-

oping the theory to help individuals adjust to those from foreign cultural 

backgrounds, notes that the stranger does not have to be a foreigner, but 

ó�ÿ¿®ó� Â÷��ÜėäÜ®�đ¿ä� Â÷� ¸óäÚ���§ÂĢ®ó®Üÿ�¡ąÓÿąó�Ó���¡ÐºóäąÜ§Ƚ�q¿Â÷�§Â÷-
cussion will help military professionals to improve their interpersonal 

communication with foreign partners as well as with other U.S. service 

and agency personal and the individual members of their service and units.

EXCERPT. During a sabbatical leave from Wheaton College, I spent a month 
in the Philippine Islands. When a Filipino couple I knew heard that I was 
coming to their country, they asked me to spend a week with them on an 
“academic adventure.” Ping and Lena were former graduate students of 
mine who occasionally taught at Mickelson College, a small, church-related 
school in the remote province of the Davao del Sur. Lena had used a text of 
mine for a course at the school, and she invited me to be the commencement 
speaker at their graduation. … Bill Gudykunst’s anxiety/uncertainty manage-
áµãĉ� ɍ�}OɎ� ĉÆµìüġ� ¿ì¨ďĀµĀ�ìã�µã¨ìďãĉµüĀ�¦µĉěµµã�¨ďÚĉďü�Ú� ÉãɑÁüìďøĀ��ã®�
strangers. Gudykunst, who died in 2005, was professor of communication at 
California State University, Fullerton, and he developed his interest in inter-
group communication when he served as an intercultural relations specialist 
for the U.S. Navy in Japan. His job was to help naval personnel and their fam-
ilies adjust to living in a culture that seemed very strange to Americans. … In 
�ã�µĮìüĉ�ĉì��ĚìÉ®�ĉÆµ�µĉÆãì¨µãĉüÉ¨�ĉü�ø�ì¿�ĉÆÉã×ÉãÁ�ĉÆ�ĉ�áġ�ĚÉµě�ì¿�ĉÆµ�ěìüÚ®�
is the way it really is, I’ll illustrate Gudykunst’s theory by applying it to the 
situation of my Philippine Belaan hosts. They wanted to bridge the culture 
Á�ø�ĉÆüìďÁÆ�µĮµ¨ĉÉĚµ�¨ìááďãÉ¨�ĉÉìã�ÔďĀĉ��Ā�áď¨Æ��Ā�8�®É®Ɂ�ɍøøɁ�ȢȠȤȻ�ȢȠȥɎ

oÚÌÝÝɅ�o�ĞÌæÃ�,�ª·

.óĵè�êɊ�"ĄĢÏêÆɐ�ɩ\ê�,�ºɢ�óĄÞɉ��ê��ê�áĩĈÏĈ�óÄ�mÏđė�á�"áºèºêđĈ�Ïê�
Social Interaction.” Psychiatry�ȩȰɊ�êóɐ�ȫ�ɞȩȱȭȭɟɉ�Ȫȩȫɡȫȩɐ

�5i�wii5VNȽ�q¿Â÷�ÿ®Ėÿ�äĢ®ó÷��Ü�ÂÜɏ§®ïÿ¿�ÓääÐ��ÿ�¸�¡®��Ü§�¸�¡®�đäóÐȽ�
In much of the curriculum generated for military personnel about face, 

face and “saving face” are treated as more important or relevant to 

other social groups. What is useful about this text is how the author 

explains how the concept of face informs individual behavior in all 

÷ä¡Â�Ó�ºóäąï÷Ƚ�q¿®��ąÿ¿äó��§§ó®÷÷®÷�÷ï®¡Âĥ¡�ÓÓė�ÿ¿®�ÂÚïÓÂ¡Âÿ��Â�÷�ï®äïÓ®�
may feel underlies his work—that “people everywhere are the same.” 

What he is saying is that all people are shaped by their social environ-

ment and enact face and face work in accordance with the moral rules 

prevalent around them. What face looks like is particular to each group, 

§®ĥÜ®§��Ü§�÷¿�ï®§��ė�ÿ¿®�Úäó�Ó� óąÓ®÷�ɖ§®óÂĐ®ɉ§Ɋ� ¸óäÚ�ó®òąÂó®Ú®Üÿ÷�
established in the ritual organization of social encounters.” While a bit 

§�ÿ®§��Ü§�òąÂÿ®�¿®�§ė�ÂÜ�Ó�Üºą�º®ȷ�Âÿ� Â÷���ą÷®¸ąÓ�ÿ®Ėÿ�¸äó�ÿ¿ä÷®�ÂÜÿ®ó-
ested in exploring this concept more fully and learning how to employ 

Âÿ�®Ģ®¡ÿÂĐ®ÓėȽ
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EXCERPT. Every person lives in a world of social encounters, involving him 
either in face-to-face or mediate contact with other participants. In each of 
these contacts, he tends to act out what is sometimes call a line—this is, a 
pattern of verbal and nonverbal acts by which he expresses his view of the sit-
uation and through this his evaluation of the participants, especially himself. 
jµÁ�ü®ÚµĀĀ�ì¿�ěÆµĉÆµü���øµüĀìã�Éãĉµã®Ā�ĉì���ĉ�×µ���ÚÉãµȻ�Æµ�ěÉÚÚ�Ĳã®�ĉÆ�ĉ�Æµ�
Æ�Ā�®ìãµ�Āì�Éã�µĮµ¨ĉɁ�wÆµ�ìĉÆµü�ø�üĉÉ¨Éø�ãĉĀ�ěÉÚÚ��ĀĀďáµ�ĉÆ�ĉ�Æµ�Æ�Ā�áìüµ�ìü�
less willfully taken a stand, so that if he is to deal with their response to him 
he must take into consideration the impression they have possibly formed of 
him.

The term face�á�ġ�¦µ�®µĲãµ®��Ā�ĉÆµ�øìĀÉĉÉĚµ�Āì¨É�Ú�Ě�Úďµ���øµüĀìã�µĮµ¨ĉÉĚµÚġ�
claims for himself by the line others assume he has taken during a particu-
lar contact. Face is an image of self delineated in terms of approved social 
attributes-albeit an image others may share, as when a person makes a good 
showing for his profession or religion by making a good showing for himself.  
… By face-work I mean to designate the actions taken by a person to make 
whatever he is doing consistent with face. Face-works serves to counteract 
ɘÉã¨É®µãĉĀəɑĉÆ�ĉ�ÉĀȻ�µĚµãĉĀ�ěÆì�µĮµ¨ĉÉĚµ�Āġá¦ìÚÉ¨�ÉáøÚÉ¨�ĉÉìãĀ�ĉÆüµ�ĉµã�¿�¨µɁ�
… Whether or not the full consequences of face-saving actions are known to 
the person who employs them, they often become habitual and standardized 
practices; they are like traditional plays in a game or traditional steps in a 
dance. Each person, subculture, and society seems to have its own charac-
teristic repertoire of face-saving practices. It is to this repertoire that people 
partly refer when they ask what a person or culture is “really” like. And yet 
the particular set of practices stressed by particular persons or groups seems 
to be drawn from a single logically coherent framework of possible practices. 
It is as if face, by its very nature, can be saved only in a certain number of 
ways, and as if each social grouping must make its selections from this single 
á�ĉüÉĠ�ì¿�øìĀĀÉ¦ÉÚÉĉÉµĀɁ�ɍøøɁ�ȣȻ�ȟȠȻ�ȟȡɎ

Skill: Negotiation

�5i�wii5VNȽ�5Ü�ÚÂÓÂÿ�óė�®§ą¡�ÿÂäÜȷ�Ü®ºäÿÂ�ÿÂäÜ�Â÷�ä¸ÿ®Ü�ó®§ą¡®§�ÿä�ÿ¿®�
“across the table” experience, where two parties are seeking to reach 

an agreement. While this is an important aspect of negotiating, it is but 

one. The back and forth that occurs between individuals also happens 

within individuals and through space. Negotiating, while not addressed 

in the guidebook due to time and space constraints, is a fundamental 

cross cultural skill and is something that people do on a daily basis. Yes, 

it is something that occurs between people — both formally at the table 

and informally in social contexts as people negotiate their identities in 

response to others and contexts and their position within the interac-

tion. These two articles address the internal aspect of negotiating one’s 

identity. People negotiate their identity in every encounter, adapting 

�Ü§��§Íą÷ÿÂÜº�÷®Ó¸� ÿä�ĥÿ��Ü§� ÂÜĦą®Ü¡®�ÿ¿®�¡äÜÿ®Ėÿ� ÂÜ�đ¿Â¡¿�ÿ¿®ė�ĥÜ§�
themselves. Identity is covered in the guidebook, and these articles 

expand on that work by linking the concept to the skill of negotiating. 

For military professionals, broadening their understanding of negotiat-

ing beyond the BAFTA deepens their understanding of human behavior.

Chatman, Celina, Jacquelynne Eccles, and Oksana Malanchuk. “Iden-
tity Negotiation in Everyday Settings.” In Navigating the Future: 
Social Identity, Coping, and Life Tasks, edited by Geraldine Downey, 
E�ăėºáĩêêº�"áºĈɊ��ê³��ºáÏê���Ì�đè�êɊ�ȩȩȪɡȫȱɐ�Sºģ��óĄÞɉ�zÌº�
Russell Sage, 2005. Accessed December 11, 2017. http://www.rcgd.
isr.umich.edu/archive/garp/articles/chatman05.pdf.

EXCERPT. Throughout their lives, individuals are continually faced with new 
experiences and situations that, somehow, must be integrated with existing 
�Āøµ¨ĉĀ�ì¿�ĉÆµ�ĀµÚ¿�ɍĀµµ�C�áµĀ�ȟȦȧȞɇȟȧȟȞɆ�!üÉ×Āìã�ȟȧȤȦɎɁ�nìáµ�ì¿�ĉÆµĀµ�µĠøµ-
riences involve major life events such as entering new contexts where people 
á�ġ�µĀøìďĀµ��ĉĉÉĉď®µĀȻ�¦µÚÉµ¿ĀȻ��ã®�Ě�ÚďµĀ�ĉÆ�ĉ��üµ�®ÉĮµüµãĉ�¿üìá�ìãµɜĀ�ìěãɁ�
Other experiences involve single encounters with new people or new infor-
á�ĉÉìã�ĉÆ�ĉ�á�ġ�¨üµ�ĉµ�¨ìãĳÉ¨ĉĀ�ěÉĉÆ�ìãµɜĀ�µĠÉĀĉÉãÁ�Āµĉ�ì¿�¦µÚÉµ¿Ā��ã®�Ě�ÚďµĀɁ�
In either case, these events and experiences can challenge individuals to 
reevaluate aspects of the self and subsequently engage in various negotiation 
strategies in order to maintain a sense of continuity in the self while adapting 
ĉì� ¨Æ�ãÁÉãÁ�¨Éü¨ďáĀĉ�ã¨µĀ� ɍĀµµ� C�áµĀ�ȟȦȧȞɇȟȧȟȞɆ�!üÉ×Āìã�ȟȧȤȦɎɁ�wÆµ� ¿ì¨ďĀ�
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of this chapter is to show that such processes can be particularly adaptive for 
members of racial and ethnic minority groups in the United States. Our aim is 
ĉì�ĀÆìě�ĉÆ�ĉ�áµá¦µüĀ�ì¿�ü�¨É�Ú��ã®�µĉÆãÉ¨�áÉãìüÉĉġ�ÁüìďøĀ��üµ��Įìü®µ®��®®É-
tional identity-relevant resources from which to draw upon as they negotiate 
new contexts, situations, and information, thereby facilitating their positive 
ìĚµü�ÚÚ��®ÔďĀĉáµãĉɁ�ɍøɁ�ȟȟȤɎ

Lacy, Karyn. “A Part of a Neighborhood? Negotiating Race in American 
Suburbs.” The International Journal of Sociology and Social Policy 22, 
êóɐ�ȩɡȫ�ɞȪȨȨȪɟɉ�ȫȱɡȯȬɐ

PUBLISHER’S ABSTRACT. Social constructionists insist that ongoing rac-
ism and persistent inequality limit the identity options of middle-class blacks. 
Through a comparison of race relations in two suburban communities, I show 
that middle-class blacks meet with some success when they temporarily 
exchange their racial identity for a class-based identity. Using data collected 
through ethnography and individual interviews, I examine the conditions 
under which middle-class blacks construct and assert a suburban identity. I 
Ĳã®�ĉÆ�ĉ�áÉ®®Úµɑ¨Ú�ĀĀ�¦Ú�¨×Ā�µãÁ�Áµ�Éã���øüì¨µĀĀ�×ãìěã��Ā�¦ìďã®�üġɑěìü×�
- a type of cultural work - to manage their interactions with their white 
neighbors. Middle-class blacks’ success in this regard varies with the racial 
composition of the suburban community and with their white neighbors’ 
level of satisfaction with the community.

Area: Intercultural Communication Skills

Mackenzie, Lauren. “Strategic Enablers: How Intercultural Communi-
cation Skills Advance Micro-Level International Security.” Journal 
of Culture, Language & International Security 1, no. 1 (2014): 85-96.

�5i�wii5VNȽ� q¿Â÷� �óÿÂ¡Ó®� �óºą®÷� ÿ¿�ÿ� ÂÜÿ®ó¡ąÓÿąó�Ó� ¡äÚÚąÜÂ¡�ÿÂäÜ�
÷ÐÂÓÓ÷� �ó®� ¸ąÜ§�Ú®Üÿ�Ó� ÿä� aóä¸®÷÷ÂäÜ�Ó�LÂÓÂÿ�óė� !§ą¡�ÿÂäÜ� ɋaL!Ɍ� �Ü§�
ó®òąÂó®�§®ÓÂ�®ó�ÿ®� ÂÜ¡Óą÷ÂäÜ��ÿ��ïïóäïóÂ�ÿ®� Ó®�óÜÂÜº�Ó®Đ®Ó÷Ƚ�q¿®��óÿÂ¡Ó®�
begins with a discussion of the ways in which communication sits at 

the intersection between language and culture and then moves to a 

§®÷¡óÂïÿÂäÜ� ä¸� ÷ï®¡Âĥ¡� ÂÜÿ®ó¡ąÓÿąó�Ó� ¡äÚÚąÜÂ¡�ÿÂäÜ� ÷ÐÂÓÓ÷� �Ü§� �� ÷ąº-
gested framework for incorporating these skills into PME curriculum. 

Skills such as interaction management, impression management, 

decoding nonverbal cues, managing paralinguistic use and perception, 

and identifying communication styles are reviewed for relevance and 

put forth as enablers of micro-level international security.

PUBLISHER’S ABSTRACT. A fundamental assumption of this article is that 
µĮµ¨ĉÉĚµ� Éãĉµü¨ďÚĉďü�Ú� ¨ìááďãÉ¨�ĉÉìã� ÉĀ� �� Āĉü�ĉµÁÉ¨� µã�¦Úµü� ì¿�áÉ¨üìɑÚµĚµÚ�
international security. It will be argued in three parts that the knowledge and 
Ā×ÉÚÚĀ��ĉ� ĉÆµ�Æµ�üĉ�ì¿� ĉÆµ�ĲµÚ®�ì¿� Éãĉµü¨ďÚĉďü�Ú�¨ìááďãÉ¨�ĉÉìã��üµ���ã�ĉďü�Ú�
øÚ�ĉ¿ìüá�¿ìü��®Ě�ã¨ÉãÁ�Éãĉµüã�ĉÉìã�Ú�Āµ¨ďüÉĉġɁ�+ÉüĀĉȻ��ã�µĠøÚ�ã�ĉÉìã�ÉĀ�ìĮµüµ®�
¿ìü�ěÆġ�¨ďüüµãĉ�füì¿µĀĀÉìã�Ú�OÉÚÉĉ�üġ�!®ď¨�ĉÉìã�¨ìďüĀµ�ìĮµüÉãÁĀ�®ì�ãìĉ�Āď¿-
Ĳ¨ÉµãĉÚġ��®®üµĀĀ�ĉÆµ�øüµĀĀÉãÁ�ãµµ®�ìďü�áÉÚÉĉ�üġ�Æ�Ā�¿ìü�ÉáøüìĚÉãÁ�ĉÆµ�ûď�ÚÉĉġ�
ì¿�Éãĉµü¨ďÚĉďü�Ú�¨ìááďãÉ¨�ĉÉìãɁ�QµĠĉȻ��ã�ìĚµüĚÉµě�ÉĀ�øüìĚÉ®µ®�ì¿�ĉÆµ�Āøµ¨ÉĲ¨�
communication skills that are research-proven enablers of cross-cultural 
¨ìáøµĉµã¨µɁ�+Éã�ÚÚġȻ��� ¿ü�áµěìü×� ÉĀ�ìĮµüµ®� ¿ìü� ÉãĀĉÉĉďĉÉìã�ÚÉħÉãÁ� Éãĉµü¨ďÚ-
tural communication into Professional Military Education. 

Ting-Toomey, Stella. Communicating Across Cultures. New York: Guil-
ford Press, 1999.

�5i�wii5VNȽ� 5Üÿ®ó¡ąÓÿąó�Ó� ÚÂ÷¡äÚÚąÜÂ¡�ÿÂäÜ� ä¸ÿ®Ü� ä¡¡ąó÷� �®¡�ą÷®�
individuals use cultural-laden habits and assumptions to interpret each 

other’s verbal and non-verbal messages and styles. This short book is 

often referred to as a primary source on intercultural communication 

skills and has chapters devoted to both verbal and nonverbal communi-

cation. Ting-Toomey introduces a variety of communication styles that 

impact intercultural communication, including low and high-context 

¡äÚÚąÜÂ¡�ÿÂäÜ�ï�ÿÿ®óÜ÷ȷ�÷®Ó¸ɏ®Ü¿�Ü¡®Ú®Üÿ��Ü§�÷®Ó¸ɏ®Ģ�¡®Ú®Üÿ�Đ®ó-
bal styles, and direct and indirect interaction styles. The chapter devoted 

to the functions and patterns of nonverbal communication emphasizes 

its impact on impression formation and conversation management 

across cultures. Each chapter ends with concrete recommendations for 

improving intercultural interaction. 

aw�D5i2!eɚi���iqe��qȽɜThis text presents a new framework for under-
standing the impact of culture on communication and for helping students 
build intercultural communication competence. With illustrative examples 
from around the globe, the book shows that verbal and nonverbal commu-
nication involves much more than transmitting a particular message—it 
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�ÚĀì� üµĳµ¨ĉĀ� µ�¨Æ� ø�üĉÉ¨Éø�ãĉɜĀ� ĀµÚ¿ɑÉá�ÁµȻ� Áüìďø� É®µãĉÉĲ¨�ĉÉìãĀ� �ã®� Ě�Ú-
ďµĀȻ��ã®�øüÉĚ�¨ġ��ã®�üµÚ�ĉÉìã�Ú�ãµµ®ĀɁ�jµ�®µüĀ�Úµ�üã�ĉì�áìĚµ�µĮµ¨ĉÉĚµÚġ��ã®�
appropriately through a wide range of transcultural situations by combining 
¨ďÚĉďüµɑĀøµ¨ÉĲ¨�×ãìěÚµ®Áµ�ěÉĉÆ�áÉã®¿ďÚ�ÚÉĀĉµãÉãÁ��ã®�¨ìááďãÉ¨�ĉÉìã�Ā×ÉÚÚĀɁ�
Throughout, helpful tables and charts and easy-to-follow guidelines for put-
ting concepts into practice enhance the book’s utility for students.

oÚÌÝÝɅ�9°·æČÌÁĥÌæÃ��æ°�Q�æ�ÃÌæÃ��ĒÝČĒÿ·�oÉïªÚ

Pedersen, Paul. The Five Stages of Culture Shock: Critical Incidents Around 
the World. Westport: Greenwood Press, 1995.

�5i�wii5VNȽ�a®§®ó÷®Üɚ÷�The Five Stages of Sulture Shock has become a 

foundational work on culture shock. It focuses on the experiences of 

students on the study-abroad program, a Semester at Sea. Using the 

¡óÂÿÂ¡�Ó�ÂÜ¡Â§®Üÿ�ÿ®¡¿ÜÂòą®ȷ�ÿ¿®��ąÿ¿äó�§®ÿ�ÂÓ÷�ÿ¿®�ĥĐ®�÷ÿ�º®÷�ä¸�¡ąÓÿąó®�
shock through the students’ critical incidents, or stories describing 

ÿ¿®Âó�®Ėï®óÂ®Ü¡®÷Ƚ�ią¡¿�§®÷¡óÂïÿÂäÜ�äĢ®ó÷���§®®ï®ó�ąÜ§®ó÷ÿ�Ü§ÂÜº�ä¸�ÿ¿®�
personal experience with culture shock, which military professionals 

Ú�ė�ĥÜ§�¿®Óï¸ąÓ�đ¿®Ü�®Ėï®óÂ®Ü¡ÂÜº�¡ąÓÿąó®�÷¿ä¡Ð�ÿ¿®Ú÷®ÓĐ®÷�äó�đÂÿ¿ÂÜ�
their units.

-VV-D!��VVBi�iwLL�e�Ƚ�The educational literature suggests that inter-
national contact contributes to a comprehensive educational experience. The 

Five Stages of Culture Shock examines an international shipboard educa-
ĉÉìã�Ú�øüìÁü�á��ã®�Āµµ×Ā�ĉì�É®µãĉÉ¿ġ�Āøµ¨ÉĲ¨�ÉãĀÉÁÆĉĀ�üµĀďÚĉÉãÁ�¿üìá�Éã¿ìüá�Ú�
extracurricular contact between students and host nationals in the context of 
culture shock experiences. Using the critical incident methodology, Pedersen 
�ã�ÚġħµĀ�Āĉď®µãĉĀɜ�üµĀøìãĀµĀ�ĉì�ãµ�üÚġ�ȡȞȞ�Āøµ¨ÉĲ¨�Éã¨É®µãĉĀ�ěÆÉ¨Æ�üµĀďÚĉµ®�
in insights that apply to the students’ own development, as well as the socio-
cultural context of the host countries. This use of critical incidents shows one 
way to evaluate and assess the subjective experiences of the informal curric-
ulum. More broadly, the analysis sheds light on the concept of culture shock 
as a psychological construct.

APPENDIX C: TEACHING TOOLS
Vąó�ÂÜÿ®ÜÿÂäÜ�¸äó�ÿ¿Â÷�÷®¡ÿÂäÜ�đ�÷�ÿä�º�ÿ¿®ó�÷¿äóÿ�Ü�óó�ÿÂĐ®�äó�ºó�ï¿Â¡�
teaching tools that can serve as a basis for curriculum develop-

®ó÷� ÿä�¡ó®�ÿ®� ÿ¿®Âó�äđÜ�ÿ®�¡¿ÂÜº�ÿääÓ÷Ƚ�q¿Â÷� ÂÜ¡Óą§®÷�÷®Đ®ó�Ó�§ÂĢ®ó®Üÿ�
“one-pagers” such as: “Cross-Cultural Communication”, the “Rules 

of the Road” guidelines introduced at the beginning of the Guidebook, 

“The Value of Culture General”, and “Perspective-Taking.” This con-

tent could be used in a variety of ways to include: introductory video 

scripts, classroom handouts, or discussion prompts for educators. 

Additionally, we include a teaching activity devoted to rapport-building 

across cultures designed for the community college-level classroom as 

well as an “Introduction to Culture” course card designed for the grad-

uate-level classroom. 

�ÿČÌªÝ·ă�ïÁ�9æČ·ÿ·ăČ

Mackenzie, Lauren, Patricia Fogarty, and Angelle Kachadoorian. 
“A Model for Military Online Culture Education: Key Find-
ings and Best Practices.” EDUCAUSE Review� ȬȰɊ� êóɐ� Ȭ� ɞȪȨȩȫɟɉ�
July/Aug. Accessed December 11, 2017. http://er.educause.edu/
�ĄđÏáºĈɖȪȨȩȫɖȱɖ�ɢèó³ºáɢÄóĄɢóêáÏêºɢèÏáÏđ�ĄĩɢėáđėĄºɢº³ė�-
đÏóêɢÞºĩɢĸê³ÏêÆĈɢ�ê³ɢ«ºĈđɢĀĄ�đÏºĈɐ

�5i�wii5VNȽ�q¿Â÷��óÿÂ¡Ó®�đÂÓÓ��®�ä¸�ÂÜÿ®ó®÷ÿ�ÿä�ÿ¿ä÷®��®ºÂÜÜÂÜº�ÿ¿®�ïóä-
cess of developing online culture courses for professional students. The 

authors provide recommendations based on their experiences develop-

ing the self-paced, community-college level courses, “Introduction to 

Culture” and “Introduction to Cross-Cultural Communication.” They 

äĢ®ó�ÿ¿®�¸äÓÓäđÂÜº��®÷ÿ�ïó�¡ÿÂ¡®÷ȶ
� ȖȽ�q¿®�Ħ®ĖÂ�ÂÓÂÿė�ä¸�÷®Ó¸ɏï�¡®§�¡äąó÷®÷�ÂÚïóäĐ®�¡äÚïÓ®ÿÂäÜ�ó�ÿ®÷Ƚ
� ȗȽ�LÂÓÂÿ�óė�¸ó�Ú®đäóÐ÷��Ü§�÷¡®Ü�óÂä÷�ÂÚïóäĐ®�¡äąó÷®�ó®Ó®Đ�Ü¡®Ƚ
� ȘȽ�VïïäóÿąÜÂÿÂ®÷�¸äó�÷ÿą§®Üÿ�ÂÜÿ®ó�¡ÿÂäÜ�ÂÚïóäĐ®÷�¡äąó÷®�òą�ÓÂÿėȽ

iï®¡Âĥ¡�ÓÓėȷ�ÿ¿®��ąÿ¿äó÷�ó®¡äÚÚ®Ü§�ïó®ï�óÂÜº�ÂÜÿóä§ą¡ÿäóė�ĐÂ§®ä÷��ė�
the instructors of record and incorporating class wikis into each les-

÷äÜɃÚä§ąÓ®Ƚ��¿®Ü� ïä÷÷Â�Ó®ȷ� ÿ¿®� ÷ÿą§®Üÿ�đÂÐÂ� ¡äÜÿóÂ�ąÿÂäÜ÷� ¡�Ü� ÿ¿®Ü�
�®� ɋđÂÿ¿�ï®óÚÂ÷÷ÂäÜɌ� ÿó�Ü÷¸äóÚ®§��Ü§�ą÷®§��÷�¡äÜÿ®Üÿ� ÿä�¡ó®�ÿ®�¡�÷®�
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studies or situational judgement tests in future iterations of the course. 

The article provides detailed examples of how this was done at the Air 

Force Culture & Language Center as well as results of the research that 

was devoted to the connection between wiki participation and student 

learning outcomes. 

PUBLISHER’S ABSTRACT. wÆÉĀ��üĉÉ¨Úµ�ìďĉÚÉãµĀ�ĉÆµ�¨ìďüĀµ�¨ìãĉµãĉȻ�×µġ�Ĳã®-
ings, and best practices associated with two ongoing online culture courses 
ìĮµüµ®�¦ġ�ĉÆµ��Éü�+ìü¨µ��ďÚĉďüµ�ʖ�G�ãÁď�Áµ��µãĉµüȺ�ɘ8ãĉüì®ď¨ĉÉìã�ĉì��ďÚĉďüµə�
and “Introduction to Cross-Cultural Communication.” Sharing best practices 
has been cited by numerous scholars as an important strategy for knowledge 
ĉü�ãĀ¿µü�¦ìĉÆ�ěÉĉÆÉã��ã®��¨üìĀĀ�ìüÁ�ãÉħ�ĉÉìãĀɁ�8ã��ã�µĮìüĉ�ĉì�̈ ìãĉüÉ¦ďĉµ�ĉì�ĉÆµ�
scholarship on best practices in distance learning and military culture edu-
cation, the authors argue that the design and assessment processes utilized 
in these courses can serve as a model for teaching culture online throughout 
the DoD.

gÿ·û�ÿÌæÃ�gÿ�ªČÌČÌïæ·ÿă�ɜ�"Ĥ�äûÝ·ă�Áÿïä�ïČÉ·ÿ�Ĵ·Ý°ă�ïÁ�ûÿ�ªČÌª·

�5i�wii5VNȽ� L�Üė� ĥ®Ó§÷� ä¸� ïó�¡ÿÂ¡®� ïóäĐÂ§®� ¡óä÷÷� ¡ąÓÿąó�Ó� ¡äÚ-

petence education and training to their practitioners. The two texts 

�®Óäđ�ïóäĐÂ§®�®Ė�ÚïÓ®÷�ä¸�¿äđ�ÿđä�ĥ®Ó§÷�ä¸�ïó�¡ÿÂ¡®�ɍ�iä¡Â�Ó��äóÐ�
and the Peace Corps — conceptualize and operationalize cross cul-

tural competence. The social work text details the standards, goals, and 

indicators expected of social workers and the organizations, programs, 

�Ü§�ïäÓÂ¡Â®÷�ÿ¿�ÿ�÷ąïïäóÿ�ÿ¿®ÚȽ�q¿®�a®�¡®��äóï÷�ÿ®Ėÿ�äĢ®ó÷�¡äÜ¡®ïÿą�Ó�
explanations and examples that complement the concepts and skills in 

the guidebook. The breadth of diversity that social workers and Peace 

Corps volunteers encounter is similar to that of military professionals, 

as the social workers’ clients can come from anywhere in the world 

and Peace Corps volunteers engage individuals from all over the world 

�Ü§�§ÂĢ®ó®Üÿ�äóº�ÜÂĜ�ÿÂäÜ�Ó��ģÓÂ�ÿÂäÜ÷Ƚ��¿ÂÓ®�¿ąÚ�Ü÷��ÓÓ�ÓÂĐ®�¡ąÓÿąó-
ally, people are not necessarily aware of the concepts and skills they 

are employing as they navigate these complex social contexts. As noted 

ÂÜ� ÿ¿®� ®Ė¡®óïÿ� ¸óäÚ� ÿ¿®� a®�¡®� �äóï÷� ÿ®Ėÿȷ� ®Ėïä÷ąó®� §ä®÷� Üäÿ� ®òą�ÿ®�
to understanding. It is through training and education on the human 

experience and behavior that individuals deepen their understanding 

�Ü§�¿äÜ®�ÿ¿®Âó�÷ÐÂÓÓ÷�ÿä�®Ģ®¡ÿÂĐ®Óė�®Üº�º®�¡óä÷÷ɏ¡ąÓÿąó�ÓÓėȽ

National Association of Social Workers. “Standards and Indicators 
for Cultural Competence in Social Work Practice,” 2015. Accessed 
December 11, 2017. https://www.socialworkers.org/LinkClick.
�ĈĀĨɑĸáºđÏÞºđʊȯ³�Þ����èÞʘȫ³ʩĀóĄđ�áÏ³ʊȨɐ

EXCERPT. These standards provide focus for the development of culturally 
competent social work practice. These standards provide guidance to social 
ěìü×µüĀ�Éã��ÚÚ��üµ�Ā�ì¿�Āì¨É�Ú�ěìü×�øü�¨ĉÉ¨µ�Éã�üµĀøìã®ÉãÁ�µĮµ¨ĉÉĚµÚġ�ĉì�¨ďÚĉďüµ�
�ã®�¨ďÚĉďü�Ú�®ÉĚµüĀÉĉġ�Éã�øìÚÉ¨ġ��ã®�øü�¨ĉÉ¨µ�ĀµĉĉÉãÁĀɁ�ɍøɁ�ȟȥɎ

Storti, Craig, and Laurette Bennhold-Samaan. “Culture Matters: The 
Peace Corps Cross-Cultural Workbook.” Peace Corps Informa-
tion Collection and Exchange, 1997. Accessed December 11, 2017. 
ÌđđĀɉɖɖĸáºĈɐĀº�ºóĄĀĈɐÆóĢɖèėáđÏèº³Ï�ɖĀ³ÄɖáÏ«Ą�ĄĩɖzȨȨȰȯɗėá-
turematters.pdf.

EXCERPT. Welcome to Peace Corps’ cross-cultural training, one of the most 
challenging and rewarding dimensions of the toughest job you’ll ever love. … 
�µ��ÚÚ�ěìďÚ®�ÚÉ×µ�ĉì�Ĳã®���á�ÁÉ¨�øÉÚÚ�¿ìü�¨üìĀĀÉãÁ�¨ďÚĉďüµĀȻ�ĉÆµ�ɘüÉÁÆĉə��ãĀěµüȻ�
a simple list of do’s and don’ts, and you will get some useful do’s and don’ts 
from your trainers. But crossing cultures is a dynamic, complex process, where 
context is everything. A list of behaviors or a script can only take you so far, 
for what is a “do” in one set of circumstances might very well be a “don’t” 
in another. This workbook will help you function outside the script, to under-
stand the values and beliefs behind behavior, and, ultimately, how the local 
people think. 

Cross-cultural training involves not only learning about the place you’ve come 
to, but comparing it to what you’ve come from-to the assumptions and values 
that have shaped you. In Culture Matters, therefore, you will be examining 
the behaviors and values of people in your host country in relation to those of 
people in your own. This workbook does not intend to suggest that American 
culture is necessarily superior or inferior to your host country’s culture. 

… Living in the country does expose you to the host culture, of course, but 
cross-cultural exposure is not cross-cultural knowledge. Having an experi-
ence, in other words, does not necessarily mean understanding it. You need to 
make sense of the contact you’re having, which is what cross-cultural train-
ÉãÁ��ã®�ĉÆÉĀ�ěìü×¦ìì×��üµ�®µĀÉÁãµ®�ĉì�®ìɁ�ɍøɁ�ȟɎ
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Cross-Cultural Communication

 I. Why is cross-cultural communication education important?

We do not interact with cultures; we interact with people. It is often 

äÜÓė� ÿ¿óäąº¿� ÿ¿®� ïóä¡®÷÷� ä¸� ÂÜÿ®ó�¡ÿÂäÜ� ÿ¿�ÿ� §ÂĢ®ó®Ü¡®÷� ÂÜ� ¡ąÓÿąó�Ó�
values become noticeable. Cross-cultural communication education 

¡�Ü� ÂÚïóäĐ®� ÿ¿®� òą�ÓÂÿė� ä¸� ÂÜÿ®ó�¡ÿÂäÜ÷ȷ� ÿ¿®ó®�ė�ÚÂÜÂÚÂĜÂÜº�ÚÂ÷ąÜ-
§®ó÷ÿ�Ü§ÂÜº��Ü§�¡äÜĦÂ¡ÿȽ�!Ėÿ®Ü÷ÂĐ®�ÂÜÿ®óĐÂ®đ÷�đÂÿ¿�¸äąó�§äĜ®Ü�÷®ÜÂäó�
ÚÂÓÂÿ�óė�äģ¡®ó÷�ó�ÜºÂÜº�¸óäÚ�¡äÓäÜ®Ó÷�ÿä�¸äąóɏ÷ÿ�ó�º®Ü®ó�Ó�§®Đäÿ®§�ÿä�
the characteristics of strategic leadership found “the ability to com-

municate across cultural divides”75 to be critical for mission and career 

÷ą¡¡®÷÷Ƚ�q¿®�ÐÜäđÓ®§º®ȷ�ÚäÿÂĐ�ÿÂäÜȷ� �Ü§� ÷ÐÂÓÓ÷� ÿä� ÂÜÿ®ó�¡ÿ� ®Ģ®¡ÿÂĐ®Óė�
�Ü§��ïïóäïóÂ�ÿ®Óė�đÂÿ¿�Ú®Ú�®ó÷�ä¸�§ÂĢ®ó®Üÿ�¡ąÓÿąó®÷�ɋ�Ó÷ä�ÐÜäđÜ��÷�
¡óä÷÷ɏ¡ąÓÿąó�Ó� ¡äÚÚąÜÂ¡�ÿÂäÜ� ¡äÚï®ÿ®Ü¡®Ɍ� �ó®� Úä÷ÿ� Ü®¡®÷÷�óė� ¸äó�
military professionals to be competent in the diverse operational envi-

óäÜÚ®Üÿ÷�ä¸�ÿ¿®�ȗȖ÷ÿ�¡®ÜÿąóėȽ�

� 99Ɍ� �É�Č�Ìă�ČÉ·�°Ìı·ÿ·æª·�¨·Čğ··æ�ªÿïăăɞªĒÝČĒÿ�Ý��æ°� 
  intercultural communication?

There is a commonly understood description of the distinction between 

¡óä÷÷ɏ¡ąÓÿąó�Ó�¡äÚÚąÜÂ¡�ÿÂäÜ�ɋ���Ɍ��Ü§�ÂÜÿ®ó¡ąÓÿąó�Ó�¡äÚÚąÜÂ¡�ÿÂäÜ�
ɋ5�Ɍ�ÿ¿�ÿ�÷ÿ�ÿ®÷�đ¿®ó®�÷�����¸ä¡ą÷®÷�äÜ�ÿ¿®�¡äÚï�óÂ÷äÜ�ä¸�¡äÚÚąÜÂ¡�-
tion behavior across cultures, IC focuses on the interaction that occurs 

đ¿®Ü�ÿ¿®�ÿđä�ÂÜ§ÂĐÂ§ą�Ó÷�¸óäÚ�§ÂĢ®ó®Üÿ�¡ąÓÿąó®÷�ÂÜÿ®ó�¡ÿȽ�+äó�®Ė�ÚïÓ®ȷ�
if one were to examine greetings, a CCC researcher would compare the 

ºó®®ÿÂÜº�ïóä¡®÷÷�ÂÜ�2äÜ§ąó�÷��Ü§�!Ó�i�ÓĐ�§äó�ɋ¸ä¡ą÷ÂÜº�¡äÚï�ó�ÿÂĐ®Óė�
�¡óä÷÷� ¡ąÓÿąó®÷Ɍ� đ¿ÂÓ®� �Ü� 5�� ó®÷®�ó¡¿®ó�đäąÓ§� ÓääÐ� �ÿ� đ¿�ÿ� ¿�ïï®Ü÷�
đ¿®Ü� ÿ¿ä÷®� ÂÜ§ÂĐÂ§ą�Ó÷�ºó®®ÿ� ®�¡¿�äÿ¿®ó� ɋ¸ä¡ą÷ÂÜº�äÜ� ÿ¿®� ÂÜÿ®ó�¡ÿÂäÜ�
Âÿ÷®Ó¸ɌȽ

 

75� ��ó�Ð��Ƚ� i�ÓÚäÜÂ� ®ÿ� �ÓȽȷ� ɖ-óäđÂÜº�iÿó�ÿ®ºÂ¡�D®�§®ó÷� ¸äó�+ąÿąó®��äÜĦÂ¡ÿȷɗ�Parameters 
iïóÂÜº�ɋȗȕȖȕɌȷ�ȜȗɏȝȝȽ

999Ɍ� �É�Č��ÿ·�ČÉ·�Ãï�Ýă�ïÁ�ªÿïăăɞªĒÝČĒÿ�Ý�ªïääĒæÌª�ČÌïæɍ

• To encourage communicators to notice cultural distinctions in oth-

ers’ behavior and interpret these distinctions appropriately

• To provide communicators with resources to create a variety of 

explanations for confusing intercultural interactions

• To pave the way for the establishment of rapport. As rapport is the 

foundation for gaining trust and building relationships across cul-

tures, it is often a key motivation for interaction.

� 9�Ɍ� �É�Č�ğïĒÝ°�¨·�ÌæªÝĒ°·°�Ìæ���ªÿïăăɞªĒÝČĒÿ�Ý�ªïääĒæÌª�ČÌïæ� 
 course?

• Discussion of the ways in which cultural values impact communi-

¡�ÿÂäÜ��¡ÿ÷Ƀ®Đ®Üÿ÷�ɋ®ȽºȽɂ��ïäÓäºÂ®÷ȷ�ó®òą®÷ÿ÷ȷ�ºó®®ÿÂÜº÷ȷ�®ÿ¡ȽɌ
• Introduction to communication skills, such as:

� � ȖȽ��®¡ä§ÂÜº�ÜäÜĐ®ó��Ó�¡ą®÷
� � ȗȽ�L�Ü�ºÂÜº�ï�ó�ÓÂÜºąÂ÷ÿÂ¡�ą÷®��Ü§�ï®ó¡®ïÿÂäÜ
� � ȘȽ�5§®ÜÿÂ¸ėÂÜº�¡äÚÚąÜÂ¡�ÿÂäÜ�÷ÿėÓ®÷
� � șȽ�e®¡äºÜÂĜÂÜº�¡ąÓÿąó�Ó�Đ�óÂ�ÿÂäÜ�ÂÜ��¡ÿÂĐ®�ÓÂ÷ÿ®ÜÂÜº�ÿ®¡¿ÜÂòą®÷
  5. Strategies for rapport-building

• Critical incidents: Use of situational judgment tests in which 

communication concepts and skills are applied in culturally complex, 

military-relevant contexts 
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kĒÝ·ă�ïÁ�ČÉ·�kï�°

As you prepare for a cross-cultural situation, keep the following ideas 

in mind: 

Rule #1 — The local people have not organized themselves, their beliefs, or 
their behavior patterns for your convenience. Figuring out what is going on 

can be complex. Accept it and move on. 

Rule #2 — Things you take for granted may not be true here. Basic concepts 

÷ą¡¿��÷�¿äÜ®÷ÿėȷ� ¸�ÂóÜ®÷÷ȷ�ó®÷ï®¡ÿȷ�đÂÜÜÂÜºȷ�ĥÜÂ÷¿®§ȷ�äđÜ®ó÷¿Âïȷ��Ü§�
�ºó®®Ú®Üÿ�Ú�ė�Ú®�Ü�̧ ąÜ§�Ú®Üÿ�ÓÓė�§ÂĢ®ó®Üÿ�ÿ¿ÂÜº÷�ÿä�Óä¡�Ó�ï®äïÓ®Ƚ��®�
prepared to cope with both your confusion and theirs. 

mėáº�ɏȫ — You do not have to like it to understand it. Some things you learn 

��äąÿ�ÿ¿®�Óä¡�Ó�¡ąÓÿąó®�Ú�ė��Üº®ó�äó�ïąĜĜÓ®�ėäąȽ�q¿�ÿ�Â÷�VBȽ��Â®đ�ÿ¿®÷®�
§ÂĢ®ó®Ü¡®÷��÷�÷ÂºÜÂĥ¡�Üÿ�¸�¡ÿäó÷�ÿ¿�ÿ�÷¿�ï®�ÿ¿®��ó®��ä¸�äï®ó�ÿÂäÜ÷��Ü§�
�Ģ®¡ÿ���ąÜÂÿɚ÷���ÂÓÂÿė�ÿä�¡�óóė�äąÿ�ÚÂ÷÷ÂäÜ÷Ƚ�+ÂºąóÂÜº�äąÿ�đ¿�ÿ�Â÷�ºäÂÜº�
äÜ�Ú�ė�ó®òąÂó®�ÿ®Úïäó�óÂÓė�÷ą÷ï®Ü§ÂÜº�ėäąó�äđÜ��®ÓÂ®¸÷ȷ��÷÷ąÚïÿÂäÜ÷ȷ�
and expectations as much as possible to focus on learning over judging. 

This takes mental discipline. 

Rule #4 — Local people are not just reacting to you. They are reacting to 

ÿ¿®Âó�®ÜÿÂó®�ï®ó¡®ïÿÂäÜ�ä¸�wȽiȽ�ÂÜĦą®Ü¡®Ƚ��®¸äó®�ÿ¿®�ĥó÷ÿ�wȽiȽ�¸äó¡®÷�¿Âÿ�
the ground, local people have a perception of the United States based 

äÜ�wȽiȽ�ïóä§ą¡ÿ÷ȷ�Ú®§Â��ɋ÷ą¡¿��÷�ĥÓÚ÷��Ü§�ÿ®Ó®ĐÂ÷ÂäÜɌȷ��Ü§�ï®ó¿�ï÷�wȽiȽ�
companies, non-governmental organizations, or charities. These pre-

vious experiences shape the way people will react to you.

xÉ·���ÝĒ·�ïÁ��ĒÝČĒÿ·�.·æ·ÿ�Ý

Culture general concepts are the underlying thinking processes and 

knowledge areas that help you identify, understand, and use region- 

�Ü§� ¡ąÓÿąó®ɏ÷ï®¡Âĥ¡� ÂÜ¸äóÚ�ÿÂäÜ�Úäó®� ®Ģ®¡ÿÂĐ®ÓėȽ� q¿®� ąÜïó®§Â¡ÿ��Ó®�
nature of military operations calls for a foundational set of concepts 

that can be applied no matter where you are in the world.

q¿ÂÜÐ���äąÿȷ�̧ äó�®Ė�ÚïÓ®ȷ�ÿ¿®�§ÂĢ®ó®Ü¡®��®ÿđ®®Ü�ºÂĐÂÜº�÷äÚ®äÜ®�§Âó®¡-
tions to get to a place� ɋ¡ąÓÿąó®ɏ÷ï®¡Âĥ¡� ÂÜ¸äóÚ�ÿÂäÜɌ� Đ®ó÷ą÷� ÿ®�¡¿ÂÜº�
somebody basic principles�ä¸�Ó�Ü§�Ü�ĐÂº�ÿÂäÜ�ɋ¡ąÓÿąó®�º®Ü®ó�Ó�ÂÜ¸äóÚ�-
ÿÂäÜɌȽ��Âó®¡ÿÂäÜ÷�¸óäÚ�äÜ®�ïäÂÜÿ�ÿä��Üäÿ¿®ó��ó®�ó®Ó�ÿÂĐ®Óė�®�÷ė�ÿä�¡äÜĐ®ė�
and will work for most situations, but as soon as something changes in 

the route, things can get complicated. A baseline knowledge of culture 

º®Ü®ó�Ó�¡äÜ¡®ïÿ÷��Ü§�÷ÐÂÓÓ÷�¡�Ü�ïóäĐÂ§®�ÿ¿®�ÿääÓ÷�ėäą�Ü®®§�ÿä�ĥÓÓ�ÂÜ�ÿ¿®�
gaps when something unexpected happens. Having a culture general 

ÚÂÜ§÷®ÿ�đÂÓÓ�ïó®ï�ó®�ėäą�ÿä��÷Ð�òą®÷ÿÂäÜ÷�ÿä�ĥÜ§�äąÿ�Úäó®���äąÿ�÷ą¡¿�
ideas in your particular context and to identify change, challenges, and 

opportunity more readily.

VÜ®�¡ąÓÿąó®�º®Ü®ó�Ó�¡äÜ¡®ïÿ�ɋä¸�Ú�Üėȷ�ä¸�¡äąó÷®Ɍ�ÿ¿�ÿ�Â÷�ą÷®¸ąÓ�¸äó�ÚÂÓ-
itary personnel to know is reciprocity. Reciprocity�Â÷�ÿėïÂ¡�ÓÓė�§®ĥÜ®§��÷�
the kind of social exchanges that create and reinforce relationships — 

think of the common expressions, “What goes around comes around” 

ɋ�Ó÷ä� ¡�ÓÓ®§� generalized� ó®¡Âïóä¡ÂÿėɌ� �Ü§� ɖ�äą� ÷¡ó�ÿ¡¿� Úė� ��¡Ðȷ� 5ɚÓÓ�
÷¡ó�ÿ¡¿�ėäąó÷ɗ�ɋ�Ó÷ä�¡�ÓÓ®§�balanced ó®¡Âïóä¡ÂÿėɌȽ��¿®ÿ¿®ó�ĥó÷ÿ�äÜ�ÿ¿®�
scene or a veteran in theater, understanding the ways in which balanced 

and generalized reciprocity are at play in a new environment can help 

you build trust and avoid misunderstanding. 

A culture general foundation can also help you determine connections 
�ÚäÜº�§ÂĢ®ó®Üÿ��÷ï®¡ÿ÷�ä¸�¡ąÓÿąó®Ƚ�+äó�®Ė�ÚïÓ®ȷ���º®Ü®ó�Ó�ąÜ§®ó÷ÿ�Ü§-
ing of how people think about and use kinship might help you identify 

the way relationships are used to move resources and information. 

5ÿ� ¡�Ü��Ó÷ä�ïóäĐÂ§®� ÿääÓ÷� ¸äó� ÿ�ÐÂÜº� ¸ąÓÓ� �§Đ�Üÿ�º®�ä¸� ¡ąÓÿąó®ɏ÷ï®¡Âĥ¡�
ÂÜ¸äóÚ�ÿÂäÜ�ą÷ÂÜº�§ÂĢ®ó®Üÿ�Ó®Ü÷®÷Ƚ�
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�ąÓÿąó®�º®Ü®ó�Ó�¡äÜ¡®ïÿ÷�ɋÓÂÐ®�ó®¡Âïóä¡Âÿė��Ü§�ÐÂÜ÷¿ÂïɌ��ó®�§®÷ÂºÜ®§�ÿä�
help you process the information you encounter, vet it against what you 

already know, and determine how best to incorporate it into your think-

ÂÜºȷ�ïÓ�ÜÜÂÜºȷ� �Ü§��¡ÿÂäÜȽ�2äđ�ėäą� ó®ĥÜ®�ėäąó�ąÜ§®ó÷ÿ�Ü§ÂÜºȷ�Ú�Ð®�
adjustments for the misalignments between your preparation and real-

ity on the ground, and deepen your insights into people’s assumptions 

��äąÿ�đ¿�ÿ�Ú�Ð®÷�÷®Ü÷®�ó®òąÂó®��Ü�ąÜ§®ó÷ÿ�Ü§ÂÜº�ä¸� ÿ¿®÷®�¡äÜ¡®ïÿ÷Ƚ�
They explain the ways people organize themselves, think about their 

đäóÓ§÷ȷ�äó�ĥÜ§�÷äÓąÿÂäÜ÷�ÿä�ïóä�Ó®Ú÷ȷ�¸äó�®Ė�ÚïÓ®ȷ�ó�ÿ¿®ó�ÿ¿�Ü�ïóäĐÂ§®�
details of a particular group of people. 

These concepts can be useful to apply when planning to work with an 

interpreter. While there are clearly important region- and culture-spe-

¡Âĥ¡� �÷ï®¡ÿ÷� ÿä� ÿ�Ð®� ÂÜÿä� ¡äÜ÷Â§®ó�ÿÂäÜ� đ¿®Ü� đäóÐÂÜº� đÂÿ¿� ®�¡¿�
individual interpreter, you can set yourself up for success by learning 

about some culture general concepts that will apply to all intercultural 

interactions. There are at least three important points to keep in mind 

here:

• First, the ways in which nonverbal cues — facial expressions, 

ÿäą¡¿ȷ�ÿÂÚÂÜºȷ��Ü§�ï®ó÷äÜ�Ó��äąÜ§�óÂ®÷�ɍ��ó®�ą÷®§�§ÂĢ®ó®ÜÿÓė�
across cultures to communicate a message.

• i®¡äÜ§ȷ� ÿ¿®ó®� Â÷� �� §ÂĢ®ó®Ü¡®� �®ÿđ®®Ü� ÿ¿®� ��ÂÓÂÿė� ÿä� ÷ï®�Ð� ��
language and the ability to use language in conversation. For 

example, in Somalia, you could certainly directly translate the 

U.S. phrase “How are you?” as a greeting, but it would not be 

the most appropriate use of language in a country where the 

typical greeting is often “From whom do you come?”

• +ÂÜ�ÓÓėȷ�§ä�Üäÿ�ąÜ§®ó®÷ÿÂÚ�ÿ®�ÿ¿®�ÂÚï�¡ÿ�ä¸�§ÂĢ®ó®Ü¡®÷�ÂÜ�ï®ó-
ceptions about paralanguage, for example, how things like rate 

ä¸�÷ï®®¡¿ȷ�ÿäÜ®�ä¸�ĐäÂ¡®ȷ�ĐäÓąÚ®ȷ��Ü§�÷ÂÓ®Ü¡®��Ģ®¡ÿ�ÿ¿®�ÂÜÿ®ó-
pretation of a message.

5ÿ�Â÷�ÂÚïäóÿ�Üÿ�ÿä�ó®Ú®Ú�®ó�ÿ¿�ÿ�Üä�äÜ®�¿�÷�Ȗȕȕ�ï®ó¡®Üÿ�ąÜ§®ó÷ÿ�Ü§ÂÜº�
of culture at any time; yours will always be imperfect. Taking the time 

to understand culture general concepts will make the process of learn-

ÂÜº�ó®ºÂäÜɏ��Ü§�¡ąÓÿąó®ɏ÷ï®¡Âĥ¡�ÂÜ¸äóÚ�ÿÂäÜ�Úäó®�®ģ¡Â®ÜÿȽ�q¿®÷®��ó®�
mutually reinforcing and will add value to the professional growth that 

military personnel are committed to at home and in theater.

Culture and Operational Planning
Provided by Michael Purcell, LtCol USMC (RET)

q¿®�®Ģ®¡ÿÂĐ®�ÂÜÿ®ºó�ÿÂäÜ�ä¸�¡ąÓÿąó®�ÂÜÿä�äï®ó�ÿÂäÜ�Ó�ïÓ�ÜÜÂÜº�ó®òąÂó®÷�
���äÚÚ�Ü§®ó��Ü§�¿Â÷�äó�¿®ó�÷ÿ�Ģ�ÿä��¡¡äÚïÓÂ÷¿�ÿđä�Đ®óė�§ÂĢ®ó®Üÿ��ąÿ�
®òą�ÓÓė�ÂÚïäóÿ�Üÿ��¡ÿÂäÜ÷Ƚ�+Âó÷ÿȷ�Âÿ�Â÷�ÂÚï®ó�ÿÂĐ®�ÿä�®Ü÷ąó®�ÿ¿�ÿ�ÿ¿®�÷ÿ�Ģ�
�÷���¡äÓÓ®¡ÿÂĐ®�ïä÷÷®÷÷®÷�÷ąģ¡Â®Üÿ�¡ąÓÿąó�Ó�ÐÜäđÓ®§º®ȷ�÷®Ó¸ɏ�đ�ó®Ü®÷÷ȷ�
and meta-cognitive learning strategies to avoid adopting false planning 

assumptions. False assumptions can lead to the development of Courses 

ä¸��¡ÿÂäÜ�ÿ¿�ÿ��ó®�ÂÜ®Ģ®¡ÿÂĐ®�äó�®Đ®Ü�¡äąÜÿ®óïóä§ą¡ÿÂĐ®�ÿä��¡¿Â®ĐÂÜº�ÿ¿®�
§®÷Âó®§�®Ü§�÷ÿ�ÿ®Ƚ��÷�đÂÿ¿��ÓÓ�®Ģ®¡ÿÂĐ®�ïÓ�ÜÜÂÜºȷ�÷ą¡¡®÷÷��Ó÷ä�ó®òąÂó®÷���
planning design methodology that uses a problem-solving framework 

founded on a holistic understanding of the environment. Second, as 

đÂÿ¿�äÿ¿®ó�¡�ï��ÂÓÂÿÂ®÷ȷ�Âÿ�Â÷�®÷÷®ÜÿÂ�Ó�ÿ¿�ÿ�÷ÿ�Ģ�ïóä¡®÷÷®÷��ó®�ÂÜ�ïÓ�¡®�
to identify, understand, source, and employ the cultural capabilities 

ó®òąÂó®§�¸äó���÷ï®¡Âĥ¡�ÚÂ÷÷ÂäÜ�äó�äï®ó�ÿÂäÜȽ��äÿ¿�ÂÚï®ó�ÿÂĐ®÷�ó®òąÂó®�
deliberate education and training as well as the development of appro-

ïóÂ�ÿ®�÷ÿ�Ģ�ó®¸®ó®Ü¡®÷ȷ�ïóä¡®§ąó®÷ȷ��Ü§���¡äÚÚ�Ü§�¡ÓÂÚ�ÿ®�¡äÜ§ą¡ÂĐ®�
to holistic planning. Some planning considerations to accomplish these 

tasks follow below. 

9æČ·Ãÿ�ČÌïæ�ïÁ��ĒÝČĒÿ·�ÌæČï�\û·ÿ�ČÌïæ�Ý�gÝ�ææÌæÃ
• Explicit consideration of relevant cultural factors is most essential 

§ąóÂÜº�aóä�Ó®Ú�+ó�ÚÂÜºȷ�đ¿®Ü�÷ÿ�Ģ÷�đäóÐ�ÿä�ąÜ§®ó÷ÿ�Ü§�ÿ¿®�®ÜĐÂ-
óäÜÚ®Üÿ��Ü§�ïóä�Ó®Ú�÷®ÿȽ�iÿ�Ģ÷�¡äÜ§ą¡ÿ�§Â�Óäºą®�ÿä�§®®ï®Ü�ÿ¿®Âó�
collective understanding of the socio-cultural dynamics, begin to 

º®Ü®ó�ÿ®�¿ėïäÿ¿®÷®÷�ɋïÓ�ÜÜÂÜº��÷÷ąÚïÿÂäÜ÷Ɍ���äąÿ�¿äđ�ï®äïÓ®�đÂÓÓ�
react to the actions of friendly forces, and converge on a shared 

understanding. That shared understanding forms the foundation 

¸äó�ïÓ�ÜÜÂÜº�÷ÿ®ï÷�÷ą¡¿��÷��äąó÷®�ä¸��¡ÿÂäÜ�ɋ�V�Ɍ��®Đ®ÓäïÚ®Üÿ��Ü§�
!Đ�Óą�ÿÂäÜȷ��÷÷®÷÷Ú®Üÿ�ä¸�!Ģ®¡ÿÂĐ®Ü®÷÷ȷ��Ü§�e®ɏ+ó�ÚÂÜºȽ�

• In planning, the focus is on group learning and dialogue. Even if 

ÂÜ§ÂĐÂ§ą�Ó� ïÓ�ÜÜ®ó÷� ïä÷÷®÷÷� ÷ąģ¡Â®Üÿ� ÂÜÿ®ó¡ąÓÿąó�Ó� ¡äÚï®ÿ®Ü¡®�
and critical thinking skills, commanders and lead planners must 

÷ÿÂÓÓ� ®Ü÷ąó®� ÿ¿�ÿ� ÿ®�Ú÷�§äÜɚÿ� ®Üº�º®� ÂÜ� �Üė� ¡ąÓÿąó�ÓÓė� ÂÜĦą®Ü¡®§�
dysfunctional thinking or decision making. 

• A common trap to avoid is groupthink, which occurs when a desire 

ÿä��ĐäÂ§�¡äÜĦÂ¡ÿ��Ü§Ƀäó���§®÷Âó®�¸äó�¡äÜ¸äóÚÂÿė�Ó®�§÷�Ú®Ú�®ó÷�ä¸���
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ºóäąï�ÿä�ó®�¡¿�¡äÜ¡Óą÷ÂäÜ÷�đÂÿ¿äąÿ�÷ąģ¡Â®Üÿ�¡äÜ÷Â§®ó�ÿÂäÜ�ä¸��Óÿ®ó-
native viewpoints. This could result from the suppression of minority 

ĐÂ®đïäÂÜÿ÷�äó�Â÷äÓ�ÿÂäÜ�¸óäÚ�äąÿ÷Â§®�ÂÜĦą®Ü¡®÷Ƚ�
• Another trap to avoid is the adoption of collective cultural contempt. 

q¿Â÷� ä¡¡ąó÷� đ¿®Ü� ¡äÚÚ�Ü§®ó÷� �Ü§� ÷ÿ�Ģ÷� �ó®� �đ�ó®� ä¸� ¡ąÓÿąó�Ó�
§ÂĢ®ó®Ü¡®÷� �ąÿ� §Â÷¡äąÜÿ� äó� ¿äÓ§� ÿ¿®Ú� ÂÜ� ¡äÜÿ®ÚïÿȽ� q¿Â÷� ÿėïÂ¡�ÓÓė�
manifests as collective arrogance, or even bigotry, and leads to 

the underestimation of the capabilities and motivations of others, 

whether it is enemy or partner populations. 

• Lead planners should encourage continuous dialogue and group 

learning that elevates cultural knowledge and skills to an organi-

zational level and establishes a common language that facilitates 

the integration of socio-cultural concepts and considerations in all 

÷ÿ®ï÷�ä¸�ïÓ�ÜÜÂÜºȽ�q¿®�÷ÿ�Ģȷ�đäóÐÂÜº�¸óäÚ�ÐÜäđÜ�ɖ�Ü¡¿äó�§®ĥÜÂ-
tions”, should debate the operational application of Culture General 

Concepts essential to the problem set. The Team Lead should then 

đäóÐ� ÿä� ó®ÂÜ¸äó¡®� äï®ó�ÿÂäÜ�ÓÂĜ®§� §®ĥÜÂÿÂäÜ÷� ä¸� ÿ¿®÷®� ¡äÜ¡®ïÿ÷Ƚ�
q¿Â÷�ɖ¡äÚÚäÜ� Ó�Üºą�º®ɗ��Ó÷ä� ¸�¡ÂÓÂÿ�ÿ®÷��V���®Đ®ÓäïÚ®Üÿȷ���ó�
Gaming, and Comparison as well as the establishment of sound 

òą�ÓÂÿ�ÿÂĐ®�L®�÷ąó®÷�ä¸�!Ģ®¡ÿÂĐ®Ü®÷÷Ƚ�
• �¿ÂÓ®�÷ï®¡Âĥ¡�÷ÿ�Ģ�÷®¡ÿÂäÜ÷�÷ą¡¿��÷�-ó®®Ü�äó�e®§��®ÓÓ�Ú�ė�¸ä¡ą÷�äÜ�

culture or certain populations, consideration of culture shouldn’t 

be compartmentalized. 

• �ąÓÿąó�Ó� ÐÜäđÓ®§º®� Â÷� ó®Ó®Đ�Üÿ� ÿä� �ÓÓ� ïäïąÓ�ÿÂäÜ÷� ÂÜ� ÿ¿®� Vï®ó�ÿÂÜº�
Environment, including partners, the population, and the enemy.  

• Planning tools and products ultimately need planners to possess 

÷äÚ®�÷äóÿ�ä¸��¡ÿÂäÜ��Ó®�¡ąÓÿąó®��Ü§�ó®ºÂäÜ�÷ï®¡Âĥ¡�ÐÜäđÓ®§º®Ƚ�aÓ�Ü�
for continuous development of socio-cultural knowledge, through 

both open and closed sources as well as accessible SMEs. Have a 

plan to collect and evaluate social science data. 

• iÿ�Ģ÷�÷¿äąÓ§�¡äÜ÷¡Âäą÷Óė�¡¿ää÷®�ÚÂ÷÷ÂäÜɏ�ïïóäïóÂ�ÿ®�¸ó�Ú®đäóÐ÷�
ÿä� º®Ü®ó�ÿ®� �ąÓÿąó®� �Ü§� ó®ºÂäÜ� ÷ï®¡Âĥ¡� ÂÜ¸äóÚ�ÿÂäÜ� ÿä� ¸®®§� ÂÜÿä�
ïÓ�ÜÜÂÜº�ÿääÓ÷�÷ą¡¿��÷��i�Va!ɏaL!i55ȽȜț 

Ȝț� Näÿ®ȶ�÷®®��¿�ïÿ®ó�Ȗ�ä¸�ÿ¿®�-ąÂ§®�ääÐ�¸äó���§Â÷¡ą÷÷ÂäÜ�ä¸�¿äđ�§ÂĢ®ó®Üÿ�¸ó�Ú®đäóÐ÷�Ú�ė�
�®��ïïóäïóÂ�ÿ®�¸äó�§ÂĢ®ó®Üÿ�ÿėï®÷�ä¸�ÚÂ÷÷ÂäÜ÷Ƚ

�ĒÝČĒÿ�Ý���û�¨ÌÝÌČĥ�9°·æČÌĴª�ČÌïæɆ�gÝ�ææÌæÃɆ��æ°�oïĒÿªÌæÃ
• Planners must get comfortable with the inherent limitations of 

¡ąÓÿąó�Ó�¡�ï��ÂÓÂÿėȽ�q¿®�Ü®�ó�ÂÜĥÜÂÿ®�§ÂĐ®ó÷Âÿė��Ü§��Ú�ÂºąÂÿė�ä¸�
“cultures” is exacerbated by the uncertainty of future opera-

ÿÂäÜ�Ó�ó®òąÂó®Ú®Üÿ÷�÷ą¡¿�ÿ¿�ÿ�ÿ¿®�äÜÓė�¡äÜ÷ÿ�Üÿ�Â÷�ÿ¿�ÿ��Üė�ąÜÂÿ�
äó�äóº�ÜÂĜ�ÿÂäÜ�Â÷�ąÜÓÂÐ®Óė�ÿä�¿�Đ®�÷ąģ¡Â®Üÿ�¡ąÓÿąó�Ó�¡�ï��ÂÓÂÿė�
available. Deliberately accept and mitigate this challenge.  

• Planning for intangible capabilities is inherently challenging, 

÷ÿ�Ģ÷�Úą÷ÿ�º®ÿ�¡äÚ¸äóÿ��Ó®�đÂÿ¿�ÿ¿®�ÂÜ��ÂÓÂÿė�ÿä�òą�ÜÿÂ¸ė�¡ąÓ-
tural capability and accept that it is necessary to catalog and 

utilize organic capability across an organization. For example, 

a Supply Clerk who is a heritage Amharic speaker may be the 

most valuable cultural asset immediately available in a Crisis 

Response.

• q¿®��®ï�óÿÚ®Üÿ�ä¸��®¸®Ü÷®ɚ÷�¡ąóó®Üÿ�®Ģäóÿ�ÿä�÷äÓĐ®�ÿ¿®�ïó®-
ceding problem for Joint Planning is detailed in Chairman of 

ÿ¿®�@äÂÜÿ��¿Â®¸÷�ä¸�iÿ�Ģ�5Ü÷ÿóą¡ÿÂäÜ�ȘȖȗțȽȕȖ��Language, Regional 
!ĠøµüĉÉĀµȻ� �ã®� �ďÚĉďüµ� ��ø�¦ÉÚÉĉġ� 8®µãĉÉĲ¨�ĉÉìãȻ� fÚ�ããÉãÁȻ� �ã®�
Sourcing. 
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g·ÿăû·ªČÌĞ·ɞČ�ÚÌæÃ�

a®ó÷ï®¡ÿÂĐ®ɏÿ�ÐÂÜº� Â÷ȷ� òąÂÿ®� ÷ÂÚïÓėȷ� ÿ¿®� ��ÂÓÂÿė� ÿä� ÷®®� ÿ¿ÂÜº÷� ¸óäÚ�
another point of view. It is often referred to as a foundational cultural 

skill simply because it begins the process of recognizing and articulat-

ing how a situation could appear from someone else’s standpoint. This 

recognition, in turn, sets the stage for a conversation that is open to 

�Óÿ®óÜ�ÿÂĐ®�ï®ó÷ï®¡ÿÂĐ®÷��Ü§�ĥÜ§ÂÜº�¡äÚÚäÜ�ºóäąÜ§�đ¿®ó®�Âÿ�Ú�ė�Üäÿ�
have been immediately obvious. 

Perspective-taking is viewed in contrast to ethnocentrism, in which a 

person is often locked into a single viewpoint and is unaware of associ-

ated limitations or that other viable views may exist.

The following example from a deployed Marine explains why:

Too Much Training77

�Ìºê�Ïđ�óèºĈ�đó�Ģ�áėºĈ�áÏÞº�ÌóêºĈđĩɊ�Ïđ�ÏĈ�³ÏĶėáđ�đó�ĈėĈĀºê³�Ûė³Æèºêđɐ�
But if you feel someone is being dishonest, that is an ideal time to step 
«�Þ��ê³��ĈĈºĈĈ�đÌº�ĈÏđė�đÏóêɐ�\êº�Q�ĄÏêº�Äóėê³�óėđ�Ìóģ�«ºêºĸÏ�á�đÌÏĈ�
was when he conducted a security forces training mission in a Middle 
Eastern country. He was eager to help them learn land navigation and 
set up the practical application to test their knowledge. He soon realized 
some of the partner nation soldiers were copying other people’s answers. 
He was frustrated and was tempted to think these soldiers were both lazy 
and dishonest. When he talked to his interpreter about it, he realized that 
they had been doing the same things for 18 months. His team was just 
óêº�óÄ�è�êĩ�đÌ�đ�ÛėèĀº³�Ïêđó�đÌº�èÏĈĈÏóê�ģÏđÌóėđ�ĸĄĈđ�³ÏĈóĢºĄÏêÆ�ģÌ�đ�
the partner nation forces knew or what they wanted to learn. When he 
thought about this from their perspective, he knew he would be bored too, 
if he had been in School of Infantry for one and a half years. He reported 
the incorrect answers and possibility of cheating to the partner nation 
platoon commander, but because he understood their actions in context, 
he was no longer frustrated.

77� ��÷®§�ąïäÜ�ÂÜÿ®óĐÂ®đ�Üäÿ®÷�đÂÿ¿���÷®óº®�Üÿ�ÿ�Ð®Ü�äÜ�ȕȖ�V¡ÿä�®ó�ȗȕȖțȽ�5Üÿ®óĐÂ®đ�¡äÜ-
§ą¡ÿ®§� �÷� ï�óÿ� ä¸� ÿ¿®� �®Üÿ®ó� ¸äó� �§Đ�Ü¡®§� Vï®ó�ÿÂäÜ�Ó� �ąÓÿąó®� D®�óÜÂÜºɚ÷� DäÜºÂÿą§ÂÜ�Ó�
�÷÷®÷÷Ú®Üÿ�aóäÍ®¡ÿ�ąÜ§®ó�wiL��5e��aóäÿä¡äÓ�wiL�ȽȗȕȖțȽȕȕȕȚ�

Decades of research in the social sciences have supported the claim that 

perspective-taking is a key enabler for building relationships across 

cultures, as it leads to increased knowledge and reduced prejudiced 

about other groups.

a®ó÷ï®¡ÿÂĐ®ɏÿ�ÐÂÜº�ó®òąÂó®÷��Ü��ïïó®¡Â�ÿÂäÜ�ä¸�ÿ¿®�¸�¡ÿ�ÿ¿�ÿ�you might 
not have all the information you need to accurately assess a situation. 

Researchers recommend a three-step process for practicing 

perspective-taking:

� ȖȽ�B®®ï�ÂÜ�ÚÂÜ§�ÿ¿�ÿ�ėäą�§ä�Üäÿ�ÐÜäđ�đ¿�ÿ�ėäą�§ä�Üäÿ�ÐÜäđ
� ȗȽ� �äÚ®�ąï�đÂÿ¿� ÿđä�äó� ÿ¿ó®®�¿ėïäÿ¿®÷®÷� ¸äó� ÿ¿®� äÿ¿®ó� ï®ó÷äÜɚ÷� 
 behavior

� ȘȽ��¿®¡Ð�ÿä�÷®®�Â¸�ėäąó�ï®ó¡®ïÿÂäÜ�Â÷��¡¡ąó�ÿ®

�¿®Ü�ėäą��®ºÂÜ�ÿä�ÿ¿ÂÜÐ��®ėäÜ§�ėäąó�ĥó÷ÿ�ÂÚïó®÷÷ÂäÜ÷��Ü§�ÿóė�ÿä�÷®®�
things through the eyes of the local population or your military partner, 

you are engaging in perspective-taking.  

The value of this practice is echoed by former U.S. Ambassador to Japan, 

!§đÂÜ�e®Â÷¡¿�ą®óȷ�đ¿ä�đ¿®Ü�ó®Ħ®¡ÿÂÜº���¡Ð�äÜ�¿Â÷�¡�ó®®óȷ�÷ÿ�ÿ®§ȶ�ɖ�®�
¿�§��¡òąÂó®§�ÿ¿®�¿��Âÿ�ä¸�ÓääÐÂÜº��ÿ�ÿ¿ÂÜº÷�ÿđä�§ÂĢ®ó®Üÿ�đ�ė÷�ɍ�¸óäÚ�
the Japanese angle of vision as well as from our own national viewpoint. 

This proved to be the key to my career and, extended worldwide, it is 

the only hope I can see for world peace and human survival.”Ȝȝ

Ȝȝ Janet M Bennett, “Cultivating Intercultural Competence: A Process Perspective,” in The 
Sage Handbook of Intercultural Competence,�®§Ƚ���óÓ��B��®�ó§äóĢ�ɋq¿äą÷�Ü§�V�Ð÷ȷ���ȶ�i�º®ȷ�
ȗȕȕȞɌȷ�ȖȘȚȽ
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�Ý�ăăÿïïä��ªČÌĞÌČĥ

xÉ·�oÌÃÉČă��æ°�oïĒæ°ă�ïÁ�k�ûûïÿČɞ�ĒÌÝ°ÌæÃ��ªÿïăă��ĒÝČĒÿ·ăɅ�
Intercultural Interaction Analysis in The Last King of Scotland

Q�ÞºêįÏºɊ�Iɐ�ɞȪȨȩȯɟɐ�9ê�qºÏđºĄɊ�EɐɊ�iººĀáºĈɊ�EɐɊ�ʩ�q�ê³ºĄĈɊ�Qɐ�ɞ"³Ĉɐɟ�Great 
Ideas for Teaching Students (G.I.F.T.S.) in Communication. Boston, MA: 
Bedford/St. Martin’s.79

History: This activity was presented at the annual meeting of the East-

®óÜ��äÚÚąÜÂ¡�ÿÂäÜ��÷÷ä¡Â�ÿÂäÜȷ��ïóÂÓ�ȗȕȖșȷ�aóäĐÂ§®Ü¡®ȷ�e5Ƚ

gÿÌä�ÿĥ�ªïĒÿă·ă�Ìæ�ğÉÌªÉ�ČÉÌă��ªČÌĞÌČĥ�äÌÃÉČ�¨·�Ēă·ÁĒÝɅ Intercultural 

Communication, Interpersonal Communication, Introduction to Com-

munication, Nonverbal Communication

Concepts illustrated: Rapport, Intercultural Communication Compe-

tence, Paralanguage, Nonverbal Communication Categories

Purpose

The value of intercultural competence for college students cannot be 

overstated. Preparing students for the culturally complex interactions 

they will face throughout their college years and beyond entails the 

introduction of key intercultural communication concepts and skills. 

This purpose of this activity is to take the educational process one step 

further and provide students with an opportunity to observe and discuss 

�Ü�ÂÜÿ®ó¡ąÓÿąó�Ó�ÂÜÿ®ó�¡ÿÂäÜ�ÂÜ�¡äÜÿ®ĖÿȽ�q¿®��¡ÿÂĐÂÿė�đ�÷�ĥó÷ÿ�ÂÜÿóä§ą¡®§�
�ÿ�L�Ėđ®ÓÓ��Âó�+äó¡®���÷®�ÂÜ�LäÜÿºäÚ®óėȷ��Ó���Ú��ÂÜ�ȗȕȖȘ�ÂÜ��Ü�®Ģäóÿ�
to connect culture, communication and rapport-building for military 

students with varied educational backgrounds. 

VÜ®�ä¸�ÿ¿®�ºä�Ó÷�ä¸�ÂÜÿ®ó¡ąÓÿąó�Ó�¡äÚï®ÿ®Ü¡®�Â÷�ÿ¿®���ÂÓÂÿė�ÿä��ąÂÓ§�ó®Ó�-
tionships across cultures, and rapport is fundamental to this process. 

�®ĥÜ®§� º®Ü®ó�ÓÓė� �÷� ÿ¿®� ó®Ó�ÿÂĐ®� ¿�óÚäÜė� �Ü§� ÷Úääÿ¿Ü®÷÷� ä¸� ó®Ó�-
tions between people, rapport includes the following components: 

79 Reproduced with permission of copyright holder, Lauren Mackenzie. 

¡ääó§ÂÜ�ÿÂäÜȷ�Úąÿą�Ó�ïä÷ÂÿÂĐÂÿėȷ��Ü§�Úąÿą�Ó��ÿÿ®ÜÿÂäÜ�ɋqÂ¡ÐÓ®ɏ�®ºÜ�Ü�
ʖ�eä÷®Üÿ¿�Óȷ�ȖȞȞȕɌȽ�q¿Â÷��¡ÿÂĐÂÿė�Â÷�§®÷ÂºÜ®§�ÿä�ÂÜÿóä§ą¡®���ąÜÂòą®�đ�ė�
in which communication skills and concepts can be applied in the class-

room to better understand how rapport is developed in intercultural 

interactions. Students are asked to examine several communication 

concepts and skills: paralinguistic use and perception, the decoding of 

nonverbal cues, as well as the ways in which prominent symbols are 

used to develop rapport.  As a result of participation in this activity, 

÷ÿą§®Üÿ÷��ó®��Ģäó§®§�ÿ¿®�äïïäóÿąÜÂÿė�ÿä�ïó�¡ÿÂ¡®��Ü§�ºÂĐ®�®�¡¿�äÿ¿®ó�
feedback on a variety of communication skills in a low-threat, low-

stakes environment.

q¿®�ɖiÂº¿ÿ÷�ʖ�iäąÜ§÷ɗ��¡ÿÂĐÂÿė�¿�÷��®®Ü�ïó®÷®Üÿ®§�ÿä�äĐ®ó�Ȗȷȕȕȕ�ÚÂÓ-
itary students at U.S. Air Force and Marine Corps Bases and enables 

students to:

• Bring together the communication components associated 

with rapport-building.

• �ïïÓė� ÿ¿®Âó� ÐÜäđÓ®§º®� ä¸� ÿ¿®÷®� ¡äÚïäÜ®Üÿ÷� ÿä� �� ĥÓÚɏ��÷®§�
intercultural scenario.

• V�÷®óĐ®ȷ�ÓÂ÷ÿ®Ü�ÿä��Ü§�§Â÷¡ą÷÷�ÿ¿®�¡äÚïÓ®Ė�đ�ė÷�ÂÜ�đ¿Â¡¿�ó�ï-
port is built and respect is communicated across cultures.

"ĤûÝ�æ�ČÌïæ�ïÁ�ČÉ·��ªČÌĞÌČĥ

q¿Â÷��¡ÿÂĐÂÿė�¡äÜ÷Â÷ÿ÷�ä¸�ĥĐ®�÷ÿ®ï÷��Ü§�Â÷�§®÷ÂºÜ®§�¸äó���äÜ®ɏ¿äąó�¡Ó�÷÷Ƚ�
The instructor begins with a review of several communication cate-

ºäóÂ®÷� ÿ¿�ÿ� ÂÚï�¡ÿ� ÿ¿®� ïóä¡®÷÷� äĢ� ó�ïïäóÿɏ�ąÂÓ§ÂÜº� �¡óä÷÷� ¡ąÓÿąó®÷ȶ�
ï�ó�ÓÂÜºąÂ÷ÿÂ¡�ą÷®��Ü§�ï®ó¡®ïÿÂäÜ�ɋÂȽ®Ƚȷ�ÂÜÿäÜ�ÿÂäÜȷ�đäó§�®Úï¿�÷Â÷ȷ�ĐäÓ-
ąÚ®Ɍȷ�§®¡ä§ÂÜº�ä¸�ÜäÜĐ®ó��Ó�¡ą®÷�ɋÂȽ®Ƚȷ�ïóäĖ®ÚÂ¡÷ȷ�¿�ïÿÂ¡÷��Ü§�ÐÂÜ®÷Â¡÷Ɍȷ�
�Ü§�ÿ¿®�§ÂĢ®ó®Üÿ�đ�ė÷�ÂÜ�đ¿Â¡¿�÷ėÚ�äÓ÷�¡�Ü��®�ÂÜÿ®óïó®ÿ®§��¡óä÷÷�¡ąÓ-
ÿąó®÷�ɋÂȽ®Ƚȷ�¡äÓäó÷��ïïóäïóÂ�ÿ®�ÿä�đ®�ó��ÿ�đ®§§ÂÜº÷��Ü§�¸ąÜ®ó�Ó÷ȷ�ąÜÓą¡Ðė�
ÜąÚ�®ó÷ȷ�¸ää§�ÿ¿�ÿ�Â÷�ºää§�Óą¡Ð�Đ÷Ƚ�ÿ��ää�ÿä�®�ÿȷ�®ÿ¡ȽɌȽ

The instructor then introduces the intercultural communication 

®Ė¡¿�Üº®��®ÿđ®®Ü�wº�Ü§�Ü�-®Ü®ó�Ó��Ü§�i¡äÿÿÂ÷¿��ä¡ÿäó�¸óäÚ�ÿ¿®�ĥÓÚȷ�
The Last King of Scotland�ɋL�¡�äÜ�Ó§ȷ�ȗȕȕȜɌȽ�q¿®�¡ÓÂï�ɋÍą÷ÿ�ąÜ§®ó�Ș�ÚÂÜ-
ąÿ®÷Ɍ�¡�Ü��®��¡¡®÷÷®§�äÜ�ɖ�äąqą�®ɗ�ą÷ÂÜº�ÿ¿®�÷®�ó¡¿�ÿ®óÚ÷�ɖD�÷ÿ�BÂÜº�
of Scotland Nicholas shoots a cow.” In order to provide some context 
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for the scenario, the instructor might state: “The scenario you will see 

occurs as a Scottish doctor working in Uganda is called to assist General 

Amin - whose arm was hurt when his vehicle struck a large animal. This 

Â÷�ÿ¿®�ĥó÷ÿ�Ú®®ÿÂÜº��®ÿđ®®Ü�ÿ¿®÷®�ÿđä�Ú®ÜȽɗ

�¸ÿ®ó�ÿ¿®�ĥó÷ÿ�ĐÂ®đÂÜº�ä¸�ÿ¿®�¡ÓÂïȷ�§ÂĐÂ§®�÷ÿą§®Üÿ÷�ÂÜÿä�ºóäąï÷�ä¸�¸äąóȽ�
�Â÷ÿóÂ�ąÿ®��÷÷ÂºÜ®§�òą®÷ÿÂäÜ÷�ɋ÷®®��ïï®Ü§ÂĖɌ�¸äó�÷ÿą§®Üÿ÷�ÿä�§Â÷¡ą÷÷��÷�
a group, and ask each group to designate one speaker who will pres-

®Üÿ� ÿ¿®�ºóäąïɚ÷�ó®÷ïäÜ÷®÷�ÿä� ÿ¿®�¡Ó�÷÷Ƚ� �i¿äđ�ÿ¿®�ĥÓÚ�¡ÓÂï��º�ÂÜ��Ü§�
�÷Ð� ®�¡¿� ºóäąï� ÿä�đ�ÿ¡¿� Âÿ� ÿ¿óäąº¿� ÿ¿®� Ó®Ü÷� ä¸� ÿ¿®Âó� �÷÷ÂºÜ®§� òą®÷-
tions. Conclude the activity by connecting each group’s responses to 

the nonverbal components of rapport, with an emphasis on coordina-

tion, positivity and mutual attention. Common themes found in student 

responses will be discussed in the section to follow.

�·¨ÿÌ·Á

!�¡¿�ºóäąï�ïó®÷®Üÿ÷�Âÿ÷�ó®÷ïäÜ÷®÷���÷®§�äÜ�ÿ¿®�÷ï®¡Âĥ¡�òą®÷ÿÂäÜ÷�ÿ¿®ė�
were assigned. Discussion often leads to students’ personal experiences 

with rapport-building and the power that nonverbal communication 

¿�÷�ÿä�ÂÚïóäĐ®�äó�§®ºó�§®�ÿ¿®�òą�ÓÂÿė�ä¸���¡äÜĐ®ó÷�ÿÂäÜȽ�!Ė�ÚïÓ®÷�ä¸�
ÿėïÂ¡�Ó�÷ÿą§®Üÿ�ó®÷ïäÜ÷®÷�ÿä�ÿ¿®�òą®÷ÿÂäÜ÷�ɋi®®��ïï®Ü§ÂĖɌ�ÂÓÓą÷ÿó�ÿ®�ÿ¿Â÷�
point and tend to revolve around three themes.  First, students react 

to the paralanguage used by the General to convey rapport in the way 

¿®�÷�ė÷�ɖi¡äÿÿÂ÷¿ȹɗ�q¿Â÷�ä¸ÿ®Ü�Ó®�§÷�ÿä�ó®÷ïäÜ÷®÷�ÿ¿�ÿ�®Úï¿�÷ÂĜ®�ÿ¿�ÿ�
how something is said can often be more important than what is said. 

Students in the past have pointed to the way a supervisor or professor 

�÷Ð÷�òą®÷ÿÂäÜ÷��÷��Ü�ÂÜ§Â¡�ÿÂäÜ�ä¸�ó®÷ï®¡ÿ�äó�§Â÷ó®÷ï®¡ÿȽ��Â÷¡ą÷÷ÂäÜ�ÿėï-
Â¡�ÓÓė� Ó®�§÷� ÿä�¿äđ�ÿ¿®�ĐäÂ¡®� Â÷�ą÷®§� ÿä�÷äąÜ§� ÂÜòąÂ÷ÂÿÂĐ®� ɋ÷äÚ®ÿÂÚ®÷�
óÂ÷ÂÜº�ÂÜÿäÜ�ÿÂäÜɌ�äó�¡äÜ§®÷¡®Ü§ÂÜº�ɋä¸ÿ®Ü�¸�ÓÓÂÜº�ÂÜÿäÜ�ÿÂäÜɌ��Ü§�ÿ¿®�
cultural variation that surrounds our expectations.  A second in stu-

dent responses pertains to history and the “why” behind the General’s 

reaction to learning the Doctor is Scottish. This can be an opportunity 

to practice the intercultural competence skill of “perception checking” 

and ask students to think about why a Ugandan might relate better to a 

Scott than a Brit. The third common theme in the responses is focused 

äÜ��ÿÿóÂ�ąÿÂäÜȽ�q¿�ÿ�Â÷ȷ�ÿ¿®�Ú®�ÜÂÜº�ä¸���÷ąĢ®óÂÜº�¡äđ�ÿä���¸�óÚ®ó�đ¿ä�
Ú�ė�ó®òąÂó®�Âÿ�¸äó�¿Â÷Ƀ¿®ó�ÓÂĐ®ÓÂ¿ää§�Đ÷Ƚ�ÿ¿®�Ú®�ÜÂÜº�ä¸�ÿ¿®�÷ąĢ®óÂÜº�ÿä�

��ï¿ė÷Â¡Â�Ü�đ¿ä�Ú�ė�¿�Đ®�ÿ�Ð®Ü��Ü�ä�ÿ¿�ÿä��ÓÓ®ĐÂ�ÿ®�÷ąĢ®óÂÜº�đ¿®Ü®Đ®ó�
ïä÷÷Â�Ó®Ƚ��º�ÂÜȷ�ÿ¿®�òą®÷ÿÂäÜ�ä¸�ɖï®ó÷ï®¡ÿÂĐ®�ÿ�ÐÂÜºɗ�Ú�ė��óÂ÷®��÷���÷ÐÂÓÓ�
that could have helped the doctor anticipate the second and third-order 

®Ģ®¡ÿ÷�ä¸�¿Â÷�§®¡Â÷ÂäÜ�ÿä�÷¿ääÿ�ÿ¿®�¡äđȽ

The instructor can then connect the communication skills or con-

¡®ïÿ÷�Ú®ÜÿÂäÜ®§�ɋ÷ą¡¿��÷ȶ�Ú�Ü�ºÂÜº�ï�ó�ÓÂÜºąÂ÷ÿÂ¡�ą÷®��Ü§�ï®ó¡®ïÿÂäÜȷ�
§®¡ä§ÂÜº� ÜäÜĐ®ó��Ó� ¡ą®÷ȷ� ®ÿ¡ȽɌ� ÿä� ÿ¿®� ó�ïïäóÿɏ�ąÂÓ§ÂÜº� ¡�ÿ®ºäóÂ®÷� ä¸�
coordination� ɋÚÂÚÂ¡Ð®§� ®Ėïó®÷÷ÂäÜ÷ȷ� ÷Úääÿ¿� ó®÷ïäÜ÷ÂĐ®Ü®÷÷� �®ÿđ®®Ü�
¡äÜĐ®ó÷�ÿÂäÜ�Ó�ï�óÿÜ®ó÷Ɍȷ�positivity ɋ÷ÚÂÓÂÜºȷ� ÿäą¡¿Ɍ��Ü§�mutual atten-
tion�ɋ§Âó®¡ÿ��ä§ė�äóÂ®Üÿ�ÿÂäÜȷ�Úąÿą�Ó�º�Ĝ®Ɍȷ�ÿä�ąÜ§®ó÷¡äó®�ÿ¿®�ɖ÷Âº¿ÿ÷�
and sounds” of rapport in an intercultural context. If time allows, a 

ĥÜ�Ó�òą®÷ÿÂäÜ� ¸äó�§Â÷¡ą÷÷ÂäÜ�¡äąÓ§��®�ïä÷®§ȶ� 5Üÿ®ó¡ąÓÿąó�Ó�¡äÚÚąÜÂ-
¡�ÿÂäÜ�¡äÚï®ÿ®Ü¡®�Â÷�§®ĥÜ®§��÷�ÿ¿®�ɖÐÜäđÓ®§º®ȷ�ÚäÿÂĐ�ÿÂäÜ��Ü§�÷ÐÂÓÓ÷�
ÿä�ÂÜÿ®ó�¡ÿ�®Ģ®¡ÿÂĐ®Óė��Ü§��ïïóäïóÂ�ÿ®Óė�đÂÿ¿�Ú®Ú�®ó÷�ä¸�§ÂĢ®ó®Üÿ�¡ąÓ-
ÿąó®÷ɗ�ɋ�Â÷®Ú�Üȷ�ȗȕȕȘɌȶ���÷�Âÿ��¡¿Â®Đ®§�ÂÜ�ÿ¿Â÷�ÂÜÿ®ó�¡ÿÂäÜȾ�e®÷ïäÜ÷®÷�
ÿ®Ü§�ÿä�§ÂĢ®ó�đÂ§®Óė��ąÿ�ïóäĐÂ§®�ÿ¿®�ÂÜ÷ÿóą¡ÿäó�đÂÿ¿��Ü�äïïäóÿąÜÂÿė�ÿä�
ó®ÚÂÜ§�÷ÿą§®Üÿ÷� ÿ¿�ÿ� ÿ¿®�¡äÜ¡®ïÿ÷�ɖ®Ģ®¡ÿÂĐ®ɗ��Ü§�ɖ�ïïóäïóÂ�ÿ®ɗ��ó®�
largely dependent on the context of the interaction and the relationship 

between those within it. 

iÂÜ¡®�ÿ¿®�®Ė®ó¡Â÷®�đ�÷�ïÂÓäÿ®§�ÂÜ�ȗȕȖȘȷ�÷ÿą§®Üÿ÷�¿�Đ®�ó®÷ïäÜ§®§�®Üÿ¿ą-
siastically. Not only is it a memorable case study to which students can 

apply the communication skills and concepts they’ve read about and 

heard about in class, but it opens the door for fascinating discussions 

about students’ own intercultural experiences.  The key take-away for 

most students is that rapport, like respect, is often communicated not 

just by what is said but by how it is said. They walk away from the activ-

ity with a new appreciation for the role of nonverbal communication in 

the rapport-building process.
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k·Á·ÿ·æª·ă

L�¡§äÜ�Ó§ȷ�BȽ� ɋ�Âó®¡ÿäóɌȽ� ɋȗȕȕȜɌȽ�The Last King of Scotland� ɉ+ÂÓÚɊȽ�Dä÷�
Angeles, CA: Fox Searchlight Pictures. 

qÂ¡ÐÓ®ɏ�®ºÜ®Üȷ�DȽ�ʖ�eä÷®Üÿ¿�Óȷ�eȽ�ɋȖȞȞȕɌȽ�q¿®�Ü�ÿąó®�ä¸�ó�ïïäóÿ��Ü§�Âÿ÷�
nonverbal correlates. Psychological Inquiryȷ�Ȗ�ɋșɌȷ�ȗȝȚɏȗȞȘȽ

�Â÷®Ú�Üȷ�eȽ�DȽ�ɋȗȕȕȘɌȽ�5Üÿ®ó¡ąÓÿąó�Ó�¡äÚÚąÜÂ¡�ÿÂäÜ�¡äÚï®ÿ®Ü¡®Ƚ�5Ü��Ƚ�
-ą§ėÐąÜ÷ÿ�ɋ!§ȽɌ�Cross-cultural and intercultural communication ɋïïȽ�
ȖȞȖɏȗȕȝɌȽ�q¿äą÷�Ü§�V�Ð÷ȷ���ȶ�i�º®Ƚ

Appendix 

�Ɍ� �®ó��Ó� �äÚÚąÜÂ¡�ÿÂäÜȶ� �ó®� ÿ¿®ó®� �Üė� đäó§÷� ÷ÿ�ÿ®§� §ąóÂÜº� ÿ¿®�
ÂÜÿ®ó�¡ÿÂäÜ�ÿ¿�ÿ�¡äÚÚąÜÂ¡�ÿ®§�ó®÷ï®¡ÿɃ§Â÷ó®÷ï®¡ÿȾ��¿Â¡¿�÷ï®¡Âĥ¡�
đäó§÷�¡¿�Üº®�ÿ¿®�¡äąó÷®�ä¸�ÿ¿®� ÂÜÿ®ó�¡ÿÂäÜ� ÂÜ�ÿ¿Â÷�÷¡®Ü�óÂäȾ�ɋÂȽ®Ƚɂ�
ɖi¡äÿÿÂ÷¿ɌȽ

�Ɍ� a�ó�Ó�Üºą�º®ȶ�a�ė�¡Óä÷®��ÿÿ®ÜÿÂäÜ�ÿä�ÿ¿®�ï�ó�Ó�Üºą�º®�ä¸�ÿ¿®�§ä¡-
tor and the general during the initial interaction and note how it 

¡¿�Üº®÷��÷�ÿÂÚ®�ºä®÷�äÜȽ��¿�ÿ�§ÂĢ®ó®Ü¡®÷�§ä�ėäą�ÜäÿÂ¡®� ÂÜ�ÿ¿®Âó�
volume, intonation, word emphasis as the interaction progresses? 

¡Ɍ� NäÜĐ®ó��Ó��äÚÚąÜÂ¡�ÿÂäÜ���ÿ®ºäóÂ®÷ȶ�a�ė�¡Óä÷®��ÿÿ®ÜÿÂäÜ�ÿä�äÿ¿®ó�
types of nonverbal communication used by the doctor and the gen-

eral during the initial interaction and note how it changes as time 

ºä®÷�äÜȽ�+äó�®Ė�ÚïÓ®ȷ�đ¿�ÿ�§ÂĢ®ó®Ü¡®÷�§ä�ėäą�ÜäÿÂ¡®�ÂÜ�ÿ¿®Âó�ą÷®�ä¸�
÷ï�¡®�ɋïóäĖ®ÚÂ¡÷Ɍȷ�ÿäą¡¿�ɋ¿�ïÿÂ¡÷Ɍȷ��Ü§�¸�¡Â�Ó�®Ėïó®÷÷ÂäÜ�ɋÐÂÜ®÷Â¡÷Ɍ�
as the interaction progresses?

§Ɍ� iėÚ�äÓ÷ȶ��¿�ÿ��ó®�ÿ¿®�Ú®�ÜÂÜº÷�ä¸�ÿ¿®�¡äđȷ�ÿ¿®�®Ė¡¿�Üº®§�÷¿Âóÿ÷ȷ�
and the pistol to the Africans in this scenario? What are the meanings 

of the cow, the exchanged shirts, and the pistol to the Westerners in 

this scenario? How might the symbols have been misinterpreted by 

ÿ¿®÷®�ÿđä�Ú®Ú�®ó÷�ä¸�Đ®óė�§ÂĢ®ó®Üÿ�¡ąÓÿąó®÷Ⱦ

~oQ���ïää�æ°��æ°�oČ�ı��ïÝÝ·Ã·��ïĒÿă·���ÿ°

Lesson Title: Introduction to Culture
~oQ���ïää�æ°�ʥ�oČ�ı��ïÝÝ·Ã·

Author: Dr. L. Mackenzie
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have to prepare themselves to adjust rapidly to whatever culture 
they’re going into. We are always operating in other people’s 
cultures. We’ve got to be able to adapt to those cultures and make 
certain that we do not create problems.

- General James Mattis

1.  Introduction

An understanding of the ways in which culture shapes our behavior 

and impacts our interpretations of others’ behavior is crucial for mis-

sion success, regardless of rank or context.  This lesson will illustrate 

ÿ¿®�đ�ė÷� ÂÜ�đ¿Â¡¿� ¡ąÓÿąó®� ÂÚï�¡ÿ÷� äï®ó�ÿÂäÜ�Ó� ®Ģ®¡ÿÂĐ®Ü®÷÷� �ė� ïóä-
viding a diverse set of cultural concepts and skills to help make sense 

of the complexity inherent to intercultural interaction. Academic study 

devoted to culture provides a relevant set of processes and alternative 

viewpoints for Marines’ toolkits, to include: innovative approaches to 

problem-solving, exploratory thinking, re-framing, and integration 

of alternative viewpoints into decision-making, among others.  These 

skills remain relevant for those leaders faced with the challenge of 

building relationships across cultures — whether geographic or orga-

nizational. Inherent to overcoming this challenge is recognizing that 

culture is a process and not a “thing” people live in. The anthropologist, 

Tim Ingold put it bluntly, stating that it is “more realistic to say that . . 

. people live culturally, rather than that they live in cultures.” The Marine 

�äóï÷� wÜÂĐ®ó÷Âÿė� �®Üÿ®ó� ¸äó� �§Đ�Ü¡®§� Vï®ó�ÿÂäÜ�Ó� �ąÓÿąó®� D®�óÜÂÜº�
ɋ��V�DɌ� §®ĥÜ®÷� ¡ąÓÿąó®� �÷� ɖ�� đ®�� ä¸� Ú®�ÜÂÜº÷� ÷¿�ó®§� äó� ï�óÿÂ�ÓÓė�
shared by members of a group.” To be successful, commanders and 

÷ÿ�Ģ�¡äÜ÷Â§®ó�ĥĐ®�¸ąÜ§�Ú®Üÿ�Ó��÷ï®¡ÿ÷�ä¸�¡ąÓÿąó®�đ¿®Ü�ïÓ�ÜÜÂÜº��Ü§�
®Ė®¡ąÿÂÜº�ÚÂÓÂÿ�óė�äï®ó�ÿÂäÜ÷ȶ�ɋȖɌ�a®äïÓ®�ą÷®�¡ąÓÿąó®�ÿä�ąÜ§®ó÷ÿ�Ü§�ÿ¿®�
đäóÓ§��Ü§�Ú�Ð®�§®¡Â÷ÂäÜ÷ɂ� ɋȗɌ��÷ï®¡ÿ÷�ä¸� ¡ąÓÿąó®��ó®� ÂÜÿ®ó¡äÜÜ®¡ÿ®§ȷ�
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÷äÚ®ÿÂÚ®÷�ÂÜ�ąÜ¸�ÚÂÓÂ�ó�đ�ė÷ɂ�ɋȘɌ��ąÓÿąó®�Â÷�Ó®�óÜ®§ɂ�ɋșɌ��ąÓÿąó®�Â÷�Üäÿ�
¿äÚäº®Üäą÷�ÂÜ���ºóäąïɏ�ÿ¿®ó®�đÂÓÓ��®�ÂÜÿ®óÜ�Ó�Đ�óÂ�ÿÂäÜɂ�ɋȚɌ��ąÓÿąó®�Â÷�
created by people and can and does change. 

Culture has been examined by various academic disciplines over the 

past century and its inclusion in the CSC curriculum heightens stu-

dents’ awareness of the multiple lenses through which culture can be 

studied, for example:

Cross-Cultural Psychology = individual level analysis of the per-

sonal characteristics that predict competence

Cultural Anthropology = group and individual level analysis 

focused on how people create and change patterns of behavior and 

meaning

Cultural Geography = analyzes the patterns and interactions of 

culture in relation to the natural environment and the human orga-

nization of space

Cultural History = examines the relationship between artifacts and 

the world they purport to represent

International Relations�ɷ� ÂÜ÷ÿÂÿąÿÂäÜ�Ó� Ó®Đ®Ó��Ü�Óė÷Â÷�ä¸�ïäÓÂÿÂ¡�ÓɃ
economic systems

Intercultural Communication = small group analysis of normative 

ÂÜÿ®ó�¡ÿÂäÜ�ÿä�Â§®ÜÿÂ¸ė�§ÂĢ®ó®Ü¡®��Ü§��ÜÿÂ¡Âï�ÿ®�ÚÂ÷ąÜ§®ó÷ÿ�Ü§ÂÜº

Since we don’t interact with cultures, we interact with people - com-

munication is a natural point of entry for understanding cultural 

§ÂĢ®ó®Ü¡®Ƚ��!Ėÿ®Ü÷ÂĐ®�ÂÜÿ®óĐÂ®đ÷�đÂÿ¿�̧ äąó�§äĜ®Ü�÷®ÜÂäó�ÚÂÓÂÿ�óė�äģ¡®ó÷�
ó�ÜºÂÜº�¸óäÚ�Vɏț�ÿä�ș�÷ÿ�ó�-®Ü®ó�Ó�Vģ¡®ó÷�§®Đäÿ®§�ÿä�ÿ¿®�¡¿�ó�¡ÿ®ó-
istics of strategic leadership found “the ability to communicate across 

cultural dividesȝȕ” to be critical for mission and career success. The 

ĥ®Ó§�ä¸�ÂÜÿ®ó¡ąÓÿąó�Ó�¡äÚÚąÜÂ¡�ÿÂäÜ�ïóäĐÂ§®÷�÷ÐÂÓÓ÷��Ü§�÷ÿó�ÿ®ºÂ®÷�¸äó�
�ÜÿÂ¡Âï�ÿÂÜº� ÚÂ÷ąÜ§®ó÷ÿ�Ü§ÂÜº� ɋÿ¿®ó®�ė� ó®§ą¡ÂÜº� ąÜ¡®óÿ�ÂÜÿėɌ� �Ü§�
providing multiple, creative explanations for confusing or ambiguous 

behavior. Enhanced interactions stem from better explanations — both 

of which contribute directly to the process of building partnerships 

ȝȕ� ��ó�Ð��Ƚ�i�ÓÚäÜÂ�®ÿ��ÓȽȷ�ɖ-óäđÂÜº�iÿó�ÿ®ºÂ¡�D®�§®ó÷� ¸äó�+ąÿąó®��äÜĦÂ¡ÿȷɗ�a�ó�Ú®ÿ®ó÷�
iïóÂÜº�ɋȗȕȖȕɌȷ�ȜșȽ

across cultural dividesȝȖ. Further, cultural sensemaking is the process and 

strategies we use to explain the behavior and intentions of those who 

�ó®�¡ąÓÿąó�ÓÓė�§ÂĢ®ó®ÜÿȽ�q¿®���ÂÓÂÿė�ÿä�Ó®�óÜ��Ü§�ó®�÷äÜ�ÿ¿óäąº¿��Ú�Âº-
ąäą÷�÷Âÿą�ÿÂäÜ÷�Â÷�äÜ®�đ�ė�ÂÜ�đ¿Â¡¿�¡ąÓÿąó�Ó�÷®Ü÷®Ú�ÐÂÜº�§ÂĢ®ó÷�¸óäÚ�
¡ąÓÿąó®ɏ÷ï®¡Âĥ¡�¡äÚï®ÿ®Ü¡®Ƚ���Đ�óÂ®ÿė�ä¸�÷ÿó�ÿ®ºÂ®÷�¸äó�¡ąÓÿąó�Ó�÷®Ü÷®-
making will be introduced in the lecture and readings that are designed 

ÿä��äÿ¿�ïóäÚäÿ®�÷ÿą§®Üÿ�ó®Ħ®¡ÿÂäÜ�äÜ�ï�÷ÿ�®Ėï®óÂ®Ü¡®÷��÷�đ®ÓÓ��÷�ïÓ�Ü�
for future intercultural interactions.

q¿®��÷÷ÂºÜ®§�ó®�§ÂÜº÷�đÂÓÓ�ÂÜÿóä§ą¡®�¡äÜ¡®ïÿ÷ȷ�÷ÐÂÓÓ÷ȷ��Ü§�ºąÂ§ÂÜº�òą®÷-
tions that will likely reappear over the course of the academic year and 

well beyond. The Strategies for Developing and Practicing Cross-Cultural 
Expertise in the Military article proposes seven mental habits organized 

around three metacognitive strategies, to include: adopting a cross-cul-

turalist stance, seeking and extending cultural understanding, and 

applying cultural understanding to guide action. Bennett’s “Cultivating 

Intercultural Competence” chapter frames a discussion of intercul-

tural competence in terms of “attitudes that motivate us”, “knowledge 

ÿ¿�ÿ�ÂÜ¸äóÚ÷�ą÷ɗȷ��Ü§�ɖ÷ÐÂÓÓ÷�ÿ¿�ÿ�®Ü��Ó®�ą÷�ÿä�ÂÜÿ®ó�¡ÿ�®Ģ®¡ÿÂĐ®Óė��Ü§�
appropriately.” Finally, Rubinstein’s Humanitarian-Military Collabora-
tion: Social and Cultural Aspects of Interoperability explores how cultural 

¸�¡ÿäó÷��Ģ®¡ÿ� ÿ¿®���ÂÓÂÿė�ä¸�ÚÂÓÂÿ�óė��Ü§�¿ąÚ�ÜÂÿ�óÂ�Ü��¡ÿäó÷� ÿä�đäóÐ�
ÿäº®ÿ¿®ó�ÿä��¡¿Â®Đ®�¡äÚÚäÜ�ºä�Ó÷ȷ��Ü§�¿äđ�¡ąÓÿąó�Ó�¸�¡ÿäó÷��Ģ®¡ÿ�đäóÐ�
with local populations.

An increased understanding of the challenges and opportunities 

�÷÷ä¡Â�ÿ®§�đÂÿ¿�¡ąÓÿąó�Ó�§ÂĢ®ó®Ü¡®�¡�Ü�ÂÚïóäĐ®�ÿ¿®�òą�ÓÂÿė�ä¸��äÿ¿�¡äÜ-
versations and relationships. This lesson seeks to have a “broadening 

®Ģ®¡ÿɗ�äÜ�÷ÿą§®Üÿ�Ó®�óÜÂÜº��ė�ÂÜÿóä§ą¡ÂÜº���đÂ§®�Đ�óÂ®ÿė�ä¸�÷ÿó�ÿ®ºÂ®÷�
for managing intercultural interactions and proposing that more pro-

ductive outcomes become possible as a result of such knowledge.

2.  Student Learning Outcomes

ȘȽȖ��®ĥÜ®�¡ąÓÿąó®ȷ�Âÿ÷�Ð®ė�¡äÚïäÜ®Üÿ÷ȷ��Ü§�Âÿ÷��ïïÓÂ¡��ÂÓÂÿė�ÿä�ÿ�¡-
tics, operations, and strategy. 

ȝȖ W.R Sieck, J.L. Smith, and L.J. Rasmussen, “Metacognitive strategies for making sense 

ä¸�¡óä÷÷ɏ¡ąÓÿąó�Ó�®Ü¡äąÜÿ®ó÷ȷɗ�@äąóÜ�Ó�ä¸��óä÷÷ɏ�ąÓÿąó�Ó�a÷ė¡¿äÓäºė�șș�ɋȗȕȖȘɌȷ�ȖȕȕȜɏȖȕȗȘȽ
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ȘȽș��ïïÓė��ïïóäïóÂ�ÿ®�Úä§®÷�ä¸�¡óä÷÷ɏ¡ąÓÿąó�Ó�ÂÜÿ®ó�¡ÿÂäÜ�ÿä�ïÓ�Ü-
ning, programming, and operations.       

ȘȽȚ� �Ü�ÓėĜ®� ÿ¿®� §ėÜ�ÚÂ¡� ÂÜÿ®ó�¡ÿÂäÜ� �®ÿđ®®Ü� ¡ąÓÿąó®÷� ÂÜ� ¡äÜĦÂ¡ÿ�
�¡óä÷÷�ÿ¿®�e�Üº®�ä¸�LÂÓÂÿ�óė�Vï®ó�ÿÂäÜ÷Ƚ

ȧɌ��oĒûûïÿČÌæÃ�"°Ēª�ČÌïæ�Ý�\¨×·ªČÌĞ·ă

�Ƚ��÷÷®÷÷�ÿ¿®�Ð®ė��÷ï®¡ÿ÷�ä¸�¡ąÓÿąó®��Ģ®¡ÿÂÜº�ïÓ�ÜÜÂÜºȷ�ïóäºó�Ú-

ÚÂÜºȷ��Ü§�äï®ó�ÿÂäÜ÷Ƚ�ɉ�i��ȘȽȖȷ�ȘȽȚȷ�@aL!�ș¸Ɋ
�Ƚ��÷÷®÷÷�ÿ¿®�®Ģ®¡ÿ÷�ä¸�äóº�ÜÂĜ�ÿÂäÜ�Ó�¡ąÓÿąó®�äÜ�ÂÜÿ®óɏäóº�ÜÂĜ�-
ÿÂäÜ�Ó�äï®ó�ÿÂäÜ÷Ƚ�ɉ�i��ȘȽșȷ�@aL!�ș¸Ɋ

4.  Student Requirements

"Ğ·æČ� gÿ·û 

• Attend Guest Lecture “Introduction to Culture”  
on 14 August 2017 1 hr. 

• Contribute to Seminar on 14 August 2017 
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ȩɌ��9ăăĒ·ă�Áïÿ��ÌăªĒăăÌïæ

a. Bennett’s chapter begins with an anecdote that many would refer 

ÿä��÷���ɖĥó÷ÿ�đäóÓ§�ïóä�Ó®ÚȽɗ�i¿®�ą÷®÷�ÿ¿Â÷�®Ėï®óÂ®Ü¡®�ÿä��®ºÂÜ���
discussion about “cultural humility” as a predictor of intercultural 

competence. Provide one example of when cultural humility worked 

¸äó�äó��º�ÂÜ÷ÿ�ėäą�ÂÜ��Ü�ÂÜÿ®ó¡ąÓÿąó�Ó�ÂÜÿ®ó�¡ÿÂäÜȽ�i®®�®Ė�ÚïÓ®�ɋïȽ�
ȖȘȚɌ� ¸óäÚ�ÿ¿®�wi��Ú��÷÷�§äó� ÿä� @�ï�Üȷ�!§đÂÜ�e®Â÷¡¿�ą®ó� ɋȖȞȝțɌ�
ÂÜ��®ÜÜ®ÿÿɚ÷�¡äÜ¡Óą÷ÂäÜȶ�ɖ�®�¿�§��¡òąÂó®§�ÿ¿®�¿��Âÿ�ä¸�ÓääÐÂÜº��ÿ�
ÿ¿ÂÜº÷�ÿđä�§ÂĢ®ó®Üÿ�đ�ė÷�ɍ�¸óäÚ�ÿ¿®�@�ï�Ü®÷®��ÜºÓ®�ä¸�ĐÂ÷ÂäÜ��÷�
well as from our own national viewpoint. This proved to be the key 

to my career and, extended worldwide, it is the only hope I can see 

for world peace and human survival.”

b. Bennett refers to Nisbett’s The Geography of Thought in her 

®ĖïÓ�Ü�ÿÂäÜ�ä¸���¡ąÓÿąó®�Ú�ï� ɋïȽ� ȖȗȞɌ��ė� ó®¸®óóÂÜº� ÿä� ÿ¿®� ¸äÓÓäđ-

ÂÜº� §ÂĢ®ó®Ü¡®÷� ÂÜ� ÿ¿ÂÜÐÂÜº� ÷ÿėÓ®÷ȶ� ɖï�ÿÿ®óÜ÷� ä¸� �ÿÿ®ÜÿÂäÜ� �Ü§�
perception…preferred patterns of explanation for events…hab-

its of organizing the world…use of formal logic rules…application 

ä¸� §Â�Ó®¡ÿ�Ó� �ïïóä�¡¿®÷Ƚɗ� �¿�ÿ� Ó®Đ®Ó� ä¸� ¡¿�ÓÓ®Üº®� ¿�Đ®� §ÂĢ®ó®Üÿ�
ÿ¿ÂÜÐÂÜº�÷ÿėÓ®÷�ïó®÷®Üÿ®§�¸äó�ėäą�ÂÜ�ėäąó�đäóÐ��÷���ÚÂÓÂÿ�óėɃ�ä��
professional? 

c. Rubinstein discusses the dangers associated with character-

ÂĜÂÜº�¡ąÓÿąó®��÷�º®Ü®ó�ÓÂĜ��Ó®��Ü§�÷ÿ�ÿÂ¡Ƚ�VÜ�ïȽ�țȜȷ�¿®�đ�óÜ÷� ÿ¿�ÿ�
generalizations about military and civilian organizational cultural 

§ÂĢ®ó®Ü¡®÷� ɋ�÷� §®ïÂ¡ÿ®§� ÂÜ� q��Ó®� ȚȽȖɌ� ¡�Ü� Ó®�§� ÿä� ÿ¿®� ɖ¸�ÓÓ�¡ė� ä¸�
detached cultural descriptions.” What does he mean by this? Do 

�Üė�®Ė¡®ïÿÂäÜ÷�ÿä�ÿ¿®�ÓÂ÷ÿ÷�ÂÜ�q��Ó®�ȚȽȖ�¡äÚ®�ÿä�ÚÂÜ§Ⱦ

d. In their research devoted to cultural sensemaking strategies, 

e�÷Úą÷÷®Ü�ʖ�iÂ®¡Ðɚ÷�ĥÜ§ÂÜº÷�ó®Đ®�Ó�ÿ¿�ÿ�ÿ¿®�đ�ė÷�¡ąÓÿąó�Ó�®Ėï®óÿ÷�
make sense of “cultural surprises” aligns with the reasoning pro-

cesses of scientists. How might this be useful to you as you plan for 

future cross-cultural operations? 
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6.  Relationship to Other Instruction

Having a better understanding of culture and role that it plays in con-

ĦÂ¡ÿ� Â÷� ®÷÷®ÜÿÂ�Ó� ÿä� ąÜ§®ó÷ÿ�Ü§ÂÜº� Úą¡¿� ä¸� ÿ¿®� �äÚÚ�Ü§� �Ü§� iÿ�Ģ�
College curriculum. Many if not most of the historical case studies you 

will examine in War Studies will be set in foreign lands with cultures 

dissimilar to the United States. In Security Studies, we will begin with 

an examination of American culture with a particular emphasis on our 

political culture. In Leadership, you will study military culture con-

trasting it with external organizations that you will increasingly deal 

đÂÿ¿��÷�ėäą�óÂ÷®�ÂÜ�ó�ÜÐȽ�5Ü�®�¡¿�®Ė®ó¡Â÷®�ÂÜ���óĥº¿ÿÂÜºȷ�ėäą�đÂÓÓ�¿�Đ®�
to consider culture in your planning.

APPENDIX D:  
HISTORICAL AND CONTEMPORARY  

RELATIONS BETWEEN SOCIAL SCIENCE 
AND THE MILITARY

The relationships among the social sciences and various military and 

intelligence organizations have had complex and often rocky history. 

The tension and mistrust on both sides of the divide created a situation 

đ¿®ó®ȷ��®ÿđ®®Ü�Ó�ÿ®�ȖȞțȕ÷��Ü§�®�óÓė�ȗȕȕȕ÷ȷ�ÿ¿®ó®�đ�÷�ÓÂÿÿÓ®�÷ė÷ÿ®Ú�ÿÂ¡�
¡äÜÿ�¡ÿȽ��÷���¡äÜ÷®òą®Ü¡®ȷ��ÿ�ÿ¿®��®ºÂÜÜÂÜº�ä¸�ÿ¿®�Úä÷ÿ�ó®¡®Üÿ�ï®óÂä§�ä¸�
ÂÜ¡ó®�÷®§�ÚÂÓÂÿ�óė�ÂÜÿ®ó®÷ÿ�ÂÜ�¡ąÓÿąó®ȷ�Ú�Üė�®Ģäóÿ÷�đ®ó®�Üäÿ�ÂÜ¸äóÚ®§�
�ė�ÿ¿®�Úä÷ÿ�ó®¡®Üÿ�÷¡Â®ÜÿÂĥ¡��Ü§�¡äÜ¡®ïÿą�Ó�§®Đ®ÓäïÚ®Üÿ÷Ƚ��¿®Ü�÷äÚ®�
ä¸�ÿ¿®÷®�®�óÓė�®Ģäóÿ÷��®¡�Ú®�ÐÜäđÜ�ÿä�ÿ¿®�÷¡Â®ÜÿÂĥ¡�¡äÚÚąÜÂÿėȷ�÷äÚ®�
took it as proof that the military was wedded to outdated, inaccurate 

approaches while others took it as a signal that better communica-

tion was needed. There was some truth in both positions and there are 

ongoing debates about the viability and ethics of trying to bring con-

temporary science into the military context. 

The references below are sources of information about the history of 

the relationship and contemporary debates. Additionally, they provide 

¿Â÷ÿäóÂ¡�Ó� ÂÜ¸äóÚ�ÿÂäÜ� äÜ� ï�÷ÿ� ®Ģäóÿ÷� �ė� Ü�ÿÂäÜ�Ó� ÷®¡ąóÂÿė� äóº�ÜÂĜ�-
tions to develop culture-related capabilities. For those whose interest 

is exclusively focused on the history of military culture programs, we 

recommend the works by Allison Abbe and Seymour Deitchman.

Abbe, Allison. “The Historical Development of Cross-Cultural Com-

petence.” In Cross-Cultural Competence for a Twenty-First-Century 
Military: Culture, the Flipside of COIN, edited by Robert Greene Sands 

�Ü§��ÓÓÂ÷äÜ�-ó®®Ü®ɏi�Ü§÷ȷ�ȘȖɎșȗȽ�D�Ü¿�Úȷ�L�ȶ�D®ĖÂÜºÿäÜ��ääÐ÷ȷ�
ȗȕȖșȽ

Albro, Robert, and Bill Ivey, eds. Cultural Awareness in the Military: Devel-
opments and Implications for Future Humanitarian Cooperation. New 

�äóÐȶ�a�Óºó�Đ®�L�¡ÚÂÓÓ�Üȷ�ȗȕȖșȽ�
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Albro, Robert, George Marcus, Laura A. McNamara, and Monica Schoch-

Spana, eds. Anthropologists in the SecurityScape: Ethics, Practice, and 
Professional Identity.���ÓÜąÿ��ó®®Ðȷ���ȶ�D®¸ÿ��ä�÷ÿ�aó®÷÷ȷ�5Ü¡Ƚȷ�ȗȕȖȗȽ

Albro, Robert, et al. Final Report on The Army’s Human Terrain Sys-
tem Proof of Concept Program. Commission on the Engagement of 

Anthropology with the US Security and Intelligence Communities 

ɋ�!�wii5�ɌȽ��Ú®óÂ¡�Ü��Üÿ¿óäïäÓäºÂ¡�Ó��÷÷ä¡Â�ÿÂäÜȷ�ȗȕȕȞȽ
Deitchman, Seymour J. The Best-Laid Schemes: A Tale of Social Research 

and Bureaucracy.���Ú�óÂ§º®ȶ�L5q�aó®÷÷ȷ�ȖȞȜțȽ
Fosher, Kerry. “Practice Note: Defense Discourses.” Anthropology News 
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Fosher, Kerry. Review of “Anthropologists in Arms: The Ethics of Mili-

tary Anthropology,” by George R. Lucas. Journal of Military Ethics 9, 
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Fosher, Kerry, and Frank J. Tortorello. “Military and Security.” In A 

Handbook of Practicing Anthropology,�®§Âÿ®§��ė�eÂ�ÓÓ�NäÓ�Üȷ�ȗȘȜɎșțȽ�
N®đ��äóÐȶ��ÂÓ®ėɏ�Ó�¡Ðđ®ÓÓȷ�ȗȕȖȘȽ

Gonzalez, Roberto J. American Counterinsurgency: Human Science and the 
Human Terrain.��¿Â¡�ºäȷ�5Dȶ�aóÂ¡ÐÓė�a�ó�§ÂºÚ�aó®÷÷ȷ�ȗȕȕȞȽ

Kelly, John D., Beatrice Jauregui, Sean T. Mitchell, and Jeremy Walton, 

eds. Anthropology and Global Counterinsurgency. Chicago: University 

ä¸��¿Â¡�ºä�aó®÷÷ȷ�ȗȕȖȕȽ
Lucas, George R. Anthropologists in Arms: The Ethics of Military Anthro-

pology.�D�Ü¿�Úȷ�L�ȶ��Óÿ�ÚÂó��aó®÷÷ɃeäđÚ�Ü�ʖ�DÂÿÿÓ®ĥ®Ó§ȷ�ȗȕȕȞȽ
McNamara, Laura A., and Robert A. Rubinstein, eds. Dangerous Liaisons: 

Anthropologists and the National Security State. Santa Fe, N.M: School 

¸äó��§Đ�Ü¡®§�e®÷®�ó¡¿�aó®÷÷ȷ�ȗȕȖȖȽ
Peacock, James, et al. AAA Commission on the Engagement of Anthropology 

with the US Security and Intelligence Communities Final Report. Com-

mission on the Engagement of Anthropology with the US Security 

�Ü§� 5Üÿ®ÓÓÂº®Ü¡®� �äÚÚąÜÂÿÂ®÷� ɋ�!�wii5�ɌȽ� �Ú®óÂ¡�Ü� �Üÿ¿óäïä-
ÓäºÂ¡�Ó��÷÷ä¡Â�ÿÂäÜȷ�ȗȕȕȜȽ

Plemmons, Dena, and Robert Albro. “Practicing Ethics and Ethical 

Practice: Anthropology, Science, and the Social.” The Social Science 
Research Council ɋȗȕȖȖɌȶ�ȖȜȞɎȞȜȽ

Price, David H. Anthropological Intelligence: The Deployment and Neglect of 
American Anthropology in the Second World War. Durham: Duke Uni-
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